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Perceptions toward Specific-Product Types
and Product Cues – Fashion adopters and
fashion followers
Osmud RAHMAN
Ryerson University

Abstract
It is evident that consumers have higher level of fashion innovativeness (e.g., fashion
adopters/leaders) are more likely to consume and display a new product at the early stage
of its lifecycle (Kang and Park-Poaps, 2010). Thus, it is imperative for fashion
practitioners to understand this consumer group in order to offer better products, develop
effective marketing strategies and ultimately increase the sales. In this study, three product
types (t-shirt, evening dress and socks) and ten product cues (four extrinsic cues and six
intrinsic cues) were used to examine how fashion adopters and followers perceive and
evaluate these products and what product cues may significantly affect their purchasing
decision. Six items of the domain-specific innovativeness (DSI) scale (Goldsmith and
Hofacker, 1991) were adopted to identify the fashion consumer groups (adopters and
followers), and cue utilization theory was used to measure the salient effects of ten product
cues among three apparel products. According to the results, both fashion adopters and
followers perceived fit as the most salient cue for both t-shirt and evening dress followed by
style and colour. In terms of socks, comfort was the most important evaluative cue followed
by price and fabric. Clearly, the product type played a relatively more important role than
the consumer type. Consumers used different evaluative criteria to judge the quality of
different products. The visual appearance or aesthetic attributes such as fit, style and
colour deemed to be more important for evaluating the publicly consumed products
(dresses and t-shirt) than the privately consumed ones (socks).
Keywords: product type, product cue, fashion adopter, fashion follower
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Introduction
It is evident that consumers who have a higher level of fashion innovativeness are more likely to consume
and display a new product at the early stage of its lifecycle (Kang and Park-Poaps, 2010). According to
many prior studies (Beaudoin et al., 2000; Eicher et al., 2000; Schrank et al., 1982), fashion leaders were
found to be more positive toward change, more interested in fashion and to play an influential part for
other consumers to adopt new styles. They often facilitate the diffusion process of product acceptance by
either spreading the word among the people they know or to simply display the products without any
verbal persuasion. Many consumer socialization studies (Anderson and Meyer, 2000; Bearden and
Randall, 1990) have pointed out that one’s peer influence play a significant role on product consumption,
particularly among the young. With this perspective, it is imperative for fashion designers, manufacturers
and marketers to identify and understand this consumer group in order to offer better products, develop
effective marketing strategies, and ultimately increase the sales.
Fashion leadership is a combination of psychological and learned behaviors (Sproles, 1979). However,
there is no universal definition of what a “fashion adopter” is or a clear distinction among all the fashion
change agents – fashion leader, fashion innovator, fashion opinion leader, fashion adopter (early adopter
and late adopter) and innovative communicator (Gorden et al., 1985). In some studies (Goldsmith et al.,
1999; Schrank and Guilmore, 1973), innovators and early adopters were used interchangeably or loosely
termed innovators collectively. According to Workman and Kidd (2000), fashion innovators, fashion
opinion leaders and innovative communicators are demographically and psychologically similar. In other
words, the characteristics and behaviours of these fashion consumer groups could be overlapped and
correlated.
Nevertheless, as recommended by a number of researchers (Beaudoin et al., 2000), the definition of
fashion leader should include two other constructs: fashion innovator and fashion opinion leader.
According to numerous studies (Beaudoin et al., 2000; Kim and Schrank, 1982), both fashion innovator
and opinion leaders are the earliest adopters in the diffusion process of new fashion. As such, the term
fashion adopter does reflect some characteristics of both innovator and opinion leader, and this definition
was adopted for the present study.

Fashion Adopters and Fashion Follower
The focus of the present study was merely placed on two consumer groups - fashion adopters and
fashion followers. Fashion adopters can be described as those consumers who are more inner-directed,
confident with their own tastes and have a higher need to be unique. In general, they are more interested
in fashion, stay current with fashion magazines, spend more money for clothing and are less sensitive
towards price (Beaudoin et al., 2000; Goldsmith and Stith, 1993). According to some other studies (Kang
and Park-Poaps, 2010; Workman and Caldwell, 2007), fashion leader was associated with hedonic
shopping motivation (want-based approach) whereas fashion follower was associated with utilitarian
shopping motivation (need-based approach). In other words, fashion followers have less motivation for
mental stimulation from fashion products. They often imitate the style of fashion change agents or follow
the acceptable norm/dress code in order to be accepted by their peers and societal groups (Workman
and Johnson, 1993). As such, fashion followers generally scored lower on centrality of visual product
aesthetics than fashion adopters/leaders (Workman and Caldwell, 2007). In addition, fashion followers
are less willing to adopt fashion during its early cycle, and they have a tendency to adopt styles when
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they have become main stream or widely accepted. Moreover, they score low on both the need for touch
(NFT) and need for uniqueness (Workman, 2010).
Over the years, many diverse aspects of innovativeness has been widely studied and investigated.
Topics have encompassed uniqueness (Workman and Caldwell, 2007), NFT (Workman, 2010), need for
variety (Workman and Johnson, 1993), shopping motivations (Kang and Park-Poaps, 2010), magazine
content (Bailey and Seock, 2010), brand sensitivity (Beaudoin et al., 2003), self-concept (Phau and Lo,
2004), and Internet consumers (Phau and Lo, 2004). However, little research has examined the
relationships between consumer groups of innovativeness (fashion adopters and fashion followers) and
various apparel types within the same product domain.

Fashion Clothing – Publicly Consumed/High Involvement versus Privately
Consumed/ Low Involvement
Young consumers often use fashion clothing to construct and reconstruct identity, build self-image and
express inner feeling (Rahman et al., 2011). Clothing also serves as a marker of individuality among
peers as well as a marker of distinction between generations. As Horn and Gurel (1981) described
clothing choice acts as “social glue” to affiliate with or differentiate from certain social groups. Indeed,
clothing is one of the most expressed symbols of peer identification. As Dittmar (1992) points out that “an
individual’s identity is influenced by the symbolic meanings of his or her own material possessions, and
the way in which s/he relates to those possessions”. Without a doubt, Clothing plays an important role in
the formation and exhibition of self (Davis, 1985; Evans, 1989; Lurie, 1981). However, clothing
consumption is a complex interplay with many factors encompassing consumer’s degree of
innovativeness (e.g., fashion adopters/leaders, fashion followers/non-fashion leaders), specific-product
types (e.g., winter coats, summer dresses, bathing suits) and product attributes (e.g., fabric, style, colour,
fit and comfort). People tended to use different apparel products to display themselves in different social
situations and public settings. In other words, the nature of clothing type may play a critical role in the
process of innovativeness and symbolism. For example, privately consumed/low-involvement products
such as socks and pyjamas may play a relatively less significant role in the diffusion process of fashion
innovativeness than publicly consumed/high involvement products such as evening dresses/suits.
According to a study conducted by Rahman et al. (2008), Chinese consumers were more willing to spend
their money on prestigious or publicly consumed products than privately consumed products such as
pyjamas. They also found that the symbolic value of pyjamas was perceived to be relatively low as
compared to other visible apparel products. With this perspective, it is reasonable to suggest that
consumers may have different attitudes toward different types of apparel products. Thus, a number of
research questions should be raised to further investigate and explore on this variance:
•
•
•
•

Are fashion adopters more conscious and sensitive on both publicly consumed and privately
consumed products than fashion followers?
Are fashion adopters more concerned about visual aesthetic cues (e.g., style, colour and fit) than
fashion followers when they evaluate publicly consumed products?
Do fashion adopters and followers use the same criteria when they evaluate privately and publicly
consumed products?
Overall, what role do product cues play in the evaluation of various apparel product types?

In order to understand fashion adopters’ and followers’ perception toward different types of apparel
products, three types of apparel products were chosen for this study – two publicly consumed products
(eveningwear and t-shirt) and one privately consumed product (socks). If a bi-polar continuum scale is
employed to illustrate the involvement intensity of these products, socks would be classified as low-
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involvement, t-shirts as ‘in-between’ or mid-involvement, and evening dresses/suits would be considered
to be high-involvement.

Product Cues
Other than the product type, product attributes may also play a significant part in consumer evaluation of
apparel products. Due to the fact that fashion adopters are more interested in fashion (Eicher et al., 2000;
Beaudoin et al., 2000; Workman and Johnson, 1993), they are more likely relying on aesthetic cues to
evaluate a new clothing product than the fashion followers. In this respect, a question should be posed:
Would it be the selection of evaluative cue more associated with the consumer types rather than the
product types or vice versa? In order to gain a deeper understanding, ten product cues were selected for
this study including three extrinsic cues (price, brand name and country-of-origin) and seven intrinsic cues
(fit, style, colour, comfort, fabric, coordination and durability).
Based on the cue utilization theory, consumers’ perceptions of product values are often associated with a
wide array of attributes. They are generally dichotomized into two types – extrinsic and intrinsic cues and
both are used concurrently when evaluating a product (Simonson, 1989). Extrinsic cues are related to the
product but not directly attached to the physical product itself (e.g., brand name, country-of-origin and
price) whereas intrinsic cues are directly attached to the product (e.g., fabric, colour and style). In general,
intrinsic cues are perceived to be more important and reliable indicators of quality than extrinsic cues
(Wall et al., 1991; Zeithaml, 1988). If consumers are familiar with the product, they often use intrinsic cues
to assess the product quality. In addition, according to many prior studies (as shown in Table 1),
consumers are not necessarily using the same set of criteria for apparel evaluation. Nevertheless,
according to several prior studies, comfort deemed to be an important evaluative cue for privately
consumed products including brassiere (Chan et al., 2001), pyjamas (Rahman et al., 2008) and
sleepwear (Rahman et al., 2009). On the contrary, many consumers tended to use visual intrinsic cues
(e.g., colour, style and fit) to assess publicly consumed product such as denim jeans. It is important to
note that fit can be used to provide psychological comfort (visual appearance) as well as physiological
comfort (ease of movement).
However, limited research has been examined on the relationships between consumer types (fashion
leader and fashion follower) and the salient effect of product attributes among various product types. Over
the years, there has been relatively little research (Bye and Reiley, 2003; Davis et al., 1990; Hatch and
Roberts, 1985; Lee and Burns, 1993) which has dealt with multiple apparel products within a study.
Although Bye and Reiley (2003) have examined on various products including jeans, T-shirt, lingerie and
dresses, their focus was placed on the retail formats rather than the product cues. Therefore, it seems to
be worthwhile and meaningful to explore and investigate on this particular topic.
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Researchers

Year

Country

Apparel

Chan et al.

2001

Hong Kong

Brassiere

1.
2.
3.

Comfort
Fitting, functions: pushing, uplifting
Aesthetic

DeLong et al.

2002

South Korea
& U.S.A.

Jeans

1.
2.
3.

Colour (S. Korea & USA)
Style/design (S. Korea); Fit (USA)
Brand name (S. Korea); Tactile quality (USA)

Herbst
Burger

2002

South Africa

Jeans

1.
2.

Brand
Style

and
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3.

Place of purchase

Chen et al.

2004

China

Children’s
clothing

1.
2.
3.

Quality
Style
Personal preferences

Chae et al.

2006

U.S.A.

Tennis Wear

1.
2.
3.

Comfort
Fit
Construction quality

Wu
DeLong

and

2006

China

Jeans

1.
2.
3.

Comfort
Fit/shape
Design/cut

Rahman et al.

2008

China

Pyjamas

1.
2.
3.

Comfort
Quality
Fabric

Rahman et al.

2009

China

Sleepwear

1.
2.
3.

Comfort
Quality
Fabric

Rahman et al.

2010

Canada
& China

Jeans

1.
2.
3.

Fit (Canada); Comfort (China)
Style (Canada); Fit (China)
Quality (Canada and China)

Table 1
Prior Apparel Studies of Product Cues and Perceived Quality

Research Methodology
A self-administered questionnaire survey was designed and developed for this study. It consisted of three
sections. In section one, six items of the domain-specific innovativeness (DSI) scale (Goldsmith and
Hofacker, 1991) were adopted to identify the fashion adopters and fashion followers, and seven-point
Likert scale to measure the innovativeness. In section two, questions were developed to investigate
respondents’ perceptions and evaluative criteria of three apparel products – evening wear (dress/suit), tshirt and socks. Five-point Likert scale questions (anchored by strongly agree = 5,4,3,2 to strongly
disagree =1) were employed to measure the relative significance of seven intrinsic cues and three
extrinsic cues. In final section, questions were developed to collect demographic data (age, annual
income, occupation).
Female subjects were solicited from a major university in Toronto. The selection criteria for participants
were gender and age. According to Campbell et al. (1976), young female consumers are more involved in
fashion than men (Auty and Elliott, 1998). Researchers such as Walters and Bergiel (1989) also found
that female consumers are more responsible for the purchase of their own apparel items than their male
counterparts. Therefore, female students, 18 years or older, were solicited and chosen for this study. In
total, 132 useable questionnaires were collected. The participants ranged from 18 to 25 years of age, and
the mean age was 19.86.

Results and Discussion
In terms of identification of fashion leaders and followers, the method proposed by Beaudoin et al. (2000)
was adopted. The score of 23 on the Innovativeness Scale was used as a cut-off point to split the sample
into adopters and followers. As a result, 100 respondents (or 75.8 percent) scoring between 6 and 23
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were designated “fashion followers”, and the 32 respondents (24.2 percent) who scored between 24 and
30 were designated “fashion adopters”. The score of 23 separated approximately the top 24% of the
sample was in lined with some prior studies – e.g., 24.3% (Morgan and Birtwistle, 2009).
According to the results (as shown in Table 2), both fashion adopters and followers perceived fit as the
most salient evaluative cue for evening dresses and t-shirts followed by style and colour; and in terms of
socks, comfort was the most important cue followed by price and fabric. There were no significant
differences among the ten product cues except the durability of socks – fashion adopters ranked
durability as the fifth significant product cue for socks purchase whereas fashion followers ranked it as the
second most important cue. In this particular case, fashion adopters had less concern about the durability
than followers. Nevertheless, it seems the product type played a relatively more important role than the
consumer type. Clearly, consumers used different evaluative criteria to judge the quality of different
products. The visual appearance or aesthetic attributes such as fit, style and colour deemed to be more
important for evaluating the publicly consumed products (e.g., dresses and t-shirt) than the privately
consumed ones (e.g., socks). This finding is similar to a study conducted in South Korea and the United
States (DeLong et al., 2002), they found that colour, style/design deemed to be important for buying a
pair of denim jeans (publicly consumed product). However, two other studies of denim jeans (Wu and
DeLong, 2006; Rahman et al. 2010) conducted in China have different outcomes, they found that comfort
was the most important evaluative criteria for most of the Chinese consumers. In other words, the sociocultural or economic factors may also play an influential role in product evaluation other than product
types. However, the cross-cultural aspect is beyond the scope of the current study. This will be an
interesting and meaningful topic for future investigation.

Fashion Adopters

Fashion Followers

Order of Significance

T-shirt

Evening
Dress/Suit

Socks

T-shirt

Evening
Dress/Suit

Socks

1: most significant cue

Fit

Fit

Comfort

Fit

Fit

Comfort

2

Style

Style

Price

Style

Style

Durability

3

Colour

Colour

Fabric

Colour

Colour

Fabric

4

Comfort

Fabric

Fit

Comfort

Fabric

Fit

5

Price

Price

Durability

Fabric

Price

Price

6

Fabric

Comfort

Style

Price

Comfort

Colour

7

Coordination

Brand

Colour

Coordination

Durability

Style

8

Durability

Durability

Coordination

Durability

Brand

Coordination

9

Brand

Coordination

COO

Brand

Coordination

COO

COO

COO

Brand

COO

COO

Brand

10: least
cue

significant

Table 2
The significance of product cues
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The present study provides evidence that visual cues (style and colour) of socks played a less significant
role as compared to functional cues (comfort and fabric). This finding suggests that many respondents
might perceive socks as a homogenous or basic commodity rather than a symbolic item. Although style
and colour did not consider as significant influential cue, it was ranked relatively high as compare to other
product cues including coordination, brand name and country of origin. This finding clearly demonstrated
that both fashion adopters and followers often used similar evaluative cues to assess apparel products.
They relied more on visual aesthetic cues to evaluate publicly consumed products and focused more on
functional cues to judge the privately consumed products. These findings are consistent with a study of
pyjamas conducted by Rahman et al. (2008), Chinese consumers rarely used privately consumed product
such as pyjamas to communicate and express their self-image. As they expressed, “One’s private self is
not as important as the public self (pp.228).” It seems this analogy can also be applied to this study. It is
evident that most of the respondents tended to use functional cues (comfort, durability and fabric) more
than the visual aesthetic (colour and style) cues to evaluate the privately consumed products.
In addition, according to the result of the present study, the fit of clothing deemed to be more significant
than other product cues, particularly for the publicly consumed products (see Table 2). It is reasonable to
suggest that consumers (both fashion adopters and followers) are generally concerned about the fit of a
garment. Without a doubt, it is evident that fit plays a significant role in the evaluation and selection
process when it comes to making a clothing purchase. In a study conducted in the United Kingdom by
Apeagyei (2008), 86 per cent of the respondents were concerned with their appearance when wearing
certain types of clothing, and 85 per cent believed that identical garments could look different on distinct
body shapes/types. If a specific desired social stereotype or ideal body image cannot be achieved with an
item of clothing, an unpleasant psychological state (e.g., anxiety, dissatisfaction and depression) can
arise in the wearer (Altabe and Thompson, 1996). Individuals often use clothing as a means to
accentuate their ideal body features or to conceal undesirable body attributes (Markee et al., 1990).
Indeed, clothing is a prevalent way of enhancing body image: it has been shown that a change in clothing
style or outward appearance can result in a change of one’s moods and attitudes (Rahman, 2011).
Moreover, today’s consumers are more savvy and sophisticated when it comes to shopping. The vast
majority of respondents include both fashion adopters and followers did not use brand name and countryof-origin as an indicator of product quality. They relied on the intrinsic cues such as the physical
characteristics and attributes to judge the apparel products rather than extrinsic cues regardless of the
product types, and this finding is consistent with many prior studies (Chae et al., 2006; Rahman et al.,
2008, 2009, 2010; Wu and DeLong, 2006).
In terms of the consumer types, this study found that fashion adopters ranked price cue higher but the
durability cue lower than the fashion followers. The possible explanation is that fashion adopters are
unlikely to spend too much money and time on the basic commodities or low-involvement products. In
other words, they rather spend their money on publicly consumed and/or high involvement products.
Involvement has been defined as an individual’s perceived relevance of an object based on his/her
needs, values and interests (Zaichkowsky, 1985).
This finding is in line with Mitchell and Greatorex (1989), consumers tended to use price as a cue to
quality when judging the low-quality products.
Leader

Follower
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Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

I am uncomfortable when the colour of my clothes are different from
others

31.3%

68.7%

22%

78%

I buy the same colour of clothing as what others are wearing

9.4%

90.6%

6%

93%

100%

14%

86%

I would not buy certain colours if my good friends told me they did not
like them
I enjoy wearing unusual colour of clothing

87.5%

12.5%

75%

25%

I use colour to differentiate from others

65.6%

34.4%

60%

40%

I wear certain colour that make me feel distinctive

81.3%

18.7%

84%

16%

I buy certain colour to draw the other’s attention

59.4%

40.6%

59%

41%

I wear certain colour to appeal to the other gender is important to me

25%

71.9%

42%

57%

I buy colour to keep up to date on fashion

53.2%

43.8%

56%

43%

The current fashion colour trend is important to me

62.5%

34.4%

53%

46%

I buy certain colour to express who I am

87.5%

9.4%

88%

11%

I tend to buy clothing in my favourite colour

65.6%

31.3%

80%

19%

I don’t care whether people like the colour of my clothes or not

93.8%

3.1%

76%

23%

I buy certain colour to make me feel good

93.8%

3.1%

92%

7%

I choose colour to evoke thoughts of happiness

65.6%

31.3%

63%

36%

I buy certain colour because it makes me look more mature

50%

46.9%

63%

36%

I buy certain colour because it makes me look more younger

12.5%

84.4%

19%

80%

I spend time to find colour that look best on me

75%

21.9%

87%

12%

I spend time to find colour that coordinate well with my wardrobe

62.5%

31.3%

73%

26%

Table 3
The Role and Importance of Colour Cue

Colour often plays an influential role in the acceptance or rejection of a product. According to a several
studies (Bevlin 1997; Myers 1989; Rasband 2001), colour is considered to be the most visible and
appealing design element. Colour cue provides immediate information and impression to a viewer about
the products prior to physical interaction. In order to gain a deeper understanding of consumer’s
perceptions toward colour, a number of statements were employed to elucidate the salient impact of this
visual cue. According to the results of this study, it is reasonable to suggest that fashion adopters are
more knowledgeable and sensitive about the colour and fashion trend. For example, 62.5% of fashion
adopters reported that the current fashion colour trend is important versus 53% of fashion followers. It
seems fashion adopters knew exactly what colour they want more so than the followers – adopters
generally spent less time to find the desirable colour to enhance or compliment their personal look and
appearance.

Conclusion and Limitations
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Within the fashion/clothing domain, there is a wide categorization of product types – privately
consumed/publicly consumed, high-involvement/low involvement and symbolic/functional. Fashion
adopters and followers do not necessarily use the same criteria to evaluate different apparel products. In
other words, they do not perceive the same value among products within the same domain. In this study,
it is evident that evening dresses and t-shirts were considered to be more symbolic whereas socks were
seen as primarily functional. Additionally, fashion adopters were less sensitive to price when evaluating
evening dresses and t-shirts, but not for socks.
According to the results of the present study, most of the participants did not perceive brand name as a
salient purchasing criterion. The challenge for fashion designers and marketers will be building the brand
image and adding symbolic value to both high- and low-involvement apparel products. As stated in the
preceding section, many consumers rarely use privately consumed products (socks) as a communication
tool to express their self-image and identity. As McEwen et al., (2006) suggested that self-satisfaction and
self-expression have become the predominant motivators of young and affluent consumers. With this
perspective, fashion firms must offer their customers added values in the realm of pleasure (Jordan,
2000) or meet “super-functional needs” (Weightman and McDonagh, 2004) to sustain their
competitiveness.
To conclude, for a product’s success in today’s marketplace, fashion practitioners must fully understand
their consumers, pay maximal attention to the needs and aspirations of fashion adopters in particular,
identify the shifting paradigm of taste, focus on the relationships between product cues and product types,
and discover what design elements could trigger particular cognitive and affective responses among
young consumers, particularly the fashion adopters. I believe that the present study should provide
valuable contributions, insights and information on various aspects of innovativeness for fashion
practitioners in general and designers in particular.
Although this research provides important insights to fashion practitioners, further research using a larger
sample, different products, and soliciting a more diverse population including both males and females
would strengthen the external validity and reliability of future studies.
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Abstract
Industrial design schools have typically functioned as training grounds in which future
designers are skilled into becoming proficient creators of more ‘stuff’, many of which prove
to be unnecessary and unsustainable. Several research publications examine the
integration of sustainability in industrial design education, but most of these focus on
ecological aspects, especially because environmental improvement has been the focus of
government policymaking and product innovation in the last two decades or so. The social
pillar of sustainability has received less attention; in fact there is no accepted definition in
the design industry about what constitutes this area.
This research investigates whether industrial design education institutions present
themselves as being concerned about socially responsible and ethical design aspects, and if
there is evidence in their curricula, syllabi and descriptive text regarding coverage of these
issues, either as theory-type courses or as studio learning activities. A comprehensive
content analysis of the websites of 39 industrial design programs, was conducted, including
both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, in 17 universities in Australia and New
Zealand.
This work in progress is the first phase of a project which aims to measure the extent of
inclusion of environmental and social responsibility in the curriculum of industrial design
degree programs. This initial stage covers the Oceania region; an expansion of the study
would include design universities in other developed countries. The second phase would
include analysis of curricula and course outlines collected from around the world.
Keywords: socially responsible design, industrial design education
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Introduction
The International Council of Societies of Industrial Design (ICSID) identifies ethics as one
of the important considerations of the industrial design profession. In its definition of
design, the council states that the task of design is to enhance global sustainability and
environmental protection (“global ethics”), give benefits and freedom to the entire human
community (“social ethics”) and support cultural diversity despite globalization (“cultural
ethics”) [icsid.org].
Moreover, Article II of the ICSID Code of Professional Ethics states that: “Designers
recognize their contributions to the social, individual and material well-being of the
general public, particularly as regards health and safety, and will not consciously act in a
manner harmful or contradictory to this well-being. Industrial designers shall advocate
and thoughtfully consider the needs of all potential users, including those with different
abilities such as the elderly and the physically challenged” (ICSID, 2001).
The Cumulus International Association of Universities and Colleges of Art, Design and
Media acknowledged that “global development and an awareness of the growth of related
ecological and social problems are posing new demands and offering new opportunities
for design, design education and design research. Design is challenged to redefine itself
and designers must assume new roles and commit themselves to developing solutions
leading to a sustainable future” (Cumulus, 2008).

Socially Responsible Design
Socially responsive design “takes as its primary driver social issues, its main
consideration social impact and its main objective social change” (Gamman & Thorpe,
2006). Perhaps the earliest call for industrial designers to be conscious of the impacts of
their work was made by the activist professor Victor Papanek in “Design for the Real
World”, where he argued that “much recent design has satisfied only evanescent wants
and desires, while the genuine needs of man have often been neglected by the designer”
(Papanek, 1971). He advocated that industrial designers can go beyond “appearance
design”, styling, or “design cosmetics”, and use their talents to solve the pressing needs
of disadvantaged minorities in society: the disabled, the elderly, the communities in the
developing world, and others often ignored by the design profession. He believed that
“the only important thing about design is how it relates to people” (Papanek, 1971). He
advocated that market-oriented designers should contribute a tenth of their time or
income on socially conscious projects.
In the 1980s and 1990s responsibility in the design industry was embodied in the new
terms “ecodesign” and “green design”. Environmentally conscious design was used to
communicate to consumers that designers and manufacturers are showing some concern
about the lifecycle impacts of designed objects on the planet. Most ecodesign
approaches were of a technical nature, such as reducing materials or energy, light
weighting, avoiding toxics during production or usage, and recyclability (Brezet & Van
Hemel, 1997; Ryan, Lewis, & Gertsakis, 1997). Particularly in the European Union,
directives and regulations to protect the environment helped ensure that designers
conformed with technical requirements on manufacturing, materials, distribution, energy
consumption, and end-of-life. Consumer demand for green and greener products went
up, marking a distinctive societal change.
Socially sustainable design goes beyond the ecological by exploring solutions that can
positively change the lives of people everywhere. In “Design for Society”, Nigel Whiteley
(1993) reiterated Papanek’s message about responding to “needs” and not merely
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“wants”. Confronting the unsoundness of consumerist design, he encouraged designers
to ensure that all design benefits the community at large and that they look into social,
environmental, economic and political issues.
Universal design, inclusive design, design-for-all, barrier-free design, accessible design –
which all meant designing products that are inherently usable by as many people as
possible, whether able-bodied or physically challenged, without need for adaptation –
emerged as another design philosophy of this period, especially as a result of the passing
of national laws aimed at reducing discrimination against people with disabilities.
Davey et al (2005) proposed a model for socially responsible design based on the
business management approach of corporate social responsibility. It encourages
designers to use their unique skills to address issues of crime, education, government,
health,
fair
trade,
ecology,
social
inclusion
and
economic
policy
[sociallyresponsibledesign.org]. In the UK nationally funded research initiatives such as
Design Against Crime [designagainstcrime.org] successfully demonstrated the agency of
design in solving problems plaguing contemporary society. The UK Design Council also
issued several publications on using design-led innovation to tackle some of Britain’s
most
complex
challenges
in
healthcare,
environment
and
communities
[designcouncil.info].
Margolin and Margolin (2002) described a “social model” for product design practice, as
contrasted with the traditional “market model” or “design for the market”. They liken the
product development process to the problem solving procedure practiced by social
workers. They felt that many “helping professionals” – particularly in the areas of health,
education, social work, aging, and crime prevention – share the goals of designers who
want to do socially responsible work, and therefore they should work together. They
suggest a research agenda to find out the role a designer can play in the collaborative
process of social intervention, and to seek ways for changing the public’s perception of
designers into one reflecting the image of a socially responsible designer.
In the new millennium the phrase “bottom of the pyramid” or “BoP” (Prahalad & Hart,
2002) became popular in academic and business circles to refer to the 2.6 billion people
living on less than $2 a day, and who represent the largest but poorest group at the base
of the economic pyramid. At least 8 international conferences have been held to discuss
the topic, resulting in many research publications on “design for the BoP”.
Paul Polak, founder of the not-for-profit International Development Enterprises that
creates income opportunities for poor rural households in developing countries, contends
that “the majority of the world's designers focus all their efforts on developing products
and services exclusively for the richest 10% of the world’s customers… nothing less than
a revolution in design is needed to reach the other 90%” (Polak, 2009). Inspired by this
assertion, the Smithsonian Institution Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in New
York launched in 2007 “Design for the other 90%”, a travelling exhibition and book which
explored the growing movement among socially responsible designers who develop lowcost solutions for the survival needs of the world’s marginalized people (Smith, 2007).
Indeed this exhibition demonstrated how design can be a dynamic force in saving and
transforming lives around the world. In 2009 Project H Design, a team of humanitarian
designers engaging locally to improve the quality of life for all, released “Design
Revolution”, a book and road show compiling 100 products that are changing the lives of
people in the developing world (Pilloton, 2009).
There appears to be an emerging stream of “design activism” among people who
passionately “use the power of design for the greater good of humankind and nature”
(Fuad-Luke, 2009). Many design-inspired organizations are now fundamentally
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challenging how design can catalyze positive impacts to address sustainability. For
instance, the global design and innovation consultancy IDEO produced freely
downloadable how-to guides and workbooks on designing for social impact (IDEO, 2008)
and human centered design (IDEO, 2009). These publications aim to help design firms to
get engaged in social responsibility projects. IDEO calls for a shift to participatory,
transformative and human-centered “design thinking”, which they define as a
“collaborative process by which the designer's sensibilities and methods are employed to
match people's needs with what is technically feasible and a viable business strategy…
converting need into demand” (Brown, 2009a). IDEO’s CEO Tim Brown observes that the
design profession seems to be preoccupied with creating nifty objects even though it
could have a bigger role in solving more pressing global problems, and suggests that
design thinking can make a big difference here (Brown, 2009b). In 2006 the Industrial
Designers Society of America (IDSA) started a “Design for the Majority” professional
interest section whose mission is “to bring attention to the large group of humans that
most of us do not currently design for” (Speer, 2006).

Education in Socially Responsible Design
There is evidence that design education institutions are starting to seriously consider their
broader responsibilities to society. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology D-Lab [dlab.mit.edu] runs a series of courses and field trips to host communities in developing
countries where students work on improving the quality of life of low-income households
through the creation and implementation of low-cost technologies; this educational
vehicle allows university students to gain an optimistic and practical understanding of
their roles in alleviating poverty. MIT also hosts the pro bono service DesignThatMatters
[designthatmatters.org], where academia and industry professionals can donate their
design expertise to create breakthrough products for underserved communities in need.
At the DesignMatters department of the Art Center College of Design
[designmatters.artcenter.edu] students from all disciplines can participate in courses,
internships and special projects, in collaboration with international development agencies
and nonprofit organizations, to explore the many ways design can address humanitarian
needs in the larger world. A graduate course on Entrepreneurial Design for Extreme
Affordability [extreme.stanford.edu] is ran at the Stanford Institute of Design, aka
d.school, where students are immersed in the fundamentals of design thinking and then
travel to international project sites to experientially develop comprehensive solutions to
challenges faced by the world’s poor. At the Delft University of Technology a large body
of master’s thesis works has been done by industrial design engineering students who
have spent months of internship periods in developing countries to co-design with locals
some solutions to their needs in education, healthcare, food and nutrition, water, energy,
housing, materials, connectivity, and entrepreneurship (Kandachar, De Jongh, & Diehl,
2009). A web search for product-oriented (as opposed to architecture-oriented) design
degrees on socially responsible design found at least 12 universities with undergraduate
and postgraduate programs in this emerging area (Ramirez, 2011).
In 2003 Worldchanging, the American non-profit online magazine and blog about social
innovation and sustainability [worldchanging.com] was launched and resulted in a
bestseller book that surveyed the best practice solutions in responsible design (Steffen,
2006). In 2007 the Designers Accord [designersaccord.org] was formed as a global
coalition of designers, educators and business leaders, working together to create
positive environmental and social impact. It was also during the same decade that
several international networks promoting social consciousness in design were formed:
the Design21 Social Design Network [design21sdn.com], the LeNS | Learning Network on
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Sustainability [lens.polimi.it], and the DeSIS | Design for Social Innovation and
Sustainability [desis-network.org].

Aims and Methods of Study
This research investigates whether industrial design education institutions present
themselves as being concerned about socially responsible and ethical design aspects,
and if there is evidence in their curricula, syllabi and galleries of student work regarding
coverage of these issues, either as theory-type lectures or as studio learning activities.
Information for the study was collected by visiting the online websites of industrial design
universities. The scope of this paper was limited to Australia and New Zealand; thus a
snapshot of social sustainability in industrial design education in the Oceania region could
also be provided. Data collection is ongoing for universities in the United Kingdom, United
States Canada, Ireland and South Africa. It was decided to restrict the scope of the entire
research to countries where English is the first language, for ease of analysis of the
website contents. However, if other universities in countries where English is a second
language have web pages in English these will be included in a later paper.
The initial phase of the study is limited to website content analysis. This approach has
been used successfully by Capriotti and Moreno (2007) to investigate the communication
of corporate social responsibility issues on company’s websites, building on the content
analysis technique of Krippendorff (2004). The study acknowledges that not all
information is published online on university websites and that some universities put more
information on websites than others; but likewise not all information is available in printed
prospectuses either. The viewpoint of a potential future student is undertaken, where one
bases decisions on where to study partly by looking at the curricula, syllabi, and
examples of student work available and accessible on university websites.
The study is only interested in the coursework undergraduate and postgraduate degrees,
wherein prospective students are offered a formally structured program of study as
stipulated in the list of courses necessary to be passed to obtain the degree; the majority
of the work is delivered via lectures and studio workshops and assessed through written
examinations and oral presentations. In contrast, a research degree is flexible, selfdirected and can be focused on one’s specific interest that is later elaborated into a
substantial written thesis (Ashenden, 2011). This paper argues that the curricular
structure of a coursework program is not very flexible and either includes or excludes
learning in sustainable design, whereas a research degree can be tailored to emphasize
sustainable design if a student wishes to.
The second phase, which is not included in this paper, will involve collection of course
outlines and project briefs from cooperating lecturers, to be analyzed for content of
socially responsible design aspects.

Results
All universities in the Oceania region offering undergraduate and postgraduate
coursework degrees in industrial design and product design were included in the website
content analysis: 12 in Australia and 5 in New Zealand. Degrees which are closely related
to the design of objects such as design anthropology, design futures, design innovation,
design studies, three-dimensional design, and design and technology were included. In
total 39 programs were investigated: 23 undergraduate (diploma and bachelor) and 16
postgraduate (graduate certificate, graduate diploma and master), shown in Table 1.
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University

Degree (Total Years of Study)

Curtin University

Bachelor of Arts: Humanities: Three Dimensional Design (3)
Bachelor of Design: Product Design (3)

Griffith University,
Queensland College of
Art

Bachelor of Design: Product Design, Honours (4)
Graduate Certificate: Design Futures (½)
Master of Design Futures (1)
Master of Design Futures, Honours (1½)

Monash University

Bachelor of Industrial Design (4)
Master of Design (1½)

Queensland University
of Technology

Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design (4)

RMIT University

Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design (4)
Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design (3)

Australia

Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design, Honours (4)
Bachelor of Engineering: Product Design Engineering (5)
Swinburne University of
Graduate Diploma in Design: Industrial Design (1)
Technology
Graduate Diploma in Design: Design Anthropology (1)
Master of Design: Industrial Design (1½)
Master of Design: Design Anthropology (1½)
University of Canberra

Bachelor of Industrial Design (3)
Master of Industrial Design (2)

University of New South
Bachelor of Industrial Design (4)
Wales
University of Newcastle Bachelor of Industrial Design (1)
Bachelor of Design: Product Innovation (3)
University of South
Australia

Graduate Diploma: Sustainable Design (1)
Master of Sustainable Design (1½)

New Zealand

Master of Design: Industrial Design (2)
University of
Technology, Sydney

Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design (4)

University of Western
Sydney

Bachelor of Design & Technology (3)

Auckland University of
Technology

Master of Design (1)

Massey University

Unitec Institute of
Technology

Master of Design (1½)
Bachelor of Industrial Design (4)
Bachelor of Design: Product Design (3)
Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design (4)
Bachelor of Design: Industrial Design, Honours (4)
Bachelor of Design & Visual Arts: Product & Furniture Design (3)
Diploma in Product Design Studies (2)
Master of Design: Product Design (1½)

University of Otago

Bachelor of Design Studies: Industrial Design (4)

Victoria University of
Wellington

Bachelor of Design Innovation: Industrial Design (3)
Master of Design Innovation: Industrial Design (2)
Table 1

Industrial Design undergraduate and postgraduate coursework degrees in Oceania.
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Degrees
Only one school in Oceania was found to offer specialist programs in sustainable design.
The University of South Australia had a 1 year graduate diploma and a 1½ year master’s
degree in Sustainable Design. While the studio courses emphasize the technical
reduction of environmental impacts in architecture, interiors and products, the
background description of this interdisciplinary program acknowledges sustainability as
being important in shaping the social behaviors responsible for the ongoing
environmental crisis and the expected graduate attributes include the demonstration of an
understanding of the ethical, material socio-cultural and behavioral constraints affecting
sustainable design solutions (UniSA, 2011a). Moreover a core course on Consumer
Culture, Technology and Sustainable Design tackles consumerism, social change,
behaviors, ethics of waste, and development of self-sustaining communities.
The Griffith University Queensland College of Art has a Design Futures program which
can be obtained as a ½ year graduate certificate, a 1-year master, or a 1½-year master
honours. The course website states: “Not simply about sustainability, waste and
recycling, Design Futures changes the way designers function, the way they think, and
their whole approach to designing in the future” (GU-QCA, 2011). It trains proactive and
path-finding designers into a new and radical way of thinking and acting. A feature of this
program is the “Design Futures HotHouse”, an intensive event which brings together
focused thinkers, activists and leaders to create a dynamic and global change
community.
Another unique program found is the Design Anthropology degree at Swinburne
University of Technology, which has specializations in Sustainable Design, in Indigenous
Knowledge, and in Cross Cultural Communication. It aims to train “anthrodesigners”,
which could include social and product innovation consultants (SUT, 2011a).

Courses
Of the 39 degrees, one didn’t show its curriculum or list of courses, and 6 didn’t have any
courses which cover sustainability or social responsibility. Among the undergraduate
programs, the majority of courses with sustainability or social design content were offered
in the second year of study. Details of these courses are shown in Appendices A and B.

Figure 1
Categorization of undergraduate ID subjects covering sustainability or social issues.

In both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, the social and sustainability content was
delivered more via studio-type courses than lecture-type courses, as shown in Figure 2.
These findings are markedly different to the findings of a study 5 years ago (Ramirez,
2006) where most of the sustainability learning is delivered via lecture-type subjects on
design theory, design methodology or generic electives in environmental science, and
comparatively few studio courses had built-in sustainability content.
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Figure 2
Proportion of lecture-type vs studio-type courses covering sustainability or social issues.

Projects
Fourteen programs provided online galleries of student work while 25 had none. Of the
14 with online displays, 9 showed web versions of their exhibition catalogues of final year
or graduation capstone projects; 3 had images of student projects but with no descriptive
captions; and 2 showed projects but none were relevant to social responsibility.
As shown in Figure 3 and Table 2, designing for sustainable behaviors was the most
popular category for socially responsible student projects. These included products which
promote a pleasurable experience when using sustainable mobility options and those
which ease participation in sustainable living activities.
The second biggest cluster of projects are those which address the needs of the
physically challenged and differently abled, and people with a long term medical condition
such as asthma and diabetes. Also well represented are solutions for the elderly, for
improving health and safety in workplaces and in public areas, for meaningful educational
experiences for children, and for those living in marginal conditions in developing regions
of the world. There are also a few projects for disaster situations and lifesaving,
preventing criminal behaviors, and helping the homeless and other disadvantaged people
become productive and confident members of society.
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Social Topic

Project Examples

Children and
Education

Toy for educating children to be patient and to delay gratification, increasing their
chances of leading healthier and more successful lifestyles when they become
adults; gardening fun kit to address childhood obesity

Crime and
Personal Safety

barrier against “scratchiti”; defense aid for women in disaster refugee camps

Developing
Regions

primary eye care for developing countries; prenatal and emergency delivery
services in rural and remote Australia; vaccine armbands; low cost- battery
operated surgical lamp flat packed for Third World; self-powered lamp for Africa

Disaster and
Lifesaving

fresh water for flash floods; firefighting hose nozzles

Elderly

swing-out automotive seats for easy ingress/egress; ambulant mobility aid;
rollator walker; lower limbs rehabilitative aid; air compression blanket for elderly
falls; independent living cookware for elderly;

Homeless and
Disadvantaged

Cart-and-café system of food collection, preparation and distribution employing
the homeless

Public and
Occupational
Health

portable device for patient information; safer carrier for liquid nitrogen; safer
intravenous drip poles; sharps bin to reduce presence of syringes in domestic
waste and public areas; safe track level crossing
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Social Topic

Project Examples

Sick and
Disabled

Forearm crutches, wheelchairs; personal mnemonic device for traumatic brain
injury patients; hospital and home infant incubator; portable noninvasive testing
device for diabetics; hybrid crutch knee scooter; vision aid for the profoundly
blind; relief for chronic back pain sufferers; heart transport system; vision
impaired children’s development aid; kit for insulin dependent children; GPS
assistance system for guide dog; total asthma management device; caravan for
mobility impaired; pathology home visit kit

Sustainable
Behaviours

public buses, light rail, intercity fast train, car share, bicycles, accessories to
enhance the commuting experience; shared zero emissions vehicle; urban share
car with smart technologies; electric vehicle fast charger; rainwater harvesters;
gray water toilets; aquaponic greenhouses for urban community gardens;
sustainable foods supermarket assistants; personal carriage for plasticbag-less
grocery shopping; grey water toilet; grey water pump
Table 2
Examples of socially relevant student projects appearing on university websites

Figure 3
Distribution of socially relevant student design projects

Self-Description
Eleven of the 39 degrees in this study had no mention of either sustainability or social
aspects of design in the descriptive text of their program overview, aims, expected
graduate attributes or program outcomes.
Ten programs identify some of their academic staff members as actively engaging in
research in various aspects of sustainability in design and social innovation. The
Sustainability Research Network [SuRE] at Massey University College of Creative Arts
links together its art and design researchers whose work aims to provoke, facilitate, and
lead transformative and sustainable change; their current research focuses on social
sustainability, ethics and equity; cultural sustainability and indigenous knowledge;
sustainable materials and material processes; and issues of site, place or environment
(Massey, 2011).
The School of Art, Architecture and Design at the University of South Australia hosts the
Zero Waste SA Research Centre for Sustainable Design and Behaviour, the priority
research areas of which include understanding patterns of consumer behavior and
changing consumption attitudes potentially leading to social innovations (UniSA, 2011b).
The school lists sustainable design as one of its three research concentrations; its
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projects include sustainable construction for remote areas; design management and
theory of product design; and heritage and conservation.
The recently launched Swinburne Design Factory at Swinburne University of Technology
equips students of global design business or social innovation design with resources to
create genuine solutions to contemporary needs, from idea generation and proofof‐concept to prototyping and testing (SUT, 2011b). The RMIT Centre of Design runs the
Ethical Design Laboratory (RMIT-CfD, 2011), which responds to current concerns about
the social impact of design locally and globally by conducting research into the
development of products and services that have an ethical value.
Detailed descriptions of the commitments of ID programs to ethics and social
responsibility through their published program overviews can be seen in Appendix C.
There is recurrent reference to the terms “ethics”, “societal issues”, “professional
responsibility”, “socio-cultural context”, “human-centered”, “socially responsible”, and
“social change”. There is also some mention of the topics “product service systems”,
“inclusive design”, “user centered design”, “social engagement”, “cultural studies” and
“design for the future”.

Discussion and Conclusions
Industrial design courses in universities in Australia and New Zealand cover sustainability
aspects in various modes and extents in their curricula and syllabi. Online descriptions of
the degree programs and the individual courses or units of study, as well as galleries of
student works on the university websites, prove this adequately. A prospective student
who might be concerned about the impacts of industrial design activities is likely to be
convinced that undergraduate and postgraduate education in many Oceania universities
will provide good grounding to grow into responsible and ethical designers of the future.
In analyzing the textual descriptions of the degree programs and courses (Appendices A,
B, C), it was found that many showed commitment to ethics, sustainability and social
responsibility through explicit statement of these terms in their online overviews. Most of
them proclaim themselves to be on a pedagogical mission to produce graduates who
genuinely understand the present and future impacts of design on society and on the
planet and the environment that sustains all living creatures, while at the same time
considering economical viability.
It is promising to see that sustainability issues are being increasingly covered in studio
courses rather than delegating these to academics in the sociology and environmental
science departments. This could suggest that more design educators have become more
sensitized to the urgency for design to leave a much smaller ecological footprint as well
as the potentials of design for delivering greater benefits to human society. It also implies
that more educators are challenging the current domains of industrial design from being
product-centric to becoming a more influential agent in driving systemic social change.
Industrial design can do much more than churning out more fancy gadgets and
obsolescent objects and instead contribute to real solutions to global problems.
While it may be presupposed that these public declarations about sustainability are
attempts at greenwashing, the future-thinking projects shown in the online galleries and
graduation exhibition catalogues do provide some credible evidence of actual application
of learned sustainable design principles.
Several programs and courses claim to integrate sustainability, but only in a generic
sense. These broadbrush statements on sustainability inclusion in the curriculum do not
clarify if social aspects are included in the learning experience, as the term “sustainability”
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typically connotes mostly environmental aspects or minimizing ecological damage. In the
course overview, which include the aims, learning objectives, teaching methods, content,
and assessment, it is not always clear how social sustainability will actually be taught.
In universities in Oceania, degrees in aspects of sustainable design are only available at
the master’s level. By contrast, several universities in Europe offer bachelor’s degrees in
sustainable industrial design (Ramirez, 2007).
It would be interesting to watch ethics and social responsibility penetrate deeper into
industrial design education. To see many graduating students choose to work on
capstone projects that address pressing socio-cultural issues is proof of their growing
desire to be more responsible future practitioners in the industrial design community.
Co-designing and working with disadvantaged people around the world present a major
opportunity in design education. American and European universities have shown
success in this area, and it would be a missed learning opportunity if Oceania universities
do not attempt this too. As Polak (2009) suggested, we have to “go where the action is,
talk to the people who have the problem, and learn everything about the specific context”.
Dieter Rams warns that “indifference towards people and the reality in which they live is
actually the one and only cardinal sin in design” (Lovell, 2010) . Co-designing with the
beneficiaries of design seems to be more effective: two of the tenets of Project H are
“Design with, NOT for” and “Design systems, NOT stuff” (Pilloton, 2009).
As mentors of the designers of tomorrow, it is our duty that they graduate into good
“citizen designers” (Heller & Vienne, 2003), with an empathic sense of responsibility and
loaded with ethical values to serve all people in need of good design, not just the
manufacturers who would pay big money to create more unneeded stuff. Indeed we
should welcome more projects that explore how design could be used to foster positive
behaviors in a social and environmental sense; save lives especially during disasters and
emergencies; address the needs of the elderly, the disabled, the chronically ill, the
homeless, the marginalized, those at the bottom of the economic pyramid, and those
who Papanek (1971) described as being often ignored by the design profession; and
promote better working conditions, safer public spaces, healthier lifestyles, and more
meaningful educational experiences for the world’s children. Only then can we help our
design students develop into true “helping professionals” that all designers should aspire
to be.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Undergraduate industrial design courses covering sustainability and social issues.

University
AUT
AUT
Canberra
Canberra
GU-QCA
GU-QCA
Massey
Massey
Massey
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Monash
Newcastle
Newcastle
Otago
Otago
QUT
QUT
QUT
QUT
RMIT
RMIT
RMIT
RMIT
RMIT
RMIT

Degree (Yrs)
BD PD (3)
BD PD (3)
BID (3)
BID (3)
BD PD (3)
BD PD (3)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID H (4)
BID (4)
BID (4)
BID (4)
BID (4)
BID (4)
BID (1)
BID (1)
B DS ID (4)
B DS ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)

T*
L
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
L
L
L
L
S
S
S
L
L
S
L
L
S
L
S
L
S
L
L
S

Stage
nd
2 Yr
rd
3 Yr
nd
2 Yr
rd
3 Yr
nd
2 Yr
rd
3 Yr
rd
3 Yr
rd
3 Yr
th
4 Yr
st
1 Yr
nd
2 Yr
rd
3 Yr
th
4 Yr
th
4 Yr
rd
3 Yr
Elec
rd
3 Yr
rd
3 Yr
st
1 Yr
st
1 Yr
nd
2 Yr
nd
2 Yr
st
1 Yr
st
1 Yr
nd
2 Yr
nd
2 Yr
rd
3 Yr
th
4 Yr

Course Code & Title
116023 Product Design Theory & Context
117214 Product Design Studio V
(8315) Design Studio 2.1
(8329) Design Studio 3.2
2537QCA: Product Design 2
3529QCA: Product Design Project 2
198355 Industrial Design Studio IV
198401 Industrial Design Studio V
198371 Industrial Design Technology
IDE1802 Materials & manufacturing 1
TAD2214 Critical issues in design
TAD3214 Contemporary discourse in design
IDE4117 Industrial design studio 7 (major proj 1)
IDE4118 Industrial design studio 8 (major proj 2)
ARBE3521 Design for Innovation
ENVS3006 Sustainability: Theory & Practice
DESI313 Environmental Design Theory
DESI323/DETE329 Environmental Design Project
DEB100 Design & Sustainability
DEB202 Introducing Design History
DNB401 Industrial Design 4
DNB402 Socio-cultural Studies
GRAP1032 Design Studio 2 Industrial Design
GRAP1042 Design Studies 2 Industrial Design
GRAP1033 Design Studio 3 Industrial Design
GRAP1043 Design Studies 3 Industrial Design
GRAP1044 Design Studies 4 Industrial Design
GRAP2290 Industrial Design Pre-Major Project 7
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University
SUT
SUT

Degree (Yrs)
BD ID (3)
BID H (4)

T*
L
L

Stage
Elec
Elec

SUT

BD ID (3)

S

2

nd

Yr

SUT

BE PDE (5)

S

2

nd

Yr

SUT

BE PDE (5)

S

2

nd

Yr

SUT

BE PDE (5)

S

3 Yr

SUT
SUT
SUT
UniSA

BID H (4)
BD ID (3)
BD PI (3)

S
L
S
L

4 Yr
Elec
Elec
nd
2 Yr

UniSA

BD PI (3)

S

2

L

Elec

S
S
S

rd

3 Yr
nd
2 Yr
th
4 Yr

rd
th

nd

Yr

UNSW
UTS
UTS

BDVA P&FD
(3)
BID (4)
BD ID (4)
BD ID (4)

UWS

BD&T (3)

L

1 Yr

UWS

BD&T (3)

L

1 Yr

UWS
UWS

BD&T (3)
BD&T (3)

S
L

2 Yr
nd
2 Yr

Unitec

st
st

nd

Course Code & Title
HDC005 Contemporary Design Issues
HDG407 Social Patterns Research
HDIND221 Industrial Design Studio - Sustainable
Environment
HDPD214 Product Design Engineering 1: Design
& Culture
HDPD224 Product Design Engineering 2:
Sustainable Design
HDPD324 Product Design Engineering 4: Social
Responsibility
HDG408 Social Patterns Studio
HES1101 Climate Change
HDC008 Design Systems & Services
GRAP 2030 Design, Culture & Society 2
GRAP 2033 Product Design Studio 4 (Materials,
Processes & Sustainability)
DEVS6444 Sustainable Practice
IDES3221 Industrial Design Studio 3A
84124 Sustainability & Design
85504 Design Futures: Sustainable Lifestyles
300674.1 Engineering, Design & Construction
Practice
300304.2 Sustainable Design: Materials
Technology
300306.3 Sustainable Design: Sustainable Futures
300309.2 Sustainable Design: Life Cycle Analysis

Appendix B
Postgraduate industrial design courses covering sustainability and social issues.

Univ
AUT
GU-QCA
GU-QCA
GU-QCA
GU-QCA
GU-QCA
SUT
SUT

Degree (Yrs)
MD (1)
GC DF (½)
GC DF (½)
GC DF (½)
M DF (1)
M DF (1)
GD DA (1)

T*
L
L
S
S
L
S
L

GD DA (1)

L

GD DA (1)

S

SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT
SUT

GD DA (1)
GDD ID (1)
GDD ID (1)
GDD ID (1)
MD DA (1½)
MD DA (1½)
MD DA (1½)
MD DA (1½)
MD ID (1½)
MD ID (1½)
MD ID (1½)

L
S
S
L
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

UniSA

GD SD (1)

L

UniSA
UniSA

GD SD (1)

L

GD SD (1)

L

UniSA

GD SD (1)

S

SUT
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Course Code & Title
119208 Sustainability Design
7501QCA Future of Design
7510QCA_P1 Industry Practice
7510QCA_P2 Industry Practice
7507QCA Rethinking Context & Practice
7509QCA Design, Sustainment & Futures
HDA650 Introduction to Design Anthropology
HDA653 Designing for Cultural Groups: Kin, Tribes &
Communities
HDIK671 Indigenous Approaches of Designing for Cultural
Wellness
HDSD672 Building Sustainable Design Practices
HDGP670 Global Product Design Studio
HDID692 Industrial Design Studio I
HDSD670 Principles & Theories of Sustainable Design
HDA654 Transcultural Aesthetics & Contemporary Design
HDIK672 Situated Knowledge & Community Design
HDIK673 Indigenous Futures (Capstone Project)
HDSD671 Eco-Design Studio
HDID693 Socially Responsible Design Studio
HDID694 Industrial Design Studio II
HDSD673 Capstone Project: Sustainable Design
ARCH 6001 Consumer Culture, Technology & Sustainable
Design
ARCH 6005 Introduction to Sustainable Design
ARCH 6006 Principles of Sustainable Design; Research in
Sustainable Design
ARCH 6011 Sustainable Design Studio A

Ethics and Social Responsibility: Integration within industrial design education in Oceania

Univ
UniSA
UniSA
UniSA
UniSA
UTS
UTS
UTS
UTS
UTS

Degree (Yrs)
GD SD (1)
M SD (1½)
M SD (1½)
MD ID (2)
M D (1½)
M D (1½)
M D (1½)

T*
S
L
S
S
S
L
S

M D (1½)

S

M D (1½)

S

Course Code & Title
ARCH 6012 Sustainable Design Studio B
ARCH6002 Sustainable Design Research Project
ARCH6010 Independent Sustainable Design Project
GRAP 5005 Masters Design Studio 1
89105 Design in the Community
89107 Design Seminar 1
89120 Sustainability Design & Creative Enterprise Studio 1
89121 Sustainability, Design & Creative Business Enterprise
Studio: Serious Games.
89127 Design Studio 2: Social Design Practice/Critical
Reflection
Appendix C

Ethical and social responsibility statements in undergraduate program descriptions.

Uni

Deg

Ethics & Social Responsibility Commitment

AUT

BD PD (3)

Produce excellent PD graduates who are not just great designers and
design thinkers, but who care about impacts of their design decisions on
people and environment. Key themes or cornerstones of PD: human
centered design; socio-culturally and environmentally responsible
design; future focused design; technologically feasible and economically
viable design.

Canberra

BID (3)

Foundation units include: awareness of imperatives of sustainable
design and understanding of professional responsibilities and ethical
behavior.

BD ID (4)

Understand peoples' experiences and interactions with products, create
innovative and responsible products, and challenge the systems that
these products are part of.

BD ID H
(4)

Produce responsible innovators with knowledge and skills to explore
new ways of designing, use materials and processes creatively, propose
ways of humanizing new technologies in changing market place, and
respond sensitively to socio-cultural and environmental needs
internationally.

Monash

BID (4)

Create competitive commercial and socially responsible products, and
will experience a culture of innovation.

QUT

BD ID (4)

Year 2: products systems and social and cultural issues of design.
Special focus on role and impact of designers to shift society toward a
more environmentally sustainable way of living.

BD ID (4)

Since its inauguration in 1949, ID Program at RMIT has been at forefront
of articulating needs of society, culture and environment through
development of products, services and systems mindful of technological
and social change.

BD ID (3)

ID studios centralize around issues pertinent to PD such as
sustainability, social need and ergonomics.

BE PDE
(5)

PDE outcomes include: design and develop engineering solutions to
meet desired needs within realistic economic, environmental, social,
ethical, health and safety, manufacturing, and sustainability constraints.

BD PI (3)

Aim is to graduate students who are capable of designing and
implementing socially and environmentally responsive environments,
objects, products and systems.

BDVA
P&FD (3)

P&FD students will be able to design and develop products that are
realistic, creative, market sensitive and designed with a sustainable
future in mind.

D PDS (2)

PDS geared towards developing mass-produced consumer products
that are functional, aesthetic, and ethically designed.

Massey

RMIT

SUT

UniSA

Unitec
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Uni

Deg

Ethics & Social Responsibility Commitment

UNSW

BID (4)

In ID studios, students work on a range of hands-on projects, exploring
design principles, ergonomics, social and cultural contexts,
environmental implications, technical performance, manufacturing
requirements, commercial feasibility.

BD ID (4)

An understanding of place of design in context of socio cultural,
manufacturing, economic and environmental systems, providing
foundation for design of products that are functional, manufacturable
and sustainable over long term.

UTS

UWS
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BD&T (3)
BID (4)

Degrees promote an awareness of place of design in society and its
effect on people, environment and economy.

DRS 2012 Bangkok
Chulalongkorn University
Bangkok, Thailand, 1–4 July 2012

Design Prototypes as Boundary Objects in
Innovation Processes
Holger RHINOW, Eva KOEPPEN and Christoph MEINEL
Hasso-Plattner-Institute (HPI)

Abstract
In our paper we focus on how design prototypes can foster communications in
organizations that deal with the development of innovations. We distinguish the impact of
prototypes between two different organizational levels; we first conduct the impact of
prototypes at the level of organizational design teams that develop ideas and concepts for
solutions. We then focus on the impact of prototypes on the level of organizational teams
and departments that have not been part of the initial design phase but are responsible for
further developments in the innovation process, e.g. production, financing, and marketing.
Previous research has indicated that prototypes have a significant influence on both
organizational levels. Prototypes, in the best cases, can become so-called boundary objects
between different domains and stakeholders and may deliver positive effects within the
innovation process. However, the successful management of stakeholders in this context
remains highly challenging. In this paper we want to address these difficulties as well as
the current state of research in this field. We propose that a prototype does not only stand
for an important design technique but should moreover be regarded as a management tool
that can be integrated into a structured dialogue between stakeholders. We provide first
insights on what a structured dialogue, based on prototypes, can mean and what it thereby
should imply. We will synthesize prior research findings and begin to develop a concept on
how to utilize prototypes as boundary objects from a management perspective.
Keyword: prototypes, boundary objects, innovation process
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Design Prototypes as Boundary Objects in
Innovation Processes
Developing prototypes has always been considered to be a major part in design. NonDesigners often perceive them as new products that illustrate the next generation of a
series of products, while designers create them for different purposes: not just as a result
of but as a manifestation of design ideas during the design process.
Prototypes are artificial manifestations, thus our research does not look for an objective
nature of the invention, but for the role they may fulfill for organizations that deal with
design-specific challenges. We assume that a prototype can be characterized not only as
a medium or by its form, but also by its impact on team-internal and organization-wide
communications. As Houde and Hill (1997:2) state, prototypes can be defined as “any
representation of a design idea, regardless of medium”. However, the prototype is always
a limited representation (Brandt, 2007), identifying only limited aspects, because of its
restrictions in form and medium. Lim, Stolterman, and Tenenberg (2008:2) present an
extensive overview of the nature of prototypes as manifestations and filters for design
ideas in which they describe prototypes as “means by which designers organically and
evolutionarily learn, discover, generate, and refine designs”. They conclude that there are
prototypes of different qualities and that “the best prototype is one that, in the simplest
and most efficient way, makes the possibilities and limitations of a design idea visible and
measurable” (Lim et al., 2008:3).
Furthermore, prototypes are often described as boundary objects (Star and Griesemer,
1989, Neyer, Doll, and Möslein, 2008, Brandt 2007, Doll 2009) that have an impact on the
understanding and the exchange of design ideas in organizations and are therefore
crucial for the success of social interactions within the design team. The concept of
boundary objects has been developed within sociology and was introduced by Star and
Griesemer (1989:393):
Boundary objects (…) are weakly structured in common use, and become strongly
structured in individual-site use. They may be abstract or concrete. They have different
meanings in different social worlds but their structure is common enough to more than one
world to make them recognizable, a means of translation.
The term has later on been transferred to various other scientific disciplines like for
example computer science and management studies. According to Wenger (2000) there
are three categories of boundary objects: artifacts (tools, documents, models), discourses
(languages that can be shared across communities) and processes (routines and
procedures that facilitate the coordination of communities). Obviously, boundary objects
are of explicit relevance in organizational innovation processes, as Star et al. (1989:393)
further describe them as
objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs (…), yet robust enough to
maintain a common identity across sites. (…)The creation and management of boundary
objects is key in developing and maintaining coherence across intersecting social worlds.
Boundary objects have the ability to couple different social worlds (Doll, 2009) in order to
converging perspectives and give them meanings. Not only multidisciplinary design
teams interact with each other but also social worlds within the organization (other teams,
departments) and outside the organization (users, customers, clients).
This specific impact of prototypes as boundary objects between team members and
between organizational teams needs to be further explored. Thus, after a review on
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previous research, we begin to develop a concept on how to improve the prototype’s
capability to foster communication processes.

Prototypes as Boundary Objects in Design Processes
The first level of organizational teamwork that is affected by prototypes is the design team
which develops the initial design idea. They develop prototypes for various reasons. With
regard to our research interest, we identified three major aspects from previous research:
(1) the role of prototypes as a manifestation for user feedback, (2) the role of prototypes
as a tool to improve team experience, and (3) prototypes as a force to converge thinking
during the design phase. To start with, a single prototype might be able to have an impact
on all three aspects.

Prototypes as a manifestation for feedback
Prototypes are considered as a manifestation for different sources of feedback in design
processes. We identified four major forms of feedback from the research literature with
regard to the design process: (1) design teams can compare their understanding of the
design task with clients from the beginning of the design process; (2) design teams
empower users to reflect the design idea, (3) to actively elaborate the design idea, (4)
and also to further iterate the design idea within the design team.
Involving the client in the very beginning of a design project can support the process of
identifying the given problem field and developing a first specification. Clients oftentimes
are not able to specify the requirements of complex products right from the start, given
that something genuinely new and innovative is being required. Design teams therefore
often start with a prototype that builds a shared space (Doll, 2008) for continuative
discussions with the client. Debating this first prototype with the customer is likely to lead
to a clearer picture about what customers actually want. This function of prototyping is
mainly to be found within software development: prototypes are understood as
instruments for the clarification of system specification, to support decision processes and
to gain practical experience with a planned software system before actually starting the
implementation of system components (Doll, 2009).
The relevance of prototypes as a medium to communicate client wishes to the design
team is well understood in software engineering: Frederick Brooks already pointed out in
1978 that „it is really impossible for clients, even those working with software engineers,
to specify completely, precisely and correctly the exact requirements of a modern
software product before having built and tried some versions of the software they are
specifying” (cited in Doll, 2009:150). The client’s feedback offers the possibility to get in
concrete touch with a design idea and to give important feedback, which can be
integrated later on within the further work of a design team. Referring to this praxis,
Buchenau and Suri (2000) coined the term “experience prototyping”.
During the design process, design teams develop prototypes to get feedback from users
on how they perceive the underlying design idea: "Visualizing and prototyping play a
significant role in designing. Early sketches and mock-ups, however rough or rugged,
allow ideas to be shared and discussed” (Junginger, 2007:60). Dow, Heddleston, and
Klemmer (2009:31) describe the role of prototypes for "designers (to) embody creative
hypotheses” that also help to observe the outcome. Designers do so by sharing and
discussing (Junginger, 2007) manifestations between each other and also by testing their
usability with users (who can also be customers, depending on the context). The users’
feedback can help to understand whether the design idea is desirable or even
understandable to outsiders: “Prototypes too often confirm that what we wish for is
unrealistic or ill conceived. Conversely, prototypes can reveal that the designer's wishes
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were not sufficiently imaginative” (Schrage, 2006:3). Prototypes are considered to be
tools for evaluating successes and problems of a design idea by showing them to
potential users: User feedback can be played back to the design team so that critique and
comments can be integrated (Brandt, 2007). Prototypes with this purpose may be called
“integration prototypes” (Houde et al., 1997): they are built to represent the user’s
experience of an artifact and may focus on role, look and feel, or technical
implementation. That means, if prototypes within user interaction are designed to answer
questions, one has to be mindful of the different purposes prototypes can serve. In order
to receive feedback, prototypes are a powerful medium for designers to communicate
their ideas and rationales with each other and to other stakeholders (Lim et al., 2008) and
to evaluate them (Houde et al., 1997). For these purposes the development of multiple
prototypes for a single design challenge is a common practice among designers.
Research has shown that it is often useful to develop not only a series of prototypes but
various prototypes in parallel to receive better feedback (Dow, Glassco, Kass, Schwarz,
Schwartz, and Klemmer, 2010).
Moreover users and clients not only reflect ideas, but are also asked to elaborate the idea
by actively modifying prototypes. As part of a user-centered design, prototypes are
regarded to be helpful to evolve a shared “language-game” between design teams and
users (Brandt, 2007) therefore fostering “human-human interaction” (Schneider, 1996).
Users thereby not only reflect points of interests that the design team mentions, but also
raise new questions. The quantity and kind of questions that generate prototypes may
change with the dimension of a prototype. Different questions can require different kinds
of material, prototyping media or differentiation (Schrage, 2006:5). As Leonard-Barton
(1991) has stressed, models and prototypes are “inanimate integrators”, which support
people in and outside organizations to communicate about a certain product beyond
boundaries of discipline or domain. For example, prototypes can be applied in order to
actively involve customers in the testing of innovative business ideas by using high or low
fidelity prototypes (Virzi, Sokolov, and Karis, 1996).
A prototype is less regarded as a result of a process, but rather as an evolving
manifestation. Furthermore, the prototype is both, the result of an intermediate step and
the starting point for the next step within the design process. A first version of a prototype
usually represents a very rough idea to be tested in order to come up with new ideas
within the team. The feedback may change the perception on the design idea and leads
to an iteration: “An iterative prototyping practice oscillates between creation and
feedback: creative hypotheses lead to prototypes, leading to open questions, leading to
observations of failures, leading to new ideas, and so on” (Dow et al., 2009:43). Within
this iterative process, prototypes are able to reduce different uncertainties, e.g. in terms
of viability and feasibility of business ideas (Doll, 2008).
The focus lies on the creation of a shared understanding why a design idea might work or
might need to be reframed; it is therefore not important whether the prototype provides an
elaborated look or functionality. Design teams, which require fast and iterative feedback,
focus on simple prototypes that are just elaborate enough to manifest the design idea
properly. Thus the prototype is to be seen as a means of generative and evaluative
discovery (Lim et al., 2008). Junginger (2007:63-64) points out:
An organization that employs design thinking and design methods inquires into the
organization’s problems from a user’s point of view – from the perspective of someone who
has little understanding about the complexities involved but who needs to have a clear path
of action.

Prototypes to improve the team experience
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Research has shown that prototypes also can have a positive impact on the team
experience. Doll (2008) mentions teams of founders that perceived the development of
prototypes as a tangible experience that also leads to emotional changes. Prototypes
reduce uncertainties and thereby improve the confidence and the bonding of the team
(Doll, 2008). Dow et al. (2009:172) also assume a positive effect on both “individual
emotions and team dynamics". They mention that it is important for the teams to not only
receive feedback on prototypes individually but to “perceive and interpret feedback
collaboratively” (Dow et al., 2009:172). They learn together and realize what they can
achieve and what not, thereby developing a team identity (Doll, 2008). Doll (2008) also
conducted a correlation between the usage of prototypes in teams and the quality of the
overall team performance.

Prototypes to converge thinking
If we look for explanations why prototypes can improve team experience and
performance, one major aspect has been identified in previous research. While teams
develop prototypes, they seem to intuitively converge their thinking. The prototype as a
model helps to visualize the focus of exploration (Houde et al., 1997). The effect has
been described as a shared mental model (Neyer et al., 2008) within the team. This
implicit model is a result of the communicative interaction along the development of the
prototype. Once developed, the prototype acts as a sender that delivers a signal to team
members about the process being made (Neyer et al., 2008). Prior somehow diffuse
ideas and vague models either turn into a prototype that the team can agree on (which
indicates the existence of a shared mental model) or that leads to further discussions and
conflicts (which indicates that there are still divergent perspectives that do not match with
each other).

Prototypes and Innovation Processes in Organizations
As described in the former chapter, research literature from the past twenty years
explains various positive impacts of prototypes on social interaction processes of design
teams. Beside these descriptions of prototypes as manifestations for design teams and
their communications, various authors also focus on the role of prototypes as a boundary
object between design teams and other organizational teams (Verlinden and Horváth,
2009). From this point of view, prototypes are a means to answer questions between
designers, but also between designers and others (Lande and Leiffer, 2009). We focus
on the role of prototypes as boundary objects in innovation processes. We assume that a
prototype can potentially deliver a design idea in a way that other stakeholders are able
to further develop these ideas based on their individual knowledge without overseeing the
designer’s initial intention.

Knowledge transfer by prototypes
Prototypes are often communicated during the design phase, but are also being handed
over after the design phase is done. During the design phase, designers and design
teams show prototypes to their supporting organizations (such as project managers,
business clients, or professors) to indicate progress and direction (Houde et al., 1997).
One group of relevant stakeholders during the design phase might be technical writers
who are responsible for document ideas and findings: “Since technical writers often
need to start their work long before a working version of the product is available, having
access to a prototype can be valuable in helping to develop an understanding of exactly
how the product works, as well as providing easy access to details such as specific
prompt wording or screen designs" (Virzi et al., 1996:242). Junginger (2009:33-34)
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emphasizes the importance of prototypes as boundary objects during the design phase
as well:
Prototypes allow both the design team and the members of the organization to see the
emerging work. At the same time, early prototypes serve as explorations of new
possibilities since they provide the space and place to approach and visualize problems in a
somewhat noncommittal and thus less threatening way. Scheduled review sessions of
prototypes are one way to involve members of an organization in the development process.
Not only technical writers, but also other domains become actively involved during the
innovation process. Virzi et al. (1996:242) point out:
Prototypes are effective in communication with marketing departments, and here the high
face validity of high-fidelity prototypes can be critical. Marketing can also use the
prototype as part of early demonstrations to their clients.
Developers and engineers can be directly targeted with prototypes in order to further
elaborate the design idea, e.g. in terms of its technical feasibility: “A corollary to this is
that the process of building a high-fidelity prototype always helps to identify weaknesses
and omissions in a user-interface specification" (Virzi et al., 1996:242).

Organizational redesign by prototypes
Using prototypes across organizational teams does not only influence the development of
a product but also the whole organization. Different approaches to utilize prototypes in
this sense can be found. David Kelley argues that organizations can either develop
specification-driven prototypes or prototype-driven specification and both approaches can
be suitable (cited in Schrage, 2006:4). It is nevertheless important to combine both in
order to further develop design ideas (Schrage, 2006). This indicates that design teams
cannot solely rely on a prototype as a manifestation when prototypes are rotating within
the organization and along the innovation process.
Often prototype-driven organizations experience a redesign as an effect on their
innovation processes:
Each individual product can serve as an ‘intermediate act’ that collectively and
successively transforms the organization. Organizations tend to see products as ends, not
as intermediary acts. Thus, a number of products have been mislabeled as ‘failures’ instead
of being recognized for their role as necessary intermediaries without which an emerging
radical new approach would not have been possible (Junginger, 2008:34).
Schrage (2006:9) calls a prototype a “medium for interdepartmental integration” that is
potentially capable of deconstructing organizational flows and structures. Especially
management starts to become aware of incremental changes by looking at the “flow of
prototypes” (Schrage, 2006:10) through the organization and the questions being raised
by that: “Who—insider and outsider—get to see what when? When are modifications
made? Who requests them? Which requested modifications are ignored?” (Schrage,
2006:10).

Outlook: Prototypes as Management Tools
In our outlook we emphasize the importance of prototypes as boundary objects within
both design teams and organizations. A lot of design teams have proven to be successful
by integrating clients and users within the design process by utilizing prototypes.
Nevertheless we assume that the integration of organizational stakeholders is yet
underdeveloped in most organizations. We further assume that management needs to
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take advantage of prototypes to a greater extent in order to foster the knowledge transfer
between organizational stakeholders. Until now, little research indicates the successful
exploitation of prototypes as a future management tool.

Shortcomings in the Usage of Prototypes in Organizations
We have seen that prototypes can be used not only as boundary objects within design
teams but furthermore within the overall innovation process of an organization.
Prototypes are therefore attractive to many organizations in order to pursue innovation
processes. Nevertheless, research has shown that prototypes are often not selfexplanatory. Not every prototype develops the quality of a boundary object in
organizational innovation processes. Simply handing over prototypes from design teams
to developers or engineers does not seem to adequately tackle the complexity when
dealing with design ideas and knowledge.
As previous research has shown, design teams become aware of the complexity and
thereby pursue to actively integrate clients and users within the design process. However,
the design process is only part of the overall innovation process in organizations and
various organizational stakeholders must be involved. The involvement of stakeholders
based on a shared design idea is a highly challenging task with regard to knowledge
management:
Good ideas may be rejected by ill-informed executives based on what is perceived as
inadequate execution of the prototype. Top management may find it difficult to see beyond
prototype roughness to the ultimate product. As a result, many engineers conceal
provocative prototypes from senior managers until the models have been polished
appropriately (Schrage, 2006:7).

The Role of Management
With a focus on organizational innovation processes, we assume that management is the
key domain that is nesting between organizational stakeholders (teams, departments,
business units) to make sure that loose couplings between them can be tightened or
released, depending on the context (Orton and Weick, 1990). Management thereby acts
as an active observer of design teams and other stakeholders within the organization.
Management has the authority to connect design teams and further stakeholders into a
knowledge transfer after the design process. In our view, many chances are being
scattered if design teams have to “polish” their prototypes in order to present them to
management. However, scenarios that could contribute to this problem field have only
started within the existing research literature. We want to build on the thought of
Schneider (1996) who suggested that a prototype needs to be interconnected with a
structured dialogue. We assume that a dialogue at the interface between design teams
and e.g. developers cannot be taken for granted, simply by introducing prototypes.
Management may take advantage of the prototype as a promising enabler for a
structured dialogue.

Reconstructing the Evolution of a Prototype
The need for a dialogue becomes clear when we understand that every team and every
part of the organization has access to a very limited knowledge which determines its
perception of the prototype. We are aware of the fact, that other stakeholders have a
different knowledge that can enhance our perception in order to further develop the
prototype but we do not know what knowledge this might be - otherwise it would be
already part of our knowledge. Most of this knowledge is implicit and hard to grasp by
observation or common dialogues, because both dialogue partners are in a similar
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position, not knowing what the other partner does not know, even worse: often not
knowing what oneself does not know (Nonaka, 1997). Designers may be experienced in
reflecting their actions towards themselves during the design phase (Schön, 1983) but
they hardly reflect their actions explicitly towards other stakeholders after the design
phase.
As described above, any prototype is always a limited representation of a design idea
and therefore often in the need for an explanation to external stakeholders:
Most confusing, it often remains unclear which of these questions are actually addressed by
a demo, and the big question is: What point does the developer make in showing this
prototype? What does the developer prove, falsify, or demonstrate? (Schneider, 1996:522)
Management can make a difference by providing space and time not only for the
presentation of the prototype but also for the reflection on what happened during the
design phase and the externalization of implicit perceptions on both sides.
Since the final design prototype can be regarded as a product of the design phase, it is
oftentimes helpful to not only present the final result of that discourse (Rambow and
Bromme, 2000) but also to reflect the evolution the prototype went through. As we have
seen in previous research regarding the active integration of users and clients, prototypes
lead to further iterations based on an elaborating understanding of the underlying design
challenge. We assume that understanding these iterations is as helpful as understanding
the final manifestation in order to transfer the knowledge. In this sense, a prototype can
be described as an evolution of arguments that were convincing enough to make an
impact on the final result. This evolution of arguments is implicit and oftentimes not
documented. A structured dialogue should reflect the evolution of a prototype in order to
externalize the design idea and the underlying knowledge.
A promising approach that could help define further research in this area may be seen in
the research field of concept-knowledge-theory (C-K theory). C-K theory is a design
theory that was introduced by Hatchuel and Weil in 2003 and reflects the assumption that
design can be modeled as the interplay between two interdependent spaces with different
structures and logics: the space of concepts (C) and the space of knowledge (K) (Hatchuel
& Weil, 2008:1).
This theory delivers a model of dynamic knowledge- and object-development that is likely
to support the documentation of a dialogue about the final manifestation of a prototype.
Our further research questions what kind of structures management can provide in order
to set up a promising dialogue between stakeholders. We are currently designing an
experiment to empirically validate our assumptions.
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Abstract
According to Cross (2006), designing can be viewed as a form of intelligence so that its
competences can be identified, clarified and cultivated. This paper reviews and extends
existing design literature by refining the language that describes design-intelligence and
the identification, clarification and cultivation of design-intelligence competences. This
document also reports on an initial study that used an Enhanced Reflective Practice
Reporting Template within the context of professional practice to highlight: a) the value of
improving a designer’s professional inner self-awareness through reflective practice
enhanced with non-analytical mental training techniques, and b) that such processes can
aid access to a range of mental states helpful for coping with design uncertainty.
Furthermore, the concept of ‘stillness’ as a competence of design-intelligence to manage
the experience of the effects of design uncertainty resolution is introduced and discussed.
This paper concludes that increased inner self-awareness and the ability to access mental
states of stillness can help designers to become present to the possibility of transforming
both themselves and the world through design. Thus enabling a fuller appreciation of the
creative potential in design situations. It is also proposed that deeper aspects of the
experience of stillness may extend its reach to wider social contexts.
Keywords: stillness, reflective practice, design intelligence, uncertainty
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1.0 Introduction
Living in the mud of a design problem produces both pleasure and pain. Currently, design
research recognizes the diverse experiences arising from designing in ill-structured and
ambiguous professional situations of practice. However, currently there is no empirical
design research that has sought to investigate the relationship between how situations of
practice are experienced and the influence of this for designers’ professional selfawareness.
This discursive paper aims to improve understanding about the dynamic development of
designers’ professional self-awareness. This research focuses on the experience of
designing: specifically, on the experience of managing the effects of uncertainty in design
practice situations. As such, the research is not bounded by design practice phases or
stages, or by domain specialism. This work contributes to the understanding of Design
Epistemology (Cross, 1999) and the understanding of the Reflective Practice model of
the designer (Schön, 1987), by refining the language for describing design-intelligence
and stimulating debate on the identification, clarification and cultivation of designintelligence competences.
According to Cross (2011) it is useful to view designing as a form of intelligence so that
its competences can be identified, clarified and cultivated. This paper highlights that
design literature suggests numerous aspects of design-intelligence that spread across
the multiple intelligences as proposed by psychologist Howard Gardner (2011). It is also
illustrated that there is currently little understanding or discussion about how to clarify and
cultivate specific design-intelligence competences.
This paper also reports on insights arising out of a pilot study. This study considered
structured cycles of Reflective Practice from a Visual Communication professional
practitioner during engagement with a Design Practice Master of Arts. The intention was
to identify possible barriers to professional practice harmony and accomplishment.
Insights arising from this pilot study point to the value of improving a designer’s
professional inner self-awareness through reflective practice enhanced with nonanalytical mental training techniques. It is also suggested that such a process can aid in
accessing a range of mental states potentially helpful for coping with designing’s inherent
uncertainty.
Furthermore, ‘stillness’ is introduced as a competence of design-intelligence that can be
identified, clarified and cultivated to manage the experience of the effects of design
uncertainty resolution. It is suggested that the experience of stillness can reduce habitual
reaction to ruminating streams of thought and promote mindful awareness of the present
circumstances, thus promoting confidence when engaging with uncertain situations of
design practice.

2.0 Theoretical Context
This research investigates the role, benefits and cultivation of ‘stillness’ in the experience
of design practice. It is argued that stillness is a personal way of knowing that supports
successful display of design-intelligence elements. Stillness is understood as the ability to
access a range of mental states that are characterized by considerably reduced habitual
reaction and non-attachment to uncontrolled streams of thought; and by mindful
awareness and acceptance of the present circumstances. In this section stillness will be
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positioned in relation to discussions about Design Intelligence, Uncertainty in Design and
Reflective Practice.

2.1 Design Intelligence
1

If, in a broad sense, intelligence can be understood as an umbrella-term for a superior
mental ability to interact with an environment; and if environment includes the physical
and social aspects of situations of professional practice; then, it can be argued that
design-intelligence encompasses the mental abilities that afford success within the
‘environment of design’. Many researchers within the design research community have
acknowledged and discussed intelligence characteristics that designing combines:
thinking and feeling (Papamichael & Protzen, 1993), the rational and the non-rational
(Cross, A., 1986), and the logical and the intuitive (Swann, 2002; Cross, 2006).
Papamichael and Protzen (1993) offer a theory of design-intelligence as being only
partially rational. They suggest that designing is thinking and feeling while acting, and
that designers feel the relative importance of design criteria, reformulating it as they
compromise between what is desired and what is possible. Swann (2002) refers to
elements of design problem solving as ‘the traditional root of intuition’, ‘inspired
guesswork’, and ‘holistic thinking’.
As Cross (2006: p. 41) highlights, there appear to be aspects of design ability that can
spread through the six forms of intelligence that Gardner (1983) distinguishes - linguistic,
logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, personal - which does not
always give a satisfactory understanding of designing from the perspective of intelligence.
In this paper, we are not aligned to Spearman’s (1904) concept of General Intelligence:
intelligence as a single entity. Gardner’s (2011) theory of multiple intelligences,
Sternberg’s (1988 & 2000) work on the three fundamental aspects to intelligence and
Goleman’s work on ‘emotional intelligence’ (1996 & 1998) and ‘social intelligence’ (2007)
can be more useful for thinking about designing as a form of intelligence. It is, however,
important that in an effort toward pluralization that intelligence is not confounded with
other virtues. In this light, Gardner (1999) makes a distinction between intelligence and
creativity. In describing the difference, he states that:
Creativity includes the additional category of asking new questions – something that is not
expected of someone who is “merely” intelligent… the creative person is always operating
in a domain or discipline or craft… the creative individual does something that is initially
novel, but the contribution does not end with novelty… Rather, what defines the creative act
or actor is the ultimate acceptance of that novelty (pp. 116-117).
This view places the evaluation of creativity externally to the individual, with the field, the
market or with society as a whole. This is useful as it helps make a distinction between: a)
the use of imagination and intelligence in the creative event to transform the individual in
the development of an object of design, and b) the transformation of a field by the
introduction of a novel or creative object of design.
Cross (2006) makes the argument to separate out design ability as a form of intelligence
in its own right. He does this using Gardener’s (1983) work on multiple intelligences as a
framework, and appears to use the concepts design-ability and design-intelligence
interchangeably. He further states that 'viewing designing as a form of intelligence is
productive, it helps to identify and clarify features of the nature of design ability, and it
1

The authors find that for clarity it will be useful to expand the context of intelligence as far as it relates
to this paper. One of the definitions of ‘intelligence’ appearing in the Merriam-Webster's Dictionary, and
useful for substantiating the meaning terrain of this paper, is: 'the ability to learn or understand or to
deal with new or trying situations'. 'Ability' is defined as 'competence in doing', and several related
words are used interchangeably to define each other: 'ability', 'competence', 'capacity' and 'skill'.
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offers a framework for understanding and developing the nurture of design ability' (2006:
p. 43). He does not offer guidance on how to develop understanding specific to the
identification, clarification or development of design ability, which is a clear area for
further research. Cross (1990 & 2006) describes design features that can be considered
aspects of design-intelligence. He states that designers must be able to: ‘produce novel,
unexpected solutions’; apply ‘imagination and constructive forethought to practical
problems’; use ‘drawings and other modeling media as a means of problem solving’; ‘deal
with uncertainty and decision making on the basis of limited information’; ‘resolve illdefined, ‘wicked’ problems’; adopt ‘solution-focused strategies’.
If we accept the position of Cross and if design-intelligence has such features, then, what
are the personal competencies, skills or traits that are the markers for successful displays
of design-intelligence? What, for example, are the personal competences, skills or traits
that allow one to deal with uncertainty and decision making on the basis of limited
information? This is the one ability described by Cross, that the authors understand as
referring to personal knowledge, the way designers relate to their experience, or the
management of their reactions.
When considering success in the environment of design, it is fundamental to regard the
context within which uncertainty operates in design literature. Defining features of an
environment of design and the context for design-intelligence are that: designing always
involves engagement in uncertain, ill-defined and ambiguous situations of practice; that
these situations are continuously reformulated through solution-focused approaches; and
that mental states and bodily sensations inform rational and non-rational cognition
(Rowland, 1992; Cross, 2006; Schön 1983 & 1987; Spencer, 2008). In this light, if designintelligence encompasses mental abilities that afford success within the ‘environment of
design’, then the overarching framework of design-intelligence must consider
competences that designers display in uncertain situations. Therefore, any competence
that can be identified, clarified and cultivated must address some aspect of uncertainty
resolution within the design experience.
If, accessing a range of mental states, and managing the uncertainty of designing, can be
considered within the context of design-intelligence, then it is useful to conduct research
regarding the development of those abilities. This leads to a research question: is
stillness an effective mental ability for helping a designer deal with uncertainty and
decision making on the basis of limited information?

2.2 Uncertainty in Design
Research suggests that the way uncertainty is assessed by a designer is through a felt
emotional experience. Spencer states:

As expert designers engage with a professional context that is uncertain, ill
structured and ambiguous they personally experience uncertainty. As the
uncertainty of the challenge is grasped, fear develops about their ability to
resolve the design problem’s issues and exploit its opportunities (Spencer,
2008: p. 285).
It can be argued that emotional peaks and valleys have to be directly related to a
designer's point of view of the circumstances of the situation at hand. All designers will
not react the same way to the same characteristics of a design situation. Yet, it can be
stated that, albeit in different degrees and for different reasons, uncertainty has an effect
in designers. Cross (2011) suggests that coping with uncertainty is a key factor in design
ability, and that:
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In order to cope with the uncertainty of dealing with ill-defined problems, a
designer has to have the self-confidence to define, redefine and change the
problem as given, in the light of solutions that emerge in the very process of
designing (p. 148).
Cross refers to the aspect of the design experience that is shaped by design problem and
solution generation cycles. There are, nonetheless, other uncertain situations of design
practice that are just as present in a designer's experience. Beyond doubts about the
possibility of arriving to a creative solution or attachment to a solution concept; there
might be doubts about recognition and approval by clients, peers or users; doubts about
the ability to satisfy time or economical constraints; doubts about legal and production
feasibility; doubts about the separation between the project’s purpose and reach and the
designer’s own values and principles. Lawson (1997) makes a similar point stating that
the designer has worries and uncertainties about a future that is beyond the proposed
design solution. Worries beyond solution propositions include, but are not exclusive to,
client approval, legislator and regulator endorsement, economics and market popularity.
It is clear that in design, uncertainty is a recognized element; that coping with uncertainty
is considered key in design ability; that beyond arriving at a final creative solution there
are a series of additional uncertain situations of practice; and that uncertainty can
generate emotional fluctuation. In fact the design experience has been described in
various ways that illustrate this point. Lawson (1994) says that design is ‘painful and
frustrating, but ultimately extremely satisfying’; and Cross (2006) points out that ‘it is risky,
it is not comfortable and it is not easy’. Davies & Talbot (1987) speak of a certain knowing
when an idea is right where feelings are pleasurable and ecstatic. Cravino (2009)
indicated that highly creative people are not necessarily the most intelligent, but those
who posses a high level of self-esteem, with no fear of being the object of criticism and
scoffing. Spencer and Hilton (2010) highlight the value of ‘the designer’s ability to engage
uncertainty and manage mental and emotional states’ (p. 3). These mental states range
from chaos and the experience of uncertainty and fear, to high levels of excitement and
‘euphoric buzz’ that may induce loss of perspective and disrupt good design practice
(Spencer, 2008: p. 216). Sensed perception of these states as they relate to current
circumstances, constitutes the condition of the inner-environment or experience of the
designer while they perform in an environment of design.
Design research has made progress in describing the environment of design, the illstructured and ambiguous nature of design problems and the experience of uncertainty in
design. What is needed is further understanding about the personal competences, skills
and traits that lead to successful and less-successful design performances. If coping with
uncertainty is a key factor of design-intelligence, and if uncertainty is usually associated
with the experience of emotional fluctuation and disquiet, then stillness may offer a way to
potentially build the confidence to engage design uncertainty.

2.3 Reflective Practice
Schön (1987) considers Reflective Practice as important for the acquisition of
professional artistry and skill and regards 'artistry' as 'an exercise of intelligence' and 'a
kind of knowing'. Within the framework of Reflective Practice he describes intelligent
action that is skillful and tacit as 'knowing-in-action'. Then, akin to the concept of solutionfocused design problem solving, he introduces 'reflection-in-action' as on-the-spot
experimenting in an action-present when unexpected results arise. According to him, the
recognition of uncertainty provides the opportunity to respond with reflection, which
transforms knowing-in-action to reflection-in-action. This synthesis is, in our view, the
paradigm of design-intelligence. Cross (2011) regards reflection-in-action as the
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intelligence that guides intuitive behavior and considers the intuitive features of design
ability as the most relevant to the nature of design. If by intuitive, Cross, means that there
is little or no rational thought associated with the process and that action is guided by the
qualities of ones sensations, then, stillness and the skill of being mindful, attentive and
present to ones feelings is important within Reflective Practice inquiries. In this light then,
stillness, would make a positive contribution if considered part of the structure of solutionfocused solving of ill-defined problems.
Spencer and Hilton (2010) highlight abilities that they claim influence the effectiveness of
a Reflective Practice inquiry. One of those abilities is:

The designer’s ability to engage uncertainty and manage mental and
emotional states – the confidence to feel the discomfort of uncertainty; the
willingness to repeatedly explore alternative frames and solutions and
expose the coherence of the thinking structure to criticism, time allowing, or
to commit – i.e., appropriate application of the practitioner’s mental and
emotional resources’ (p. 3).
This analysis by Spencer and Hilton provides a further framework for positioning stillness
as a competence of design-intelligence. Stillness, as a mental state that allows the
designer to be present to, and content with, the discomfort of uncertainty, would allow a
practitioner to engage repeatedly in the exploration of alternative frames and solutions.
Mental stillness would, therefore, support design practitioners in the appropriate
application of mental and emotional resources, and promote confidence during Reflective
Practice inquiries.
English (2011) suggests that reflection in multiple perspectives, as part of Reflective
Practice, has benefits that can potentially be expanded to deeper aspects of a designer’s
self-knowledge. Multiple perspective reflection informs about process through hindsight
description and analysis; and can transform professional self-awareness and thus future
actions, by shedding light upon habitual actions that can be modified - as English (2008)
suggests - to ‘remove barriers to accomplishment’. Non-analytical meditative techniques,
integrated as part of multiple perspective reflective cycles to encourage stillness, can
potentially improve self-awareness further, by informing about, and transforming a
designer’s inner environment. It could be argued that a designer’s inner condition is the
source of a designer’s actions, and that those actions are as habitual or as mindful, as
the level of a designer’s inner self-awareness. We contend that, how designers perceive
their experiences of uncertainty resolution is an important factor for determining a
designer’s quality of professional self-awareness.

3.0 Pilot Study Insights
The aim of the pilot study was to identify possible barriers to design professional practice
harmony and accomplishment through cycles of reflective practice reporting. The study’s
thesis was that: a) the depth of the connections between 'being'; meaningful philosophical
world-views and values, and 'doing'; design practice principles and actions relate directly
to perceived levels of positive professional self-awareness and fulfillment; and b) that
deep positive connections result in design professional practice harmony. The purpose
was to inform understanding about a range of mental states that support management of
design uncertainty. The study sought to answer the following research question: What are
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the personal competences, skills or traits that allow one to deal with uncertainty and
decision making on the basis of limited information?
The research and its reflective cycles were undertaken while completing a Master of Arts
program (Rojas, 2011) that holds Schön’s (1987) view that professional education should
enhance a practitioner’s ability to reflect. Furthermore, it encourages its students to
develop a structured Reflective Practice reporting discipline by implementing action
research reflective cycles (English, 2008). This study’s reflective output demonstrated
that the practitioner favored engaging with reflection in moments of emotional peaks and
higher turmoil. Moreover, the narrative sought to consider possibilities of better
management of such moments. Two important aspects of this reporting were observed:
a) the effects of uncertainty were a frequent source of reflective output; and b) the very
discipline of reflection seemed to fulfill both the purpose of informing about such
uncertainty effects, while at the same time hold the potential of transforming the
designer’s perception of them.
Over a 6-month period, the research evolved an Enhanced Reflective Practice Model
Template incorporating analytical multiple perspective reflection; and non-analytical
techniques inspired by meditative-disciplines [for an example, refer to Figure 1]. The
integration of non-analytical mental techniques within a Reflective Practice process was
inspired by literature on the concept of meditation and its potential benefits (Nhat Hanh,
1979; Austin, 1999; Wallace, 1999; Spencer 2010). Spencer states that ‘meditation is a
gentle effort to be still’, and that ‘central to the experience of gradual stillness is
acceptance’ (2010: pp. 261, 262). He further maintains that ‘being still is an experience
where the mind appears not to react to the content of experience, where one does not
actively and willfully generate ‘deliberate thought’ (p. 262). A narrative analysis of this
study’s data indicated the value and potential impact that this form of Enhanced
Reflective Practice reporting could have upon a designer’s professional practice and
professional self-awareness. And also how this self-awareness can directly influence
professional decision-making. From this analysis, the following insight was developed:


Insight 1 - Action research, through reflective practice reporting, can be
2
enhanced with mental training techniques inspired by Wisdom Traditions leading
to improve professional self-awareness.

The potential of acting on Insight 1 is that practitioners may learn to concurrently hold,
observe and consider multiple points of view with non-attachment to their reactions. If
more possibilities of framing a situation are available in a designer’s consciousness, it
may be possible for that individual to avoid mental attachment to, and favoring of, a
particular perspective or point of view; or mental aversion to, and avoiding of, a particular
perspective or point of view.

2

These are understood as meditation-inspired disciplines for the development of inner self-awareness,
such as Mindfulness and Self-Observation. The inclusion of practices inspired by these disciplines
illustrates the attempt to honor and integrate personal aspects of the self in professional practice
scenarios, yet they are not considered for their religious or philosophical adherence. Rather, they are
regarded for their potential utilitarian benefits and as tools for improving practice. Having said that, it is
believed that eco-centric tendencies (which seem to be one of several side-effects of meditative
disciplines) are human qualities necessary in contemporary design practice. Meditation approaches
(especially Mindfulness) have been the subject of many serious research studies with a variety of
published benefits. In the spirit of maintaining clear context, these meditative-disciplines as they relate
to the pilot study, are understood as promoting self-aware states of mind where habitual reaction and
attachment to uncontrolled streams of thought is reduced considerably, and a state of mindful
awareness, non-resistance and acceptance of the present circumstances, or presence, is achieved.
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Figure 1
Enhanced Reflective Practice Model Template incorporating mental training techniques inspired by Wisdom
Traditions. The original reflective moments as presented in the structure of the MA are: plan, research, action,
observation, evaluation, and reflection. These are all analytical. The meditative techniques incorporated are: (1)
Non-analytical journaling; a cathartic approach to quickly writing whatever comes to mind; and, (2) Selfobservation of the perceived level of emotional fluctuation as an effect of uncertainty before and after reflection.
The addition of these non-analytical techniques allowed for self-observation of the designer’s inner environment
and offered the possibility of experiencing self-aware states of mental stillness.

It may appear that this is to recommend avoiding or countering intuition but that is not the
case. This approach is concerned with unconscious habitual reactions that may inhibit
exploration and investigation. Therefore, the environment of design, and a consideration
of the multiple perspectives of a design situation, should include a designer’s mindful
awareness, assessment and potential transformation of their own inner environments.
The pilot study’s narrative evidenced the observation of emotional peaks related to
design uncertainty emerging as a repeating theme. As a consequence a mapping tool
was developed to facilitate awareness and reflection [for an example of design practice
emotional mapping, refer to Figure 2]. Use of this tool allowed the reflective practitioner
to: recognize the variants and different qualities of emotional peaks; gain awareness of
the areas of the design process that constitute significant physiological responses; and to
develop a sense of familiarity and reduced resistance and mental attachment to them.
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Figure 2
Awareness fingerprint of a designer’s physiological response as it relates to uncertain situations of practice. This
model was created upon reflective hindsight on the views presented in the pilot study’s reflective narrative. This
figure aims to visually represent levels of generally perceived emotional fluctuation while engaged with different
aspects of the design experience.

Through the reporting process and further reflection it was concluded that, while in the
acts of practice, these emotional peaks could often distract from the design task at hand
and if experienced intensely debilitate. It may be argued that these reactions to the
situation of practice are the body’s mechanism for insisting on a break or for drawing the
practitioner’s attention to something important. The authors’ view is that, beyond the
specific reason and in different degrees, emotional fluctuation is a tangible experience of
all uncertainty resolution. This lead to:


Insight 2 - Design practitioners would benefit from the development of tools that
promote new conditions of inner self-awareness as a method for accessing a
range of mental states that could help with coping with emotional fluctuation
derived from design uncertainty while in the midst of it.

Meditation literature further supports this insight. Spencer (2010) speaks of the
relationship of meditative practice with the arising of new conditions:

Meditation shows us that our desires arise out of conditions and are
constantly changing when new conditions come along. Therefore desire is
not a ‘thing’ we need to either follow or reject – it is just the arising of
conditions in the moment. When this realization is experienced clearly and
repeatedly it allows equanimity to develop (Spencer, 2010: pp. 563-564).
He further reports on attributes resulting from meditative activity such as clarity, calm,
focus, equanimity, confidence, sympathy and compassion. Moore (2011) maintains that
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mindfulness meditation training makes you better at focusing by allowing better regulation
of how things that arise will impact you. Other reported effects of these disciplines are:
spontaneous, non-egocentric action (Rosch, 1997); social connectedness (Hutcherson et
al., 2008); compassion, eco-centricity, alteration of the brain structure (Austin, 1999);
cognitive change and a reduction to habitual responding (Wenk-Sormaz, 2005).
Founded on the meditation literature it would be reasonable to suggest that these
practices are non-analytical and aim: to promote mind experiences of being still, of being
present and of non-attachment to thought; to utilize deliberate mindful attention in order to
increase self-awareness and to promote a state of conscious stillness where such selfawareness is evident, where no thoughts are needed to validate such recognition, and
where actions are non-reactive. Furthermore, such disciplines may: reduce uncontrolled
streams of thought and attachment to them; advance spontaneous non-egocentric action,
empathic capacity, sympathy and compassion; and cultivate clarity, calm, focus,
equanimity and confidence, which can be considered highly effective when facing
emotional peaks.
The pilot study demonstrated that the mental ability to develop stillness is valuable for the
management of the effects of uncertainty and decision making on the basis of limited
information.

4.0 Discussion
It would be useful for design research to assess data for when designers experience
greatest turmoil, however there appears to be greater value in nurturing designers to
become self-aware and better prepared to face these situations. Spencer (2008)
suggests that 'the role of a designer’s awareness and their mental and emotional
conditions is a potentially fruitful area of investigation in relation to Reflective Practice' (p.
34). This research seeks to further understanding on the ability of designers to cultivate
stillness, and on the tools to support this competence.
Thus, this paper proposes the term ‘stillness’ as a design-intelligence competence.
Beyond the described attributes, stillness also suggests a phenomenon that can be
further described as space between thoughts, words and actions. Carter (2011) describes
‘basho’, a concept akin to stillness by Japanese philosopher Watsuji Tetsurô, as
‘emptiness of betweenness’. Parallel to the concept of basho, it is suggested that upon
deliberate mindful attention, spaces of emptiness, of stillness, could be found framing
every manifested thought, word or action cycle. So ruminating streams of thought, which
link directly to automatic emotional reactions, are embedded with a complementary
amount of moments of stillness available to be recognized within a designer’s selfawareness.
While it may be possible to deem the effects of uncertainty as undesirable, the authors
contend that an efficient approach to such effects is not resistance, but increased
awareness of them. Michalko (2006) says that ‘nothing is more harmful to a positive
creative attitude than fears, uncertainties and doubts’ (p. 3). Yet, he explains that you do
not ignore them or become paralyzed. Following the incident ‘you do not allow it to
monopolize your thoughts’ (ibid). This, in the authors’ view, is the experience of nonattachment to thoughts. The authors propose that designing is framed by a radical
constructivist epistemology and that the value of stillness is that it helps make the
construction of knowledge less fixed in the mind of a designer whose professional selfawareness is an ever-evolving, open source of infinite possibilities. If a designer’s
awareness is less contaminated by unobserved judgments it could potentially lead to
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more creative outcomes and to higher quality output. Based on this study’s findings, the
authors suggest that:


Increasing a designer’s inner self-awareness through enhanced reflective
practice can expand professional self-awareness to include previously tacit
elements of a designer’s inner-environment.



Increasing a designer’s inner self-awareness through enhanced reflective
practice can make the evolution of a design-intelligence competence explicit.



Increasing a designer’s inner self-awareness through enhanced reflective
practice can aid the access to, and recognition of, mental states of stillness.



Experiencing stillness - characterized by mindful awareness and acceptance of
the present circumstances; and by non-attachment to ruminating streams of
thought - can result in skillful management of the effects of uncertain situations of
practice.



Experiencing stillness can lead to increased self-confidence and professional
self-fulfillment through an expanded sense of professional self-awareness.



Experiencing stillness can lead to less fixated considerations of multiple
perspectives in a design situation thereby expanding the potential of
transformation.

To study and validate such phenomenology, reflective practice reporting, through
reflective practice templates enhanced with non-analytical meditative disciplines, is
proposed as a tool to generate data on this view from within. The methods supporting this
research are being adapted from Scharmer (2007), Varela and Shear (1999) and
validated meditation and mindfulness research. The authors propose that, just as the
typical moments of action research can be expanded and enhanced, that Reflective
Practice Models can be further developed to focus and elicit reporting on specific aspects
of self-assessment and transformation.

5.0 Conclusion
Reflective Practice has many reported benefits and uses for making tacit aspects of
design practice explicit. This paper discusses the way that a reflective approach could be
narrowed and enhanced to enlighten aspects of a designer’s inner-environment.
Designers’ inner-conditions are framed by their sensed perception of emotional
fluctuation cycles resulting from their experience of the resolution of uncertain situations
of practice. It is suggested that aspects of this experience are tacit. Enhanced reflective
disciplines, as proposed herein, aim to increase designers’ awareness of their innercondition thus expanding their level of professional self-awareness.
This paper finds that the qualities of mental non-attachment and mindful awareness can
reduce habitual reaction to ruminating streams of thought, thus promoting confidence
when engaging with uncertain situations of design practice. Whilst the issues and
relationships of design attention vary relative to situation and purpose, a designer’s selfawareness can be considered as a constant datum for the framing of design space, since
the designer is always part of that space. Finally, this paper proposes that by developing
stillness of mind, the designer can become omnipresent and witness an experience less
fixated by concrete models of thought, thus becoming fully open to the potential of design
situations.
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6.0 Further Research
Further research will investigate if inserting non-analytical meditative tools into the
reflective cycles can lead to more effective transformation of a designer’s innerawareness. It will also seek to establish if the experience of stillness is a consequence of
this transformation. It is anticipated that stillness, experienced as: clarity, calm, focus,
equanimity and confidence during uncertainty-resolution of design practice situations, can
be validated as a competence of design-intelligence.
Prospective studies will also consider deeper aspects of stillness. Young, Cooper & Blair
(2001) say that there is an irony to design and ask:

How is it that we can produce so many wonderful looking artifacts yet
utterly fail to create real connection, peace, harmony, balance with each
other and the world we stand on (p. 2)?
They further suggest that designers are unconsciously part of a design world in turmoil
where they create ‘amazing things for the world, seemingly at the cost of the world’ (p. 3).
If cultivation of stillness can advance spontaneous non-egocentric action, empathic
capacity, sympathy and compassion in a designer, then its reach, as a competence of
design-intelligence, can expand to meaningful roles in broader social contexts.
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Abstract
The physically disabled women have difficulties in entirely incorporating the social and
cultural dimensions of shoes into their everyday life due to the lack of products and the bad
quality of the existing ones. The few products available in the Brazilian mass market cause
embarrassment to their wearers as they result from designs which give priority to the
functional aspects without taking the social and cultural dimensions into account.
In order to incorporate such dimensions, this present paper describes part of a study
consisting of the development of the shoe design methodology, which would be able to
allow both effective socio-cultural inclusion and improvement in the quality of life.
In addition to partial conclusions regarding such an investigation, this paper presents the
ergonomic, aesthetical and symbolical aspects concerning the shoe design for the
physically disabled women who live in Sao Paulo, Brazil, with the purpose of responding
how such aspects can provide the wearers with effective social cultural inclusion.
The qualitative methodology, which collected data from both primary and secondary
sources, was applied. Phenomenological approach and semi-structured interviews were
used to raise the main concepts, which would be able to allow both effective social cultural
inclusion and improvement in the quality of life.
By analyzing the interviews, it could be concluded that the shoe design has to meet the
safety and comfort criteria related to the ergonomic aspects, the aesthetics harmony and
balance, as well as the sensuality and femininity concepts as symbolical aspects attributed
to the shoe design by the wearers, so that the shoes can provide them with effective sociocultural inclusion.
Keywords: design for health, shoe design, physically disabled women
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Introduction
Shoes are powerful objects of fashion design in the sense of amplifying the symbolic
values of an individual’s body, emphasizing either individual or collective identities,
associated with different life-styles. They are ludic objects, which are able to meet the
wearer’s needs through the stimulation of senses. Historically, according to Semmelhack
(2006), the twentieth-century high thin heels, also known as stiletto heels, have replaced
the Bellé Époque corselets, which are seen as symbols of seduction and fetish. The
interviewees’ fetish for shoes was revealed. Nelly Nahum, one of them, claimed that the
possibility of not wearing beautiful shoes depressed her. Also Karin Camargo, another
interviewee, claimed not to be able to live without high heels.
It is important to add that many Brazilian women sacrifice their physical health for the
“magical power” of such aesthetical and symbolic aspects. Actually, the interviewees do
not do this any longer. They admit they have already sacrificed their bodies, but today
they look for artifacts which are more balanced among practice, aesthetics and symbols.
Due to their physical disabilities stemmed from a lower limbs length discrepancy of over 3
cm, they need safe shoes as it will be gone over in the next section and also wish shoes
which can further encourage effective socio-cultural inclusion. According to Karin
Camargo, finding these two concepts in the same pair of shoes is extenuating and
impossible.
The development of shoes focused on health issues in Brazil comprehends the following
categories:
a) diabetics – shoes developed for diabetics. Those shoes can be found in several
Brazilian virtual stores like Fisiostore, Ortopedia Carlita, Ortopedia Palmipé and
Laboratório do Pé;
b) anatomic, also called anti-stress, which benefit the physical comfort and practical
functions, such as the ones by made by Opananken;
c) orthopedic – mostly developed by ordering by means of a medical prescription, and
projected focusing on the wearer’s physical needs. Those are products recommended by
orthopedists aiming at correcting and/or preventing bone deformation mainly from the
spinal cord and lower limbs. The existing available orthopedic shoes are considered to be
horrible-looking by their wearers – opinion also shared by 80% of the health professionals
interviewed.
d) accessories – insoles, heel cushions and tips among other accessories to make shoes
more comfortable.
The orthopedic goods companies develop projects not considering the aesthetic and
symbolic issues of the design; as a consequence, they do not further encourage the
socio-cultural inclusion. On the contrary, all the surveyed women feel ashamed of
wearing such shoes, doing it in last circumstances, such as when feeling too much pain
for example.
This study focuses basically on the consideration of aesthetic, symbolic and ergonomic
features to encourage the effective socio-cultural inclusion. In a multicultural country like
Brazil, how the wearer’s socio-cultural dimensions in the footwear project development
should be mapped?
Findeli (2001:16) suggests a qualitative and phenomenological approach to understand
the ethical, cultural, social and environmental demands of the contemporaneous period.
“Phenomenology of Perception” is the work of the philosopher Merleau-Ponty, which
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privileges the world of experiences lived like the forefront of the configuration of the
human being and the world of knowledge by perception. It is a meaningful theory is
based on human beings’ experiences which makes sense in their lives’ history, belonging
to our experience. It depends on their corporal experience and on the situation of their
bodies. It is the communication vehicle which their established with the others humans
beings and with the objects, involving their personality, desires and passions. “It is the
fundamental reason for human beings to be in the world,” Chauí (2000:157).
In this project, the relation between shoes and their wearers was observed by means of
reporting their experiences and experiments related to ergonomic, aesthetic and symbolic
aspects should be incorporated in the shoe design.

Ergonomic, aesthetic and symbolic aspects
According to Iida (2005), products should have three desirable characteristics responsible
for meeting certain needs of the human being such as technical, ergonomic and
aesthetical qualities.
The technical quality is what makes the product work out and, from the mechanical,
electrical, electronic or chemical point of view, transform one kind of energy into another
one. It is associated to the structure of the shoes, known as waist.
The ergonomic quality is the one to ensure a good integration of the article with the
wearer. Handling facility, anthropometric adaptation, movement compatibility and other
comfort and safety items are responsible for this quality.
The third quality is the aesthetical one, which provides pleasure to the wearer, involving
the combination of colors, materials, textures, etc.
According to Lobäch (2001), the products have three functions:
a) practical: relation between the article and its wearers in the physiological level of
usage;
b) aesthetical: relation between the article and its wearers on the level of sensorial
processes - a psychological aspect of the sensorial perception during the usage;
c) symbolic: determined by the psychological and social capability of making connections
between the appearance noticed on a sensorial level and the mental capability of
associating ideas (symbols).
The fashion products generally make intensely use of the emotional factors, which are
associated with aesthetics. According to Jordan (2000), personality is attributed to
artifacts; in other words, products are “live beings” which build sensitive and emotional
relations with their labels. During the interview with the wearers, brands such as
“Havaianas” and “All Star” were mentioned for their comfort, status, and mainly for their
presence in special moments of their lives.
Pleasure is an abstract feeling which is found in the relation among the wearer, products
and the environment. According to Jordan (2000), based on the Canadian Lionel Tiger’s
anthropological studies, there are four kinds of pleasure: physical, social, psychological
and ideological.
The physical pleasure derives from the relation between products and sensorial organs.
The social pleasure is the interaction among several people encouraged by products. The
psychological pleasure is associated with people’s emotional and cognitive reactions
towards products; it refers to the mind pleasure in accomplishing tasks related to the
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usage and compatibility of the products considered friendly. The ideological pleasure is
associated with the aesthetical and ethical values of a determined culture, generation or
individual; sustainable values as well as social, political and moral responsibility are part
of the ideological pleasure.
From this perspective, comfort is viewed as a physical and social pleasure relation
between wearers and objects. In this context, fads can either insert or exclude a group of
individuals.
According the interviews, Brazilian soap operas cause significant social influence. This
means that the desire for shoes is that one shown on soap operas as trendy. When
asking the interviewees about the comfort provided by the shoes, the answers were
based on the practical function directly related to the physical and physiological issues
like “these shoes hurt my feet, cause me blisters and corns” or even “they are too warm”,
“these ones squeeze my toes” or “these are the only ones I can wear”. And still, “these
are high heels but I feel bare foot with them”.
Comfort depends mostly upon the perception of the person who is going through the
situation. There is no definition universally accepted. (Lueder, 1983; Slater, 1985; Zhang,
1991). Recently, some researchers have suggested that comfort is linked to pleasure,
which introduces borderlines not well defined between the usage and functionality (Slater,
1995; Jordan, 2000). Simultaneously, another group of researchers admits that comfort
and discomfort hold two dimensions: comfort associated with feelings of relaxation and
well being, and discomfort linked to biomechanical factors and to the fatigue. (Zhang,
1992; Zhang et all, 1996; Goonetilleke, 1999). Despite the lack of academic consensus
about the theme, the wearers interviewed consider comfort an important issue directly
associated with the use of the object, related, therefore, to the usability and functionality
of the product and to the physical pleasure.
Usability is defined as “the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which the
specific wearers achieve specific goals in particular environments,” according to ISO DIS
9241-114 apud Jordan (2000:07). It does not depend upon the characteristics of the
product, but on the interaction among the wearer, product and environment. What
matters is how to use the product in order to do something. Usability tends to be limited,
the author defends. The evaluation criteria tend to regard the product as a tool from
which the wearers accomplish tasks.
Martins (2006) adds that the usability represents the interface which allows the
efficacious usage of the product, making them friendly and pleasant to the wearer. The
author has developed Oikos, an evaluation methodology of garment usability and comfort
in which the act of dressing and undressing are studied as well as maintenance facilities,
assimilation, handling and also the comfort levels and safety risks, considering the
wearer’s psychological pleasure.
Concerning functionality, Silveira (2008:21-39) argues that it is not a characteristic of the
object itself, “but a series of complex relations among habits and usage, manufacturing
techniques and symbolic meanings.” The author observes functionality through the prism
of language, following Bürdek’s focus on semiotics (2005), which makes it non-separable
from the aesthetical and symbolic functions of the product design.
A lot of products developed for people with special needs have medical or clinical
aesthetics easily recognized by their looks, which communicate the wearer’s disability,
leading to social exclusion, and not to inclusion. A socially uncomfortable situation for a
wearer, such as the weird looks of shoes for diabetics, discloses the wearer’s disability,
which is, according to Roncoletta and Martins (2011), a negative emotional value.
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In conclusion, usability and functionality are directly associated with the wearing of the
object and its practical functions. They are also associated with its aesthetical-symbolic
issues, i.e., the wearing of the object also depends on its communication, on the wearer’s
context and also on its repertoire of previous experiences, which are subjective aspects.

Materials and Methods
This study was realized in 3 parts. In the first one, data from secondary sources about the
ergonomic, aesthetical and symbolical aspects of the design and shoe design were
collected. These aspects were organized regarding the traditional industrial way to buildup shoes in Brazil.
The second part was a phenomenological study focusing on the wearers’ experiences
(tables 4 and 5). The semi-structured interviews were carried out in the wearers’ homes,
a familiar environment where they could feel more comfortable, so that some subjective
values could be risen was registered through pictures and videos. The wearer’s
adaptation displays their shoes making comments about their desire and presenting
solutions for adaptation. The survey also allowed the wearers to talk about brands,
shapes, colors or even aesthetical attributes they wished. Finally, they were asked to
express their opinion freely on two products (pictures 1 and 2), talking into account the
touchable perception of the materials, shaping of forms and analyses of chromatic
composition. As objects, such products also allowed remarks related to social pleasure.

Pictures 1 and 2: Adapted shoes used in the surveys.
Source: Roncoletta (2009)

It is worth mentioning that, due to the variety of foot and lower limb sizes, the women
interviewed were not allowed to wear the shoes – this is a restriction of the survey
method. The aspects risen in this study concerned the practical functions of the object
stemmed from accounts of the women’s own experience with previous footwear.
In this project, different opinions of individuals from “Instituto do Pé do Hospital das
Clínicas da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo” (FMUSP) were
gathered. The word individual is used by the Commission of Ethics in Research
(CONEP/BR) to describe all people involved, being wearers, orthopedists,
physiotherapists or designers. All the interviewees were given feedback by the
researchers so that they could learn the partial results and approve the publication.
The interviews and the elements to build-up shoe design in the conclusion section were
gathered in the third part of this present study, the conclusion section.

Industrial build-up of the shoe design
The industrial build-up of the shoes is divided into two main parts:
a) the upper shoe, localized in the inner and outer upper part of the shoes and
b) the sole, localized in the inner and outer lower part.
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Such elements, which were organized associated with the ergonomic, aesthetic and
symbolic aspects analyzed in the shoe design, should be included in the project
methodology to encourage efficient socio-cultural inclusion.

Upper sole - inner upper______________________________________
The inner upper part elements are concerned with the ergonomic aspects so that the
wearers feel safety, comfort and physical pleasure.
Weight
In Brazil, there is a biomechanical analysis of shoes, usually carried out by IBTeC Instituto Brasileiro de Tecnologia do Couro, Artefatos e Calçados (2007), responsible for
the “selo conforto” or “comfort label”. The weight level of each shoe is a fundamental
element responsible for physical comfort. The lighter the shoe, the less weight for the
wearer to carry.
Classification

Heavy

Normal

Light

Very light

Weight

more than 360 gr.

maximum 360 gr.

from 160 to 260 gr.

below 160 gr.

Table 1: Weight
Source: IBTeC (2007)

Temperature
Wearers do not have any device to measure the temperature of physiological comfort in
their homes. Therefore, there should be an attempting to develop models with side or
even frontal cuts which would allow better ventilation.
Classification
Temperature ° C

Unpleasant
Above 30º C

Bearable
28º C to 30º C

Pleasant
27,5º C

Table 2: Temperature
Source: IBTeC (2007)

Fitting
The existence of enough room for the toes to fit comfortably should be checked,
especially while wearers are moving. The ideal sensation is felling a soft tightening as if
the foot were “hugged” around the articulation (location of the toes). The tight and firm
shoes are those which do not squeeze their toes and those which, when wearers step
with the propulsion triangle, should have no loose space around the heel. In this
condition, models having straps with different adjustments on the ankle or instep may
help the firmness and safety of the shoes.
Materials and inner finishing
Natural materials such as goat and buffalo leather should be used for the inner part of the
shoe as they allow more perspiration and are softer. In case technological materials are
used, the manufacturer should find enough information about their origin, composition
and be sure they are reliable. Insoles covered with cloth, like cotton, absorb perspiration.
Stuffing with EVA (ethyl vinyl acetate) around the heel and in the propulsion triangle feels
like stepping softly. The stitch should be observed so that the joints will not be scratched.

Upper sole - outer upper______________________________________
The outer upper part elements are concerned with the aesthetic and symbolic aspects.
According to the interviewees, wing tips stand for seduction and femininity.
Toe caps fitting
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Square or rounded toe caps which continue rounded while walking should be used. In
order to project shoes with wing tips, the manufacturer should exaggerate creating
tapered wing tips which become gradually narrowed from the first phalanx of the big toe
(picture 3).

Picture 3: Ergonomic and aesthetic wing tips in an Oxford model. Picture 4: Shoes look alike.
Source: Roncoletta (2009)

Lines and shapes
The interviewees’ desire is to make both shoes look alike. The original aesthetic lines of
the shoes should be followed to cause harmony and flow so that neither shoes contrast
with each other. In picture 4 the spaces of the front sole in the original model have been
kept by an interviewee in the sole compensation to cause a feeling of continuity, thus,
flow.
Materials e Stitches
The outer materials, as their stitches are associated directly with the shoe looks;
aesthetic and symbolic aspects of the design. Shoes covered with prime materials such
as organic leather, satin, etc. are considered sophisticated and elegant by the
interviewees. The materials must match the shape of the shoes in order to keep this
symbolic aspect.

Sole - inner_________________________________________________
The analysis criteria of the inner sole correspond to the lower part of the shoes and also
responsible for its technical quality.
Heels and toe caps
The heels must touch the ground completely regardless of the heel height, being aligned
with the foot. The balance axis of the body between the hips, knee and ankle must be
prolonged through the shoe. If the heel touches the ground just partially, it will probably
alter the natural axis of the wearer’s body, making them feel unbalanced, and insecure.
The ideal heel height is 2 cm because it distributes equally the weight between the toes
and the heel. The distribution on the table below should be observed. The height of the
toe caps must keep a distance of around 1 cm from the ground.
Classification
Heel height
Pressure

Less Pleasant
0 cm
toes
hell
43%
57%

Pleasant
2 cm
toes
hell
50%
50%

Bearable
4 cm
toes
hell
57%
43%

Unpleasant
6 cm
toes
hell
75%
25%

Terrible
10 cm
toes
hell
90% 10%

Table 3: Pressure
Source: IBTeC (2007)

Molding sole
Sturdy platforms, wedge shoes or even flat heels should allow wearers to move their feet.
Sturdy structures usually do not allow natural feet movement. Also, the very soft molding
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sole should be avoided since it does not protect the spinal cord and might, therefore,
cause lumbar pain.

Picture 5: Pictures taken by the authors to help visualize the correct molding sole. The correct molding
sole is shown in the picture in the middle.
Source: the authors. Photographer: Cesar Cury.

Sole - outer lower____________________________________________
For the outer sole, aesthetics and system of symbols of the heel and the sole were
analyzed.
Outsole
The original outsole of the sports footwear should be kept. Besides having better
aesthetical finishing, there are studies about outsoles which cause more friction, and,
therefore, adhere better to the floor, avoiding slipping and providing more safety. Non-slip
material in shoes should be used having the outsole made of leather.
Heels
Thicker heels are usually more stable. After all, the ground contact area is wider than with
thin heels. Thin heels like stiletto should be avoided. The prolonging of the body balance
axis should be assured in both high and low thin heels.

Wearer’s desire_____________________________________
The interviewees report their difficulty in making the adaptations suggested by the
orthopedists in the orthopedic stores.
According to Nelly Nahum, bearing the medical prescriptions, the customers look for the
orthopedic stores which charge the shoe manufacturing by centimeter and make the
product with no aesthetical concern. “…Besides, I’ve never been able to wear the
product; they were ugly, hurt me and I also paid a fortune for them.” This statement lead
to the importance of investigating holistically the relation between the shoes and their
wearers in order to learn their longings, desire, will and even their disappointments. Their
reasons for not wearing orthopedic shoes, their preferences for brands and their opinions
about ergonomic aspects are shown in table 4.
Nahum’s account is reported through the desire and will of possessing several pairs of
shoes, for instance high-heeled sandals for a party or sneakers for hiking. She also
mentions the wish for certain colors, like black and red. Her account stresses the
subjective aspects related to pleasure as basic premises of the project development. To
her, wearing a pair of shoes belongs to her way of expressing herself; an emotional bond
which brings her satisfaction, pleasant feelings, appreciation, among other values
attributed by the surveyed. Although Nahum is worried about safety and usability, these
are not the factors which make her search for shoes, but the elegance of the shapes, the
flow of lines, the desire of several colors for certain occasions. Her fetish for shoes is
evident and her acquisitions are based on desire.
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Wear of
orthopedic or
anatomic shoes.
Shoes adapting.

Preferences to
brands

Importance of
ergonomic
aspects

Yes
No

0%
100%

Reasons
The orthopedic one is ugly, hurtable and heavy.

Yes

67%

Where

No
Yes

33%
67%

No
Yes

33%
83%

No

17%

Upper shoe

50%

Reasons

Sole

100%

Reasons

Which
one

All Star,
Birkenstock,
Franziska
Hübner and
Havaianas

Reasons

Where

Upper sole

Reasons

Sole

Reasons

Fitting
better
Safety

All Star and Havaianas – physical
comfort, social and cultural dimensions.
Birkenstock – physical comfort.
Franziska Hübner – social and cultural
dimensions.
Fitting
better
Safety

Table 4: The importance of ergonomic aspects to the interviewees.

Jacqueline Ramos, another young interviewee, claims that the orthopedic boots are
embarrassing. She neither wears orthopedic shoes nor makes any adaptations. For her
graduation party, she searched incessantly for a pair of sandals which would make her
feel safe and which would be delicate and sensual at the same time. How could a
romantic young girl like Jacqueline feel like a princess in orthopedic boots in her
commencement? She would rather undergo another surgery than wear orthopedic boots:
“Nobody likes to wear orthopedic boots for the aesthetics, for the shame…Ok, it’s for my
own benefit, but they look ugly…If I have to undergo another surgery, I will, but I won’t
wear those boots…I don’t see anybody wearing them…”
According to Morin and Adorno (1967), cultural industry is cruel. The fashion campaigns
and shows, the Oscar awards, the several movies and TV series including the Brazilian
soap operas, show women on high and many times thin heels. Shoes with thin heels and
wing tips stand for power and seduction in the media universe making young girls like
Jacqueline feel powerful in the heights of a high heel. Ramos’s words stress the looks of
the product concerning social pleasure reported by Jordan (2000). An object of design
should never embarrass the wearer.
Finding a pair of shoes which encourages balance between the functions is a task
practically impossible and extenuating. Another interviewee, Karin Camargo, who usually
has to make one out two pairs of shoes of the same model, but of different sizes, to able
to walk, comments:
“...Imagine, you go shopping around with your husband and he tells you, ‘I can’t
believe you haven’t found any pair of shoes.’ How can you buy two pairs? That
turns into a drama and you don’t feel like buying anything anymore. It’s already
tough to find a pair which is not hard, which doesn’t have the little flap behind,
which doesn’t hurt your feet and which holds your feet well. It turns into the
shoe drama.”
After the difficulty in choosing and acquiring a pair of shoes, most of the wearers need to
adapt them (table 4) - take them to the shoe repair for the necessary adjustments such as
adding anti-slipping soles, ankle cushions to provide a better safety feeling, and also
changing the heels to more stable ones and of different sizes according to the difference
between the lower limbs.
Choosing, buying and wearing shoes are negative for Camargo, under the psychological
pleasure perspective which affects not only the wearers but also their families. The
aspects of the physical comfort are mentioned by the interviewee as essential to
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encourage safety; however, it is noticed in her speech that the sensuality of the shoes is
as important as the comfort. She adds “Oh, the heels! Women can’t live without them!”
And comments, smiling: “I’d love to wear heels. They wouldn’t need to be high...those
shoes with wing tips! How beautiful! It’s the classical, the black. I keep a pair by Franziska
Hübner only for me to remember...it’s my concept of gorgeous shoes.” The high-heeled
scarpin represents symbolically a character who Camargo cannot and does not want to
abandon. Even not being able to wear her shoes, she cannot give them away. In the and
of the interview, she reported:
“Everything is a process in life. If I had been told ten years ago that I wouldn’t be
100% ok after my last surgery, I’d have said: ‘you’re totally nuts’. Everything is
possible. I can do everything…but today I see…Imagine doing everything,
absolutely everything with your two elbows all the time. I have backaches, my
muscles dislocate… Now I accept things as they come more easily, not like a rock,
but how things really are. There are flowers with more petals, flowers with more
perfume, flowers with... are still flowers…”
Karin’s account reflects questions discussed in this study: each human being is unique,
provided with his/her own experiences. His/her values are mutable so as life, and so are
his/her wishes and will. Camargo’s metaphor has been used: we are all flowers with their
differences. The challenge of this study is to think of the design that might comprehend
the specifications of the differences being integrated with the whole, 100% the
interviewees, such as table 5, where the importance of the aesthetical aspects are
shown.
Importance
of
aesthetical
aspects

Yes

No

100%

0%

Preferences

Shapes

Colors

Materials

Upper
sole

67% Square
or rounded toe
cap
33% Wing
tips

Impossible
to
determined

Sole

Heel
Model
33% Stiletto
16% Thicker
16% Wedge
33% Flat

68% Classical
(Black or
Beige)
16% Intensive
(Reds)
16% Acid
(Greens)
Height
33% 0 cm
33% 2 cm
16% 4 cm
16% 6 cm

Materials
Impossible
to
determined

Table 5: The importance of aesthetical aspects to the interviewees.

Conclusions
During the interviews, it was realized that the context of the disabled customers were far
beyond the fashion and design worlds. In Brazil, there is still a great deal of social
prejudice. The wearers reported different concerns that surround them quite often such
as socio-cultural insertion, labor market inclusion, prejudice, mobility, politeness, access
to and lack of information.
This study focuses on the relation between wearers and their footwear, i.e., women’s
relation with the shoes and why they are so relevant in their lives. The phenomenological
study lead to the results mentioned above as unexpected but fundamental variables for
the central reflection on this study.
The wearers wish and need dreams in their lives. The shoe design is one of the tools
which allow them to build up social images. The composition of their outfit, in which the
shoes are included, may transform them into the romantic princess, which is essential to
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Ramos, or into the prom queen, indispensable to Nahum, or even into the powerful
entrepreneur, mentioned by Camargo. Shoes are part of this character transition in which
they live. The lack of articles together with the difficulty in finding or adapting them is the
denial of this possibility of building up characters. It may lead them to depression, as
Nahum reported.
The wearers concluded that the shoes need to be easy to put on and take off, easy to
clean; they should allow perspiration and their stitch should not hurt their feet. Their
shoes must promote safety, i.e., their feet must be held firmly by the shoe upper part.
Their shoe heels need to promote stability when walking with non-slip soles in order not
to cause the feeling of twisting the foot.
The safety and body diversification matters worked on this study were requirements
already foreseen. The sensual and feminine characteristics attributed to the shoes
stemmed from the interviewees’ accounts. Sensuality lies in the power to seduce others
and to seduce oneself through the excitement of the senses. The visual and the touching
senses are the most used in fashion design. Soft and sensual materials such as sheep
leather literally caress the touching sensitivity of the wearers.
The shoes with feminine and sensual characteristics are the ones which make the wearer
feel self-confident, included in the social environment, i.e., the ones which bring them
emotional benefits, social and psychological pleasure according to the situational context.
In the day by day routine, the wearers are quite happy with the sneakers, ballerina flats
and wedge shoe models. On the other hand, in special occasions, often pressured by the
cultural industry, shoes like scarpin or high-heeled sandals (higher than 6 cm) or medium
(around 4 cm), were pointed out by the wearers as models capable of conveying this
confidence, directly related to the power of female seduction. That is when they want to
delight and fascinate the others. Those moments ‘of stars of the catwalk, actually, life’s
catwalk’, are the ones that they are worried about.
Fulfilling their basic needs is not enough. If that were the purpose, they would stick to
their orthopedic boots. The shoe is a fashion design object which needs to vary according
to the dreams, will and desire of those who wear it in several occasions.
This study observed that the aesthetical-symbolic functions of the shoe may cause
effective socio-cultural inclusion of the wearers. The well-being is associated with the
possibility of building up personal images according to the wearers’ desires, which also
influenced by the cultural industry. Power, seduction and femininity are the main symbolic
values attributed to the desired shoes by the interviewees. The shoes make women feel
good socially, thus improving their well-being. These subjective concepts associated with
the technical and ergonomic aspects will function as basis for the shoe design
development. The interviewees, therefore, have become active partners of the project.
They will be often consulted so that an effective socio-cultural inclusion and some life
improvement concerning physical and social aspects can be ensured.
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Abstract
This paper extends the design and organizational literature by evaluating
the impact of values and beliefs on multi-levels as blocking factors in large
organizations.
The problem that has initiated this research is that large organizations often have
difficulties to develop radical innovations.
The idea of this research is to identify contradictions in intentions in the beginning of a
multidisciplinary bottom-up initiative for new product development as possible reasons for
the creation of hinders. Not identified contradictions remain hidden by psychological
contracts. (Rousseau, 1995)
A mapping exercise has been created to evaluate existing values and beliefs, roles and
processes by assumptions, actions and goals. The purpose of the study is to identify
possibilities to introduce new values and by that new goals by the bottom-up initiative and
the role of design within that.
In order to fulfill this purpose, early phases of a bottom-up initiative for multidisciplinary
new product development at a Swedish automotive company have been evaluated. A crossfunctional reference group, established by the project, can be seen as a key factor for the
communication of information and action, from the project towards the organization.
This study has an ethnographic approach and consists of 11 interviews with members of the
reference group. The research conducted takes a design perspective based on a systemic
approach builds on the multi-level model (Rousseau, 1985) in organizational research. In
this mapping the perspective was shifted among the individual, project and organizational
level in various ways. Within this process, projections among the past, present and future
where created.
This research identified a unilateral "community of inquiry" relating to identified values
and beliefs, which created a uniformity on multi-levels that didn´t allow a diversity of
multidisciplinary approaches.

Keywords: large organizations, cognition, systemic
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A product Design perspective from a practical experience
In general, many examples of the product design literature looks at Design from an
external view on the product design process or at a product design project conducted in
an agency or within a product design education.
The perspective taken by the author of this paper has evolved from personal experience
of product design development in large organizations within the automotive industry. The
author has spent 13 years, working as an Industrial Designer with Advanced & Strategic
product design and Planning, and by that been involved in development of Concept Cars,
Project work and Product implementation.
One purpose of this paper is to display the current situation of a widely existing paradigm
in industrial practice. This overview is to clarify the position that the attribute product
design has in relation to existing brand values, as embedded in large organizations. The
focus of the paper lies on New Product Development by a bottom-up initiative in a
multidisciplinary environment. By this the awareness of constrains and possibilities to
introduce new and diverse values in large organizations should be raised. The role of
product design, when evolving innovations is highlighted, especially since large
organizations often have difficulties to develop radical innovations.
...We have also maintained that radical innovation introductions result in discontinuities on both a
macro and micro level. An innovation that causes discontinuity on a world, industry or market
level will automatically cause discontinuities on the firm and customer level. (Garcia and
Calantone, 2002:120)
Garcia, R. & Calantone, R. (2002). A Critical Look at Technological Innovation Typology and Innovativeness
Terminology: a Literature Review. The Journal of Product Innovation Management, 19, 110-132.

A schematic picture of product design in practical work within the automotive industry is
displayed below to relate with the case study conducted.

Product design in large organizations
Large companies often have a long tradition of product development and an established
brand identity. All the products developed by the organization shall express the brand
identity. The brand identity and key values communicated inside the organization can be
seen as the overall goal under which product development takes place. At the same time,
product development embeds the chance to develop the brand further. Large groups of
employees, representing many different cultural backgrounds and disciplines, are
involved in the development of all new products. How development resources work is
basically defined by the organizational structure and the hierarchy divided by their
individual roles and tasks. The coordination of organizational goals, departmental and
individual actions are done by managers.
The manufacturing schedule of all the new products are coordinated and
managed by a Technical Cycle Plan - the TCP. The TCP is built up around all the
dedicated product parts and their sub-systems, and the technology to be used for their
production. It also controls the timing and the delivery for the later selected and dedicated
suppliers. The TCP is an overall chart including a description of all the so called gates, for
all the deliverables in the project, towards and until the start of the serial production. The
holistic product design strategy is related to the market strategy and the engineering
strategy, all included in the TCP.
The complete project time until the start of the production, is divided in certain dedicated
overall phases. These can roughly be described as R&D, Future developments, Strategic
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work and finally the Project work. The development work concerns a number of various
disciplines, like product design, Engineering and Marketing. Different resources are
dedicated to different phases in a project, whereas the same resources may hold several
ongoing tasks in different projects.
So how does the product design process work and what possibilities do exist to challenge
existing values in the described context?
Following both, firstly strategic secondly project work, are described. When the request of
a new project is put to a strategic designer, there is neither a design brief nor an explicit
goal expressed.
The development work by the product designer is influenced by the values of the existing
brand and product identity, with the idea to identify the wishes and demands of the future
consumers. The information search for opportunities is explorative and it is involving
different resources and media, inside and outside the organization. In this phase new
values get identified and developed towards a project.
Strategic product designers are holistic specialists in certain dedicated areas. They are
familiar with the technical prerequisites in their own area and the Design DNA of the form
language. The strategic product designer has the possibility to explore new forms,
sometimes involving structural changes if allowed by the plan. Ideas are displayed in
scribbles and sketches, then presented and discussed within the design team and
reviewed together with the Design director. Feedback is provided to the proposals and
taken into consideration; this can involve further dialogs within the design team as well as
with studio engineers and R&D engineers.
On the path towards identifying the characteristics, values of the new product, the
procedure is alternated in similar sets and in several stages. From a wide exploration of
ideas, a number of product design concepts are identified for continuing development.
Different presentation materials, like renderings and three-dimensional virtual simulations
are developed over time. At a later stage, the selected presentation material is presented
to other disciplines, like engineering and marketing, they decide upon the relevance and
the possibilities for the upcoming project. Based upon these facts, a decision is made by
management on which concept, a prototype will be created. The decision taken can
involve fundamental changes in the concept related to assumptions, feasibility and
changes in plans of other disciplines.
The author would like to point out the strategic work concerning the product design of
materials. The process regarding design of materials lies very much in the exploration of
the material itself, its possibilities for 3D form and how it is linked to various technological
constraints. Material developments are challenging technology to enable new concepts
both in form and interaction. The material design concepts are often developed outside
the organization, with the R&D departments from the intended suppliers. Selected
material concepts are developed and tested both internally by product design and the
R&D department and by the suppliers. The strategic material designer manages these
contacts and communicates the idea of the design he beliefs in the mutual development.
At a certain point in time, according to the overall TCP, the strategic part of the project is
handed over to the overall project, with a certain percentage of feasibility. The project
designer is now provided with a set of possibilities to work with. He or she has the
possibility to make combinations and refinements according to new ideas and the overall
project goals. The major project goals are set by the department of Product Planning, the
specific technical planning team for the project, and by Marketing. The product designer
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identifies together with them, the values of the target group, the market, for the product.
The execution is related to existing technologies developed in earlier phases.

Identifying and challenging existing values
The problem that has initiated this research is that large organizations often have
difficulties to develop Radical Innovations.
Based on the authors experience in product design development projects, as described
above, the leading hypothesis behind the research is based on the conviction that there is
a need to develop a deeper understanding of blocking factors in multidisciplinary
development for product innovation. Impeding factors may prolong the development time
and decrease the possibility for a higher leverage of innovation. One objective of this
study is to explore which parts and interrelations that are limiting actions for new product
development.
The idea in this research is to identify contradictions in the beginning of the research
project, as possible reasons for the creation of hinders in new product development of the
bottom-up initiative. A mapping exercise is created to evaluate existing values and
beliefs, roles and processes by assumptions, actions and goals.
The purpose of this study is to identify possibilities to introduce new values and through
that new goals by the bottom-up initiative and the role of design within that. The insights
of the mapping will give both innovators and management the possibility to reveal further
actions and by that avoid the creation of new hinders.
In order to fulfill this purpose, early phases of a bottom-up initiative for
multidisciplinary product development have been evaluated.

The study of a bottom up initiation in a large organization
The research takes a product design perspective within large organizations in
combination with a systemic approach.
This study is focused on a bottom-up initiative for real life safety innovations and has
been conducted at the start of a multi-disciplinary project at a Swedish automotive
company. The observed project takes an empirical research approach, studying New
Product Development. The core project team consists of internal and external members
from the company, represented by the disciplines of product Design, Medicine and
Engineering. The initiator and project leader is an engineer that holds a PhD in Medicine
and through his PhD he created a new crash test standard.
The intention of the initiative is to develop and validate new crash test
methodologies based on a purely virtual system. The system includes human and car
models for demonstrating the relation between the environmental factors and the car
structure to human injury causation. As the base for the virtual system, collated real life
data from car crashes is brought into the system.
A reference group was established by the bottom-up initiative around the core
project team, as a cross functional team within the organization. The members of the
cross-functional team, representing product Design, Engineering, and Marketing are
middle-managers as well as experts from different levels of the organization. The purpose
of this group is meant to take a critical role towards bottom-up actions from an
organizational point of view as well as to facilitate departmental work.
The role of the reference group as gatekeepers can be seen as a key factor for
the communication of information and action, from the project towards the organization.
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Therefore the research target is to create a mapping of assumptions, roles and processes
formulated from an individual point of view from each reference group member. This
defines the establishment of this research from an ontological standpoint.
The following related research investigates into the displayed situation from a Design
point of view, in relation to Organizational theory and New Product Development theory.

Related research
The interview questions of this study have mainly been developed from the practical
experience by the author.
Following, the intention of this study is explained by setting the interview questions in
connection to related research, which is stated after each question. Related research is
meant to enable an evaluation of possible reasons for contradictions in intentions and
their consequences in multi-levels in large organizations under the following aspects:
assumptions, actions and goals.
First of all, the relation of individuals in organizations in terms of actions and goals should
be pointed out by the following argument.
Rousseau (1995:9) states:

‘The psychological contract is individual beliefs, shaped by the organization, regarding
terms of an exchange agreement between individuals and their organization.’
Psychological contracts function according to Rousseau, as productive tools in
organizations. In this study it will be evaluated whether "psychological contracts" are
productive tools or contribute to keep contradictions in intentions unidentified. It is
important to state that contradictions in different intentions are not comparable with a
diversity of views, rather than it is important to get aware of different intentions within a
team.
...To reach a common understanding does not mean that everybody has to have the same
understanding of the situation - it only means that everybody is clear about one another’s
understanding. Once common understanding is reached, it is time to move towards uncommon
understanding. (Nelson and Stolterman, 2003:177)
The idea is to identify contradictions in intentions by the following question.


What is an innovation?

The question is to identify assumptions, thoughts regarding innovation, which are driving
the actions of the reference group members. The question asked relates to the following
research.
...Inquiry for Dewey combines mental reasoning and action. The Deweyan inquirer is not a
spectator but an actor who stands within a situation of action, seeking actively to change it. When
inquiry results in a learning outcome, it yields both thought and action, at least in some degree of
new to the inquirer. Argyris, et al. (1996:31)
The following questions are to identify possibly imagined actions and goals of the
reference group members and by that the determination values introduced by bottom up
actions.


Can you name a process for an innovation?



Can you name an example of an innovation?
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In new product development theory the value of identifying actions and goals of the team
members lies in the Gate keeping Interface.
...While the technical gatekeeper is likely to provide information regarding the technical value of
new technology, it is the marketing gatekeeper who will prove a business context. In other words,
gatekeepers importantly determine what new environmental information means for the individual
and organization in terms of value construction. (Reid, et al. (2004:180)
The following questions are meant to evaluate the establishment of roles and processes
by assumptions, actions and goals.


Can you explain the roles of Product Design, Engineering and Marketing.



What are the challenges in the relation between of Product Design, Engineering
and Marketing?



What are the chances in the relation between of Product Design, Engineering
and Marketing?

The questions are to identify how assumptions driving actions and goals among
disciplines and their effect on multi-levels according to organizational theory.
Rousseau (1985:17) explains:
...In the most rudimentary form, one such multi-level generalization is that more components a
unit has the greater the number of levels it contains. The basis for making such generalizations is
the notion that there are critical uniformities across levels in the nature of the components
(individuals and groupings of individuals) that lead to similar structures and processes.
Rousseau, D. (1985). Issues of Level in Organizational Research: Multi-level and Cross-level Perspectives.
Research in Organizational Behavior, 7, 1-37).

Finally the question about the status for innovation should identify the situation of the
organizational system for innovation as a result of existing values and established roles
and processes. Furthermore questioning the role for innovation should identify parts and
interrelations between values, roles and processes to be improved.

Method
The following interview questions, explained in related research, are mentioned explicitly
to explain the mapping perspective created by the questions. The interview questions are
put up in 4 main topics and built on each other. In this mapping the perspective was
shifted among the individual, project and organizational level in various ways. Within this
process, projections among the past, present and future where created. This mapping
exercise was created to identify contradictions regarding values, roles and processes by
assumptions, actions and goals.
This section is structured as following: First the introduction and the questions, second
the created perspective is displayed in Figures, third the intention of the questions is
explained in the sequence of the interview questions. The Figures show the perspective
of the question marked by a black bow, the impact of the answer is marked by a pink
arrow.
Following the perspective is explained under which the mapping was carried out.
The questions 1.) a), b) and c) should identify the value and related results created by the
organization of the past, see Figure 1.
1.) a.) What is an innovation?
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b.) Can you name a process for an innovation?
c.) Can you name an example for innovation?

Figure 1

1.) a) Assumptions of a possible goal.
b.) Actions to achieve a goal.
c.) Goals that have been achieved.
The following questions had been asked explicitly towards the organization the
interviewed persons are working in.
The questions 2.) a) b) c) and 3) should identify the roles and processes as well as
evolved situation of the present organization, see Figure 2.
2.) a.) Can you explain the roles of Product Design, Engineering and Marketing?
b.) What are the challenges in the relation between Engineering and Product Design?
c.) What are the chances in the relation between Engineering and Product Design?
3.) What is the status of innovation?

Figure 2

2.) a) Assumptions driving actions towards a goal, establishment of roles.
b.) Information transfer, that hinders actions between disciplines.
c.) Information transfer, that facilitates actions between disciplines.
3.) Situation of the organizational system for innovation.

The question 4) should identify values, roles and processes needed for the organization
of the future, see Figure.
4.) What would be the role to enable innovation?
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Figure 3

4.) Assumptions, information transfer and actions to achieve new goals.

The study
This study consists of 11 interviews with each member of the reference group. In-depth
interviews have been the main method for the data collection of the following evaluation.
The collection of data is set up in a heterogeneous sample design on individuals of the
before mentioned reference group. The conducted research has an ethnographic
approach and builds on the multi-level model which Rousseau (1985) in organizational
research. The purpose of this study is to identify contradictions within an organizational
system in multiple levels. By the mapping exercise explained in methods, constrains and
possibilities for actions of the bottom-up initiative and the role of product design within
that, should be found out.
The interview meetings were arranged separately which each person, to create
independent data from each respondent. All the interviews were recorded and the time of
the interview varied between one and two hours, depending on the ambition of the
interviewed person and their amount of narrative input. The interview material was written
out and analyzed manually by the author, with a starting point in qualitative research
methods (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). Furthermore the perspective was compared from a
Design point of view to relevant theories like Organizational theory and New Product
Development theory.

Results
The following results of the mapping exercise are presented under the 4 main topics of
the interview questions and built on each other. First the question and the results are
presented then the most important finding is summarized.
1.) a.) What is an innovation?
Most of the individuals answered to the question by referring to incremental innovation,
technically related and within narrow boundaries. They describe their individual
assumptions following existing goals they are used to work towards. The current
paradigm of the organization examined is described as being cost and time driven.
This defines the values by assumptions regarding innovation and relating to the Deweyan
inquiry, the mental reasoning for action. As the majority of the respondents answered
relating to technical values the "community of inquiry" in the organization and for the
bottom-up initiative is identified. According to the Gate keeping Interface any
environmental information of the bottom-up initiative is determined, in terms of value
construction, by the identified community.
1.) b.) Can you name a process for an innovation?
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Current processes, actions evolved by identified assumptions are described as fixed
technological processes and that choice of technology is driven by cost and
effectiveness. Through this, the current and nearby actions are mainly defined by
technical goals.
1.) c) Can you name an example for an innovation?
The examples given are mostly purely technical examples of an incremental and imitative
nature. The examples can be seen as results evolved by existing values and related
actions. Actions and goals identified by organizational processes and examples support
the assumption of a technologically driven organization.
To summarize the results of the questions 1.) a),b) and c): The identified technical values
in small boundaries created processes, actions that evolved technical examples, goals of
an incremental nature. A "community of inquiry" is identified by a majority of respondents
relating to the identified values.
2.) a) Can you explain the roles of Product Design, Engineering and Marketing?
The results of this question show that the "community of inquiry" has created the roles
and the rules of the organization. This is proven by the roles identified between
Marketing, Engineering and Product Design. Actions and goals of Marketing are related
to values set by Engineering. Engineering defines widely actions and goals by a fixed
plan. The role of Product Design, in the organization examined, is mainly to act on top of
this, according to pre-existing goals set by Engineering, technical values. This defines the
role and freedom of Product Design, in the examined organization by the described
disciplines, displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 4

2.) b) What are the challenges in the relation between Engineering and Product Design?
The result shows, that the relation between Engineering and Product Design is marked
by a polarization of disciplinary actions and goals established from having little or no
contact on a work level and different disciplinary processes. In contradiction to this has
Design the legitimate power on a decision level. This all created a dialectical situation.
The actions performed between Engineering and Product Design is mostly concerned to
solve problems created by the conflict of their polarization. This defines the situation on
which Product Design acts, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5

2.) c) What are the chances in the relation between Engineering and Product Design?
The results show a possibility to improve the relation between Engineering and Product
Design by an establishment of a Dialogue. Several statements point out, that a
corresponding mindset is necessary to enable the Dialogue. This would demand a mutual
acceptance of disciplinary values. The results of a non-existing exchange are described
as displacement, polarization, and protectionism. The consequence is that actions are
directed towards their own disciplinary goals.
To summarize the results of the questions 2.) a), b) and c): The "community of inquiry"
created roles and rules of the organization shown in the roles of the disciplines and
related processes. This defines the role of design in an inappropiate position, mainly
acting on pre-existing goals. The relation between Engineering and Product Design
created a dialectical situation where most of the actions performed are concerned to
solve problems of their own conflict.
3.) What is the status of innovation?
The answers display the situation regarding innovation, evolved by the before identified
interrelation of values, roles and processes. The results of the status of innovation show a
situation of the organization, which doesn´t provide pre-requisites to act in terms of
innovation. Basic factors for this are identified as resources, time and collaboration.
Those factors have been withdrawn by the conflicting situation of roles and processes
between Engineering and Product Design. In contradiction to this innovation is stated as
a must have and key brand value. By this the intended value stands in contradiction to
the identified assumptions and belief relating to technical values in small boundaries.
The most important finding is, that the present organization doesn´t provide pre-requisites
to act in terms of innovation. This situation has been evolved by an interrelation of
established values, roles and processes.
4.) What is the role for innovation?
Identified factors show a contradictive situation between non-existing, but expected topdown values and identified bottom-up values to achieve new organizational goals. Top
down values are identified as a clear goal and identity of the organization, bottom-up
values as information and knowledge exchange, a diversity of actions and freedom to
explore. The bottom-up values are defining basically the nature of Product Design and
stand in contradiction to existing values, which shaped the organization. The
psychological contract, created by values of the "community of inquiry", didn´t allow any
other than existing values and actions to identify new goals.
The most important finding is, that bottom-up values identified and needed to achieve
new goals where not possible by the psychological contract created by the "community of
inquiry".
In the following work, the results of the study are discussed and compared with existing
literature.

Discussion
The focus of this study has been to identify the blocking factors in large organizations for
actions of a multidisciplinary bottom-up initiative for new product development. The
particular interest was the role of Product Design within this.
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A mapping was created to identify contradictions among values, roles and processes by
assumptions, actions and goals.
The study identified technical values in small boundaries as individual beliefs,
psychological contracts, which determine the actions in the organization examined. As a
majority of the respondents related to the identified values a " community of inquiry" got
identified.
Argyris and Schön (1996:33) explain: ‘Inquiry becomes organizational when individuals
inquire on behalf of the organization, within a community of inquiry governed, formally or
informally, by the roles and rules of the organization.’
According to theory, the community is governed by the roles and the rules of the
organization. The study showed that the "community of inquiry" created roles and rules of
the organization shown in the results for the roles of the disciplines. This defines the role
of Design, relating to pre-existing goals set by technical values, in an inappropriate
position. The position Design in the organization examined stands in contradiction to the
nature of Design. This doesn´t give the possibility to act in an appropriate manner and
contribute with disciplinary attributes.
Friedman (2003:511) states: ‘In today’s complex environment, a designer must identify
problems, select appropriate goals, and realize solutions.’
Friedman, K. (2003). Theory construction in design research criteria: approaches, and methods. Design
Studies, 24(6), 507-522.

The results show, that the relation between Engineering and Product Design created a
dialectical situation. Most of the actions performed between the two disciplines are
concerned to solve problems of their own conflict.
Nelson and Stolterman (2003:17) state:
...By treating a wicked problem as a tame problem, energy and resources are misdirected,
resulting in solutions that are not only in-effective, but can actually create more difficulty; because
the approach used is an intervention that is, by necessity, inappropriately conceptualized.
The described misdirection of resources has been evolved by an interrelation of
established values, roles and processes explained in the study. In consequence of this a
situation of the present organization got created, which doesn´t provide pre-requisites to
act in terms of innovation. This is explained by the results for the status of innovation.
The study identified for the role for innovation bottom-up values needed to achieve new
goals for an organizational identity and vision. The bottom-up actions were not possible
as a reason of the psychological contract created by the "community of inquiry".
The "community of inquiry" defined by this a restricted context for value creation and
contradictions in intentions remained hidden. This reinforced existing values and didn´t
allow actions to introduce new values by a diversity of multidisciplinary approaches. The
evolved situation relates to the multi-level theory where uniformities across levels lead to
similar structures and processes. Uniformities, created by identified values and beliefs,
didn't allow to create non-conventional solutions, radical innovations and by that an
outstanding position through bottom-up actions.
In theory, explained by Garcia and Calantone before, Radical Innovation leads to
discontinuities in an organization. The results of this research show, that a discontinuity
within an organization is necessary to evolve Radical Innovations.
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This state can be triggered by an identification of assumptions and discussion of new and
diverse values. The role to surface existing assumptions and to introduce new values lies
in the act of Design as an intervention.
Junginger (2008:34) states:
...One of the many roles of the prototypes to trigger a discussion that encourages fundamental
assumptions to surface. Once these assumptions are articulated, they can be openly discussed
and, in the process, reevaluated.
Junginger, S. (2008). Product Development as a Vehicle for Organizational Change. Design Issues, 24(1), 2635.

Conclusion
Values and beliefs have been identified in this research as blocking factors for
multidisciplinary actions and bottom-up initiatives to create innovation in the large
organization examined.
A unilateral "community of inquiry", relating to identified values and beliefs, created a
uniformity on multi-levels that didn´t allow a diversity of multidisciplinary approaches.
Implications of this study in practice are to identify existing values and beliefs and be
aware of their restrictions in multi-levels for any future actions.
Implications in theory are in organizational learning, which speaks of a collective but not
of a unilateral learning and it´s impact on multi-levels.
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Abstract
This paper argues that the primary advantage of the case study, its ability to reveal insight
into ‘real-life’ contemporary phenomena (the here and now) set against critical incidents,
happenings or events over time (cause and effect), could be undermined by a lack of
methodological rigor and sound empiricism in design research. Often the ‘one off’ is
reported as a ‘case’ without the critical insight or analytical discourse necessary to derive
sound theory from practice.
A systematic audit of design case studies in four of the leading design research journals has
been undertaken along with a detailed analysis of the type, subject and field of research
identified within the leading journal Design Studies since 1979.
In summary, over 223 design case studies were identified, which represents approximately
8.5% of the total number of articles published (2651). The findings suggest there are
significant variations in both subject coverage and theoretical issues covered. In addition,
multiple descriptions and interpretations of the term ‘case study’ were evident and the
majority of these studies offered a limited explanation or description of the case study
method being employed. This raises issues of the generalisability of findings and indeed the
process of generating theory to inform teaching and practice. In many instances, the old
journalistic adage ‘never let the facts get in the way of a good story’ seems appropriate.
Keywords: case study research, methodology, design practice
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INTRODUCTION
Previous conference proceedings for recent biennial Design Research Society
conferences suggest that case studies are increasingly being used to illustrate,
demonstrate and provide evidence for issues in design research. The method has been
employed across many areas including new product development, product innovation,
design behaviour, risk evaluation, and supply chain management (see for example:
Bussracumpakorn, 2002; Horne-Martin, et al. 2002; Cooper, et al. 2002).
Case studies are often used to investigate phenomena in ‘real-life’ situations, where we
want to understand factors surrounding the design process. Yin (1993) defines case
study as being appropriate when contemporary phenomena is to be investigated in their
real life context; when the boundaries of the phenomena and the context are blurred; and
multiple sources of evidence are used. Chetty (1996) argues that its main strength is its
ability to measure and record behaviour and that multiple sources of data can be brought
together to gain as full an insight as possible.
‘These include documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation,
participant-observation and physical artefacts.’
(Chetty, 1996, p.74)
Yet, case study has been seen as being ‘soft’ due to the difficulty of making
generalisations from a site-specific context and the common journalistic style of reporting
a single ‘case’ as being typical of a wider phenomena (Yin, 1993). This can be further
complicated in multiple case study research when a massive amount of data is generated
with limited structure to make sense of it. This has sometimes led exponents such as Yin
to perceive its value as being under-appreciated:
‘Most people use it as a method of last resort, and even they use it with uneasiness and
uncertainty. Despite the availability of key works on how to do case study research’
(Yin, 1993, p.40)
Another problem is that case study method is a broad term and encompasses many
approaches. It is a hybrid, even though it inevitably errs on the side of qualitative
research, due to the need to understand ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions. Langrish (1993)
rightly points out that these perspectives originate from a different ‘world view’ with the
‘physics’ approach on the one hand, which looks for underlying principles, and the
‘biological’ approach on the other, which glorifies diversity.
‘there are two different traditions in research and that they can be labelled the physics
approach and the biological approach. Case studies are in the latter domain and are
therefore not understood by people whose world view belongs to the physics domain.’
(Langrish, p.357)
Both Breslin and Buchannan (2008) as well as Langrish (ibid) highlight the important
relationship and role of case studies for teaching alongside the construction of theory
through research.
Case studies have a rich history for exploring the space between the world of theory and
the experience of practice. It is one thing to have an idea and another thing to make that
idea concrete and real. Designers, by the nature of what they do, must become skilled at
moving between those two places. But recognizing and understanding the transition from
the one place to the other, and back again, is difficult. Case studies are a useful tool for
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research and teaching that focus on the transition between theory and practice. The
format has been widely used in other disciplines, and it can be used effectively in design.
(Breslin and Buchannan, p.36)

This also brings into focus the more practical problem of creating a detailed and
transparent process of interpretation and analysis to ensure the relationship between
evidence, concept development and theory remains valid and rigorous.
However, nearly 20 years after Langrish’s first clarification on the subject and a more
recent call by Breslin and Buchannan for ‘fourth-order design’ (ibid, p.40) to extend theory
and the study of practice through case studies, there still remains a significant gap in our
knowledge of just what case study material is out there. This paper addresses this issue
and will evaluate the types of case study cited in leading design research journals.

METHODOLOGY
This study seeks to identify and analyse the use of case study method in leading design
research journals. We were particularly interested in the way case studies had been
utilised to derive theory, propose constructs and/or principles in an empirical sense. This
would involve reading papers to fully appreciate the methodology employed and to
eradicate any common misunderstanding concerning use of the terms ‘case/s’ and
‘study/ies’ by any open and non-corroborated online search.
Firstly, leading design research journals were identified. Mindful of the emerging nature of
the field of design research since the 1960s, we were aware of the need to understand
the range and profile of contributions within the field. Cross (2006) suggests that design
research ‘came of age’ in the 1980s following the founding of the first journal for design
research in 1979 ‘Design Studies’.
The number of journals has continued to grow in subsequent years and Sugiyama (2003)
recognised the relationship between a growing number of doctoral programs in design
and a growing design research community. In 2008, Friedman (et al, 2008) identified 173
journal titles representing the diversity of publications and routes to dissemination in the
field. A brief history of design research related journals is provided below:

JOURNAL

FOCUS

AUDIENCE

LAUNCHED

Design Studies

All aspects of design activity
and experience

Researchers,
educators and
professionals

1979

Design Issues

Cultural and intellectual
issues including design
history, theory, and criticism

Practitioners and
scholars

1984

Journal of
Design History

Design history, including the
history of the crafts and
applied arts, as well as visual
and material culture

Researchers and
scholars

1988

Research in
Engineering
Design

Design theory and
methodology in mechanical,
civil, chemical, electrical,
architectural, and

Practitioners,
government and
academia

1989
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manufacturing engineering

Design
Management
Review

Design strategy, methods,
and leadership

Practitioners,
educators and
scholars

1989

The Design
Journal

Design in cultural and
commercial contexts

Practitioners,
managers,
educators and
scholars

1998

The Journal of
Design
Research

Design theories, models and
products, including
engineering, architecture,
industrial design and
planning

Practitioners and
academics

2001

CoDesign

Collaborative, co-operative,
concurrent, human-centred,
participatory, socio-technical
and community design

Researchers and
practitioners

2005

Artifact

Design theory, interaction
design, aesthetic theory,
design knowledge

Scholars,
researchers, and
practitioners

2006 (now
ceased)

Design
Research
Quarterly

News on design research,
research skills, research
teaching and training, and
interdisciplinary issues

Scholars,
researchers, and
practitioners

2006 (currently
suspended)

International
Journal of
Design

All fields of design, including
industrial design, visual
communication design,
interface design, animation
and game design,
architectural design and
urban design

Researchers and
practitioners

2006

Table 1. Design Journal Publications by Year

Ideally, this study would seek to provide a comprehensive analysis of all these
publications but this was not practical for this contribution. Therefore the survey of
academics undertaken by Swinburne University and RMIT to rank journals is a useful
starting point to prioritise publications and whilst the ‘ranking’ of journals is contested, it
does provide a useful starting point in the absence of comprehensive citation indices.
This suggests the four leading journals are:
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The Journals by Rank Order

Cited

Design Studies

152

Design Issues

146

International Journal of Design

85

Design Journal

84

Table 2. Data originally cited in Friedman et al (2008, Annex A)

It was decided to undertake a preliminary search using the qualifier ‘case study’ to
determine articles for further evaluation within this group of publications. Each of the
papers was then read to eradicate any erroneous classification. The definition of a case
study cited by Yin (1993) and Chetty (1996) was used to inform this process:

Indicators

Evidence

Phenomena is investigated in a ‘real-life’
context

Background material is provided

The boundaries of the phenomena and the
context are blurred

The ‘case’ is specified and described (e.g.
project, person, product)

Multiple sources of evidence are used to
explore and understand outcomes to gain
as full an insight as possible

Such as documentation, archival records,
interviews, direct observation, participantobservation and physical artefacts

Table 3. Criteria to define a ‘case study’ drawn from Yin (1993) and Chetty
(1996)
This yielded the following results:

Total number of
articles
searched

‘Case study’
qualifier

Total (meeting
definition)

Percentage

1,726 (since
1979)

133

121

7%

Design Issues

539

75

48

9%

The Design Journal

307 (since
1997)

Design Studies

International Journal of
Design

9.5%
34

29
31.5%

79 (since 2007)

25

25

Table 4. Preliminary Search Results
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In total 44 papers were removed at this stage. The reasons included:
Citing findings from previous studies based on case studies in literature reviews
The words ‘case’ and ‘study’ being used independently for differing purposes
Reference to ‘case study’ in the keywords which was did not meet the definition above
As Design Studies has the longest publication history it contains the largest volume of
case studies, greater than the other three combined. Design Issues originally published
just two editions a year which accounts for the smaller total but interestingly the
International Journal of Design appears to have quickly established a global reputation
since 2007, with the largest proportion of case studies per total number of articles, more
than three times as many case studies per volume as the others. This is partly due to its
accessibility and format – it is an open access online journal, and has a dedicated
‘Design Case Studies’ section in each edition.

ANALYSIS
Case study method has many variations and indeed opposing viewpoints. This is
exemplified by the debate surrounding the promotion of the exploratory/intrinsic case or
classic case, as referred to by Dyer and Wilkins (1991), and the multiple case study
approach proposed by Eisenhardt (1989).
'the essence of case study research is the careful study of a single case that leads
researchers to see new theoretical relationships and to question old ones.'
(Dyer and Wilkins, 1991, p.614)
Whilst Dyer and Wilkins believe in the deep understanding of a single rich ‘story’, Yin
(1993) supports the view that case study research can be used to test hypotheses in a
deductive manner by deriving a sample of cases that are ‘explanatory’ in nature. On the
other hand, Eisenhardt (1989) sees the method as being more appropriate to build theory
in an inductive manner. However, both Yin and Eisenhardt agree that the method is
capable of developing generalisations through strict adherence to a methodological
framework – ‘case studies, like experiments, are generalisable to theoretical propositions’
(Yin, 1984, p.21).
To develop an appropriate categorisation of the cited case studies it was important to
determine features to explicate some of the common forms of the method. The table
below was used to guide the evaluation of each article.

Type

Description

Methodological
Approach

Ontological/
Epistemological
Implications

References

Exploratory /
Intrinsic /
Classic Case

Used where there
are signs of limited
knowledge

Develop theory and
then test where
possible

Subjective

Yin, R.
(1993)

To ‘explore the
territory’

In depth using
range of methods
and observation
over time

‘What, ‘how’, ‘where’,
‘when’ research
questions
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Empathy essential

Can be ethnographic
– transformative and
empowering or part
of multiple case
approach
Largely inductive and
qualitative

Stake,R.
(1994)
Dyer, G. and
Wilkins, A.
(1991)
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To gain a better
‘deep’ understanding

to building trust with
respondents

Illustrates a
particular trait

Can illustrate existing
argument or
predisposition –
constructivist /
ideologist

Explore abstract
concept or
phenomena ‘the one
off’
‘How’ or ‘why’
research questions
Explanatory /
Instrumental

Test cause and
effect relationship
Insight into an issue
or refinement of a
theory

Used to test theory

Hypotheses testing

Large range of
research methods

Errs toward
deductive
Can lead to theory
building

Case chosen as part
of larger research
interest
Collective/
Multiple Case

Instrumental study in
multiple
Cases chosen due to
theoretical
representation of
phenomena,
population or general
condition

Yin, R.
(1993)
Stake, R.
(1994)

Objective
Realist
As above and;
Allows cross-case
comparison
Usually between 4
to 10 cases in
practice

More post positivist
than
phenomenological
Objective

Stake, R.
(1994) and
Eisenhardt,
K. (1989)

Realist

Develop theory
Methodological
‘framework’
essential
Can be inductive or
deductive
Likely to lead to
theory building and
generalisations

Common /
Features

Focused on site
specific instance/s –
‘real life’
Ability to understand
complex interaction
of phenomena in
play – ‘How’ and
‘why’ questions

Multiple sources of
evidence are used
Boundaries
between
phenomenon and
context appear
blurred

Nearly all ontological
/ epistemological
positions are
possible

Table 5. Different approaches to case study research
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However, whilst Dyer and Wilkins’ (1991) ‘classic case’ may appear similar to the
exploratory and intrinsic approach in practice, the authors do not concur with Yin (1994)
and Eisenhardt’s (1989) stance on using multiple case studies – either
exploratory/intrinsic or explanatory/instrumental – to build theory. They align themselves
more with critical ethnography, whereby a case study is closely understood by regular
observation of the ‘particularity and singularity of a single site’ (Stake, 1994). Here, the
1
researchers adopt a phenomenological approach to understand and gain empathy with
the social group in order to transform and empower – from unconsciousness to
consciousness – to make greater sense of the world which they inhabit (Guba, 1990). Yin
(ibid) and Eisenhardt’s (ibid) approach is, therefore, far more pragmatic, allowing flexibility
to combine qualitative and quantitative techniques, often spanning paradigms in order
that research objectives can be met.
‘Although some believe that these philosophical beliefs are irreconcilable, the counter
argument can still be posed-that regardless of whether one favours qualitative or
quantitative research, there is a strong and essential common ground between the two.’
(Yin, 1994, p.14-15)
For the purposes of this study a pragmatic approach was adopted and in practice the
following features were added to the framework to aid the process of categorisation:

Common
Features

Exploratory / Intrinsic /
Classic Case

Explanatory /
Instrumental

Collective/ Multiple Case

Individual

Experimental

Descriptive

Designed to ‘test’ or
demonstrate theory

Multiple or comparative
(pairs)

Illustrative
Teaching related

Often practical project
based

‘Case’ history

Experimental as well as
illustrative
Can be practical project
based or analysis of a
number of ‘case histories’

Table 6. Common features of design case studies

FINDINGS
It was originally intended that each Journal would be categorised in turn before we turn
our attention to the analysis of the findings. However due to the length of time taken to
interpret the methodology used in these articles and problems with the limited search
facilities on the MIT (publisher of Design Issues) and Swetswise online e-journal sites,
1 Miles and Huberman (1994, p.2) suggest that the phenomenological researcher does not seek to
explicate methodological approaches that explicate an unambiguous ‘social reality’ because it does
not exist.
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which did not facilitate the downloading of such a large amount of search data, it was
decided to concentrate on Design Studies as the leading design research journal as a
pilot – the intention being to continue the study with further dissemination in due course
as the analysis continues.
Figure 1 below provides an overview of the split between the three types of case study
indentified. There were twice as many Exploratory / Intrinsic case studies as Explanatory /
Instrumental (50 compared to 25) with more than a third of the total being Collective /
Multiple case studies.
Design Studies (Case Studies by Type)

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

121

Exploratory / Intrinsic /
Classic

Explanatory /
Instrumental

Collective/ Multiple Case

50

25

46

Figure 1. Design Studies by Case Study by Type

Each of the cases was then classified by subject type. This process was conducted using
an ‘emic’ approach as described by Spradley and McCurdy (1979) whereby the text was
used to describe the subject definition in as near to the authors’ own interpretation as
possible.
‘Emic descriptions of sound depended on discovering the native categories and
perceptions. In the same way, etic descriptions of behaviour, on the other hand, of sound or
anything else are based on categories created by the investigator, and are usually
employed to compare things cross-culturally.’
Spradley and McCurdy (1979, p.231)
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The chart below shows the results of this classification.

Case Studies by Subject
Graphic design

3

Contempory crafts / textiles

3

Design

4

Interactive / games design

5

Automotive / transport

6

Sustainable design

7

Engineering

17

Design management

19

Product design

25

Architecture / built environment

32
0

5

10

15

20

25

Figure 2. Case Studies by Subject

The findings indicate that there is a wide range of design disciplines covered but there is
a significant variation in the representation of ‘cases’. The ‘Architecture / built
environment’ and ‘Product design’ cases represent nearly half of the total number (57
combined out of 121) with only a few cases evident in areas such as ‘Contemporary
crafts /textiles’ and ‘Graphic Design’. It is worth noting that these findings seem
disproportionate to the number of students studying in design related students at
undergraduate level when one would expect areas such as Fashion and Graphic Design
(largest by volume) to be much better represented.
Case studies by theme, indicative of fields of inquiry in design research, are now
presented below.
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Case Studies by Theme
Service design

2

Problem solving

5
2

Philosophy

8

Pedogogic research
Participatory / User-centred design

10

New product development (NPD)

11
7

Methodology
Experiential knowledge / cognition

10

Design strategy

17

Design history

4
1

Design ethics
Design audit / policy

8

Decision making

7

Concept development

13
16

Computer Aided Design / Manufacture (CAD/CAM)
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Figure 3. Case Studies by Theme

As with the subject coverage, whilst there is a wide ranging breadth of areas represented
there are some significant areas associated with innovation, such as ‘NPD’, ‘Design
Strategy’ and ‘Concept Development’ alongside the processes associated with integrated
rapid-manufacturing practice through ‘CAD / CAM’. To some extent, this reflects the
growing social and political interest in national innovation systems and the role of
research in furthering economic development. It is also interesting to note some emerging
trends with a growing number of cases in the burgeoning field of ‘Experiential knowledge
/ cognition’.

ISSUES OF RIGOR AND VALIDITY
In this next section we will explore some of the issues raised by these findings.
Breslin and Buchanan (2008) suggest that case studies have the potential to play an
important role in understanding and developing theory from practice.
‘the core principles of the discipline are taught through practice, and are presented as
part of a solution for a specific problem. For this reason, the learning from one project may
not survive in the transition to other projects and problems…As a result, design case
studies have a more difficult, two part job of establishing theory and, at the same time,
creating or recreating a bridge back to the practical...But there is a further opportunity in
design case studies, the opportunity to begin talking about theory as theory instead of
merely a practical application of wisdom and rules-of-thumb.’
(Breslin and Buchanan, 2008, p.39)
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If design case studies are to be used to further the development of theory and design
education it follows that the cases should demonstrate a sound basis for empirical
evidence to illustrate practice. We found several very good examples of Yin’s (1993)
‘Exploratory/Intrinsic’, ‘Experimental/Instrumental’ and Multiple cases. Lehoux, Hivon,
Williams-Jones and Urbach’s (2011) multiple case study provides a detailed analysis of
strategies for collaborative and multidisciplinary New Product Development (NPD)
resulting in the design of three innovative medical products. The ‘world view’ of eight
design participants is evaluated with interviews conducted throughout the design process.
Each ‘case’ is analysed in turn before common characteristics and attributes are
identified and associated with the stakeholder responsibilities, knowledge and motivations.
Bertola and Teixeira’s (2003) analysis of 30 design case studies provides a detailed
insight into the role design plays as a strategic competence for innovation in New Product
Development. To do a comparative evaluation the study selected half the cases which
were oriented towards international organisations operating in complex technologies, with
the remainder being the local markets developing products utilising mature technologies.
The selection of the cases and analysis of documentary evidence along with designers’
own narratives allowed the capacity and influence of design on innovation to be
established with common conditions.
Volker, Lauche, Heintz and Hans de Jonge’s (2008) ‘Experimental/Intrinsic’ case of the
design of a public building highlights the inherent and irrational aspects of stakeholders’
emotional response to perceived building and architectural quality against a seemingly
rational and systematic decision making framework.
Lastly, Yeomans’ (1984) illustrative ‘classic’ case history describes the unique and
innovative architectural features of the eighteenth century roof at Lincoln Cathedral
designed by James Essex. The case study is used to understand the structure of an
unusually large roof span and the conceptual and structural characteristics associated
with it to inform a ‘natural history’ of design.
Interestingly, only four articles in total were identified which sought to explain or
demonstrate a design problem or product failure such as Busby (2001) who investigated
problems with the planning and design of a agricultural plant and Petroski (1989) who
sought to explore common design engineering failures in bridges.
However, aside from such examples, several common issues became evident which are
problematic in the context of deriving theory from case studies. In summary these can be
described as:
variations in language and lack of specificity in terms used – the term ‘case study’ being
used within the title, abstract or keywords with different use of terms throughout the
article such as ‘illustrative case/s’, ‘design case/s’ and/or a ‘case histories’
process or method of case selection not described or justified
methodology being ill-defined or in many instances non-existent e.g. the phrase ‘case
study’ is used as a descriptive label for a project located in a particular context but without
reference to case study method
lack of information to describe the processes used to derive theory e.g. no audit trail to
explain a conceptual ‘leap’
ontological issues associated with the method are not discussed or understood when
diametrically opposing philosophical approaches are combined e.g. inductive and
deductive techniques and phenomenological and positivistic views of the world and how
we experience it
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inability to explain the limitations of the ‘case’ for future scholarly research – for example
the difficulty of transferability and/or generalisability of findings to other situations.
In short, problems with the context, research design and/or process of theory construction
was evident in the vast majority of design case studies. Therefore the next section will
return to the issue of theory construction in case study research and implications for
design research.

ISSUES IN DEVELOPING DESIGN CASE STUDIES
As Yin (ibid) summaries:
‘The case study relies on many of the same techniques as a history, but it adds two sources
of evidence not usually included in the historian’s repertoire: direct observation and
systematic interviewing. Again, although case studies and histories can overlap, case
study’s unique strength is its ability to deal with a full variety of evidence-documents,
artefacts, interviews, and observations - beyond what might be available in the
conventional historical study.’
(Yin, 1994, p.8)
This study has reinforced the need for design researchers to collate and interrogate
contextual data surrounding the description of cases on two levels; within the external
operating environment to describe the social, cultural and economic factors in play during
the period of inquiry and the internal environment concerned with the resource,
operational constraints and human perspectives involved. Ideally the researcher would
view at close quarters the relationship between the two, in order to identify the nuances of
social phenomena surrounding documentary reports or respondents own recollection of
events.
Miles and Huberman (1984 and 1994) have focused on methods to ‘bound’ the cases
selected and techniques to process qualitative data within them but Chetty (1996) and
Eisenhardt (1989) have gone further to provide a procedural description of theory building
from case study research, drawing upon previous work (including: Miles and Huberman,
1984; Yin, 1984; Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Yet, unlike Eisenhardt (ibid), Chetty’s (ibid)
detailed description of the method employed in assessing export practice in small and
medium sized firms is not so much a framework as a specific methodological strategy for
the study itself. Therefore, Eisenhardt’s ‘roadmap’ described in her paper entitled Building
Theories from Case Study Research provides a useful mechanism from which to
construct a multiple case study research design; a framework from which to analyse each
case as a separate entity, compare and contrast across case, and yield patterns of
phenomena to build theory.

1 – Getting Started
Establishing the research aims and objectives
2 – Selecting Cases
Conducting an initial ‘trawl’ of prospective cases against criteria to identify a suitable
sample frame
3 – Crafting Instruments and Protocols
Drawing upon the literature to establish an interpretive set of themes from which to
guide appropriate research tools
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4 – Entering the Field
Gaining access and developing a research design to elicit appropriate data
5 – Analysing the Data
Ascribing meaning to data in a consistent and systematic way
6 – Shaping Hypothesis
Identification of patterns of causality across cases
7 – Enfolding the Literature
Reintegration of findings into existing literature to establish the contribution to
knowledge
8 – Reaching Closure
Justification, hypothesis testing and presentation of findings
Table 7. Stages within an integrated framework as suggested by Eisenhardt
(1989, p.536)

Building upon these studies the Socratic method is now used, drawing upon the classical
Greek form of inquiry based on questioning and answering, to provide a practical
checklist of issues researchers might want to consider in developing design research
case studies.

CHECKLIST TO EVALUATE DESIGN RESEARCH CASE STUDIES
Question: does the study provide a thorough review of the documentary
evidence surrounding the ‘case’ to establish the background, context and
history?
Question: what evidence is there to describe the interaction and influence of
people, environment (internal and external) and organisational culture on
the design, system or conceptual process being explored?
Question: in what way does the case represent any group or situation of
relevance to the wider research community?
Question: how and why have the cases been selected and what
implications does this have for the results/findings or theory generated?
Question: has the case study methodology been adequately described and
what are the ontological issues associated with the data collection methods
employed?
Question: has the evidence and data analysis maintained a clear audit trail
to give credibility to the evidence presented?
Question: have the cases been analysed to establish commonalities and
differences cross-case?
Question: what are the implications for policy and practice?
Table 8. Design Case Study Research Checklist
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CONCLUSIONS
There is growing interest in the quality and volume of design research in leading journals
as the influence and contribution of design as a discipline internationally has grown in
significance. Studies have sought to identify perceptions and determinants of quality
across the design research community (see Friedman et al., 2008, Gerda et al., 2011),
core themes in design research through conference contributions (Roworth-Stokes, 2011)
and analysis of citations of papers in the journal Design Studies (Chai and Xiao, 2012).
This paper has presented a systematic audit of design case studies in leading design
research journals with a detailed analysis of the type, subject and field of research
identified within the leading journal Design Studies since 1979.
The findings suggest there are significant variations in both subject coverage and
theoretical issues covered. This raises issues for design case studies in an educational
context. For example the volume of case studies (roughly 8.5% of the total articles
reviewed) relative to discipline in areas such as Fashion and Graphic Design (0 and 3
reported respectively out of 121) does not represent the undergraduate population
(largest out of all creative arts subjects). Further research should be undertaken to
categorise design case studies within the other three leading journals but these results
imply that Breslin and Buchanan’s (2008) call for case studies to bridge the gap between
the development of theory and practice in design education may still be work in progress.
In addition, multiple descriptions and interpretations of the term ‘case study’ exist within
the majority of these studies raises issues of the generalisability of findings and
furthermore the process of generating theory to inform teaching and practice. The
checklist is offered as a practical approach to evaluate the rigor and validity of such
studies using the method; ensuring good stories are indeed based on sound empirical
evidence.
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Drawing Out: How designers analyse
written texts in visual ways
Zoë SADOKIERSKI and Kate SWEETAPPLE
University of Technology

Abstract
This paper discusses the methods practitioner-researchers use to analyse written texts.
Much attention towards the written word in design discourse is directed at typography –
how words are used visually to communicate meaning. This paper considers the written
word from a different perspective. Here, we aim to reveal how designers analyse written
texts for research and ideation. We describe a range of methods we have developed
through our own research and practice, as well as analytical approaches other
practitioner-researchers use.
There are many approaches to the analysis of texts – for example, semiotic (Kress and van
Leeuwen 2001, 2006), content (Krippendorff 2004), discourse (Gee 1999) and more
recently visual methods (Rose 2007). However, we are specifically interested in the
methods designers use to draw out ideas, understanding and inspiration from written texts
– a focus that is not directly addressed by any of these existing approaches. Importantly,
many of the methods we describe here are widely used in design practice, but are not
acknowledged or reported to be useful in a research context. Therefore, it is valuable to
reframe these practice-based methods within a research context and claim their scholarly
contribution.
In this paper, we describe three approaches to analysing written texts, which we have
named Visual Abstraction, Focused Data-mining and Exploratory Data-mining. Each
approach is supported with examples and anecdotes by practitioner-researchers; ourselves
and others. Examining our own work allows us to trace initial text analysis through to final
design/research outcomes, illustrated with examples from the entire process. To conclude,
we discuss why these methods are a meaningful contribution to design scholarship.
Keywords: design research, practice-led research, text analysis
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Introduction
Much attention towards the written word in design discourse is directed at typography –
how words are used visually to communicate meaning. This paper considers the written
word from a different perspective. Here, we aim to reveal how designers analyse written
texts for research and ideation. We describe a range of methods we have developed
through our own research and practice, as well as analytical approaches other
practitioner-researchers use.
There are many approaches to the analysis of texts – for example, semiotic (Kress and
van Leeuwen 2001, 2006), content (Krippendorff 2004), discourse (Gee 1999) and more
recently visual methods (Rose 2007). However we are specifically interested in the
methods designers use to draw out ideas, understanding and inspiration from written
texts – a focus that is not directly addressed by any of these existing approaches.
Importantly, many of the methods we describe here are widely used in design practice,
but are not acknowledged or reported to be useful in a research context. Therefore, it is
valuable to reframe these practice-based methods within a research context and claim
their scholarly contribution.
In this paper, we describe three approaches to analysing written texts that we have
named Visual Abstraction, Focused Data-mining and Exploratory Data-mining. Each
approach is supported with examples and anecdotes by practitioner-researchers –
ourselves and others. Examining our own work allows us to trace initial text analysis
through to final design/research outcomes, illustrated with examples from the entire
process. We also critically discuss the analytical practices of designers Sam Winston and
Stefanie Posavec, who are both articulate about their analysis of written texts. To
conclude, we discuss why these methods are a meaningful contribution to design
scholarship.

Practitioner-researcher methods to analyse written texts
In this first section, we discuss three methods to analyse written texts, used by ourselves
and other practitioner-researchers:
1. Visual Abstraction – as a way to see past the narrative to reveal patterns and rhythms
in the text;
2. Focused data-mining – searching written texts for predetermined themes or ideas;
3. Exploratory data-mining – searching written texts with loose or uncertain focus,
allowing focus to occur in the process of searching.

1. Visual Abstraction
Revealing rhythm and pattern is a particular strength of the visual. Below, we discuss two
examples where abstraction has been used to reveal rhythm and patterns in written
documents: Stefanie Posavec’s ‘Writing Without Words’ and Zoë Sadokierski’s thumbnail
schemas. In these methods, the act of abstracting the written text through visual analysis
removes the distraction of narrative in order to reveal patterns and find new readings of
the text.
Through the process of turning text into ‘data’, we stop reading the narrative and start to
read something else. Here, that something else is a visual language that the designer has
created to explore the text in non-traditional ways. At this stage, we are reading the visual
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language of the designer/researcher, not the original text. The visual language is a kind of
coding using design elements such as colour, line, shape, pattern and hierarchy.
Stefanie Posavec completed an MA in Communication Design from Central Saint
1
Martins in 2006. Posavec’s final work, ‘Writing Without Words’, treats classic novels as
data sets; she extracts quantitative information from the books in order to communicate
something about the text other than the author’s narrative. Posavec describes this work
as “a project that explores methods of visually representing text” in order to visualise
“differences in writing styles of various authors.” (2007) The result is a set of diagrams,
posters and books that visually represent the texts.

Figure 1: ‘First Chapters’ – Faulkner, Fitzgerald, Woolf and Huxley. Stefanie Posavec 2007

‘First Chapters’ are diagrams visualising the first chapters of classic novels – the number
of words per sentence determines the length of the line, each new sentence turns the line
90°. Abstracting sentences to lines renders the narrative unreadable, allowing the viewer
to focus on the ‘units of language’ that compose each book. As a collection, these
drawings quickly describe the different writing styles of the various authors. Explaining
the variations in sentence length would be lengthy and potentially boring to read –

1
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displaying them as a collection of juxtaposed drawings makes a concise point, that can
be further ‘read’ the longer the viewer spends comparing the diagrams to each other.
Interpreting the sentence lengths and paragraph structure is not the same as interpreting
the narrative. Each sentence diagram is a visual onomatopoeia of the written text – as
well as the length of sentences, they reveal the rhythm and pattern of the writing style.

Figure 2: ‘First Chapters’ – Hemingway and Kerouac. Stefanie Posavec 2007

For example, compare Hemingway and Kerouac’s diagrams – Hemingway is known for
his pared-back prose and conversely Kerouac for his unpunctuated ramblings. The visual
language of these maps reveals the different writing styles clearly and succinctly.
While Posavec abstracts novels into quantifiable data to understand and communicate
something about different writing styles, Sadokierski abstracts novels as a thumbnail
schema, in order to understand and communicate image placement in novels. Her 2010
2
doctoral thesis analysed hybrid novels – novels in which images such as photographs,
drawings and diagrams are integrated in the written narrative. The appearance of graphic
images on the pages of novels is unusual; novels are conventionally a purely written
literary form. In order to understand where these graphic elements appear within a hybrid
novel, Sadokierski sketched thumbnail schemas for a range of novels:

2

‘Visual Writing: A critique of graphic devices in hybrid novels, from a visual communication design
perspective’
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Figure 3: Thumbnail schema of Jonathan Safran Foer’s novel Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close

Designers generate thumbnail sketches to map out a document (print or digital), creating
a schema similar to the floor plan of a building or a tailor’s pattern. This schema allows
the designer to plan where compositional and graphic elements appear and to establish
rhythm within the layout (considering how design decisions affect the pace of reading and
comprehension of the text). A thumbnail schema helps the designer envision the
document as a whole – to make decisions about individual design elements in the context
of the whole document.
Although thumbnailing is generally used at the ideation stage of a design project, the
example above shows how it can be an analytical tool; deconstructing the composition to
reveal insights about how written and graphic elements relate. Could the placement of
3
graphic devices be related to printing specifications? Is there visual rhythm that
orchestrates the placement of graphic devices? Of particular interest here is that a
thumbnail has the effect of ‘flattening the landscape’; it gets rid of all the cues a visual
person would be distracted by – typeface, line length and other compositional elements –
in order to think about a text as a map. This method analyses a written text by abstracting
it completely, revealing insights that may have been missed by looking at the book as a
‘codex’ – page by page, rather than as a schema.
The thumbnail schema is coded using different colours to represent different types of
image – see above. A single schema communicates the relationship between the written
word and graphic devices within the novel. Similar to Posavec’s diagrams, the schemas
also communicate further when compared to other schemas. Below, the schemas for
three separate books show the variety graphic type and frequency in different hybrid
novels. There is no ‘general formula’ for where graphic devices appear in hybrid novels.

3

Sections of specialty paper may be ‘tipped in’ so graphics are printed at higher quality, or colour
graphics may be printed only on certain pages to reduce production costs.
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4

Sketching thumbnails is a meditative exercise that encourages a ‘conversation’ with the
text, revealing new insights about the design of each page without the distraction of
reading the narrative. Committing pen to paper – sketching the graphics – requires
breaking down the composition of the page in order to sketch it. The slowness of the
process encourages reflection; for between an hour and an hour and a half – the time it
took to sketch the schema for an entire novel – focus was entirely on the ‘bigger picture’.
The thumb-nailing exercise encourages looking with a ‘curious eye’ – actively seeking what
5
is not yet known, placing it into the context of a research method not an ideation tool.
Posavec also discusses the value of performing her initial text analysis by hand, rather
than using computer programs: “Much of what I do is with pencil and paper…. I find a
subject that I love, and try to find within it something I can map, or markdown on paper.
Then I spend lots of time reading and rereading the text and counting words or counting
numbers or just going through a subject matter repeatedly until I have all the data in a
notebook … by reading and rereading these texts, I’m able to understand more about a
specific text or a specific subject matter than I would otherwise, than I would if I wrote a
computer program to analyse that text for me.” (Posavec)
Diagramming and thumbnailing force the researcher to engage with a text with her hand
as well as her eye. Richard Sennett (2008) discusses the ‘link between the head and
hand’, in his book The Craftsman. For craftspeople – including writers and designers –
planning and drafting are vital stages in the creative process. In ‘thinking’ through the
hand, ideas are fleshed out in action, through the process of making, and reflecting on
making. Le Corbusier, an advocate of sketching, wrote: “Once the impression has been
recorded by the pencil, it stays for good, entered, registered, inscribed. … To draw
oneself, to trace the lines, handle the volumes, organize the surface … all this means first
to look, and then to observe and finally perhaps to discover … and it is then that
inspiration may come.” (in Anthony 1966) The visual methods use drawing to reduce
written texts to abstract compositions, allowing readings of the text beyond the narrative.
These new readings provide insights and interpretations otherwise difficult to access
through non-visual methods.

2. Focused Data-mining
What we call ‘focused data-mining’ is a method that involves ‘mining’ a written text for
specific information, followed by categorisation and coding of that information. This is a
kind of Content Analysis. Stemming from the field social science, Content Analysis is a
way to systematically identify words, phrases, themes or ideas in a text, which reveal key
elements or ideas from that text. In social science and as a design tool they are methods
of data reduction – a way to pick through large volumes of text to find specific things.
“Quantification does not preclude or substitute for qualitative analysis … it does allow
however discovery of patterns that are too subtle to be visible on casual inspection.” (Lutz
and Collins quoted in Rose p.60) What is unique about the examples discussed below is
the capacity to simultaneously conduct analysis and produce a visualisation of the
findings.

4

Donald Schön discusses the notion of a conversation between designer and their sketch (Schön 1983).
Goldschmidt (above) calls this ‘backtalk’.

5
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During in her doctoral research, Sadokierski examined book reviews to find out how
literary critics were discussing the graphic devices in hybrid novels. For each novel, she
chose ten reviews from a variety of publications – book blogs to literary journals – and
streamed all the reviews into a single document with the same typeface, size and leading.
Different colours code where a reviewer discusses: general format/genre; comparisons to
other hybrid works; and the presence of graphic devices. Many reviewers noted the
presence of graphics without actually commenting on them, so where reviewers discuss
the effectiveness of graphic devices, these words/phrases are enlarged in point size. This
‘word mapping’ technique abstracts some elements of the text (the smaller, grey
typography is difficult to read) and gives visual hierarchy to specific words or phrases
(colour and size draw attention to important descriptions). The illustration below shows a
scaled down map of Umberto Eco’s novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana, and a
detail:

Figure 4: full word map of Umberto Eco’s novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana
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Figure 5: detail from word map of Umberto Eco’s novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana

Each map visualises where graphic devices are simply mentioned (in colour), and where
critique of their function is given (enlarged point size). Examining a single map, it is
visually apparent where the critique of graphic devices is repeated in different reviews.
Comparing the maps for different novels also visually identifies patterns in the critique of
different books, as did the sentence diagrams and thumbnails schemas discussed
previously.
In producing these maps, a curious insight emerged. Descriptive adjectives like
‘gimmickry’ and ‘trickery’ kept appearing in reviews of these novels. To show this more
clearly, all the single adjectives used to describe the graphic devices in one hundred and
twenty four published reviews of hybrid novels were converted into a word cloud. The
size of the word is directly proportional to the number of times it appeared in the various
6
reviews:

Figure 6: ‘Gimmick map’ – a word cloud of adjectives used in 124 reviews of hybrid novels

This unexpected discovery provoked a shift in the focus of research. The word cloud tool
was used in following studies, but consequently split into three smaller clouds indicating
whether the term was used in a positive, negative or neutral way by the reviewer:

6
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Figure 7: ‘Gimmick map’ – where adjectives are split into positive, negative and neutral

Again, these word clouds individually map the reviews of a single book but juxtaposed,
work as comparative tool between different hybrid novels.
Sam Winston is another practitioner-researcher who uses similar methods. His study of
Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species and Ruth Padel’s Darwin, A Life in Poems
compares how a scientist and a poet use language. Winston separated the texts into
nouns, verbs, adjectives and other. The ‘frequency poems’ below show the most
frequently occurring nouns in each text, which Winston describes as ‘visual portraits’ of
those texts. The frequency poem is another version of the word clouds above.

Figure 8: Sam Winston’s ‘Darwin’ in its final iteration, his ‘frequency poem’ of Charles Darwin’s On the
Origin of Species to the left, and of Ruth Padel’s Darwin, A life in Poems to the right.

A similar approach is used to analyse Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet, though this time
focusing on emotional themes rather than grammar – passion, rage and indifference.
Foregrounding a particular theme or grammatical pattern presents the text to be looked at
in new ways. It is a method of extracting particular elements in order to open different
conversation points around the text.
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Figure 9: Winston’s frequency poems drawn from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Passion on the left,
rage on the right.

3. Exploratory Data-mining
Every researcher tells a story of looking for one thing only to discover something else in
the process, something far more interesting. The tight boundaries of a focused dataminer can quickly dissolve if an unlikely word or figure catches his or her eye. Previous
itineraries and routes are discarded, replaced by the hopes and possibilities of either
uncharted territory, or old ground made anew by a shift of focus. The notion of exploration
without intent is of course impossible, consciously or not we look in a particular way even
if it is not for a particular thing. Nonetheless there is a difference between searching a
written text with a predetermined theme or idea and searching a written text with no clear
motive. We will refer to the latter as ‘exploratory data-mining’, the method used by Kate
Sweetapple in the initial stages of her experimental cartographic maps of Sydney.
The written text was in fact the Sydney White Pages – the 2010 telephone directory of
Sydney residents. In response to a brief to design an alternative Map of Sydney,
Sweetapple started to read these listings with little more than a vague notion that
7
surnames might prove to be an interesting starting point. And while the exact purpose
was far from clear, the approach had all the characteristics of analysis: each surname
was read – a meticulous, rigorous, methodical (and tedious) process – and assessed for
its potential value. ‘Is this surname interesting (amusing, unusual, unlikely, unexpected)
or not?’ Undoubtedly, the measure of value is highly subjective, problematic for a
demographer but less so for a designer looking for a new angle on Sydney. The process
of separating out the interesting, potentially useful surnames (Burger, Mule, Tooth) from
the less so (Barnard, Gibbs, Smith) is an interpretive method, producing a new taxonomy,
and transforming the way in which the surnames are understood. This method releases
the Sydney residents from the widely-understood and well-received categorisation
system bestowed by the Roman alphabet (A-Z), to the parochial and far-coarser
categorisation system of possibility – ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘maybe.’
So far there is nothing obviously visual about this analytical method. The design brief
provides a context for this approach but it is not yet apparent how the analysis of the
written text is distinctly visual. The clue lies in Sweetapple’s notion of ‘interesting’. What is
interesting to a visual designer is most likely different to someone analyzing the
telephone directory for demographic purposes. To Sweetapple, the surnames that were
initially interesting were sets of names that could be:

7

Commissioned by Dr Naomi Stead as part of the exhibition, Mapping Sydney: Experimental
Cartography and the Imagined City. DAB LAB Research Gallery, University of Technology Sydney,
August 2009.
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•

rendered visually, (eg. the Blacks, Whites, Greens, Browns);

•

paired (Long and Short, Salt and Pepper, Hot and Cold, Waugh and Peace, Gin
and Tonic);

•

categories of names (eg. cars, trees, birds, planets, fruit); and,

•

actions (eg. Blow, Chase, Hug, Hurt, Kiss, Pierce, Punch, Trace, Walk)

While not all of these have literal visual representations, they were chosen because of
their potential to be engaging ideas, interesting subsets. At some stage during the
process the very loose fields of interesting began to tighten, as Sweetapple noticed that
surnames that were part of large groups began to emerge as a theme: birds (Crow,
Eagle, Quail, Swift), heavenly bodies, (Mars, Moon, Pluto, Sun) fish, (Bass, Herring,
Pilcher, Whiting) trees, (Gum, Oak, Wattle) cars, (Audi, Ford, Holden) fruit, (Apple,
Cherry, Peach) etc. Yet there was still too much data, and no clear way of representing it
– a further whittling was required. It was then Sweetapple noticed some of these subsets
had more visual potential than others. The birds, fish and heavenly bodies all clustered:
birds in a flock, fish in a school and heavenly bodies in a constellation. If Sweetapple
were to plot each residential location of an individual, couple or family with an avian
8
surname, a flock that traced the geography of Sydney would emerge.

Figure 10: ‘Map of Sydney: Avian Surnames’, Author Y 2009

8

At this point the search became more focused switching to an online version and typing in avian
names, rather than reading the entire directory. But it should be noted that beginning in exploratory
mode made possible the discovery of different avian surnames – the idea would not have been realized
by starting with a focused search as Sweetapple did not yet know what she was looking for.
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If we understand exploratory data-mining as ‘looking in a particular way, even if it is not
for a particular thing’, then this particular way could be termed designerly; revealing
insights into a data set only afforded by the perspective of a visual practitioner9
researcher. Exploratory data-mining then can be described as a ‘practice-led method’.

Conclusion
The term ‘visual methods’ usually describes the analysis of images. Although the
methods we present in this paper are visual by nature, they are not used for the analysis
of images. Instead, they analyse written texts in visual ways or for visual ends. They are
methods designers use in practice, shown here in the context of research.
It is important to stress that Visual Abstraction, Focused Data-mining and Exploratory
Data-mining are analytical methods – tools for inquiry, not to be mistaken for
visualisations of existing knowledge. That the insights or findings take a visual form is
inherent in the methods themselves. The act of conducting visual analysis always
produces an outcome. Whether those outcomes are visually refined, like Winston’s
Darwin maps, or less refined, such as the highlighting and thumbnail schemas is
irrelevant in a research context. What matters is that these methods are simultaneously
analytical and communicative, whether they remain in the researcher’s notebook or are
shared with a wider audience.
It is worth noting that the examples we have used here are from practitioner-researchers
10
– all are explicit and articulate about the research process that drove the projects.
Practitioner-researchers using visual methods to analyse written texts are mindful of
scholarly conventions, particularly reproducibility. It was important to Posavec that her
sentence diagramming method was reproducible: “although I wanted to create a grand,
large analysis of On the Road I still wanted all of the strategies to be easily adaptable to
other works of literature (minus the colour-coding, of course). This was one of my main
concerns throughout the project.” (2011) Posavec’s concern for reproducibility highlights
that these are research tools, not simply drawings. Likewise for Sadokierski, the
reproducibility of the ‘gimmick clouds’ allowed comparison between a range of novels.
Although our research is ongoing – it is embedded in our research and practice – we
have come to a point where sharing our findings so far will be of value to other
researchers and educators. This paper demonstrates how these tools simultaneously
reveal insights as well as visualise findings: the evidence becomes the argument. These
designerly methods of analysis are not intended to ‘replace’ content analysis or other
approaches to text analysis. They are presented as a way ‘into’ a text for design
practitioners and critics, and intended to sit alongside more traditional or established
methods.

9

Sadokierski discusses the notion of practice-led methods in Chapter 5 of her thesis.

10

See Sadokierski 2010 for a more detailed discussion of the distinction between practitioner and
practitioner-researcher.
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Abstract
The advantages of constructivist learning and criteria for its realization
have been well-determined through theoretical findings in pedagogy (Reich,
2008; Dewey, 1916). Educational researchers and the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) promote a process
oriented, so-called CSSC learning (constructed, self-regulated, situated,
collaborative) to be effective in supporting 21st century competences (de
Corte, 2010). However, the practical implementation itself leaves a lot to
be desired (Gardner, 2010; Wagner, 2011). Lessons are not efficiently
designed to help teachers execute CSSC learning. Common CSSC learning
methods are abstractly describing what to do, while leaving the teacher
uncertain about how to do it. We therefore conclude: there is a missing link
between theoretical findings and demands by pedagogy science, and
practical implementation of constructivist learning and teaching. Teachers
have negative classroom experience with project methods. They would
rather opt for the well structured, but abstract and instruction-only
approach, than using an open structured, but more concrete and holistic
mode of collaborative learning in projects. We claim that, Design Thinking
as a methodology for project-oriented learning offers teachers the needed
support towards a CSSC oriented teaching and learning design. Through a
formalized process it may serve as a bridge between demand and reality of
learning in the classroom. Thereby, Design Thinking would contribute to
educational research. Our case study points out the improvement of the
classroom experience for teacher and student alike, when using Design
Thinking. This leads to a positive attitude towards constructivist learning
and an increase of its implementation in education. The ultimate goal of this
paper is to prove that Design Thinking gets teachers empowered to facilitate
CSSC learning in order to foster 21st century skills.
Keywords: design thinking, education, learning process, constructivism
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Introduction
Knowledge and content learning are important, but in order to effectively
internalize them, metacognitive competences, attitudes, values and action
skills are crucially necessary (Weinert, 2003). So-called CSSC learning,
which enables learning processes that are constructed, self-regulated,
situated in real-life context and collaborative are recommended by
educational experts (de Corte, 2010). The question intrudes: what can a
format look like that successfully implements CSSC learning in the school
context? How to make complex phenomena understandable without too
much breaking them down into isolated abstract parts of knowledge? We
believe, the crucial point is to get teachers motivated and enabled to
implement CSSC learning theory. It is necessary to give them the tools
and methods at hand, which create a positive classroom experience while
exercising project work. We furthermore claim that Design Thinking,
understood as a meta-disciplinary methodology (Lindberg et al. 2009) can
serve as such a format. Objectives are to synthesize research on issues
related to constructivist learning theory and teaching design, to identify
problems of realizing CSSC learning in the school context, and to offer a
solution to meet those difficulties with the use of Design Thinking in order
to facilitate and foster constructivist teaching and learning in the school
context (e.g. high school). Research Questions are: Can the facilitation of
CSSC learning be advanced through the use of Design Thinking? What is
the classroom experience using Design Thinking? Is the use of Design
Thinking valuable for the teacher?

The claim on education: Developing 21st century skills
through a constructivist learning design
From educational researcher to business men and politicians, society is
calling for so-called key competences in order to be able to deal with any
sort of complex problems that dominate all facets of our society and
business world (Pink, 2010; Gardner, 2010).
So called key competences involve knowledge, skills, attitudes and values
(Weinert, 2003). Harvard professor Tony Wagner calls them the „seven
survival skills for careers, college, and citizenship“ (Wagner, 2011):


critical thinking and problem solving



collaboration across networks and leading by influence



agility and adaptability



initiative and entrepreneurialism



effective oral and written communication
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accessing and analyzing information



curiosity and imagination

Pedagogy science states that such accounts can be met especially well
through a holistic constructivist approach (Weinert, 2003; Knoll, 1993;
Reich, 2008). One method of which is project - learning (Dewey, 1913). In
constructivism, learning is a process of individually self-organizing
knowledge. The process of learning is unpredictable, and knowledge
constantly altered through new insights, which are gained through
individual experiences (Reich, 2008; Kolb, 1984). As opposed to realism,
in which the learner is regarded as an independent observer of objects. In
contrast, constructivism integrates the learner within his own observations
in a cycle of creation and observation. An interactive relation between the
observer and the observed arises (for an easier understanding see figure
1). The educationalist and philosopher John Dewey regarded the
interaction between the subject and the world as essential for gaining
knowledge. Dewey’s understanding identified learning as a direct process
of the structured interaction of humans and their natural and social
environment. These interactions produce experiences which modify further
interaction.

Figure 1: The learner and his environment, by Andrea Scheer 2011

„There is no me without us“ (Dewey, 1931:91). Perception and knowledge
is only developed in relation to and through interaction with the object and
its context. Therefore, learning in the constructivist perspective is a
process of constantly adapting to situations, which consist of everchanging relations between subject, object and context. However,
constructivism is neither a method nor a universal model, and it does not
provide concrete didactic indications for the teacher. In contrast, education
today is centered around specific disciplines and isolated strategies, which
is the result of breaking down a complex real-life phenomena into little
parts. Small information parts are thought to be easier to absorb for the
student. Concentrating on one aspect of phenomena and distributing
knowledge rather isolated from its complexity is better manageable for the
teacher. Splitting up a complex phenomena into parts and only examining
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isolated facts makes it hard for the student to recognize links between
facts and phenomena. A connection to the real-life context is missing.
Theoretical findings about the advantages of constructivist learning (the
holistic approach, real-world challenges, motivation i.e.) and criteria for its
realization are distinct (Reich, 2008; Dewey, 1916). The practical
implementation itself does not yet take place effectively (Gardner, 2010;
Wagner, 2011). We believe that teachers are demotivated and helpless in
making use of constructivist learning theory and realizing holistic project
work in the classroom, due to negative classroom experiences with project
methods. This is partly because of difficulties in assessing performance in
project work, as well as missing recommendations of designing
constructivist learning and project-work. The latter shall be the focus in this
paper. There is a missing link of transferring theoretical findings of
pedagogy science into practical implementation, which leads the teacher
to focus on approved and easily conductible content learning methods,
denying constructivist learning projects. Harvard Professor Tony Wagner
is referring to it as the „Global Achievement Gap“, the gap between „what
even the best schools are teaching and testing versus the skills all
students will need for careers, college, and citizenship in the 21st century“
(Wagner, 2011). We want to fill that gap by proposing Design Thinking as
a meta-disciplinary methodology which offers teachers the needed support
through a formalized process. Teachers, as facilitators of learning need to
be equipped with up-to-date skills and tools to actually practice on the
needed key competence learning. Otherwise, there is a risk that such
competences will even more decline. There are high stakes in teacher
education.

Criteria for a constructivist learning and teaching design
Learning is a process of understanding, which leads to modifications in the
behavior of the learner (Hasselhorn and Gold, 2006). According to
constructivist theory, this is achieved through experience. The teacher as
a facilitator of learning should consequently be able to design learning
experiences. What is needed for constructivist learning design? Erik de
Corte points out four main criteria for competence oriented learning: to be
constructed, situated in context, self-regulated by the learner and
collaborative (de Corte, 2010). As participation and engagement of the
student is a crucial characteristic of constructivist learning (Reich, 2008),
the teacher needs to involve the student in the learning design, f.ex. to
look at the students interests in order to propose a problem statement or
project challenge. Even more so, they need space to try out different
mental models and methods to connect abstract knowledge with concrete
applications and thereby, being able to convert and apply abstract and
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general principles (acquired through instruction) in meaningful and
responsible acting in life (acquired through construction).
The following three aspects are essential for a convenient constructive
learning design:


involvement of students



experience space



balance of instruction and construction

In sum, a good lesson design needs to be a balanced composition of
instruction and construction, or as Dewey would say „construction through
instruction“ (Dewey, 1913; Knoll, 1993). A lesson design should answer,
HOW students can experience certain situations, and how teacher can
enable this experience. A good learning design is in what schools mostly
fail until today. The HOW, e.g. the instruction to execute constructivist
learning is either too open (free construction only) or too detailed
(instruction only).

Teaching complex phenomena - Approaches for
implementation
Abstract approach: Dewey’s Problem-Solving method
Dewey’s understanding of learning was a direct process of a structured
interaction of humans and their natural and social environment. These
interactions produce experiences which modify further interaction (Dewey,
1913) - learning took place (see definition of learning above, Hasselhorn
and Gold, 2006).
Thinking and doing are very much intertwined as the one defines the other
and vice versa. This reflects a holistic process of thinking and doing as
education. Dewey suggested a method of constructive problem-solving.
Dewey’s method is centered around an inquiry in context unfolding a
problem or difficulty, which then motivates for further analyses and
exploration. New insights are the foundation for an explanation of that
inquiry, and are followed by a plan of action to solve the problem
according to the explanation.
The following criteria are needed to realize this method:
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challenges situated in real-life environment of the learner



action - interaction of thinking and action plus interaction and
sharing of knowledge between learner and teacher



application - solving the problem and applying the insights,
reflecting and understanding through applying ideas
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In conclusion, Dewey’s perspective on learning and education is centered
around a real-life inquiry, which has to be analyzed as a complex whole.
The inquiry acts like „a magnet for content“, it motivates further analysis of
content and input of several disciplines in order to explain and solve that
complex inquiry as a whole“ (Dewey, 1931). In that, the Dewey approach
meets the main aspects of constructivist learning. It involves the student
throughout the learning process, suggests to balance instruction and
construction, and more or less allows experience in real-life situations.
Although, Dewey described his method theoretically, the complexity and
abstractness of these recommendations is the crux of the matter for
teachers to actually implement them into schools. His recommendations
are not enough to get over the difficulties of teaching complex phenomena
in a holistic constructivist manner. That might be why education today still
is focused on breaking down complex phenomena into smaller parts,
because they are easier to implement and to distribute to students in the
first place. This is why we compared Dewey’s method to Design Thinking,
as we believe that Design Thinking can give concrete recommendations
for distributing a complex phenomena/challenge without abstracting too
much, but still being digestible for the student and implementable for the
teacher.

Concrete approach: Design Thinking in Education
Design thinking understood as a meta-disciplinary methodology loosens the link
to design as a profession. Even though design thinking was explored and
developed in connection with professional designers at first, strategies have
been identified that are relevant to all disciplines and professions (Lindberg et
al., 2009:4, emphasis as per original)
Thinking like a designer involves different kinds of abilities and
competence in different fields of knowledge: conceiving, planning and
making products (Buchanan, 1999). Those are cognitive processes
manifested in design action. Designers are used to deal with complex
problems, and by generating diverse high-scoring solutions, analyzing and
evaluating them in order to gradually improve them (Dorst, 2006). This is
what students should be enabled for too and what the key competences
are all about - dealing with complex real-life problems by analyzing and
evaluating them in order to act solution-oriented and responsible. Design
Thinking realizes what is recommended theoretically in constructivist
pedagogy. Especially learning through experience and complex problem
solving among other aspects are met in Design Thinking. Design Thinking
is a constructivist learning design, because of its qualities in training
certain skills, which are predispositions for a constructive way of learning:
motivation for exploration, openness for new ideas, creative thinking and
other metacognitive competences (Noweski, 2012). In a school learning
context such predispositions need to be met to ensure 21st century skills
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development. Students need to be motivated for exploration, trust needs
to build up between student and teacher to give confidence for selfexploration, and team competences need to be fostered to express ones
opinion and share knowledge. Such metacognitive competences cannot
be developed in content oriented learning only, which is focused on
information rather than on experience. A formalized process is needed,
which facilitates constructive learning.
The Design Thinking process fosters several competencies in different
phases, which are as follows:

Figure 2: Design Thinking Process, after Johannes Erdmann 2010

Understand and Observe
The first step in the design process is to build up empathy and
understanding of the people and the situation the problem or challenge is
set in. The goal is to get a clue of relations between the problem and its
context, and to find out hidden needs. Empathy is the competence of
recognizing feelings, thoughts, intentions and characteristics of others.
Synthesis
In order to solve a problem and generate meaningful ideas, one has to
define the problem and its context. As seen in the phase of understanding,
there are different perspectives on one particular problem and a lot of
information was generated to describe the problem. In the defining phase,
all this information needs to be interpreted and condensed to meaningful
insights, in order to be able to generate actionable solutions. It involves
critical thinking and interpretation skills to condense a lot of information
into a compelling point of view and clear direction for ideation.
Ideate
Ideation means opening up the mind, being imaginative and generating
lots of ideas for solving the problem. Brainstorming in the team helps to
build on the ideas of others and collaboratively transforming the
knowledge about the problem and its origins into actionable problem
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solving ideas. This is was pedagogy describes as the competence of
applying knowledge.
Prototype
The prototype phase is all about experimentation to bring ideas alive, to
make them tangible, actionable, testable. Learning more about the ideas,
its possibilities in form and function through building them. The goal of
prototyping is to be able to share ideas with others, to specify your
abstract imaginations and to get the mental concept of an idea into the
physical world.
Test
Testing means bringing the idea, the solution generated through the
design process into action in order to get feedback on which to build on.
Feedback from other persons, from experts, from novices, from users,
everyone involved in the problem context. Through testing a lot of
information is gathered, in that it is similar to the observe and understand
phase. However, this information is focused on the solution, and shows
how well the problem has been understood. It is important to be able to
communicate the idea you want to get feedback on, and to capture and
interpret that feedback in order to refine your idea.
Iteration
Basically, the process follows these six steps that build on each other
while preserving a cyclical and iterative nature. The star‘s outer lines and
imagined arrows illustrate that it is possible and desired to move from one
phase to any other at any point of time, as well as to repeat the whole
process or certain stages. The testing phase already implies a smooth
transition to the observing and understand phase, as the problem context
has changed with your idea. Its iterative nature unfolds the whole concept
of constructivism - there is no such thing as a fixed and one dimensional
reality, rather different situations apply different perspectives and new
perspectives generate new situations. Knowledge is individually selforganized, and proofed in and adapted to the context.
In summary, Design Thinking, involvement of the participants is realized all
the time, starting with reframing the initial challenge to the participants
understanding, going individually and as a team through the process
steps, and adjusting them to their needs, and last but not least
presentations in which the team communicates its perspective on the
challenge and shows the teams‘ solution to get feedback on it. Many
characteristics of constructivist learning are combined in Design Thinking.
It is collaborative as it requires conversation, sharing of knowledge and
opens the mind for different perspectives. It is experiential as it creates a
real space to try out new things and ideas, get feedback, iterate,
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experience to fail and stand up again, and learning-by-doing. It is
optimistic and gives you faith in your creative abilities by offering a process
to take action through when faced with a difficult challenge. Most of all,
Design Thinking does not deny the complexity of real-life phenomena and
thus, manages for learning to keep its relevance in the world, and for the
student. Design Thinking is constructive in that the student teams‘ selforganize their knowledge within the phases of the process. Different
perspectives are taken into account and different approaches are
converged to a consensus. There is a high degree of student involvement,
the whole learning process is a situation for experiences, and a good
balance between instruction and construction is accomplished through the
iterative manner of the learning process.
As theoretically proofed, Design Thinking as a formalization of
constructivist learning would foster 21st century skills. In this paper the
success of realization of Design Thinking in a school context, and its
usability for teachers was tested.
− Do students like to work with Design Thinking and do they
actively participate?
− Do teacher like working with Design Thinking and are they likely
to use this method again?
− Does Design Thinking built up a positive learning atmosphere
between teacher and student?

Case study
Design Thinking was tested with high school students in order to analyze
and evaluate Design Thinking as a teaching method in comparison to
Dewey’s recommendations. The students and teachers motivation, the
learning atmosphere and the development of cognitive and social
competencies were the main criteria for analysis. An empirical study was
set up to prove the above stated hypotheses with the use of quantitative
questionnaires and the Inventory of Social Competence - ISK (Kanning,
2009). A three-day case study took place in a secondary school in
Potsdam, Germany, involving 125 students and a team of 12 teachers and
coaches. The students were divided into 22 teams of 5 to 6 students each,
to face the real-world challenge „New Media in the classroom - How can
we help teacher to use new media efficiently in the classroom?“ . The
Design Thinking process, as described above was used by 11 teams. One
Design Thinking coach was facilitator for two teams. These 11 Design
Thinking teams were compared to 11 teams using the project-based
method (Kilpatrick, 1918). One teacher was facilitator for two teams in this
experimental category. The coaches were prepared in a training session.
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Here, they got information to intensify their already existing knowledge on
their pedagogical approach. We told the students when they arrived the
morning to which teams they had randomly been assigned (giving
attention that gender and classes were dispersed as equally dispersed as
possible). There was a facilitator for each room (6 teams), supporting the
teacher and students with organizational and methodological difficulties,
but the main challenge was left to the coaches and students themselves.
They knew their challenge, the time frame and the method they ought to
use and all of them were told to have as much fun as possible. All teams
were set in an ordinary classroom of the high-school (six teams per room)
and equipped with whiteboards, bar tables and stools, working-, researchand prototyping material, as well as one laptop and a beamer for
presentations.

Figure 3: Design Thinking Workspaces in the classroom, photographer: Fabian Schülbe
2011

Everyday, students and teacher had to fill out several questionnaires, but
spending no more than 20 minutes altogether per day on it, except for the
Inventar Sozialer Kompetenzen - ISK (Kanning, 2009, see chapter III How
does Design Thinking contribute in developing 21st century skills?), which
was filled out by the students in their regular class settings before and
after the workshop. To see what impact the workshop had – if any – on the
social skills of students, pre-post comparisons (that is: gain-scores) were
calculated. In sum, students of the design thinking condition profit more
than students of the Dewey-condition. Even though not all differences in
gain-scores are large enough to reach statistical significance, the picture is
pretty consistent: In an 18 out of 21 scale the gain-scores are more
favorable for design thinkers. In particular, the gain-scores differ with
statistical significance (p < .05) on the following scales, favoring design
thinking: Self-Expression, Direct Self-Attention, Self-Monitoring and
Reflexibility. Close to significant (p < .1) are differences of gain-scores on
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the following scales: Assertiveness, Flexibility of Action, Indirect Self
Attention and Person Perception.

Figure 4: Scales of the Inventar Sozialer Kompetenzen, based on Kanning 2009

Results
Design Thinking understood as a meta-disciplinary methodology (Lindberg
et al., 2009) fosters metacognitive skills and competences explicitly by
using a formalized (design) process. The formalization of the Design
Thinking process offers the teacher support in realizing constructivist
learning and gives recommendations for methods (f.ex. method for
effective reflection, brainstorming rules). As described in the theoretical
part above, Design Thinking projects focus on constructivist learning and
integrate content. What is crucial in Design Thinking are the process
phases which need to be run through. The teacher can put different
emphasis on different phases, according to the learning goal and
individual needs. But only the process as a whole, with all its steps sets
the frame for constructivist learning. Phenomena like encountering content
and indirect connections to the challenge, solving team crises and getting
feedback for intermediate results in between those steps are crucial for
developing metacognitive competences and are only encountered through
the Design Thinking process as a whole or as Dewey would point out the
whole act of thinking. With the process on hand, the teacher is prepared
for these phenomena, being confident in solving them and thus more
motivated in using the process and actually realizing constructivist
learning. Once succeeded in the process (solving of challenge, mastering
the process),the teacher gets positive feedback and the development of
students social competences can be assessed (Noweski, 2012). This
success leads to motivation of both students and teacher in realizing more
constructivist learning.
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1.) Teachers describe the students as more participatory than usual
at school if a constructivist teaching method is applied.

Figure 5: Average teacher judgments regarding the question: “How did the students came across
throughout the workshop?” rated on a scale ranging from -3 to + 3; negative values indicate the left
characterization applies more; positive values indicate the right characterization is more applicable

2.) Teachers consider Design Thinking a highly valuable teaching
method – more valuable than the Dewey approach.

Figure 6: Average teacher judgments regarding the expected impact of Design Thinking or Dewey’s
project work at school

3.) Teachers state they are very likely to pursue a Design Thinking
project if possible. Whether they would carry out a Dewey project is
much less certain.

Figure 7: Average teacher statements regarding whether or not they are likely to carry out a Design
Thinking or Dewey project at school
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4.) The teacher-student relation is positive in Design Thinking and in
Dewey projects. In Design Thinking projects it is even more positive
than in Dewey projects, and this consistently so.

Figure 8: Average student ratings of coach-team relation in
Design Thinking (

) versus Dewey (

) projects

5.) Students appreciate the Design Thinking and the Dewey method.
Consistently, they value the Design Thinking method even more than
the Dewey method.

Figure 9: Average student ratings regarding the
Design Thinking (

) versus Dewey (

) method

6.) Mood assessment
On each workshop day students and coaches specify their mood: in the
morning, at midday and in the afternoon. The mood scale ranges from
-10 (extremely negative) to +10 (extremely positive). There is one
additional point of measurement for coaches due to their day of
preparation ahead of the workshop.
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Figure 10: Positive sentiments.

Students and coaches report positive sentiments throughout the whole
project. Indeed, at each single point of measurement all four groups
(students Dewey, students Design Thinking, coaches Dewey, coaches
Design Thinking) report an average mood in the positive realm (above
zero).
Daily trends. At all three project days there is a trend that the mood
improves from morning to afternoon.
Final sentiments. Students leave the workshop with a very good
sentiment both in the Dewey and in the Design Thinking condition. For the
coaches, an immense difference becomes apparent: The mood of Dewey
coaches drops drastically while that of Design Thinking coaches takes off.

Conclusion
The impact of Design Thinking in teaching and learning at schools is
promising. The experiment has resulted in a positive experience for the
participants. Design Thinking gives teachers faith in his/her creative
abilities, plus a process to hold on to when facing difficulties in the project
work. It is the missing link between theoretical findings in pedagogy
science and the actual practical realization in schools. It meets the crucial
criteria for effective 21st century learning, by facilitating constructed,
situated in a real-world context, self-regulated and collaborative (CSSC)
learning. It motivates the teacher and fosters a positive relationship
between him and his students. It enhances the implementation of
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collaborative project work by giving teachers more confidence in creating
and exercising such methods. In addition to this, the corresponding paper
by Noweski (2012) confirms the fostering of student’s social and
metacognitive competences through Design Thinking. In sum, we can
conclude our hypothesis confirmed that a teacher would be more likely to
repeat constructivist teaching method in a real school scenario when
applying the Design Thinking process. There is a need for Design Thinking
in schools, and also in teacher education, which could be analyzed in
further research. It is a difference to possess the knowledge of project
methods and to be able to actually apply them. Teachers do need
confidence and the expertise in facilitating constructivist CSSC learning.
Design Thinking can help the teacher to facilitate constructivist learning
and add the missing link to effectively complement content oriented
lessons. Another important aspect for further consideration is the
assessment of such 21st century competences in such a learning process.
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Abstract
Although one can observe an emerging trend towards concepts of sharing and
collaborative consumption, we argue that appropriate systems of knowledge sharing are
still underrepresented in local communities – especially within an inter-generational
context. We further argue that proper understanding of the needs and motivations of
stakeholders in a specific local setting is required in order to successfully implement design
interventions, especially those that lead to self-driven and sustainable learning activities
among different stakeholder groups. The presented ongoing research project Neighborhood
Labs introduces our methods for approaching a complex local social setting that is
characterized by inhabitants with diverging biographical backgrounds and lifestyles. It
also discusses our understanding of “living labs” which is supported by what we call an
“ambassador approach”.
Keywords: design for social sustainability, living lab, participatory design, community
building
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Introduction
Neighborhood Labs is a participatory design research project with a focus on design for
social sustainability through community building in an inter-generational context. We
hypothesize that within this research we can create an environment that enables
participants to collaboratively improve the social fabric through knowledge sharing.
We follow a research-through-design approach (Findeli, 2008) that is supported by
qualitative design research methods, such as semi-structured interviews, online
questionnaires, analog discussion panels and other more experimental research formats.
Participatory design forms the methodological base for our inquiry. Integrating the
participants into the process at ground level so as to initiate a fundamental transfer of
authorship from the researchers/designers to the co-design partners, creating productive
gatherings of the stakeholders — for example, through Workshops — remains the central
element of our approach.
Tackling the project from the perspective of design for social sustainability, we have
several main research questions. First and foremost, we are interested in investigating
the main drivers for inter-generational knowledge sharing. We are aware that related
research has shown that research projects conducted with a participatory mindset tend to
require the researchers to adapt the research questions over time (Barab & Thomas,
2004).

Initial Research Questions:
What role does ‘the local’ play? What are the parameters of knowledge exchange (e.g.
form, content, location, time) that drive personal interaction? What is the suitable medium
of knowledge transfer in specific contexts?

Design Questions:
What kind of design intervention can support knowledge sharing as a means to
community building in a meaningful and effective way? How can we bridge the gap
between analog and digital, and between local and global? How can we provide
opportunities for access and stimulate interpersonal exchange between generations, and
thus create an environment for reciprocal learning experiences? How can the
interpersonal transfer of an intangible good (knowledge) be designed and formalized?
How can we build a base for an open, self-supported knowledge transfer system that can
grow through the interest of its participants?

Research Community & Contribution
Sustainable Design
The overall field of inquiry is design for social sustainability. With this research we intend
to contribute to the discussion of social sustainability and the role that design can play in
it. Our approach draws on work on social innovation in urban neighborhoods (Manzini,
2003), as well as on Fuad-Luke’s work on design activism, where strategies similar to
ours are described (Fuad-Luke, 2010). One of the projected outcomes is the refinement
of research methodology applied in previous projects (Göllner et.al 2010), as well as the
development of new methods that are suited for questions of community building in urban
neighborhoods.
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Participatory Design
Participatory design, as an attempt to actively involve all or at least most stakeholders in
a democratic innovation process, has evolved from its explicitly political roots in the
Scandinavian workplace movement in the 1970s into an approach that has been taken up
by many different design disciplines, such as software design, urban design, product
design or interaction design (Ehn, 2010; Sanders, 2008; Lengwiler, 2008).
From our approach we see a strong distinction of enabling participation for a wide range
of stakeholders, to the idea of “lead users” (Von Hippel, 1986), who are characterized as
early adopters of new products or services.
The use of participation has also been widely acknowledged in the business community,
where the corresponding theme is “open innovation” which implies an opening up of the
business structure for the collaboration on ideas with outside influences.
In this paper we build on the initial political approach, as it is strongly tied to the notions of
sustainable design that we are addressing in our research.

Local Setting & Participants
The project takes place in a designated neighborhood (Kiez) in Berlin called the
Fischerkiez.
The Fischerkiez is a small district with a population of about 2000 people, located at the
Spreeinsel (river island) in the old center of what used to be East Berlin. Considering that
it is fairly central and close to highly frequented places like the Museumsinsel (museum
island), and seeing that it is regarded as a tourist insider tip due to its picturesque charm,
it has remained quite untouched since its establishment.
Originally planned and built as an area for wealthy traders and fishermen in the fifteenth
century, the Fischerkiez came to exist as a living area for the low-income population in
the middle of the nineteenth century and thus experienced no further development, which
is presumably one reason for the preservation of its medieval character, even up to and
during the Second World War, in which the neighborhood remained astonishingly
unharmed by the infamous bombings.
In the 1970s, socialist city planners destroyed the assemblies in order to build an
exemplary multi-apartment housing complex. Due to the very close proximity of the
Fischerkiez to the border to former West Berlin, these high-rise buildings were planned to
represent the strong and modern GDR, as well as to set an example of the panel
construction in a larger scale. The area was inhabited mainly by privileged and loyal GDR
citizens, as well as GDR functionaries.
Today the dominantly elderly population (Statistics Office Berlin-Brandenburg, 2011) is
characterized by a large group of senior inhabitants who share similar GDR biographies.
They are confronted more and more by “new-Berliners”, younger people that choose to
move to the Fischerkiez due to the affordable rents, even considering the central location
of the area. Both groups coexist but rarely interact, mainly due to widely differing living
situations and diverging experiences. We learned by talking with inhabitants on the island
that the architectural structure of the neighborhood itself is broadly perceived as
anonymous and cold; former common rooms as well as a mall-like passage that both
functioned as gathering places now belong to the past, and are deserted. (Schwenk,
2002:56; Berning et.al., 2003:186)
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This social setting, the unique position in the heart of Berlin, and the Fischerkiez being
exemplarily formed by the historic changes the city faced during the last 60 years, caused
us to choose this neighborhood as the location for setting up the Neighborhood Lab.
We believe that the various heterogeneous assembly of inhabitants have more to share
with one another than is currently occurring, and that different groups would benefit from
each others’ knowledge, skills and perspectives, if conditions that enabled unexpected
encounter, chance discovery, innovation were to happen.

Initial Partners
The project was started by establishing contact with the Senior Computer Club in Berlin’s
Mitte district (SCC) as a community of practice and a co-design partner. Senior volunteer
lecturers run the club, teaching participants the basics about computer use, word
processing, image processing, video telephony, and more, using an emancipatory
teaching approach.
The club is itself a part of the overarching institution Kreativhaus, a theatrical and
pedagogical community center that provides resources and space for privately initiated
projects within the Fischerkiez context.
By arranging regular meetings, a constant research environment was established in the
club setting. We understand this setting as a “living lab”, a research setting placed within
a real-life environment, one that allows close interaction and encounters between
researchers and inhabitants while maintaining the ordinary living context. In this setting
we accomplished a number of workshops, interviews and discussions about possible
applications of future technologies to improve the daily lives of senior citizens within
urban settings. The workshops allowed both researchers and seniors to get in close
contact and learn about mutual interests and motivations; these in turn served as a basis
for all subsequent collaboration.
We will elaborate with more detail about our understanding of ”living labs” further on in
this paper.

Process & Methodology
During the early process of approaching the research topic, we investigated in broad
terms existing sharing systems. Although one can observe an emerging trend towards
concepts of sharing and collaborative consumption, we argue that appropriate systems of
knowledge sharing are still underrepresented – especially within an inter-generational
context.
From the analyzed systems we would like to especially acknowledge the School of
1
2
3
Everything , the Peer 2 Peer University , the Public School and the OurGoods Trade
4
School in New York City, where actual communities are created through the passing on
of skills and knowledge in return for barter items. All of these initiatives provided an

1

http://schoolofeverything.com

2

http://p2pu.org/en

3

http://all.thepublicschool.org

4

http://tradeschool.ourgoods.org
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organizational framework for non-institutionalized peer-to-peer education and delivered
valuable insights and inspiration for us in dealing with that specific issue.

Entering the Community: First Research Phase
In an initial phase of gathering information about the community, as well as transferring
knowledge about ourselves to the community in order to establish a trustful partnership,
we tried to spend as much time as possible in the club – shadowing the everyday
processes, getting to know the main protagonists, and conducting a number of semistructured video interviews, online/offline surveys and co-design workshops.
Analyzing the results of this first qualitative research phase, we considered the following
as the central insights:


Participant’s motivations are marked by a pragmatic desire to take part in today‘s
information society. The participants want to learn to use technology in order to
keep up with the communication habits of their families and friends. Other
motivations range from the interest to meet like-minded persons, to a general
interest in personal encounters, which can be regarded a key motivation for
members. The leaders’ main motivations are to pass on knowledge from former
professional life to people in need, as well as the general interest to undertake
fresh tasks in a new life phase. Remaining active is also a motivation, so as to
establish and maintain social contacts.



The club is proud of the fact that all club related communication is grounded on
active use of information technology: most club-related communication is
organized using the help of online tools. All members actively use email, online
calendars, and the like.



While the group is interested in more inter-generational collaboration and
contacts, age distinction is important – the group members identify with the label
“senior” and regard it as the common basis. Still, the connected communication
goal is in “reciprocal learning” rather than on single directed knowledge transfers.
In addition, we experienced that learning goals scale down in relation to period
and intensity of engagement: all regular participants mentioned that the social
contact exceeded their initial learning interest in relation to membership duration.



We understand that our key finding of the first research phase is the general
concept and the mechanisms of fostering social interaction through the exchange
of knowledge which we can support by the use of design methods, interventions
and prototypes.

Scaling & Opening of the Research Context
This first research phase led us to the understanding that the subject of knowledge —
computer skills — although central to the social fabric of the community, is arbitrary in
itself. Considering that the vehicle for enhancing this community is a general shared
interest, the interactions that are necessary in order to link the chosen subject with one
another are essential.
Following this insight, we adjusted the overall project design: instead of intervening within
the SCC, we moved towards the attempt of transferring the core element of this very
community — Community Building through Knowledge Transfer — to the entire
neighborhood of the Fischerkiez, which as mentioned above has been described as
anonymous and isolated.
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The overarching design question evolved into asking ourselves if and how we can scale
and transfer this idea from the club — as a rather enclosed and protected setting with a
very determined subject (computer skills) — to a larger environment of the surrounding
neighborhood on the Fischerinsel.

Interventions
As an introductory step towards presenting the project to a broader public, as well as to
grasp the different variations of interest in knowledge that are to be found among the
citizens of this part of Berlin, we are currently developing and testing a variety of playful
design interventions.
Like all other steps in the process, this happens in collaboration with our co-design-group
at the SCC and with representatives of the Kreativhaus community center.
Besides raising the interest of and playfully involving the inhabitants in the process, the
goal is to test different means of communication and ways to gather information. We see
the interventions as a work-in-progress experiment that will help to develop and refine our
research methods.

Figure 1:

temporary participatory design lab and the idea machine

The first intervention involved putting a blackboard outside during a summer festival in
the Kreativhaus. It depicted questions such as “What do you know best?” and “What do
you want to know more about?”
Although it appeared difficult to get people to write something on the board, in contrast to
the conversations facilitated by the installation, this intervention and especially the
accompanying conversations made clear that there is a broadly shared interest in
knowledge about the community itself, manifested in questions like “Who lives next
door?”, “Who is living here in general?”, “What will the district be like in XY years?”, “What
opportunities are there to improve the Kreativhaus as a local hub?”, etc.
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Figure 2:

Message board set up at the Kreativhaus

Drawing from this experience, the co-design partners decided to centralize this specific
interest as the overarching subject of knowledge transfer, in order to stimulate social
interaction and to improve the general communicative situation on the island. The
articulated need for providing the community with ways, space and tools to gather and
exchange concerns and ideas about the district became an essential goal.
We expanded the blackboard intervention by providing stickers with questions like
“Neighborhood means …”, “The Fischerkiez is …”, “I want … for my neighborhood” and
so on, provoking inhabitants to reflect on their living environment, and to share their ideas
and perspectives.

Figure 3:

Sticker message board as intervention.

In addition to the described interventions which aim at gaining a better understanding of
the building and maintaining of acceptance for the project in the community we are
working with, we proposed to the partners more experimental, playful concepts of
intervening. These conceptual prototypes include the “idea machine”, an easy-to-use
apparatus which hands you a random idea for the improvement of the area on a printed
note after you entered the idea yourself, and “Wormholes”, a basic mechanism that
allows people to communicate across the neighborhood in real time or through record &
play-functions, without their users knowing with whom they are actually communicating.
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The initial discussion of these approaches took place at the first workshop we hosted at
the SCC.

First Workshop
In the beginning we discussed which types of knowledge and types of knowledge
exchange exist. We came to the understanding that our shared interest does not
necessarily lie in an intended exchange of hard skills, but in a bigger part of knowledge
transfer in the club setting. This leads to an unintended strengthening of the social fabric,
such as everyday communication of soft skills, e.g. sharing receipts, sharing responsibility
for caring for weaker members of the community, or sharing hints and tricks for
maintaining allotment gardens.
We then tagged locations on a hand-sketched map of the Fischerkiez, and discussed
attributes that describe each place and the social environment of the community.
After discussing the aforementioned interventions, we evaluated each of these places
with different criteria, such as fluctuation, level of the actual communication, diversity of
people visiting the place, their manner of use, as well as overall attractiveness. Through
this we identified different locations that would be adequate to enhancing knowledge
transfer, e.g. a small square with benches located in front of the SCC, which surrounded
by trees and next to the canal, but frequented very rarely by the residents. An idea that
was developed by the participants was to offer open Wi-Fi access (which could be
provided by the SCC) in order to enhance its appeal, especially to younger people, and
thus revitalize the square.
Furthermore we identified the nearby shopping arcade, containing the local supermarket,
as a place of high fluctuation. Being the only shopping facility in the area, the majority of
residents pass through there every day. Originally established as a community hub for
the residents of the apartment buildings, this usually deserted location might serve well
as a space to set up permanent interventions so it can regain its former purpose.
Before we conclude with the current ongoings and outlooks, we want to discuss our
overall approach, introducing the terms “living lab” and “ambassador approach”, since
this positioning can be rated as the methodological result of the project in its current
state.

“Living Labs”
Through spending as much time as possible within our collaborator‘s living environment
instead of conducting research in an isolated laboratory, we established a close
relationship with the inhabitants, which adds another dimension of identification and trust,
both for us and our collaborators.
In contrast to von Hippels understanding of ”living labs” (cf. von Hippel 2005, in Ehn et al.
2010:42) with its primary focus on technology and lead users, we tend towards the notion
of Buur and Mathews that “living labs” should be an intersection between people,
contexts and relationships, and technology (cf. 2008, in: Ehn et al. 2010:43). The
approach of Design Lab as used by Binder, which includes “open collaborations between
many stakeholders sharing mutual interest” (Binder, 2007:1; Binder et.al. 2011), fits even
more to our point of view, although they describe a “mutual interest in design research“ of
the participants, which we think is unnecessary. Our approach intends for participants to
be able to define contents and interests themselves.
We emphasize these two facts as even more essential in design projects for social
sustainability. Designing a framework for social interaction represents one of the most
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demanding issues we faced as researchers, and we see a crucial point in acknowledging
ourselves as biased. The challenge is to arrive at a common understanding of the
context, as well as to transfer the administration and responsibilities to the co-design
partners as described below.
Organizing a group of heterogeneous members of all ages, social status and ethnic
groups for the “living lab” might be the most difficult challenge in setting it up. We
recruited “ambassadors”, therefore handing the task over to the local players. Since this
5
would not reach the necessary heterogeneity due to “people like me” dynamics, we see
ourselves as responsible for also recruiting members in order to create a basic social mix.
The goal however is to create the lab in a sustainable way that allows us to leave the
context, knowing it operates self-sustainably.

“Ambassador Approach”
Finding ourselves in a situation where we as researchers enter an existing community
with the intent to alter its structures, we encounter a number of main challenges that
provide the basis for a strategic approach.
We argue that these issues are inherent to probably every design project that tackles
structures and communities, and that the “ambassador approach” might be transferable
and useful to a wide range of design-related endeavors.

Ideology
First of all and commonly, entering a community and then communicating ideas on how
to foster social sustainability therein, bears the considerable risk of getting trapped in
one’s own ideology. It is not in our interest to invade an urban setting that is not our own
to tell people in their very own neighborhood how to live, to communicate, and to deal
with problems. Critically reflecting the designer’s perspectives and sharing the process
with the inhabitants of the area constitutes the commonly accepted basis for participatory
design approaches.
We argue that this awareness has to be linked to two other issues:

Touching base: creating emergence
Acting in the field, we have been challenged with the difficulties of how to create
awareness and involvement within the group of inhabitants, since we are not familiar with
their daily lives, their issues, and problems regarding the neighborhood.
Taking the notion of “Community Building through Knowledge Transfer” (CBtKT) as a
means to provide the infrastructure for building the initial group of ambassadors is selfreferential, since this very group is to achieve the same goal on the next level. This
repetitive process does not simply reproduce the “vehicle” CBtKT, but establishes the
framework for ongoing emergent developments by constantly enriching the content,
mainly through the addition of new perspectives, expertise, values and opinions.

What is left after leaving
As designers we see our sphere of activity in varying what is existing (Jonas 2006). We
identify and analyze structures of social interaction with the intent to optimize those very
structures in order to make them more sustainable. Filled with enthusiasm and ideas on
how to push the project forward, we as designers often tend to either neglect the fact that
5

We all tend to tackle problems in the company of people whom we know or assume share basic
interests, beliefs and values. This does not necessarily result in a diversity of perspectives, ages,
educational and ethnic backgrounds.
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the variation phase is merely the start of the process – or to think that our work is
powerful enough to also cover the subsequent phases that Jonas calls “selection” and
“re-stabilization”, according to the evolutionary process:
“Although design activities desperately attempt to cover / include the selection- and restabilization phases in their considerations, they are necessarily de-coupled from these
phases”. (Jonas 2006:4)
While we argue that we can set up the design infrastructure in a way that will most likely
withstand the selection process, we are aware of the even more pressing fact that we will
leave the research setting at a given point in the future – and this often is the moment
where a project ends definitively.
In order to cope with these challenges, we were looking for a solution that answers all of
the three questions:


How can we ensure the creation of real authorship in the inhabitants, as experts
of their daily life/reality?



How can we involve the largest possible number of actors?



How can we ensure the sustainability of the project itself, or in other words, how
can we ensure that the project and its results will remain after designers and
researchers leave the community?

We argue that the “ambassador approach” provides us with a holistic solution by
gradually shifting authorship and responsibility from the designers to the actors.
By analyzing the existing structures of social engagement in our local research setting
and its close surroundings, we are currently identifying, activating and interconnecting
players that already have a high level of involvement in the neighborhood.
The designed infrastructure amplifies their work, as well as providing a strong framework
for collaboration, through a series of workshops, tools and organized sharing of ideas.
We argue that by doing so we enable the community to consider different perspectives
and expertise while also ensuring a high level of productivity.
With this transformation of active stakeholders into “Neighborhood Lab Ambassadors” we
plan on creating a self-sustaining infrastructure that carries out the resulting activities of
the project with decreasing necessity for the involvement of designer and researcher. In
addition, we expect the ambassadors to be much more successful in reaching and
involving their fellow citizens in order to turn passivity into action, mainly because they
have lived in this very community for a long time and enjoy an outstanding social status
due to their prior roles as actors.

“Ambassadors Workshop”
As an intermediate milestone we conducted an “ambassadors workshop” which took
place at Kreativhaus in mid-November. Through word-of-mouth, posters and numerous
conversations we were able to mobilize around 25 participants of a broad range of ages,
educations and personal backgrounds.
Through the workshop we managed to gather and interconnect a larger group of
motivated and interested citizens who had not been in conversation before. This
gathering sparked clearly observable dynamics that led to the “open founding” of our firstgeneration ambassador group.
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After introducing ourselves, the core partners and the project setting to the participants
we had not met before, the workshop started with small design games in order to
sensitize the participants to the topic, and to establish an open environment for discourse.
Participants were asked to describe the communicative situation on the island via
material probes, which challenged everybody to open up for connotative thinking without
logical constraints.
By then collectively mapping the islands interaction points, numerous important issues
were raised.
The inhabitants wished for collective action that fostered the local community and
enhanced the neighborhood‘s social life, but struggled with the difficulties in organizing
this local community of practice outside of existing structures like the SCC.
From their perspective, the noticeable social decline is based on demographic facts:
children grow up and move away, and parents turn into seniors. What was once the
communicative hub of the area (the younger generation) is now gone, and there is
nothing present to substitute this communicative dimension. However, the participants
believe that there is opportunity to create a systematic framework of knowledge exchange
in order to bridge the communicative gap.

Figure 4:

The Ambassador Workshop

Another central outcome of the workshop was that us and everybody else learned about
former and existing structures, both big range (a neighborhood newspaper that went
bankrupt) and small scale (blackboards in the apartment buildings that are not allowed to
be used anymore). This learning underlined the importance of including such efforts into
any new designed infrastructure, and to connect them with new elements – and to do so
with the clear intention of creating a wide range of possible access points in order to
empower the greatest number of people to participate, regardless of age, physical and
mental fitness, the possession of ICT equipment, and/or knowledge.

Outlook
Having now undertaken the necessary steps to connect the local actors in order to
become Neighborhood Lab Ambassadors, we now collectively plan the next moves.
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At the end of January the second ambassador workshop will take place, wherein the
group will strengthen its identity, grow in quantity and quality, dive deeper into the topic,
and sharpen definitions of problems, common attitudes and the future steps to take.
This is also when we will introduce first design concepts and prototypes that spring from
the insights we gathered during the first phase. These designs will be discussed, adapted
and improved with the participants. The knowledge sharing system that we gradually
introduced with our interventions will grow and incorporate designed elements such as
analog message boards, the aforementioned idea machine, a community website, a
section in the community newspaper and further ICT-based prototypes that we will
develop in the next phase. These elements will allow participants with diverse
backgrounds to be able to access the system in a way appropriate for them.
In March 2012 the semi-permanent Neighborhood Lab will open its doors in the passage,
and will be run by the first ambassador groups, with the aim of creating the next ones
through actively involving the inhabitants during the course of the project. This can mean
different kinds of workshops, competitions, concerts, theater plays, and more. It will serve
as a workplace for the active and conscious development of the neighborhoods
communication structures, while also providing the community with a steady touchpoint to
come into contact with the project and its content, as well as activities of the present
actors.
We also established and plan to strengthen contact with interested actor groups in the
island’s surroundings, such as a day care facility for children, a nearby comprehensive
school, and others. These contacts are to be turned into rich collaborators in order to
support the project‘s goal of inter-generational interaction for social sustainability.
Considering the academic aspects of the project, we are currently working on descriptive
papers that focus on the methodological as well as on the analytical outcomes of our
process.
The reflections coming out of both these dimensions will be carried into the community
discourse, and through peer reflection therefore have a considerable effect on the future
process.
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Abstract
Recently, there has been a growing attention to innovation processes based on the
involvement of diverse actors in co-creation activities. A new innovation model is evolving,
relying on collaboration, openness and participation as drivers for the development of novelty
in diverse fields. This model has a central role in social innovation, which is claimed to arise
from collaborations across various sectors and social structures. In trying to understand
how innovation arises in co-creation processes, this paper relies on the idea of socially
shaped innovation, according to which novelty emerges from local interactions through
tensions and argumentation.
In exploring how design could support socially shaped innovation, the paper discusses the
experience of designing Fabriken, a socially shaped infrastructure for socially shaped
innovation. Particularly, the focus is on the design process and on the shift from a design-in
the-studio strategy, based on a funnel model, to a design-in-use strategy, where some
participatory tactics such as prototyping, small-scale interventions and long-term
engagement are used by diverse stakeholders to explore the design space.
Keywords: socially shaped innovation, collaborative, open and democratic innovation,
design-in-use, prototyping, small-scale interventions, long-term engagement
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1. Introduction

Figure 1: Thursday evenings at Fabriken

It is Thursday evening at Fabriken, a maker-space located in the basement of an industrial
building in Malmö, Sweden. Davey is helping some guys with the CNC mill. Chris and
Frank are working on an old vending machine, trying to make it suitable for vending
hardware boards. Someone else is mending a flat bike tire. In the textile corner, Luisa is
teaching a guy how to crochet. Quinn is in the kitchen, preparing food for tomorrow’s
catering. Some guys are sitting on the sofa testing a robot they recently built. Jonathan is
trying is new cello built using scrap material
What is the relation between these activities and the emerging innovation discourse that
emphasizes collaboration, openness and democracy? What contributions could a makerspace like Fabriken bring to the discussion about innovation? This article uses the author’s
experience of being part of designing Fabriken to discuss how to design in and for the
emergence of innovation in collaborative processes.
The discourse on innovation has recently shifted from a focus on close processes and
creative elites to collaboration, openness and democratization (Leadbeater, 2008;
Cheeseborough, 2003; von Hippel, 2005). This discourse is also relevant in the field of
social innovation, which calls for collaborations across the public, private and third sector
and for alliances between grass-root initiatives and established organizations. By
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discussing the implementation of Fabriken as an infrastructure for collaborative, open and
democratic innovation, this paper aims to provide two contributions: (1) the understanding
of collaborative processes for innovation as processes of social shaping, where novelty
emerges from local interactions through tensions and argumentation; (2) the
understanding of how to design in and for a process of social shaping through a design-inuse strategy based on the tactics of prototyping, small-scale interventions and long-term
engagement.

1.1 Research approach
With regard to the research approach, some considerations have been taken into account.
The content of this paper is the result of a research through design process (Frayling,
1993) “where the action is calculated to generate and validate new knowledge or
understanding” (1993:4). Fabriken is carried in a frame of constructive design research
(Koskinen et al., 2011) “in which construction—be it in product, system, space, or media—
takes center place and becomes the key means in constructing knowledge” (2011:5).
Specifically, the Fabriken project can be described as constructive research in the field
(Koskinen et al., 2011) with a focus on exploring how people understand, design and make
use of Fabriken.
Fabriken’s case is part of a research program (Binder et al. 2006) which uses participatory
design practices involving grass-root initiatives and more established actors in the context
of Malmö city to investigate issues related to democracy and involvement in the innovation
discourse (Björgvisson et al. 2010, Ehn 2011, Hillgren et al. 2011). This paper uses the
case of Fabriken to discuss social shaping as a way to understand open, collaborative and
democratic processes in innovation and suggests the strategy of design-in-use when
designing for such processes.
Fabriken is presented as a case study where the role of stakeholders (such as Caroline,
the NGO’s manager1) and users is highlighted in order to account for the messy, openended and ambiguous nature of experience (Mowles, 2010).
The author of this paper belongs to the research centre involved with the Fabriken project
and has taken part in the design and the running of the maker-space (see 4).
A temporal map of Fabriken is provided (Figure 6) positioning in time the diverse steps and
activities presented in the article.

1

Such a point of view has been summed up during an interview/ conversation which has taken place at Fabriken’s premises
on 04/11/2011
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2. Understanding innovation as socially shaped innovation
2.1 Innovation: collaborative, open and democratic
In recent years, thinkers and practitioners within the innovation field have embraced the
idea that innovation arises from networks (Tuomi, 2002) where diverse actors are involved
in processes of co-creation (Prahalad et al., 2004). In the business sector, relationships
between companies and suppliers are no longer perceived merely as value chains but as
value constellations (Norman & Ramirez, 1993) where value is co-created by companies,
suppliers and customers (Lusch et al., 2010).
In the technology sector, there has been a shift from closed to open innovation processes,
recognizing that sources of innovation can be found outside the company (Cheesbourgh,
2003). In particular, the role of end users has been challenged: they are no longer seen as
passive consumers but as key resources for innovation (Von Hippel, 2005).
The discourse about collaborative (Leadbeater, 2008), open (Cheesbourgh, 2003) and
democratic (Von Hippel, 2005) innovation is spreading, emphasising the importance of
networks and co-creation processes for the emergence of novelty.
Co-creation is a central idea in social innovation, which can present shifting roles between
the public, private and non-profit sectors with the creation of partnerships between nonprofit organizations, companies and public bodies (Phils et al., 2008). This can lead to the
creation of bonds between previously separate individuals and groups, which in turn can
create a fertile ground for the emergence of new ideas (Mulgan, 2007).
Collaboration between diverse actors characterizes social innovation, but it is also a
condition for its development: for identifying unmet needs and generating and
implementing ideas (de Ouden et al., 2010). These collaborations seem particularly
promising when involving “the bees and the trees” (Mulgan 2007), where the “bees”
represent small organisations and entrepreneurs that are mobile, fast and crosspollinating, while the “trees” are large, resilient organizations that can scale ideas. In
design for social innovation, these alliances have been described as designing networks,
systems of diverse stakeholders designing together (Jegou and Manzini 2008).
A central question is how to support the development of innovation in co-creation
processes involving diverse stakeholders. In trying to understand the practice of open,
collaborative and democratic innovation, this paper relies on the idea of social shaping.

3. Understanding co-creation: social shaping of innovation
An extended understanding of co-creation processes is provided by the field of
participatory design (PD), based on forty years of experience in supporting co-creation of
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knowledge and change in work places (Gregory, 2003) and, recently, in broader public
arenas (Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Halse et al., 2010). PD processes engage diverse
stakeholders in envisioning possible futures (Gregory 2003) and developing a particular
understanding of innovation as a process of social shaping (Buur & Laarsen, 2011): “We
see innovation as the emergence of novelty that comes about in local interactions between
people with different intentions” (Buur et al., 2010, p.123).
The idea of “social shaping of innovation” is partially grounded in a specific branch of
management literature (Stacey, 2000; Stacey, 2007; Mowles, 2010) which uses complexity
theory to look upon collaborations between people in organizations. In their perspective,
change in human organizations “does not arise as a consequence of abstract idealising,
but in the daily exploration of similarities and differences as people co-operate and
compete” (Mowles, 2010:8).
The idea of social shaping highlights some key empirical aspects of collaborative
processes. An important aspect in social shaping is the role of participants that are looked
upon not as generic stakeholders, but as individuals with multiple and concurring agendas.
In social shaping, conflicts are seen as key drivers for the emergence of innovation, which
is described as the negotiation of meaning between people with crossing intentions (Buur
et al., 2010).
The idea that change is negotiated and shaped by social interactions accounts for a
certain degree of unpredictability in such processes (Stacey, 2005), in which
“approximation and serendipity are the norm- the search for scientific precision is
displaced in favour of informed improvisation, practical wisdom, integrated thinking and
good judgement based on a shared sense of justice and equity and on common sense”
(Hamdi, 2004: xxiii).
Another key aspect of social shaping is represented by the local framework as the
conditions, in terms of resources and constrains, in which the process is developed and
how these conditions are negotiated (Clark 2007).
Finally, another issue is related to how to develop the preconditions for social shaping,
which is the creation of a designing network. Previous literature has argued that long-term
engagement (Hillgren et al. 2011) is promising when it comes to fostering trust and mutual
relationships between possible stakeholders.
To summarize, understanding innovation as a process of social shaping means focusing
on the actual practice of creating and implementing change more than on the general
discourse; it also means recognizing the empirical complexity that characterizes cocreation and participatory processes.
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The idea of socially shaped innovation represents an interesting starting point for exploring
how to design in and for social innovation.

4. Fabriken, a maker-space for social(-ly shaped) innovation
Fabriken is a maker-space located in Malmö, Sweden. Maker-spaces are workshops that
offer access to machines and tools for experimenting with technology and production
processes; they are characterized by a culture of openness that relies on sharing
knowledge, skills and tools.
Fabriken has been co-designed by three actors: MEDEA, a research centre at Malmö
University working with co-creation processes in the field of new media; STPLN, a local
NGO (Non-Governmental Organization) dealing with youth coaching and empowerment;
and 1scale1, an interaction design consultancy. The maker-space is located in an
industrial building in the old harbour area, which has recently been converted into a
residential and office neighbourhood. The building is run by the NGO as a facility for
diverse activities, from concerts to art exhibitions and from office work to skateboard
training. Fabriken is physically located in the basement of a building together with
Cykelköket, a bicycle repair workshop, and Tantverket, a textile laboratory.
By exploring the experience of establishing and running Fabriken, challenges of designing
in and for social shaping innovation are highlighted. Specifically, the focus of this article is
on the shift from a design-in-the-studio to a design-in-use strategy (Ehn, 2008). In the
following paragraphs, some design-in-use “tactics” (Di Salvo, 2009) are presented, such
as prototyping for the temporary alignment (Suchman, 2000) of conflicting interests, smallscale interventions for explorations of the design space, and long-term engagement for
enlarging the designing network.
Before moving to the narrative, some considerations are made on the role of makerspaces in the innovation discourse and on the reasons why they seem particularly
promising in terms of socially shaped innovation.

4.1 Maker-spaces and innovation
Maker-spaces have been considered environments for a hybrid innovation ecology
(Troxler, 2010) where the potential of fabrication machines and open-source culture can
boost technological innovation and improvements in the production processes. The
historical background of such spaces can be found in Karl Hess’ (2005) shared machine
workshops from the mid-seventies:
The machine shop should have enough basic tools, both hand and power, to make the
building of demonstration models or test facilities a practical and everyday activity. ... For
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inner-city residents the shared machine shop might be a sensible and practical doorway to
the neglected world of productivity as well as being a base for community experimentation
and demonstration. (p.96)
A similar concept drives hacker-spaces, which are community-operated physical places
where people can meet and work on their projects. In short, they are real locations (as
opposed to online meeting places) where like-minded people gather and hack
(Hackerspace, 2010). The culture of these spaces is strongly characterized by hacker
ethics (Levy, 1984) which, besides the hands-on imperative, are driven by an open culture
that, through a sharing attitude and a peer-to-peer approach, can enhance the
development of distributed networks and social bonds (Bauwens, 2006).
Hacker-spaces have been boosted by the development of personal manufacturing
machines, also called fabbers: these are the small-scale, low-cost descendants of
industrial machines such as 3D printers, laser cutters, and programmable sewing
machines (Lipson et al., 2010). As CAD-CAM based systems (Computer Aided DesignComputer Aided Manufacturing), these machines offer the advantages of mass-production
processes on a small-scale, thereby empowering individuals to make (almost) anything
(Gershenfeld, 2005). The potential of these machines in an open culture context has been
recognized by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) which, through the concept of
FabLabs (Gershenfeld, 2005), has made maker-spaces accountable in the collaborative,
open and democratic innovation discourse.
Six years after Gershenfeld’s book, some observations have been made (Troxler, 2010)
about the impact of FabLabs: In terms of technological innovation and production
processes, their impact is still small; their innovation ecosystem is often limited and they
have not yet found a sustainable business model .
In contrast, users’ empowerment and community strength are claimed to be the main
prides of these spaces (Troxler, 2010). This could be due to the fact that a sharing culture
can be looked upon as a form of gift economy where mutual reciprocity can reinforce
social relationships (Mauss, 1990); however, this is only partially true since in a peer-topeer approach, there is no obligation of reciprocity involved (Bauwens, 2006). The creation
of social capital in maker-spaces seems to rely more on a “do-it-together” approach in
which cooperative “making” generates new “connections” between things, ideas and
people (Gauntlett, 2011).
A key issue resides in understanding how to support the emergence of these social
networks in maker-spaces and what potential they have in terms of socially shaped
innovation.
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4.2 The social shaping of Fabriken
As previously mentioned, STPLN is an NGO with extensive experience in working with
youth empowerment and coaching. It supplies organizations, individuals or unorganized
groups of people with support in various forms: equipment, coaching, or just someone to
bounce ideas off. STPLN has been running its activities in an old industrial building owned
by the City of Malmö. The premises also host the interaction design company 1scale1,
which has a history of collaborating with STPLN. One of the members of 1scale1 is also
part of MEDEA, the research centre at Mamö University. In 2009, the building was put
under renovation by the City of Malmö, creating an opportunity for these three actors to
imagine how the space could be further developed and how part of it could become a
maker-space co-designed by these actors.
This setting seemed particularly promising in terms of socially shaped innovation since the
diversity of the three actors would be fertile ground for creating networks across sectors
and social structures and for connecting grass-root initiatives with established
organisations.
4.2.1 Design-in-the-studio phase
The purpose of the design-in-the-studio phase was to develop a shared concept of
Fabriken. This phase was structured as a funnel process (Westerlund, 2009) where from a
fuzzy front end, through iterations, a unique concept should emerge. The process was
based on four workshops: the first was aimed at creating a general concept, while the
other three were dedicated to analysing some key issues that emerged from the first one,
specifically issues like how to embrace sustainability in the space, how to create an open
culture, and how to set up an internal currency system for facilitating the sharing between
the users.
This first phase (August-December 2010) was driven by the design researchers and took
place in the MEDEA studio, since Fabriken’s premises were not yet available. The
workshops were designed as a process of collaborative divergences and convergences
(Design Council, 2005), each of them was aimed at developing a collaborative exploration
ending with a temporal closure that could be re-opened at the next workshop. The aim was
to progressively shrink down the design space towards a shared unique concept of
Fabriken.
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Figure 2: design-in-the-studio phase
Source: Courtesy of Elisabet M. Nillson (2010)

The process did not bring the expected results: no shared concept of Fabriken was
generated and there was no agreement about how the key issues should be tackled.
Instead, it generated a competitive discussion frame (Westerlund, 2009) where each
participant was trying to maximise his or her winnings at the expense of the creative
process. A great many conflicts and discussions emerged that almost compromised the
project, but they also created the space for a diverse design strategy to emerge.
4.2.1.1 The limits of design-before-use strategy

The first limitation of this process resided in its structure, which was organized according
to a design-before-use (Redström, 2006) approach but without the direct involvement of
users; therefore, it was problematic to envision future use. However, we could not set up a
participatory process since it was unclear who the users would be. Even if it was evident
that some groups would have a central role in the space–such as the local hacker
community–it was not possible to foresee all the possible users.
Moreover, we were facing the challenge of trying to understand the use of the space
before its actual use. As Redström (2006) points out, ”The ‘use’ that we simulate, create
and invite as part of a design process, be it iterative or participatory, cannot deal with what
it means for something to become someone’s, what it means for an object to become part
of someone’s life” (p.130). Structuring the concept, deciding which machines should be
bought or trying to implement an internal currency system would have meant reducing the
possibilities of users’ design activities.
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4.2.1.2 Consensus as a threat to the process

The process was leading to tension and frustration because it was based on the
assumption that a consensus between the involved stakeholders should be reached. This
would have meant leaving behind some agendas, compromising the role and the possible
future engagement of the three stakeholders. As the participatory design tradition points
out, “conflict and disagreement seem to be unavoidable elements in participatory design in
practice, and have to be acknowledged and managed” (Sjöberg, 2006, p.24), since they
obviously emerge when multiple needs, objects and motives are brought together
(Gregory, 2003).
Furthermore, individuals are part of different collective activities, and, consequently, they
are characterized by multiple interests which might differ or even conflict (Bødker, 1991).
This aspect was also becoming apparent during Fabriken’s design process. With regards
MEDEA, its members have diverse interests in being part of the process, and these
interests often clashed. A similar pattern was emerging in the NGO as well: Caroline
stated, “It was just two of us, me and Julia, but I was the only one working with the
development of the space, while Julia was focusing mainly on her specific projects”
(Lundholm, 2011).
In this perspective, striving for consensus in collaborative processes seems impossible
and undesirable. By aiming for a common denominator, processes based on consensus
tend to become exclusionary and to encourage non-participation by gaining the passivity
of people and not their active participation (Hamdi, 2004).
4.2.1.3 Ignoring the local framework

Designers tend to overemphasize the role of stakeholders’ encounters, and they give too
little consideration to the negotiation of the project resources and to the local framework in
which the project is developing (Clark, 2007). In the initial phase of designing Fabriken,
great emphasis was put on the workshops while little consideration was given to the
conditions from which the project was arising.
As Caroline underlined, “In this phase we never talked about the previous experiences that
STPLN had in trying to establish a maker-space before the collaboration with 1scale1 and
MEDEA. We started to work with the idea of having a maker-space already in 2006 and
we looked for diverse possibilities of collaboration as well as we tried diverse strategies”
(Lundholm, 2011). These experiences were never brought into the design process, leaving
out insights that could have been useful in this phase.
Another framework aspect influencing the process was the delay in the premises’
renovation. Due to bureaucratic issues, the possibility to enter the building was postponed
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from December 2010 to February 2011, and, finally, to April 2011, thereby delaying the
commencement of the activities.
4.2.1.4 Conflicts as explorative occasions

Even if this phase was quite frustrating, it also felt necessary. The emergence of such
strong conflicts allowed us to understand that the approach was failing. This brought a shift
from trying to resolve the conflicts to acknowledging that the diverse interests would never
find a perfect match. A diverse design strategy was needed: one able to support a process
of social shaping. Conflicts have opened new possibilities (Bødker, 1991) for the project to
develop, becoming a key driver in the Fabriken’s social shaping process.
4.2.2 The design-in-use phase
This second phase (April 2011-on-going) can be described as a process where the three
stakeholders, together with the users, are shaping the space. This process is not based on
a funnel structure but on explorations of the design space, where a multiplicity of visions
and concepts co-exist (Westerlund, 2009). These explorations are performed using some
participatory design approaches, such as prototyping, small-scale interventions and longterm engagement (Hillgren et al., 2011). These approaches can be described as tactics (Di
Salvo, 2009) since they represent designerly means that broaden the participation to the
design process. They distinguish themselves from traditional design activities driven by
designers since they can be manipulated beyond the common purpose of design (Di
Salvo, 2009) and, in the case of Fabriken, appropriated by the users to drive their own
design activities.
4.2.2.1 Prototypes for design-in-use

After the design-in-the-studio phase, the three stakeholders decided to interrupt the design
process until the premises would be available. However, a few weeks later, 1scale1 and
STPLN decided to organize a Hackathon2 in a warehouse close to the premises under
renovation. This event was aimed at getting in contact with possible future users of
Fabriken.
By organizing this event, 1scale1 and STPLN were claiming back their driving role in the
project, but they were also opening the possibility for a new design strategy to emerge: an
approach based on interventions where stakeholders and users are engaged together in
exploring Fabriken’s design space.
The event was quite successful in terms of participation and projects that were developed.
During the two days, diverse activities were happening related to the stakeholders’ diverse
2

A hackathon is an event where a group of hackers gather for several days to collaboratively build programs, applications or
objects.
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agendas. While 1scale1 was focusing on physical prototyping and electronics, MEDEA’s
researchers were facilitating connections between participants and establishing activities
not related to electronics. The NGO, STPLN, was advertising Fabriken.

Figure 3: The Hackathon

Some projects were driven directly by the participants, who had the chance to express
their expectations towards Fabriken in terms of equipment and infrastructure. The
Hackathon allowed for a temporal alignment (Suchman, 2000) of the three stakeholders
and became a prototype of how it would be possible to shape Fabriken without reaching
consensus and by involving the users.
After the Hackathon, other prototypes were arranged, such as the official opening after the
renovation (April 2011); Vårstädning (May 2011), a weekend of workshops on the theme of
sustainability; and Christmas Bizarre (December 2011), a weekend of workshops on the
theme of Christmas. At the opening, the NGO focused on the organization of the event
while the design researchers were involved in organizing practical workshops and a pitch
for ideas, an open-contest for projects that could be developed in the space; for example,
the Christmas Bizzare was initiated by one of the users, Quinn. While STPLN’s people
together with Quinn were taking care of the overall strategy, the author of this paper, along
with one member of 1scale1 and other users, was involved in organizing and driving
different workshops.
These occasions allowed for prototyping roles and activities. By rehearsing these events,
the stakeholders could undertake diverse roles and try different collaborative
constellations.
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4.2.2.2 Small-scale interventions for exploring the design space

Organizing events is quite demanding in terms of time and resources. A less laborious
tactic is the one of small-scale interventions, which is based on narrow design actions
such as setting up a “collective urban garden” outside Fabriken’s premises (MaySeptember 2011) or organizing short workshops about specific activities.

Figure 4: Setting up the urban garden outside Fabriken
Source: Courtesy of Elisabet M. Nillson (2011)

These actions have been defined as small-scale interventions, referring to the strategy of
small-changes in city planning (Hamdi, 2004); this strategy recognizes the value of narrow
design actions inside a broader strategy as a way to acknowledge serendipity and
uncertainty in the design process. Small-scale interventions are used to explore and
enlarge the design space of Fabriken. They work both as prototypes for investigating
possible futures and as provotypes (Mogensen, 1994) challenging the present
understanding of the space. Moreover, these interventions require few resources and can
be quickly organized and modified according to opportunities appearing in the local
framework.
The small-scale interventions’ tactic has also been adopted by Fabriken’s users, who are
initiating their own activities on the basis of the available resources.
4.2.2.3 Tantverket, long-term engagement for enlarging the designing network

Another tactic is to work more with a long-term engagement (Hillgren et al., 2011); the
establishment of the textile laboratory is a good example of this.
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The idea was to expand the designing network beyond the regular users, the members of
the local hacker community (Forskningavdelingen), and the volunteers of the bicycle repair
shop (Cykelköket). The opportunity came by when Luisa, who is, as she defines herself, a
textile geek, contacted Fabriken. She was working on a feasibility study for her project
Mormors Verkstad (Grandma’s Workshop), a place for reclaiming and learning traditional
textile skills. As a part of this study, she was interested in setting up a textile community.
On this basis in May 2011, Tantverket (the Grannies’ Group) was established as a weekly
meeting where people with interests in textile could gather and work together. The idea
was to buy some tools and fabrics, to initiate the group activities and then to let the
participants take the lead. However, building a community needs time and intervention. In
addition to being in the space every Thursday evening to meet the participants, Luisa and
the author have tried several activities, from organizing workshops to setting up swap
parties3and participating in Fabriken events.

3

Events based on bartering of garments
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Figure 5: Tantverket

After six months, the community’s Facebook group counted more than 90 subscribers and
Tantverket’s activities had a high media exposure (Luisa has been interviewed four times
by local newspapers and radio). The online community was quite active, and if an event or
a workshop was organized, the response was always good in terms of participation;
however, the number of regular participants remained quite low and some evenings
nobody showed up.
Unlike the other two Fabriken groups (Forskningavdelingen and Cykelköket), Tantverket is
not involved in daily activities and discussions. However, its members are part of the
Fabriken designing network. Some of them represent external actors that can be
temporarily involved in the social shaping of Fabriken on specific occasions (e.g.
workshops, larger events). Others have entered the space through Tantverket and are
now driving their own activities and developing relationships with other users.
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Figure 6: Fabriken timeline
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5. Fabriken, a socially shaped infrastructure for socially shaped
innovation?
Eight months after the opening, some considerations can be made about social shaping at
Fabriken.
Collaborative networks are emerging, involving not only Fabriken, but also the whole
premises. While people are sewing, soldering and laser-cutting in the basement, STPLN is
hosting events and managing a co-working facility at the ground level, using the same
collaborative, open and democratic approach that drives Fabriken. Users are moving from
one space to the other, developing alliances and taking advantage of all the possibilities.
One of these users is Carin, a former teacher, who contacted Fabriken to get support for
starting her project. Her idea is to create a space where children can develop their
creativity and environmental awareness by playing with cast-off materials from
manufacturing processes. Fabriken is supporting Carin’s project in different ways: On the
one side, it provides her access to a workshop where she can experiment with materials
and do activities with children. On the other side, it allows her, by being in the space, to
become part of Fabriken’s network and to get to know possible partners.
In terms of the broader innovation discourse, Fabriken also works as a space for
technological experimentations. Forskningavdelingen’s members have been involved in
the creation of several different prototypes of robots, software applications and hardware
boards; some of these experiments have been commercialized. A number of users use the
facilities as a support for their start-ups: Quinn has started a catering company using the
premises’ kitchen. Rebecka, a fashion designer, has also recently founded her own
company and is using Tantverket as her atelier.
Beside users coming to the space for setting up a small company or exploring the
possibilities of technologies and machines, there are also participants who have been
unemployed or on sick leave for a long time. In this sense, Fabriken counts in the social
innovation discourse, but in a way that we never expected.
From these outcomes, it seems that the Fabriken experience can bring a contribution to
the general discourse of collaborative, open and democratic innovation. In fact, the
phenomena appearing in the space seem to indicate that novelty emerging from social
shaping is manifold since it simultaneously involves diverse dimensions, from
technological to social ones, from economical to organizational ones.
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6. Conclusions
This article has developed two contributions: the first is the understanding of collaborative,
open and democratic innovation as processes of social shaping; the second is the
understanding of how to design in and for social shaping.
Social shaping is used to describe processes of co-creation, underlining the complexity
and challenges of participatory practices where, in a specific local framework, a designing
network is developed by involving stakeholders with diverse agendas. To explore how to
design for and in a process of social shaping, the case of Fabriken is presented. In
particular, the article describes the shift from a design-in-the-studio to a design-in-use
strategy, which creates the possibility of having participatory explorations during the use
phase through the tactics of prototyping, small-scale interventions and long-term
engagement.
Based on Fabriken’s experiences, social shaping seems promising for the generation of
manifold grass-root innovation, and design-in-use appears to be successful in supporting
these processes.
However, further research is needed to investigate the role of the designer in social
shaping and to define more precisely the competences needed in the shift from a funnel
process, where designers have a leading role, to a design-in-use process, where
leadership is distributed between participants, conflicting agendas are navigated and local
framework is considered.
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Abstract
This paper presents a design methodology to captivate emotions in the design process. The
paper shares examples from the student projects for designing houseware products. The
goal was to design consumers’ products that would have substantial and stable emotional
connection. It aims to design a product lasting longer. The emphasis was on the emotional
bond between the consumer and product. The element, ‘emotion’ has been started getting
attention in the design research process in order to compensate the conventional design
process activities. This paper provides the three components for deeper understanding of
consumers' needs in order to implement emotion in the design process.
1.'Security Blanket Theory(S.B.T)': Providing psychological comfort to the users and the
product lasts longer by adding feeling or emotions as design elements obtained from the
users.
2. ‘Metaphor Investigation and Interpretation (Mi2)’: Metaphors reveal the vital cues for
what the customers genuinely want and mean.
3.'Emotion Equalization (E2)' is required in the design process in order to make the product
last long.
By integrating the new components in the design process, the students had an opportunity
to think about the design process as whole experience, a moment the consumers purchase
products, and even after using the products. As a result, the students tried to establish
emotional bonding between the users and products rather than designing outside of
appearance.
Keywords: emotion), design methods, design process industrial design
product design, cognition design, practice perception, design planning, product planning
& development
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Introduction
The designers have many challenges to ensure that their design outcomes are
appropriate and relevant. In order to meet these needs, designers need to develop
research methodologies, which are specifically aimed at collecting design-relevant data
that include these often difficult-to-grasp emotional elements. Emotions and emotionality
have been a critical element in many other fields -- business, marketing, and advertising
– because users’ needs, expectations, and aspirations are dynamic and frequently
changed. When price points and functional needs are similar, the user would buy a
product related to, for example, experience, memory, and emotions. This has a significant
impact on purchase decision-making, user-product bonding, and brand loyalty.
Functionality alone may not necessarily satisfy a user. Consumers’ emotions in their
everyday life are vital cues that help design researchers to elicit consumers’ authentic
feelings towards products, environments and services. The authors believe that
emotionally sustainable products will be generated by applying these vital cues. This
paper suggests that there are components – security blanket theory, metaphor, and
emotional equalization -- integrate emotions into the design process.

‘Security Blanket Theory’
'Security Blanket Theory': Providing psychological comfort to the users and the product
lasts longer by adding feeling or emotions as design elements obtained from the users.
When a consumer buys perfume or cologne, the resolution does not involve a rational
decision making process (unless one only cares about prices). In this case, a customer
solely relies on his/her sense of vision (the perfume package), and sense of smell –
which is the main allure of the fragrance. When the customer tests the bottle, s/he tries to
visualize how others will compliment them on the beautiful smell. However, despite the
overwhelming embedded emotions tied to the bottle of perfume, the fragrance does not
serve any tangible function. The decision to buy a perfume or cologne is only connected
to how we feel. In a related example, a child’s tattered blanket serves as security and
comfort. It is common to see a little girl or boy carry around her blanket everywhere s/he
goes. However, if s/he loses the blanket, it is extremely hard to suggest to her to accept a
replacement blanket because nothing can feel the same as the one she lost. It is easy to
recognize that it is a lot more than just a blanket to her. The blanket is valued as comfort
and educes her anxiety when s/he feels insecure. As the child grows into adulthood, s/he
looks for something that can replace the blanket for comfort and security (a spouse,
home, etc.) Figure 1 shows that a baby carrying her security blanket from morning to
sleep.
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Figure 1: security blanket

Cell phones are similar to the child’s blanket and the cell phones become a life-line to
their users. Amongst many features, mobile phones are commonly used as alarm clocks.
The first thing a user may see and hear in the morning could be their cell phone. After the
first synthetic alarm beep or ring, the cell phone is quickly used for many other activities:
reading the news, checking email, sending text messages, perusing Twitter, updating
Facebook, playing games, calling a loved one, and, if traveling, checking one’s flight
status. The user's emotions are intrinsically attached to this digital device\, and as they
spend a significant amount of time talking to a significant other or family member, their
emotional attachment to the phone gets stronger. Wherever a user goes, it goes –
whether in a pocket, purse, or backpack. The cell phone is not just a part of their lives; it
is their lifeline. They feel disconnected when they lose it or forget to bring it with them.
The user lovingly places their cell phone on their night stand before bed; setting the alarm
to further their emotional relationship again the next day at the first sound of its synthetic
voice. It occurs when people, from unconscious habit or routine activity, embrace an
object that carries accumulated emotions as a main part of one’s life. Gulden, T and
Moestue, C pointed out the importance of understanding psychological phenomenon in
their article:
… in order for the designer to understand a broader picture of behavior and how
to influence it, we suggest the inclusion of awareness of psychological
phenomenon when working with consumer product attachment. (Gulden, T and
Moestue, C. 2011)
This is evidence again that designers continually focus on empathy in their design
process. Empathy at the beginning of the ideation stage will help develop a product that
creates a successful long-term emotional attachment with its user. Gulden, T and
Moestue, C added, “People have the propensity to make decisions on grounds that
originate in earlier behavior.” (Gulden, T and Moestue, C. 2011)
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Metaphors
A relatively new activity was introduced to author’s students that required them to look for
deeper meaning of words from their interview activities. This required them to consider
the interaction between the products and users and find out the users’ true feeling toward
the products by analyzing interviewees’ expressions, metaphors. The author of The
Metaphor We Live By, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson stated in their book:
…We have found, on the contrary, that metaphor in pervasive in everyday life,
not just in language but in thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in
terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature.
(Lakoff, Johnson, 2003:3 The Metaphor We Live By)
The metaphors are not just expression we use. They are a container that delivers our
thoughts or concepts to the audiences. Because of fact that metaphors carry our thoughts
fundamentally whether directly or indirectly the metaphors have much greater chances to
reveal the speakers’ deep feeling toward audiences. Lakoff and Johnson had already
mentioned expressions as containers in their book:
…Reddy observes that our language about language is structured roughly by the
following complex metaphor:
IDEAS (or MEANINGS) ARE OBJECTS.
LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS ARE CONTAINERS.
COMMUNICATION IS SENDING.
The speaker puts ideas (objects) into words (containers) and sends them (along
a conduit) to a hearer who takes the idea/objects out of the word/containers.
(Lakoff, Johnson, 2003:10 The Metaphor We Live By)
The customers often treat their lives as a container. The authors of Marketing
Metaphoria, Zaltman and Zaltman define a container as a physical, psychological, or
social “place.” They suggest that we are “surrounded” by container metaphors, which are
often revealed by figurative uses of the words in and out. (Zaltman, G, Zaltman, L 2008)
We often hear someone says, “My life is empty,” which indicates us that he/she has no
accomplishments in one’s life or, possibly, one’s life is in trouble. “She has completed my
life” is a powerful sentence. Of course, we all know that “she” would never be able to
physically fill in his life. It carries a lot more meaning than the definition of “complete.”
Because metaphor often delivers valuable and critical cues, it leads designers to
desirable insights about customers. There is an old saying, “you can sound water ten
fathoms deep, but you cannot sound the human heart a single fathom.” It is extremely
hard to know what other people think and want even though they seem able to express
themselves. Lakoff(1992), in Multiple selves: The metaphorical model of the self-inherent
in our conceptual system, highlighted the “onion peel” theory of personhood, wherein our
outermost layers are public and our innermost layers are private and potentially unknown
and unknowable. Obviously, public languages and private languages are different.
Once we are aware that customers’ minds are not as predictable as we had assumed, it
is hard for us to trust the answers from questionnaires they fill out in the public places.
Zaltman and Zaltman (2008) argue that “Language itself is a container; sometimes
putting our thoughts into words is easy and other times getting our thoughts out is
difficult.” Zaltman states in his book, How Customers Think, that metaphors, the
representation of one thing in terms of another, often help us express the way we feel
about or view a particular aspect of our lives. Metaphors stimulate the workings of the
human mind. “By one estimate, we use almost six metaphors per minute of spoken
language.”(Zaltman, G 2003) Zaltman also sees our bodies as containers. As a matter of
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fact, our bodies contain bone structures, heart, senses, and emotions. We spend a
substantial time inside containers – office, bedroom, bathroom, waiting room, and sport
complexes – and we are surrounded by the containers of our environment. As a result,
our thoughts and expressions have a particularly close relationship to the container as a
metaphor to communicate our thoughts and what we want. We can even find the theme
of container in television commercials like “Intel Inside” or “Think outside bun.” What is
this container made of? Zaltman and Zaltman answered that it was made of our five
senses, motor system, muscle to move around, and our interactions with our social and
physical environment. Literally, it covers everything we do. In other words, the container
as deep metaphor can reveal and deliver a lot of vital signs that can use toward
developing and designing products. One of the most successful products using
metaphors that communicate how and why the products works is Proctor & Gamble’s
Febreze. As a result, sales doubled in the first year.
When we look at numbers and charts based on the questionnaires from focus group
interviews, we are missing out on critical information that might be obtained for a certain
product. The best protocol in this stage is to record interviews with permission of the
participants. If not permissible, ask them to write and describe how they feel about the
products, features, or concepts. At this stage questionnaires are extremely critical
because their answers can be full of vital cues or meaningless words depending on how
and what is asked. Table 1 is an example of metaphors in everyday language\, and Table
2 is an actual example from students’ work.

Dialogue / Metaphor
“I hear what you are saying”
“You will see”
“Those rules stink”
“What a touching scene”
“She is a pain”
“I got kicked out of that”
“He’s falling behind in his payments”

Reflection / Intention
Comprehension
Forewarns or predicts a future state
Repugnance and dissatisfaction
Special feeling about a situation
Irritation
A type of reaction
Tardiness

Table 1. Examples of metaphors in everyday language

Mom, 49

Sister, 28

Trish, 23

Reil, 21

Metaphor

Meaning

Pues que tanto
miras

Take a picture it will last longer

I am a ray of
sunshine

If I am happy other people will be too

As if things
could get
better

Bad things keep happening when I
don’t feel good

What’s going
to possibly
change

I don’t change my outfit multiple times
a day

Does it look
okay?

I know I look good when I
leave the house

Lauren, 22
Table 2. Examples of metaphors in everyday language

One of the main reasons to investigate those metaphors is to find out the users’ true
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feelings toward the products. Once we find out the users’ true feeling, what do we do
about it? Pradeep stated that:
… Metaphors often reveal larger than life expectations that come to be consciously
or subconsciously associated with a brand and its meaning to a consumer. The
metaphor is useless unless it is tangibly and consistently reinforced through
elements of the product, packaging, and communication design. (Pradeep 2010)
Pradeep suggested six strategies in his book and those strategies can be applied to the
design process for product development. Pradeep introduced six questions, which need
to be viewed in the designers’ perspective, and those 6 questions need to be answered
while brainstorming stage along with Pradeep’s six strategies. Each figure followed by
each question is an example of an answer.
1. Functionality addition: Can it be used in any other way?
(e.g. Sculpture + User’s needs = Practicality )

Figure 2: Black_Honey_MGX
Source: www.archiexpo.com

2. Functionality merge: Can functionality inspire the users’ life style?
(e.g.: Wine opener + inviting friends = showing it off)

Figure 3: Wine Opener
Source: www.switchmodern.com

3. Occasion merge: Does it keep up with the users’ needs?
(e.g.: Digital camera + water sports = water proof)
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Figure 4: Water Proof Digital Cameral
Source: www.pentax.com

4. Interaction and interface merge: Does it have consistency?
(Design + consistency = Identity)

Figure 5: BMW SAV, 3 Series, Z4, and 5 Series
Source: www.bmwusa.com

5. Technology merge: Does it offer comfort and help to remember better?)
(e.g.: Camera + GPS = memory where it happened)

Figure 6: Digital Camera with Built-in GPS
Source: www.casio.com

6. Device merges: Are the users required to have too many products?
(Computer + TV = smart TV)

Figure 7: Smart TV
Source: www.samsung.com

Emotion Equalization
In audio industries, Equalization may also be used to eliminate unwanted sounds, make
certain instruments or voices more prominent, enhance particular aspects of an
instrument's tone, or combat feedback in a public address system. (Louie, G and White,
G 2005). The same principle needs to be applied in the design process. In other hands,
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there are millions of different product categories with users corresponding to their product
categories. Design process needs to be strategically planned to maximize the users’
experience lasting long. For example, Just 48 days after Microsoft began selling the Kin,
a smartphone for the younger set, the company discontinued it because of disappointing
sales. (Helft, M 2010, 30 June) There were a lot of stories how Kin® failed in the market.
Seemingly, there was one obvious reason, failing to fill the target users’ emotional needs.
Wired magazine had pointed out:
…Kin phones have a browser and can access social networking sites through
widgets. But Microsoft crippled the overall functionality of the device by not
allowing apps or games on the phone. That means users ended up paying for a
smartphone but got an amped-up feature phone instead. Consumers, even
teens, are smarter than that. Many just gave the Kin a pass.(Ganapati, P., 2010,
30 June)
It is not something about have a stylish design or not. Failing to accommodate the
teenagers’ emotions was equivalent to amputate their freedom.

Figure 8: Microsoft Kin Cell Phone
Source: http://www.experience-it-all.com

It is not hard for us to learn how important emotion equalization is from real industries. It
is critical for students to be aware of this phenomenon and learn how to apply emotion
equalization. There are several tools that emotion equalization makes possible. The first
one is called ‘RexSy’ consisting of reason, emotions, interaction, and synergy. Another
one is analytic hierarchy process (AHP), and, lastly, functional matrix (FX). These are
required in the design process in order to approach the problem logically to emotions.
Fish-bone diagram is originally known as cause-and-effective diagram. Smith (2001)
stated that the diagram is a format for logically aligning the possible cause of a problem
or effect. The students were able to identify cause, reason, and root reason, which was a
seed of the current problem by using a fish-bone diagram. Also, this diagram gave
opportunities to investigate the problem both as a big picture and small details and the
students were encouraged to investigate a variety of causes and root reasons rather than
being stuck with one issue with particularly narrow perspective, which often happens to
the students.
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Figure 9: Fish-bone diagram
Source: student’s work

Once the students define the problem to solve, they begin to construct the fish-bone
diagram. The current issue is placed where a head of fish is. End of each bone is
functioned as holding the broader reasons in each category labeling as “cause.” The
students investigate the causes deeper and further in order to find out root reasons under
the “cause.” Figure 9 is a student example on the fish-bone diagram.
There is another process in conjunction with fish-bone diagram, Figure 10 is a student
example performing RexSy matrix. After identifying the root reasons in the current issue,
the students select 10 root reasons and construct a matrix to examine different solutions
and approaches. Principle of the matrix is to incorporate emotion and interaction into the
root reason and to derive synergy when two elements, emotion and interaction react
together based on the root reason. Synergy can be a variety of different form, which
could be a certain product, improvement, phenomenon and reaction. This methodology
encourages students to examine broad possibilities and reinforce to observe and review
the relationship between the product and the user. Emotions have been an indispensable
component for developing not only the products also service design and have been a
fundamental and foremost channel to communicate to the users. Because the user has
established relationship, the product has significantly more chance to last longer than the
product without emotional bonding. That is why students need to be exposed emotional
aspect and explore how to find the vital information from emotions in everyday life.
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Figure 10: RexSy(Reason: Emotion + Interaction = Synergy)
Source: student’s work

Emotions are complex, speculative and ambiguous. Because of fact that emotions are
intangible, designers depend solely on their direct experiences and indirect experience
from the users. The designer and researchers make tremendous efforts to prioritize the
emotions; what emotions have to be approached first? Many think that emotions are
incomputable. However, it can be prioritized based on the weight of importance. This is
where priority theory, Analytic Hierarchy Process by Thomas L Saaty, needs to be
applied to find out which emotions consider first or place higher priority. It is a frame work
of logic and problem-solving that spans the spectrum from instant awareness to fully
integrated consciousness by organizing perceptions, feelings, judgments and memories
into a hierarchy of forces that influence decision results.(Saaty, T 2000) Saaty developed
AHP based on the decision process that he defined.
(1) Structure a problem as a hierarchy or as a system dependence loop.
(2) Elicit judgments that reflect ideas, feeling or emotions.
(3) Represent those judgments with meaningful numbers.
(4) Use these numbers to calculate the priorities of the elements of the
hierarchy.
(5) Synthesize these results to determine as overall outcome.
(6) Analyze the sensitivity to change in judgment.
What AHP makes unique and substantially valuable is to be able to represent the priority
of problem numerically. It enables the designers or students to rationally approach and
prioritize the problem. AHP uses relationship between two subjects that share a common
foundation in the hierarchy and, typically, utilize two questions, “which one is more
valuable against the other criterion” and “how important is it?” Answers can be arranged a
1~ 9 scales, where 1 being is equal important and 9 being is extremely important. Figure
11-1 shows how rating in pair comparison works.
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Figure 11-1: AHP
Source: student’s work

These two comparison questions can be expressed by a simple matrix. If the judgment
value is on the left side of 1, we put the actual judgment value. If the judgment value is on
the right side of 1, we put the reciprocal value. To fill the lower triangular matrix, we use
the reciprocal values of the upper diagonal. In below figure 11-2 shows how the matrix
can be constructed.

Figure 11-2: AHP
Source: student’s work

So, matrix for the top reasons can be expressed by matrix A in figure 11-3. Rests of
steps – figure 11-4, 11-5 and 11-6 -- are to follow the procedure by Thomas Saaty. The
first step is that each column of the matrix is needed to add. The matrix A is divided by
sum of its column and the each row is needed to add, then, the matrix is multiple by 1/n
where “n” is number is criteria.

Figure 11-3: AHP
Source: student’s work
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Figure 11-4: AHP
Source: student’s work

Figure 11-5: AHP
Source: student’s work

Figure 11-5: AHP
Source: student’s work

The priority vector shows relative weights among the things that we compare. In this
case, we know more than their ranking. In fact, the relative weight is a ratio scale that we
can divide among them. According to the student’s example, “Does Not Fit Whole Bag” is
the most critical problem and highest problem to solve. “Hard to Scoop and Transfer” is
the next priority and “Take Too Much Counter Space” is the last priority. In other words,
“Does Not Fit Whole Bag” is seven times more important than “Take Too Much Space”
and “Hard to Scoop and Transfer” is four times more important than “Take Too Much
Space.” There are two different characteristics in data, hard data and soft data. Hard data
is typically related with dimension, scale, and environment and is needed to apply for
execution. One of the greatest values of soft measurement with a relative scale is to
order elements in a set according to priority in order to make a decision, design a plan,
allocate one or several resources in proportion to priorities or to resolve a conflict among
the elements.(Smith, G 2001) Because of fact that AHP doesn’t deal with hard data and
relies on people’s emotions in a pair comparison one question may be raised, “Is this
rational?” Lehrer said on his book, “While automatic emotions focus on the most
immediate variables, the rational brain is able to expand the list of possibilities. The
advantage of the emotional brain is that by allowing emotions to do the thinking for you at
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first, you basically buy the time that you need to think about the situation and do the most
reasonable thing.”(Lehrer, J. 2009)
The last tool for the emotion equalization is to construct a matrix based on the proposed
functions conveying additional reaction and responses and is called Functional Matrix
(FX) in figure 12. The purpose of having FX is to encourage the designers deliberate
among the features and investigate other phenomena that could occur from the features.
Therefore, the designers avoid just adding features in the product, but the designers have
an opportunity to see all the consequences with bigger scopes.

Figure 12: Functional Matrix (FX)
Source: student’s work

Also, this matrix helps designers to think about the feature they want to incorporate to
with a rational approach. When the author asked a student why he/she would like to add
a feature in the product, the most common answers were that “I think it is cool to have
one”, which often didn’t make sense at all. The students had the tendency to be more
analytical and logical with FX. Some research indicates that how consumers view the
fairness of the exchange over time affects current and future usage behavior.( Black, R,
Miniard, P, Engle, J 2001) Although it is impossible for designers to predict what the
consumers would react and response on the product the designers can frame functions
with consequences and promote emotions that the users would have. It is necessary for
students to investigate three stages, reasons to purchasing the product; “avoid”, the
moment the customers use the products; “Do/Action”, and feeling after finishing operation
of the product by the customers; “Emotion”. When the customers have a positive
impression with these three stages there is a decent chance that the future usage
behavior of the customers will be positive. This is simple and effect tool to teach students
how to establish the relationship between the users and products for improving the
overall experience. Emotion is a powerful tool and plays a major role for decision making
process. There was one case study and conclude that:
… is the fact that jam preferences result mainly from emotional responses, not
logical analysis. Emotional responses tend to happen automatically and rapidly,
in contrast to the slower, deliberative processing underlying analytic reasoning. A
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decision about how something tastes is a visceral judgment that can’t be
improved by cogitating about it. Thinking about it only generates irrelevant
information that essentially jams up our intuitive, emotional reaction. (Chabris, C.
and Simons, D., 2010)
Because emotions are crucial components for decision making, it is not an option to
bypass relevance of emotion to design process.

Conclusion
There are 3 elements that help to execute and accomplish the emotional sustainability;
1. 'Security Blanket Theory': Providing psychological comfort to the users and the
product lasts longer by adding feeling or emotions as design elements obtained
from the users.
2. Metaphors reveal the vital cues for what the customers genuinely want and
mean.
3. 'Emotion Equalization' is required in the design process in order to make the
product last long.
Architect, Louis Sullivan stated his philosophy as “form follows function” and it has been
one of the major principle in design industries too. Because technologies have
dramatically been advanced, Sullivan’s philosophy is no longer valid and Rawsthorn
(2009) titles her article on The New York Times as “The Demise of ‘Form Follows
Function’.” Rawsthorn made the same argument that advanced technologies are no
longer constrained to certain shapes. Advanced technologies have been blamed for
absent of feeling in our society. It is time to shift design paradigm to “form follows feeling.”
When the designers know more about emotions they can design the products last longer
and help people to make the better decision. Renvoise and Morin (2007) stated that: “if
your customer cannot easily remember your message, how can you expect them to
choose your product? That is why ignoring your audience’s emotions is not an option.”
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Designing relations in the studio: Ambiguity
and uncertainty in one to one exchanges
Alison SHREEVE and Ray BATCHELOR
Bucks New University

Abstract
At the heart of learning and teaching in studio based design subjects lies the engagement
by students and tutors in activities which are based on practical work simulating design
professionals’ work. We report here on a research project which explored the student/tutor
relationship in design pedagogies across a range of academic levels and subjects in one
institution. Although a small sample of interviews was obtained, 7 students and 7
academics, the data is a rich account of relationships which support or restrict student
learning. We consider that the relationships, which are mutable, often ambiguous and
uncertain in character, are part of enacted roles structured by the university, the design
practice and individual dispositions. These are further complicated by socio-cultural,
political and spatial factors. In the most positive learning engagements students and tutors
are working towards a two-way exchange on an equal level, which enables students to
achieve their best and to become independent practitioners in their own right.
Keywords: student tutor relations, engagement, design pedagogies
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Introduction
Traditionally art and design teaching is predicated on learning through doing, usually
through a project brief designed to simulate a professional situation. Students, it could be
argued, are neophyte designers engaged in a process of becoming part of the community
of practice (Wenger 1998) of design. They learn the appropriate behaviors and responses
to certain situations which require them to take risks, to develop their own individual,
creative responses and to become independent learners. Throughout this process they
are supported by the learning activities designed by academics, loosely based on the
design studio, identified by Schön (1985) as a cultural milieu in which certain kinds of
design activities take place. However, there are distinctly different studio practices
according to historical precedence and disciplinary traditions. Within the university, de la
Harpe and Peterson (2008) identify predominant teaching methods in the studio as casebased instruction, problem-based learning and practices including critique,
experimentation and making.
Throughout these activities the tutor is engaged in dialogue with students, either in small
groups or in individual discussion. These dialogues are therefore one of the primary
modes of instruction. This dialogic approach is a key signature pedagogy (Sims and
Shreeve 2012) and studio teaching has been described as a pedagogy of ambiguity
(Austerlitz et al 2008) because practices, tacit knowledge, aesthetic decisions and
material products are difficult to articulate and individual student directions create
uncertainty for the tutor. The expectations of students may also differ because of their
previous educational experiences (Prosser and Trigwell 1999). The dialogue in the studio
is characterized by Shreeve et al (2010) as ‘a kind of exchange’ in which students and
tutors engage in order to develop knowledge. It was through reflection on such
exchanges and the reported challenges of student and tutor interactions that the research
project we report on was conceived. Given that studio based teaching activities are still
prevalent in many design disciplines in higher education we asked: How are positive
relations for learning constructed in the studio? What conditions might lead to less
productive learning and teaching relations and how might we circumvent them?

Methodology
The research was conducted within the School of Design, Craft and Visual Arts at
Buckinghamshire New University and encompassed practice based disciplines across the
school. We adopted an appreciative enquiry approach (Cousin 2009) asking students and
tutors to describe learning situations which were successful. Inevitably this also raised
examples of those which were less successful. This was a second order, qualitative
approach based on the subjective experience of both students and tutors and therefore
had some limitations, as we were not observing examples in situ. However, the
advantage was the individual recreation of understanding and emotional experience
through the interview process, providing insights which an observation could not do. We
recognize that this limits our research, and a combination of approaches may have been
better (for example, Mann 2003). In order to reduce what we suspected might be issues
of power within the research context we recruited student interviewers to allow students
to talk freely about their experience. Pilot interviews were conducted using semistructured interviews in order to start with common parameters from which individual
experiences could be further explored. A total of 7 student interviews were audio
recorded and transcribed verbatim, with student identity anonymized. Following advice
from the University ethics committee the interviews with tutors were conducted by the
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learning and teaching coordinator for the school (Ray Batchelor) rather than the Head of
School, due to similar kinds of power issues. Ten tutors volunteered and seven were
interviewed. All participants were fully informed and gave consent to participate in the
project and were able to withdraw at any time. We sought examples of students and
tutors from a range of years, levels and discipline groups and did not seek to identify or
match specific students with tutors.
Analysis of the data was carried out initially by each researcher, identifying significant
statements relating to student/tutor relationships in learning. This could be loosely
described as a grounded approach in which we were not applying theory, rather creating
categories from our interpretation of the data. These we tabulated through excel
spreadsheets identifying where there were commonly occurring issues in student and
tutor accounts and where there appeared to be no common issues. These categories
were grouped into three overlapping spheres of activity which we later labeled as
identities associated with roles structured by the university, disciplinary practice or
individual dispositions.

Outcomes
In this paper we report on situations where dialogic exchange is hedged about with
ambiguities. These are related to enacting identities of ‘professionalism’,
mother/father/child/adult/family relations; friend/guide/enabler; dependent/independent/;
expert/novice relations, whilst recognizing that there is also fluidity in the relationship,
these are not static positions for student or tutor.
Whilst we were expecting to find some challenging outcomes from the research we were
surprised by the breadth of learning activities described as positive by the tutors. The
project was primarily concerned with learning in the studio environment, with its emphasis
on the almost sacred belief in the one to one relationship between student and tutor in art
and design. Tutors in particular recognized many forms of excellent learning experiences,
including visits and summer schools in international venues, student-led learning, studio
interactions with no tutor present or group learning activities in which tutors learned too.
However, although there were different opinions of optimal learning situations, one tutor
described the importance of relationships which the one to one tutorial epitomized, by
using a tailoring metaphor:
One to one tutorial is fundamental, tailor made – you need the body to cut it so it
fits, therefore you need a one to one tutorial. (Male tutor 1)
The data suggests that relationships are incredibly nuanced, complex and fluid. Tutors
described many different aspects of their roles and relations with students and many of
these relied on interpreting or understanding what might be appropriate with each
individual on a particular occasion. This required negotiation on the part of the tutor and a
sensitivity and awareness towards individuals. It is not surprising perhaps that ambiguity
exists within the myriad relationships in the studio. One tutor described that she tried to
empathize with her students and felt that this was very important.
It’s not just being a woman when I think about it, it’s about having empathy,
seeing things from their view, which I do try to do all the time. (Female tutor 1)
This is a challenge which requires tutors to build up knowledge of each student and
envisage how they think and feel which in the current climate of reduced contact hours
and large cohorts is increasingly difficult. Some of the tutors interviewed stressed that the
relationship they build with a group of students is quite personal and this may be more
important in the first year when students are new, need to quickly gain confidence and
learn to relate to tutors differently to their previous academic situation.
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It’s very close – don’t get me wrong – I keep a distance, so it’s a warm
relationship, but for example, I won’t engage in Face book... (Female tutor 2)
This description intimates that there are boundaries in the relationship, which are not
obvious. She describes an incident when a student abbreviated her name, which she
found unacceptable and asked them to use her full given name. In the UK it is normal for
students to call tutors by their first names, unlike cultural norms in other educational
situations. Face book was not deemed appropriate for the tutor, any contact by social
media sites being undertaken on her behalf by a student.
There were other examples of tutors describing the distance or professionalism which
they sought to achieve. One tutor (Female 3) talked about being ‘wary’ of becoming too
involved (‘we’re not a family’) and spoke of a previous poor relationship in which she had
inadvertently made a student cry because she was frank about the students’ work in a
critique. The students’ parents had subsequently challenged her and accused her of
publicly shaming their daughter (‘a terrible experience’) which had a lasting impact on the
tutor and shaped her preferred way of working, which was to engage in more group
sessions. ‘You have to be very careful of what you say to students’ she stated and
stressed that the group sessions took the focus off the tutor and led to a more ‘enabling’
position rather than a didactic one.

Professionalism
The notion of professional was also raised in terms of the facade presented to students:
It’s important that they see ducks! Smooth on the surface, paddling furiously
underneath! We had to be professional, students need to know that we’re coping,
professional; they need to have confidence in us. (Female tutor 4)
Such notions of professionalism suggest that there is a point at which emotional
exchanges are unhelpful, yet being emotionally aware is also required and the fluidity of
response is suggested when the same tutor explains that you have to have room for
compassion, humor, ‘space for a kick up the backside every now and then’, suggesting
that a professional distance can be achieved which enables you to state poor
performance and for students to accept it. This tutor also stated quite clearly that she was
‘not a parent’ and would be giving a personal but objective view in order to help students
when they required pastoral advice.

Mother/father/child/adult
Where one tutor sees that they are ‘not a parent’, there are many references to parental
roles in the interviews and these are finely nuanced. One tutor, having experienced a
colleague overstep the dividing line between a father figure and being patronizing,
developing dependency in the students, emphatically stated, ‘I don’t think that works – I
think we have to treat them like adults from day one (...) I don’t think it’s healthy.’ Yet, at
the same time he recognizes different stages in the students’ learning journey may
require different kinds of relationship:
We had some tutors in the past who saw their level 4 tutor almost like a relative,
almost like a member of the family, to help guide. And level 6 there’s more
distance, not on a human level, but maybe it’s an emotional level. It’s less a
member of the family, more like I’m learning from him. It’s a much more
emotional bond when they come here as a level 4 student. (Male tutor 1)
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A similar line between emotional engagement and professional distance is described by
another tutor describing listening to student concerns. We would describe this role not as
patronizing or controlling, but more the role of a father confessor, to hear and absolve
student worries.
Once they get to know you and you have their confidence they are quite
prepared to lean on your shoulder, you know the reason I haven’t been on top
form is my father has cancer and such, and all these problems start to unravel
and I just ask if it is all under control or do we need to go to Student Services,
and so on. With the more mature student everything is under control but they
seem relieved they’ve told you and its all part of that relationship that you’ve built
up. (Male tutor 2)
This role is explored further and the tutor’s intention is clearly to ensure that personal
worries are relieved as far as possible in order for the student to learn. There is no
suggestion of patronizing or directing, or putting the student into the relative position of
child within this relationship.
I think if the student isn’t performing if the student has got worries, doesn’t matter
if they are personal financial or whatever, they are not performing, they’re not
learning and it doesn’t matter how good a teacher or what sort of environment
you are in, if they are not relaxed happy they are not learning so therefore its
important if there is a problem to identify it and see what we can do. … so it is a
question of helping them deal with personal circumstances and if they’re happy
they will learn. (Male tutor 2)
A female tutor describes students who call her ‘mum’ which she says she doesn’t mind
on the odd occasion, ascribing this to students seeing her as a generation away,
therefore like their own mothers. This begs the question about students who may wish to
see the tutor as being in loco parentis, which is at odds with tutors’ professional identity
as an academic and practitioner. If students perceive the student/tutor relationship as one
in which they are instructed or treated like a child this is counter to the intention to create
independent practitioners. Likewise, students behaving in irresponsible ways are a
challenge for tutors:
There were two girls who failed because they didn’t turn up (...) they started
coming in towards the end of the third year. (...) It’s a difficult situation because
we spoke to our tutor about it as we felt it was unfair that they were getting help
at one point, but he was like, I can’t treat them any differently because they’re not
turning up, but I can’t treat them like children because they are at university and
it’s their choice, it’s not the same discipline as school, can’t give them a detention
because they didn’t turn up to a tutorial. (Student 1)
The enactment of ‘child’ by the student in the teaching relationship triggers a potential
reaction to act as ‘father’, which in the above case is avoided. The notion of being part of
a family on a course is however identified in a positive way by one student:
It made me feel like part of a very dysfunctional family, but basically a family.
Why dysfunctional?
There are a lot of positives but it is a working environment, people get stressed,
annoyed, their work isn’t going right and there’s a lot of noise and they’ll get
annoyed and everyone can’t always get along, but that’s a family for you, a
distant family because not everyone gets along and holds hands and chatting,
but overall it’s a very respectful environment. (Student 2)
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Respect was a word used by students and tutors about the relationship they have and
should have. Tutors respected students as individuals and students respected tutors for
their professional expertise:
I think there’s a lot of respect because they do their own work on the side, one of
our tutors is well known in his own right, there is a lot of respect, and if he helps
you in your work, its Wow! I’ve spent an hour doing this and he can do it in five
minutes. (Student 1)
However, it was also possible for students to experience their learning relationships as
being less positive:
He is a brilliant man in terms of intellect, he is brilliant but the way he teaches you
can be demeaning. (...) it made me feel very bad about myself and I didn’t meet
his expectations and it made me feel guilty. (Student 2)
The need for mutual respect was raised by several tutors and emphasized by a student
who stated in no uncertain terms that they were not children, though felt sometimes as if
they were treated in that way:
I think they have to know that respect does go both ways, we respect them
because they are tutors, but a lot of tutors have a superiority complex, I’m a tutor
and you’re a student therefore you’re a child, I’m big, you’re small kind of thing.
We are all adults and we are paying to be here. (Student 2)
The emphasis on fees and payment is an additional factor that can potentially structure a
learning relationship into one of demand and deliver, rather than one in which mutual
respect is fostered and tutors are seen as guides or enablers.

Friend/guide/enabler
A further complexity in studio based learning relations is the notion of friendliness or
friendship. Most tutors stated that they were not friends with students, but a student
identified that inevitably, because of the close proximity they develop a friendly approach.
I think you are more friendly towards the tutors in the workshop because you
spend more time with them and you end up having a general chat and they will
join in with conversations about things mentioned on the radio, they will join in
with that and then they feel like a friend and then they teach you and you forget
they are a teacher. (Student 1)
However, such friendly relations are also subject to overstepping the line; there are times
when a tutor might be too friendly in the students’ eyes.
You can have workplace banter, but he goes more to the extreme friends banter
when you’re not! Sometimes he can be inappropriate. (Student 2)
The professional distance tutoring required was in part determined by the functions of
assessment and critique. One student stated that
you want a good balance and good criticism and all that, so it’s not like being a
friend, but it is in a way, but there is always that little bit of distance because they
are there to assess you and give you constructive criticism, but I feel that I have a
good relationship with them all. (Student 3)
The difficulty of drawing a precise line between friendliness, friendship and
professionalism is clearly indicated by this students’ immediate refutation of ‘it’s not like
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being a friend’, by saying, ‘but it is in a way’. Such ambiguity appears to charge most
aspects of relationships for learning in the studio environment.

Dependent/independent
The underlying issue appears to be maintaining the appropriate professional distance,
working on an adult to adult level as described by Berne (1961) in transactional analysis,
but also being sensitive and aware of individual difference in order to support learning
(see Gravelle 2009 for a personal account in a similar context). Tutors are determined
that students should become independent thinkers and actors:
They have to determine what they want from the course (...) I’m not in the office
to be called in at any point. (0.5 FTE Female tutor 4).
Too close or too emotional a relationship has been identified as leading to dependency
and for mature students, being patronized. If a relationship is ‘too intense, too personal’ it
creates a relationship which is ‘not healthy’. A student (#2) described their development
in the studio, ‘There are so many different things you can do and it is like your own
journey with a safety net around you’. If this perception is mutual there is more likelihood
of positive relationships for learning, but it is possible for some students to want
instruction rather than a safety net.
Possibly the ideal relationship between students and tutors was described by one
student as being a two-way thing based on respect. The notion of having to grow into it
also suggests that the student, in this case a young person, is also growing up into a
professional working relationship.
I think my tutors have got it right. They know what they’re doing; they’ve done it
for a while. They are experienced and talk to you like adults and will debate with
you but it’s also like with a learning curve you can talk to your tutors and can
have a debate as long as it’s in a polite manner and you’re not being rude or
anything, it is that sort of growing up that you personally have to do in order to
understand your tutors properly so it’s definitely a two way thing, you have to do
some growing up before you can understand them but I think they have got it
right and talk to you in the way you expect to be talked to and they talk to you
with respect. You do develop a relationship with your tutors but it’s a healthy
working relationship. They don’t become scary, they come like work colleagues
in a way, they’re someone you can ask questions with and someone you work
with because you are both working to the same thing, they are working to you
coming out with the best degree you can. Interesting.
Your tutors are there to help you grow and will teach you a lot if you let them and
work with them. (Student 8)
In this case the student identifies that the tutors’ role is to help them to get the best
degree they can. In an ideal world, this would perhaps represent what many design tutors
want. Underlying this relationship is the sense of working together to grow a designer, an
approach to learning that is best described as ontological (dall’Alba & Barnycle 2007),
where the emphasis is on development, and not the filling of an empty vessel suggested
by an overemphasis on curriculum content. However, tutors identified a temptation for
some students to please the tutor, rather than to grow and develop their own personal
approach to being a designer, ‘some think you’re setting down rules in order to please
you’ (Female tutor 3). The ideal relationship, seen as a dialogue between practitioners,
with ‘something in common’ (Male tutor 1) is what most tutors wanted. They also
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recognized that there were dangers in students wanting the relationship to be more than
this, or in wanting to have instruction, which most tutors saw as diminishing the autonomy
and independence of the student.

Expert/novice
Whilst tutors frequently mentioned that their intentions were for equal relations, students
talked about lack of confidence, understanding things in a different way to the explanation
offered by the tutor, feeling ‘terrified’ or shamed or demeaned. Some of these emotional
states may have been induced by the tutor’s manner and may have been inadvertent, but
they are also compounded by the students’ need to learn and therefore often being in a
more vulnerable position in an unavoidably unequal relationship. This could be mitigated
by the empathy of the tutor, ‘putting yourself back’ (Male tutor 2) into the students’
position as learner and remembering how it felt. Tutors too have feelings and fragilities
which is why it was important for the ‘leveling experience’ and the ‘two-way thing’ to be
developed between student and tutor. Tutors frequently felt a need to maintain their
expertise, credibility and status, to be current designers, makers or artists, in order to gain
respect from their students and to maintain self-belief too. Expert and novice positions
are also fluid and relational, potentially contributing to ambiguity and uncertainty.

Fluidity in relations:
Learning activities may take place in a variety of places and situations, in industry
settings, studios or live events off campus. These different locations and projects may
require a different relationship between student and tutor. Here a tutor describes a
practical project undertaken in situ:
You cease to become the father figure to become the leader so when you arrive
on site they are looking to you, we are here, now what? So you need to get them
into the actual project, your role is this, there’s the object, you know what to do
we’ve discussed this, have a look at it and we’ll come back in 5 minutes to
discuss what you are going to do. Again then they are looking to you for
leadership and confirmation of what they propose to do is the right thing to do,
safe for the object that they are in the right place, they have the right materials.
(Male tutor 2)
Being off campus and perhaps in a professional environment is not the only situation
where a relationship may need to change. Several tutors spoke about a kind of social
engineering, where they structured groups to ensure more social cohesion within the
cohort. This might mean tackling certain kinds of behavior, described as ‘bringing them
back into the fold’ so that the student is stretched, challenged and contributing to the
group. But social engineering also suggests that tutors are exercising power and control
in relationships, although in this case with benign intentions. A female tutor describes this
as being a conductor in an orchestra:
That’s where it’s a bit like being a conductor, you know you’re having to play
them all differently and they’re all very delicate instruments and you have to know
them all really well.’ (Female tutor 2)
Whether the tutor reads each ‘instrument’ correctly or not may affect the perception and
the response from the student.
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Discussion
Within learning and teaching relationships there are influences which impact how
individuals respond to each other. These we identified as roles within identities structured
by the University, design practices and individual’s dispositions. Within these there were
also other layers and influences, such as the physical space or location of learning, for
example the layout of the room, previously identified as influencing learning and teaching
behaviors (Smith-Taylor, 2009) and the specific pedagogic situation, such as the critique,
which can structure relations to disadvantage the student as they place power with the
tutor (Percy 2004).
Assessment appears to be the most influential factor structuring relations (see Webster’s
2006 account of the architectural ‘jury’). One tutor in our study said, ‘It’s never about the
mark, it’s the learning experience’, but for the student who may see the ‘mark’ as a
symbol of their achievement it is a challenging position with an inherent power imbalance
resting with the tutor. The university context is helping to structure the kinds of
relationship that takes place in the studio and workshop.
Similarly study trips or field trips to museums and industry could influence the way in
which student and tutors’ relationships were altered. In a study trip, through prolonged
interaction in a more informal environment tutors felt that they could be more relaxed as
they were seen on a ‘human level’ (Male tutor 1), perhaps enjoying themselves, but still
being professional. Or in the case cited earlier, the tutor had a leadership role in order to
ensure that students could perform to professional standards when working on live
projects outside the university. Thus the physical and tacit rules of engagement in
different working spheres helped to construct different relations between students and
tutors. This indicates empirically the kinds of socio-cultural impacts on academic
engagement proposed by Ashwin and McLean (2005). Their model implies that for each
individual engaged in a specific teaching and learning interaction there are a range of
concentric influences on the engagement, from biographical context, to immediate social
and course contexts, to institutional and disciplinary contexts and wider social, political
and economic contexts.
The importance of student engagement has been emphasized in the literature,
particularly from the US where Tinto’s studies of student retention highlight the need for
students to be involved in their studies (2002, 2006). The role of the individual tutor in
shaping the conditions required to maintain student engagement has also been identified
by Umbach & Wawrzynski (2005) where active learning techniques, academic challenge
for students and enriched educational experiences are important factors within the control
of the academic. Art and design disciplines are more likely than others in Higher
Education to view engagement as co-participation in learning (Little et al 2009). However,
the detailed experiences reported here suggest that engagement is quite a fragile
balance in relations between students and tutors in studio based learning environments.
There appears to be an ideal, a leveling in relations where students and tutors work
towards new independent practitioners. This balance consists of a two-way engagement
which is subject to fluctuations forced by an imbalance in power or an ambiguity in the
roles structured by the university, discipline expertise and individual dispositions. Wider
social and political changes, such as fee structures also impact these three spheres of
engagement, affecting how roles are perceived and therefore how relationships are
enacted.
This research has been supported by a small grant from the UK’s Art, Design and Media
Subject Centre of the Higher Education Academy.
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Abstract
Design is a social phenomenon and researchers suggest that social interaction,
negotiations and communications between designers is essential to initiate creativity. In the
design studio’s environment, a number of factors would affect the healthy social interaction
and design negotiations between students and tutors and with their colleagues. This would
–in turn- affect the design outcome. Design studios’ students from the third to fifth year at
the College of Architecture, UoD were surveyed to find out how far the personal qualities
of the tutor and student, and frequency of communications would impact the production of
innovative design projects. The results show the significance of utilizing communications
and innovative design precedents, and establishing shared grounds in developing creative
knowledge and production of innovative design outcome. However, to do so, the researcher
recommends that certain measures should be considered. These would include shifting the
focus of Architectural design pedagogy from the production of solution-based to
innovative-based design project, transforming the design studio into interactive and
friendly learning environment, and the development of interactive and communications
skills of students and tutors.
Keywords: creativity, innovative projects, design negotiations, creative environment
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Introduction
Architecture studio’s education involves a number of varied activities. Before the project
begins, the tutor'(s) may establish the goals, expectations, general procedure, and
assessment criteria he/ she will employ for the project. During each semester, tutors meet
students either individually or in groups for design related discussions and clarifications.
The design studio should not be considered as safe haven - as one would imagine- as
conflicts regarding design ideas are very likely to take place between students and tutors
and between tutors themselves. This research is driven by growing complains of the
design studios’ tutors and the discussions of the board of department of Architecture,
College of Architecture, UoD about the low design abilities of students. Tutors from all
academic levels repeatedly claim that students produce design projects but very few of
them can actually produce innovative projects (the author 2009, personal contact 2009).
Previous research points out possible causes that influence the education outcome. It
indicates that in many instances, the teacher serves as the “fount of knowledge” and the
students are the empty, open containers anxiously awaiting knowledge to be poured in.
Conversely, teachers may tend to be autocratic, repressive, and do little to encourage
individuality creativity and many classrooms lack democracy, and students fear their
teachers (Davis, Kogan& Soliman 1999). On the other hand, interactive and creative
skills play an essential role in initiating/ fostering creativity (Casakin 2007, Johannessen
et al 2011), thus, the absence or the shortage of these skills would diminish creativity.
A number of approaches have been suggested to improve the design studio’s teaching.
Edmonds et al (1999), Fischer (2003), Mamykina (2002) and Shneiderman (2000) have
put emphasis on collaboration and the social interaction/ dialogue to initiate creativity.
Paker (2007) suggests that the role of the studio tutor is to create an organizational style
in studio education and this would help in developing creative strategies in the design
studio. This encourages educators to spark creative ideas, encourage follow-up of
creative ideas, and evaluate and reward creative ideas (Sternberg& Lubart 1991).
Parkinson& Robertson (1999) suggest the Olympic Model that constitutes of personal
and environmental components and this model can be used in establishing effective
communications and development of creative individuals. The next chapter discusses in
detail the potential factors that would affect the creativity in design studios.

Creativity and the design studio
Creativity and Creative design projects’ definition
Creativity term is used to reflect a psychological view of creativity on a personal level in
contrast to innovation as used in the world of business on an organizational level
(Sternberg and Lubart 1999). Innovation traditionally focused on products and processes.
Hargreaves (2000) suggests that ‘you can have creativity without innovation, but you
cannot have innovation without creativity’. Warr (2007) examines the work of a number of
researchers such as Ford & Harris (1992), Starko (1995), Eisenberger & Cameron (1998)
and Sternberg 2001), and points out that there was no definite consensus regarding how
creativity is defined. He finds out that the creative process looks different to different
researchers
see also Wallas 1926, Osborn, 1963, MacKinnon 1978, Isaksen&
Treffinger 1985). There is general agreement among researchers that the act of creation
does not occur as a fixed point in time, but that it is manifested as a process that extends
through time, varying in duration (Ford& Harris 1992). Rogers (1995) defines an
innovation as “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or
other unit of adoption”. Diffusion is “the process by which an innovation is communicated
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through certain channels over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers
1995).
Mumford (2003) defines creativity as the production of novel, useful products. In the fields
of art and literature, originality is considered to be a sufficient condition for creativity,
unlike other fields where both originality and appropriateness are necessary (Amabile,
1998, Sullivan and Harper 2009). So is it possible to define creative architectural projects
as these which are novel, useful and original architectural projects. Such definition may
look too general. Within the design studio context, the definition of creative architectural
projects would be constrained/ featured by the goals/ objectives and prospected
outcomes of the design studio course. Gero &Maher (1993) argue that ground breaking
designs are those which possess innovative and creative qualities; and provide solutions
that were previously unknown (innovative design) or subsequently produces entirely new
products (creative design). To find out the features of creative design within the design
studio context, a small survey was undertaken by the present researcher in 2009 on the
design studio tutors and students, UoD to find out the importance of a number of design
features in considering an architectural project as innovative. The survey shows the
important aspects - arranged from more to less important, are as the following:
• a creative functional solution
• a solution that is in a harmony with the climate and Environment
• a design solution that effectively address building users’ needs
• a successful response to the site parameters
• aesthetic treatment of Plans, elevations and form
• a design solution that consider other design aspects such as user safety and security
• the integration and harmony level between the 3D components of the form
• a unique structural solution; and
• a design solution that has a high economic value
The tutors however, have set more emphasis on all design aspects than students and the
difference in the importance weight between students and tutors is not always the same.
This may cause possible conflict between students and tutors as each party has his
views regarding the creativity weight of each design aspect. However, different outcome
would be resulted if the same survey is done in other colleges of Architecture around the
world. So what is considered as the most creative design aspect here, would be/ not be
considered of the same creativity weight elsewhere.

Potential hindrances to Creativity
The design process and communications
The development of architectural project from the initial concept to the end product is an
interactive social and psychological process. Through this process, the designer
negotiates various solutions of the design problem with oneself and communicates ideas
with colleagues and tutors. Gennari and Reddy (2000) describe the design process as,
‘human activity, involving communication and creative thought among a group of
participants’. The design process consists of a number of stages and these are
suggested as: analysis, synthesis, appraisal and evaluation (Markus 1969 a& b, Maver
1970& Lawson 2006). These stages are linked with forward and backward loops. Lawson
(2006) points out that the design process is a simultaneous learning about the nature of
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the problem and the range of the possible solutions. The designer repeatedly evaluates
and alters the design scheme and would return back to the previous or to the start stage
to find/ test a solution for the whole or a part of the design scheme.
Lawson (2003) argues that experienced designers see some kind of underlying pattern or
theme and made connections in a design situation (between design aspects) and also
make a connection with some precedent in the episodic memory more than
inexperienced designers. Expert designers acquire knowledge about solutions rather than
necessarily about problems (Lawson 2003). This design approach style would initiate
creativity as: “it is probably commonly accepted in design that creativity involves making
use of solution ideas from apparently superficially different situations” (the same source).
Casakin (2007) argues that designers should explore unfamiliar and unconventional
design solutions. They need however creative skills that enable them to transcend
conventional knowledge domain (s) so as to investigate new ideas and concepts which
may lead to innovative solutions. It enables the designer to perceive a problem from
unorthodox and innovative perspectives (Casakin 2007). When conventions are
challenged, design moves from routine solutions towards innovative, non-routine
solutions. Though design activities encapsulate the spectrum from routine to non-routine
design, the ground breaking designs are those which possess innovative and creative
qualities; that is, design that changes the design variables in such a way that the results
are solutions that were previously unknown (innovative design) or design that introduces
new variables and that subsequently produces entirely new products (creative design)
(Gero& Maher 1993).

The creative design abilities and knowledge
Innovation and creativity in design is often perceived as the ability to synthesis and
communicate ideas through a visual medium -in which case the learned skills of
manipulating different visual media - and the facility and confidence that comes with the
acquisition of such skills may be of most significance (Parkinson& Robertson 1999).
Another perspective on innovation and creativity is that it is the designer’s facility in
reading and analysing the design context and solving problems through thinking laterally
and making connections - in which case it may be experiential learning environment that
is the most forceful factor in development (the same source). The development of
creative abilities would be through investigative work and inventiveness (Lindström 2006).
In the educational context, investigative work refers to the use of assignments that allow
students to explore central themes in the domain over extended periods of time.
Inventiveness, on the other hand, concerns the need to emphasise process as well as
product, and to provide opportunities for research, experimentation and revision. Thus the
teacher, as Lindström (2006) argues, must be sensitive to students
‟ signals of creative
behaviour, such as being adventurous and willing to take risk.

The design studio’s environment
Within the professional context, it is suggested that the cultural communication secures
the exchange of experiences, the learning outcome and the innovation in the project and
this is a function which is strongly de-emphasized in project contexts, both in the literature
and in practice (see Ekstedt, Lundin, Søderholm and Wirdenius 1999). Social
communication is meant to balance stability and change in order to promote dynamism,
creativity and innovation (Johannessen et al 2011). Knowledge development in itself is
crucial for innovation (Hamel 2006). Creative environments are generally described as
organizations that enable the production of knowledge, facilitate learning from experience
and from one other; thus provide knowledge sharing (Parkinson & Robertson 1999).
Ekvall (1991) suggests that broad requirements for a creative climate include:
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open, participative culture (rather than suspicious, closed)



having an idea-handling system



whole workforce involved in idea generation



whole organizational Endeavour (through pockets of innovation can emerge and
survive)



experiment- encouragement



forgiving culture, patience with failure, trust



conflict-handling through debate and insight rather than warfare



networking and sharing systems



system of incentives



multidisciplinary working



research and development investment; and



some champions (for any change but particularly for newer ideas)

In her model, Amabile (1998) has identified five environmental components that affect
creativity:


encouragement of creativity: which encompasses open information flow and
support for new ideas at all levels of the organization, from top management,
through immediate supervisors, to work groups;



autonomy or freedom: autonomy in the day-to-day conduct of work; a sense of
individual ownership of and control over work;



resources: the materials, information, and general resources available for work;



Pressures: including both positive challenge and negative workload pressure;
and



organizational impediments to creativity (including conservatism and internal
strife).

Sternberg and Lubart (1991) observe that in order for creativity to exist, the environment
needs to be supportive and rewarding of creative endeavours. The design studio however
assumes the mastery of the instructor and the student has to believe in the power of the
instructor (Salamah 2005: Schon 1980s). This is, despite that design instructors are not
clear about their studio goals or objectives and will change them from the beginning of
the studio and during the assessment process (Seidel 1994). Furthermore, they tend to
consider teaching practice to be an intuitive process based on subjective view points and
personal feelings (Salama 1995). The teaching and judgement of design creativity
inevitably relies on the instructor’s subjective understanding of creativity. This, in turn,
may potentially diminish transparency and consistency in teaching and assessment
practices, and students may find themselves confused as to the requirements of their
creative tasks (Williams et al 2010). Eventually, current studio culture rewards students
with the best looking projects (AIAS 2003). However, the teacher should show
appreciation and approval of the students
‟ courage. Moreover
encourage students to integrate production with perception and reflection, to engage in
self-assessment and to be open to feedback from teachers and peers (Williams et al
2010). The literature review has very briefly highlighted the complexity of the creative
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design process, communications and environment. Also, it illustrates the importance of a
number of possible factors on the exchange of knowledge and development of creative
abilities of students.

The design of the field survey
This research explores the following social factors: the social interaction between the
student and tutor, the student and tutor’s attitudes, the design negotiations and
communications, and teaching style. These –as highlighted by previous research- would
hinder/ support the production of innovative design projects. It examines how these
factors interact within the design studio’s environment to impact innovation. Therefore,
the objectives of the research were set as the following:
• To find out communication routes and techniques that they use to get innovative ideas
and feedback
• To explore the social hindrances and drivers for innovation in the design studio; and
• To make recommendations
The field survey aim is to find out the most important factors and how they are linked and
influence innovation in the design studio. A questionnaire survey was used first to find out
the level of general agreement on the raised issues thus the interviews were conducted
to explore the hidden causes of the issues that were considered significant by the
respondents. The target of the interviews also is to validate the questionnaire survey
results and clarify ambiguous points. The use of mixed methods i.e. quantitative and
qualitative research methods is because the findings that relate to each method will be
used to complement one another and to enhance theoretical or substantive completeness
(Morse 1991). One hundred and ninety four male students from College of Architecture
and Planning, third to fifth year were targeted with a questionnaire that asks about tools,
systems and conditions that help in producing innovative products. Forty eight replied
back which constitute 25% from the total number of third to fifth year’s students. Two
software are used to analyze the quantitative data; SPSS 16 and AMOS. The following
statistical tools were used to analyze the data: Mean calculation, percentage, and path
co-efficient. Consecutively, nine students were interviewed.

The field survey results
The questionnaire survey results
Respondents consider the following information resources as most useful resources that
help in producing innovative projects and these are ranked according to their usefulness
(from more to less useful): tutor's feedback and advice; discussions with your colleagues
from the same year; and the projects of higher year student's. Whereas they state that
the following information resources are the least useful: projects of the same year
students; and the hard copy and electronic references of the University library. The most
frequent activities and communications of students that happen in the design studio
during the term time are the followings:


the generation of many sketches before making up mind while working on a
design problem



doing interactive and useful dialogue with tutors on how to reach to a creative
design solution



capturing innovative ideas of colleagues of the higher academic level from other
departments
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not taking many risks because of the fear of failure

Whereas the least frequent activities and communications of students are:


seeking the students and staff from different departments to help in solving
specific design problems



capturing innovative ideas of the same academic year colleagues from different
departments



capturing innovative ideas from other departments’ tutors

It seems that the design studio is governed mainly by two types of activities/ behaviours
(see table 1). One of these seems positive which is the student's frequent use and
integration of different communications activities and techniques to initiate creativity and
innovation and the other seems negative which is the tutor dominance on the design
process. Students highlight that tutors mostly encourage them to: do many trails to
develop the design solution, follow various design approaches to reach to an innovative
solution, and to present a creative design solution. However, around one third of students
point out that strategies to motivate and initiate innovation are rarely applied in design
studio and conflicts are hardily handled through constructive dialogue.
Table 1: The frequency of activities and communications that happen in the design studio
during the term time (scale: 0 does not happen, 4 always happen)

Criteria
Design
studio
environment

Instructors

Type of communications and activities within the design
studio
The tutor's ideas have the greatest weight on the design
process
We always use and integrate different tools to initiate
creativity and innovation (e.g. brainstorming, group work,
etc.)
The design studio environment is governed with an
open, participative culture
The design studio environment is governed with
forgiving culture, patient with failure and trustful
My tutors encourage me to do many trails to develop the
design solution
My tutors encourage me to follow various approaches to
reach to an innovative solution
I am praised and rewarded when I present a creative
design solution
My tutors work on developing my innovative ideas
My tutors give me the complete freedom to do
innovations
Strategies to motivate and initiate innovation are applied
in design studio
The tutors successfully handle conflict through
constructive dialogue

Mean
value
3.5
2.77
2.6
2.6
3.29
3.16
3.10
3.04
3
2.89
2.875

The most frequent support that students get from the tutors is regarding the following
cumbersome situations (arranged from more to less): the attempt to change the whole
design solution during the design process, confusion over the nature and context of the
design process, the attempt to change the approach to a design solution during the
design process and misunderstanding of some project requirements. The least frequent
support that students get from the tutors is regarding the following cumbersome
situations: little knowledge of students regarding one of the design aspects and
misapplication of one of the design requirements.
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The Co-efficient path results
Only co-efficient path relations that have significance value (i.e.<0.05) are reported here.
The co-efficient path results show that when the frequency of tutor’s support regarding
some cumbersome design situations of the tutor increases, the student’s performance
(represented by the final grade) of the student improves. The results show that when the
instructors encourage more frequently the student to follow various approaches to reach
to an innovative solution, the student would be more able to proceed from one design
stage to another smoothly and to make radical changes to the design solution. Also,
when students do more interactive dialogue with their instructors on how to reach to a
creative design solution and attempt – more frequently- to capture innovative ideas from
colleagues in the same and higher academic level, they would be more able to: quickly
understand the design problem, do quick analysis of the design problem, set quick
conceptual design solution and to do fast appraisal of a design solution and their grades.
Students who seek students and staff’s help and capture innovative ideas of colleagues
of the same academic level from different departments more frequently, would be more
able to make radical changes to a design solution. Eventually, when design studio
environment is governed with forgiving culture, patient with failure and trustful more
frequently, the student would be able more to do quick analysis of the design problem,
fast appraisal of a design solution, and proceed from one design stage to another design
stage smoothly. On the other hand, the co-efficient path results revealed some odd
results. For example, more frequent support of the tutor regarding the student's
uncertainty about a design aspect and misapplication of a design concept affects
negatively the student ability to do fast appraisal of a design solution thus his design
grades. Further investigation was undertaken to clarify the questionnaire results.

Summary of the interviews’ results
a. design resources
Design precedents are necessary though they are useless without proper analysis of their
negative/ positive features and innovative aspects. It is essential for students to know the
creative qualities of each design solution and how far it provides a unique solution to a
specific design problem.
b. the student’s qualities
Students have little knowledge on how to design some architectural aspects of a project
and some of them are unwilling to collaborate with their tutors and have little trust of the
tutor’s design abilities. Furthermore, some students have Communication problems with
their tutors as they do not know how to communicate with them. During the development
of any design scheme, it appears that each party i.e. the tutor and the student have
different imagination/ idea of what the final/ possible design solution/ outcome would be.
c. The tutor
Students complain about the following aspects that are related to the teaching
methodology and tutors’ behaviour. The study found the following issues that are related
to tutors:


Support amount, type, timing and clarity: Guidance at the start of the project
development is very important. During the design negotiations, some tutors do
not clarify what is the nature of the design problem, and where to start to sort it
out. They ask students to explore various design approaches without giving
sufficient guidance of where and what to explore.
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The tutor’s performance and way of communications with students: a student
said that the atmosphere of the design studio is friendly – in general- but some
tutors occasionally intimidate students. The style of instruction is sometimes
humiliating and aggressive as some tutors make fun of the student. In regard to
communications, some tutors are less able and slower to communicate with
students. The matter is not about the communication frequency but about
communicating ideas and establishing common grounds, and one student
claimed that the tutor’s imagination of the design outcome differs from that of the
student.



Level of flexibility of the tutor’s thinking: Some tutors do not have flexibility of
thinking. Some tutors are also unable to discover the innovative aspects in the
student’s design. They insist on their own ideas and when a student represents
his ideas to them, they hesitate to accept it.



The tutor’s commitment and knowledge: Some tutors are not committed and
helpful



Some tutors do not know –for example- how to apply sustainability in a practical
way into the design scheme.

d. The design studio’s environment
The design studio’s environment has its’ problems and students claim:


The lack of democracy at the design studio and college level



Lack of support from colleagues, other departments’ tutors and students

Conclusion
To improve the design studio environment and help students to produce creative projects,
the study recommends that corrective measures should be undertaken on the following
fronts:
a. Deign resources and negotiations: innovative design precedents are important and
should be made available to students as it would remind students of possible good
design solutions thus students would use and experiment how to link it to design
problems. These include case studies that have potential partial or complete creative
design solutions for architectural, technical, structural etc. aspects of building design.
Keeping a record of the design negotiations would be useful as it may help the student to
track the progress of the design, explore new links between design negotiations at
various stages of design and the design problem. However, it might be difficult for
students to recall and utilize the communications and to recognize innovative bits of a
design solution manually. So, intelligent systems would be needed to capture useful
knowledge from the design negotiations and help students to recall and analyse
innovative design precedents/ solutions thus link it to the designated design problem.
b. the students’ qualities: Students should frequently communicate design ideas with
colleagues and tutors as this would substantially improve their design abilities. Students
should be open minded and think outside of the box, have flexible attitude and negotiate
design ideas. This would help them as the expert designers to find new design variables
and that subsequently produces entirely new products (see Gero & Maher 1993)
c. the tutors’ qualities: Clear instructions and objectives should be set at the start of the
course. These should be linked to the creativity dimensions. However, this requires
deeper understanding of creativity in architecture and design and how to assess it. Tutors
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should be sensitive to the needs’ signals of students so they provide their support at the
right time to them. Tutors should clearly define the creativity criteria for the given project
and how it should be applied. Also, he should set a clear roadmap on how to apply it in
the design project, thus discuss it with students to reach to common understanding of the
application of the creativity dimensions in the design project. Shared understanding
regarding creativity is also required with the jurors. Students should be taught how to look
for architecture solutions that possess innovative and creative qualities (Gero & Maher
1993), explore the innovative aspects of each case study, experiment possible links
between innovative design aspects/ solutions and each dimension of the design problem
similarly to what expert designers usually do (Lawson 2003). Also, they should
experiment possible links with the ideas that they have obtained from the design
negotiations.
The architectural design pedagogy or assessment should not focus on form issues as it
does nowadays at the college of architecture, UD or elsewhere (see also Salamah 2005
and AIAS 2003). Its focus should be on innovative-based design rather than solutionbased and on how to achieve the creativity dimensions in the design projects. Tutors
should not impose their own ideas on students but introduce to students and encourage
students to explore how it can be integrated with the students’ design ideas. Training
courses for tutors and students regarding the improvement of communications’ and
interactive skills and how to perceive students’ creative abilities and needs are essential
(see also Lindström 2006).
d. the design studio environment: the college should set and apply professional conduct
mechanisms that regulate the relation between the tutor and student and provide
democratic environment that is necessary for initiating innovation (see for instance Ekvall
1991).
The future research should explore the application of creativity dimensions in design
projects at different levels of the architectural education and how this can be achieved. In
regards to the design process and innovation, it would be useful to find out how to devise
the design process/ decision making process to initiate innovation. Some troubled social
issues surrounding the student’s relation with the tutor, such as the mistrust,
misinterpretations and misunderstanding should be explored further.
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Abstract
In design practice and in design research the term ‘experiment’ is widely used and often
misused. To some extent, this can be ascribed to the fact that the experimental method
comes close to or partly overlaps the approaches of ‘trial and error’ and ‘reflection-inaction’, as defined by Donald Schön. Nevertheless, these methods or rather approaches
differ in regard to their aims, results, and context of application.
Based on an investigation in design literature and various case examples from practice-led
doctoral research, this paper attempts to highlight the differences between scholarly
experiment,‘trial and error’ and ‘reflection-in-action’. The initial point of this investigation
is from the perspective of the so-called New Experimentalism: a branch of the philosophy
of natural science, and from the work of Ian Hacking that redirected and broadened the
traditional conception of experiment. Hence, the role of creative practice in design
research will be scrutinized from the perspective of New Experimentalism. The goal is to
justify the role of artefacts in practice-led design research and in making and doing
(action, intervention) as an experimental practice that contributes to the creation of
knowledge and the construction of theory.
Keywords: experiment, new experimentalism, reflection-in-action, trial and error,
practice-led design research
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Introduction
So-called practice-led research in art and design has been under debate for nearly three
decades. One of the major issues in this debate is the role of the creative practice of the
artist, and/or designer-researcher, in the field of research. Nevertheless there is an
agreement, that “… under certain circumstances, practice may form a part of a PhD study
either through being structured as a method for collecting data systematically or as a
means to allow structured reflection upon practice” (Durling 2002). How these
circumstances are understood is broad and art and design should not be separated from
other research fields. In order to clarify the role of creative practice in art and design
research in more detail, various approaches have been made. The arguments of the
experience design research are of note (Biggs 2004; Mäkelä & Nimkulrat 2011).
However, the role of creative practice and artefacts in art and design research is not yet
explored to its full extent.
In this paper the role of the artefact in design research will be scrutinized from the
perspective of experimentalism. On the one hand, the so-called New Experimentalism: a
branch of the philosophy of natural science, changed the direction of the discourse on
experiment. This new approach to the experiment and its consequences for the
interpretation of practice-based design research has not yet been reflected upon within
the design research community. On the other hand, in creative disciplines such as art,
design and architecture it has been common for decades to refer to the act of creative
making and doing and to the resulting artefacts as experiments or experimental.
Nonetheless, apart from a few recent exceptions (Koskinen, Binder & Redström 2008;
Küçüksayraç & Er 2009; Hall 2011), the implications of the experimental method on
design and design research have been poorly understood. In design the term experiment
is often used colloquially or in the Schönian sense of reflection-in-action (Schön 1983),
but not in a scientific sense.
In order to shed light on these issues, the paper firstly introduces principles of
experimentalism and New Experimentalism. Secondly, the paper explores the usage of
the term experiment (and its derivatives) in design literature and reflects on its
appropriateness. This will be done by hermeneutic analysis of historical and more recent
sources. Thirdly, the paper discusses four research projects that include creative
practice. Based on the insights of New Experimentalism, it will be argued that in practiceled design research the creation of artefacts and the act of making and doing (action,
intervention) are equivalent to experiments in other fields. The aim of the paper is twofold.
First: to raise awareness of the differences between the usage of the term experiment in
professional design practice and in design research; second: to justify the role of artefacts
as experimental objects that contribute to knowledge creation and the construction of
theory.

‘Experiment’ in Science and its Derivatives
Since Early Modern Times experimentation has been considered as a central method for
gaining knowledge in natural science. While in the ancient world philosophers were
interested in the observation of natural phenomena, Francis Bacon was notably the first
to argue that observation is not enough, but one must `twist the lion’s tail´, i.e. intervene
in nature, in order to learn its secrets. According to him, knowledge of general principles
results from unbiased observation, experimenting, accumulating data and setting up
th
generalisations based on this data. In the 17 century his approach fired the scientific
revolution and – as Hacking (1983) pointed out – the ‘experimental method’ became “just
another name for the scientific method”. Galileo Galilei, the philosopher and physicist;
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Isaac Newton, the originator of classical mechanics and, later on, John Stuart Mill the
philosopher strengthened this tradition of inductive reasoning (Heidelberger 2007). Mill
characterized the logic of the experimental method as a Method of Agreement and
Difference (or Concomitant Variations). In other words the experimenter has to
demonstrate that in a controlled environment variations of factor A correlate with
variations of a given phenomenon Q in order to prove a causal connection between A
and Q. In order to exclude confounding factors in the environment, experimentation
requires closed, consistent conditions, ideally a laboratory (Schön 1983).
th

th

In the 19 and 20 century, various natural scientists, historians of science and
philosophers such as Justus von Liebig, Pierre Duhem, Karl Popper, and Thomas Kuhn
vehemently refuted the English tradition of inductive reasoning. Referring to Newton’s
laws of universal mutual gravitation and Ampère’s theory of electromagnetism, Duhem
proved that these laws and theories, which claimed to be alleged prime examples of
induction, were by no means a derivation from observed facts. Instead of this, the raw
facts of experimentation had to be reframed and shaped in a symbolic form by means of
arbitrary hypotheses. According to him, observation has to be interpreted within a
theoretical framework in order to be useable in physics. Thus, the necessity to express
the experimental data in a symbolic manner disables the inductive method (Heidelberger
2007). During the ensuing period, his arguments were influential. Karl Popper, an
‘extreme anti-inductivist’, carried on this approach. From his point of view, theory based
on hypotheses comes first and the central aim of conducting an experiment is to eliminate
unfounded hypotheses (Heidelberger 2007). Until the 1970s, the discourse on experiment
was dominated by an overly theoretical approach and the primacy of theory was taken for
granted.

New Experimentalism
Ian Hacking deserves the credit for having redirected the discourse on experiment by
criticising the primacy of theory and emphasising the importance of the material
dimension, experience and skill. Thus, his work “Representing and Intervening.
Introductory Topics in the Philosophy of Natural Sciences” (Hacking 1983) is regarded as
a ”pioneer work of New Experimentalism“ (Chalmers 2008). Choosing historical
experiments from various natural sciences (chemistry, optics, thermodynamics etc.) as
case studies, Hacking provided evidence that it is a mistake to view experiment as a
simple controversy between advocators of the inductive and the deductive approaches.
He depicted the relationship between experiment and theory as manifold and claimed,
that “any one-sided view of experiment is certainly wrong” (Hacking 1983:66). Suggesting
that there are various approaches, he advances this classification: “Some profound
experimental work is generated entirely by theory. Some great theories spring from pretheoretical experiment. Some theories languish for lack of mesh with the real word, while
some experimental phenomena sit idle for lack of theory” (ibid:159). Furthermore,
Hacking identified `happy meetings`, where experiment and construction of theory are
undertaken independently of each other, but meet in the end. He even considers trial and
error and invention to be preliminary stages of the experimental method, in case they are
then followed by theory. The science of thermodynamics, for instance, arose from a
profound analysis of the principles of high-pressure steam engines, which had their
origins in the inventions of Watt and others.

Reflection-in-action
The same year, when Hacking published “Representing and Intervening”, Donald A.
Schön released “The Reflective Practitioner. How Professionals Think in Action” (Schön
1983). This treatise was highly regarded by the design research community. Much like
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Hacking, he looks into experimentalism, but from another perspective. Schön’s main
concern is how professionals solve problems in their day-to-day practice. In order to
characterise the “fundamental structure of professional inquiry” he came up with the
concept of “practitioner’s reflection-in-action”, which “necessarily involves experiment”
(ibid.:141). On the one hand he held up the dominant deductive approach and pointed out
the similarities between experiments in science and in professional practice: “In the onthe-spot experimenting characteristic of reflection-in-action, the logic of hypothesis testing
is essentially the same as it is in the research context. If a carpenter asks himself `What
makes this structure stable?` and begins to experiment to find out – trying now one
device, now another – he is basically in the same business as the research scientist.”
(ibid.:147). On the other hand he clearly accentuated important differences. Unlike the
laboratory experiment, which aims to understand things and demands that we test
hypotheses in an objective, unbiased manner, experiments under conditions of everyday
professional practice aim to improve things or transform a situation. Here understanding
is not the ultimate goal, but rather a means for successful intervention. In Schön’s words:
“The practitioner has an interest in transforming the situation from what is to something
he likes better. He also has an interest in understanding the situation, but it is in the
service of his interest in change” (ibid.:147). Thus, the practitioner stops his inquiry when
he achieves change for the better, “even when he has not exhausted his store of
plausible alternative hypotheses” (ibid.:151). Furthermore, Schön claims that hypothesistesting experiments are not the only kind of experiment. He further identifies problemsetting experiments, where the problem or the question is set in a way that it can be
solved; exploratory experiments, when action is undertaken only to see what follows; and
move-testing experiments, when action is undertaken to achieve an intended change. He
claims that in practice these types often occur concomitantly – and from his point of view
this constitutes the “distinctive character of experimenting in practice” (ibid.:147).

Trial and Error
Schöns account of experiment in the context of professional practice and reflection-inaction exhibits, to a great extent, the same characteristics as the method of trial and
error. According to Mittelstraß (1980), trial and error is a “method for problem solving in
such situations in which (1) an aim and hence a success criterion for problem solving is
given, (2) various alternative solutions are possible, (3) it is known, that all of them are
akin successful or unsuccessful and (4) it is unknown which trial will lead to success”. In
such a situation any number of trials have to be undertaken until after ruling out aberrant
choices, a successful choice is found. Obviously, the trial-and-error method is solutionoriented, problem-specific, and it does not aim at generating knowledge or theory – three
features, it shares with Schön’s concept of the “practitioner’s reflection-in-action”. Thus, it
is debatable, whether reflection-in-action is closer to the trial-and-error method than the
scientific method.
However, Schmidgen, Geimer, and Diering (2004) characterize trial-and-error as a
“rudimentary form of experimental action”. Hackings argument in respect to the invention
of the steam engine, which emerged from trial and error, and the subsequent
development of thermodynamics indicates that there is a thin line between such groundbreaking inventions and experiments set up for the purpose of scientific observation. In
some cases inventions have the potential capacity to inspire basic research and the
generation of theory.

The Usage of the Term ‘Experiment’ in Design
In design the term experiment is under debate. Dilnot (1998) asserted that: “for design, in
effect, experiment is impossible”. He puts ‘experiment’ on a level with ‘laboratory
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experiment’ in that it requires closed, coherent and consistent situations in which it can be
performed. Consequentially, he suggests replacing scientific experiment and prediction
by proposition and explanation. He argues: “Propositions are to design what experiment
is to science. […] if experiment is in reference to rule (“if this, then that”); design is in
reference to possibility (“could this be?”) […] i.e. ‘could this (potential thing) be …
successful in its enactment in terms of desired ends and in relation to the likely
environment/s it will encounter” (ibid:92f).
Were laboratory experiments conducted in design? Content analysis of historical texts
proves that Walter Gropius ([1935] 1956) the founder of Bauhaus, used the term
experiment frequently. He called the school, its programme and projects an “experiment”,
and the Bauhaus workshops “laboratories”. The question then arises, “what is the subject
of this research?” Projects such as the Dessau-Törten Estate, erected 1926-28 in the
neighbourhood of the Bauhaus Dessau (figure 1), as well as essays by Gropius (1956)
and current research shed some light on this question. Doubtlessly, the single-family
terraced houses in Dessau-Törten were innovative in various aspects. To begin with, the
architect and his team tested new construction materials (concrete slabs, concrete
building blocks, hollow blocks etc.), standardized elements and new construction
methods, which were inspired by the industrial assembly belt production of the Ford
Motor Company in Detroit. Furthermore, the architects investigated functional
requirements of habitation and developed new ground plans. Last but not least, they
established a showcase of modern architecture. Clearly, the estate was radically new in
terms of technique, function and aesthetics. Nonetheless, it was neither a proper
laboratory experiment nor a proposition for the inhabitants, as Dilnot might suggest.
Instead of this, the erection of the estate resembles a so-called collective, socio-technical
field experiment, conducted in full scale and in real-time, as described by Bruno Latour
(2004). The estate was realized without impact assessment. Moreover, in contrast to
scholarly experiments in the laboratory or in the field, both experts and laypersons
assessed the houses and commented on them. However, various problems occurred
concerning the technical aspects of the experiment. Some months or years after
completion miscellaneous structural defects occurred; the steel doors iced over, some
walls exhibited shrinkage cracks, to name but a few (Bauhaus Dessau 1996). The
behaviour of the materials indicated what was and what was not practicable. One could
easily learn from this. Regarding functional and aesthetic aspects, the houses provoked
criticism and raised objections from the inhabitants and from conservative or nazi
opponents. The inhabitants of Dessau-Törten interfered with and changed the inner
structure as well as the outer structure and appearance of the houses according to their
own needs and tastes (figure 2-3) (ibid; Heinecke, Krehl and Steets 2003). In this respect,
Gropius and his colleagues were not willing to address the consequences. Although
negative feedback is to experiments in art and design what a breakdown is to
experiments in the sciences, basically they ignored the critique raised by the audience.
Their self-perception of being avant-garde impeded Modernists to accept the critique
(Gombrich 1980).
In conclusion, there are good reasons to question the usage of the terms “experiment”
and “laboratory” in the Bauhaus. In respect to technical investigations it comes close to
experiments in science; but in respect to aesthetic investigations it differs fundamentally.
Nonetheless design practice was connected to theoretical consideration, even though the
criticisms were normative in nature and feedback from the field was lacking. Finally,
Gropius’ usage of these terms can be understood as metaphors that brought design and
architecture in to the vicinity of the then highly prestigious natural sciences.
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Figure 1 Walter Gropius: Terraced Houses in Dessau-Törten, 1928.
Figure 2 Facade of the Terraced Houses in Dessau-Törten, around 2000.
Figure 3 Interior of a House in Dessau-Törten, around 2000.
Source: Fig 1 Bauhaus-Archiv, Museum für Gestaltung, Berlin; Fig. 2, 3 Nils Emde.

At least, since the modernist ideas in design, the term “experiment” has become
widespread in the design community, as a literature review in the German design
magazine “form, Zeitschrift für Gestaltung” indicates. A query in the ‘form’ online-archive
(www.form.de) shows 350 hits for the term ‘experiment’ and its inflections during the
period 1957-2007. A deeper analysis of the articles and reports sheds light on the usage
of the term by the authors and the implicit meaning it receives from that: products, that
stand out from accustomed shapes, established product categories, and familiar use, and
products that challenged the borders of technical feasibility or cultural acceptability – such
products were called ‘experimental designs’. Figure 4–6 show three examples of what is
meant by ‘experimental design’ by design journalists, designers and companies. Their
focus is on innovative, outstanding products that attract a great deal of attention from
media and market.

Figure 4 Verner Panton’s design Atmosphére for the publisher Spiegel Verlagshaus (1968).
Figure 5 Luigi Colani’s Total Living Unit (1969).
Figure 6 Fernando and Humberto Campana, Armchair with cuddy toys (2004)
Source: Fig 4 http://designmuseum.org; Fig. 5, 6 www.form.de

Reflection or contextualisation within a theoretical framework, not to mention generation
of theory, is usually beyond the interest of the authors in the ‘form’ magazine. Thus,
referring to the scholarly concept of experiment described above, there is no doubt, that
most designers pursue “a rudimentary form of experimental action” (Schmidgen, Geimer
& Diering) i.e.; trial and error. During the design process, they may often be in the
situation where they ask themselves ‘How can I master this or that?’, and advance
several alternative hypotheses. As hypothesis-testing practitioners, they apply the same
logic as the hypothesis-testing scientist, described by Schön. Nonetheless the difference
between both activities is fundamental. This becomes obvious in a text from Willy Rotzler
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(1961), where he comments on the significance of experiments in product design.
According to him, the main tasks of experimental design are testing processing
technologies and workmanship of materials on the one hand and artistic studies of form,
shape, and style on the other. Here he regards unique pieces as an ideal testing ground
for industrial production, since a “derogatory failure of the experiment” does not have
serious consequences. This very phrase “a failing experiment” illustrates the attitude of
the practitioner. In contrast to the scientist, for whom experiments do not fail according to
whether they approve or challenge a hypothesis, the focus of the professional designer is
solution-oriented: he judges the outcome of an ‘experiment’ by the achievement of an
‘effective’ result, i.e. an achievable and aesthetically convincing product.
In conclusion, design practice borrows the term experiment from the sciences (and the
arts) but uses it in a different, colloquial manner, without a proper understanding of its
scholarly implications. Basically, it is much more appropriate to describe the so-called
experimental design activities of practitioners as trial and error or reflection-in-action, and
describe the results as groundbreaking, innovative, spectacular, or razzle-dazzle
products.

Experiments in (so-called) Practice-led Design Research
In contrast to trial and error or reflection-in-action in design practice, in design research
experimental artefacts and physical making and doing are closely connected to the
generation of knowledge. Experimenting is manifold as described by Hacking. This is
substantiated below by four case examples from doctoral research and funded projects.
Case example 1: The applied research project Product Semantics of Smart Clothes,
conducted at the Lucerne School of Design and Art, serves as an example for studies, in
which experimental designs were based on a hypothesis in order to test them (Adler,
Weber Marin, Steffen 2009). The starting point was the observation that Smart Clothes
lack market success, since they are either driven by technology or by art. In both cases,
they neglect the needs and wants of customers and the requirements of daily use. These
insights led the research team to question the semantic expression and the usability of
current Smart Clothes. Based on design semiotics, the team set up hypotheses on
symbolic product character, which is culturally acceptable. Based on that briefing these
hypotheses were converted into requirements for the design of two Smart Clothes: a shirt
for prevention of back pain for clerks who do sedentary work, and a luminescent and
reflecting security jacket for children (figure 7, 8). Focus group discussions on models
and sketches of the new designs and subsequent analysis of this data served to reassess
the hypothesis and to draw conclusions on the user preferences to the semantic and
functional aspects of Smart Clothes (ibid.).

Figure 7, 8 Andrea Schumacher: Security Jacket for Children under various
lighting conditions. Back Manager: T-shirt and various feedback-devises (2009)
Source: Andrea Schumacher, Archive Lucerne School of Design and Art.
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Case example 2: The initial point of Kristina Niedderers’ dissertation Designing the
Performative Object (Niedderer 2004) were observations and reflections on her own
design practice in the field of silver and tableware design. She had created a set of
special drinking vessels called Social Cups (figure 9). Since the vessels have no base, at
least three of them have to be connected with help of a little attached connector so that
they form a stable unit. The intention of this product design was “to actively explore the
social interaction within which they are used, and to make the user aware of this
interaction and reflect on it” (Niedderer 2007). Subsequently, Niedderer explored several
aspects in her PhD research. Firstly; whether design objects can modify behaviour and
cause mindful interaction; secondly, whether so-called performative objects make up a
separate product category; and thirdly, what are the consequences of identifying and
designing them? Obviously, the research questions sprang from pre-theoretical invention.
The functional use of the Social Cups is the starting point of her research, which is then a
naming and classification study. Additionally, in the course of her study she undertook
some exploratory experiments regarding the disruption of an objects’ function. The series
of vessels called “Taking and Giving” (figure 10) is deduced from her categorisation of
functional, semi-functional and dysfunctional objects. At the end of the study she
introduces a new concept of mindfulness and objects’ function in the context of design.

Figure 9, 10 Kristina Niedderer: Social Cups (1999). Taking and Giving (2001/ 02)
Source: Kristina Niedderer, 2004.

Case example 3: Tomas Sokolers’ (2004) dissertation Going Beyond the Desktop with an
Attitude involves a large amount of explorative experimentation. The study consists of five
applied research projects in the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), more
precisely ubiquitous computing and augmented reality. Taking a design-oriented
approach to this subject, he developed innovative artefacts, which offer unprecedented
functionality, – for example a mobile phone that enables the user to ‘talk silent’, when he
or she is in a meeting (figure 11), a navigation device providing guidance through tactile
cues, or ambient displays for remote awareness. The aim was to create devices that
promote a certain attitude towards digital technology: granting the control and initiative to
people instead of giving the power to technology. Within this research, experiments
played a key role in two respects: firstly, in respect to technology, since one has to realize
concrete prototypes in order to explore and test the functionality of the devices. Concepts
and thought experiments (Kühne 2005) are not sufficient for this. Secondly, in respect to
social acceptance, human experience, and the usability of the new features offered by
the devices, since these topics cannot be explored without functional prototypes.
Reflection on, and general discussion of, the results followed subsequently even though
further steps in the generation of generalized rules or a thesis for future design activities
in the HCI field are still to be undertaken.
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Figure 11 Tomas Sokoler, Les Nelson, Sara Bly: Interface for ‘QuietCalls’ mobile phone
and a scenario for using the application (2000)
Source: Tomas Sokoler, 2004.

Case example 4: The work of Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby echos the idea of `happy
meetings` (Hacking), when neither theory nor observation and experiment proceed each
other. In his dissertation Hertzian Tales Dunne ([1999] 2005) deals with electronic
objects. He criticises the way in which they only serve utilitarian functions, while the ritual
and symbolic functions of objects remain unconsidered. Thus he makes an argument for
a branch of design research beyond commercial interests, where design – similar to art –
can inspire imagination and experience and has the potential to offer ‘complicated
pleasures’. In order to substantiate his subversive approach, he creates various
electronic objects such as Electroclimates, the only function of which is to detect and
indicate the radio frequency of mobile phones, pager etc. by blinking (fig. 12a, b). Another
object, called Faraday Chair, is based on the principle of a Faraday cage and insulates its
user from electromagnetic fields (fig. 13). Parallel to these experimental designs Dunne
develops a ‘critical design’ toolbox, containing strategies and concepts that teach how to
create this kind of ‘post-optimal objects’. He describes for example strategies for
‘estragement’ and ‘alienation’, for ‘user-unfriendliness’ and ‘para-functionality’. Dunne
comments on the meeting of experimental practice and theoretical concepts as follows:
The objects “are not necessarily illustrations of the ideas discussed in earlier chapters,
nor are the earlier chapters an explanation of these proposals. They evolved
simultaneously and are part of the same design process” (ibid:XVIII).

Figure 12a, b, 13 Anthony Dunne: Electroclimates (1999). Faraday Chair (1999)
Source: Anthony Dunne, 2004. dunneandraby.co.uk

Concluding Remarks
In the preliminary discussion of experiments, reflection-in-action, and trial-and-error in
design practice and in design research I scrutinized the categorical differences as well as
the fuzzy borders of these concepts. The reference to the philosophy of New
Experimentalism broadens our knowledge of what constitutes an experiment; it
emphasises the relevance of the material dimension, but at the same time it does not
renege on the commitment to contribute to the production of new knowledge and theory.
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Its focus on knowledge and theory, which is to some extent generalizable and applicable
to similar cases, is the crucial point that distinguishes scholarly experiment from
reflection-in-action and trial-and-error.
The case examples from design research indicate that creative works, in their capacity to
be an experimental artefact, mark the intersection of theory and practice. On the one
hand they imply theoretical considerations, and on the other they are results of a design
activity. In other words: “Design becomes here an activity of experimentally joining mental
and physical levels of the phenomenon under investigation.” (Niedderer 2004:29)
Furthermore, the case examples demonstrate that, in design research, artefacts were
created in order to make observations, to generate or to test hypotheses and finally to be
able to answer research questions. Thus, the role of experiments in design research is
comparable to the experimental sciences. Given that artefacts are necessary for this
purpose, in this respect they can be compared to the equipment, test setups and objects
of physicists, chemists, psychologists and experimental archaeologists.
Nonetheless, a fundamental difference must be pointed out: with reference to the
distinction between technology research projects and creative-production research
projects (Scrivener 2000) the role of the artefact varies. In the first case the very
feasibility, functionality and/or usability of the experimental artefact is proof of a
hypothesis or inspires the creation of theory. The knowledge gained by reflecting on the
research output is more important than the artefact itself, since this knowledge is widely
transferable to similar cases (ibid.). In the case of creative-production research projects
the output might be twofold. In order to claim scholarly validity, contextualization and
interpretation of and reflection on the artefact also has to make a contribution to
knowledge or theory. In addition it might claim to be a work of art in its own right – but in a
research context this is subordinate to the contribution it makes to the body of knowledge.
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Abstract
Design research projects are often framed around specific objectives, for
example, product initiatives or marketing strategies. Due to limited budgets
and tight timeframes, most design research projects are narrowly focused,
isolated inquiries into specific activities, products, services or phases of the
development process. An ethnographic approach to design research can
provide a holistic understanding of users, their routines, motivations, and
beliefs that extend beyond the original research intent and provide a much
broader view on customer needs and business opportunities. Learning to
extend the utility of research data beyond the scope of the initial project can
become a great organizational asset – one that grows over time.
Using examples from recent projects that utilized data from previous
research, this paper discusses ways to stretch the value of ethnographic
data beyond its original intent, making it “evergreen.” It examines how well
focused research objectives, rigorous data collection, and systematic coding
can create a “wellspring of knowledge” to which an organization can
repeatedly return. Moreover, this paper addresses the important changes to
corporate culture and work processes that are vital to maximizing the value
of design research.
Keywords: collaboration, design process, human / user-centered design,
product-service-system, design planning, knowledge management
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1. Introduction
In many organizations, design considerations arise downstream in the
development process, when innovation teams are focused on turning an
idea into reality or making it “pretty.” At this stage, design research is often
narrowly framed to obtain specific design feedback and user preferences.
Many treat it purely as a means to an end.
By only focusing on the design solution, and not on the user context -- how
the solution fits into people's lives -- the data collected often has a short
shelf life; it is too specific and too limited to repurpose. But the team has
already invested time, money and effort in research, including travel,
recruiting and interviewing participants, and establishing a baseline of
consumer experience through analysis and synthesis. More broadly
framing the research, as a vehicle for discovery and identification of
opportunities, allows the client to get the best return on their investment by
more fully integrating the research into their whole business process.
Data mining is often used during the knowledge discovery process and is
one of the most important subfields in knowledge management. Data
mining aims to analyze a set of given data or information in order to
identify novel and potentially useful patterns (Fayyad et al., 1996).
Commonly, data consists of any facts, numbers, or text that can be
processed by a computer. Today, organizations are accumulating vast and
growing amounts of data in different formats and different databases. This
includes operational or transactional data, nonoperational data, and meta
data. (Palace 1996)
Currently, however, the mining of ethnographic design research data is
rare. With the basic aim of leveraging the organization’s knowledge to its
advantage, evergreen research addresses the similar key drivers as
knowledge management: to capture the experience of individual
customers, to provide more cost-effective ways of doing business, and to
improve corporate agility.
This paper presents our point of view as consultants to companies of
varying sizes in a broad range of industries: how can we help our clients
use design research most effectively? This paper focuses on the
practitioners’ perspective and aims to develop actionable guidelines for the
design research community. We begin by laying out the reasons why
design research tends to get overlooked, describe how we address these
issues, outline the benefits of evergreen research, and conclude with key
considerations when putting such research into practice.
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2. Why the full potential of design research is overlooked
There are four common reasons why design research does not have the
maximum impact it could have in our clients’ organizations: siloed
operations, rigid hierarchy, lack of internal support, and differing client and
customer perspectives.

2.1 Siloed operations create research inefficiencies
In large-scale organizations, many departments operate independently
and have little interaction with one another. To increase efficiency, an
organization often divides departments by disciplines, each focusing on
their main areas of expertise, such as marketing, engineering, finance,
and design. But when it comes to research, this can prove extremely
inefficient: each individual department conducts its own research,
sometimes even about the same topic. And once each department’s
research is complete, the findings are often used only within specific
groups, without any mechanism to share more widely within the
organization.

2.2 Rigid hierarchical structures and work processes limit
employee creativity
Another reason that design research is not maximized is because
individual roles within the organization are narrowly defined. Employees
are assigned to very specific roles and tasks within their department. They
are often not encouraged to go above and beyond their roles. As a result,
employees focus their research efforts only on the area related to their
tasks, such as the production process, material, marketing or technology.
Typically, each phase of the project uses a different set of research data,
disconnected from the others. In addition, if the company culture overemphasizes competition between departments, it may inadvertently
discourage them from sharing findings. From an organizational
perspective, such segregation distracts from achieving bigger, more
holistic goals. Allowing data and learning from design research to be
connected and shared across different departments helps create coherent,
comprehensive and powerful stories. However, it also requires changing
organizational culture, policy and structure, to encourage individual
employees to think more broadly, beyond their set roles.

2.3 Lack of organizational vision and supportive
infrastructure hinders innovation
Disruptive innovations require strategic planning and vision. Because
design research is often funded from individual department budgets, it
must satisfy specific needs for each project. While design research yields
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information that can be beneficial to others, many organizations do not
have an effective mechanism to facilitate sharing such information. In
addition, the vision from upper management is crucial to achieving the
departmental buy-in necessary for inter-departmental collaboration.
For example, our client in the public transportation industry is comprised of
three separate agencies: commuter rail service, metropolitan rail and bus
services, and suburban bus service. Competing for ridership, the three
systems are designed to keep their riders on their service as long as
possible. Our research revealed that the three systems poorly support the
connecting services that many riders need. Riders were left to negotiate
the connections between the three systems on their own: some developed
elaborate workarounds to optimize their ride, some struggled to use the
system, and others abandoned the system altogether. Improving the rider
experience would require changing the interaction between these three
agencies, addressing work processes and strategies at an organizational
level.

2.4 Understanding the customer’s perspective requires a
different type of research
Differing client and customer perspectives can lead to very different
expectations for design research. While the client’s departments each
focus narrowly on a specific part of the customer experience, customers
view the experience broadly, as a continuous whole. The result of such
differing viewpoints is that clients may be blindsided by customer
frustrations.
For example, in a shopping study, we found one customer frustrated that
she was unable to return a product she purchased at Target.com to the
local Target store. In her mind, it was the same company, so the
experience should be seamless. In reality, Target and Target.com were
operated independently with little intersection besides the brand.
Another example is from our client in the entertainment industry. In this
company, each department has its own area of interest. Each department
funds design research projects independently, focusing on their specific
area. So while the marketing team may fund a focus group to identify
opportunities around advertising, the interaction design team may conduct
research on how customers navigate music choices, and the business
development team may look into partnership opportunities, and so on.
However from the customer’s point of view, each department is
responsible for one step in his or her overall experience of learning about,
selecting, and listening to new music.
When framing the research from the user’s point of view, the research
team discovers how the customer perceives the stages of the experience,
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asks them about each stage in detail, the relationship between them, as
well as emerging activities around the whole experience. The stages of
customer experience often do not correlate to the company’s departments.
Disruptive innovations may lie between departments’ boundaries. User
experience research helps to uncover them.

3. Strategies for establishing an evergreen user-centered
research process
Many knowledge management initiatives fail because they tend to focus
primarily on the technical aspects In order to be successful (and
meaningful), knowledge management must not be an end in itself, but
must be a strong enabler to achieving real business results. (Hariharan
2002)
We identified three business strategies for an evergreen approach to
design research, to suit different clients’ missions. Using three case
studies, we will discuss the value of each strategy.

3.1 Plan the roadmap to cover the broadest terrain
Establishing a baseline through foundational research can yield significant
benefits downstream. When broadly focused on the areas of interest, and
guided by open-ended discussion of those areas, baseline research can
reveal opportunity spaces that might have otherwise been missed and rich
data that can be revisited often, or “remined.” This is the essence of the
“evergreen” approach. It requires upfront planning for extensive data
collection that fuels pre-planned remine projects on different product
categories. These in turn feed into a series of new ethnographic projects
that are more narrowly focused.
Values of a Planned Roadmap


Comprehensive data collection



Centralized work process and collaboration



Immediate return on investment



Streamlined data collection, analysis, and retrieval process

In the following case study, we demonstrate how planning a roadmap
helped our convenience/retail client improve its customers’ experience in a
number of areas.
Case Study A: Convenience Retail client
Our client in the convenience retail industry was interested in
understanding its customers’ overall shopping experience as well as
Conference Proceedings
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adding depth and dimension to its current customer segmentation model.
The client sought to design more desirable convenience stores.
Sponsored by its Brand Strategy and Innovation group, the core research
team engaged other groups within the organization who could benefit from
this foundational research. Within this overarching project objective,
several other areas of exploration were introduced such as coffee, fuel,
packaged food and a marketing campaign for Hispanic consumers. This
extended research scope allows our client to foresee repurposing this
large-scale ethnographic research several times, gaining additional insight
from it on different areas of the business.
During the planning phase, the research team selected topic areas and
demographics relevant to each initiative. Those considerations were also
built into the recruiting criteria. For example, recent immigrants and first
generation Hispanics were recruited specifically because one of the
remine projects was focusing on this ethnic customer group. In order to
ensure the relevance of the research throughout the organization, the
geographic locations were selected to match existing marketing profiles.
To ensure full coverage, the research protocol and the setup were
designed to touch on those topics that would be remined in the future.
During the data collection phase, different methods were used, ranging
from in-home interviews and intercept interviews, to self-documentation
and fixed video observation. To provide data for the planned coffee
remine, a number of fixed video cameras were set up to capture customer
behavior and traffic through coffee or beverage aisles.
Although the project was designed in stages, from foundational learning to
targeted areas of exploration, the analysis was executed in parallel to the
research. To enable quick retrieval, research analysts simultaneously
tagged key points from interview transcripts that pertained to all the areas
of interest. These smaller, tagged data sets were used to facilitate topicspecific analysis sessions with the client.
The comprehensive data set from the foundational research was
repurposed for a number of remines immediately after. Reports on coffee,
fuel, and Hispanic shoppers are among projects that utilized data solely
from the foundational research. In addition, the data was coded with
companywide segmentations, which allows for future reference and
remining.
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3.2 Frame the research as an ongoing collaborative
mission
Setting up the research as a shared mission, through a series of project
initiatives calling on different groups within the organization, satisfies each
project's objectives while building on and generating shared knowledge.
The result: a sum greater than its parts.
Values of Ongoing Collaborative Mission


Structured for data fermentation



Repeatable process



Collective knowledge



Establishment of shared languages within the organization



Flexibility and adaptability

Case Study B: Home Care client
Our client in the home care industry was interested in creating a user
knowledge database as part of a broad-based initiative to re-invigorate
their design research capabilities. The resulting collective knowledge base
will serve as a resource for future innovation initiatives. The effort is part of
the company’s implementation of a new design process, user-centered
design. The first seven projects in this new process were ranged from
home storage and cleaning to air freshening. The organization set a
companywide policy that any related future consumer research will be
added to this growing knowledge base.
Planning for unknown future uses of research requires a thoughtful
strategy. In this case, recruited research participants were prioritized by
the company's typical customer segmentation, plus project-specific
screening criteria. For example, the first round of projects focused on the
woman in the household who makes home care decisions.
The research protocols for all seven projects launched under this initiative
included one common set of research questions, followed by a set of
questions specific to each project. This ensured that each team extended
their research scope to include other areas, while also covering their own
project goals. Because of the unfamiliar process and worry about
compromising their own research, some project teams felt reluctant to
share their research team’s valuable time to collect data for other teams.
In this case, the companywide policy played a key role in getting people
on board. Teams quickly realized the benefits of looking beyond their
specific businesses, and embraced the holistic process.
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Because this is an ongoing effort, standardizing the methods of data
collection up front is important to ensure a consistent data set for future
use. Those methods include standardized user profiles, a common
photograph shot list, and uniform research debrief and analysis activities.
The unified process not only speeded up the research-planning phase, but
also fostered a collective understanding among different teams. Familiarity
with the data set and how it was collected helped the teams most richly
“mine” the database on an ongoing basis.
During analysis, each research team analyzed their data, and also tagged
relevant data for other teams. In return, each research team had access to
the relevant data beyond what their team collected. Using consistent tags
in the database and a shared language drawn from the consumer’s
vocabulary -- instead of a team’s colloquial terms – ensures that data can
be understood by all teams and future users.
With a data set that includes hundreds of households in multiple countries,
our clients now remine that data whenever they start new design and
development projects. Research projects begin by remining the data in
order to create a springboard for a full ethnographic study. This new data
is then also added to the pool.
This investment in such evergreen research has saved time and money
and also allowed lower budget projects to benefit from this collective
knowledge. Recognizing that data in the database may be insufficient in
some areas, and that some data may have limited shelf life, our client
continues to add new ethnographic data as its scope of innovation
broadens.

3.3 Optimize the data archive to provide the greatest value
to clients
An added benefit of this ongoing relationship with the client is reducing
high upfront costs. By aggregating data from different projects in a single
database for the same client over time, we can ensure that the client gets
the maximum return on their investment in design research. That is the
value of “evergreen” research.
Values of Optimized Archiving


Less upfront cost to the client



Optimized for fast turnaround research projects



Reinforces long-term relationship with clients

Case Study C: Restaurant Industry client
In our long-term relationship with our client in the restaurant industry, we
have conducted multiple tests on prototypes of new restaurant designs.
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Most of the research projects share a commonality because they all are in
actual or simulated restaurant environments. Although each individual
research project has very specific objectives, the prototypes focus on
common elements in the restaurant environment, such as menu boards,
cash register, front counter space, drive-thru windows, and dining spaces.
For this client, allowing data to be accessed over time was not prioritized
during the projects. The data was transcribed and coded after the projects
were completed as an archival process. For example, one research
project focused on a new menu board that the design team prototyped.
The goals were to assess customers’ interactions with the location, design
and information on the menu board within the test environment. The
research team delivered topline findings shortly after the onsite interviews
and observations. The research data were processed for the database
later.
After several years, the aggregated data set has grown and become more
useful for quick reference. For example, we recently received a request
from our client regarding prototype research on menu display conducted a
couple years ago. Because the data was coded, we could quickly retrieve
that data set for them. In addition, customer data is often requested for
executive presentations, which may or may not relate to the original
project's goals. While the depth of this approach is more limited than the
optimized archive, it still proves valuable for quick access to past
experience.

4. Benefits of evergreen research data
As we have seen, evergreen research data can benefit clients on many
levels, from the individual research project, to inter-departmental and
multi-project collaboration, to organizational development and efficiency.
In this section, we dive into the benefits of this type of research in greater
detail.

4.1 Make the research integral to the development process
4.1.1 The development team stays connected to the data throughout
the development process
Using data as a common thread throughout the design and development
process helps teams stay focused and grounded in the consumer
experience. When marketing staff, engineers, or designers refer to the
same set of information, it allows the groups to have a collective
understanding of rationales behind certain design decisions. It also gives
them a shared data set in which to trace back to the original customer
quotes and behaviors that inspired an insight. This proved especially
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valuable for one client in getting a new advertising agency up to speed on
key consumer insights that would form the basis for new ad campaigns.
Revisiting the same customer or data set to validate design concepts
ensures the integrity of ideas without the need for additional research.
4.1.2 Iterative and open-ended process allows for trial and error
One of the critical activities for effective learning is to build a culture that
promotes experimentation. Having access to previous research data
allows teams to revisit insights and improve on those ideas. This iterative
process must include the possibility for error and course correction based
on such learning. If the organization is to succeed, employees must feel
safe and have an environment that supports failure. For example, when
the design implementation of a home storage product failed the market
test, our client team revisited the original data set and research findings in
order to reorient themselves before changing direction.

4.2 Re-examine the same data through different lenses
4.2.1 Use existing data as a platform from which to launch new
projects
Having access to data from previous research allows new teams to
accelerate the design development process, as described above. For our
return clients who have established a large database, their routine process
now is to remine the existing data pool to frame new research and
development projects. This process allows them to identify areas where
they lack information and also where they already have enough, which
helps focus the new research. When working in a geography where the
culture is especially unfamiliar, this pre-existing data assists the team in
designing the future research project to maximize the investment in costly
new international research.
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Picture 1: Data Remine

4.2.2 Zoom in on a customer demographic
Having tagged demographic or behavioral data in a database allows the
organization to pull relevant data sets to re-analyze. For our convenience
retail client, all customers were tagged using an internal marketing
segmentation model. Our client was then able to explore patterns for
particular segments, such as European customers, or Walmart shoppers.
4.2.3 Deep dive on customer attitudes and activities
Similarly, transcribed and coded data in a database enables project teams
to pull together information about customer attitudes toward and behaviors
related to products and services. Customers often refer to or interact with
multiple products or brands during the course of an interview. For
example, from our foundational research on the Internet and everyday
lives for the entertainment industry client, we re-mined the data for
customer’s attitudes toward different Internet portals such as AOL, Yahoo
and Google.

4.3 Enhance internal communication and develop a
company culture around the customer’s perspective
4.3.1 Use the data for staff orientation and training
Our client in the home care industry uses the consumer database as the
core of a staff training and development program. New hires can quickly
learn the research methodology and development process, while
understanding their product categories through the customer’s eyes.
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4.3.2 Encourage dialogue between different departments
When data is accessible through a company-wide network, it facilitates ad
hoc collaboration through informal and formal dialogue. It also allows other
departments not engaged in research to be aware of ongoing research
within the organization. This can spark discussion when projects are
related and possibly lead to fertile inter-departmental collaboration.
4.3.3 Allow for quick reference/ illustration
The shared customer research database enables small project initiatives
to access customer data for rich storytelling and illustrative purposes
without incurring the expense of a full research project.
4.3.4 Capture larger insights
Many insights get lost because they don't fit within an individual team's
roles and project scopes. However, the larger data set is crucial for upper
management to focus its organizational vision and plan the future direction
of each department. Collective data may reveal opportunities that might
otherwise be overlooked, because in a smaller research sample size, the
pattern may seem too small.

4.4 Take the long view of customer attitudes
4.4.1 Gain a deeper understanding of a participant or situation over
time
The constraints of time and resources in applied ethnographic research
limit the length of engagement with customers to a matter of hours. New
research projects can gain a revealing longitudinal view of customer
attitudes by revisiting the same customer after a certain interval of time.
For example, we re-engaged a subset of research participants from our
2001 Internet and everyday life project in our 2003 Internet dependence
study to understand their changing attitudes to the Internet over time.
4.4.2 Era analysis: Compare past and current group attitudes
As the data set grows over time, the older data can provide a backdrop for
a new set of information. The evolution of behaviors gives insight into
trends and barriers to change. In addition, it provides a baseline for
comparison to current attitudes held by the same or similar participants.
For example, while working on a TV consumption study in 2011, the
research team looked back at data on the same topic collected in 2008,
when online TV was in its infancy, to see how attitudes have evolved.
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5. Key considerations when taking an evergreen approach
Like any type of knowledge management, evergreen user research is a
collaborative and integrated means to the creation, capture, organization,
access and use of an enterprise’s intellectual assets. Using a general
knowledge model -- which organizes knowledge flow into four primary
activities: knowledge creation, retention, utilization and transfer (Newman
and Conrad 2000) -- as reference, the following are key considerations. in
each activity.

5.1 Creation: take a holistic approach to collecting the data
5.1.1 Select the right target customer and geography
To begin, choose participants carefully: pick the client’s core customers.
Include demographics and geographies that represent the client
organization’s typical customer profiles, taking into account gender, age,
income, family composition, type of home, ethnicity, city or country. The
more relevant demographics that are included, the more useful it
becomes. In some cases, use the client’s internal customer segmentations
as the starting point. While much design research focuses on behaviors
and mental models, the demographic information helps reinforce the
relevance of the aggregated behaviors and models.
5.1.2 Frame the right activities
When designing the research, identify the opportunity spaces with the
greatest potential for the client’s business. Develop a research protocol
that goes deep and wide. Consider the client’s business carefully, in order
to increase the chances that the research will hit on relevant information.
Understanding the client's business, the research team can predict
potential areas to cover in the future. For example, our client in the
Internet portal business has several online products: banking, shopping,
music, mail, news, etc. When using these areas of interest as part of the
recruitment matrix and including them in the research protocol, the
research data can be subdivided later on into groups by those products.
5.1.3 Share the research protocol among multiple research teams
While each team’s individual project goals must be prioritized, adding
research time with participants can ensure a broader focus. Dedicate a
portion of the research protocol to focus on shared areas that are
important to the organization as a whole, to ensure that the data is useful
beyond the immediate project.
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5.2 Retention: maintain integrity of data
5.2.1 Leverage visual recording tools for future sharing
Especially when data will be used by others beyond the core research
team, it is important to keep the data alive and vivid. With permission from
users, photography and video are essential tools for documentation
because of their visual richness. They allow other project team members
who did not go on the interviews to relive those field experiences in an
engaging way.

Picture 2: Video Documentation

5.2.2 Transcribe and code interviews and observations
When multiple researchers or teams work on a project, valuable
information may get lost or forgotten. To avoid this, transcribe verbal data
and recorded observational data in a shared database, to allow for ease of
future search and retrieval. Develop frameworks for coding data to add
additional layers of information that may not be present in the
transcription. Observed behaviors and other meta-information, such as
space or products used, are often left out of the conversation. Rigorous,
shared coding allows for quick access to such data.
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Picture 3: Video Transcription

5.2.3 Optimize tools and data management
Invest in tools and infrastructure that optimize the work process during as
well as after the project. Plan up front and take time throughout the
research process for consistent data organization. Consider a
standardized approach, which allows others within the organization to
understand as well. Good and comprehensive data won't be usable if
there is no systematic way to find it. This becomes especially important
when the data sets and user pool become bigger.

5.3 Utilization: ensure a rigorous data analysis process
5.3.1 Create an integrated work process
Consider transcribing and coding the data as a standard part of the
analysis process. This will provide a twofold benefit: thoroughness of
analysis and greater searchability. When planning for it and doing it right
the first time, data is ready for future use automatically. It is more
redundant and inefficient to do it afterward as a separate activity.
5.3.2 Frame data as a company resource
Consider research data as a valuable asset to the company. Establish
processes and services that a consultant or internal research department
can provide to the rest of the organization. Suggest options such as
research data terminals or training sessions to help encourage use of the
data, especially when the process is new to the organization.
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5.4 Transfer: socialize the data in the client organization
5.4.1 Democratize access
While it is important to ensure participants’ privacy and the company's
confidentiality, allow designated teams to easily access research data.
New uses for data may emerge which help further justify the initial
investment. Also, constant reference to the data keeps the customer’s
viewpoint alive and in the forefront of the organization’s awareness.
5.4.2 Provide a mechanism for internal communication around data
Additional tags such as number of times data is being shared, and who
marked it as a favorite, can give a different lens to the same
data. Encourage colleagues to add layers of information and share them
with others to allow the data to grow richer over time. This allows all users
to internalize the information and use it collaboratively.

6. Conclusion
When design research is strategic and well planned, it can reinforce
connections between research insights and implications throughout the
design and development process. In addition, it becomes a foundation that
allows room for trial and error. When the data is systematically organized,
it is accessible for smaller and faster business initiatives – cases in which
primary data collection would be cost- and time-prohibitive. As the
collective data set becomes larger, a company can utilize it to jumpstart
future business initiatives. Repositioning research data as more than a
means to an end opens new realms of possibility for the assets that
already exist but are not fully utilized. Establishing an evergreen research
approach requires an appreciation of design research’s full potential,
developing supportive infrastructure and changing the work processes
within the organization. The payoff can be significant in terms of
organizational knowledge, awareness of customers, and ongoing
identification of opportunities.
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Abstract
Due to its multidisciplinary aspects, the field of design is an open terrain in
constant change. In this context the design education and the methods of
teaching have to be constantly reviewed and updated. In order to complete
this task, a research into the pedagogical practices has to be carried on,
and to become almost as a “behind the curtains” activity for the teachers. A
considerable extent of literature shows how design students work (Cross,
Dorst, McDonnel, Stempfle); however most of the times the studies place the
researcher/observer in a distanced position with respect to the working
group. The following paper will consider several pedagogical situations, in
which the active involvement of the teachers as designers was necessary.
Furthermore analyzing the examples presented it will be shown how a series
of research methods have to be used in order to insure the objectivity of the
observation. For this reason it will be shown how the action research
methodology can provide important insights for creating a methodological
framework specific to the characteristic of the study. In the attempt to avoid
any ambiguities about the notion of “action research” it will be underlined
how the pedagogical action research refers to the studies and approach of
Kemmis, Whitehead, and Nofke. In conclusion we suggest that instead of
regarding the pedagogical content as a monolithic body of knowledge
presented to the students, the richness of the pedagogical experience comes
from the human interaction with the working group and can be seen as a
work in progress puzzle that has to be solved with the active involvement of
the students and teachers.
Keywords: teaching, design methods, action research, interactivity
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1. Introduction
In 2001, Alain Findeli proposes rethinking design education for the 21st
century in an insightful and groundbreaking article (Findeli, 2001). After
having compared three different models that have shaped the design
discipline, Findeli shows how the design curriculum has changed
throughout history. Starting from “the new world” model proposed by
Gropius at Bauhaus, to the “new man” one transferred in Chicago at the
new Bauhaus by Moholy-Nagy, and arriving at the “new culture” proposed
by Maldonado in Ulm, the author underlines the different levels of
integration of the three main design ingredients: art, technology and
science. He argues that historically the design intervention is seen as a
causal link between a problem and its solution. In this situation Findeli
points out how the design professional is placed outside the system and
acts almost as a physician that gives a diagnosis and prescribes a cure
without being involved in the entire treatment process. Instead he
proposes a holistic approach where “the problem” is rather seen as a
momentary, specific state of a system, in which the designer and user are
among the various stakeholders. In this way,
A new logical structure of the design process is:
1. Instead of a problem, we have: state A of a system;
2. Instead of a solution, we have: state B of the system; and
3. The designer and the user are part of the system (stakeholders).

The designers are not seen only as problem solvers but merely as active
participants having to manage the various functions of the system.
Having made a snapshot of an extremely contemporary way of reasoning
in and about design, several questions come forward: what kind of
education model can adapt to fit this logic? Is the traditional studentprofessor dynamic still valid and reliable?
In the next article we will attempt to answer this questions by bringing
Findeli’s argument into the midst of the design education. In other words
we will address the question of how can design educators immerse
themselves into the system in a neutral way, in the mean time influencing
an actual state of facts through action?

2. Designers and teachers
Being a hands-on practice, the design discipline requires a multi-faceted
education that prepares students to embark in real life projects in design
consultancies. Among the required qualities a designer has to have in this
2
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case are for sure the skills acquired in the simulated conditions of school
workshops and classes, but most of all the capability to integrate,
communicate and be part of a team that most of the time gathers
professionals from very different expertise fields. In other words, the ability
to be part of a complex relational system that involves actors and roles in
a continuous flow (Czikszentmihaly,1990). The complexity of design
becomes visible only when being involved in the flow having to cope with
the confrontation of tight schedules and the intricacy and sometimes
novelty of tasks to complete. Regarded this way the design practice is not
anymore a series of design problems that have to be approached by
developing several problem-solving strategies (Dorst, 2001), but a
continuously changing activity to which the designer has to adjust. The
difference in the two models becomes even more evident when reflecting
on the status of knowledge from applied to problem solving, in the first
case, to acquired through activity, in the second case. In this scenario, the
question is: how can students be prepared to enter into the game, and
what kind of skills are to be involved by teachers?
The teamwork of design students has been previously studied in several
literatures. Cross provides a good example showing the protocol of the
teamwork and emphasizing the importance of the social factors in group
dynamics (Cross et al.,1995). He underlines how the sequential steps
taken in the design process are intertwined with the affective bound
created between the members of the group. Looking even further into the
psychological aspects of the group work, Stempfle and Badke-Schaub
offer a generic step model of the design team activities (2002, pg.48).
Here the previously mentioned protocol is regarded in the holistic
perspective of the overall activity of the design group. What is however
particularly interesting in the cases cited, is the distance taken by the
teachers from the studied group. For obvious reasons the researcher
acted as observer in order to testimony and thoroughly annotate the group
dynamics. This enabled a distance from the experiment and ensured the
neutrality of the observation. This kind of inquiry however doesn’t give
space to the heuristics of teaching and practicing process, frustrating the
instructor of the confrontation with the different, and perhaps fresher ways
of reasoning employed by the students. Taking into account that a majority
of the design teachers are also practicing designers, this could also be
seen as a missed opportunity to innovate the way of thinking about the
design process. What we propose is the qualification of an already existing
informal practice, in particular in mixed teaching teams of professors and
experts, of analyzing the ongoing class activities. Taking a step forward
we argue that the considerations made about the nature of the content
and the class organization has to concretize into action. By implementing
this practice of self-analysis and readjustment to the incoming conditions,
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the teaching experience becomes more fluid and accommodates a
learning process. The below scheme shows the traditional and most used
teaching sequence (1) and compares it with the proposed one (2). Coming
back to the initial model by Findeli, who proposed the design process in
terms of a system, in the second case it can be seen how the interaction
between the teachers and students alters the system from state A in the
initial phase of the class activities to phase B in the end of the class. In the
second case the final phase marks an important and not always employed
practice of debriefing.

The second scheme shows also two reflective conversation sessions that
underline a research method specific to collaborative action research
(Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993)(Hollingsworth,1994). In particular
Feldman talks about conversation as a research and inquiry method
(1999) underlining the importance of “long and serious conversations” that
go beyond the purpose of the immediate application into the teaching
practice towards a more deeper understanding of the student and teacher
interaction in classroom. We will come back to the relevance of adjusting
and implementing educational action research methods in the design
classrooms further on in the paper.

3. Learning by doing
In order to support the argument with concrete examples, the next chapter
will take into discussion the role of the professor in the teaching process,
arguing that traditional design education that introduced instructors and
students on opposite sides has to be reconsidered. In the next part we will
present two different situations in which teachers learned and worked
collaboratively with students. In the first example the multicultural
4
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component of the student group as well as the unfamiliar setting
encouraged teachers to enter into a fluid process of verifying and adjusting
the proposed content. In the second example the game design brief made
teachers and students, playing and learning together for the designed
artifacts. Both situations brought to attention the necessity to apply a
flexible scheme of teaching and analysis of the process and results.

3.1 Adjusting teaching actions to a multidisciplinary and multicultural
class.
In 2009 two of the authors had the opportunity to participate in a charette
organized by Institute Without Boundaries at George Brown College in
Toronto, Canada. The complexity of this teaching experience came from
various factors. Firstly the brief that asked students to design 10 different
typologies of infill units in an existent social housing project in Toronto 1.
Given the particularity of the target users, low income families living in
subsidized houses, the project needed a multidisciplinary team that can
address the cultural and social issues of the community members, and
articulate them into an architecture project. For this reason the IwB
students studying system and strategic design teamed up with architecture
technology students. Secondly, the lectures and revisions took into
consideration the necessity to provide students with visualization skills that
will help them individuate and represent synthetically possible living
scenarios, even before proceeding with the architecture project (Pillan,
Suteu, 2010).
A third factor that augmented the complexity of the teaching process came
from the very limited amount of time of the charette, and workshops in
general, in this case of only one week. This on the other hand gave
teachers and students the opportunity to work very closely together and
with an intense rhythm that cannot be achieved in a normal class situation.
Finally given the large number of architecture technology students in
comparison to system and strategy design students2, presented the
teachers with the challenge to organize the groups and briefly prepare
group leaders, before the beginning of the charette and giving advise and
support on group (small) conflict mitigation during the work process.
It is important to stress out how the flexibility of the working space was
vital for the proceeding of the activities. Even if the initial lectures on
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interaction design and social aggregation was given in a traditional setting,
the groups shared the working space, dividing it according to their
activities that involved brainstorming, drafting online and offline, model
making and revisions with teachers. In the same time all students and
teachers had the possibility to look at each other’s projects, learning from
each other and also entering into a competition mood. In this way teachers
constantly moved from one group to the other checking on their work and
attending to their requests when needed.
3.2 Teaching, designing and playing
The next example presents a different situation in which the immediacy of
the teacher’s action came from the very subject matter of the content to be
taught. In May 2011 we organized a five-days workshop at the Politecnico
di Milano, Faculty of Design. The workshop was aimed at the design and
the prototyping of board games using psychological phenomena as a
source for inspiration for game mechanics and dynamics. The workshop
was named “Guess How?” in a nod to the classical board game “Guess
Who?”. None of the participating students had previous game design
experience nor any academic preparation in psychology or cognitive
science. They had four days to write a concept for the game, design the
rules and the components, and complete a working prototype. During the
fifth day we tested the games together with them and gave the final
feedback.
As the workshop was for us a testing ground of a theory, or an experiment,
we had to share this vision with the students. In simplified terms we had to
share with them this concept: “there is evidence that cognitive sciences
may be a tool and an inspiration for game design: let's try it out”.
To set this as the mood of the workshop and to help the students connect
with us and feel free to share their discoveries and advancements, we had
to adapt the style of the workshop from a more traditional teacher-student
approach.
As “games” were a core theme to the activity we felt that sharing the
moments of play would have been the natural way to implement our
approach. In fact, the very process of game design is an iterative one that
requires participants to the design to constantly play the game.
We did this in to main occasions: at first during the lectures, which
included games as examples and demonstrations. Later, we spent the
remaining four days testing the games with the students, observing them
play, and encouraging the development of the funniest parts of their
designs by sincerely expressing our feelings.

6
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Laughter, exclamations, and body language are essential to the mood of
play but are not usual form of communication between students and
teachers: we wanted to go beyond the conventional relationship to
preserve the qualities of playful design for games.
In this spirit we invited Lorenzo Silva form Cranio Creations to give the
students a lecture on board game design and provide feedback to their
design. Silva is a board game author and a publisher, and he is used to
testing dozens of board games every year. Of course, even in the
professional area of game design and in the actual marketplace the same
rules apply: Silva had to become a real player to experience the fun parts
of the game he was testing, that is to appreciate the emerging dynamics
that games encourage when played right (e.g. “bluffing” in Poker).
During the lectures we had the students try some games that we
considered meaningful in regards to the workshop's topics. We provided
no instructions other than the game rules (or the game links in case of
videogames) and later asked them what was special about the games and
why they thought we asked to play them.
This activity was done leaving free time for the students to play the games
by themselves or in small groups so that they could begin sharing the
experience of play as part of their design process, something that does not
happen to often in the context of university. During the whole duration of
the workshop we tried to be always moving between projects: we would
observe the games briefly, ask the students what progresses where made,
if they encountered any particular difficulty in design and if they were
ready for a play test. Students were encouraged to test the games as
often as possible but we did not force them if they were in the middle of a
specific design activity, like balancing the rules or brainstorming a solution
to a design flow.
The class where the workshop took place had movable tables so we
arranged them in ways that made easy moving from one table to another
and sit around them. This let us drop-in/drop-out games easily and also
encouraged students from different groups to have a peek at what their
colleagues were working on.

4. Mixed roles, how to sort them out
The close implication of the teachers and instructors in following all the
steps of the design project brings to light the delicate line that separates
the two roles. While the teacher traditionally stands on the other side of
cathedra, the designer will tend to contribute to the brainstorming
influencing in this way the creative process. It is the presence of these
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mixed roles that asks for methods that will enable the involvement while
maintaining the neutrality of the observation. In both cases presented the
short duration of the charette – workshop, placed teachers in the mixed
role of teacher and practitioner. In the first situation the strategies
developed to take a reflective and neutral stance were to take a physical
and mental distance from the group and have a brief discussion on the
way the groups worked from three points of view: the progress they made
with respect to the deadline, the integration of both interaction visualization
and architectural scheme and the management of the group members.
This type of isolation strategy was possible and made easier by changing
the language of conversation from English to Italian.
In the second case the last phase of the game workshop involved two
external actors: a game developer and a fellow colleague which both
brought their different views regarding the game experience, from a
practical point of view and respectively from a research perspective. In this
case the third party strategy was particularly effective because enabled
the teaching team to take a reflective stance and acknowledge certain
details that are difficult to grasp while immersed in the game. In this sense
a list of parameters was decided before the test, and the outside teacher
assisted to the session without playing.
To complete the abovementioned actions that can improve the
pedagogical research in design the need for a consistent and articulate
annotation came forward in both situations. By this we mean not only the
disparate notes taken commonly, but also a more structured visualization
tool that can offer an overall view of the class activities with all its facets.

5. Proposed methodologies of observation while immersed
in the teaching process
Some of the most interesting methods successfully employed for studying
the creative process in action, come from social psychology and was
initially introduced by Lewin as early as 1940’s (1988). Action Research
(AR from now on) addresses the gap between theory and practice by
facilitating the involvement of researchers as participants from inside the
[social] setting and not on it from an external position (Nofke 1994). In the
educational realm AR was employed and proved particularly relevant for
curriculum development (Kemmis,et al., 1993) as well as for articulating a
coherent research while teaching (Altrichter et al. 2002). One of the most
interesting approaches of AR, and the one perhaps most relevant for the
purpose of this argument, it is the reflective study of the own practice and
the reflective conversation on the process advancement with the other
members of the team (Feldman, 2003). This reminds us of the reflective
8
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practice methods of Donald Schon (1983), already well known, applied
and discussed in the realm of design (Buchanan,1992; Dorst, 2003; Swan,
2002).
While a close attention it was placed on the protocol of the design process
in educational setting by Cross and Dorst, the conversation employed as a
research method aims to engage a more profound oral inquiry process
(Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993) into the pedagogical practice. In this
sense, as shown in the examples mentioned before, two types of
conversation, that are already present, but should be implemented
consciously in the pedagogical design practice.
The first one refers to the active exchange of information in order to
support the ongoing design process and decision-making. Here we refer to
the fast conversations that teachers have while being immersed in the
teaching and designing process and that could bring to surface
problematic issues to be consequently discussed with students.
The second makes reference to the collaborative conversations
( Hollingsworth, 1994) that includes, and can also continue after the
debrief phase of the design class or workshop.
Bringing the above-mentioned conversation methods in the realm of the
design practice, annotating the conversation can become the starting point
for engaging a collaborative action research process. As in the previously
shown examples most of the time due the fast speed of the design
classes, the only tangible result of the entire activity are the student
outputs. Instead perhaps the most interesting and important part of the
teaching activity is the knowledge exchange between students, teachers
and partners, which in time remains in our memory only as an emotion.
Once expressed and thou externalized, in a visual manner, the experience
and knowledge acquired becomes part of a collaborative repository that
can be analyzed and improved in further instances.

6. Conclusion
Looking at Findeli’s view of the design process as a system allowed us to
make a reflection on the way the design education can be improved.
Although the examples underlined each had their own specificity, they
helped identifying several important issues that have to be considered in
the design educational process. If the traditional education class setting
favored the distance between teachers and students, the design classes
do not necessarily benefit from it. Instead, the close proximity helps a
more personal interaction disassembling the two groups into novice and
more experienced professionals. What happens in this case is a more fluid
exchange of knowledge between different generations and a deeper
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understanding of the design process in terms of an engaging and unique
experience. The question at this point is how to better understand the
short and long term implications of this approach, while immersed into the
creative flow of designing and teaching? The Action Research has to be
understood in this case as a methodology that can provide useful tools
that have to be adjusted to serve the purpose of the design pedagogical
activities. Taking into account two examples that presented a high level of
complexity we drafted three strategies in which the conversation can be
used as a research tool. Moreover we stressed out how the annotation of
the overall activities can become a research tool in itself supporting a
reflective conversation during and after the completion of the class.
Future work will bring together the strategies and methods drafted in the
paper and test them in several class situations. The visualization of the
annotation will be set-up in two formats: as a template prepared before the
classes and as a series of guidelines to be observed, drawn and written by
the teaching staff in his/her own way.
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Abstract
This author asserts that U.S. higher education must greatly accelerate the rate at which it
innovates by fundamentally redesigning itself. The paper approaches this subject by first
outlining the significant challenges faced by American colleges and universities. It then
analyzes the case of a university that is facing these challenges by broadly integrating
design thinking into its curriculum and planning processes. The author frames the rationale
for pursuing an innovation agenda in this manner and critically presents the results. The
case suggests that under certain conditions it is possible for universities to become
designable, and when this occurs innovative and integrative change is possible.
Keywords: design thinking, organization design, university innovation
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Transforming Universities with Design
Thinking
This paper chronicles a university’s pursuit of innovation by broadly integrating design
i
thinking into the curriculum and operations. The initiative was motivated in part by the
tectonic shifts in U.S. higher education caused by fundamental changes in demographics,
the economy, and the competitive environment for universities. The tremors emanating
from these challenges have been rattling the foundations of higher education for many
years, but they have now grown into a tsunami that quietly surges toward our campuses.
The question faced by hundreds of universities is simple: Can these institutions develop
ii
life-preserving buoyancy by innovating, or will they become sunken treasures?
The paper moves through a series of concentric topics, each of which provides a frame
for the ideas that follow. Since the design-driven changes under way at Philadelphia
University are systemically linked to the broader condition of U.S. higher education, the
first conceptual ring begins with a macroscopic perspective on some of the salient
challenges faced by universities at this moment in history and calls for urgent change.
Moving inward, the second conceptual ring critically examines the position of design
thinking at universities as a means of transformational agency. Finally, the central topic
focuses on Philadelphia University and the cultural framework that led the University to
this point in its evolution. This topic frames the rationale for pursuing a design-driven
innovation agenda, explores why particular planning paths have been taken, and
examines what has been accomplished along the way.

Philadelphia University’s Mother Ship:
The U.S. System of Higher Education
Our society, economy, politics, and culture have been dramatically transformed during
the past 25 years, driven by a range of factors, including the Internet and computational
technologies, a metamorphosis of our economic landscape, significant demographic
changes, and a sea change in political sensibilities.
The complexity of this single knot of interwoven transformations far exceeds the
knowledge building and disseminating frameworks of any single discipline, and holistically
defining and addressing the resulting challenges exceeds the organizational capability of
most universities. How has the typical university responded to this extraordinary cluster of
interdependent changes? In most cases, it has merely tinkered: an incubator facility to
spur innovation here, some interdisciplinary curricula and institutes there, or perhaps
words in a mission statement about the importance of educating global citizens. This
approach is woefully insufficient to meet the challenges ahead and, as we will see, many
others share this appraisal.
In 2005, the U.S. Secretary of Education created a commission to assess postsecondary
education in the United States with a particular focus on improving professional education
(Ruben, Lewis, & Sandmeyer, 2008). There is much to criticize about the Commission’s
report, A Test of Leadership: Charting the Future of Higher Education (Miller et al., 2006),
but one of the foundational findings rings true. The Commission characterizes U.S. higher
education as a “mature enterprise”:
Increasingly risk-averse, at times self-satisfied, and unduly expensive. It is an
enterprise that has yet to address the fundamental issues of how academic
programs and institutions must be transformed to serve the changing educational
needs of a knowledge economy. It has yet to successfully confront the impact of
globalization, rapidly evolving technologies, an increasingly diverse and aging
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population, and an evolving marketplace characterized by new needs and new
paradigms. (p. xii)
This picture of the academy as lethargic or even moribund has recently been echoed by a
number of authors who critique the particular innovation deficits of U.S. higher education,
including dated, ineffective, and rigid curricular structures, excessive tuition rates, and a
general dearth of innovative leadership (Brown & Adler, 2008; DeMillo, 2011; Kamenetz,
2010). Substantive critiques such as these occur even as the unique economic and
demographic conditions that allowed universities to charge higher tuition rates and thus
grow their budgets begin to trend in less favorable directions. Simultaneously, for-profit
universities with capital markets and venture firms filling their sails erode the value of
generic degrees by commoditizing them with low-cost, technology-driven course
iii
innovations (Grineski, 2000; Matkin, 2011; Morey, 2004).

Sleepwalking: Inertia and Path Dependence
These issues are just a few of the challenges that have brought us to a critical crossroads
in U.S. higher education. A moment such as this should catalyze the kinds of bold and
innovative actions that made our system of universities one of the best in the world, but
instead too many of us ritually pace through our routines in the dark like somnambulists
chasing a forgotten dream.
The inertial path dependence of American universities is hardly unique (Krücken, 2003;
Perellon, 2005), but the pervasive lack of awareness of the implications from inside
universities is striking. Leadership in the academy has been unable to correlate a chain of
disruptive external changes with the internal organization of universities. DeMillo (2011)
succinctly summarized the problem:
University leadership in the United States is for the most part unaware that the
crossroads is ahead. Few of today’s leaders have serious plans in place for
choosing a path . . . the obvious question is how so many smart people could
miss what seems to be an inevitable crisis. (p. 25)
DeMillo (2011) had several interesting answers to this question, but for this paper, a
satisfactory response is simply that we have lost the ability to envision and frame new
possibilities. The higher education community has been unable to develop an integrated,
critical awareness of its current challenges and is therefore unable to reframe the
meanings of the academy. The current frame has become festooned with the
iconography and ornamentation of 19th- and 20th-century institutional ideals and
weighted down with normative meanings. We appear unable to reorient the academy
toward a newly envisioned future, or to see beyond its borders.

The Academy’s Corpus and Its Membrane of Frames
Krücken (2003, p. 327) wrote about the organizational myths at the heart of universities
that serve as “boundaries against external influences.” We might recast these boundaries
positively as a living membrane stretched over a scaffolding system of critical frameworks
that grows, dies, and transmutes with the passage of time. The scaffolding is given its
basic form by the larger structural members that define the nature and purpose of the
academy itself. Its durability is derived from sturdy disciplinary frameworks consisting of
theories, protocols, and practices that help domain experts make sense of the knowledge
and information that stream through it. Similar to the aggregate added to cement that
creates concrete, the extraordinary strength of these frameworks also contributes to the
rigidity of the scaffolding itself.
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The Design Problem:
Epistemological Orientation of Disciplinary Frameworks
The disciplinary frameworks embedded in the scaffolding are structured by methods of
inquiry that typically use two epistemological models to make sense of the world. These
models have been primarily representational, where “knowledge represents the world as
it is” and the “nature of thinking is descriptive and analytic,” or constructivist and narrative,
where “all knowledge arises from what actors think and say about the world” and the
iv
“nature of thinking is critical and reflexive” (Romme, 2003, p. 559).
Our conundrum for innovating is that, relative to induction and deduction, the design
mode of thinking is underrepresented in the academy and often confined to liminal
curricula and programs. The design mode of thinking is sometimes part of the scaffolding
I have described, but administrators and faculty are often unaware of its presence, or
wary of its reasoning methods, which can feel disordered and sprawling when compared
to induction and deduction, the twin pillars of academic knowledge creation. Even more
unfamiliar to much of academia is the powerful epistemological engine of the design
process, abduction, which Charles Sander Peirce sometimes referred to as “nothing but
guessing,” words that screech like fingernails on a blackboard to the ears of many
v
academics (Peirce Edition Project, 1998, p. 107).
Design logics have not been part of the normative university’s membrane-interface with
the broader world, because design practice has not had as its goal validating hypotheses
or building the kinds of general, universalizing truths that form the epistemological heart
vi
of the academy. Frank and Meyer (2007) distilled this normative and universalizing
orientation of higher education:
The core point here—crucial to understanding the extraordinary survival and
expansion of the university both in the nineteenth century and currently—is that
knowledge refers to a body of universalized principles . . . Even more, the
university is positioned to teach both students and society at large the metaprinciple that all sorts of particulars can and/or could be understood, and should
be understood, as instances of general abstractions. (p. 294)
This argument extends to the daily practices of individuals, where universalized concepts
become the means by which the particulars of human experience are interpreted.
In contrast, the knowledge created by design thinking is generated with particular
contexts; it is situational, pragmatic, and directed toward “changing existing situations into
preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, p. 111). Designing resists the kind of universalizing
knowledge most commonly associated with higher learning, and instead has as its goal
situated practice as transformative action. This does not mean that design is without
knowledge, but designing does not produce the kinds of knowledge academics have
typically recognized and around which they have structured universities. This reality is
often confusing inside and outside the academy; for example, when Brown (2009)
discussed the centrality of directly and deeply connecting with users during field research,
he made the following assertion:
We call this “empathy,” and it is perhaps the most important distinction between
academic thinking and design thinking. We are not trying to generate new
knowledge, test a theory, or validate a scientific hypothesis—that’s the work of
our university colleagues and an indispensible part of our shared intellectual
landscape. The mission of design thinking is to translate observations into
insights and insights into products and services that improve lives. (p. 49)
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Brown’s assertion, I hope, has more to do with the act of finding the subject of design
thinking, about which Buchanan (1992) commented:
In the process of application, the designer must discover or invent a particular
subject out of the problems and issues of specific circumstances. This sharply
contrasts with the disciplines of science, which are concerned with understanding
the principles, laws, rules, or structures that are necessarily embodied in existing
subject matters. (p. 16)
Brown (2009) is correct, but only if we use the normative definitions of knowledge and its
creation that dominate in the academy today. While these categories are very important
and will remain so, it is crucial for the survival of the academy and the future of our
society to enlarge the space in which universities operate to include design knowledge.
Only when this enlargement occurs can we adequately provide students with the kinds of
agential knowledge and practices required to address the enormously complex political,
economic, and environmental challenges in front of us, and only when design knowledge
is naturalized within the academy can it fully benefit from the infrastructures of knowledge
creation and dissemination and grow beyond its current boundaries to more adequately
vii
address these challenges.
Finally, and central to this paper, only when university leaders (administrators and faculty)
frame their institutions as mutable artifacts, “epistemic objects,” or “knowledge objects”
(Tsoukas, 2009, p. 169) that are “as much defined by what they are not (but will, at some
point have become) than by what they are” can the full power of design thinking be
brought to bear on their challenges (Knoor, 2001, p. 182).

Background:
Framing the Evolution of Philadelphia University
The University consists of 3,200 students and offers degrees from the bachelor’s to the
doctoral levels. More than half of the University’s undergraduate students graduate with
degrees in design disciplines. It began referring to itself as a university only 13 years ago
when it shed the name Philadelphia Institute of Textiles and Sciences. Since then, the
boundary membrane that defined the University’s relationship to the surrounding world
grew and shifted shape, but disciplines of practice remained central to its mission as the
school pursued what Christensen and Eyring (2011, p. 203) generically labeled “imitative
competition.” It added programs, degrees, facilities, and services that made the school
viii
feel and function more like a comprehensive American research university.
This tacit model guided the University’s sprawling growth as its portfolio of academic
programs expanded and the University created an organizational structure more typical of
a larger institution. In 2008, the University had grown to six relatively independent
schools, with an organizational structure that virtually guaranteed a system of near
homeostatic silos with limited curricular interconnections and even fewer incentives to
find academic and administrative synergies.
The implicit ideal toward which Philadelphia University organically moved was something
like a miniature version of Clark Kerr’s (1963, p. 38) comprehensive multiversity, where:
many parts can be added and subtracted with little effect on the whole . . . It is
more a mechanism-a series of processes producing a series of results-held
together by administrative rules and powered by money.
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Kerr borrowed a now widely used image of the multiversity from Robert Hutchins, and
described the modern university as “a series of separate schools and departments held
together by a central heating system” (Kerr, 1963, p. 38).
The University had incorporated DeMillo’s (2011) DNA that encoded the “institutional
myth” of a comprehensive university and was expressed as a tacit “frame of reference”
(Krücken, 2003, p. 328) that guided growth. Gharajedaghi (2011, p. 32) referred to these
tacit assumptions as self-reproducing “cultural codings [that] become the social
equivalent of biological DNA, those hidden assumptions anchored at the very core of our
collective memory.”
The University applied this implicit frame: the school tenured many of its faculty and built
a beautiful library, residence halls, new academic buildings, and a spectacular student
center. This was the period when the name changed to Philadelphia University,
suggesting a durable legacy and a relationship with a major American city steeped in
national history. To make this connection more explicit, the University even chose to use
as its primary identifying mark a calligraphic “P” evoking the city’s rich colonial history.
The second view of the future through the primary implicit frame revealed an assumed
ideal, but it was too vaguely defined and tacitly understood to reframe. It had become an
integral part of the University’s culture that drove decision-making about how to pursue
the goal of a comprehensive university but not why this was the right thing to do.
Gharajedaghi (2011, pp. 35–37) observed that culture provides “default values” for
organizational systems when “actors fail to choose one.” The University was indeed a
goal-seeking system, where the means to the ends could be chosen, but the end state (a
ix
comprehensive university) was fixed.
The weighty implicit frame of the institution surrounded an impressionistic and inchoate
portrait of a larger and more comprehensive future university, yet it had a modest
infrastructure to alchemically meld academic units into a gleaming unity. Recall that
Kerr’s (1963, p. 38) multiversity was “powered by money” and its separate schools and
departments were “brought together by a central heating system,” whereas Philadelphia
University’s financial resources were less extravagant and its “central heating system”
was always operating at its maximum to bring the warmth of unity to its parts.
Imitation had left the University with a range of quality programs, but they were for the
most part similar to the commodities produced by non-profit and for-profit universities
throughout the nation. The University, like its hundreds of counterparts throughout the
country, could have rolled forward, competing for fewer students, increasing tuition
discounts, and generally retrenching, but it chose instead to follow a different path into
the future. .

Philadelphia University’s Wicked Problem
When you remove the primary interpretive framework from a traditional university, it
becomes an overwhelmingly complex place with boundary-defying organizational
structures, a sense of belonging to a department but not the university (or vice versa),
curricula in solitary Petri dishes or perhaps organically growing into others, overlapping
and sometimes ambiguous governance structures, hundreds of budget cost centers,
diverse flows of cash, direct instructional activities, auxiliary support services, etc. But
apply the primary frame, or “framework of frameworks” (Goffman, 1974, p. 29), with its
organizing schemata, and a university coherently appears to all.
To truly transform any institution, those implicit cultural frames must be, to varying
degrees, made explicit in order to begin addressing the interesting and complex mess
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beyond them. This awareness can produce third-order change that requires members of
the organization to have the insight to identify:
different possible schemata (including a participative schema and a managerial
control schema), reflecting on the implications of the various schemata, and
negotiating a new shared understanding responsive to the needs of the
individuals involved. (Bartunek, 1987, p. 487)
The process of collectively identifying alternative schemata, correlating them with
opportunities for transformation, and implementing them can constitute a very wicked
problem. Buchanan (1992) borrowed the term, which correlates roughly to Martin’s (2009,
p. 49) description of a “messier problem” embraced by integrative thinkers, “because they
know the best answers arise from complexity.” Wicked problems are indeterminate,
complex, without boundaries, and systemically connected to other wicked problems. They
require us to invent a determinant subject from entangled variables embedded in
ambiguous contexts by using induction, deduction, and abduction.
A strategic planning process led by a dynamic new president distilled a core set of
initiatives engineered from the University’s DNA. Understood in strategic terms, these
initiatives constituted an elegant system of transformation. However, as a group of
nascent, interwoven components dynamically interacting with a particular University
environment, the process of further defining and implementing them was a wicked
problem indeed.

Designing the
College of Design, Engineering, and Commerce
The central initiative of the strategic plan was to create a College of Design, Engineering,
and Commerce (C-DEC) by combining three existing schools into two. The implications of
the new college were significant, because it would consist of 16 majors encompassing
more than half of the University’s enrollment. The College would fuse undergraduate,
team-based, transdisciplinary professional studies with an integrated general studies
component. The goal was to teach students to generate economic and/or social value by
x
innovating in diverse professional contexts over the arc of their careers. The College
itself did not originate from the strategic plan working groups; rather, it appeared next to
the second initiative on innovation. The president had approximated what Tim Brown
(2009, p. 74) referred to as “the top down bit” by attending to the call for innovation, but
12
giving it concrete form as something that could be built.
The College took shape as it crystallized around models and prototypes that the
University became more adept at using. Nearly every C-DEC-related initiative was
positioned as an opportunity to create knowledge objects to spur learning. The next 18
months could be read as efforts to simultaneously define the College while implementing
it in iterative loops of learning by faculty and administrators. The C-DEC cycled between
a planned object that required processes and procedures to fully manifest and a
dialogical knowledge object from which the University learned. In this sense, the rhythmic
movement between planned object and knowledge object was generative for its own
future form but, as we will see, also well beyond the boundaries of the initiative itself. This
interplay allowed those faculty and administrators involved in building the C-DEC to “rearticulate the proto-interpretations that are already manifested in the epistemic objects
and, thus, make new distinctions” (Tsoukas, 2009, p. 169).
For example, after the C-DEC was announced as a goal, but before it took shape as a
developed program, a few faculty members described their interpretations of the C-DEC
as “find it [design], build it [engineering], sell it [business]” (H. McGowan, personal
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communication, November 10, 2011). This understanding applied the “protointerpretations” (Tsoukas, 2009, p. 169) of the tacit cultural frame that had previously
guided the University by privileging conventional knowledge domains and their delineated
roles over the possibility of innovation processes driven by true transdisciplinary,
generative, team-driven problem finding.
Beliefs such as these are deeply rooted. They are embedded in Goffman’s (1974)
“framework of frameworks” that orients the culture of social groups:
especially insofar as understandings emerge concerning principle classes of
schemata, the relations of these classes to one another, and the sum total of
forces and agents that these interpretive designs acknowledge to be loose in the
world. (p. 29)
Interactions with knowledge objects can help change deeply embedded ways of
understanding the world. The concept of the C-DEC was made concrete in the first
months after its announcement with two “discipline-neutral” charrettes about future forms
of news content creation and aging in place. The charrettes created knowledge objects
that were valuable as non-instrumental methods for modifying entrenched cultural
viewpoints, because they did not rely on deductive adherence to the implicit assumptions
of existing primary frames. The charrettes encouraged “building to think—rather than
discussing, analyzing, or hypothesizing in abstract terms before acting” (Coughlan, Suri,
& Canales, 2007, p. 127).
Far more valuable than the design proposals that emerged from this process was the
new sense of what the C-DEC could be: an increased ability to envision new possibilities.
The charrettes encouraged the process of transcending the paradigm of “find it, build it,
sell it” and adopting a more integrative sensibility. In fact, one of the most important
results of the charrettes came later, in the form of an interactive diagram that
demonstrated common C-DEC academic outcomes by year. This led to the concept of
interdepartmental course streams (later referred to as pathways and ecosystems) that
could unify and buttress the C-DEC academic core courses across disciplines.
When the strategic plan was first launched the University began a multi-phase action
research project (Antheil & Spinelli, 2011). The goal was to understand how faculty,
administrators and staff perceived the gap between the University’s current and ideal
states in areas such as short-term versus long-term planning, risk taking versus risk
aversion, autocratic planning versus participatory planning, and planned versus ad hoc
actions.
Based on this user-centered research, important planning directions were changed; for
example, the timing for announcing the organizational structure of the C-DEC was directly
related to research indicating that the initiative was in danger of losing momentum,
because faculty and staff could not concretely “understand their identity in the new
structure” (Antheil & Spinelli, 2011, p. 29). Soon after the announcement, it became clear
that the community members actually needed to see their names in a detailed information
graphic of the College structure in order to concretely situate themselves. The resulting
organization chart was an important prototype, because feedback from the deans and
faculty allowed for iterations that directly affected the final organization of the College.
Maintaining the momentum for change and further refining the conceptual foundation of
the C-DEC resulted in an early announcement of the new building for the C-DEC in the
spring of 2009. The building development process provided a structured prototyping
opportunity that involved the entire campus as well as a faculty planning committee.
Schematic diagrams, sketches, and models caused a number of tacit assumptions to
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surface about what the College would be: for example, how and where courses would be
taught, the role of individual academic units, the role of research, how faculty and
students would use spaces outside the classrooms, etc. The resulting knowledge was
dialogically accrued and iterated, with the architect’s prototyping artifacts acting as
learning repositories.
The curriculum and building were simultaneously developed, with knowledge from one
process sometimes feeding into the other. In a dedicated room in the basement of a
dormitory, faculty, deans, and others used sticky notes to visually represent curricular
sequences; this produced a series of four core courses with an integrative capstone.
These courses were then significantly further developed in multidisciplinary faculty
committees chaired by the vice provost as the building emerged from planning
discussions. This process continues today.
During this period the curriculum concept emerged of an integrated four-course
experience followed by a capstone taken by all 16 C-DEC majors in mixed, team-taught
courses starting in the freshman year. The first course is called Design Process and
Integrative Thinking. It focuses extensively on team dynamics, opportunity-finding,
iterative problem-solving, and basic field observation. In the sophomore year, all students
enroll in Business Models, a course focusing broadly on economic and social value
creation, and influenced by the canvas approach presented in Osterwalder, Pigneur, and
Clark’s (2010) book. Junior-level C-DEC students enroll in Research Methods, which
introduces ethnographic methods and other basic field research techniques. The final
course before the capstone is Science Systems Thinking, with initial options in biomimicry
and sustainability. The course introduces students to systems principles, systems
dynamics, and their applications. A major capstone project with outside for-profit and
nonprofit organizations is designed to integrate the core sequence with the other
coursework students have taken in their majors.
The C-DEC core is complemented and extended by interdisciplinary course pathways
planned as knowledge ecosystems in areas such as fashion (broadly defined),
sustainability and healthcare. The School of Business Administration and the School of
Design and Engineering are redesigning their core curricula to leverage and reinforce the
C-DEC core.

Beyond C-DEC
The C-DEC development process and the knowledge artifacts it produced proved to be
generative beyond the College itself. When a university proceeds down the path of
identifying the framing schemata that tacitly drive its culture, the opportunity emerges to
position a broad range of change activities as nascent precursors to knowledge objects.
Philadelphia University’s transformative system of physical components, curricular
initiatives, personnel support, and cultural development eventually became embodied in
models, diagrams, and other prototypes that collectively led to an unanticipated
conclusion: the entire university should ideally be reconfigured into three colleges. This
change would generate value for students by creating a structure designed to translate
and apply innovations that had been learned from developing the C-DEC, while balancing
enrollments across the University. In the spring of 2011, the University became a matrix
organization specifically designed to spur inter- and trans-college innovation.

Conclusion
This paper has argued that U.S. higher education has entered a new phase that will
require many universities to fundamentally redesign their futures. Normative disciplinary
frameworks and the epistemological models supporting them appear insufficient on their
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own to drive this level of transformational change. Instead of tinkering with the same
general planning subjects that faculty and administrators habitually address due to path
dependencies, design knowledge can help build new frameworks for “discovering or
inventing a particular subject out of the problems and issues of specific circumstances”
(Buchanan, 1992, p. 16). Indeed, the specific case of Philadelphia University suggests
that, under certain conditions, it is possible for universities to become designable, and
when this occurs, innovative and integrative change is possible.
More analysis is needed to continue exploring why design thinking has been so catalytic
at Philadelphia University, and how transferable its innovation processes are to other
institutions. To this end, the University is committed to remaining a knowledge object and
serving as a resource from which other universities can learn if they too choose to
redesign their futures.
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Notes
i

I use the following definition of design thinking in this paper: a team-oriented,
user-centered process that identifies and addresses innovation opportunities. The
process is abductive, iterative and analogic, and relies on iterative cycles of
learning structured by multisensory prototyping.
ii
Throughout this paper, I use the term university to generically refer to any fouryear undergraduate college or university with both undergraduate and graduate
students.
iii
See also Gibbs (2010, pp. 241–253) for a critical perspective on the relationship
between globalization in higher education and curricular commoditization.
iv
Of course, in practice these two modes of thought co-mingle to varying degrees.
v
Peirce is not trivializing the importance of abduction; in fact, in the same essay
he positions it as an integral stage of inductive reasoning.
vi
This statement concerns design as practice rather than its elaboration in areas
such as design theory and design history.
vii
I acknowledge, however, that becoming fully integrated into the current and
normative academy has its perils, because to do so the breadth of design and its
transdisciplinary nature could very well be sacrificed to accommodate a system of
domain specializations that the academy is currently organized to administer,
staff, fund, evaluate, and plan.
viii
See Rosen (2011, p. 7), who used the term “Harvard Envy” for this kind of
imitative institutional behavior.
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ix

Gharajedaghi (2011, p. 37) explained that a “goal seeking system is one that can
respond differently to different events in the same or different environments until
it produces a particular outcome (state).”
x
A more detailed description of the value generation dimensions of the C-DEC are
beyond the scope of this paper, but they focused on critical and professional
preparation for a fluid, innovation-driven career environment. More information
on the C-DEC can be found at: http://www.philau.edu/. The general studies
program at the University is currently under comprehensive review to frame new
possibilities for liberal learning and its relationship to professional education.
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Abstract
Rapidly mounting societal costs have compelled a shift in the Japanese social welfare
system to an emphasis on self-sufficiency and societal integration. Within this context, the
Services and Support for Persons with Disabilities Act was implemented in 2006. Soon
afterwards, however, the issue of compensation—the wages to workers of Vocational Aid
Centers (VACs) and the obligation of workers to pay VACs for benefits they receive—
prompted the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare to issue in 2007 a five-year plan
targeted at doubling the wages of VAC workers. Under the act, the ministry directed the
governors of the nation’s prefectural governments to collaborate with the private sector in
support of efforts to raise the wages paid to those working at VACs and similar facilities.
In this paper, we examine the design management techniques employed within the product
development and promotional stages of two particularly successful projects.We find five
factors behind their success: (1) utilization of professional staff members; (2)
differentiation from competitors; (3) high-quality packaging by professional designers; (4)
media exposure; and (5) managerial enthusiasm for business expansion. Lastly we compare
these results with those of a project in Shizuoka Prefecture, which was previously
researched by the lead author.
Through this investigation, we hope to deepen our understanding of universal design
management techniques in support of VAC facilities and services.
Keywords: universal design, design management, people with disabilities
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Introduction
The social welfare system was initiated in Japan in the 1950s with an emphasis
on protecting and aiding the needy and the disabled. The societal costs of such
arrangements, however, mounted rapidly, compelling a shift in emphasis toward
self-sufficiency and societal integration (Kyogoku, 2008). A number of laws were
implemented within this cost-cutting context, most notably the Services and
Support for Persons with Disabilities Act, which took effect in April 2006. Article 1
of this act, formulated with an eye to a demographic shift toward fewer children
and more elderly, stipulates its purpose to be “to improve the welfare of persons
(adults and children) with disabilities through the provision of benefits for
necessary disability welfare services and provision of other forms of support to
enable persons with disabilities to live independent daily or social lives according
to their respective abilities and aptitudes….” Previously, the services available to
a disabled person were determined almost automatically by the type of disability;
that is, the person was not given the right to choose services to receive for him or
herself. Under the act, a disabled individual supposedly became able to freely
choose from among a unified menu of social services instituted under the act.
However, what often happened in reality is that he or she simply ended bearing a
heavier portion of the burden of social services provided at vocational aid Centers
(VACs). A VAC is a facility where a disabled person, in exchange for receiving
various social services, is provided with an opportunity to work at some task in
accordance with his or her ability, and for those efforts the individual receives a
small wage (A 2009 Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare survey places the
number of such facilities in Japan at approximately 4,000). Under the previous
system, the amount that the person was to be charged for social services was
determined in accordance with his or her ability to pay, and thus small wages
were not much of a problem. However, under the Services and Support for
Persons with Disabilities Act, the person was in principle to bear 10% of the
actual cost of the services provided to him or her, and as a result some suddenly
found themselves having to pay three times as much for services, and even
meals. Co-payments rose substantially for many; according to a 2010 report from
the Fukushi Gyosei Horei Kenkyukai [Social Service Administrative Law Study
Group], more than 90% of low income workers had to pay more under the new
system. Some disabled people simply stopped showing up (Department of Health
and Welfare for Persons with Disabilities, 2007). This situation eventually
prompted the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare to set off on a five-year
drive to double the wages of VAC workers, releasing in 2007 a ministerial
directive ordering the governors of the prefectural governments to implement
their own five-year plans toward that target. In response, local government
officials formulated measures that, while tailored to the characteristics of their
particular locales, were intended to raise the wages paid at VAC workshops
within this five-year framework.
The Shizuoka prefectural government sprang into action at the head of the
central government initiative, unveiling in April 2006 a Project for Quality
Improvement and Sales Promotion of VAC Products under its five-year plan in
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collaboration with a nonprofit organization of Shizuoka work Centers and
Shizuoka University of Art and Culture.
Up until this time, support for the VACs mainly consisted of product design
development by a designer brought in at the request of a facility administrator.
One problem with this approach, however, was that once such support comes to
an end, the whole process would revert back to square one. Another issue was
that many facility administrators, shielded by the legal provisions of earlier social
service policy as outlined above, had no particular desire for improvement
despite the importance of having disabled people actively participate in the
market economy (Nakajima, 2006). With these considerations in mind, the scope
of design support efforts was to be expanded under the Shizuoka project to
extend beyond product design development to include marketing, technology,
production, distribution, and all manner of related social milieu so as to create a
system capable of sustained product development. The above thinking that
“Managing design = Designing management” is increasing these days
(Kawarabayashi, 2005). We refer to this comprehensive approach as "universal
design management." In previous research leading up to the present study,
factors in the successful application of universal design management were
analyzed (Takayama, 2011).
In October 2010, three years into the five-year plan, an event, Shifuku no
Otodoke [“Delivering Happiness”], was held in Tokyo. There, products were
showcased and services were selected from 94 VACs around the country under
recommendations from 38 prefectural governments, and among them 13
products from three VACs were recognized with an award for excellence (Ministry
of Health, Labour and Welfare, 2010). A primary objective of the contest was to
promote an exchange of information about the development of products and
services capable of selling on their own; that is, to encourage dialogue over
methods for creating and providing commercially viable offerings without an
undue reliance on subsidies.
As for the Shizuoka initiative, the projects, while favorably assessed within a list
of particularly advanced and laudatory area vitalization projects prepared by
Japan Center for Regional Development (2008), did not receive any rewards at
the Tokyo event.

Purpose
In this paper, we take up two of the projects that were recognized with an award
for excellence at the Delivering Happiness event, and we examine how superior
design management presumably contributed to the quality—and, of course,
sales—of the VAC products from those projects. We interview local government
officials responsible for the projects and VAC administrators and, upon an
examination of reports and other related documents, analyze the factors behind
their success. Lastly, we compare our findings with those of the Shizuoka project,
which was examined in some detail in our previous work. In this way, we hope to
deepen our understanding of universal design management techniques and
thereby provide further assistance in support of VAC facilities and services.
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Project Descriptions
In this section, we examine two projects, one from Niigata Prefecture and the
other from Miyagi Prefecture, which were recognized for excellence at the
Delivering Happiness event, and we discuss the design management techniques
used to produce those award-winning products and the system of local
government support behind their success.

First prize: Okara no Yaki Karinto, Nagomi Work Center,
Tokamachi Welfare Organization, Niigata Prefecture
Nagomi Work Center is a VAC established in 2007 in Tokamachi City, Niigata
Prefecture. It was originally utilized by 30 workers (disabled people); now there
are 40. In addition to taking on outsourced work for the fabrication of traditional
New Year's ornaments and footwear, the facility produces such self-developed
products as karinto (a traditional Japanese snack food) and mamegashi (bean
confectioneries). Center workers are employed in almost all aspects of
confectionary production, including oven work. Such self-developed projects
accounted for 73% of total revenues in 2009. In contrast, the outsourcing
business accounted for only 6%, despite that 15 to 20 people are normally
assigned to those operations on a day by day basis throughout the year. Off-site
services, in which groups of residents work together with staff members at a
noodle plant, made up the remaining 21%. Monthly wages originally averaged
¥7,178 in 2007; they had risen to ¥19,000 by 2011 (Hoshina, 2010). Targeted
wages are ¥50,000, and they are expected to exceed ¥30,000 by the end of
fiscal year 2011.

Figure 1. Product package: baked soy pulp karinto

Figure 2. Average monthly wages by year
Based on Niigata-ken shogaisha jusan shisetsu kochin baizo keikaku [Wage doubling plan for VACs in
Niigata Prefecture] and Document: Work Center Nagomi no jokyo ni tsuite [Document: the situation at
Nagomi Work Center] (Kiwamu Hoshina)
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In conjunction with its five-year plan, Niigata Prefecture provides VACs with
access to management consultants upon request and also holds seminars to
introduce successful cases. The prefecture urges private-sector companies to
outsource their work to such facilities and similarly encourages government agencies
to place orders with them. Despite such efforts, taking on outsourced work has not
been very effective in raising wages; the only thing that seems to increase is the
burden of the work itself. Also, as a provisional measure through 2011, the Center
introduces workers to temporary employment creators, a category under a
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare program (2008-2011) for which the
national and prefectural government together cover the entire amount of the
worker’s pay.

Market research
The director of the Center realized early on not only that it would be hard to turn a
profit doing outsourced work, even in great volume, but also that a full up-front
emphasis on the social service aspect of such work would prove similarly
unprofitable. Here, he instead decided to devote his resources to developing
products that would be competitive in the open market. One of his first initiatives
was to go to a government-sponsored elderly employment center and hire a
recently retired confectioner (currently 70 years old). The director instructed his
new staff to assemble and analyze various confectionery products from around
the country in an attempt to avoid competition with cookies, a common offering of
VAC enterprises, seeking instead to introduce unique products.

Planning
The director soon turned his attention to karinto—a traditional Japanese snack
food normally made from flour, yeast, and brown sugar—which was then
undergoing a mini boom. While continuing with the development of other product
candidates such as mamegashi, the director decided to seek further
differentiation by emphasizing health aspects of karinto made from soy pulp. The
end result was Okara no Yaki Karinto, or baked soy-pulp karinto. Next moving on
to promotion, the director, feeling that “handmade” was employed too frequently
as a selling point for VAC products, created a marketing story that emphasized
other aspects, specifically regional character, wholesomeness, and simplicity.

Design development
Every three years, the municipalities of Tokamachi City and Tsunan Town hold
what was initially the largest outdoor art event in the world, the Echigo-Tsumari
Art Triennial. The event encompassed many artistic endeavors, among them a
project to promote traditional offerings from the Echigo Tsumari region (Loft
Works, 2009).One product chosen for such attention was Okara no Yaki Karinto.
In a related event, roughly 10,000 ambitious young creators around the country
set about competing to design packaging that brings out some regional appeal.
Approximately 30 design proposals were submitted for Okara no Yaki Karinto,
and a panel of professional designers chose the winner, shown in Figure 1. The
use of this package entails the payment of 8% of sales to the planner (royalties
would normally be 3% of sales), but the media exposure provided by the process,
along with an associated expansion of marketing channels, made it well worth the
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additional cost. Nagomi Work Center also has its own package (Figure 3), which
it developed in-house and thereby does not entail any royalties. Both packages
remain in service. Indeed, once Okara no Yaki Karinto was taken up on TV for its
first-place finish in the Delivering Happiness contest, the Center was swamped by
a wave of orders for the product in either package.

Figure 3. Nagomi Work Center packaging for ginger, cocoa, and plain karinto

Production
Together with staff, workers handle all aspects of the production process other
than oven control (Figure 4). Unable to keep up with demand, Center
management moved to raise capacity, utilizing prefectural funds to purchase a
rice-cookie cooker (¥2 million) and a bean roaster (¥9 million). There was still a
limit as to what could be produced by a single facility, however, prompting
management to explore the possibility of further raising capacity through
collaborative arrangements with other facilities. Standing in the way, however,
were a number of problems, including a low level of motivation at those facilities,
combined with quality control issues and a general lack of technological
proficiency.

Figure 4. Production facility

Distribution and sale
Okara no Yaki Karinto is sold through 35 outlets inside and outside of Niigata
Prefecture, including a shop within the Nagomi Work Center itself. Approximately
10,000 units were sold at the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennial, and sales continue
through the Echigo-Tsumari online shop. The Center benefited from the exposure
provided by the Art Triennial in 2009 and the Delivering Happiness contest in
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2010. The challenge now is to establish sufficient turnover without an
overreliance on such events.

Future Deployment
The director cites the reaction to this program as demonstrating the effectiveness
of investment in package design and the like. With this in mind, he has taken his
plan to the Tokamachi municipal officials (and to a designer) and is now
negotiating with city hall for permission to use the city mascot, Neige the Snow
Fairy, as a motif (the Center intends to pay a 1.5% royalty in exchange).
Also, as the confectioner hired earlier is getting old, the director intends to hire a
44-year-old successor under the government's temporary job creation program.

Honorable Mention: Smoked Date Seafood, Peer
Multifunctional Work Support Center, NPO Peer, Miyagi
Prefecture

Figure 5. Smoked seafood (fish and shellfish) caught off the Miyagi coast

Peer Multifunctional Work Support Center was established in 2005. It has 15
workers in type B continuous support of employment projects that are targeted by
the five-year plan and 16 workers in other types of support. Major activities
include the operation of a restaurant, called Peer; preparation and sales of
handmade bento box lunches; preparation of smoked foods; external janitorial
services; and parcel delivery. Operations currently center on bento lunch
preparation and sales. Cooking is done by a professional staff, and every work
day, Center personnel deliver 200 to 250 bento lunches to offices in the area,
primarily within prefectural and municipal government buildings, collecting and
washing the utensils afterwards. The bento lunch business generates annual
revenues of approximately ¥27 million, accounting for roughly 90% of all NPO
Peer business ventures. The average monthly wage is now roughly ¥35,000
(Figure 6) and is targeted to eventually reach ¥50,000. In 2005, there were only
three workers (disabled workers in the program); in 2010, there were 24. Even as
it kept bento lunches as its main product line, the Peer Center entered the
smoked food business in July 2009 in pursuit of higher wages.
In support of VACs under its five-year plan, Miyagi Prefecture, upon request,
dispatches management consultants and designers, paying half of the fees
incurred. Also, it also introduces professional staff to prospective VAC employers
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under the urgent regional employment generation project, a set of temporary
(expiring in 2011) employment measures for which the government bears the full
cost of the workers’ wages. Yet, so far, only three or so VACs take advantage of
these offers within a typical year. A plan administrator says that a major factor
holding back its utilization is a lack of business sense among VAC managers.

Figure 6. Average monthly wages
Based on Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Yushu seihin, jirei: seihin gaiyo [Excellent products,
cases: product outlines], and Miyagi Prefectural Government, Miyagi-ken jusan shisetsu to kochin baizo
5-ka-nen keikaku [Miyagi Prefecture 5-year wage doubling plan for VACs, etc.].

Market research
Because the Peer Center is a relative late entry into the product development
area, the director decided to avoid cookies (and, by that, avoid cannibalizing the
sales of other VACs) and instead to work on the development of an innovative
new brand. He placed "local Miyagi Prefecture content" as a primary differentiator
for a national marketing effort and enlisted the cooperation of the Miyagi
Prefectural Fisheries Manufacturing Research Institute to identify some promising
seafood candidates. First considered was sasa-kamaboko, a fish cake shaped
like a bamboo leaf and identified with the city of Sendai. While making extensive
use of local ingredients, that candidate was abandoned because persistently
strong native demand for those ingredients would complicate procurement efforts.
Then, shifting to the perspective of consumers including homemakers, the
director set about developing smoked products providing a quick and easy way to
partake of the marine delicacies of the prefecture.

Planning
Development work centered on the cooking staff, which, making use of a state-ofthe-art electronic smoker, examined various proportions of oil and moisture in a
trial-and-error attempt to come up with a product having a smooth, soft taste.
Eventually they came up with Smoked Date Seafood, a series of smoked
products making use of such Miyagi seafood as coho salmon, swordfish, and
scallop, in addition to tofu made with Miyagi soybeans. They found that output
could be raised by simply shortening the smoking time. A management consultant
was dispatched under the five-year project, and a taste team comprised of
foodservice professionals assessed various attempts to further refine the product.

Design development
Much attention was devoted to package design. Several designers were
introduced to the Center by a prefectural organization. To those considered
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particularly competent at expressing an image of quality (as required for the gift
market) were entrusted package, pamphlet, and homepage design. At the Miyagi
processed seafood contest (March 2010), the coho salmon product was selected
for an award by the Fisheries Agency over 170 submissions from many wellknown companies within the prefecture. This honor touched off a round of
coverage in newspapers and other mass media, whereupon demand for the coho
salmon and other products in the Smoked Date Seafood series rose dramatically,
particularly for gift giving. The series was taken up by Miyagi “select shops”
(outlets that limit their wares to Miyagi products) and, as mentioned above,
received an honorable mention in the Delivering Happiness contest, where it was
highly rated for its taste and for the general sense of quality of its gift package
(Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, 2010).

Production
Frequent newspaper, TV, and other mass-media coverage of the receipt of such
awards led to a surge in orders. To keep up with demand, three cooks were hired
under the temporary job creation program. A fourth was added later, as was a
dietician, and now production is handled by a six-person staff. Note, however, that
employment under the program comes with a time limit; and so, in order to secure
staff wages once those subsidies run out, it will be necessary to generate more
revenue. Peer is planning on purchasing two additional smokers and establishing
a factory to support mass production, thereby allowing the business to continue to
meet its payroll.

Distribution and sale
The products received an E Mark (a certification by Miyagi prefectural
government attesting to the use of local ingredients and an observance of
regional culture and techniques), whereupon JR East purchased 1,000 sets for
sale in its souvenir shops and Fujisaki Department Store, a local (Sendai) retailer,
added the line up to its gift merchandise selection. Smoked Date Seafood is also
on sale over-the-counter at the Peer restaurant, at earthquake reconstruction
events, and over the Internet.

Future deployment
Wage subsidies for the extra cooks under the urgent regional employment
generation project temporary job creation program expire after three years, and
thus it is necessary to generate additional revenues to continue to keep them on
the payroll. Similarly, once the five-year plan comes to an end, management
intends to continue to rely on the services of professional designers, paying for
package design services as an expense.

The Niigata and Miyagi Projects: Two Successes
A detailed examination of these two cases reveals good design management,
specifically a shared proficiency in marketing, branding, package design, and
promotion. Below we list five common factors to these successes. Note that
these factors themselves can be characterized as relating to either personnel or
to branding.
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1. Utilization of professional staff members
2. Differentiation from competitors
3. High-quality packaging by a professional designer
4. Media exposure
5. Managerial enthusiasm for business expansion.

Both ventures employed professional cooks and confectioners in the marketing
process and undertook product development based on an understanding of the
market. Their managers investigated potential competitors, taking care to steer
clear of potential competition, and also examined ingredients that could be used
to build an innovative brand image. Next, while focusing on the keyword of
"regional product," they centered product development on local ingredients and
package design on the gift market. And, with regards to package design, they
relied on professional designers and pursued quality. They actively submitted
their products to various events and competitions, gaining plenty of major
exposure with the awards thus obtained, and used that momentum to create new
sales connections through department stores, railway companies, and other retail
outlets, which in itself acted to synergistically heighten the topicality of their
products.
Such trial-and-error entails heavy investment, something that was earlier well
beyond the financial wherewithal of VACs. Under the five-year plans, the central
government readied generous subsidies in an attempt to spur on such investment.
Both Centers took these subsidies as an opportunity to invest in product
development and business expansion; and it was the skillful investment of these
funds, together with an uncompromising approach to merchandise development,
that led to the success of those Centers. To put it another way, the keys to
success could be said to lie with management's enthusiasm for business
development and attunement to market information.

Comparison with Shizuoka Project
Shizuoka Prefecture, like Niigata Prefecture and Miyagi Prefecture, advanced a
five-year plan under the central government directive but took a considerably
different approach to supporting VACs. Whereas Niigata and Miyagi prefectures
concentrated their support on government-licensed VACs that specifically
requested help, Shizuoka Prefecture would arrange entire projects involving both
licensed and non-licensed facilities, thus providing design management
assistance not to individual VACs but rather to groups of participating VACs. It
established brand marks for projects as a whole, overseeing development of
such related items as cookie gifts, shopping bags, and package framing (Figures
7-9).
With this in mind, we next compared the Shizuoka initiative against the two
success stories in reference to factors one through five outlined above.
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Figure 7. Cookie gift box

Figure 8. Cookie packaging

Figure 9. Shopping bag

Managerial Enthusiasm for Business Expansion
Managerial enthusiasm is very high at the two Niigata and Miyagi facilities, but
this is certainly not the case for all facilities in those prefectures. That is, although
both prefectural governments make subsidies available to VACs in their domains,
very few facilities have come forward under their own volition. Many of the
managerial personnel of such Centers consider their profession to be social
services, and few perceive themselves to be business managers within a market
economy (Ogura, 2003). Shizuoka prefectural officials consider this to be the
single largest problem in advancing such programs and, with that in mind, have
been attempting to lead reform from a social service mindset to a business one
by building up a steady track record of successes achieved together (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Number of VACs participating in Shizuoka projects

Utilization of Professional Staff
Shizuoka Prefecture focused on across-the-board enhancements of the collective
product development capabilities of VACs involved in a particular project. That is,
product development professionals were not assigned to any one facility, but
rather to working groups established for specific product categories spanning
several facilities, for which they would hold seminars and training sessions.
Similarly, marketing professionals were hired to develop sales routes for the VAC
projects of the prefecture as a whole or, in other words, for groups of projects.
Thus, from the point of view of an individual VAC, the objective was not to
increase the sales of that particular facility as much as to increase the sales of
the project as a whole.

High-Quality Packaging by Professional Designer
At the Shizuoka case, project members, uneasy about prospects for recovering
their investment in the services of a professional designer, initially entrusted
package design to students within the design department of Shizuoka University
of Art and Culture, who set about the task for free. The students were successful
in making project members realize the importance of design. Unfortunately, their
work was not of the professional level of quality required to win awards at design
competitions. While project members thus came to fully appreciate the
importance of design itself, they generally remained somewhat unaware of the
importance of investment in design.

Differentiation from Competitors
The Shizuoka projects tended to focus on cookies and ecologically friendly bags,
areas in which others have already been successful and, to that extent,
unsuitable for differentiation vis-à-vis competitors. This reflects the nature of the
project group concept, namely, that successful techniques are to be shared by all
member VACs so as to bolster the productive capabilities of the group as a whole.

Media Exposure
The Shizuoka projects themselves were unique and taken up by the national
media, yet the products they entailed generally did not get much coverage
beyond local media. There was little in the way of publicity capable of catching
the attention of the typical consumer.
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Conclusions
We could express factors one through five in a temporal order, beginning with the
fifth, “media exposure,” the one that had a particularly direct impact on sales.
Inducing mass media to pick up the product was its quality and the story behind
it; or, in other words, the fourth, “differentiation from competitors.” Supporting
factors for this, in turn, are the second (“utilization of professional staff members”)
and third (“high-quality packaging by a professional designer”). However, these
steps entail a great cost. Under the five-year plans, such costs are subsidized by
the national and regional governments. Such support is temporary; and, if the
VAC does not have the ability to bear this burden on its own once the subsidies
come to an end, the VAC will end up back at square one. The directors of the two
award-winning facilities addressed this issue by establishing a system of mass
production. By this, we arrive at the first factor, “managerial enthusiasm for
business expansion.” Note that as was evident at many facilities in Niigata and
Miyagi prefectures, it is far from unusual for directors to lack this enthusiasm. The
Shizuoka projects, in contrast, while not producing anything that rated particularly
highly within the Delivering Happiness contest, nonetheless did act to heighten
such enthusiasm. That is Niigata and Miyagi prefectures’ management leaned to
strategic approach (Mozota, 2010) and Shizuoka project’s leaned to managerial
approach (Mozota, 2010).
The design management techniques employed by the general business
companies cannot be used as is for VACs. Rather, they must be individually
crafted to match the contextual background of individual facilities, including the
directors' perception of the role of the facility and the degree of available abilities.
Within the support measures promoted underneath the five-year plans, there
were some proposals that were simply not utilized or others that proved
ineffective. Here, we anticipate a further improvement in the efficiency and
effectiveness of universal design management through enhancements to the
personnel and funding support framework as pertains to the five success factors
discussed in this report.
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Abstract
This study explores how students of architecture characterize design. It focuses on the
transformation of students’ conception of design as they move from first year to fourth year
in their undergraduate education. The study employs surveys and in-depth interviews with
selected groups of students from all four levels among the students of architecture in the
Department of Architecture in the Faculty of Fine Arts and Design in Izmir University of
Economics. It was found that first year students mostly characterize design as an artistic
activity and this characterization changes towards a more problem-solving oriented
conception of design among the fourth year students. The conception of design is
constructed on the basis of the recognition of end products as art objects among first year
students while fourth year students tend to define design in reference to the design process.
Keywords: design education, design learning, design studio
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Introduction
This study explores how students of architecture characterize design. It focuses on the
transformation of students’ conception of design as they move from first year to fourth
year in their undergraduate education. The study employs surveys and in-depth
interviews with selected groups of students from all four levels among the students of
architecture in the Department of Architecture in the Faculty of Fine Arts and Design in
Izmir University of Economics.
Regardless of differences in methods of design teaching, students of architecture almost
never formally learn what the design process is. Kowaltowski et al. (2010) indicate that
design instructors apply methods mostly informally. Learning about design and design
process occur often through what is called “learning-by-doing”. Students are expected to
acquire an understanding of design and design process through designing rather than
formal methods of teaching. In this method of learning, the tutor is a facilitator rather than
a transmitter of knowledge.
This application of informal transfer of knowledge in education takes its roots from Ecole
de Beaux Arts in the nineteenth century. Schön (1987) defines and focuses on two main
devices in this type of teaching. These are “coaching”, which designates guidance by the
studio instructor, and “learning by doing”, which emphasizes student-oriented learning by
getting directly involved in what is being learned. According to Schön, these two devices
complement each other as what instructors convey about designing and its essential
features is graspable by a student only as he/she begins to design (Schön, 1987).
This study takes the setting of the design studio as an educational device in its totality
together with the studio instructors, other students, and the physical environment of the
studio. We adhere to the general principles of learning-by-doing as it is implemented in
design studios; yet, we inquire about what students actually learn about design and
design process throughout their education. Often, studio evaluations are based on the
end or on the intermediary product assuming that learning could be measured through
the quality of the product. In this study, we are suggesting that investigating and
evaluating what students learn about design by asking them could provide important
insights about design learning.

Design Education
The history of design education shows a progressive move from the workplace into the
college and university studio (Lawson, 1997). Modern project-based education in the
architectural education owes its structure, content, and method in large measure to the
Ecole des Beaux Arts (Cunningham, 2005). Cunningham (2005) states that the Arts and
Crafts Movement, which had its roots in mid-nineteenth century romanticism in England,
has a formative influence on architectural education. The formation of Bauhaus in
Weimar in 1919 can be seen as the educational culmination of this movement.
Design education has common features that transcend countries and design domains.
Design schools characteristically use both the physical and conceptual studio as their
central educational device. Conceptually, the studio is a process of learning by doing, in
which students are set a series of design problems to solve. Thus, they learn how to
design largely by doing it, rather than by studying it or analysing it (Lawson, 1997).
Physically the studio is a place where students gather and work under the supervision of
their tutors.
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The role of the design studio can be considered under three headings: (a) learn and
practice some new skills like visualization and representation; (b) learn and practice a
new language such as the graphic and verbal language of architecture as Schön (1981)
explains; and (c) learn to ‘think architecturally’, which is, as Ledewitz (1985) explains, the
“way of thinking” referring “ to a particular domain of problems and solutions that
characterize and which are fundamental to professional performance (p.2).” However,
apart from the three headings mentioned above, the design studio is a complex and
challenging experience. Sachs (1999) states that students are not only expected to grasp
many new concepts and ideas but they are also asked to perform at least two tasks
simultaneously: to design and to learn to design.
Webster (2005) states that it has long been recognized that there are two aspects of any
curriculum of architectural studio. First, there is the explicit or declared curriculum that
maps out the cognitive student learning, i.e., knowledge, skills, and abilities to be
acquired (Webster, 2005). Second, there is the tacit or ‘hidden curriculum’ (Dutton, 1987)
that is concerned with inculcating non-cognitive dispositions such as values, tastes, and
beliefs . In addition to being a setting for learning knowledge, skills, and abilities and a
place to study, the design studio is a setting in which the student learn what Dana Cuff
(1991) has called the culture of the architectural profession, ‘architecture’, ‘design’ and
the ‘role of the architect’.
The central pedagogy for architectural education is project-based learning. In this type of
learning, students are expected to make proposals for the development of a piece of
architecture in response to a given brief. The core of this pedagogy is design as an
activity. This synthetic process employs any information, knowledge, theory or technique
from any disciplines which the designer may select as being relevant to the task in hand.
Architectural design is a knowledge-intensive activity (Rodgers, Caldwell, Clarkson, &
Huxor, 2001) . A designer utilizes knowledge to set design goals, define design issues,
and develop design solutions (Chiu, 2008). However, students usually have not yet
acquired an adequate body of design knowledge when they start designing. This is
because design problems are ill-defined (Goel & Pirolli, 1992), i.e., the problems are
unspecific or unknown; it is difficult to predict what issues will emerge and what
knowledge is required for the design process.
There is no clearly defined body of knowledge or any system of organising principle for
architecture. Instead, architecture borrows theories and techniques from other disciplines
as required. This actually demonstrates that the acquisition of knowledge is not an
educational end in itself (Cunningham, 2005). Cunningham (2005) draws attention to the
design studio’s main teaching method – recalling Schön’s introduction of Meno paradox which revolves around stretching student’s intellect in terms of recognising the need for
particular pieces, seeking the means to search out, and satisfy that need and then
employing the results creatively.
Compared to education in other disciplines, design does not seek a single correct
answer. During the design process, it is rather expected that the student will make
propositions which are often speculative and exploratory in nature (Roberts, 2006). In
comparison to the features of professional technical education, the students’ responses
to design situations tend to be unique and individualistic, and owe more to interpretation
and intuition than to a logical or formulaic process or the application of a rational body of
knowledge (Schön, 1985).
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Learning to Design – Learning by Doing
One of the weaknesses of the traditional studio is that students, in paying so much
attention to the end product of their labours, fail to reflect sufficiently on their process
(Lawson, 1997). The professionalisation of design and thus institutionalisation of design
education has led design educators focus on the product rather than the process itself.
Alexander (1964) in his seminal work highlights the importance of process in design and
argues that the unselfconscious craft-based approach to design must inevitably give way
to the self-conscious, professionalised process when a society is subjected to a sudden
and rapid change which is culturally irreversible.
Lawson (1997) states that the change in the designer’s role and the separation between
the architectural product and the designer paved the way for the central role of drawing.
Alexander (1964) explains the central role of drawing as an activity for thinking.
Teaching design and introducing to the students drawing as an activity for “thinking
architecturally” has been the major struggle in architectural education. Schön (1987)
recalls the Meno paradox to explain the nature of design problems and process of
learning to design. Herbert Simon (1969) who thinks of designing as converting a
situation from its actual state to a preferred one, proposes to solve the paradox of Meno
by distinguishing between “state” and “process”. He states that the change of state that
occurs can be described when a problem is solved even though the process that would
produce it cannot be described (Simon, 1969). Alexander (1964) defines design as
searching for harmony between two tangibles which are form and context.
Using Meno paradox, Schön (1987) states that design activity is to look for something
without knowing what it is. According to Schön (1987), design cannot be defined
exhaustively and to teach a student what design is becomes impossible through
conventional methods of teaching which follow the premises of conduit metaphor (Reddy,
1979). Instead, Schön (1987) proposes that it is possible to coach students:

He has to see on his own behalf and in his own way the relations between means and
methods employed and results achieved. Nobody else can see for him, and he can’t see
just by being told, although the right kind of telling may guide his seeing and thus help
him see what he needs to see. (Dewey, 1974, p. 151)

Correspondingly, Schön (1987) states that each student must construct for
himself/herself the meaning of the other’s messages and must design messages whose
meanings the other can decipher. Schön (1987) states three essential features of the
dialogue between coach and student. The dialogue takes place in the context of student’s
attempts to design which creates a familiar ground for student. It also makes use of
actions as well as words and it depends on a reciprocal reflection-in-action. So, through
designing students acquire the sorts of experience to which the coach’s language refers.
Schön (1987) states that the architectural studio is based on an implicit response to the
paradox and predicament of learning to design. The student must begin to design before
he/she knows what he/she is doing, so that the studio master’s demonstrations and
descriptions can take on meanings useful to his/her further designing. The weakness of
this method of teaching is that it relies on heavily on the effective communication skills of
the studio master. The messages that the instructor designs plays a crucial role. Schön
(1987) states that these messages often refer both to the process of designing and to the
process of learning to design.
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Alexander (1964) describes the most important aspect of the process of learning by doing
as enabling the designer scanning mentally all the ways in which other things have gone
wrong in the past. Using this description, Alexander (1964) reveals that learning by doing
is actually the activity to build history of previous design experience.
Although Schön’s effect on the design education cannot be ignored, in the recent years
Schön’s design for educating reflective practitioner is being criticized. According to
Webster (2008), the architectural education after Schön defines new dimensions to enrich
the contemporary understanding of architectural education, but, she also demonstrates a
number of significant epistemological, ontological, and methodological weaknesses in
Schön’s work. Webster criticizes Schön’s definition for the role of the tutor in the design
studio. According to Schön, the role of the tutor is to correct mistakes and correct
students’ designs. Webster emphasizes that architecture is a dynamic and contested field
and she criticizes Schön as being oblivious to the notion of that there might be more than
one solution to any design problem. On the other hand, Alexander (1964), referring to
the professional and cognitive capabilities of a design tutor, has already stated that it is
impossible to correct every mistake and make them as a list of mistakes by the tutor.

Design As…
Design as a form of thinking has been described by many theoreticians with various
definitions. Design has been characterized as ill-defined (Eastman, 1969; H. A. Simon,
1973) or ill-structured (Reitman, 1964). Simon (1973) defines design as a problemsolving activity where the actual ‘state’ is structured through ‘analysis’ and solved with a
proposition of a preferred one by ‘synthesis’. Counter to Simon, Schön saw design as
construction of steps of changes in the given situation by ‘reflection in action’ followed by
‘reflection on action’. Designers construct and impose a coherence of their own that
guides subsequent moves. Each move becomes an experiment for reframing the initial
problem definition so the initial situation is transformed into another situation through
constructions that are structured by ‘selecting particular things and relations for
attention’(Schön, 1988, p. 182).
In 1972, Hillier, Musgrove, and O’Sullivan were the first to apply Popper’s ideas to design
methods in their paper ‘Knowledge and design’ (Hillier, Musgrove, & O’Sullivan, 1972).
Hillier, Musgrove and O’Sullivan (1972) argued that design is ‘essentially a matter of
prestructuring problems either by the knowledge of solution types or by the knowledge of
the latencies of the instrumental set [technological means] in relation to solution type’
(Hillier et al., 1972, p. 7). They emphasized the role of what they called ‘pre-structuring’ in
defining problems. They also stressed the corresponding need for a critical analysis of
such pre-structuring, which they called as ‘reflexive design’ (Hillier et al., 1972, p. 7).
Hillier et al. (1972) argued that conjecturing approximate solutions much earlier in the
process compared to the analysis/synthesis model of design allows to structure an
‘understanding of the problem, and to test out its resistances’ (Hillier et al., 1972, p. 9).
Bamford (2002) states that Hillier et al. (1972) rejected the notion of synthesis as a
process by which pieces of a puzzle gradually come together and as a consequence they
indicated that by such process a solution can only be visible only towards the end.
The commonly recognized “aha!” response is universally considered as a reference to the
moment when a creative flash arrives. This phenomenon is also referred to as sudden
mental insight. In the study carried out by Akin and Akin (1996), it is stated that the
emergence of sudden mental insight is directly related with the ability of restructuring
problem which depends on possessing the required domain knowledge to construct a
new definition of problem that have the potential to lead to a new solution.
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The views from design studies above indicate various characterizations of the nature of
design as a process. These characterizations of design will be used as a guide to
investigate how architectural students characterize design.

Methodology
The research presented in this paper was held in two steps. The researchers conducted
a questionnaire composed of 14 questions to gather data about the characterization of
design among the students of architecture. Following the questionnaires, open-ended indepth interviews were carried out with groups of 5 students from each year separately to
obtain in-depth information regarding their characterizations of design activity.

The participants
The participants (n = 196: 61 male, and 135 female; 39 first year, 56 second year, 47
third year, and 54 fourth year) were from four design studios at the Department of
Architecture in the Faculty of Fine Arts and Design, Izmir University of Economics (IUE).
The undergraduate program at IUE is a four year bachelor program and participants were
chosen from all four years. First year students of architecture take design studio with the
other four departments which are Fashion Design, Industrial Design, Interior Architecture
and Environmental Planning and Visual Communication Design departments.

Data Collection
The questionnaire inquired about the students’ conceptions of design. The questions
were grouped under three topics: design characterizations, design process, and design
education.
The first group of questions under the topic design characterizations was prepared to
collect information about the participants’ conceptions of design. The second group of
questions was focused on the participants’ individual experiences of their design process.
The third group of questions aimed at collecting information about the subjects’ ideas on
design education, the tutor’s role in the design studio, the exchange of knowledge
between the student and the tutor, and the students’ dependency on their tutors.
To realize how students characterize design, we attempted to classify design in four
different definitions which are “design as problem-solving”, “design as insight problem”,
“design as conjecture-trial,” and “design as construction”. This classification of design
definitions enabled us determine whether there is a general tendency towards a specific
definition for every year and observe if there are changes towards another specific
definition of design from the first year to the fourth year in design education.
The in-depth interviews investigated the same three topics in an open-ended format. The
same questions as in the questionnaire were used to outline the interviews in order to get
more in-depth information of the selected topics.

Results
A statistical hypothesis test is applied on the answers of the survey questions to
determine the statistically significant results. The results from five questions among
fourteen were significant: when asked how the students would define design (Q1, χ²=

p< 0.002), how they reach a design idea (Q4, χ²= 43.532, p<0.000), which one
of the activities in their design process plays the most important role (Q7, χ²= 33.695, p<

30.733,

0.000), and in what ways the information exchange occurs between the students and the
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studio instructors (Q13, χ²= 62.002,

p<

0.000). The results of Question 5 is also

evaluated since it was based on a multiple choice items.

Students’ Conception of Design
Table 1 shows the distribution of the percentage of students from each year according to
how they define design (Q1): (a) design as problem-solving, (b) design as insight
problem, (c) design as conjecture-trial, and (d) design as construction. The results
indicate that there has been a change from design as insight problem towards a more
problem-solving conception of design from first year students to the fourth year students.

Table 1: Percentage of students from each year per design definitions. (Q1)

1st year
2nd
year
3rd year
4th year

(a) design as
problem solving
18,4
18,2

(b) design as
insight problem
34,2
29,1

(c) design as
conjecture-trial
13,2
20,0

(d) design
construction
34,2
32,7

34,8
54,7

17,4
5,7

15,2
13,2

32,6
26,4

as

The majority of first year and second year students selected ‘design as insight problem’
or ‘design as construction’ for Q1. The majority of third year students chose ‘design as
problem-solving’ and ‘design as construction.’ While almost 55% of fourth year students
chose (a) ‘design as problem-solving’.
Table 3depicts the percentage of students with regard to the way they start the design
process (Q4). The results show that the selection of (c) “A design idea is constructed by
evaluating design input” is the most selected choice among the fourth year students. This
also supports the result from Question 1, the move from design as insight problem
towards a problem-solving conception of design from first year students to the fourth year
students.

Table 3 : Distribution of percentage of students according to the years of education related to
how they start to design. (Q4)

1st year
2nd
year
3rd year
4th year

(a) A design
idea
emerges
suddenly

(b) A design idea
is generated by
investigating one
or more projects

(c) A design idea
is constructed by
evaluating design
input

25,6
46,4

15,4
23,2

38,5
17,9

(d) A design idea
is generated by
transforming
ideas
used
previously
in
other projects
20,5
12,5

40,4
16,7

4,3
11,1

53,2
68,5

2,1
3,7

Table5 shows the distribution of percentages regarding the selected keywords by
students of architecture to describe design (Q5). The choice (d) “creativity” is the most
selected choice for every year of education. The percentage of choice (g) “research”
increases as the students’ experience in design education increases. The preference of
(c)”artistic” shows a decrease as the students’ experience in design education increases.
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Table 5: The distribution of percentages according to the years of education regarding the
selected keywords by students of architecture to describe design. (Q5)

1st
year
2nd
year
3rd
year
4th
year

(a)*

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

2,5

43,5

74

89,7

41

69,2

35,8

43,5

0

26,8

60,7

92,9

35,7

69,6

37,5

51,8

2

32,7

53,1

87,8

53,1

71,4

44,9

34,7

0

35,7

51,8

83,9

83,9

62,5

66,1

26,8

* (a) ambiguous, (b) sophisticated, (c) artistic, (d) creativity, (e) solution, (f) idea
generation, (g) research, (h) inspiration.

Students’ Conception of Design Process
Table 5 epicts which activity in students’ design process is more significant (Q7). The
activities were (a) analysis, (b) synthesis, (c) inspiration, and (d) incubation. The results
indicate that ‘incubation’ phase becomes less important in the students’ design process
as they go from first to fourth year. According to the interviews conducted with the fourth
year students, it can be said that ‘incubation’ has no significant place in their design
process but rather they replace it with analysis and sketching.

Table 7: Percentage of students from each year regarding to the activities more significant in
students’ design process. (Q7)

1st year
2nd
year
3rd year
4th year

(a) analysis

(b) synthesis

(c) inspiration

(d) incubation

28,2
28,6

17,9
12,5

2,6
12,5

51,3
46,4

53,2
72,2

8,5
9,3

4,3
5,6

34,0
13,0

Design Education – Devices that students acquire
knowledge
TableTable9 shows the students’ selection of four teaching methods that are used for
knowledge transfer between the tutor(s) and student(s) as part of design studio education
(Q13). The teaching methods were: (a) one-to-one desk critiques, (b) tutor-to-multiple
students desk critiques, (c) critiques in juries, and (d) tutors’ corrections.

Table 9: Percentage of students from each year regarding to the teaching devices in the studio.
(Q13)

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year

(a) *

(b)

(c)

(d)

28,2
64,2
88,9
71,2

43,6
15,1
2,2
5,8

5,1
1,9
0,0
17,3

23,1
18,9
8,9
5,8

* (a) one-to-one desk critiques, (b) tutor-to-multiple students desk critiques, (c) critiques in
juries, (d) tutors’ correction.
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Discussion
Students’ Conception of Design
The feedback gained from the interviews shows that the definition of design is a collection
of all of the choices provided in the questionnaire. However, when they are asked to
comment more, students tend to emphasize their experience in the studio as an effort to
find a solution to what they’re asked to achieve in a given design task. Although,
approximately the same percentage of students from each year defined design as a trialand-error process, the students attended the interviews stated that trial- and-error is
always part of the design process. The change in the percentages of students’ selecting
the choice (a) “design as problem solving” can be evaluated as a move towards the
conception of design as a problem-solving activity.
One of the weaknesses of the traditional studio is that students, in paying so much
attention to the end product, fail to reflect sufficiently on their process (Lawson, 2001).
This issue finds its proof for the second year students in defining their own design
process. In the (b) “design as insight problem” choice (see Table 1), the word ‘artistic
activity’ is used in the statement which refers to ‘design as an insight problem’. In the
interviews with the students of upper years, when the students were asked what is the
place of ‘art’ in design regarding to their previous experience in first year design studio.
The students stated that they were unable to relate their submitted projects to any
particular field, e.g., architecture, industrial design, etc. However, they are able to classify
their work as an object of art. The material used in the assignments like certain paintings
and their ‘History of Art and Design’ course most probably encourage students to think in
this direction.
The interview conducted with the first year students indicated that they tend to think over
their learning process more than the upper year students since first year students are at
the threshold between two different educational systems as they move from high school
to college. The first year students stated that they were unable to understand the
‘learning by doing’ method for a couple of weeks because of the lack of any previous
reference to such learning. Then, as they follow the procedure of the studio, they
emphasized that they learn to be able to perform this type of learning as they gain
experience.
As the experience in design education increases, the students get more involved in an
architectural design process and they are able to comprehend more of the nature of
design problems. This enables the students to reflect more on their processes by pushing
them into managing their own design process, in their own words ‘finding strategies’.

Students’ Conception of Design Process
As students move from first year to the fourth year through their undergraduate
education, while a first year student is in the search for an inspiration, a fourth year
student is in search for a problem definition. Consequently, a fourth year student need
more information and often conducts analysis to reach a design idea.
According to the interviews with second year students, they stated incubation remains a
critical stage in their design process to complete a design task. On the other hand, in the
interview with the third year students, incubation ceases to have a place in the design
process. However, they stated that there is an unexplainable potential of incubation since
it is associated with creativity and inspiration.
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Design Education – Devices that students acquire
knowledge
The results in Table 9 show that as the experience in design education increases, the
guidance of the tutor becomes more a function of learning through one-to-one desk
critiques. However, the interview with the fourth year students supports the results of the
percentage of choice of the selection of (c) ‘critiques in juries’ and indicate that the project
reviews in the juries were seen as an opportunity to get diverse reviews and perspectives
from various jury members. The decrease in the percentage of one-to-one desk critiques
in the fourth year education is also dependent to the teaching of the fourth year design
studio which is based on weekly juries and not desk critiques.
According to the results for the selection of (d)’ tutors’ corrections in the question 13,
although the guidance of the tutor plays an important role in learning how to design, the
corrections of the tutors on the studio work becomes less and less needed by the
students. Students indicate that their dependency on their tutors decreases as one
moves from first year to fourth year.
Chiu states that although senior students should have more expertise than junior
students, the seniors appeared to have much more demand for design knowledge than
the juniors (Chiu, 2010). The increase in the use of (a) ‘one-to-one desk critiques’ from
juniors to sophomores indicates the change in the notion of a tutor in the design studio
from a teacher correcting a student’s work, to a guide and a source of knowledge for
students. Concurrently, in the interviews it is stated that ‘one-to-one desk critiques’
remain much more efficient since other factors such as jury members and classmates,
distract the attention of a student and he/she becomes unable to focus in the dialogue
taking place about his/her project.

Conclusion
The focus of the study was to determine if there are changes in how the students of
architecture characterize design. Design definitions taken from design studies that reflect
different aspects of design were presented to the students. The results of the survey
study indicate that there is a common conception of design as art among the first year
students. This conception of design leaves its place mostly to design as problem-solving
as one moves through his/her education towards his/her graduation.
With regard to the interviews conducted, this change in how students characterize design
is caused by the change in the students’ conception of design from being based on the
attributes of the end product towards an awareness of the nature of the design process.
Such insight is considered important not only for the participants in the design studio but
also as a contribution to understanding the design studio and evaluating the knowledge to
be gained by the student and the informal methods of teaching involved in the design
studio.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of protocol analyses of collaborative design
sessions to examine whether the use of different design methods influences
the design process. Nine collaborative design sessions using brainstorming,
scenario, synectics were analyzed using the function-behavior-structure
ontology. The frequencies and distributions of percentages of design issues
and design processes were statistically analyzed to determine differences in
the design processes caused by the use of different design methods. The
results indicate that the use of different design methods influences the
design process and the differences appear early on in the design sessions.
Brainstorming was more oriented toward functional thinking. Scenario was
more oriented towards the design of customer-oriented products by
simulating various expected behaviors in context. Synectics was more
oriented towards the thinking of product structures and their combination.
When dividing the design sessions into three sections, it was found that the
influences of the design methods were most pronounced in the early design
stage of the conceptual design process. This research contributes to a better
understanding of the use of design methods from a design cognition point of
view.
Keywords: design method, design process, protocol analysis, functionbehaviour-structure framework, brainstorming, synectics, scenario
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Introduction
The direction for developing innovative products and service in a fast evolving and highly
competitive industrial environment has been shifted from manufacturing and R&D
focuses to a design-focused brand innovation era. Consequently, design has gradually
become a popular and prominent major at schools. Amongst the courses young
designers study, design method is a common compulsory course offered by industrial
design faculty at universities. Its aim is to teach students how to develop a design project
from the beginning to the end with appropriate approaches and techniques. They can
help students develop critical thinking capacity as a conceptual aid for organizing the
design process quickly and effectively.
This study is interested in how various techniques learned by students in a design
method course can facilitate the process of product design. The major question is how
different design methods influence the design process. The minor question is how
different design methods fit into different stages of the design process.

Protocol Analysis
Protocol analysis, verbal reporting as data, has been widely applied in the design
community as one of the research methods exploring the cognitive process of design
(Cross, 2001; Cross, Christiaans, & Dorst, 1996).
Discussions of theory and operational techniques have been extensively published over
the last decade or so (Foreman & Gillett, 1997; van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg,
1994; Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Recent developments in knowledge and methodological
improvements are scattered across different journal articles, books, and conferences
(Cross, 2001, 2007; Cross, Christiaans, & Dorst, 1996; Michel, 2007; McDonnell & Lloyd,
2009).
Two protocol approaches have been developed: concurrent, and retrospective (Ericsson
& Simon, 1993). In concurrent protocols the subjects are required to design and verbalize
thoughts simultaneously (Lloyd, Lawson, & Scott, 1995). In retrospective protocols,
subjects are asked to design first, and then retrospectively report the design processes,
with or without visual aids. Studies of collaborative design have collected concurrent
protocols in communication between members without compulsory thinking-aloud
(McDonnell & Lloyd, 2009; Stempfle & Badke-Schaub, 2002; Turner & Turner, 2003).
The procedures of concurrent protocol analysis are videoing, transcription, segmentation,
encoding, and analysis (Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Foreman & Gillett, 1997; van Someren,
et al., 1994). Segmenting and encoding can be integrated into one step, in which coders
simultaneously parse and encode the protocol.
Collaborative design studies have merited considerable attention (McDonnell, 2005;
McDonnell & Lloyd, 2009). The various research methods used include ethnographic field
research, case studies, interviews, linguistic analysis, and protocol analysis. An important
research theme in collaborative design studies using protocol analysis is reflection-inaction (Adams, Turns, & Atman, 2003; Stempfle & Badke-Schaub, 2002; Valkenburg &
Dorst, 1998).

Design Methods
Current design education provides many different design methods for students to learn
and apply in their design projects (Cross,1989, Jones, 1992).
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Brainstorming
Amongst different methods, brainstorming is the most used group creativity technique by
which a group could generate a large amount of ideas in a short time and provoke
divergent thinking in a team. It was developed and coined by Alex Faickney Osborn in
1953 through the book Applied Imagination. It published both the method and its rules. It
is commonly believed that brainstorming can help to foster the atmosphere of creativity or
innovation in a team with its freedom of proposing unusual and unconstrained ideas.
The greater the number of unusual ideas generated, the more the chances of having
good design idea even within a limited time (Osborn,1963). Brainstorming helps
participants to participate in a non-judgemental and non-egocentric atmosphere, being
similar to the way children communicate, and to establish trust about the concepts
through sharing them (Jones, 1992).
A successful brainstorming session needs an appropriate "host" to guide the process. It
usually includes warm up, brainstorming, and evaluation (VanGundy, 1998). The
downside of brainstorming is the lack of a macroscopic view to resolve complex problems
or the problems requiring professional knowledge (Roozenburg & Eekels, 1995).
Execution points of brainstorming are the following (Kelley, 2004): 1. One at a time, 2.Go
for quantity, 3. Delay judgment, 4. Encourage wild ideas, 5. Build on others’ ideas, 6.
Focus on topics, 7. Be visual.
Scenario
Scenario is time-based narrative used to describe process, action, and snapshots of
events (Campbell, 1992). It uses personal experiences to express the structure of a story
through which designers can absorb and transfer related information internally or
externally. It can be used to depict the implementation of advanced technology in fulfilling
the users’ life in the future (Nardi, 1992). It can play roles of communication and guidance
to assist the coordination of the design process and situation (Carroll, 2000), and thus it is
often used in industrial and service design to establish product image and bridge
designers and managers in communication. It provides links and language for
multidisciplinary collaborative design team.
IDEO has been promoting Scenario as a design process in practice and emphasizes the
importance of the concept of "user-centered" design. In practice, Brown (2009) regarded
the primary principle of scenario as the relaying of concepts based on partners’ opinions.
In his company, IDEO, the practical implementation of scenario was through using a large
amount of Post-It stickers on almost every wall in the meeting room.
The procedure of using Scenario is 1. understand, 2.observe, 3.visualize and predict,
4.evaluate and refine, 5.implement. The use of scenario often includes information
collection through observation, establishing user needs and product insights through
understanding user behaviors and intentions that they are not even aware of, and having
empathy to place oneself into someone's shoes to design product, service, system and
interaction (Brown, 2009). Storyboards, snapshots, 5W1H are often used to illustrate the
context where users interact with designed artifacts.
Execution points of Scenario are the followings:
1. Set up target users and their characteristics and explore their needs and wants
2. Using visual brainstorming to explore the relationship between users and
products
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3. Describing key HCI process including 5W1H
4. Depict the major scenarios from which critical issues and key ideas are
generated
5. Generate details through critical issues and key ideas
Synectics
Synectics is a systematic problem solving methodology that stimulates thinking processes
via metaphor and analogy and emphasizes the importance of integration of individual
opinions. It was developed by George M. Prince and William J.J. Gordon in the 1950s.
(Gordon,1961).The methodology has evolved substantially in the ensuing 50 years
(Nolan, 2003).
The main idea is to link initially unrelated issues together to change thinking models and
then produce new concepts. During the process, random text tables, dictionaries,
newspapers could be utilized as aids to provoke associations and multiple links. These
associations and links were originated from mostly physical objects. Synectics enables
every member of a team to contribute to the results with his/her own background. Its
major difference from brainstorming is the directional guidance provided by four kinds of
analogy (Jones, 1992).
The execution points for Synectics are the followings:
1. Decompose design topic into isolated elements to make the familiar strange
2. Use metaphor to analyze design topic。
3. Look for alternatives to replace isolated elements using four kinds of analogy:
personal analogy, direct analogy, symbolic analogy, and fantasy analogy
4. Reassemble alternatives and elements into different combinations to make the
strange familiar
5. Evaluate different combinations by experts
These three methods were chosen to compare in this study because of the wide use of
them in design practice and education. They cover rational and creative design
processes and emphasize both users and artifacts being designed.

The Function-Behavior-Structure Model
The Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) model of designing was initially developed by
Gero and his colleagues (Gero, 1990; Tham et al., 1990). The elements of the model
have been extended to cover broader cognitive issues (Gero & Kannengiesser, 2004).
For example, the FBS model has been adapted into a descriptive model that integrates
the design process with processes from cognitive psychology. The model links different
operations to types of outcome from both disciplines (Howard et al., 2008). FBS as both
prescriptive and descriptive models have been extensively discussed (Vermaas & Dorst,
2007). As a result, the FBS model is one of the representative models that could be
utilized in understanding the design process and can be used as an ontology of designs
and designing.
This study applied the FBS ontology as the coding scheme. To apply the functionbehaviour-structure ontology in encoding the protocol, the transcripts have to be parsed
into segments and coded according to the designers’ intentions (Ericsson & Simon 1993;
McNeill et al., 1998). Details of the ontology are shown at Figure 1 and elaborated further
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in the next section. This FBS ontology has been applied and compared in different
disciplines (Kruchten, 2005).

Design Issue
The FBS ontology of design uses the concept of design issue as the basic unit of its
ontology and defines six foundational non-overlapping design issues (Gero & McNeill,
1998). The ontological variables that map on to design issues are: function, behavior, and
structure plus design description, Figure 1. Outside the direct control of the designer is
the set of requirements, labeled R, provided by the client. The function (F) of a designed
object is defined as its teleology; the behavior (B) of that object is either derived (Bs) or
expected (Be) from the structure, where structure (S) represents the components of an
object and their relationships. In terms of encoding, function corresponds to the users’
needs, the service the system will provide, i.e. the purpose of the artifact. Behavior
corresponds to the system’s expected and actual performances, ie how the system and
its sub-systems work. Structure corresponds to the resulting forms of the designed
artifacts in terms of its elements and their relationships. Therefore, any design utterance
or activity fits into one of these six categories, namely, functions (F), expected behaviours
(Be), structure behaviours (Bs), structures (S), Descriptions (D), and requirement (R)
(Gero, Kan, & Pourmohamadi, 2011).

Design Process
From an ontological view, the aim of designing is to transform a set of function issues into
a set of structures and finally document them as a set of descriptions. However, there is
no direct route from functions to structure. Instead, the designer goes through a series of
transitional processes between different issues to reach a final design. The transition
from one design issue to another is a design process. Figure 1 shows the relationships of
the six design issues and resulting eight design processes, numbered 1 through 8.

Figure 1. Design issues, labeled with symbols, and resulting design processes, numbered
1 through 8, defined by FBS ontology of design (after: Gero et al 2012)

Formulation (R→F, F→Be), labeled 1 in Figure 1, is the design process of producing a
set of expected behaviours from the requirement and function issues. The design process
synthesis (Be→S), labeled 2, is the design process of generating structure issues from
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the expected behaviours. The analysis process (S→Bs), labeled 3, occurs when a set of
behaviours are deduced from the structure issues. The evaluation process (Bs→Be, Be→
Bs), labeled 4, of the ideated structures is produced when comparing the expected and
structure behaviours. The documentation process (S→D), labeled 5, can be of the
structure or the externalization of any design issue. In addition to these processes, the
FBS ontology of design has three types of reformulations. These processes are aimed at
capturing the actively changing state of the design and accounts for changes in structure,
behaviour or function issues. The processes are respectively called reformulation-1 (S→
S), labeled 6, reformulation-2 (S→Be), labeled 7, and reformulation-3 (S→F), labeled 8,
in Figure 1.
Based on the FBS coding scheme, two types of transition processes can be generated
from any coded protocol: semantic and syntactic design processes. In the semantic
approach, coded segments of the protocol are connected by their semantics which
generates a link between them and depending on which design issue is at each end of
the link a particular design process is produced. This kind of linking generates a semantic
linkograph.
The syntactic approach is based on a weaker model of design activity and relies on the
sequential order of the design issues to generate the links between and to produce the
design process, which is called the syntactic design process. Here each segment is
linked to its immediately preceding segment. Depending on which design issue is at each
end of the link a particular design process is produced. This kind of linking generates a
syntactic linkograph.
We employ the syntactic approach in this research to produce the syntactic design
processes of the participants in each protocol.

Hypotheses
Based on the definitions of the three design methods and FBS ontology, we proposed
hypotheses regarding how the distributions of design issues and design processes might
change as a result of the use of different design methods.
In terms of design issues we propose three hypotheses:
D1. Brainstorming has more function design issues than synectics and scenario because
brainstorming is about generating a large amount of conceptual ideas without thinking
whether they are important or useful.
D2. Scenario has more expected behavior design issues than brainstorming and
synectics because scenario emphasizes the possible behaviors of users in context.
D3. Synectics has more structure design issues than brainstorming and scenario
because synectics uses the combination of isolated elements as a way to generate new
objects.
In terms of design process we propose three hypotheses:
P1. Brainstorming has more formulation (R→F, F→Be) than synectics and scenario
because brainstorming generates many ideas that are extended or examined by how
people may respond to them.
P2. Scenario has more evaluation (Bs→Be, Be→Bs) than brainstorming and synectics
because scenario helps to illustrate and consider how users' behaviors may interact with
the objects' responses.
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P3. Synectics has more analysis (S→Bs) than brainstorming and scenarios because
synectics require users to evaluate the behaviors deduced from the structures of
combined elements.
In terms of design stages, this paper hypothesizes that using these three design methods
may result in the differences of the distributions of design issues and processes in the
early, middle, and later parts of a design session.

Process
This research examined design teams that used these three design methods to explore
the influences of design methods on the design process in three steps. First, we
conducted collaborative design experiments. Second, two coders encoded the protocols,
transcribed from the conversations in the collaborative design process, with the
corresponding sketches and video clips by using the Function-Behavior-Structure
ontology as the coding scheme to decode the design process in revealing the changes of
design issues and processes.

Experiment planning
The twenty-seven participants were sophomores at the Department of Commercial and
Industrial design in National Taiwan University of Science and Technology. All were
majors in industrial design. Half of them were male, and half were female. They were
grouped with familiar classmates into nine teams of three. Each team applied one method
to design a water bottle that can protect users as an exam in the end of their compulsory
course of design method where participants learnt brainstorming, synectics, and scenario
design methods.
The averaged scores of major design course of teammates were used as the reference to
allocate design methods.
Each team used sketches to collaborate face-to-face in a classroom at school. Two digital
cameras recorded the whole design session: one for a microscopic view for sketching
activities of the team on the table, and one for a macroscopic view for discussions and
interactions between participants.
During each experiment, researchers first gave a brief about the chosen design method
and the experimental process. Then, each team had sixty minutes to finish the design
project and an additional 10 minutes to prepare a 3-minutes final presentation. During the
final presentation, each team faced a camera to present their main idea using ideas and
scenario sketches. This recorded presentation and sketches produced during the design
process were used to evaluate their design outcome by judges. Additional information
about the design problem was provided.
Three design professors in the faculty were invited as judges to score their final design
outcome according to their A3 posters, sketches, and video clips in terms of innovation,
function, and aesthetics.
We used protocol analysis as the research method to investigate the effect of adopting
different design methods by industrial design students on the design process. The
Function-behavior-structure ontology-based coding scheme was employed to produce
data to comprehend the thinking structure of the participants and to further examine
whether the design method is responsible for inducing differences in design thinking.
Each segment of protocol was encoded as one of the six kinds of design issues:
requirement, function, expected behavior, structure behavior/behavior from structure,
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structure and description. The syntactic links was encoded as one of the eight kinds of
design process: formulation, synthesis, analysis, evaluation, documentation,
reformulation 1, reformulation 2, and reformulation 3. Due to the various lengths of design
processes, the numbers of design issues and processes were normalized by converting
them into percentages. Before calculating the percentages, we deleted utterances that
could not be categorized into the six kinds of design issues and the design processes that
could not be categorized into eight kinds of design processes in the FBS ontology.
Further, when more-than-three contiguous design issues of the same kind occurred they
were collapsed into two adjacent design issues, for example, SSSSSS became SS. The
effect of this was to remove multiple contiguous design issues and multiple contiguous
design processes.
In the following section, we use the differences of percentages obtained from the results
of using the three design methods to test our hypotheses.

Results
The averaged percentages of design issues were calculated in terms of design methods
and plotted as bar charts, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. The results indicate the
following:
1. Brainstorming had the highest percentage of function design issues; this provides
support for hypothesis D1.
2. Scenario had the highest percentage of expected behaviour design issues; this
provides support for hypothesis D2.
3. Synectics had highest percentage of structure design issues and structure
behavior design issues; this provides support for hypothesis D3.
Table 1.
Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario, Synectics Design Issues

Methods

R

F

Be

Bs

S

D

Brainstorming

3.29

15.44

20.5

12.16

36.28

12.34

Scenario

3.17

8.7

33.38

14.37

32.94

7.43

Synectics

8.34

6.62

22.05

15.97

40.51

6.52
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Figure 2. Bar Charts of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario, Synectics in
Terms of FBS Design Issues

The averaged percentages of syntactic design processes were calculated in terms of
design methods and plotted as bar charts, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.
Table 2.
Averaged Percentages of Design Processes for Brainstorming, Scenario, and Synectics

Methods

F-Be

Be-S

S-Bs

Be-Bs

S-D

S-S

Brainstorming

16.3

14.36

9.94

3.59

4.97

26.24

Scenario

11.76

15.09

13.81

3.58

3.32

30.18

Synectics

10.57

17.24

15.17

2.76

2.53

30.8

Figure 3. Bar Charts of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario, Synectics in
Terms of FBS Design Processes
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The results indicate the following:
1. Brainstorming had the highest percentage of formulation design process (F-Be);
this provides support for hypothesis P1.
2. Scenario and brainstorming have higher percentages of evaluation design
process (Be-Bs) than Synectics; this provides only partial support for hypothesis
P2.
3. Synectics had the highest percentage of analysis design process (S→Bs); this
provides support for hypothesis P3.
Examining Design Sessions in Detail
In order to obtain a more detailed understanding of the effects of different design
methods on the design process, each design session is divided into three thirds of equal
numbers of segments. This provides the opportunity to observe differences that occur
across time during a design session. The percentages of the design issues of the three
teams using the same design method are plotted as box-charts for each third. Figures 4,
5 and 6 show the results for first, middle and last thirds respectively.
M ethods
Brainstorming
Scenario
Synetics
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Percent
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F

Be

Bs

S

D
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Figure 4. Box Plots of Distribution of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario,
Synectics in Terms of FBS Design Issues During the First Third of Design Sessions

It can be observed that all differences in design issues occur early in the design sessions
and the differences gradually diminish toward the end of the design sessions. The first
one-third of the design sessions showed the biggest differences between different design
methods, where the findings about design issues were observable. The brainstorming
sessions had more function, the scenario sessions had more expected behaviors, and
the synectics sessions had more structure, as shown by their means in Figure 4.
In the middle one-third the differences were smaller. In the last one-third the differences
were no longer observable. Teams using different design methods produced similar
distributions of percentages of design issues except of documentation, as shown in
Figure 5 and 6.
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Figure 5. Box Plots of Distribution of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario,
Synectics in Terms of FBS Design Issues During the Middle Third of Design Sessions
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Figure 6. Box Plots of Distribution of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario,
Synectics in Terms of FBS Design Issues During the Last Third of Design Sessions

The differences between different design methods were not observable in terms of the
design processes as a whole. Therefore, the design sessions were divided into three
sections by number of segments and are shown as box plots in Figures 7, 8 and 9. There
were few observable differences except in reformulations: reformulation-1 and
reformulation-3 in the first third, reformulation-1 and reformulation-3 in the middle third,
and reformation-1 and reformulation-2 in the last third.
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Figure 7. Box Plots of Distribution of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario,
Synectics in Terms of FBS Design Processes During the First Third of Design Sessions
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Figure 8. Box Plots of Distribution of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario,
Synectics Design Processes in Middle Third of Design Sessions
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Figure 9. Box Plots of Distribution of Averaged Percentages of Brainstorming, Scenario,
Synectics in Terms of Design Processes During the Last Third of Design Sessions

These differences in reformulations imply that different design methods affect
reformulation differently. Further research is needed to elaborate this.

Conclusions
Protocol analysis of collaborative design sessions were conducted to examine whether
the use of different design methods influences the design process. Nine collaborative
design sessions using brainstorming, scenario, synectics were analyzed using the
function-behavior-structure ontology.
The main conclusions are the use of design method does influence the design process
and the differences appear early on in design sessions.
Brainstorming was more oriented toward the functional thinking category. Scenario
facilitated the design of customer-oriented products by simulating various expected
behaviors in context. Synectics enhanced the thinking of product structures and their
combination. These findings correspond to our hypotheses about these design methods
from literature reviews and practical experience.
Based on their characteristics, we could arrange these three methods into different
stages of the design process to utilize their abilities best. This may yield a new direction
to apply design methods and to explore the potentials of design methods.
Therefore, a good use of the features of these design methods can help designers to
enhance different aspects of ideation. Assuming the results and protocol analysis data of
this study are supported by a larger study, they can be used as a reference for design
education and design thinking.
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Abstract
Today, with the emergence of Synthetic Biology, living systems are increasingly conceived
as design products that can circulate outside laboratories, factories, or distant farm lands.
From medical applications to fashion, product, graphic design, and architecture, biological
designs claim the potential to shape the social norms and influence the aesthetic, economic,
ethical, and moral values of everyday.
Synthetic biological design shares tools, techniques, and paradigms with most modern
design disciplines. Designers compose biological forms and functions running modeling
and simulation software; order standardized biological parts from online libraries and
databases; ask companies to synthesize gene products to prototype their designs; and build
complex artifacts, applications and services that interface with human wants, needs, fears,
and desires on a daily basis.
The interaction with other design disciplines not only fuels biological design’s creative
potential, but also introduces new limits. The object-, part-, and component-centric design
methods inherited from analytical design and engineering are currently the prevailing
paradigms that define the way we can imagine, represent, design, and fabricate living
artifacts.
In this paper, I argue that there is an increasing need to diversify the approaches to
modern biological design. I present a series of abstractions that define the units of
biological design and become the basis of new biological products and applications. These
representational paradigms not only inform the design process, but, more importantly,
determine the perception of the synthetic living and its use and function within the broader
values of the society. My overall goal is to discuss the current research within biochemical
design space and point out the emerging undercurrents that can lead design research into
more discursive directions.
Keywords: synthetic biology, unitary design, abstraction, functionalism
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Biologically Designable
In recent years, design made a swift return to life sciences. Day after day, we hear about
new products, materials, and architecture that make use of living matter in unprecedented
ways: Genetically-crafted mosquitoes fight against their own species to prevent Malaria;
synthetic bacteria, when not producing biofuel, are put to work to synthesize low-cost
cosmetics; bricks made of synthetic fungi lay the walls of post-bio-mimicry architecture;
mailing lists of do-it-yourself biology groups publish instructions to design bacteria for
glowing plants, fish, or yoghurt.
Modern biological design—which I refer to here as the past ten years of the field—
increasingly claims attention with new products and applications because the design
process with living organisms is becoming quite similar to today’s product design,
interaction design, and architecture. Designers compose biological forms and functions
running modeling and simulation software; order standardized biological parts from online
libraries and databases; ask companies to synthesize gene products to prototype their
designs; and build complex artifacts, applications, and services that interface with human
wants, needs, and desires on a daily basis.
Today, we also witness the emergence of new types of biological designers—creative
practitioners and researchers—who not only negotiate a position in fields that are
traditionally shaped by the authority of scientists and engineers, but also have different
means to work with living organisms to design new kinds of cultural artifacts. From
speculative design evangelists to bio artists, critical designers, and mere pragmatists, a
multitude of creative voices employ biological design methods, tools, and techniques yet
diverge in their research outcomes according to different social, cultural, and economic
interests [Figure 1]. Thus from fashion to product design, graphic design and architecture,
synthetic biological artifacts increasingly claim the potential to shape social norms and
alter the aesthetic, economic, ethical, and moral values of every day (Antonelli 2011).

Figure 1. Engineered E. coli colors human manure
based on the health of the gut flora.
Source: E.Chromi Project Team. (2009)

As what is biologically “designable” is becoming increasingly challenged and extended
beyond the values of science and engineering, it is becoming important to reflect on the
interaction among different design fields that shape both the methods and outcomes of
biological design research.
With the confluence of tools and methods, naturally comes the transfer of models,
metaphors, mannerisms, and styles of thinking among disciplines. In this paper, my
objective is to trace a series of concepts to reflect on the current status of modern
biological design. I will first present the current objects, tools, and representation methods
used in biological design, and secondly, discuss the ways they shape our perception and
use of the biological artifacts that come out of the design process. I will center my
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discussion on the kinds of spaces of representation—models, visualizations, and
software—where these design objects are conceived and eventually prepared for
synthesis and fabrication. In parallel, I will review alternative currents within the field that
would allow biological designers to pursue a broader design language in their practice
and avoid the potential limits that are suggested by certain design paradigms.

Design Logic
Biological Design
The roots of biological design can be traced back to thousands of years. Since the
earliest days of human civilization, outcomes of natural processes and biological products
have been manipulated and customized for different purposes: Crops are domesticated
for different agricultural needs; animals are crossbred to yield more productive races;
yeast, fungi, and bacteria are evolved in laboratories to become the staples of the food
and medical industries. While the idea of biological design has always been prevalent
throughout the history, its scope and ability to diverge from what has evolved through
nature has been limited to the knowledge of what is biologically conceivable at a given
time.
It can be argued that, in the beginning, biological design was mainly limited to seeding,
grafting, and breeding—ways of selecting, mixing, controlling, and changing the
hereditary information in living organisms such that their offspring can have the desired
abilities. As the study of the living revealed more details about evolutionary processes,
the information and material embodiment necessary to manipulate the behavior of living
organisms have significantly evolved. Today, it is possible to design not only genetically
modified organisms that meet the taste, look, and feel of human needs [Figure 2], but
also tinker with new biologies and design synthetic artifacts that can exhibit life-like
behaviors that cannot be evolved through nature (Rasmussen 2009).

Figure 2. Transgenic Flavr Savr© tomatoes (Luisi & Chiarabelli 2011: 76)
Source: Wikipedia (2011)

The discovery of genes, chromosomes, and ultimately, the DNA, marks important
milestones in biological design as each introduced new ways exchange hereditary
information among species. By assembling gene sequences from different organisms,
transgenic design offered a new view of biology as it allowed organisms to be composed
as set of features or biological characteristics. Unlike previous methods, this provided an
entirely new level of experimentation because now organisms could be put together as
ahistorical, interspecies molecular assemblages not bound to the lineage of evolution
pursued by a particular life form.
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Synthetic Biological Design
Modern biological design has advanced over transgenic design. Today, Synthetic Biology
is emerging as an interdisciplinary design field that combines a myriad of paradigms from
chemistry, sciences, and engineering to conceive new life forms and living systems
by employing a new logic to synthesize the living. The field aspires to build biological
systems like computational hardware in which networks of components can work with
each other in a predictable manner to deliver complex tasks (Endy 2005). It models
chemical processes among organisms to compose complex interactions; utilizes rational
design principles to standardize biological parts to be able to design scaleable biological
circuits (Uri, 2007); and programs new functions, features, and behaviors for existing
organisms that cannot evolve through the evolutionary mechanisms of nature.
Synthetic Biology is rooted in engineering. Its objectives are based on the regulation and
control of living systems to be able to generate new ones. The field is one of the first in
applying design methods that are not driven directly from nature but rather inherited from
control theory, information theory, electronics, and computation. Synthetic Biology shifts
its frame of reference away from the driving force of evolution—natural selection—and
intends to conceive organisms with features that are targeted for specific purposes.
K12, a laboratory strain of E. coli, for example, can be engineered to give out different
wavelengths of light when it is equipped with genes from different organisms such as
fireflies or glowing bacteria. However, unlike before, K12’s genome can be designed like
a computer circuit. The E. coli can be made to produce the genes that will allow it to emit
light only when it is necessary—say, after it senses the availability of a particular type of
pollutant in the environment. The organism, then, can be part of a larger decision-making
system—a bio sensor—where it can be used like an “AND” gate. If the output of two
different bio sensors matches, then the light output can trigger response in another
organism such that it can start breaking down the chemicals of the polluting matter. Thus,
the existing negative and positive feedback loops among single-cell organisms can be
manipulated differently to create an environmental remediation system that can
eventually run within alternative biological contexts such as animals and humans for
medical purposes.

Design Space
Biological Representation
The history of biology, like almost all other design fields, is full of moments in which shifts
in representation methods causes radical changes in the design process. As Rheinberger
traces during his accounts on the history of in vitro protein synthesis, radioactive tracing
and differential centrifugation are two key representation techniques that bridged
biochemistry and molecular biology, ultimately directing researchers towards the latter to
study the mechanics of proteins, which was equipped with better representation tools and
methods (1997). Similarly, the discovery of the structure of DNA and the functionality of
RNA all relied on different modeling, characterization, and visualization processes that
either simplified the understanding of complex phenomena or explained the dynamics
among multivariate factors which cannot be studied in simple cause-affect reasoning.
Here, for example, diagramming techniques used to map the metabolic pathways within
cells were influential in refuting the one-gene-one-enzyme hypothesis that ultimately
showed that protein synthesis is a much more complex process, one that involves
multiple genes and chemical reactions among different organelles within the cell.
The scientific method is inherently concerned with capturing relations through
abstractions—such as diagrams or formulas. Thus, like the protein synthesis example,
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inventing new spaces for representation and abstraction is also key for composing,
structuring, and designing biological systems that differ from what is already observed in
nature.

Abstraction and Units of Design
At the heart of synthetic biological design lies an inherent desire for abstraction and
functionalism. The study of the most essential units of living systems—from the molecular
composition of cells to the transportation of the information of hereditary characteristics—
informs the units of design that can be used to build or rebuild the living (Jacob 1974).
For example, while in transgenic design the goal is to abstract the units of the living—
genes—from their current organisms to be able to mobilize them in new biological
contexts, Synthetic Biology intends to build new units—bricks—that can encapsulate both
nature-born or human-made biological functions into standardized components that can
then be used to compose complex biological systems.
Design paradigms from computer science and engineering immediately find parallels in
modern biological design. Biological products are designed as abstract chemical or fluidic
automata; biological functions are grouped in modules and assembled like electronic
circuits or networks of signaling pathways; and the kinetics of living systems are modeled
with differential equations and controlled by numerical methods (Purnick and Weiss
2009).
Synthetic Biology intends to build the biological equivalent of electronic parts—such as
transistors, oscillators, logic gates, and chips that can be assembled together to build
complex biological machinery, as noted in Mead and Conway’s oft-cited book,
“Introduction to VLSI Design.” Published in 1979, the book is a cornerstone in electrical
engineering that bridged the gap between the design and fabrication of very large
integrated hardware systems (1979). The premise of VLSI design is quite simple: it allows
system designers to compose circuits without knowing the inner-workings of the
components or their fabrication methods. The design method is based on the ability to
“black box” the function of unknown parts, as each part is expected to operate like a
module within predictable margin of error.
Synthetic Biology embraces the VLSI logic to abstract the biological design process from
unitary and modular design to computation-driven synthesis techniques. The level of
abstraction follows the same logic: sequences of DNA molecules are ‘packed’ as discrete
parts; parts with different functions can then be combined with each other to build
devices; and devices are eventually ordered based on computational logic for the design
of biological circuitry.

Biological Functionalism
Both the analytic drive of Natural Sciences—breaking up the living into understandable
components—and the synthetic drive inherited from Synthetic Chemistry or
Engineering—building up new design from standardized parts—are inherently tied to the
desire to ascribe function to various units. Analytical functionalism is highly debated in
Biology, as assigning retrospective functions to systems that have not evolved in such
manner can be highly misleading and often attributed to a mechanistic view of life (Krohs
& Kroes 2009). On the other hand, synthesizing or building with components is the
primary means of practice in design and engineering. Since the industrial revolution, from
cars, to buildings, computers, and airplanes, almost all complex systems are conceived
and manufactured with this mindset.
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Today, different degrees and kinds of component- or unit- based functionalism are at the
core of almost all modern design disciplines that use combinatorial, object-oriented
design methods. As biological design is increasingly adopting rational design and
engineering methods, it is important to assess this influence on design objects. While
biological designers use similar design, synthesis, and fabrication methods with
engineering, biological artifacts are inherently different. Living matter inherently is not a
single medium that can be fully characterized and translated to existing design practices.
It still works with its own logic: Organisms grow, change, adapt, evolve, and mutate. They
have their own means and ways to exchange information with each other. Biological
systems cannot be fully controlled and predicted like machinery; at most, they can be
regulated to execute the desired functions. Synthetic biological designers can choose
parts and processes from databases and compose functions, circuits and decisionmaking systems using standardized laboratory protocols, but there is high degree of
variation in the outcomes. Biological components function both in the time and space
domain and often have a finite lifespan. They are often not reusable; they may alter
behavior while executing their functions and eventually finish such that they cannot be
utilized again. They also often perform within host organisms that can be any organism
from single-cell bacteria to humans, which would impose their own logic and means of
existence.
In the next section, I will briefly trace the role of component-centric, unitary design and
the functionalism that emerges out of this thinking in relation to the new objects of
modern biological design. In the coming section, I will present the impact of this thinking
and discuss how the design methods themselves not only shape the functions of today’s
biological artifacts but also our expectations of them.

Objects of Design
The Gene
Regardless of whether it is discovered or synthesized, the idea of unitary design starts at
the molecular level. Thus, it is important to trace biological design starting from the
chemical roots of biology.
Every living organism encodes its hereditary information in its genome and passes it to its
offspring. Genomes are large molecules—popularly known as DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) or RNA (ribonucleic acid)—that are made of sequences of nucleic acids which can
be stranded in single or double chains (Pearson, 2006).

Figure 3. Illustration of genes on nucleic acid molecule
Source: Wikipedia (2012)

Genes are regions located on genomes. They refer to areas with different functional
attributes—regulatory regions, encoding regions, etc.—where information is considered
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to be encapsulated within molecular sequences. In other words, genes are the units that
are responsible for providing the instructions for the synthesis of particular biochemical
products such as proteins, or sequences of RNA that are used during the lifetime of the
organism. By activating or silencing genes, organisms can differentiate their cells and
gain different structures and functions that are necessary for adapting to different
biological contexts.
Gene transfer not only gives birth to genetically-modified organisms but also provides
some of the most fundamental tools for today’s biological design. For example, genes
that let the jellyfish Aequorea victoria synthesize proteins for bioluminescence—green
fluorescent protein (GFP)—can be transferred orthogonally to almost all living organisms
from bacteria to mammals. As genomes that incorporate GFP genes become traceable
under light microscopy, these genes act like biomarkers that allow researchers to trace
the transfer of genetic materials from organism to organism and in different generations.

The Brick
BioBricks is a new unitary design and engineering paradigm that is transforming both the
physical manipulation and representation of biological design. Similar to genes, BioBricks
are molecular sequences that are based on specific structures and functionalities.
However, unlike genes which are standardized by identifying regions on genomes,
BioBricks are assembled, constructed, or synthesized sequences, which can encapsulate
functionalities in different levels of complexity. They are fragments of molecules that can
be organized as parts, devices, modules, or systems. The common analogy is to see
them as LEGO bricks, which are also made of standardized modules that can be
combined in numerous ways to be able to design complex objects.

Figure 4. Biobricks compare to LEGO blocks.
Source: Raymond Yip and Nelson Chu

BioBricks is an open-source project. It is organized as a registry of parts and a knowledge
repository that is published on a website (BioBricks.org). A physical archive of all bricks is
also hosted at a fridge at MIT. Biological designers can design with their bricks using
visual software and commercially order the physical sequences through gene synthesis
companies. Since 2004, the International Genetically Engineered Machinery (IGEM)
competition has fostered an international design community that invents new applications
using the bricks. As new functions are needed, new bricks are produced and contributed
to the registry with the proper documentations.
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One of the complementary technologies to the brick paradigm is oligonucluotide
synthesis. Today, different gene products can be synthesized using printers that can
chemically deposit molecular sequences similar to a printing process that uses
nucleobases—adenine, cytosine, thymine, and uracil—instead of inks. As the cost of
such synthesis goes down, designers increasingly prototype their biological design with
such hardware, advancing over cumbersome and slow transgenic design methods that
ultimately limit designs to small genome sizes.

Figure 5. Oligonucleotide Synthesis Machine
Source: Monarsh University (2011)

The Plasmid and Episome
Genes and BioBricks that are either synthesized or derived from natural organisms are
often transferred to a living body to be able to deliver their functions. Without a living host,
they are still non-living design objects. Plasmids and episomes are sgenetic elements—
types of DNA molecules—found in single-cell and multi-cell organisms, respectively. They
are used as the carriers of the genetic material to new biological contexts. Once
introduced to the living organism, they naturally become part of the host genomes and
thus rewrite the genetic information.

Figure 6. Gene Designer 2.0 Software Interface
Source: dna20.com (2011)

The tools that allow the design of plasmids inherently determine the key moments of the
biological design process. They play an important role in the visualization of functions and
inform the generation, assembly, organization, and production of new genetic products at
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the host body. Design of the plasmids and episomes extend the unitary design paradigms
and allow them to be carried as both representational and physical blueprints of genetic
information.

The Biological Context
Synthetic Cells and Compartments
The definitions of what is living, non-living, and alive are very slippery in today’s designed
biology. The biological context that can host genetic information can either be artificial
enclosures or living organisms.
Cellularity is considered one of the most fundamental requirements for biological activity.
Advances in abiotic design promise new ways to build cellular structures that can
encapsulate molecular constructs that can bear genetic information and use it part of a
metabolic activity. Protocells, chemical cells, and chemotons are different types of
synthetic compartments that host biological products (Rasmussen 2009) (Gánti, 2003).
While the design of synthetic cells was primarily intended to shed light on the origin of life
or the chemical evolution of biological life, working with life-like artifacts eventually
provided a number of advantages over working with living organisms. One of the
fundamental fears of Synthetic Biology is committing a “bio error”: letting a geneticallymodified organism out of the laboratory can cause an entire ecological catastrophe. As
chemical cells don’t have the means and capacity to interact with the natural world like a
natural organism, they are considered as safer designs. Their limited nature also makes
them a simple and predictable test bed for prototyping potentially complex biological
functions.
Being ultimately abstracted from nature-born organisms, this chemistry-oriented biology
promises new directions to design. Here, while molecular composition, logic of selforganization, growth, and adaptation is learned—molecule by molecule, cell by cell, unit
by unit—from living things, the ultimate products can be fully synthetic and do not
necessarily have to carry living material from living organisms. This type of biological
design has the ability to extend beyond our current understanding of biology or biomimicry and ultimately give birth to new kinds of biologies that operate with their own
logic, which may be only in reference to nature.

Chassis Organisms
Instead of building cells artificially from bottom-up, another direction in biological design
research investigates the top-down simplification of living organisms so that their
genomes can be synthesized in laboratory conditions—ideally without any living parts
from nature. For example, a number of strains in bacteria today are used as popular
‘model’ organisms in laboratories worldwide. Their genomes are reduced in size and
mapped out in great detail. For designers, these organisms are relatively simple
biological contexts—almost like chassis, where they can plug into new plasmids and
incorporate the synthetic parts into their genomes predictably. In 2008, researchers at J.
Craig Venter institute reduced the Mycoplasma genitalium genome into 582,970 basepairs. They partially fabricated different parts using DNA synthesis, assembled them
together using different single-cell organisms, and ultimately copied the finalized genome
into a living cell so that the synthetic genome can start living (Gibson et al 2008). The
newly-generated organism is patented by the Institute as Mycoplasma laboratorium and
popularly nicknamed as Synthia. This partially-synthetic organism marks an important
moment in unitary design, both for its advancement in the synthesis of genomic material
and for the way in which simplified chassis organisms now pave the way for hybrid—
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plug&play—artificial biological contexts that can be piecemealed with units of function
and behavior that can originate both from living and non-living origins.

Figure 7. Different representations of Mycoplasma laboratorium
Source: Gibson et al. (2008)

Packages, Enclosures, Biotopes
The term “biotope” is a German word that literally means “where life lives.” Synthetic
cells, model, chassis, or natural organisms all provide different contexts for biological
design. However, as these designs are intended to be part of everyday life, one important
design challenge is to find alternative places for this new biology to exist safely outside
the laboratory conditions. The fear of ecological catastrophes and the unforeseeable
impact of genetically-modified organisms in nature push designers to think about new
biotopes where biological products can still meet with their users without becoming
threats to existing habitats. In other words, synthetic organisms, protocells, biological
circuits—biology outside a living body—are faced with a packaging problem.
Here, new directions in microfluidic device research promise the design of new kinds of
biological Microsystems that can combine electrical, computational, and biological
functionalities within the same enclosure (Wagler et al 2003). Unlike petri dishes which
traditionally host cell cultures or single-cell organisms, microfluidic environments are
articulated spaces, which control the flow, movement, synthesis, and progression of
biological contexts over time and in space and become the basis of a new kind of
architecture for living matter. As the spatial configuration of microfluidic hardware can be
computationally regulated via pumps, valves, and other control devices, these systems
can be integrated into the logic of operation of the biology that inhabits that space.

Figure 8. Chemical microprocessor (ChµP)
Source: Wagler et al. (2003)

While the common use of microfluidic systems today is similar to embedded electronic
systems—such as field programmable gate arrays, which utilize combinatorial or
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sequential logic—there are also different research directions that investigate alternative
computational paradigms. While such systems inherently reinforce the representation
schemes of hardware and logic design and programming with biology, they open up new
directions for unitary design. Being compartmentalized, both through cellular and
computational means, these designs are locked within units. However, their logic of
operation can still be governed by the rules of fluid dynamics. They can follow alternative
representations and visual diagramming techniques for the construction of metabolic
pathways and use new design rules and grammars that can shape their synthesis,
growth, and differentiation of biologic products.

Modern Biological Products
Biological designers introduce new products or ideas for new applications every day. In
line with other advanced science and engineering projects, many projects explore simply
the novelty factor of the new technology or use it as a medium of expression.
Undergraduate students build systems that use yeast to take pictures, graphic designers
use bacteria to design new typefaces, glowing bonsais become the new kitsch products
of today’s design scene. Like all design artifacts, these designs not only reflect their
designers’ technical knowledge but also bear the taste and awareness of the aesthetic
norms of the times.
Biological design outside the laboratory follows a new set of values though; biological
functionalities are not only evaluated on success, failure, or performance criteria but also
respond to social engineering, marketing campaigns, manufactured fears, and consent.
Today, the field is geared towards finding new solutions for old problems. Synthetic
Biology is still funded primarily for developing alternative energy sources, better and
cheaper crops, or new drugs. Functions abstracted from living matter are often redefined
as bricks and assembled with familiar logics. While eventually there may be very
successful applications of these methods, it is also important to rethink functions not as
discrete units or components that lend themselves for combinatorial design but rather as
rules and behavior that can be identified on the fly in relation to different biological
contexts. Functionalism in biological design, which can grow, adapt, and change over
time can offer a broader perspective to our existing understanding of functionalism that is
inherited from analytical design and systems engineering, which is primarily interested in
making “living” versions of complex machinery (Deplazes and Huppenbauer, 2009).
While it may be argued that the social and cultural responses towards synthetic biology
are happening regardless of the design methods that give birth to these products, it is
important to note that unitary design methods promote specific ideologies, value systems,
and design logics that are shaping the expectations and uses of living products. The
application-driven, functionalist, standardized approach to synthetic biological design is
not only driven by sciences and engineering but also conceived within the process and
product aesthetic of modern architecture, product and graphic design. As Cogdell
demonstrates in her study of the relationship between streamline design and the
eugenics movement of 1930s, the design spirit of the times, the look and feel of the
products, and prevailing political agendas and ideologies are always in close dialogue
with each other (2010). The objects and methods of design not only reflect the advances
in technique and technology but also showcase preferences and biases that promote the
authority of certain representation schemes and design paradigms tied to specific
ideologies.
As Synthetic Biology claims a position as a modern design field with many social, cultural,
and financial responsibilities, it has to advance in multiple directions to shape a
contemporary design discourse. It has to foster discursive research directions—both with
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new motivations and methods. Chemical Synthetic Biology and abiotic design research,
for example, promise deviations from standardized synthetic biology. As they question
some of the foundations of unitary design principles—by rethinking the chemical
foundations of molecules or suggesting alternatives to combinatorial functionalism—they
not only diversify their own design methods but also show the possibility that they can
imagine alternative biologies that are not conceived in reference to or in conflict with a
particular perception of nature that is abstracted, represented, or broken down into units
to be controlled, repurposed, or exploited.
These fields promote new representational schemes. Microfluidic systems, for example,
compress the space between visual systems, physical hardware, and biologic behavior.
The biological context can be both visually informative and a tool for diagnosis. Diagnosis
for All, for example, uses biological agents encapsulated on the surface of a patterned
paper to detect chemicals in blood or urine. Primarily targeted for point-of-care diagnosis
in low-income countries, the design is also a good example of how biological design that
can be explored as mass product out of traditional laboratory settings (Sia, Samuel K. et
al., 2004).

Figure 9. Diagnosis For All Media Kit
Source: dfa.org (2012)

Conclusions
Biological design is emerging a modern design discipline, but it is still primarily conceived
in the shadow of other fields. While similar paradigms bridge disciplines, they not only
fuel each other’s creative potential but also impose their limits to represent, design,
synthesize, and fabricate new kinds of biological systems.
In this paper, I have presented a series of abstractions that define the design objects of
this emerging field. These abstractions make up the different units of design that allow
creative designers to propose new biological products, applications, and contexts that
can shape the perception of the living as well as the use and function within the broader
values of the society.
Here, I argued that the unitary design paradigm—which is also influencing most of
today’s product design, computer science, engineering, and architecture—is inevitably
shaping both the successes and failures of biological design. The advancement over this
logic will potentially offer new research directions and alternative design artifacts that can
create more discursive outcomes.
As we advance in our pursuit for new designs, we not only need new design paradigms
but new biologies that can go beyond the current models and metaphors that exist in
what is conventionally defined as nature, living, or organic. The units of a particular
representation of life—proteins, amino acids, or cells—may not ultimately capture the
same degree of freedom to design in another discipline. Science almost always revises
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the definition of these units in its capacity to provide explanations to natural phenomena
(Gánti 2007) (Rheinberger 2010).
In design, challenging the units of a representation often prove to be more important than
the designs themselves as the method of design can drive the products of design towards
quite predictable outcomes which can immediately turn into design styles (Stiny 2008,
Schumacher, 2010). Biological design not only provides a unique opportunity to rethink
the units of the living and expand on how they can be chemically or biologically
repurposed for different designs, but also introduces new logics of design that utilize rules
and grammars of synthesis, flow, diffusion, and organization that can extend beyond the
evolution-bound biological and component-based design paradigms.
In today’s engineering, product design, graphic design, architecture, and research, we
already witness a bottleneck of creative expression in the design of form and function
through unitary methods. As we approach a new frontier in design, where synthetic
artifacts will claim more everyday roles, it is becoming increasingly important to set more
discursive research agendas that can shape the perception, use, and design of these
new artifacts.
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Abstract
Since its development into an independent university-based programme, interior design has
drawn from the arts and engineering disciplines in the formulation of its pedagogical
approach. This paper discusses interior design studio pedagogy at a private university in
Indonesia, in which design methodologies in interior design studios have over the years
employed the common sequential steps in design developed from architecture studios,
interior design text books and professional experiences. While this linear programmatic
approach has yielded logical products that could be applied to pragmatic spaces like
residences and offices, they are insufficient in accommodating ambiguous and complex
ideas essential in cultural spaces. This is due to their conventional forms that are results of
direct extrusion from 2-d layout plans, general use of materials and appearances of being a
mere “site of containments” inside the architectural frame. The paper further elaborates
on the use of an alternative design method via 3-d experiments that was trialed to overcome
the inhibition of creative-intuitive processes caused by the former approach. Through
observation of the design process and final products of several students, it is concluded that
the new method has supported a holistic mind-mapping approach in design, essential in
three-dimensional disciplines like interior design, supporting creativity in terms of the
novelty of forms and innovative use of materials as well as the sensitivity in connecting the
interior to the architectural structure.
Keywords: experimental design, creativity, interior design, studio pedagogy, cultural
space
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Introduction
Interior design pedagogy has developed from various professional design,
decorative arts or architectural specialty programmes into an autonomous universitybased discipline. In the process, interior design has drawn from the visual arts and other
design disciplines, particularly architecture and industrial design, in the formulation of its
pedagogical approach (Visher et. al, 2003: 173). In Indonesia for instance, the interior
design programme is relatively a new independent discipline compared to other visual
arts and engineering programmes in which a majority of interior design pioneer educators
are those with background education in architecture. Professionally, much of the interior
design work in Indonesia has often been undertaken by architects and contractors rather
than interior designers for convenience and to minimise cost. Thus, the approach to
interior design education in Indonesia has frequently had architecture as its compass and
basis for design methods.
This paper discusses the design methodology used in the interior design studio at
a private university in Surabaya, Indonesia, which was established in 1998 with most of
its pioneer lecturers originating from the Architecture Department. The department
provides a 4-year training programme for a Bachelor degree where the teaching of theory
and practice in interior design are accommodated mainly through studio teaching. The
core subject, Interior Design (level 1-5), that is taken from the second year till the fourth
year, is different each semester only in terms of the quality of space and complexity of
projects to be designed by students starting from small private spaces, residences,
retails, work spaces and then moving on to larger scale and complex projects such as
cultural spaces. Methodologies in design taught in the studio have over the years
employed the common steps in design as detailed by Pile (1988: 467-471), starting from
field and literature survey, programming (analysis and design plan), synthesis of
problems, formulation of design concept, preliminary design consisting of schematic
drawings of alternative designs, design development, and then the final design. While this
step-by-step procedural approach has yielded fine, logical and functional products of
design from students, the design products are at the same time barely novel, with fixed
and defined components rather than coming out of a ‘black box’ that Chris Jones (1992:
46) described as expressions of high creativity and imagination that are produced beyond
a designer’s control. The formal approach and appearance of these designs are
agreeable and rational in the sense that they can be applied functionally in pragmatic
spaces like residential homes, offices and retails. However, they are insufficient in
accommodating complex and ambiguous ideas essential in cultural spaces such as
museums and heritage conservations that Jean Deotte (1995:35) suggested as ‘a
complex monad,’ involving a point of view, a perspective on the whole and ‘a site of
passage from one epoch to another.’ Similarly, Mark Pimlot’s essays, noted by Lee
(2009:4) on interior territory examines corporate and event spaces such as museums
describing them as ‘continuous, urbanised interior environments that devour the very
individuality of the interior with the resulting spaces experienced as ambiguous, hybrid
and typologically indeterminate.’
In an attempt to move away from the linear design approach that has been
inhibiting the creative processes and outputs of our students particularly in designing
cultural spaces, another design method was introduced and trialed in the interior design
studio by the use of 3-dimensional (3-d) experimental design throughout the design
process. The design process and final products of the top ten students who performed
the new design approach were then observed using casual behavioral observation
method (Guerin et.al, 2005) to assess the new method used.

The Linear Programmatic Approach
Over the years, design methodologies presented in the interior design studios
have followed a specific sequence that has been developed by former lecturers who
originated from the Architecture department. The design process was a sequence of
phases developed from the preliminary guide book, Interior Design, by Pile, John (1988)
and existing design studio methods passed down from the architecture studio as well as
experiences drawn from professional work (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The linear programmatic approach of design
Source: Developed from Pile, John (1988)

At the start of the term, the head of studio discloses the object to be designed to the
students: a museum, a conservation centre, an information centre, etc. The student then
collects data through literature and field survey. Comparisons and connections are drawn
from literature and field data and then problems in the existing designs are analysed.
These problems are then met by synthesis of a new programme which determines new
space allocations and zonings with specific requirements and needs. Students then
formulate a design concept suitable to the programme and start their preliminary design
through alternative schemes and sketches starting from area zoning and grouping, and
then to the layout or ground plan with their enclosures and circulations. At this stage, the
programme determined is being transformed into schematic designs similar to the graphic
thinking methods by Laseau (2001: 97) as illustrated in Figure 2. Alternative 3-d views
including perspectives and elevations are then sketched out from the layout plan
produced.

Figure 2. Initial draft of scale and shape of space followed by scheme of enclosure and
construction: The linear programmatic approach of design
Source: Adapted from Laseau, Paul (2007: 97)
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These alternative schematic designs are then evaluated by tutors and peers whether they
are in line with the design concept and programme determined in the first place. Students
then develop their design further while taking the criticisms and evaluation from tutors
and peers into account until they could produce the final chosen design consisting of
presentation and work drawings, concept documentation and a 1: 50 3-d scaled model.
Several problems arising from the design process of this linear programmatic
approach have been observed. First, the synthesis of the programme is determined
before the main design process giving an impression of fixed components and
parameters that are not to be violated by students. The area zoning and grouping (Figure
2) tend to limit a large number of alternative forms of design with possible cross-zoning
and heterotrophic programmes. Students feel directed to transfer the programme scheme
into the layout plan rather than designing a three-dimensional space as a whole
component. Second, the concept is determined before students start the design process,
neglecting the possibility of creative leaps of concepts and ideas that may emerge while
they are in the process of drawing or sketching. Design becomes bounded by the concept
and the programme formulated prior to drawing. Thus, students tend to focus on solving
one problem at a time rather than solving the global problem as a whole. Interior design
elements tend to be analysed in fragments and sub-components in which the
understanding of space becomes limited to floors, walls and ceilings, inhibiting a holistic
approach to solving interior design problems with so many possible ways of
communicating space. Third, the single use of schematic 2-d sketches in the design
process is occasionally insufficient in grasping the total view of a three dimensional
design discipline like interior design. 3-d presentation models are made only after the 2-d
design is determined and thus seem to be used only to confirm the technical validity of
the design. Little regard is given to the fact that the drawing is in some ways a very
limited model of the final end product of design. The drawings which a designer chooses
to make during the design process tend to be highly codified and rarely connected with
direct experience of the final design. The tendency to design most frequently and initially
with the ground plan as our former students did is actually a poor representation of the
experience of moving around inside the building (Lawson, 2005: 27). Thus, although the
linear programmatic approach in design supports analytical understanding through
exploration and information gathering and analysis, it limits synthetic-holistic modes of
thinking and information processing involving intuitive-inductive studio processes, events
and activities necessary for a structured content rigorous process meet in design studio
pedagogy described by Salama (2007: 160). Little regard is given to the fact that design
students may have several different ways of being creative and solving a design problem
and if opportunities for different learning styles are repressed, the studio can indeed
result in a rather homogeneously-creative group of students and perhaps even in underdeveloped studio products (Firnando, 2007:145).
As a result, although the design works produced using this linear programmatic
approach appear brand new, functional and valid for use, they are simply a visual
repetition of existing designs that qualify previously regarded standards with certain
modifications in space groupings and facilities as well as renovation of new yet
conventional use of materials (Figure 3). Designing from the ground plan has also
triggered the design of walls, furniture and other interior components to appear to be
naively extruded from the 2-d layout rather than being designed with a specific message
to convey from its form and space. The creation of space is achieved by simply creating
enclosures whether open, visible, opaque or translucent with clearly defined program
grouping and rooms as determined by the architectural frame rather than by a
composition of basic design elements of line, shape and mass.
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Figure 3. Former students’ design products of cultural spaces following the linearprogrammatic approach
Clear zonings and programme, simple extrusion of form from the layout plan and bounded by the
architectural structure, as well as the conventional use of materials.

While the designs are able to solve the pragmatic needs of the users, they are insufficient
in accommodating a philosophical approach or meaning in design particularly essential in
cultural spaces expressed by Deotte in Lee (2009) and Pimlot (1995). In this case, the
architecture of the building acts as a clear limit ground for the interior design and thus
unfortunately becomes a supporting product of the notion that interior objects and
decorations are often seen as unnecessary and inferior to the quality of space and
function defined by architecture (Smith, 2004: 98).

The Holistic mind-mapping Approach through
Experimental Design
In highly energetic and creative environments such as design studios, it is
essential to provide sufficient freedom for individual expressions and explorations of
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creative paths in design (Fernando, 2007: 149). An essential component of creativity is
creative thinking that questions existing conditions and allows new levels and
opportunities of innovative and creative discovery. Though the role and importance of
research cannot be argued, it should be noted that the ability to transcend all information
and to evoke memorable qualities in buildings can only be achieved by going beyond the
obvious, the mundane. Design studio instructors ought to recognize this and promote a
climate which fosters and supports such processes (Elseshtawy, 2007: 87-88). Thus, in
an attempt to overcome the inhibition of creativity and rigidity created by the former
linear-programmatic approach elaborated before, another design method was introduced
and trialed in the cultural space interior design studio taken by final year students to
encourage a more creative and holistic approach in the design process. In the new
approach, 3-d experimental design is used as the chief supporting tool to provide a wide
liberal space to accommodate a rigorous synthetic-holistic design process to support
intuitive-inductive activities along with the rational deductive analytic-linear sequential
procedures illustrated by Salama (2007: 160).
Although 3-d experimental designs have been used in architecture studios for
years, they have never been adapted to the interior design studio pedagogy. The reason
for the omission of this activity is still unclear but it is likely due to the general tendency to
regard interior design as a mere “site of containment” (Smith, 2004: 95) inside the
architectural frame. In this case, architecture works on form and space, interior design
works on form in space. The fear of letting students conduct 3-d experiments in interior
design studio is that they may forget the limits and boundaries of the architectural and
structural frame. However, the author has a different view from this notion. While this fear
may be regarded towards early students who are new to interior design, it should not be a
crucial problem to final year students who have better knowledge and understanding of
fixed building structures and who have taken building physics, building statics, building
technology and construction courses. In fact, 3-d experiments can be a tool to produce
more alternatives in connecting and uniting the architecture and the interior design and
ensure students have a clear experience of space inside and outside the building.
Like the former approach in design, students were first introduced to the object to
be designed at the start of the term and directed by tutors to collect data from field and
literature survey. The differences began when the students began the process of
programme analysis (Figure 4). At this stage the programme is not being synthesised and
determined as an immobile parameter to the design to be produced. Instead the students
were directed to follow the Problem Seeking method by Pena (2001) in which they were
required to only seek the problems of the design that eventually arrive at a framework of
problem statements acquired from the establishment of goals, collection and analysis of
facts and determining needs by considering aspects of function, form, economy and time.
Unlike the former comprehension of interior design programming in which outputs of the
analysis tend to result in area zonings and enclosures that often become rigid parameters
of the design to be produced (figure 2), the concept of programming in Pena’s method
involves ‘a process leading to the statement of an architectural (interior design) problem
and the requirements to be met in offering solution’ (Pena, 2001). This means that the
main idea behind programming is the search for sufficient information to clarify, to
understand and then to state the problem. These problem statements were to be left
open for solving through various alternative ways in the design later. Thus, the synthesis
of the problems and the programme would be determined by the best alternative design
that would be produced later.
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Figure 4. The Holistic Mind-mapping Approach by Experimental Design

This opened a wide liberal space for conducting experiments to be performed in the next
step in the design process. The next step was a multi-level diverse process in which
students conduct experiments at the same time as brain-storming design. In this stage,
students were encouraged to renew and explore again the basic design elements and
principles from their early years of interior design education. They were guided by tutors
to perform experiments on 3-d media using practical materials such as toothpicks, sticks,
acrylic and metal sheets, papers, clay, pebbles, etc, and use these materials to form a
composition between the basic elements of space: line, shape, mass (figure 5) through
various basic composition techniques such as interlocking, overlapping, interlacing and
interpenetration taking into account the basic principles of design constituting of harmony,
rhythm, variety, balance, movement, emphasis, dominance and proportion (Bates, 2000).
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Figure 5. Photos of experimental design using practical materials to support a more
holistic mind-mapping approach in interior design

While they were experimenting, students could also accompany their 3-d models with
schematic design sketches while deciding and documenting on possible concept
applications. Instead of being the sole determination to the final design, design sketches
could be used to produce new graphic ideas as well as to support the experiments; to
document a particular view of the design, to validate proportions, scales and
measurements, to assist in conveying details necessary for future work drawings, to
correlate the design concept to the experiments, etc (Figure 6). The initial design
products consisting of experiment models, schematic design drawings and concept mindmapping sketches were then evaluated by tutors and peers to determine whether the
design would be able to solve the problem stated prior to designing and whether the
design applications are in line with the concept formulated. Students were then allowed to
choose to perform experiments and formulate new concepts again if they were not
satisfied with their design or to develop their designs into the final design products
consisting of presentation and work drawings, concept presentation and 1:50 scale
miniature of the design.
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Figure 6. Photos of schematic design and concept sketches to support the experiments
performed

Since majority of the products of the former linear programmatic approach were
not very well documented prior to this, comparisons involving systematic scoring could
not be drawn fairly and effectively. Thus, the author chose to only evaluate the design
method trialed using the Guerin et al. (2005:4) method of assessment in which casual
behavioral observations were made without predetermined categories and systematic
scoring but rather towards a visual inspection of activities and space. This also provides
an opportunity for other possible findings beyond what was expected (i.e. students were
more creative). Findings from the method could be used for developing research
questions and the formulation of observation categories in a more systematic approach
for further research. Since every batch of students would always be divided by the studio
instructors prior to the term into approximately ten groups in which each group would
consist of students with mixed capabilities (each group will typically contain students who
acquired A, B+, B, C and C+ in the prerequisite subject of the studio course to be taken),
the top ten students (the best score from each of the ten studio groups supervised by 10
separate tutors) are presented here as results of the new approach in the observation of
the final design products.

The Design Process and Results
Through examining the design process, some positive results could be seen in
the adoption of this new method of approach by the use of experimental design in which
the problems caused by the former linear programmatic approach were overcome. First,
in the design process, unlike the former approach, the synthesis of the programme was
not done prior to the design process and thus supported a wide opportunity for a range of
possible alternative designs. On the other hand, experimenting on 3-d media while
brainstorming concepts gives the students the ability to test concepts directly using the
experiments. This supports a more mind-mapping oriented approach of problem solving
encouraging a large variety of alternative programmes and designs. Second, the use of
experiments on 3-d media using practical materials at the start of the design process
supports an easy flow of spontaneous ideas from the brain into the media compared to 2d sketches, in which transforming ideas are to some extent limited by the student’s
drawing skill and speed. Unlike drawings, these 3-d experiments are able to convey a
more realistic experience of space that correlate to the design themes desired (Figure 7).
This promotes a deeper understanding of the interior space which then encourages a
more complex way of communicating space because creativity in interior design must be
produced on the foundation that a building provides primarily an aesthetic experience to
be appreciated for its holistic qualities, rather than in their fragmental qualities
(Elsheshtawy, 2007: 85). Students become more creative in finding a variety of ways in
creating a holistic view of space that are not limited to rigid enclosures of walls, floors and
ceilings. A 3-d view of space also makes students become more aware of the actual
positions, conditions and forms of basic and structural elements inside and outside the
building such as structural beams, columns, staircases, natural lighting and ventilation, as
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well as the interior and exterior view and thus promote more sensitivity towards the
relationship and connection between the architectural structure and the interior elements
(Figure 8). Moreover the ease of transferring ideas directly into interior design spaces and
the knock-down nature of these experiments compared to the limited representation and
modification of drawings provide students with freedom to develop their own learning
styles and creative solutions. It also individualises the design process to whichever
method best suits them until they are ready to produce the final products for the final
evaluation, breaking chains that have been curbing intuitive and creative processes and
thus encouraging heterogeneous-creative groups of students expressed by Fernando
(2007: 147). The process of experimenting on practical materials also gives new insights
during the design process to the way materials could be applied. When in the past
materials were used conventionally in the same general function as existing or former
designs, experimentation enables students to test and apply materials according to their
nature and physical properties. As a result, the holistic mind-mapping nature of this
design process has in turn influenced the final outputs of the designs, displaying high
creativity beyond past products.

Figure 7. Photos of experiments on new forms and materials correlating to design themes
to seek new ways of communicating space holistically rather than designing from the 2-d
ground plan.

Figure 8. Photos of experiments enabling students to connect interior elements to
architectural structures such as columns, beams, staircases and views more creatively
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Observation of the final design products revealed that the top ten students who
performed experiments in their design using the new approach were able to produce final
design products with high creativity most especially in terms of the novelty of form and
composition of interior design elements that would have potentially been inhibited by the
former linear approach in design. This is because their creativity to explore 3-d space is
not bounded by the limitations of 2-d drawings. New forms and interior elements can be
discovered easily when exploring and experimenting directly in a holistic view of 3-d
space unlike the previous tendency to design from the layout plan. The ability to test and
mind-map concepts with the help of experiments along with the novelty of forms and
composition can accommodate thoughts of emancipation, theme, atmosphere, transfer of
one epoch to another and other artistic and philosophical aspects. This is particularly
essential in inspiring cultural spaces in a more complex and ambiguous way, unlike the
previous programmatic approach, in which design themes were generally direct, simple
and conventional because of how interior elements were simply extruded from the ground
plan. Figures 9 to 13 show some of the students’ final design products using experimental
design revealing novelty of forms and interior elements as well as innovative
unconventional applications of materials conveying ambiguity, complexity and cultural
hybrid essential in cultural spaces.

Figure 9. Wayang (Shadow-puppet) Museum
Final Design by experimental composition of traditional and modern forms and materials expressing the
complex drama structure of wayang (Designed by Vina Kurniasari).

Figure 10. East Java Culinary Tourism Centre
Final Design by experimental abstraction of cones and Javanese gunungan (sacred cultural symbol)
forms to represent Javanese social structure and cosmology (Designed by Fenny Margaretha).
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Figure 11. Indonesia HIV Information Centre
Final Design by experimental composition of curves and zigzags representing the reckless and
vulnerable young generation (Designed by Seferina Dwi).

Figure 12. Indonesian Film Information Centre
Final Design by experimental abstraction of film rolls to signify cultural dynamics of Indonesian Film
(Designed by Stephanie Liunardie).

Figure 13. Medicine Information Centre
Final Design by experimental overlapping of geometric and organic forms and elements to represent the
richness of medicinal contents (Designed by Yuliana Dwi).

As mentioned earlier, the freedom to experiment on form also gives rise to new
insights on how materials could be applied by drawing relations to the physical properties
of practical materials used to actual building materials in terms of their character (flexible,
rigid, hard, soft, durable, etc) as well as their appearance (textured patterns, glossy, doff,
opaque, transparent, translucent, etc). As a result, the design products of the holistic
mind-mapping approach by using experiments do not only reveal creativity in producing
new forms and design elements as what was expected but also innovative applications of
materials which contribute to the interior composition and atmosphere rather than just
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being applied by general habit or function of past design standards. For example, in
Figure 9, wire nets that are normally used for natural ventilation in windows as well as
mosquito nets were used to create a shadowy atmosphere with some help from both
natural and artificial lighting to signify the traditional shadow puppet wayang in a modern
abstract way. Similarly, in Figure 10, when in the past metal frames were used for
structural purposes; they are now used by the student as aesthetic elements that are
hanged from the ceiling to convey a philosophical message relating to Javanese
gunungan cosmology as well as dividers from the lobby and the café area.
Finally, another significant trait that can be drawn from the final design products
of the students who performed experiments is the ability and creativity to create and
develop new interior elements in such a way that they unite with or complement
architectural structures such as columns, beams, site, and view. A 3-d view of interior
space using these experiments has triggered students to possess more sensitivity
towards the actual condition and position of architectural elements in relation to interior
elements to be designed. Unlike the past designs, the interior elements from the 2-d
patterns and motifs to 3-d furniture, accessories or dividers do not appear as “contents”
merely filling up the space inside the architectural frame. Instead they appear blended
and united, standing together with the architectural structure to form a holistic harmony of
space conveying a message or an atmosphere together (Figure 14-18).

Figure 14. City Soccer Stadium
Development of interior elements by experimental interlocking of geometrical forms connecting the
structural columns and beams with the floor pattern, furniture and display boards (Designed by Yudhie
Noto).

Figure 15. Japanese Samurai Cultural Centre
Development of interior elements by experimental interpenetration of plane and mass connecting the
structural columns with the floor pattern and display boards (Designed by Handoko Sindunoto).
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Figure 16. Antonio Blanco Paintings Museum
Development of interior elements by experimental interlocking of forms connecting structural columns
and beams to form a unity between the architecture and the interior of the building (Designed by Devi
Lia Agustine).

Figure 17. Tuban Gedhog Batik Gallery
Development of interior elements from traditional Gedhog Batik motives, lines and forms through
experimental interpenetration connecting interior and architectural composition (Designed by Susan
Setiowati)

Figure 18. Aquatic Garden Information Centre
Development of interior elements by experimental compostion connecting exterior view and site to the
dynamic and organic interior design concept (Designed by Yohana Mandasari).

With the manipulation of space physically and conceptually connecting the architecture
and the interior, interior design thus becomes, what Smith (2004: 94-98) has described as
a space of “betweenness”, “blurring” and “inter-connectedness,” defining the quality of
spatial enclosure that is no longer bounded by the structure of architecture as well as an
inferior “site of containment” within the architectural frame as produced by the former
linear programmatic approach.
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Conclusion
The adoption of 3-d experimental design in the cultural space interior design
studio was able to yield positive results to overcome the problems exhibited by the former
linear programmatic approach. It has triggered a holistic and mind-mapping approach in
the design process, not only supporting creative and intuitive processes but also creating
sensitivity of the physical elements and structures that could be grasped and be
manipulated by the interior design field, both giving rise to more design alternatives and
ways of comprehending, creating and communicating space. As a result, the final design
products of this holistic mind-mapping approach by the use of experiments revealed not
only the creativity in terms of novelty of forms conveying ambiguity and abstract ideas
essential in cultural spaces but also innovative applications of materials as well as the
ability to connect the interior and architecture of the building, thus contributing significant
value to the interior design discipline.
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Typography Matters when Designing
Onscreen Reading Materials for Dyslexic
Learners
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Abstract
With the digital technology that is now available for e-readers an opportunity is presented
for tremendous advances to be made in how learning materials are designed for children
with dyslexia. Because users have the flexibility to customize presentations the learning
materials that are developed for digital reading devises have the potential to be more
effective than those generated in more traditional print formats. Previous research has
shown that differences do exist in the way that readers interact with content that is
presented onscreen as opposed to that in print formats; however, we know relatively little
about these differences and as a result cues are typically taken from print materials to
inform the design of reading materials for screen based applications. In addition, learners
who struggle with literacy development due to dyslexia present an entirely different set of
typographic considerations. If digital technologies are going to meet their potential as
learning tools, we must first learn how to generate typographic layouts that are more
beneficial for particular audiences (i.e. children with dyslexia) and that are specific to how
these readers interact with content in onscreen reading scenarios. This paper discusses the
context and approach for exploratory research that investigates the preferences and
reading performance of children with dyslexia for typographic presentations designed for
onscreen reading devices. This is part of ongoing research into how literacy materials can
be designed for digital reading devices to aid dyslexic children in literacy acquisition.
Keywords: typography, dyslexia, onscreen reading
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It takes little effort for one to imagine the potential that digital technology has to improve
literacy education, especially for children who struggle to learn to read due to a
developmental deficiency like dyslexia. The use of digital technology is common in
classrooms and as a society we are reading more and more onscreen. It is undoubtable
that today’s children will, or do, have a different attitude to their parents about reading
from more traditional print formats verses those onscreen due to the prevalence of
computers, videogames, and handheld devices in daily life. Advancing technology may
be able to provide more inclusive reading solutions due to their flexibility in presentation
but a difficulty lies in the limitations of our knowledge about how readers interact with
these presentations and how exactly to capitalise on their potential when designing for
onscreen reading scenarios. Much of how reading materials are developed for screen is
influenced by what we know about how individuals decipher texts in print media;
however, if readers do not interact with content in the same way when reading from
screen that they do from print (Dyson, 2004) this approach may not be effective and we
are not likely to benefit from the full potential digital media has to offer, particularly for
readers who struggle with literacy development.
Digital reading technology may have the potential to improve the learning experience of
dyslexic children, but before these children can fully benefit it is essential to first
understand how to design texts for (1) digital media and (2) dyslexic readers. If a better
understanding can be gained we will be more likely to develop reading books that not
only enhance the ease and efficiency with which these children are able to acquire fluent
literacy skills but also boost their interest in reading and motivation to spend more time
doing so. This paper presents a review of some typographic considerations for designers
of texts produced for new digital reading devices as outlined in the literature. It describes
the context of the problem and suggests an approach for on-going research that is
exploring textual considerations like letter, word, and line spacing and the optimal size of
the type, and argues for the importance of empirical studies in the development of
onscreen reading materials for children with dyslexia.

Design matters
Children with dyslexia struggle to gain fluent literacy skills despite the fact that they have
the cognitive capacity and academic opportunity to learn. This is due to a deficit in
phonological awareness that influences their ability to identify, segment, and sequence
the different sounds that make up words. It is with this skill that our ability to decode the
written word is developed: it is the foundation from which literacy is built (Snowling, 2000;
2006; Vellutino, et al., 2004; Shaywitz, et al., 2008). With a need for clear typography to
enhance legibility and an understanding of how children interact with the verbal content in
their reading books, it is unquestionable how the production of better literacy materials is
as much a problem for those who are developing this visual aspect of the material –
typographers and typographic researchers – as for psychologists and linguist. How
letterforms are presented on a page (e.g. the typeface, amount of space, stroke weight
and variation, alignment, line length, etc.) may have a tremendous influence not only on
how easily the text can be read but also on whether a child is motivated to pick the book
up in the first place.
Our understanding about how readers interact with texts and the influence typographic
design has on legibility (e.g. space, size, line length, etc.) has given us a certain
understanding about how to approach the layout of text in print media; however, with the
relative newness of digital media our understanding of how to optimize text presentation
for onscreen reading is still limited. As a result much of how text is designed for onscreen
reading is influenced by what is known about design for print resulting in digital designs
that attempt to replicate the look and feel of traditional presentations complete with
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images of printed books and turning page animations . This practice is not likely to lead
to solutions that will enhance the onscreen reading experience and may be
counterproductive to how readers use this technology. Although it is logical to begin with
what we know, e.g. designing for print media, it cannot be assumed that these solutions
will work onscreen merely because they work in print. Perhaps the most striking example
can be seen in the difference in how typographic designers think about the line length of
texts. Typographic convention for traditional print media states that an ideal line length is
between 50 and 70 characters and this is rarely, if ever, argued. However, readers have
shown that they are able to read text passages presented onscreen faster with longer line
lengths, which goes as far as reading continuous texts set with lines as long as 100
characters faster than those set at 25 characters per line (Dyson and Haselgrove, 2001;
Dyson, 2004). This may be due to factors that are inherent in the medium such as
scrolling and reading distance (Dyson, 2004), but nonetheless these findings raise
questions about any assumptions placed on whether there are similarities between
reading from digital and print media. These are issues that need further exploration
generally, but also whether the same patterns are seen in developing readers more
specifically.
Studies on early forms of digital display technology (Dillon, 1992) that compared the
influence of onscreen presentations to print found that when reading from screen reading
rate was slower, accuracy was reduced, and fatigue and ocular discomfort increased.
These findings may no longer be influential since these effects are likely, at least in part,
due to low-resolution screens and the limitations of the technology of that time. Even
Dillon (1992) himself, who provided a review of this early research, recognized that when
screens used for reading are able to render texts at a resolution similar to that of printed
materials, differences in reading speed and accuracy that were seen with the lowresolution screens are likely to disappear. Although we are still not seeing screen
resolutions that are close to that of print – 1,200 to 2400dpi is common for print as
opposed to 100 to 200dpi for screen (Bias et al., 2010) – with font designs 2 optimized for
screen and the understanding that letterforms that have a larger x-height and more white
space within the letters are more legible for children when reading onscreen (Bernard, et
al., 2002), it seems we are beginning to move in the right direction. It is clear that some of
the issues relating to the constraints of the medium are being identified and addressed
and with further research it may be possible that next to no legibility or comfort
differences are seen between onscreen and print reading materials, even without equality
in resolution.
As mentioned, dyslexia is caused by a deficit in verbal language processing; however,
many sufferers may also experience physical discomfort in the form of visual stress when
reading (Irlen, 2005; Singleton, 2009). Visual stress is believed to be associated with
sensitivity to particular light frequencies and can cause symptoms such as, eye-strain that
can lead to headaches (in some cases migraines) and textual illusions that include letter
distortion, blurring, transient text, and colored halos. The symptoms tend to get worse
with more time spent reading and can interfere with a reader’s ability to see the text
accurately (Wilkins, 1995; Irlen, 2005). However, symptoms have been reduced in
studies that look at the use of colored filters, most commonly in the form of transparent
overlays and lenses (Wilkins, 1995; 2003; Wilkins, et al., 2004; Irlen, 2005). The use of

1

Kerr and Symons (2006) reported that physical page properties that readers are accustomed to in traditional
printed books may be useful in developing a spatial representation of the text (i.e. where specific content
appears on the page) and that this ability to develop a spatial representation of texts may contribute to a
reader’s comprehension of the content. With onscreen reading materials that relay on scrolling rather than page
turning this spatial representation may be lost; nonetheless, it is suggested that it may be more advantageous to
continue to explore the potential of onscreen formatting because without a thorough understanding of the
medium we cannot know for sure where benefits lie.

2

For example, the fonts designed for Microsoft’s ClearType consider features such as letter shape, antialiasing,
and hinting to improve legibility while working within the constraints of LCD technology (Larson, 2007).
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colored paper or backgrounds is also recommended by organizations such as the British
Dyslexia Association (bdadyslexia.org.uk) and is used exclusively by publisher Barrington
3
Stoke (barringtonstoke.co.uk). Although colored papers may be better than bright whites
because they can reduce the contrast of the text on the paper, the color preference of
each individual is very personal and it is unlikely that all learners in a group of dyslexic
children will benefit from the same hue or tint. Understanding that these difficulties exist is
a step in the right direction, but print media may be too limited to adequately
accommodate sufferers. It may then be more beneficial to use digital reading devices that
allow readers the flexibility to choose the hue and tint that works best for them.
It is with this adaptability of presentation that the potential of the use of digital media in
literacy education for children who struggle lies. Since the literacy development of
dyslexic learners is slowed, they may also require more time to learn vocabulary, or
benefit from simpler sentence structure while their peers around them move on to content
that is more linguistically complex. The use of digital media may provide the solution.
Texts that are simpler in linguistic structure can be produced in a way that children with
dyslexia will be more motivated to read because that text can be produced with minimal
visual differences from something much more advanced linguistically. With the flexibility
of presentation offered by digital reading devices variations in material and presentation,
customized to suite specific children’s needs, can be produced with little effort or
additional cost. This means that children who may also experience visual stress and
benefit from the use of colored backgrounds and/or text can be easily accommodated
and no longer suffer the reading discomfort. It also means that material developed for
both typical and dyslexic learners can look fundamentally the same even though the
content or typographic detail may be very different.
This idea of giving children control over certain aspect of how texts are presented raises
an interesting and crucial consideration in the development of literacy materials for
children. Reading is a learned skill that takes years to develop (Downing and Leong,
1985). Fluency is only gained through practice; without practice a child is not likely to
become a fluent reader (Byrne, 2007). This makes understanding how typographic
presentations influence a child’s motivation to read particular books increasingly
important. It is often believed that children do not have the visual sophistication to identify
when difference in typography occur in their reading books unless those differences are
very pronounced. However, studies have shown that children, although they may not
always correctly name the typographic variable due to a limited developing vocabulary,
are aware of and able to ascertain when even small differences exists between texts and
that their preference for typographic presentation is likely to influence which books they
will choose to read and how much time they will spend doing so (Walker and Reynolds,
2002/03; Thiessen, 2010; Thiessen and Dyson, 2009; 2010).

Method matters
Although designers possess skills and experience that enable them to process and
interpret content into a form that is more accessible by vast audiences, it is important to
realize that these designers cannot rely on their intuition alone, especially when creating
literacy materials for children. Schriver (1997) has shown that due to familiarity with the
content designers can suffer from a knowledge effect that makes it difficult to objectively
assess the content or how well their design works. This means that their knowledge of
the subject matter may allow the designer to fill in gaps in the content that someone
unfamiliar with the topic may find difficult. Therefore, a designer, a fluent and experienced
reader, who is creating a reading book for a child who struggles with literacy development
may not be able to predict what that children will find difficult or easy about the
typographic layout. No matter how skilled or experienced that designer is, without testing
3

Barrington Stoke produces a range of fiction and nonfiction books for struggling readers.
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their solutions with the intended audience they are not, as Schriver suggests, ‘taking the
reader seriously’.
This idea of ‘taking the reader seriously’ and including user perspective as a means to
guide the design of literacy materials for children is a novel approach, since it is not
common practice for those creating these objects to test them with the intended
audience. This is a failing in the system not because those generating literacy materials
are not skilled typographic designers but because without asking the children who will be
using that material, and expected to perform difficult cognitive tasks with the aid of it, the
designers are only making their best guess as to what is appropriate for the user. That is
not to say that there are not exceptions and a prime example is the UK publishing
company Barrington Stoke. This publisher produces a range of fiction and nonfiction for
struggling readers. Thomson, the founder of Barrington Stoke, places substantial value
on obtaining feedback from their reader base. Thomson (2003) explains that before each
book is published the manuscript is sent out to a selection of ‘consultants’. These are
children who struggle with literacy development. The children are asked to read the
manuscript and provide feedback, which typically relates to linguistic aspects of the text
such as language, sentence structure, and realistic nature of the characters and their
dialogue. On occasion, however, some of the children provide their thoughts about the
typography. Thomson has been able to use this feedback to produce a range of books
that reflect both the linguistic and typographic concerns, which has enabled Barrington
Stoke to produce a range of books that have age appropriate content (i.e. not too young),
and a typographic presentation that reflect what these children think looks easier to read.
This is a series of books that address the concerns of a specific audience as identified by
that audience.
Empirical methods – standard practice in the social sciences – can be used to inform
typographic research and the development of literacy materials. Traditional quantitative
approaches are not always considered by typographers as a practical way to test graphic
material since the context in which the material is tested often differs dramatically from
how it will actually be used. These testing environments are generally very sterile, the
variables are tightly controlled, and participants isolated from social contexts and
distractions making the test environment and the tested material very different to how
individuals interact with visual communication in ‘real life’. The danger then lies in
whether the data can be reliably generalized from to inform ‘real life’ application or
whether they speak more about the material produced for a specific testing environment,
or the environment itself. Researchers of text design have faced a number of common
critiques of the use of quantitative research methods to understand the impact of visual
communication, such as those outlined in Hartley (2004). Hartley explains the critiques he
has come across in his own work including, first, how difficult it is to isolate single
variables since typographic design is heavily influenced by how each element interacts
with the rest. For example, the effect of line spacing on legibility is influenced by typeface,
type size, and line length. Second, it is difficult to generalize widely from data collected in
specific testing situations. Finally, cognitive capacity and human behavior are rarely
considered. Although a valid concern, this is not sufficient reason to exclude quantitative
methods from typographic research since it is these data that tell us what readers can
read with greater ease and efficiency. It is, however, important to understand that while
data collected during quantitative studies can be used to understand how to improve
legibility generally, this knowledge must be used in combination with a more general
understanding of typographic principles and audience behavior. Experiments can be
designed that are more relevant to typographic investigation, but these are likely to
contain a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods. This amalgamation of
techniques is likely to provide a better picture of how to design for children with dyslexia
(Thiessen, 2010).
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Qualitative research is often less structured than quantitative in that they include
techniques such as observation or interviewing participants, which can provide insight
into how readers interact with graphic materials in real reading scenarios. Qualitative
approaches tend to provide data on individual user behavior in realistic environments and
the meaning of that behavior. Interpretation is central to qualitative research making
these methods more subjective than quantitative data and participant numbers tend to be
much smaller; however, a single case-study developed over time can provide valuable
information about the motivational impact of literacy development and what it feels like to
be a child who struggles (Hinchman, 2005). Since a learner who is unmotivated to
practice their literacy skills is unlikely to develop into a fluent reader (Byrne, 2007) it is
essential to understand what they think about the materials generated for them. This
means that in order to create more effective literacy materials, the designer must consider
not only what a child can read with greater ease and efficiency but also what they want to
read (Thiessen, 2010; Thiessen and Dyson, 2010).
With the use of digital technology and the flexibility of presentation that they provide it is
possible that these reading devices may be able to help dyslexic children acquire fluent
literacy skills at a more typical rate. It is suggested that the use of digital reading devices
may be of particular benefit to dyslexic children not only because this format allows for
variation in presentation between the dyslexic children and the typically developing child,
but also compensates for differences between dyslexic children. For example, as
mentioned above, there may be a correlation between the difficulties caused by dyslexia
and those caused by visual stress (Irlen, 2005; Singleton, 2009). The flexibility allowed by
digital presentations can mean that children who experience visual stress can choose to
read using a tint of their choice while those who prefer no tint (standard white ground) are
able to read with the presentation they prefer. It is with consideration to this aspect and
those discussed above that current research is exploring how to design literacy materials
for digital reading devices. Studies are underway that are collecting data on preference
for typographic presentations and then on reading performance (speed, accuracy, and
comprehension) using e-readers. Children will be asked to compare typographic
presentations and choose variations they think look easier to read and the ones they
prefer the look of. These data will be compared to those gathered on speed, accuracy,
and reader comprehension when using texts set with the same typographic variation.
They will also be compared to how print materials are designed to provide insight into
whether dyslexic children interact differently with these two types of media. Since it is
important that we understand how dyslexic children interact with these materials in real
reading scenarios the materials will be tested in classroom environments and reading
tasks developed that replicate learning and assessment exercises that are familiar to the
children. Taking the testing scenario out of the lab and into the classroom means that
certain conditions cannot be easily controlled. The children may be distracted by other
children or objects in their environment; however, this approach is more likely to provide
data that are a more reliable impression of how children will actually use digital reading
devices in typical learning environments and is therefore more easily generalized from to
inform the design of these materials are approached in the future.
Digital reading devices may have the potential to improve how literacy is acquired by
dyslexic children, but it remains that if the designers do not understand the audience nor
how they interact with graphic material, it is unlikely that improvements can be made for
these learners. Through an overview of some of the typographic issues raised in the
literature that designers of literacy materials for these specialized audiences face, it is
hoped that some light has been shed on the complexity of the problem. A difficulty lay in
the fact that our knowledge is limited not only in how to design for children with reading
difficulty but also our understanding of how they read in digital environments. It cannot be
assumed that solutions will be effective without an understanding of the issues and
without user consultation. It is also unwise to assume that the typographic principles that
have been established for print formats – however tried and true – will also work when
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translated into digital media. Readers interact differently in different reading scenarios
and texts presented onscreen are vastly different to those presented in print. However,
with the use of empirical studies a better understanding of dyslexic readers and how they
interact with onscreen reading devices can be gained, better literacy materials produced,
and digital reading technology used to its potential.
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Abstract
This paper aims at developing the idea that designers can be benefited by experiments
when testing products, services and concepts, through a literature review and the use of
research examples from the authors’ academic and market experience. It discusses, apart
from the method itself, (a) ecological validity and the use of experiments in naturalistic
environments and (b) when laboratorial experiments are good enough to solve design
problems. Both perspectives – naturalistic and laboratorial – are presented and discussed
in the paper. It is suggested that the first choice regarding the experimental setting in
design experiments is the artificial scenario (as opposed to naturalistic environments), due
to its potential to keep the study’s internal validity high. Only when artificial settings
threaten the study’s external validity a naturalistic experiment becomes a better choice.
High external validity might not be worth paying the price of low internal validity.
Different from other sciences, the design field requires from researchers flexibility when
planning experiments, since the usual choices might not be always the best ones to be
made.
Keywords: experimental research, experiments, design research, ecological validity
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Introduction: Understanding experimentation
Experimental research, when applied to the design field, can be easily misunderstood. In
this paper we briefly review some basic concepts (independent and dependent variables,
as well as control and experimental group) to better understand how to plan experiments,
aiming at understanding the two main topics in this paper: “The ‘problem’ of ecological
validity and the use of experiments in naturalistic environments” and “when laboratorial
experiments are good enough?”.
Experiments on the design field usually manipulate one or more variables, defined as
independent variables, in order to check their effect over other variables, called
dependent variables. Common independent variables are related to a product
characteristics, such as package, color and texture, whilst the dependent ones are those
which we measure to check the impact from our manipulation, such as user´s emotion,
behavior or perception; sales volume, etc (Christensen, 1989). An example, which is
related to both design and market research, can be the experimental manipulation of the
color of a sweetener lid to check if cold versus warm colors can cause different sales
1
results .
It is important to highlight that independent variables can be manipulated between or
within groups (Schweigert, 1994). The change made in the color of a sweetener lid is an
example of between groups manipulation, since each level of the independent variable
(color, in this case) must be presented to different groups of people to evaluate in a
neutral way the effect of the color change. This kind of manipulation avoids conscious
comparisons and the effect, e.g., of the suggestion that one lid color is better than the
other one.
Another example would be to test if a change in a shoe’s material would produce better
levels of perception of comfort. If the researcher asks people to compare products, they
might tend to appraise the distinct materials in different ways, not because they really
would be evaluated differently in a more natural situation, but because the researcher
asked participants to compare them. A biased result could lead the company to invest
large amounts of resources to change materials without a real reason. If this experiment
focused on the preference of colors of leather shoes, it would be better if the independent
variable was manipulated within groups, which means that the same group of people,
instead of an evaluation about one product, would compare more than one (or choose
among them).
When the researcher has defined (or is in the process of defining) which variables will be
manipulated (independent variables) to measure their effects over other variables which
will be measured (dependent variables), it is usual to realize that some variables can
threaten the results’ quality, if not measured or controlled (e.g., those which can change
the relationship between the independent and the dependent variable 2), such as sex,
age, or previous habits (Schweigert, 1994). E.g., back to the sweetener lid experiment,
the preference for warm or cold colors can be related to user´s previous habits, such as
buying a specific sweetener brand that has a red lid. This habit could lead the consumer
to an automatic response, which would be picking the sweetener with the warm colored
packaging as an automatic behavior.

1

Please note that the example is simplistic on purpose and it aims at discussing the method; it is not intended to
demonstrate a complex or relevant design theme; those examples will be provided later on the text.
2
Please consider checking the meaning of “moderator, intervening and control variables” to better understand
these issues.
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To plan the mentioned experiment, the researcher should think beforehand which
variables are involved in the evaluated phenomena, and plan the study afterwards. In this
case, one choice could be to test the packages among people who do not have the habit
of using or buying the same sweetener brand. Another example would be asking
participants about their habits regarding using and buying sweeteners and treat these
data as results and use them in the analysis.
Experimental research is related to the investigation of causality relations (Collins,
Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004), which means, in the mentioned example, that he/she
assumes that the cause of preference of buying behavior can be the package color. To
test this causality relation, we need at least two groups to compare results 3, tested under
the same conditions (instructions and/or environment): one is defined as control group (in
which we do not manipulate the independent variable) and the other is usually called
experimental group (in which we manipulate the independent variable). It is important to
highlight that the experiment can have as many experimental groups as needed, and
manipulate as many independent variables as necessary, all in the same experiment.
Imagine that the sweetener lid is blue and we want to test, based on other products’ sales
results, if an orange, or maybe a red lid, can cause better sales results. Choosing a
supermarket as a “laboratory”, we could set three days during the week when the
sweetener has similar sales results and test the product under the three conditions (blue,
orange and red), registering the sales volume after the manipulation to compare the
differences before and after the lid changes.
As it can be noticed, sometimes it is important to measure the dependent variable (in this
case, sales) before and after the manipulation (Christensen, 1989) to evaluate a potential
change. Another example, thinking about a complementary experiment focusing on
shopping experience, would be to investigate the changes in user´s emotional experience
(dependent variable) when shopping in a silent versus a noisy retail store (independent
variable). In this case, since we intend to measure the change in people’s emotional
experience, we would need to register their emotions (using a questionnaire, e.g.) before
and after the shopping experience.
On the other hand, the tradition in experimental sciences is not to develop experiments
always in naturalistic environments. It is usual to do them in laboratories, since it is easier
to control unwanted interferences that could threaten the results’ validity (internal validity),
such as other consumers giving advices to the research participants about which
sweetener to buy, weather and temperature, etc. The artificial environment usually found
in experimental settings is frequently criticized, based on in the idea that the research
results would not reflect the reality out of the laboratories (ecological validity)
(Christensen, 1989).
Cash (2011) suggested that the most typical problems in design experiments are (a) the
context: problems related to context are usually related to the lack of an adequate
definition or recordation of a context, leading to difficulties in understanding, e.g., the
background of subjects when solving a task; (b) system understanding: some underlying
variables involved in a system in test are commonly missed from the studies’ control
techniques, which leads the results to a lack of reliability; (c) method implementation: “the
inadequate definition of methods and terms, the lack of standardization and the lack of
consistency in experimental planning, recording and reporting especially with regard
control and normalization techniques” (2011:23); and control and normalization: the lack
of placebos and no-treatment control teams, meaning the lack of control groups, leads to
3
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the impossibility to give baselines to state the effect of the manipulation of an
experimental variable over a measured dependent variable in experimental groups.
How to design experiments that can effectively measure causality relations, avoiding the
mentioned problems by Cash (2011), and keeping the results reliable when it comes to
the need of understanding the reality out of controlled experimental situations? That is the
question you will find answered in the following sections, based on examples.

The “problem” of ecological validity and the use of
experiments in naturalistic environments
The results of experiments can be almost useless to understand real world situations, if
the experimental setting is so artificial that does not reflect what happens in real life.
When this problem happens, one can say that the experiment has a problem which is
related to ecological validity (Schweigert, 1994).
Ecological validity has been defined in different terms, but it “often refers to the relation
between real-world phenomena and the investigation of these phenomena in
experimental contexts” (Schmuckler, 2001:420). By raising a question in the title of a
paper entitled Of course I wouldn´t do that in real life, Lew, Nguyen, Messing, and
Westwood (2011) suggest that researchers are commonly concerned with internal
4
validity , but not with ecological validity, since most prototypes (referring to humancomputer interaction experiments) are not fully functional. Thus, by increasing realism,
5
construct validity is also increased, since user responses are closer to what they are in
real world situations.
There are at least three dimensions involved in ecological validity (Schmuckler, 2001):


The nature of the research setting: the use of artificial settings has been
discussed among the scientific community, suggesting that researchers should
pay more attention to the nature of the investigation itself, shifting their work from
people to the situations/circumstances in which the evaluated phenomena occur,
even replacing usual sampling participants with a sample representative of
situations or tasks if needed. Some changes might be required in the way
researchers usually think about experiments to keep the integrity, social and
cultural characteristics of real-life situations in experimental settings.



The nature of the stimuli used in experiments: the use of “abstract, discontinuous,
and only marginally real” stimuli that differs critically from the ones found in real
world situations should be better avoided (Schmuckler, 2001:422). By not
representing real life, the possibility of application of research results might be
low, due to low ecological validity.



The nature of the task, behavior or response asked for the research participant:
the potential problem regarding ecological validity is also related to artificiality. If
the response required from users is not natural, representative or appropriate to
represent the actual behavior, then the researcher might be facing a problem of
ecological validity.

For example, if food designers want to know if a manipulation of a plate pattern can
modify people´s perception over a dish, they might think about using pictures in their
experiments as stimuli, instead of real dishes. It would be easy, using digital images, to
4

5

It refers to how well planned the experiment is, offering reasonably certainty that the effect found in a
dependent variable was actually caused by the experimental manipulation.
It refers to the measurement scale correlation with the theoretical/scientific construct.
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change plates and keep the exact dish appearance, which means that you would be
successful manipulating only the plate, refraining from changing anything in the dish
appearance. The internal validity of the study might be high (which means that the
experimental procedure itself has no problems and the independent variables are
adequately manipulated), but are its results useful in the real world?
The obvious problem in the mentioned example is that people do not eat digital images.
Their perceptions might not change, since the experimental situation is too artificial and
far from the real experience. We can think that their responses would be different if they
were hungry, waiting in a restaurant and paying for the meal.
The difficulty to manipulate some real life conditions can even lower the researcher´s
willingness to develop experimental research. That is not always the case, since some
experiments can be easily adapted to better reflect real everyday life situations,
increasing their ecological validity.
A good example of a naturalistic experiment was developed in a real office environment
by one of the authors. Aiming at evaluating the effect of a new kind of foam over the
comfort of an office chair, the researcher used four offices where people are required to
be sitting most part of the day. The experiment conditions and results can be found as
follows:


In the first two offices, workers were provided with the normal chair (control
group) and it was used during one week. In the end of this week, they answered
a questionnaire about their perception of comfort. The following week they were
provided with the new one, and in the end of five working days they answered the
same research instrument.



In the other two offices, workers had the new chair first and the normal one
afterwards (the opposite if you compare to the first two offices). This procedure
was done by the experimentalist, aiming at controlling the effect of the suggestion
that the two chairs in test could be different, even though they look the same.



The results were compared and showed no difference in the worker´s perception
of comfort. The new product was not launched.

These examples suggest that, instead of questioning the real value of experimental
methods in design research, the concern with the artificiality of experimental settings
should be inspiring to researchers. This concern should raise some questions regarding
the importance of having more adequate and meaningful stimuli and tasks to better
represent real design issues in empirical contexts (Schmuckler, 2001). On the other
hand, it is usually more demanding to plan experiments in naturalistic settings.
Sometimes laboratorial studies can be good enough to understand real world situations.

When laboratorial experiments are good enough?
Reasons to develop experiments in laboratories are that (a) sometimes it can be hard to
control the interference of external variables in real world situations (Christensen, 1989),
even though the test of the product is crucial to evaluate the project and (b) it is usual that
the problem is simple to be solved and focused on the user´s experience, relatively
independent from external variables that make the experience more complex. Let´s
examine each one of these reasons.
Some real world experiments (item “a”) would need to be planned in very complex
environments. To test users´ responses to geranium scent in department stores as part of
a strategic design project, e.g., the research results would probably lose their explanatory
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power if the experimental setting was not controlled, as the internal validity of the
experiment would be low.
In order to solve the problem and properly test the idea, one of the paper´s authors, along
with a fellow researcher, developed, in an artificial environment, an experiment, using
judgement and memory tasks about three given brands known by the research
participants. Under two experimental conditions (with and without geranium scent),
participants were tested. The presence of the mentioned scent increased consumers´
judgements of quality for known brands and lowered the recognition level for information
given during the task, suggesting that the use of geranium scent in the tested amount can
increase peoples´ judgement about brands, but it can also be harmful to the amount of
details they can recall from the experience.
According to Lew et al. (2011), increasing realism might cause the reduction of
experimental validity by losing some control over the experimental situation. In the
mentioned example, a real store environment would expose people to a variety of stimuli
that could affect their memories and judgements, such as noise, other customers
interacting, etc. Even though a more naturalistic experiment could have a higher level of
ecological validity, its internal validity would be weak, making it more interesting to run the
study in an artificial setting.
Simple problems (item “b”) can be tested almost without losing explanatory power in
artificial environments. This kind of situation happens under conditions that are not
directly related to external interference.
A research aiming at evaluating the effect of pro-environmental messages framing over
the user’s preference when observing packages (Tonetto, 2010) can be used as
example. The same products were presented to two groups of consumers, in a
laboratorial environment, and people were asked about (a) how attractive the product
was, (b) their willingness to pay for them and (c) their preference for these products
(dependent variables), compared to the standard models on the market. One group of
consumers was exposed to the information framed in gains (e.g., a fridge that saves 25%
less energy, compared to the average product on the market) and the other one, framed
in losses (e.g., a fridge that spends 75% of the energy spent by the average fridge on the
market). Even though the meaning of the information is the same, participants responded
in different ways. It was detected that the gain frame produced superior agreement
means for affirmations regarding two of the dependent variables evaluated
(attractiveness and preference).
Thus, sometimes artificiality is desirable. Issuing questionnaires in artificial environments
is a lot simpler than real world tasks, and measuring the actual behavior and responses
requires finer measurement techniques. It is important to highlight that is risky to increase
realism in experimental conditions. It introduces disruptive stimuli into the experimental
situation, lowering the control the experimentalist has over the measured variables (Lew
et al., 2011).
Kvavilashvili and Ellis (2004), reviewing almost 20 years of discussions regarding the
controversial battle between ecological and traditional approaches (focused on memory
studies), suggest that representativeness (the extent to which a study can be developed
correspondently to the occurrence of a phenomenon in everyday life) and generalizability
(explanatory potential regarding life situations) are the main concerns in the area. The
authors also point at the fact that generalizability may play a more important role.
As the reader can notice, the artificiality is related to representativeness, whilst the
potential applications of the research results are related to generalizability. That is the
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reason why sometimes artificial experiments are good enough to be applied in real world
situations.

Conclusions
The misunderstandings related to experimentation in the design field can be due to the
fact that some designers might understand that experimentalists will plan studies that
produce necessarily artificial or non-applicable results. We state that (a) experiments can
be well planned in more naturalistic environments, showing high levels of ecological
validity, and (b) sometimes laboratorial experiments can be good enough to answer
research problems. By understanding real examples, the reader can understand why
experimental research can play an important role in design research, even though
sometimes we need to adapt the “pure” experimental approaches to better respond to
6
design research problems .
Experiments can be planned in naturalistic environments (a), but they require attention
from the experimentalist when designing the study. The researcher must investigate all
variables that might be worth evaluating and measuring, and also check if the
experimental setting does not threatens the validity of the results. The use of a
naturalistic approach is not justified if the experiment’s internal validity is low.
The experiment described as follows is focused on light design, and investigates the
effect of LED lighting manipulation in fashion stores (independent variable) over people’s
responses in the emotional category defined as desire (dependent variable). As a start,
in-depth interviews are needed to understand how people appraise lighted environments
that cause, in their perception, the emotional outcome desire. Digital image, in this case,
is being employed to help providing stimuli to people during the interviews.
From these inputs, a set of lighted environments is designed in real retail spaces, where
people are invited to have a shopping experience, without actually buying any products.
This way, all participants have the exact same experience with the space, trying to control
all possible confusion variables/events. In the end of the visit to the real store, they are
asked to fill in an experience survey. The analysis provides a comparison among the
different lighted environments in test, helping light designers to understand how to evoke
desire by using light.
On the other hand, sometimes experiments developed in artificial environments are good
enough (b). More than just “good enough”, it is desirable to have them executed in
laboratories, since the internal validity is usually higher than in other settings and that the
independent (or experimental) variables are easier to control.
The experiment used here as example is focused on user experience. It is a graduate
research project that is aimed at understanding the effect of the size of the choice set
(package colors and sizes – independent variables) over the quality of the experience of
buying health and care products (dependent variable).
The data collection is developed in a virtual environment, where users find a set of
choices to be made, rather than using a real retail space. The artificial environment
promised to be more successful, since it provides the right setting, without distractors,
such as other products, consumers, and brands.

6

To make the point clearer, two experiments in development in our graduate design program are presented,
focused on describing the experimental manipulation, rather than the measurement techniques employed to
evaluate the dependent variables.
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Even being artificial, it is naturalistic in terms of the size of the choice set. The average
size of the choice set was investigated. From this number, two experimental groups were
planned: one of them presenting 50% of the average choice set of each product
evaluated, and the other one with 150%, leading to three groups (a control group with the
average choice set size and the two described experimental groups). These results help
professionals when designing health and care collections and mixes of products.
Although this paper can be understood more as an argumentative essay than a researchorientated study, we believe that it provides enough information for the authors to state
that the first choice when planning design experiments is still the artificial setting, due to
its higher potential to keep the study’s internal validity high. If the artificial setting
threatens the study’s external validity, then a naturalistic real-world experiment can be
more interesting. High external validity might not be worth having, if the paid price is low
internal validity.
The authors believe that the understanding of the benefits of laboratorial experiments
(developed in artificial environments) can bring into design research more interesting
results in terms of internal validity. On the other hand, it is crucial to understand that
laboratories are not always the best choice. The design field, different from some natural
sciences, requires from researchers flexibility when planning experiments. The usual
choice is not always the best choice to be made. The authors also suggest that the
arguments presented in this paper should inspire a next step of investigation (researchbased), to improve, through the use of design experiments, the validity of the discussed
arguments.
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Abstract
As design educators, most would aim to provide clear, helpful, equitable feedback to
students as they develop and refine their skills. Assessing the level of achievement in a
design submission is somewhat tricky however. It is an inherently qualitative and
comparative undertaking, relying on a set of relative values, and drawing on both the
assessor’s response as well as the particularities of the work itself. By contrast, many
academic institutions require absolute measures of students’ success, expressing this using
an agreed range of values or grades. This translation can become area of some confusion,
if not dissention, for students (Otswald and Williams, 2008).
The eRubric is a prototype interactive assessment tool, developed to investigate and to
bridge the gap between an informed intuitive response and an absolute measure. The tool
was initially conceived and designed by the author when working with groups of tutors
from various disciplinary backgrounds to deliver a large cohort interdisciplinary design
subject. The inherent values within the undertaking were soon apparent! (Tregloan and
Missingham 2010).
During 2011, the eRubric was used by more than 40 design tutors to assess over 5000
student submissions. Tutors’ experiences and responses were collected via survey and
interview, and inform the further development of the tool. Initial findings are presented
here. The eRubric continues to be developed with the support of the Faculty of Art Design
& Architecture at Monash University, as well as the Faculty of Architecture, Building and
Planning at the University of Melbourne.
This paper will present the operation of the eRubric tool, and findings to date. It will also
discuss the development of effective rubric terms for design education, and opportunities
offered by new interface formats to support clear and informed intuitive evaluation of
design work.
Keywords: design education, assessment, values, informed intuition, creativity
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Introduction
It is a challenging task to evaluate student work consistently and clearly. Most
educational institutions call for the ranking of student success by absolute measures, on
an agreed scale of values or grades. In such a case, the application of judgments,
personally-held on the part of the assessor, or held within a larger ‘professional’ set and
part of student acculturation, necessarily come into play. Where outcomes are ranked,
such an undertaking is inherently comparative, asking assessors to consider student
work in terms of other submissions within the group, as well as a set of ‘expected’
qualities and the values assigned to them.
Assessment of creative works pushes this challenge still further. In current writing on
design and creativity, it is regular to see claims that there is no ‘correct’ answer, but that
successful creative work should be both original and useful (Mayer, 1999) either in
personal or historic terms (Boden, 2004). Further, it is noted that the engagement of the
audience, and the particularities of a piece of work, are core elements of its ‘success’
(Gordon, 2004). At the same time, increasing cohort sizes mean that tutors’ time per
student is more limited, and there is a further call for consistency and quality assurance
across a large number of assessors, sometimes from a variety of discipline backgrounds.
The eRubric prototype was developed to support and balance the following needs :


Clear and shared understanding of the bases for assessment;



Constructive alignment of project tasks and assessment foci;



Written feedback to support formative assessment approaches;



A culture and preference for assessors’ informed intuitive responses to design
projects;



Institutions’ management of and requirements for absolute values as
assessment outcomes;



Efficient use of tutors’ time and resources.

The core question explored via the development of the eRubric interactive assessment
tool, and a series of user interviews and surveys, can be expressed as: “How do we
assess the work of our students?” An examination of this question brings forth several
observations. Firstly, that ‘we’ bring inherent values to our judgments of quality.
Secondly, that ‘the work’ our students produce varies widely, including projects that seek
to explore both design process and / or product. These outcomes may be widely
distributed around qualitative or quantitative foci, such foci both required and uncovered
by work on a given project. Thirdly, we are reminded that this work belongs to ‘students’
and as such its production and assessment sits within the frame of formal education,
bringing into play a particular set of contexts, intentions and relationships.

Background
A number of the issues outlined above came to bear during the development and delivery
of Designing Environments, a large, pre-disciplinary design subject at the University of
Melbourne (Tregloan and Missingham, 2010). Although rubrics have been an accepted
part of secondary school education for some time, and in a variety of disciplines within
higher education (Reddy and Andrade, 2009), their use in the assessment of design at a
tertiary level is relatively uncommon (Mueller, 2005). Rubrics were initially developed as
part of the first delivery of the Designing Environments subject in 2008 to clarify the bases
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of the assessment for tutors, particularly as a shifted focus from design outcome to
process called on them to teach in a way they did not themselves learn. Early
(spreadsheet-based) rubrics were helpful as a basis for moderation discussions, or equity
reviews, of sample project marking from each studio group (around 20 groups of 16
students per semester).
In the following semester, the rubrics were also provided to students at the same time as
project briefs. Student responses to quality of teaching surveys showed a marked
improvement on measures of clarity of expectation and helpfulness of feedback, as well
as overall satisfaction. The further development of course content, and the realignment
of rubric terms with new learning tasks saw considerable further improvement in 2009. It
is important to note that the design of an effective assessment approach, as well as the
form of content delivery and management, was consistent with principles of good
assessment and feedback design set out elsewhere (Nicol, 2007; Boud, 2010).
While students responded positively to the use of rubrics, tutors were less enthusiastic.
Some complained that the process was time-consuming, and some that they struggled
with the shift between an intuitive and reflexive response to creative work and an
analytical consideration of boxes, words and percentage weighting. The eRubric
prototype was developed as an exploration of, and response to, these issues.
Technology can support a wide range of activities within the assessment cycle, and a
number of new applications with this aim are currently in development (Nicol, 2008). The
eRubric offers an addition, building on a form of interaction between users and new
interface components, to support appropriate engagement and effective provision of
feedback to students. The experiences and opinions of tutors and subject / unit coordinators have been collected via survey and interview since early 2011. The use of the
tool for various phases of an assessment cycle is set out below, alongside early findings.

Preparation of Assessment For Learning
Terms and Criteria
The eRubric does not define the wide range of values and expectations brought to an
assessment process. It is instead intended to support the clear and overt communication
of these values, and their relative importance for a given project, ideally within a course
structure that also builds on those values and students’ engagement with them. A key
observation of the eRubric project to date is that such values clearly already exist,
although they may not always be overtly communicated to students. They appear
sometimes not even consciously considered by the assessor, emerging as a set of
“different but tacit assumptions”. (Husain and Waterfield (2006) in Elton (2006)) This may
contribute to some confusion, and frustration on the part of current students as they seek
to understand how their results reflect their efforts (Otswald and Williams, 2008).
The first element of the eRubric is therefore developed outside of the tool itself, and is
perhaps the most challenging, the definition of the rubric terms themselves. There is
considerable writing on the effective development of terms for assessment, and on the
benefits or otherwise of assessing the student, the task outcome, or the skills or reflection
demonstrated in the submission. (Elton, 2006; Nicol, 2007; Otswald, Williams and
Asklund, 2010) The development of terms suitable for design assessment is an
important issue and the subject of further exploration. The language developed for these
terms must be carefully applied, to clarify for all stakeholders the bases for assessment,
but particularly for creative works it must also take care to identify successful aspects of
projects without limiting the outcomes of the projects themselves – a difficult balance.
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A series of interviews conducted with design teaching staff at Monash University, and the
University of Melbourne investigated approaches taken to the assessment of design
work. These included conversations for the preparation of terms for the use of the
eRubric, as well as more general discussions about the assessment of design work in
particular units / subjects. Early reviews of these interviews find a broad range of values
being applied, not always fitting neatly within either ‘absolute’ or ‘relative’ categories. In
general, respondents described decisive opinions about what represented ‘good design’
and also more tempered responses, locating design success within the scope of the
subject / unit under discussion.
These differing approaches were particularly apparent when design tutors (n=16) were
surveyed with the question: “In general, do you think student design projects should be
able to receive a ‘perfect’ or 100% score? Have you ever given such a score? Why /
Why not?” The response was evenly split. Those that thought it should be possible
generally expressed a view that such a score recognised exceptional accomplishment
within the framework of the course delivery. Those in the other camp thought that it was
not possible on more ‘global’ grounds, generally stating the view that there is always
room for improvement in design.
It is proposed here that this split may be influenced by the broader view of the tutor as to
the ‘social construction’ of a studio environment. While the lineage of many design
studios draws on the art and craft tradition, relying on a strong, personal and effective
relationship between ‘master’ and ‘student’, this is increasingly under threat as resources
for such relationships and work practices decrease. In this situation, it has been
suggested that it is important to be both clear and strategic with regards expectations of
student learning), as well as the criteria for judgement (Dorst, 2006). We must also ask
how this might be ‘taught’ without being teacher-centred. This is in place of an
expectation that by passing through a number of studios a student will achieve an
educational aim of professional enculturation by osmosis. Nevertheless, perhaps based
on their own educational experiences, some tutors apparently still perceive their role as
one of ‘master’, which surely has its appeal, and the studio as a ‘mini-world’ in which
students experience a version of practice. Where a real-life studio must imitate an
absolute model, there can be no perfection. The tutor’s perception of the role is key here
– as a representative of practice and the profession, or as an experienced practitioner
engaged to teach particular aspects of design.
A challenging aspect of the development of criteria for the assessment of creative work is
the definition of terms that can provide some direction to students, as well as flexibility for
the evaluation of a wide range of outcomes. It was observed by one interviewee that
there are a range of factors typically evaluated by design tutors, including the perceived
quality of a project outcome with reference to the perceived ‘difficulty’ of the brief, the
degree of development in a student’s approach and engagement with aspects of process,
and the degree of professionalism with which a project is completed and presented. In
any or all of these cases, it is suggested here that the use of qualitative criteria is the
most effective method for linking criteria to students’ constructed understandings, noting
that the project submission may be used as evidence to support this judgement, allowing
each student to demonstrate a developing understanding of design and its production
differently.
Where criteria can be used to assist the alignment of constructed
understandings with the learning focus for a given project, the opportunities for focussed
teaching approaches can be further supported. (Biggs and Tang, 2007)
This first phase of the assessment process calls therefore for identification of the role of
the subject / unit within a broader program, clear consideration of the values to be applied
in assessment, and care in the expression of these. Useful approaches to the
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development of these have included the use of both text and spreadsheet programs,
pens and paper, but most usefully thoughtful discussion.

Weighting + Value
After rubric terms are developed for a project they are recorded in the first part of the
eRubric prototype, the eRubric Generator. This part of the system incorporates the
names and weighting of the criteria, indicating their relative importance for the project,
and terms relating these criteria to levels of achievement for the project in question.
General information is also recorded, including the subject or unit name, the project
name, the grading scheme (there are currently 3 options), and any late penalty
conventions to be applied. Once this is complete, a Project DataFile is created and
saved.
As above, the eRubric does not determine the content of these terms, however for the
example provided below it can be noted that where assessment considers the
demonstration of skill, specific criteria may relate to engagement with the task (processfocussed) or its performance (outcome-focussed) as in the ‘tummyhead’ example below.
(The example skill being ‘simultaneous head-patting and circular tummy-rubbing’, as in
the co-ordination game.) These terms can be provided to students as a pdf along with
the project brief, serving as a support for the communication of the learning aims of a
project. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 eRubric terms in the Generator for the ‘Tummyhead’ project, showing criteria and
relative importance as weighting in vertical columns, combined with levels of proficiency
relating to the grading scheme in horizontal rows.
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Assessment Of Student Project Work
Sliders
The second major part of the tool is the eRubric Reader. This part of the tool can ‘read’ a
Project DataFile created by the Generator and saved correctly. When the Reader is
launched, and the project name and tutor identified, the Reader will then ‘look for’ the
appropriate Project DataFile, combining this with a spreadsheet list of student details
where this is also provided.
Within the eRubric Reader the rubric terms for the project are then presented with ‘sliders’
that can be moved on columns for each criteria. These sliders represent a tutor’s
assessment of the success of a project against the criteria specified. As the sliders move
coloured overlays change to reflect the assessed level of achievement. Moving the slider
up from a neutral central position turns the overlay a stronger green (for Go!), moving it
down causes it to become darker orange (Danger!).
This form of operation allows the tutor to remain in a more ‘responsive’ frame when
considering qualitative aspects of a design submission, while the tool performs the
calculations in the background. This is consistent with the notion of ‘connoisseurship‘ in
the assessment of creative work as calling on refined perceptual ability, as well as
experience and knowledge of its socio-economic context, for proper evaluation (Eisner
1975). The incorporation of sliders within the interface allows tutors to work on a spatial
representation of judgement, supporting rather than interrupting this form of intuitive
engagement with student work, and has been received very positively by tutors to date.
The suitability of an ‘unconscious’ approach to complex value judgements is further
supported by recent research (Dijksterhuis, Bos, Nordren, van Baaren, 2006).
The position of the slider along the scale, multiplied by the weighting of each of the
criteria, determines the grade for the project shown on the screen. (Fig 2) In this way, the
connection between a qualitative evaluation, and a quantitative measure is made,
although the numeric grade is shown elsewhere (see List Screen).

Fig. 2 Slider Screen in the eRubric Reader, showing sliders indicating assessed levels of
performance for each criteria, Grade, and Group and Individual Feedback.
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Group / Individual Comments
On the same Slider Screen, space is provided for Group Feedback to cover frequent
responses or issues. This reduces repetition and tutor frustration, but also enables
students to understand their work within the context of the larger group. The Group
Feedback section is editable from any student’s Slider Screen for the project, allowing it
to be amended and refined as the tutor continues to assess submissions. Space for
Individual Feedback allows a tutor to include more specific comments, or emphasize
aspects of Group Feedback for attention. In both of these, connection to comments
made in crit sessions or studio discussions can underpin the relationship of feedback and
learning to the broader studio experience and environment.
Toward the bottom of the Slider Screen, a ‘drop down’ tab enables tutors to note any late
submissions, in which case any defined late penalties are applied. When a tutor has
completed the assessment of a submission, the ‘list’ button brings up the List Screen.

List Screen
Numeric marks are shown on a List Screen within the eRubric Reader, showing all
students in the group, alongside coloured eRubric ‘tiles’ indicating the final slider position
for each of the criteria, ranging from dark to light orange, then light to dark green. (Fig 3)
This provides both an overview ‘map’ of the performance of the group, highlighting areas
of learning (or perhaps assessment) that might need further investigation, as well as
allowing a review of individual student results. Each student’s Slider Screen can be
accessed again from here, allowing for further adjustment if necessary.
One of the key features of the eRubric design is the separation of the numeric mark and
slider screens. This is in response to an early tendency (particularly by inexperienced
tutors) to attempt to ‘match’ the numeric mark to a result they were anticipating. In an
interdisciplinary process-focused design subject, with a very different set of objectives
and measures to those tutors had experienced in their own education, it was important to
encourage a focus on the criteria rather than presupposed outcomes. In this way, for
large cohort subjects, the eRubric becomes a teaching tool for tutors as well.

Fig. 3 List Screen in the eRubric Reader, showing student results as a numeric mark
Total, days late, and colored ‘tiles’ indicating final slider positions for each criteria,
providing an overall ‘map’ of the group.
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The tutor moves between the Slider Screens for each student, and the summary List
Screen for the project as project submissions are assessed. This activity saves a Tutor
Data File for each project. The Tutor DataFile is updated as additional information is
added eg. assessment via sliders, or additional feedback text. If assessment is
interrupted, or completed in several sittings, relaunching the Reader for the same project
and tutor will retrieve this information.

Moderation and Mark Finalisation
To review the equity of marking across a large cohort, or between more independent
studios, a moderation process may be employed. In programs of different size this may
be a more or less formal affair. For this phase, the overt identification of the criteria for
assessment within the eRubric was seen as valuable in different ways for cohorts of
differing size. For large classes with multiple tutors, the use of consistent criteria, while
clearly not a foolproof method for consistency of marking, at least provided a clear basis
for discussion during the moderation and finalisation of marks.
The graphic
representation of both sliders and tile map supported quick comparisons between both
individual submissions and studio groups.
For smaller classes, the opportunity is perhaps more to illuminate differences between
studios, although some have included including criteria that are applicable across a
program (eg communication / representation skills). In this way, the terms of the criteria
provide foci for discussion.

Feedback
Following a moderation process, and any further mark adjustment, the student Slider
Screen is printed (hardcopy or pdf) and provided to the student as part of feedback. In
studios, this has offered good opportunities for further discussion about both the aims and
the assessment of a particular piece of work, as well as opportunities for improvement, as
both sliders and tile map can be seen as diagnostic for both the individual student and the
group. By identifying specific criteria and their weighting, even though they must be
somewhat flexible to apply to designing, it is intended that students can understand more
clearly the balancing of values undertaken by design assessors in the identification of a
particular result. In this way, students may more clearly understand how different
students may receive the same mark for very different reasons. As above, student
engagement with this opportunity for formative feedback relies heavily on the
development of relevant terms for both project and broader learning aims.
It has been noted that teaching staff on the whole have viewed rubrics as an evaluative
tool, while students have found them useful to clarify the aims / intentions of a project.
(Reddy 2009) The further opportunities for staff to engage with the teaching and learning
aspects of rubrics are supported by survey findings in this project. As set out elsewhere,
surveyed tutors have responded very favourably to the use of the eRubric to support
fairness, equity and consistency in their marking (see Findings). Scores were more
neutral (around the middle of the Likert scale) when tutors were asked whether they had
been able to use the eRubric as part of their teaching approach. Tutors’ responses were
also neutral when asked to evaluate how useful students found the feedback, although
students responded favourably to questions about clarity of expectations of them, and
quality of feedback. Further work on the use of rubrics by tutors beyond their evaluative
function may offer extended opportunities for teaching and learning, consistent with a
constructive alignment approach.
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Administration and Resources
Parallel with the qualitative feedback provided to students, final numeric student results
can be output as a speadsheet file using a ‘send to excel’ button. Results can be further
adjusted to take account of Special Consideration or other factors if necessary, and
incorporated into different formats for other institutional processes. Tutor DataFiles may
be emailed to the subject co-ordinator for discussion, review or backup.
Once the prototype tool is properly installed and operating, tutors have made positive
comments about perceived time-savings. The process moves quite fluidly, providing
interfaces and outputs that respond to the needs of a wide range of stakeholders,
including students, teaching staff, and institution. It can best support these needs when,
as above, it can assist the incorporation of effective and relevant criteria into a strategic
learning-focussed program, and the informed intuitive response of interested and
engaged tutors.

Outcomes
Findings
The eRubric has been used in a number of design subjects of varying cohort size since
its initial development in 2010. Data reported here relate to its use in 2 deliveries of 2
‘large cohort’ design subjects in 2011 (Subject A : 232 students in 2011, semester 1
(11s1); 131 students in 11s2; Subject B : 381 students in 11s1; 310 students in 11s2).
Data has been collected via a number of surveys. Surveys of subject co-ordinators prior
to eRubric use included Subjects A/B (above) and other smaller subjects (n=4, average
size 50 students). These focussed on key learning and teaching aims. Results of central
university student Quality of Teaching surveys, taken late in both semesters, have been
reviewed with regard to student experiences. These outcomes are not reported here,
although some subject co-ordinator comments are included elsewhere in this paper.
41 tutors from Subjects A/B were surveyed in 2011 before their use of the eRubric, after
initial uses, and at the end of both semesters (when more than 5000 student projects had
been assessed using this system (11s1 + 11s2)). The anonymous surveys included both
closed and open questions, and sought tutor opinions on the major roles and challenges
of assessment in design projects, estimations of time taken for marking, quantitative and
qualitative descriptions of ‘good’ design submissions, and awarding a ‘perfect’ score of
100% (noted elsewhere in this paper).
Tutors rated their experience of the use of the eRubric Reader in the assessment of
student projects on a Likert Scale 1 – 5, where 1 = ‘strongly agree’ and 5 = ‘strongly
disagree’. Averaged scores were all low (indicating a positive response) with the
exception of ‘ease of printing feedback sheets’ (receiving a neutral ‘3’), a technical
challenge currently being explored. Tutors scored ‘easy to use’ most highly (1.6),
followed by ‘eRubric helped clarity’ (1.8). Among other results, ‘eRubric helped
consistency’ and ‘eRubric helped good feedback’ both scored well (2.1).
Tutors were asked to compare the use of the eRubric for assessment to their other
previous experiences. A selection of typical comments is included below:
“Speeds up marking … very strongly establishes marking expectations … useful teaching
tool especially submission requirements …”
“Great to have a collective format … helpful way of comparing marks / getting consistency
…”
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“In comparison to the methods of marking used in the previous semesters - I taught (this
subject) in 2 previous semesters - eRubric made marking much easier because it
reduced repetition in copy/pasting feedback, it made it easier to compare different
students' marks and moderate them across the studio. It also helped avoiding mistakes
in calculations.”
“Much easier to be consistent between students. Easier to compare marks between
students as laid out and broken down. Great to have 'intuitive' scroll bar to initially gauge
marks.”
Subject co-ordinators for Subjects A/B, and for other units, have requested use of the
eRubric in 2012.

Further Development
The eRubric has been developed to operate on both MACs and PCs less than 2 years
old. The files are opened using web browsers (eg. Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox),
but are not currently hosted on-line. This is to protect student data security ie. files are
currently as secure as other assessments stored on tutors’ personal computers.
As it stands, the eRubric Reader, student lists and data files are all very small file sizes,
and can be emailed or transferred using a USB drive or similar. Further development of
the project will aim to make these files available for download from on-line sources, and
investigate issues of compatibility with learning management systems, and increasing
options for marking schemes and outputs. Further study of marking behaviour using the
tool will investigate calibration options, and criteria development for design teaching.
Funding is currently sought to develop the tool for use on mobile devices, eg. iPad etc., to
allow its use in a variety of situations including studio crit sessions.

Conclusion
The eRubric system has potential application for a very wide range of situations where an
intuitive response is the best form of engagement, and a connection between relative
judgements and absolute measures is also required. The project has investigated and
bridged a gap between qualitative assessments and quantitative measures by connecting
the form of tutors’ cognitive engagement with both assessment of creative projects and
graphic-based computer interfaces. While its initial aim was to extend the learning
opportunities for student designers, and to support equity and clarity in the assessment of
creative works, it is also relevant to other educational contexts and disciplines, as well as
other arenas.
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Development Process
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Middle East Technical University
Abstract
To explore the relationships between the generative research and design for sustainability
at the idea generation phase of the design process, a design research method that emerges
from generative research approach “Experience Reflection Modeling” (ERM) has been
developed and integrated into a design for sustainability project within the context of
design education in the Department of Industrial Design at the Middle East Technical
University (METU). The ERM method brings together 3D modelling, interview and video
recording techniques to help user reflect her/his needs, experiences, preferences and
expectations regarding a product lifespan. This method focuses on integrating user
observations with the idea generation phase of the product design and development
process.
This paper presents initial conclusions and findings from a doctoral study with an emphasis
on the development of the ERM method. Firstly, it will provide an overview of the
generative research with a particular focus on the ERM involving people in the early stages
of the design process. Then, it will present “My Sustainable Mini Oven” project and its
sustainable design considerations. Subsequently, the paper will illustrate how these
considerations (e.g. engaging design solutions, energy consumption, product maintenance
and repair, etc.) are integrated into the ERM method. Finally, further conclusions and
insights in terms of the relationships between the ERM and sustainability will be discussed.
Keywords: generative research, sustainable design considerations, experience reflection
modelling, design education, mini oven
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Introduction
Design for sustainability is an evolving area for the product design process that puts
people and nature at the focal point through considering the whole life span of a product.
Many approaches have been developed for product design for sustainability, however a
new way of design thinking is needed that integrates sustainability and user knowledge
into the early stages of the product design and development process. People’s
involvement in the early stages of the design process is critical in terms of sustainability
to bridge the gap between sustainable solutions and people, and to prevent
unsustainable consumption patterns such as unintended use of products and
unacceptability of sustainable design solutions. The more profound knowledge about
people’s needs, experiences, preferences and expectations the designers get, the more
acceptable, adaptable and locally relevant sustainable solutions would emerge through
design-based approaches. Thus, generative design research methods would have the
potentials for enabling and incorporating sustainability considerations at the idea
generation phase of the design process. For this end, the Experience Reflection
Modelling (ERM) method has been developed, and it has been incorporated into an
educational case in order to explore the implications and potentials of it for the early
stages of the product design and development design process. This paper is a part of a
doctoral study that aims to develop the ERM as an evolving design method, and to
explore and examine its adaptability and applicability in the design process. The ERM is a
design research method emerged from generative research approach, particularly from
3D modelling technique. It brings together 3D modelling, interview and video recording
techniques to help user reflect her/his needs, experiences and expectations regarding a
product.

Generative Research for the Idea Generation Phase
Design process involves three stages of research such as exploratory, generative and
evaluative. Exploratory research aims to gather a comprehensive understanding of
people and research context by surveys, questionnaires and user observations.
Generative research focuses on understanding user needs, desires and preferences
more profoundly. Evaluative research is used to test and assess the design concepts
considering user needs and expectations (Hanington, 2007). The main focus of this study
is exploratory and generative rather than evaluative. Exploratory and generative research
provide information for the idea generation phase, both of which are used as
complementary research approaches in the fuzzy front end of the design process.

Explore

Generate

Discover

Design ethnography
Contextual inquiry
Cultural probes

Make
Generative kits
Participatory design
Co-design

Evaluate

Refine
Emotion
Usability
Human factors

Figure 1 Model of design research
Source: Hanington (2007)

Generative research involves three dimensions such as form, context and purpose of
tools and techniques that are used. Form describes the actions of participants in a
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generative research activity such as making, telling and enacting due to the purpose of
the process. Context describes whether tools and techniques are used by individually or
by a group via face to face or online sessions (Sanders et al., 2010). The type of form
and context depends on the purpose of the generative research tool and/or technique
that are incorporated into a research process. The purpose of the generative research
tools and techniques can be categorized differently, however these categorizations show
similarities considering their intents and implications for design research (Sanders et al.,
2010; Hanington, 2007; Levitt & Richards, 2010).
Sanders et al. (2010) describes the purposes of generative techniques through four
dimensions such as:


probing participants,



priming participants in order to immerse them in the domain of research topic,



understanding their current experiences and needs, and



generating ideas or design concepts for the future.

Hanington (2007) specifies the purposes of generative techniques as projective and
constructive. The projective techniques are generally used at the early stages of
generative process. They focus on exercises enabling participants to express their
thoughts, feelings and desires that are difficult to communicate through more
conventional verbal techniques. This process includes collage, drawing, diagramming,
image and text-based exercises. The constructive techniques, which are used in the later
stages of generative process, emphasize exercises enabling participants to develop
flexible and creative concepts based on parameters set by the projective techniques (e.g.
Velcro modelling). Levitt and Richards (2010) define the purposes of the generative
techniques as priming, dreaming and creating. Priming aims to prepare participants for
the research topic by immersing them in their current thoughts, feelings and behaviour.
Dreaming aims to disclose the hidden or subconscious thoughts and emotions through
understanding the current experiences and the future expectations of participants.
Creating aims to build solutions that integrate participants’ dreams for future (Table 1).
Probe
Project
Prime

Stages of Generative Research Method
Understand
Generate
Sanders et al. (2010)
Construct
Hanington (2007)
Dream
Create
Levitt & Richards (2010)

Prime

Table 1
Comparison of stages of generative research methods

Different types of generative tools and techniques can be used according to the form
explained above (i.e. making, telling and enacting). For instance, diaries, cards with
images or text, logs, workbooks can be used to encourage people to talk and explain in
detail about their experiences and thoughts, while Velcro modelling, collages and mindmapping can be used to trigger people to make tangible things that represent their
thoughts and experiences. Those tools and techniques can be conducted by individually
or by a group of people through online mediums or face to face sessions (i.e. the context
of generative research). Sanders et al. (2010) formulate the framework of the tools and
techniques according to the form, purpose and context dimensions of generative
research. They can be used in various forms, contexts and purposes, and they can also
be used together depending on the research aim, content and process (Sanders, 2000).
However, a systematic and strategic combination of these tools and techniques is needed
to integrate and use generative research more effectively within the product design and
development process.
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My Sustainable Mini Oven Project
The project entitled “My Sustainable Mini Oven” was developed and undertaken in the
Department of Industrial Design at the Middle East Technical University (METU) in 2011,
in collaboration with a major manufacturer of household appliances. The ERM method
was incorporated within the context of this educational project. The main target group of
this project was local users and households with low-middle income level. Households
with small children, student and bachelor households, working single parents, elderly
people living alone, etc. were also taken into consideration as potential mini oven users.
The main objective of the project was to rethink and re-contextualize the mini oven
considering its whole product lifespan. This project also aimed to develop design
solutions for mini oven and further emphasized its economic and practical aspects by
incorporating sustainable design considerations.

Sustainable Design Considerations
The product design process should be considered as a whole from the beginning to the
end regarding its environmental, social and economical impacts throughout the entire
lifespan of a product (Papanek, 1985). Thus, the development of design solutions taking
into account both the use and post-use phases (i.e. repair, reuse and recovery) is one of
the significant sustainable design considerations.
Product maintenance and repair, engaging design solutions for serving, hosting, cooking,
and energy efficiency and consumption focusing on user behaviours were the sustainable
design considerations within the context of this project. These considerations emphasized
both technical and socio-cultural aspects of the product lifespan. These considerations
were not only incorporated into the ERM phase, but they were also considered
throughout the all phases of the design process explained in the following sections.

Product Maintenance and Repair
By reconsidering the materials and the components of a product, its lifespan can be
extended through post-use scenarios in terms of maintenance, repair, reuse (Walker,
2010; Dogan, 2007; Cooper, 2005), and emotional attachment (Chapman 2005; Verbeek
& Kockelkoren, 1998). Out-dated technological and design components of a product
result in rapid product disposal in line with the changes in technology and trends (Walker,
2010). Additionally, inaccessibility of product parts or components may hinder the product
maintenance and repair as well as distance people from the products they use (Walker,
2006). From the point of this approach, through design intervention designers can make a
significant contribution to existing objects that are less valued or discarded. Thus,
obsolete objects may become useful and aesthetically appealing which is in accordance
with the economic, social and environmental aspects of sustainability (Marchand &
Walker, 2007). Product maintenance, and product part replacement and upgradability are
among the sustainable design considerations to prolong product lifespan.
In this project, this consideration included ease of maintenance and cleaning, as well as
refurbishing, replacing or renewing out-dated or worn-out parts technically or aesthetically
through adding new functions or offering optional design features for mini oven.

Engaging Design Solutions
Many approaches in sustainability have a main focus on environmental aspects (e.g.
Cradle to Cradle (McDonough & Braungart, 2002); The Natural Step (Robért, et al.,
2002), etc.), however, Papanek (1995) emphasizes the importance of both ethical and
social considerations as they relate to the product design profession. According to him,
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design should bridge human needs, culture and ecology to better address the impacts of
products environmentally and socially. In many environmental approaches, the main
focus is on consuming fewer resources, preserving for the future, and focusing on
conservation and energy efficiency, however those would not be effective by themselves
unless product designers link these considerations to social issues. Therefore, local
knowledge and skills, and personalization of objects through integrating people into the
early stages of the design process gain importance to enhance product diversity for
various user needs and tastes (Walker, et al. 2009) and to develop design solutions for
sustainability.
In this project, engaging design solutions taking into consideration the local culture and
rituals (i.e. cooking, baking, serving, hosting, and local cuisine) had the potential to enrich
user experience and product user interaction, promoted product value, meaning and
longevity, and encouraged product personalization (e.g. personal cooking habits and
styles resulting from past experiences).

Energy Efficiency and Consumption
Behavioural change aims to reduce the negative impacts of products occurred during the
use phase (e.g. energy and water consumption, etc.) by influencing users’ behaviours
through employing various strategies in the product design process. Since these impacts
are dependent on user behaviour, encouraging behavioural change is critical for reducing
the negative environmental impacts of products. To this end, various strategies have
been developed. For instance, two of these strategies are aiming at reducing energy use
such as improving the energy-efficiency of a product (i.e. reducing energy consumption
by technological improvements) and enabling different use pattern of a product (i.e.
behavioural strategies to reduce energy consumption) (Poortinga, et al., 2003). According
to the behavioural change framework, improving energy efficiency of a product through
technical interventions is not sufficient alone to reduce the impact of product use; instead
a fundamental change in use should be initiated by products (Lilley, et al., 2005).
In this particular project, raising awareness about energy efficiency and consumption
along with communicating the use of energy in household appliances were important
design considerations to create more sustainable solutions and to promote changes in
user behaviour in line with responsible consumption patterns. Therefore, the design
solutions were informed by user behaviour and usage patterns (e.g. using an oven next
to a refrigerator, pre-heating or cooling off a mini oven) affecting energy efficiency and
consumption.

Project Phases
The project lasted nine weeks with the participation of 26 students. The design research
phase of the project was conducted by teams including five or six members whereas the
idea generation phase was conducted individually (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Phases of my sustainable mini oven project
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Literature search and user observations: During the literature search phase, each
team focused on a given topic such as oven types and working principles of ovens, safety
issues in ovens, current mini ovens in the local and global market, sustainability and
design, and new approaches in kitchen white goods. Concurrently, each team carried out
field observations and interviews on mini ovens used in private homes and offices. During
the user visits, the students observed the activities carried out and the environment in
which they took place. The user observations were the probing phase for the Experience
Reflection Modelling, since the users participating in this phase were recruited for the
ERM sessions.
Experiencing use process: This phase enabled students to have a better understanding
of use experience (e.g. preparation, baking and serving) with two different brands of mini
ovens in the design studio. It was a first-hand baking experience for some students; they
had the chance to bake together with the experienced students.
Disassembly-assembly of the product: The session was carried out with a service
technician who disassembled and assembled a mini oven. The aim of this session was to
better understand the working principle, technical details and basic parts of the mini oven,
and to gain an understanding about the product in terms of product maintenance and
repair.
Phases up to the ERM aimed to enrich students’ knowledge about the project, and to
increase their participation in following phases. After the ERM phase, the students carried
out the following idea generation and design detailing phases individually of the design
and development process.

Experience Reflection Modelling (ERM)
To better understand the local knowledge and the relationships between users and the
sustainable design considerations, the Experience Reflection Modelling was developed
and incorporated into the My Sustainable Mini Oven project. The aim of this phase was to
conduct exploratory and generative ERM sessions with the participants that the student
teams met during the user observations phase.

Figure 3 The Experience Reflection Modelling (ERM) method
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The ERM brings together 3D modelling, interview and video recording techniques to help
user reflect her/his needs, experiences, preferences and expectations regarding a
product in terms of product-user interaction, resource and energy consumption, product
maintenance and repair, etc. (Figure 3). The ERM method focuses on integrating user
observations with the idea generation phase.
During the ERM session, each student team asked the participant various questions
about her/his mini oven experiences and preferences by using the ERM schedule
provided. In response to that, the participant expressed her/his thoughts (i.e. she/he
“thinks aloud”) as she/he brought together the components of a mini oven by using the
toolkit provided (Figure 4). Each session proceeded step by step with the responses of
the participant as she/he was building the 3D model. This process mainly helped the
participants to recall their experiences and to reflect their preferences and needs related
to the product. Thus, the active involvement of the participants in the ERM process
appeared to be essential.
Unlike the final 3D model itself, the focus of the ERM is to understand the participant’s
priorities and preferences together with their reasons during the session. The interaction
takes place with the use of a 3D modelling toolkit along with interview and video
recording. It aims to retrieve different levels of knowledge (i.e. explicit, tacit and latent) by
enabling the participant to realize and recall the use context, and to reflect on the 3D
model. Thus, the ERM appears to be suitable and effective for the early stages of the
product design process to generate input for the idea generation phase.
The 3D modelling toolkit and the interview schedule used in the mini oven project were
developed with the tutors of the course through a pilot study. Before starting the ERM
sessions, information about the pilot study and the ERM method was provided to the
students through a lecture by the doctoral researcher. After this session, the students
prepared their toolkits, and conducted and analysed sessions in teams.

The ERM Toolkit
The ERM toolkit includes simple and abstract 2D and 3D forms representing various
potential components of a mini oven such as main body, door, handle, trays, shelves,
racks, controls and displays, hotplates, cable, feet, etc. It also includes different materials
such as coloured pens and pencils, paper tape, cable, wire, play-dough, various types of
papers, fabrics, etc. to tailor the model to the specific requests or needs of the
participants (Figure 4).

Figure 4 ERM toolkit used in the mini oven project
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For the pilot application, the researcher developed the components of the ERM toolkit of
the mini oven that were drawn by a vector drawing program and then produced from a
paper-based material by laser cutting machine. The documents related with the toolkit
were shared with the students before the ERM sessions started. The student teams were
allowed to make small alterations and adjustments on the proposed components. The
researcher experienced that removable and reusable putty-like adhesive such as Tack-it,
Blu-Tack, etc. were more affordable and practical than Velcro. Thus, these more practical
alternatives were used to bring together the components of the toolkit.

The ERM Interview Schedule
The ERM interview schedule consists of brief information about the research and the
questions. The questions are based on use process and lifespan of a product which the
participant has experienced before. For this end, the ERM interview schedule that was
used in the project covered the processes of baking preparation, baking, serving,
cleaning, maintenance and repair of a mini oven. The participant envisioned these
processes through bringing together the components of a mini oven by using the ERM
toolkit, and responded the questions related to these processes through thinking aloud.
The questions were specially constructed to understand the relationships between user
experience and the sustainable design considerations highlighted in the project brief. For
instance, opening the mini oven door frequently during the baking process would not be
perceived as a behaviour pattern of increasing energy consumption by the participant.
The main intention for this behaviour would be to check whether the food was ready or
not. Instead of asking the participant her/his opinions about the energy consumption,
“How often would you check your food during baking?” was asked while the participant
was reflecting on the 3D model. If the participant checked the food by opening the mini
oven door, the questions such as “Would you prefer to check in a different way? Why?”
were prompted to gather more information to encourage design solutions for changing
the behaviour on energy consumption.

The ERM Sessions
Each student team invited one of the participants from the user observations phase to the
university for the ERM sessions. Five sessions were conducted in two days, and each
session by each team lasted approximately one hour.
There was only one participant involved in each session, and the ERM interview
accompanied by the 3D modeling process was prepared and applied accordingly in the
ERM sessions (Figure 5). The sessions were video and audio recorded. Active
involvement of the participant was encouraged, however when the participant asked for
help, the design students helped her/him in 3D modelling process without directing
her/him. The participant was allowed to make any changes on the 3D model during the
session. At the end of the session, the participant completed the whole 3D model of a
mini oven.
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Figure 5 Participants in the ERM sessions

The ERM Analysis
An ERM analysis sheet was developed for the analysis phase of the sessions. The
analysis sheet included selected critical video frame(s) regarding the analysis, a quote
from the transcription of the participant’s expressions and insights for the analysed part, a
title summarizing the quote, title of the insight, time slot of the video frame, demographics
of the participant (e.g. gender, age, occupation, etc.), and names of the team members
conducting the session (Figure 6).

Figure 6 ERM analysis sheet
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The student teams selected at least ten frames from the video stream that they found
inspiring and significant for the idea generation phase. Controls and displays,
maintenance and repair, and energy efficiency and consumption were mostly mentioned
topics in the analysis sheets. Serving, hosting and local values were following these
themes. There were other topics mentioned in the ERM analysis sheets such as
problems related with the mobility of a mini oven, accidents, mini oven parts and visual
features of a mini oven.
All analysis sheets were displayed on the boards in the design studio, so that all analyses
were shared with all students. Each student reviewed all the ERM analysis sheets
prepared by the student teams, and highlighted approximately ten findings with coloured
stickers that she/he considered as significant within the project context. This technique
made noteworthy findings and insights more visible. After this phase, to define design
solution areas, each team prepared posters related to five different themes (i.e. serving,
hosting and local culture; maintenance, cleaning and repair; energy efficiency and
consumption in relation to usage patterns; controls and displays; and others) through
discussions of the analysis sheets.

Conclusion
This field research case was the first implementation of the ERM in an educational design
project. It aimed to explore how the ERM could be integrated into the product design and
development process, and which techniques and tools and how the design
considerations could be incorporated into the ERM. The process of this case is revisited
below according to the framework of the ERM.

Limitations
The ERM was implemented in a mini oven project in this research. Incorporating this
method into a different project, and developing toolkits and interview schedules for other
product categories appeared to be critical to develop the ERM method further. Through
the analysis of further research cases, it can also be offered some guidelines and insights
for the design educators and researchers who are willing to employ the ERM in the
educational design projects. This would also improve the applicability and adaptability of
the ERM.
Developing alternative analysis techniques to create inspiring and emerging themes for
the early stages of the design process was found important to relate the ERM with the
idea generation more effectively. This finding could be explored and addressed in the
further researches.
This research mainly focused on the implementation of the ERM in the design process.
Opinions and suggestions of the participants and the design students for the
development of the ERM process would also be very valuable to improve the ERM
sessions and 3D modelling experience further.

Design Research Insights into the Development of the ERM
The ERM sessions involving 3D modelling and interview techniques enabled the students
to relate the visual data generated by the participant’s modelling with the verbal data
generated by the participant’s wording. This process was a preparation phase for the idea
generation through focusing on in-depth user experience.
Additionally, conducting a pilot study beforehand by the researcher, providing interview
schedule, toolkit, and analysis sheet to students, and using the same research
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environment and setting for the sessions allowed the students to focus just on the ERM
process and the results of these sessions for the idea generation phase. On the other
hand, the pilot study for conducting an ERM session was essential for the researcher to
explore and revise the techniques and tools used in the ERM process. After the pilot
study, adjustments and revisions were made on the interview schedule and the toolkit.
The tools and techniques used in this case enabled the participants to express and reflect
their needs, preferences and expectations both visually and verbally. However, to what
extent participants felt comfortable in this process and to what extent the toolkit assisted
them to express and reflect themselves were not mainly explored and examined in this
case, which appeared to be worth exploring in the future research cases.

Design Research Insights into the Development of
Sustainability Considerations
The ERM interview schedule used in the mini oven project addressed the product
lifespan of a mini oven, and it was prepared in relation to the sustainable design
considerations included in the design brief. By this way, the students realized the
potential design solution areas by exploring user behaviours that appeared to be
important in terms of sustainability. The findings and insights from the ERM analysis
related with sustainable design considerations are presented below:

Product maintenance and repair: One of the most mentioned topic about the
product maintenance was cleaning of a mini oven. The parts of a mini oven should be
cleaned easily after baking phase, which also included ease of cleaning of trays, mini
oven door, door handle, controls, heating parts and inside of the mini oven. The heating
parts of a mini oven should be hidden, since they were found to be the most difficult parts
to be maintained and cleaned. Additionally, the participants wanted to refurbish and
replace easily worn-out parts such as trays, controls and handle for product maintenance
and repair. Moreover, the design solutions should also enable them to renew and
personalize some parts of the mini oven to prolong of the lifespan of the product.
Engaging design solutions: People did not prefer to use trays of the mini oven for
serving, since they did not find them visually pleasing for hosting. The trays of the mini
oven should be rethought for service ritual as a significant cultural aspect for preparing,
serving, etc. Various accessories need to be offered or rethought that facilitate the
service ritual. The body of the mini oven could enable people to personalize by adding
decorative objects on it. Besides, the participants commonly expressed that they hid the
mini oven under the counter or in closed environments, or placed it on the fridge unless
they used it. As a result of this, they frequently changed the location of it in the kitchen.
Thus, the design solutions should support the mobility or portability of the mini oven in the
kitchen such as rethinking the body, handles and cable.
Energy efficiency and consumption: Opening the mini oven door to check the food
during baking was one of the most mentioned behaviour pattern in the sessions that
resulted in energy consumption. Therefore, the visibility of food in the mini oven appeared
to be critical to check the food without opening the door. Additionally, the sealing of the
mini oven door should be considered for increasing the heat insulation. Furthermore, the
volume of the mini oven could be capable of baking more at once for energy efficiency.
Alternative design solutions should be offered for cooling off the mini oven, since the
participants mentioned that they could not utilize the energy during cooling phase.
Through the ERM method incorporated in the My Sustainable Mini Oven project, the
students experienced a design research process that enriched their interactions with the
users. Thus, the students explored and understood the real mini oven user, use context,
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user behaviours, and local and cultural values related to the mini oven thoroughly that
enabled them to generate ideas based on a profound understanding and analysis of the
user experience. The ERM as a generative research phase would provide many
potentials for both design education and practice through encouraging people’s
involvement in the early stages of the product design and development process to bridge
the gap between sustainable solutions and people.
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Abstract
An encounter with a person using or wearing a potentially stigmatizing product is an
impacting experience that is the result of the artifact itself, the individual experiencing the
stigma, the observing bystanders and the cultural context in which the situation is set.
Using or wearing a potentially stigmatizing product might stimulate bystanders to
stereotype its user and arouse negative feelings or disgust, followed by avoidant behavior.
Gaining insight in the causative factors of this process could help to create awareness
amongst designers and assist them in overriding product related stigma.
The experiment on which this paper reports is a first attempt to measure the staring and
walking behavior of passers-by towards a research confederate who’s wearing a dust
mask. Two categories of parameters were deduced. The first deals with two aspects of the
staring behavior. The distance between a passer-by and the confederate on the moment of
visual perception assessed the perception delay. Staring behavior was also measured by
registering whether passers-by looked over their shoulders after passing the confederate.
The second category, containing the most important measurement, deals with the
registration of the closest interpersonal distance between the passer-by and the
confederate. The research was conducted on a sample of 87 male and 82 female
participants who were randomly assigned to three conditions, a no-mask reference
condition and two distinct mask typologies. The results suggest that passers-by did notice
the mask conditions significantly faster than the no-mask condition. The results also show a
difference in the interpersonal distance for the three conditions; passers-by did maintain a
significantly greater distance to the confederate with the dust mask.
This research presents a first step towards the development of a tool that can be indicative
of the potential ‘degree of stigmatization’ of product concepts in an early phase of the
design process.
Keywords: product semantics, stigma, observational research, human-centered design
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1. Introduction
In this article we analyze the subtle as well as clearly visible reactions in situations that
confront people with a potentially stigmatizing product in a natural setting. Some of these
recurrent and all too familiar experiences include: the frustration of having to wear or use
a product that damages ones self-esteem, the desire to be perceived as normal, the relief
when a passer-by did not notice ones assistive or protective device. Understanding the
individual and social processes behind such experiences might assist designers and
companies to ‘design against stigma’ and relieve product-users from the stress of
employing these potentially stigmatizing products.
In earlier research work, studies looked at the way bystanders’ implicit-reflexive and
reflective reactions to stigmatizing products (dust masks) can be measured (Vaes, 2010),
and how designers can improve their empathy and become aware of dealing with stigma
as part of a design assignment (Vaes, 2011).
This experiment focuses on the perception and behavioral response aspects of a stigmaspecific human/product interaction. The set-up does not apply a classic ‘designerly’
approach whereby both the thoughts and feelings of the user are recorded. We believe
that during the human-product interaction with a stigmatizing product, the wellbeing of the
user can be strongly influenced by the reactions of his immediate social surroundings
(bystanders or passers-by). A strong or visible reaction from their part can be viewed as
an identity threat and has the potential of damaging the self-esteem of the product user.
Bystanders, passers-by or groups might in return be influenced by a broader objective
source of product stereotypes that is shaped by societal values. Instead of focusing on
the person experiencing the stigma i.e. the inside perspective of stigma, this study
concentrates on the outside perspective or the explicit and visible perception/response
behavior of passers-by towards a confederate wearing a dust mask. The behavioral
aspects, perception and responses of passers-by are translated into measurements of
their walking and staring behavior based on camera observations and the classic
parameter of interpersonal distance. The interpersonal or social distance is a common
method used to examine stigma and refers to people’s willingness to avoid/interact with
individuals (LeBel, 2008). Hall (1966) states that the social distance between people is
reliably correlated with physical distance, as are intimate and personal distance,
according to the following delineations: intimate distance for embracing, touching or
whispering (15 to 46 cm), personal distance for interactions among good friends or family
members (46 to 120 cm), social distance for interactions among acquaintances (120cm to
370cm), and finally the public distance used for public speaking (370cm or more). This
experiment attempts to quantify the obtained stigma of a passer-by by measurement of
his overt behavior.

2. The time course of stigma - Dual Reactions to
stigmatizing products
Stigma literature in social psychology is extensive, but does not directly address the issue
of a product that elicits stigmatizing reactions and behavior. In her Identity Threat Model,
Major (2005) assumes that possessing a consensually devalued social identity due to a
stigma increases one’s exposure to potentially stressful (identity-threatening) situations. A
common and immediate reaction to stigma seems to be avoidance. People act as if
physical contact or even proximity to the stigmatized can result in some form of
contamination (Pryor, Reeder, Yeadon, & Hesson-McInnis, 2004). For example, people
choose to stand or sit at greater distances from the stigmatized (e.g., the physically
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disabled, people with HIV, etc.) than the non-stigmatized (Kleck, 1969; Mooney, Cohn, &
Swift, 1992; Snyder, Kleck, Strenta, & Mentzer, 1979).
In addition, social psychologists have proposed a variety of dual process models to
understand prejudice and stigma (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006; Pryor, Reeder, &
Landau, 1999; Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). A common thread in
these different models is that both reflexive (associative) and rule-based processes are
believed to shape people's reactions to a stigmatized person. People's immediate
reactions to a stigmatized person are typically dominated by their associative thinking.
Associative processes involve automatic affective and reflexive reactions, such as a
visual startling reaction or an ‘involuntary’ frown. In other words, merely being exposed to
a stigmatized person immediately brings to mind negative evaluations (Fazio & Olson,
2003). These negative associations can be activated in a person's mind even if the
person considers those reactions to be an inaccurate characterization of a target
individual (Devine, 1989). Within a matter of seconds, however, more deliberative
processing may come into play. Rule-based reactions to the stigmatized are the products
of thoughtful, deliberative processes and take time to emerge. Rule-based processes feel
volitional, controllable, and effortful to the person who is engaged in them (Liebermann,
Gaunt, Gilbert, & Trope 2002). A result of these rule-based reactions may be a correction
of our impulsive and reflexive reaction, such as a smile, or masking behavior where we
pretend not to have noticed that unusual person.
Our previous research has also been inspired by this dual-process model of reactions to
stigma, as proposed by Pryor et al. (2004). The measurement of associative processing
often relies on implicit methods such as response time measures (Greenwald, McGhee, &
Schwartz, 1998) or affective priming (Payne, Cheng, Govorun, & Stewart, 2005). In an
earlier study of Vaes et al. (2010), attempts were made to assess these associative or
reflexive reactions by an approach and avoidance experiment. This experiment measured
the response times on approach and avoidance behavior towards pictures of people
wearing different types of dust-masks. The results suggested that dust masks did make
our targets less ‘approachable’ and that more fancy dust masks were more easily
ignored. After exploring people’s implicit reactions, this experimental study focuses on the
explicit and rule-based reactions of bystanders towards potentially stigmatizing products,
in this case dust masks.
Two important remarks need to be made regarding these dual-reactions. Although the
associative or reflexive processes are continuously engaged during consciousness, rulebased processes may be turned on and off. Even in circumstances where perceivers
have a negative reflexive reaction to the stigmatized, if perceivers have enough time,
motivation, and cognitive resources, they may adjust their initial reactions (Pryor et al.,
2004).
It is also important to note that attitudes measured with explicit and implicit methods are
sometimes dissociated (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006). In particular, explicit
measures may better predict controlled behavior, whereas implicit measures may better
predict subtle or automatic reactions (Fazio & Olson, 2003).

3. Experiment
The aim of this study was to investigate the rule-based (thoughtful or deliberative)
reactions to an individual perceived to have a visual stigma. Rule-based processing is
often assessed with explicit measures that rely on standard self-report questionnaires (for
example, semantic differential or Likert-type scales). Since our focus is on the perception
and responses of the observing bystander, we believe that it is more valuable to observe
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and examine a real life interaction between a person wearing or using a potentially
stigmatizing product and its immediate bystanders. By combining and analyzing the data
from three selected variables, we hope to provide a valuable indicator for these rulebased reactions and the subsequent degree of stigmatization that is connected to a
specific product proposal. The design of our straightforward experiment was inspired by
classic observational research. By simulating real life conditions, we did measure the
valuable ‘first time encounter’ of a large group of passers-by.

3.1 Method
In our experiment the independent variables were the gender of the confederate (mask
wearer) and the 3 mask conditions (no-mask – standard white mask – sporty blue mask).
All variables were manipulated between participants.
The dependent variables that were measured:
Variable 1 – Staring behavior / Moment of perception: This measure provides an
indication of the moment or sector in which our confederate was noticed, as the passerby approached him or her. A sector scale reflected whether the perception happened
without delay, with short delay or with long delay. Early detection could be an indication of
increased interest, vigilance or alertness, which could in return signal the mask wearer
that the passer-by does not feel at ease in his or her presence.
Variable 2 - Staring behavior / Looking over the shoulder: An apparent type of staring
behavior is the observation of people turning their heads after passing our research
confederate. This reaction was encountered in previous observations and was inserted
for exploratory reasons. The researchers could make this classification with ease
because of the distinguishable rotation of the head over a large angle. This overt reaction
has an undeniable impact on the mask wearer who notices it.
Variable 3 – Interpersonal distance: The closest distance between the passer-by and
our research confederate during the interaction. The interpersonal distance reflects
people’s willingness to avoid or interact with an individual.
The experiment was set up in a controlled indoor environment and registered the
behavior of people passing by a confederate, wearing a dust mask in a discrete set-up.
During the course of the experiment the confederate was discretely occupied with his
mobile phone and did not make visual eye contact with any passers-by. The walking and
staring behavior of the passer-by was registered by 5 overhead HD-camera’s and
supplemented by two HD pen-camera’s that were attached to a backpack in an
unnoticeable way.

3.2 Stimuli
The experiment focused on those parameters that could serve as indicators or predictors
of stigmatizing behavior towards dust masks. We repeated our experiment for 2 mask
types and a no-mask reference situation. The first mask was a white disposable dust
mask with a double headband and no breathing valve (NORTH 810-FFP1). These masks
protect against non-volatile solid and liquid particles and are commonly used for light
construction work.
The second mask is the Respro City mask, a cycle mask that is often used by bike
couriers in busy city traffic. The blue neoprene City Mask has breathing valves on both
sides and was chosen because of its high visibility. It would be interesting to detect
whether there are differences between these two mask conditions on any of our three
behavioral parameters.
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Figure 1
Male and female confederate in the three conditions

3.3 Experimental set-up
The experiment was set up in a spacious hall with no visual or physical obstructions. The
hall had a length of 20m and a width of 2,7m. The confederate was placed, leaning
against the wall, at a distance of 12m from the entrance. Five overhead cameras were
positioned in a lighting rail, 4m above the confederate. To avoid distortion we made sure
that there was enough overlap between the video images of the overhead cameras.
Combining the five images enabled us to monitor the passers-by over a distance of 15m,
10m before and 5m after passing the research confederate. Prior to the actual
experiment we interrogated 35 passers-by and asked them whether they had noticed
anything unusual in the empty hallway; none of them reported noticing the overhead
cameras.

Figure 2
The hall in which the experiment was set up
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3.3.1 Participants
The research was conducted on a total sample of 169 students and employees of the
Artesis University College of Antwerp, of which 87 males and 82 females. Participants’
age ranged from 18 to 50 years old. All participants had the Belgian nationality and
participated unsuspected. Passers-by were intercepted at the end of the hallway, the
intentions of our research were clarified and permission was asked to process the
images. Male and female participants and confederates were counterbalanced within
each condition (no-mask, white mask & blue mask).

3.3.2 Equipment
All 6 conditions were filmed in full sequence. To allow synchronization of the 5 videoimages, an audio signal was incorporated at the start of the recordings. Above the
research confederate, five Sanyo Xacti HD cameras were installed and in the backpack
(Spy-Pack) two VIO POV wide-angle HD cameras were build in. Figure 3 shows how both
cameras were integrated in the Spy-Pack. The five images from the overhead cameras
were ‘stitched’ and carefully aligned in Adobe Premiere.

Figure 3
Build-up of the Spy-Pack backpack / confederate wearing Spy-Pack

3.3.3 Procedure
In order to be qualified as a valid participant, a passer-by had to singly approach our test
person, without being obstructed by others during the full length of the interaction
process. People walking in the reverse direction or that encountered any distracting
events were excluded from the sample. The subjective data that were included in the
observations offered valuable information on the ‘rich’ reactions (smile, frown, looking
away, etc.) that passers-by displayed.
All video images were processed in Adobe Premiere and compiled into one overall image
that comprised the images of all 7 cameras used in this experiment. The images were
assessed on a 32” High Definition LCD screen that provided the necessary resolution and
contrast for an accurate observation.
Variable 1 – Staring behavior / Moment of perception: It would have been time
consuming to generate an overall distance measurement between the passer-by and our
confederate during the entire interaction process. We therefore employed a scale that
indicates whether the perception happened without delay, with short delay or with long
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delay. If the passer-by did not visibly look towards our confederate, within any of these
three areas, we encoded this person’s perception as 0. This measure was derived by
analyzing the frontal video image of the Spy-Pack on a large screen, combined with the
composed image of the overhead cameras. Passers-by that clearly turned their head
towards our confederate or stared into the camera mounted on the confederates’
shoulder were considered as valid participants. When a clear visual detection of the
passer-by was observed on the frontal camera, the image was paused and the
correspondent sector was indicated with the appropriate statistical value: 0 (no visual
perception), 1 (sector 1/long delayed perception), 2 (sector 2 /shortly delayed perception),
3 (sector 3/no delay or immediate perception). In Figure 4 a passer-by noticed our
confederate in sector 2, with a short delay.

Figure 4
Variable 1 – Staring behavior: no delay, short delay or long delay

Variable 2 – Staring behavior / Looking back: This variable is an indication of
enhanced staring behavior and was derived from the images of the rear camera in our
Spy-Pack. Displayed on a large screen, these images enabled us to detect whether
people looked over their shoulder or stared into the rear camera. This parameter was
transformed into a 0 (no looking back) or a 1 (looking back behavior). No attention was
given to the relative position of the passer-by towards our confederate on the moment of
looking back.

Figure 5
Variable 2 – Staring behavior: a passer-by looking over his shoulder
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Variable 3 – Interpersonal distance: This variable was the main focus of our experiment
and was conscientiously derived from the combined overhead camera images. The wall
against which our confederate leaned served as the zero mark for our distance
measures. As portrayed in Figure 6 we intended to measure the distances between the
zero mark and the passer-by at three points in the walking-trajectory. Differences
between the distances at WD1 (Walking Distance 1) and WD3 provided us with an
indication of the explicitness of the avoidant walking behavior. In this article we only
address the interpersonal distance at WD3, which is the shortest distance between the
confederate (zero-mark) and the passer-by. When a passer-by was aligned with this
mark, the video-image was paused and the distance between the center of the head and
the zero mark was assessed with the help of a grid-overlay. This grid, with an accuracy of
25mm, was positioned over the composed and aligned images of three overhead
cameras, one exactly above the confederate and two consecutive ones in the direction of
the entrance. To increase the accuracy, measurements were taken from this ‘zoomed-in’
image.

Figure 6
Variable 3: Deriving the walking distance between the zero-mark and the passer-by

4. Results
Two hypotheses were examined after the data were gathered. The hypotheses are linked
to the detection and measurement of explicit behavioral responses, namely staring
behavior (moment of perception and looking back) and avoidant walking behavior
towards a wearer of a potentially stigmatizing dust mask. Our first hypothesis predicts that
a person who wears a dust mask is perceived significantly faster, which could in return be
an indication of heightened alertness or self-protection of the passer-by. Our second
hypothesis forecasts that a passer-by will maintain a greater (safer) walking distance
when our confederate is wearing a dust mask. In addition it would be interesting to
discover significant behavioral differences in any of the three parameters, related to the
two mask conditions and related to the gender of the participants or confederates.
Prior to the validation of our hypotheses, we examined whether the gender of the
confederate or passer-by had the potential of influencing any of our three parameters. For
each of the three conditions (no-mask / blue mask / white mask) the experiment was
executed with both a male and a female confederate.
After analyzing the results of 87 male and 82 female passers-by, we noted a similar
distribution of the results among male and female passers-by and confederates when it
came to the two staring variables (moment of perception and looking back). A chi-square
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with continuity correction showed no significant difference for looking back (passers-by:
2
2
X (1, correction) = 0.022; p = .881 / confederates: X (1, correction) = 0.146; p = .702). A
Mann-Whitney U test showed no significant difference between the medians for the
sector in which the confederate was perceived (passers-by: z = -0.007; p = .995 /
confederates: z = -1.347; p = .178).
Analyzing the valid results of 44 male and 47 female passers-by assessed the gender
influences on the walking behavior. The Mann-Whitney U test did not show a significant
difference between medians of both confederates (median male: 177,5 / median female:
167,5, z= -1.483, p=.138) and passers-by (median male: 172,5 / median female: 170, z=
0.810, p=.418). Looking to the four gender combinations of passers-by and confederates
2
a median test showed no significant difference for the walking distance (X (3) = 1.338; p
= .720)
These results enabled us to add the male and female samples for the three experimental
conditions. Collapsing these variables generated a bigger sample for each condition and
increases the accuracy of further statistical analysis.
Variable 1 – Staring behavior / Moment of perception: The data stored in this variable
were linked to a score of 0 (no visual perception), 1 (delayed perception), 2 (shortly
delayed perception), or 3 (no delay or immediate perception), according to the sector in
which the passer-by made visual contact with our confederate. A confederate in the
neutral no-mask condition was not perceived by 39% of the passers-by. This percentage
drops to respectively 9% (white mask) and 5% (blue mask) for the mask conditions.
The white mask is detected earlier with a total of 84% in sectors 2 (shortly delayed) and 3
(immediate detection), whereas the blue mask is detected later with a total of 82% in
sectors 1 (delayed) and 2 (shortly delayed).

No-perception
(0)

Delayed
(1)

Short-delayed
(2)

Immediate
(3)

Neutral

39%

20%

35%

6%

White mask

9%

7%

54%

30%

Blue mask

5%

37%

45%

13%

Tables 4
Percentage indicating the moment (sector) of perception

After performing a test for equality of medians (Kruskal Wallis), we do notice a significant
2
difference between the three medians (X (2) = 29,886; p < .002). Comparing the equality
of medians two by two with the Mann-Whitney U test each time delivered a significant
difference (neutral - white mask: z = -5.117; p < .001 / neutral - blue mask: z = -3.031; p
< .003 / white mask – blue mask: z = -3.175; p < .003).
Variable 2 – Staring behavior / Looking back: This variable was introduced to serve as
an indicator for increased visual interest from the part of the passer-by. Our results show
that none of the participants looked over their shoulders after passing a confederate
without a dust mask. For the blue mask 7 out of 56 participants (12%) looked back and
for the white mask 11 out of 59 participants (18%) did so. The chi-square with continuity
correction did not indicate a significant difference for the two mask conditions
2
(X (1,correction) = 0.422; p= .516).
Variable 3 – Interpersonal distance: The interpersonal distance on which we report is
measured at point WD3 (closest distance between confederate and passer-by) as
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indicated in Figure 6. A test for equality of medians (Kruskal Wallis) displays a significant
difference between the medians of the walking distance for the three mask conditions
2
(X (2) = 8.606; p < .015). The median of the walking distance for the blue mask condition
is significantly higher than for the no-mask condition (Mann-Whitney U: z = -2.996; p
< .004). With 10 percent significance there is a significant difference between the
medians of the walking distance of the neutral and the white mask condition (MannWhitney U: z = -1.682; p < .094). A Post Hoc Tukey HSD used on a oneway ANOVA
shows a .068 significance between the neutral and white mask conditions.
In Table 6, which gives a better depiction of the spread of results, we can note an almost
unvarying spread in the range between 110 and 200cm for the no-mask condition. For
the white mask we can see a shift of results towards the right, which clearly indicates that
the passers-by did prefer to maintain a greater distance as they walked by our
confederate. This shift is even more apparent for the blue-mask condition.

Table 6
Relation between the walking distance, the three mask conditions and the frequency of occurrence

5. Discussion
The results of this experiment led us to infer that passers-by do perceive a confederate
with a dust masks noticeably faster and do exhibit behavioral changes, such as increased
staring behavior and a greater interpersonal distance.
Both mask conditions were detected significantly faster then the no-mask condition, with
the shortest delay for the white mask condition. A confederate without a mask wasn’t
noticed by 39% of the passers-by. This percentage dropped significantly to 9% for the
white mask and only 5% for the blue mask. The white mask was detected earlier than the
blue mask, with an immediate detection rate of 30% (16% for the blue mask). Both masks
did get high detection rates (54%-white / 45% blue) in sector 2 (short delay). Comparing
the two mask conditions indicated a significantly faster perception for the white dust
mask. This quick detection could be related to its contrasting color or the slightly lager
size of the mask. Although visual detection is crucial, consequently determining the
moment of detection proved to be a challenging task. We do realize that this parameter
can be subjected to interpretation and therefore problematic. In future experiments we
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hope to focus on the personal distance, as the one parameter that does deliver an
objective measure. By taking sufficient samples we could eliminate influences of
variations in the moment of perception.
The increased visual interest for both mask conditions was also reflected in the number of
passers-by that looked over their shoulders. None of the participants looked back after
passing a confederate without a dust mask, whereas respectively 18% and 12% did so
for the blue and white mask conditions. Analyzing the images of the rear camera on a
large screen, did allow an objective observation of this oftentimes overt reaction.
Apart from a heightened alertness, our results also depicted a significantly greater
interpersonal distance between a passer-by and a person with versus without a dust
mask. Although the interpersonal distances did not vary significantly between the two
mask conditions, we can note a more consistent and greater interpersonal distance (less
variance) towards the blue mask.
The experimental setup in this specific hall did teach us that it is advisable to use a wider
passage area. With a width of 2,7m this hallway might have restricted the freedom of the
passer-by. Moreover, the fact that subjects crossed the path of potential participants from
the opposite side did limit the number of valid participants and increased the duration of
the experiment considerably. In a future setup we will transfer the experiment outdoors
and allow a passage of at least 4m, with a more consistent flow of pedestrians. In
addition the experiment did require a lot of hardware and preparation. By limiting the
experiment to its essentials we hope to dramatically reduce the setup and evaluation
time. Video images towards the oncoming stream of passer-by as well as away from
them, does remain valuable for gathering ‘rich’ information and to review gathered data.

6. Conclusion
In our quest for a tool that can determine the potential degree of stigmatization related to
a product, the relevant contribution of this experiment was the confirmation that the three
parameters of interest proved to be comprehensive, measurable and valuable for further
exploration. Due to the exploratory nature of these findings and the basic stimuli, it was
impossible to make any valid statements concerning the degree of acceptance of both
mask conditions or the product attributes to which passers-by might have reacted.
Although we have confidence in our findings we do hope to improve the measurability of
these behavioral parameters in real life outdoor situations. The current setup indicated
two points of amelioration. The challenge to objectively determine the moment of
perception, together with the multitude of images that had to be processed and
evaluated, turned this experiment into a very time consuming undertaking. It would be
beneficial to replicate this study with improved experimental scenarios and a combination
of camera’s and sensors that allow us to process the data quicker and more accurately,
with a focus on the objectively measurable parameter of interpersonal distance.
By introducing carefully designed mask stimuli that display a controlled variance in
appearance we hope to make more valid statements regarding the impact of specific antistigma design interventions.
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Abstract
This paper will present a picture of what industrial design might be in the future, as well as
tested examples of what this could mean in practice. It uses empirical material from
workshops by 32 faculty members in the area of design and personal written reflections of
102 members of design faculty and students.
The paper will show three types of change that we might expect in the future: changes in
our artistic basis, changes in what types of new skills are needed, and new intellectual ways
of approaching design.
Keywords: industrial design, design and society, prototyping, future of design
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A changing world
To predict the future of a professional practice is never easy. There are many external
factors, such as the arrival of new technology, which affect the development of the
practice but are difficult to predict (Abbott 1988).
According to Margolin (2007, 10) envisioning the future is a problematic enterprise, given
the cacophony of competing visions that describe how the world could or should be. This
puts designers and the design professions in a difficult situation. Or as Heskett (2001, 26)
puts it: “Should designers fail to adapt [to this change], new competences will emerge to
fill the gap left behind. The evidence from history is that design, as a basic human ability,
is constantly needed to adapt and redefine itself to meet the needs of time. We should
expect no less of our age”.
Although there are difficulties in predicting exactly what the change would be, not many
question the fact that the practice of design is changing, and most likely in a very rapid
pace.

How can we react to this change?
Many talk about what the future should or could be, but a lot less actually do something
about it. Buchannan calls design an inquiry and experimentation in the activity of making
(1995a,30), and says that the professional practice of design should aim at proactively
participating in the changing of the world rather than invite experts on the future to tell
them what the world will be like in the coming years and passively accept their viewpoint
(2010,1).
Designers are reflective practitioners, who often approach a practical problem, prototype
it, reflect over what they are doing in action, and then learn and make conclusions based
on their reflections rather than on a pre-defined theoretical base of knowledge (Schön
1983). So prototyping has always been a crucial part in how designers think and Brown
(2011, 88-89), claims that prototyping in design generates results faster than just talking
about them, as complex issues can be made more tangible and the results can be used
to make the debate more concrete.
Traditionally, prototyping is used when developing a new product, but recently prototyping
has also been used in making the unforeseen future more tangible. Kippendorf (Mitchel
1993,71) talks about the designers' ability to invent or conceive possible futures and their
ability to work with how desirable these futures are. Laurel (2003,17) notes that design is
increasingly seen as a front-end method, aiming at a set of methods and practices for
getting insight into what would serve and delight people.
In Umeå Institute of Design we wanted to understand what industrial design would be in
the future and wanted to develop design education in a creative yet strategic and
controlled way. We thought that as we as designers claim to be able of coordinating
creative processes for enterprises and public organizations, why do we not use design
methods to understand our own future and make it more tangible? We wanted to imagine
a potential future, prototype it, and then reflect over action.

Empiria from a practical example
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In order to define future needs of industrial design a big project was set up and started in
2010. The project was called ‘Prototyping the Future’, involving all students, staff and
faculty in strategic development of the school. The idea was to identify what the future of
industrial design education should include, then give a one week course or workshop in
these topics with the worlds best teachers and with the highest possible quality, and then
to analyze the results together and make decisions about future education based on the
knowledge from the prototype. Empiria from this project is used as the basis for this
paper.
Through a set of initial workshops we first identified hundreds of future areas of industrial
design. These were then distilled by a project team, consisting of representation from
students, staff and faculty. Some of the suggested areas were very alike, and could
therefore be consolidated. Other topics, such as sustainability, innovation or
multiculturalism, were in their basic form already considered to be part of the current
curricula and foundational, and not considered new topics, and therefore not included in
the project. For the remaining ones there was a vote on which ones to include and which
to exclude. In the end we had distilled the twenty most strategic topics, which were
executed as one-week workshops. The workshops were documented and the results
later analyzed.
This paper uses empirical material from these initial workshops by 32 faculty members in
the area of design. This material was all about generating an understanding of what
ought to be there, what the future of industrial design should be like. This material was
also used in planning the actual Prototyping the Future week, and as a basis when
defining which courses should be given. In addition this paper refers to personal written
reflections of 102 members of faculty and students. These reflections were written after
the one-week workshops had been given, and hence reflect either on how well these
original criterions were met (in the case of the faculty members that participated in the
initial workshops) or how the content of these courses would be beneficial for design and
the individual designer (students, staff and faculty).
The material from the initial workshops was mostly documented as working groups, and
hence there are no direct quotes from that material in this paper (although it has been
heavily used). Excerpts from the personal reflections appear throughout the paper. They
are used anonymously with indication codes, where the first number indicates the number
of the workshop (1-20) the person has attended and the second number the member of
that group (in alphabetical order, 1-11).
We wanted to avoid that the Prototyping the Future workshops would become a mere
wish-list of unrealistic aspirations, rather than practically grounded examples of what new
knowledge in these areas would actually be. Two criteria for the workshops were
therefore inserted: 1) All the workshops were tutored by external professionals, the best
ones that we could find globally either from academia or industry. And 2) all workshops
were to be hands-on, involving all participants (of students and faculty in mixed groups)
rather than just one-way lecture series. To ensure this many of the workshops had a real
project to work on, questions put forward by the government, municipalities, companies
or research institutes.

Three areas of development
The process of Prototyping the Future showed three different areas of development in
industrial design. Firstly, there is a strong need to re-evaluate and to develop our own
artistic base. Secondly, new skills are needed. And thirdly, the theoretical developments
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of design are changing, moving from the question of “could we?” to “this is how we can
do it”.
These three streams of development and their societal context will be further scrutinized
in the following parts of this paper.

What actually makes a designer – art and creativity
Surprisingly, the tough economic times and the rapid professional change have made
designers interested in coming back to their artistic basis and wanting to redefine their
artistic and creative fundaments.

The relationship between art and design
Art and creativity has always been a fundamental part of design, but in the case of
industrial design, it has never been an unproblematic one. Often the two -art and
industry- have been seen as a contradiction to each other just as much as a complement.
Gregor Paulson’s book ‘More Beautiful Everyday Things’, written as early as in 1919, has
been one of the cornerstones of industrial design in Scandinavia. In it he states that he
hopes that ‘Art’ and ‘Industry’ could exist together rather than be enemies.
The Bauhaus was also founded in 1919, and in its early years embraced the artistic
approach even more. The school experimented widely with several forms of art,
emphasizing creative freedom and hiring artists as teachers. (Herzogenrath 1975,9) The
preliminary course at Bauhaus, first created by Walter Gropius and Johannes Itten, and
then developed further by many artists, such as Josef Albers and Moholy-Nagy (1975,
33-48), is still today the fundament in many design schools and seen as the basis of what
design is.
Specific education for industrial design came somewhat later, and it became more of a
professional practice after the second world war (Woodham 1997, 170). At that point,
many other areas of design already existed, and the industrial design pioneers often had
to emphasize that they were not artists in industry, but industrial designers (Valtonen,
2007). This opposition to art and the artistic activities prevailed through decades, despite
that fact that most industrial designers were still trained with a very Bauhaus-inspired
artistic base.

By the 2010s many things have changed
What we call industry is now very different to the early years of industrial design. The
main question is no longer how to produce something as cheaply as possible, or even as
efficiently as possible, but rather to find new and more creative ways of making a market.
In many western countries much of the traditional industries have also ceased to exist,
and moved to countries with cheaper labour costs. Design, and the creative industries in
general, became a way for countries and companies to find new and more creative ways
of doing things rather than to save costs (Florida, 2002)
The role of design within the industries has also changed. Companies are moving from
mass customization to personal participation and production, and a strong DIY culture
has emerged. Design is increasingly used as a way to make it possible for other people
to express themselves, rather than for the designers to express their own approach.
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As the profession develops and is put under more strain from the surrounding society
many designers are feeling anxious about loosing the core of what they actually are:
creative designers. In a situation were both the industry and the parameters of where and
when design is needed are changing, many designers think that the core in art and
creativity is actually what will remain through all these changes, and hence the area
needed to develop.
For many designers the approach on art and creativity touches on the emotional side.
Emotions, both of the designer and the user experience, have been part of the design
discussions for a long time (McDonagh et al. 2004, Desmet & Hekkert 2007) Much of this
artistic development is also connected to a very critical stance to society and societal
issues, and art (and design) once again, becomes a way of taking a stance. This can be
seen in the work of many current designers, such as Dunne&Raby (Billings 2010) where
design becomes a mean of proving a point rather than a mean of production in itself.

Developing the artistic base
So clearly there was a need to develop new areas in the field of art and creativity. The
Prototyping the Future project included areas such as ‘Interactive sculptures with flow’
and ‘Creativity in space’. The idea of the ‘Creativity in space’ workshop was to look at
how a space can be designed in such a way that it enhances creativity and collaboration
between people. The ‘Interactive Sculptures with flow’ explored how the space around us
influences our flow through it, and how we can enhance movement and interaction by the
forms we create. How does a skateboarder or cyclist perceive architecture versus a
pedestrian or a car? The participants were asked to design a sculpture or concept for a
rideable obstacle; suitable for bikes, skis or snowboards. This obstacle could also film or
document itself or broadcast and include digital options, such as lighting, the internet of
things etc.
As one of the participants put it:
What I think was particularly interesting in this workshop was that it stretches our ideas
of what design is and can be, it emphasizes the importance of form to the emotional state
of the person or people interacting with it, and it puts to practice the importance of
prototyping. (5/1)
In a way what has always been the fundament of design (=art) has now come a full circle
from being the area of opposition within industrial design to become one of the practices
that stretches design further.

Skills for a changing environment
If renewing our own artistic base is a fairly slow process, the arrival and addition of new
skills has always been a very fast way of responding to changes in our environment and
working opportunities.
It is not only the socioeconomic change of the knowledge era and the political pressure to
educate more people to meet the needs thereof that is transforming the universities
today. There is also a growing concern that the skills and attitudes that young people
bring to their roles as workers and citizens are inadequate, as well as a new level of
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market-orientation and competition among higher education institutions (Newman et.al
2004, 1 and Scott, 1997, 46)
For the individual designers a set of new and current skills is a strong foothold to the
market. When the CAD-tools first became used in design agencies in the early 90s, many
young designers got hired because they knew how to utilize the new technology, unlike
their older peers (Valtonen, 2005). This approach can be seen in todays design students,
as well. Many of the students, particularly the ones that are close to graduation, think of
their skill set as a way to be covetable for the market and a way to get themselves a job.
As this was a class based on improving skills, I can easily say that it has made me a better
designer […], Personally, I was only interested in skills based courses for the PtF week.
(3/2)

“The understanding of the next generation of smart materials would be an invaluable
asset to have as a designer. The potential of harnessing these materials properties could
revolutionize consumer products, creating a new paradigm in terms of usability. These
smart materials are still relatively new regarding market penetration, as conventional
plastics and raw materials still dominate today’s consumer products –it is a perfect
chance to jump onboard and capitalize on these new materials” (6/5)
This is particularly interesting in the case of Umeå Institute of Design as it has been
1
defined as one of the top design educations in the world and virtually all students get
employed immediately after their graduation, most having the option of several
headhunters. So employability shouldn’t be their biggest concern.

Competitive skills aren’t easy to define
Many have tried to define what the new design skills are that are needed in todays
society. In the UK a series of recommendations were set out in the Design Industry Skills
Development Plan, developed into the Creative Blueprint, which was presented to
government in 2008.
Although the Blueprint is very extensive in describing why new skills are needed as well
as in painting the picture of what will happen if designers do not renew their skills, there is
a lot less emphasis put on what these new skills actually would be. This is the challenge
of most national policies, the moment they try to include as many professionals areas as
possible, the actual recommendations tend to become fairly general or vague.
Many other countries have also set out to form a national innovation policy, discussing
what skills are needed for designers in todays’ society. These often face the same
challenges as the Blueprint or the Cox review, wanting to improve society on a grander
scale but then struggling with showing how this would be done. Jonathan Woodham
(2010) even questions whether formulating the national design policies (in the US) isn’t
really just recycling the “Emperors New Clothes”.
Despite their shortcomings in defining what skills would be needed, the policies and
innovation papers are very unanimous in the fact that new skills are needed. The
1

Umeå Institute of Design has for example been on Business Week’s top 30 design educations every time the
list has been made (Wong 2009), it was listed as one of the worlds top 18 design educations by psd+tuts (2010)
and was recently mentioned on Core77 (Bachett 2011) as one of 8 global design educations that other design
educations should be inspired by.
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challenge is, as Donald Norman (2011, 13) points out, to find the right level between
complexity and over-simplification. If we over-simplify things too much, they are viewed
as dull and uneventful, if the level of complexity is too high, we get confused.

So what new skills are needed?
In the Prototyping the Future project we aimed to go deeper than the national innovation
policies’ general descriptions and to define specific new skills that are needed. These
were grouped in two types; those, which are relevant to any professional in today’s
society, and those relevant within design.
The group of design specific skills included courses such as ‘Smart materials’,
‘Documentary photography’ or ‘Information design and mapping’.
Throughout the course I had the opportunity to learn about Piezoelectric materials,
Shape-memory Alloys, Shape-memory Polymers, Smart Gels and Magnetostrictive
Materials. All were very interesting and very new for me. I learnt about the current
application, future possibilities and current limitation of each of the materials mentioned
above and in depth background information about each material. Furthermore seeing
these materials work in person was amazing.[…]This course has not only made me a
better designer, but also more intelligent designer, as I am not just reading information
from the web and making my own assumptions.[…]This course has opened my mind to
what materials can add to my designs and helped me justify my thinking, which is that
materials can have multifunction purposes. I feel that every designer should have this
knowledge as it will help us to innovate and create new solutions to current issues within
the markets, this is essential to separate us from other designers. (6/4)

As an interaction designer, we need a good way to document our research and design
process, in order to understand and help others to understand the user experience.
Documentary photography is definitely an essential skill for us to collect and
communicate.” (9/1)
The general skills where in areas where the designers felt more challenged than before.
Many designers demand increased knowledge in the area of ‘Academic writing’, a very
natural reaction to the academisation of the profession. Many also pushed for the
workshop in ‘Entrepreneurship’, which was a week’s crash course in in putting up your
own enterprise or becoming self-employed, held by a business coach and supported by
alumni who had set up their own businesses, which were also used as case examples.
The general thinking is that with good examples the entire mental model of designers can
be changed so that it becomes more entrepreneurial in spirit, which will be needed no
matter if the designers decide to start their own business or not.
This entrepreneurial spirit can also be seen in the fact that designers are more and more
interested in how they can present their work, even to audiences with very little previous
knowledge on the topic. The workshop on “Presentation – Body language, improvisation
and humour”, held by a local director, playwrite and presentation consultant, aimed at
addressing this.

When defining what new skills are needed the challenge eventually was not to define
new topics, but to agree on which ones are the most crucial ones and even more
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importantly, would it be possible to remove anything from the current offering as
obsolete?

The new intellectual streams of design
At the same time as many designers are talking about new skills, many are also
questioning the way we think and developing new trains of thought.
Increasingly design is seen as not only serving the needs of our businesses, but also
determining and working towards the greater good for society and government, education
and the environment. This larger approach to design is not new, and touches on the
current discussions on sustainability. However, the approach is a lot more concrete than
before, taking this larger philosophical approach into practice, defining exactly what the
different sub-areas are about, how they show themselves in design and how they could
be practiced.
Many see design as a visual artistic profession about shapes. But it is an artistic view of
multidisciplinary approach to problem solving process. These problems are generally
from the industry or marketing areas. But these are always connected to the overall big
picture, which is human & politics. So this workshop gave me basic outlines of, how I can
use my profession on solving problems of society and earth. (15/4)

Design Thinking
Traditionally, the ability to approach larger complex issues has been viewed through the
concept of wicked problems, originally put forward by Rittel and Webber in the 1960s
(Rittel & Webber 1984,136; see also Buchannan 1995b). The notion is that there is an
entire class of social system problems, which are ill-formulated, where the information is
confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values and
where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing. Designers are
encouraged to ask the right questions to start tackling these issues.
Margolin (2002, 28) further exemplified what these questions could be: What role can a
designer play in a collaborative process of social intervention? How might the public’s
perception of designers be changed in order to present an image of a socially responsible
designer? How can agencies that fund social welfare projects and research gain a
stronger perception of design as a socially responsible activity? What kinds of products
meet the needs of vulnerable populations?”
Lately, much of this has been grouped under Design Thinking (Cross 2011, Lockwood
2009), and many have asked designers to move towards more concrete action. Nicola
Morelli (2007,6) is asking if designers can "Industrialize" Socially responsible Solutions
and is proposing a shift of designers' activities from products to systemic solutions and
Fry (2009, viii-3) wants design to make a standpoint in the field of political action. He sees
the modelling of design problems, design solutions, design experience and creativity all
becoming applications of "intelligent systems" for creating and delivering "design tools".
(2009,14), just to mention a few examples.
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Prototyping new thinking
In the Prototyping the Future this was expressed in many courses such as ‘Thinking
outside the box’, ‘Strategic design together with governments’, ‘Agonistic democracy’,
‘Consumer insights, trends and segmentation’, ‘Storytelling’ and the ‘Philosophy of
reflective practice’.
The workshop ‘Agonistic Democracy, Design, and the Environment’ held by Carl
2
DiSalvo , explored how different models of democracy inform design tactics. Models of
agonistic democracy and deliberative democracy were examined and investigated how
these contrasting models of democracy could be used as generative frames for the
development of design programs around issues of environmental monitoring. The
objective of the workshop was to challenge and broaden our ideas of how to support
democratic action through design, and imagine new forms of agonistic political design
that engages environmental issues.
What this workshop has highlighted is the complexity of life in the work place and
especially in design where concepts and ideas are not easily measured.
Much of how democracy is applied in the design World is dependent of the working teams
and the personalities and relationships within the company or organisations strategies.
Design is emotional and effecting the senses so it's even more difficult to obtain a rational
decision within project groups. Even when decisions are made, the course it takes can
still be subject to change at different levels of development. Design & democracy has
shown to be active and variable at various stages of a design process.(15/6)

An other workshop, ‘Strategic Design: governance, decision making, and design
3
practice’, held by Bryan Boyer and Marco Steinberg , aimed at showing how design could
affect political decision making and our future societies. Their assumption was that
European society is at the beginning of a long change that will alter some of the
fundamental assumptions of daily life. Governments of the 21st century will be
redesigned to meet these challenges, opening up new roles for strategic designers.
Today's challenges have multiple owners; they are riddled with legacy issues; they are of
a scale that transcends normal innovation challenges; and they are continually evolving.
While traditional models of innovation and design have focused on optimizing individual
parts, we have not been able to transition our capabilities to address the “architecture of
the problem.” Big picture dynamics will govern our future. In the coming decades,
designers will increasingly find themselves working for governments on large-scale
challenges. This will require new skills in facilitation, ethnography, systems analysis, and
the ability to skillfully integrate diverse inputs.
The design profession has come far from talking about wicked problems or even from
saying that designers can start solving these problems by asking the right questions. Now
the aim was explicitly to give governments and decision makers the tools to do something
about these multifaceted problems, and not just to ask questions.
I think this course was of great help to both introduce a direct application of design
thinking and to reinforce notions of the process already introduced in courses given
earlier this year in IDI. I was a little unsure before about how design management or
thinking differed from conventional management and didn’t really understand the value
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of it before. I see it now as more of methodology similar to that of the scientific method,
but with a cultural subjectivity. Where the scientific methodology of analyzing a problem
addresses all the inputs into a system no matter how seemingly unrelated but with a strict
objectivity. I believe design thinking also has this very all-encompassing regard for input
but uses a cultural subjectivity to analyze problems and suggest solutions. This makes it
more people based and gives the solutions a resonance that people can really appreciate.
(17/1)
Instead of dissecting the empirical and obvious causation of problems they try to see what
seemingly non-related pressures are actually having bigger influences than one would
assume. After identifying these influences they try not to use standard methods or models
to apply to them but invent new models that are more specific to the dilemma” (17/1)

Interestingly, and probably as a counter-reaction to the more action-focused approaches,
there was also an increased request for basic philosophy. Therefore, the philosopher Per
Nilsson gave ‘Writing Images vs. Reading Visuals: A workshop about reflective thought
processes, were the main question was about poeticizing objects and eroticizing the
world.

Hitting a moving target
This paper has shown some areas in which design is changing. The aim has been to
describe the larger phenomena behind the changing areas, but also to give practical,
tangible examples of what these new areas in industrial design could be.
The examples that have been presented are naturally not the only changes needed, nor
are they always entirely new, but they serve in illustrating what type of knowledge might
be expected from designers in the future. The working groups were initially able to
identify hundreds of areas that would have been interesting, so the twenty topics chosen
by a group of design and education professionals or students, is of course a limitation.
This choice was most likely influenced not only by the individuals’ personal experience
and preferences, but also by what was already considered part of the curricula, and
hence not “new”. What does remain evident is that the professional practice of industrial
design is changing, just as is the world around it, and we are better off if we actively react
to it rather than deny it or wait for it to happen. As the participants put it:
I think that it is very likely that I within time will be working more with facilitating
creative processes rather than sitting in CAD further on in my career. I therefore think
that this course has given me a lot of insights and knowledge of something that used to be
very abstract to me. (18/2)

And it also reminds us as designers there are many different avenues of design that we
can walk down in the future. There are many other possibilities other than consumer
electronics or cars…including rideable snow sculptures! (5/1)

Making the new areas tangible has made them easier to discuss and we can now start
debating whether this is the direction we as a professional practice want to go in or not.
At the same time as we have been questioning our own abilities in design, the project has
also allowed the invited experts a platform to develop their new thoughts and the
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participating organizations to learn new ways of using design. A good example is a
Governor, who participated in the project and has now hired industrial designers as part
of her organization for developing the country further. The fact that all faculty, staff and
students participated has also raised the general awareness to think differently and to
develop their own professional practice themselves.
We're taught that there should always be a problem to solve. What if the problem to solve
is just the way that most of the humans are thinking? Why shouldn't a designer also have
the responsibility to make a difference in the way of thinking and not only in the way of
using products? I know there's nothing here that tells us that we can't think like this but I
didn't feel encouraged to do it [before]. (11/1)
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of a qualitative study about how design students cope with
culture in the i-do (international design opportunity) series of international design
workshops in Hong Kong. We wanted to learn three things. (1) To what extent do the
design students from different nations share common cultural values? (2) what difficulties
do design students encounter in this type of workshops, and what techniques and strategies
do they use to cope with (cultural) barriers? and (3) what opportunities (personal benefits)
do they identify to attend this type of workshop? The results and conclusions are based on
experiences of i-do students (69 in total) derived from questionnaires, semi-structured
interviews and literature.
The study shows that students easily recognize barriers that can be explained by differences
in cultural values, and that they come up with a variety of solutions. They need extra time
to understand each other’s frame of reference and rethink the design approach, rules and
norms for cooperation, the frame of reference they use to understand their intended users
and the meaning their designs may evoke. They also need extra time for personal learning
to adapt to their team members. We conclude that the discussion among students on the
manifestation of the design is underexposed and that there are many opportunities for
educators to provide them the tools and techniques that support them to cope with culture.
Students see international design workshops as an investment in their careers.
Keywords: culture, design, design education, international design opportunity
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Introduction
In the light of globalization we expect that in the near future designers will practice their
profession in a cultural context that differs greatly from the one they are currently familiar
with, or have been trained for. This trend is manifested by a growing number of students
going abroad for their master studies. For instance, an increasing number of foreign
students choose to follow a Bachelor- or Master program at Dutch institutes for higher
education (Ministry of OCW, 2005). Furthermore, among designers there is a growing
enthusiasm to do projects for and with intended users that are part of the world’s
population at the base of the economical pyramid (Prahalad, 2005; Kandachar, 2008).
Most of these intended users are living in a cultural context our designers are not familiar
with.
In these international situations our design students encounter difficulties related to a
variety of activities. The increasing heterogeneity regarding education and cultural
background causes problems in education, such as study delay and poorly functioning
international classrooms (Klaassen and van Oyen, 20011). In teamwork ethnical diverse
teams have significant detriments on social interaction processes, such as group
cohesion, performance expectations and positive attitude within the group (Watson and
Kumar, 1992). Design tools and techniques that support designers to understand their
intended users not always work well in other cultures (van Rijn, 2005; van Boeijen, 2011).
Another difficulty is to define the appropriate designs (products and services) for cultures
our designers are not familiar with, demonstrated by for instance the mismatches
companies make between their products and the interaction with intended users such as
described by Chavan et al. (2009) and studies that demonstrate the effectiveness of
cultural adaptation of web design styles to make them more trustworthy and appealing
(Snelders et al., 2011).
Some drawbacks fade away after time; Early and Mosakowski (2000) have found that
teams that are highly diverse in nationalities equal level of performance as homogeneous
teams after some time. And also positive effects from cultural diversity arise; for instance,
McLeod and Lobel (1992) have found that ethnically diverse student teams produce a
higher quality of ideas at a brainstorming task than homogeneous groups. Furthermore,
designers enjoy diversity as a source of inspiration for their designs.
The literature on cultural differences is substantial, and published in different fields. The
psychologist Nisbett (2003) discussed differences in thinking styles in Western and
Eastern cultures. Anthropologists such as Geertz (1973), Hall and Kluckhohn (1962)
studied human behaviour in social settings. Hofstede (1997), Trompenaars (1998),
House et al. (2004) developed models to characterize cultures in professional
organizations, addressing implications for cooperation. Joy and Kolb (2008) used
elements of culture in their theories of learning styles. And researchers such as Miller
(1987), du Gay et al. (1997) and de Mooij (2004) focus on the manifestation of culture in
our material world. But this variety of sources is as yet scattered, and explicit applications
to design practice and design education have not yet been published. Our higher purpose
is to learn from these different perspectives and translate them into meaningful ways for
designers, developing design tools and techniques that support student designers to
cope with culture.
For design education as well as for industry it is important to understand how cultural
differences play a role when designing for, in and with other cultures and what the
benefits and limitations are in order to be able to steer and improve both the design
process and the outcome. In this study we focus on cultural issues in the cooperation of
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international student design teams, regarding their teamwork, their understanding of the
intended users, and their generation and evaluation of design results. The study is
conducted in the i-do (international design opportunity) series of international design
workshops in Hong Kong. From these workshops we wanted to learn what barriers the
design students encounter, what opportunities they notice and what solutions they come
up with to cope with culture.

The i.do workshop: what students do
The (i.do) international summer design workshop is organized and run annually by PolyU
School of Design in collaboration with Delft University of Technology faculty of Industrial
Design Engineering, and co-sponsored by the Hong Kong Design Institute. Since 2005
each year different institutions are invited worldwide to participate with 4 students plus
staff. For 6 weeks, with one exception of 4 weeks in 2005, teams of 4 to 6 students,
varying from 20 to 25 years old from different nations and schools, work together on a
design assignment. Students have a lot of freedom to steer the process and the
outcomes, but intermediate and final deliverables are clearly defined: concept designs of
physical products and/or services, captured in 3D prototypes, mock-ups, posters, reports,
3 minutes video clips and visual presentation materials. Each i.do workshop starts with a
one-week excursion to Mainland China to gain insights about local production, intended
users and the user context. Some examples of assignments are: a public transport device
for Kowloon district, design for ‘hospitality’ and design for ‘supporting aging’ in China.
Local tutors and tutors from the participating students’ nations support i.do by lecturing
and coaching. At the end of each week students are asked to present their intermediate
results. Usually the i.do workshops take place in Hong Kong at the PolyU School of
Design. In 2008 the last 3 weeks were located at the DUT faculty of Industrial Design
Engineering as described by Bracht et al. (2008). Most i.do workshop results are
published (i.do, 2005; i.do, 2008; i.do, 2009). The results, presented in this paper are
based on a study of 4 out of 7 i.do workshops, see tabel 1.
Table 1
Overview of the studied i.do workshops: number of students grouped by year and duration of
attendance and by nation

year

weeks

HK

NL

G

K

USA

S

publica
tion

2005

4

4

4

-

4

4

4

2005

2008

6

4+4

4+4

-

-

-

-

2008

2009

6

4+4

4

4

-

-

-

2009

2010

6

4+4

4

4

-

1

-

-

28

20

8

4

4

4

69

students

Questions and method
With the present study, we wanted to learn three things. (1) To what extent do the design
students from different nations share common cultural values? (2) what difficulties do
design students encounter in this type of workshops, and what techniques and strategies
do they use to cope with (cultural) barriers? and (3) what opportunities (personal benefits)
do they identify to attend this type of workshop?
For the definition of culture we follow Hofstede (1997): ‘Culture is the system of shared
beliefs, values, customs, behaviours, and artefacts that the members of a society use to
cope with their world and with one another, and that are transmitted from generation to
generation through learning’. Also the levels of culture he distinguishes are taken into
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account; people share different mental programmes in different groups where they want
to belong to, grouped by e.g. nation, region, sex, generation, social class and profession.
For the characterization of cultures the layers of his onion-model (symbols, rituals, heroes
and values) and the cultural dimensions are used to explain possible cultural differences
between design students. The five cultural dimensions of Hofstede that differentiate
cultures are: (1) Power Distance (PDI), which stands for hierarchy within a group (the
extend power is divided among group members), (2) Individualism (IDV), which stands for
the identity of group members (the importance of individual versus collectivistic behaviour
within a group), (3) Masculinity (MAS), which stands for the aim of a group (the extend
group members strive for success versus care), (4) Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI), which
stands for truth (the extend group members feel comfortable with clear rules versus
ambiguous ones) and (5) Long Term Pragmatism (LTP), which stands for an attitude
toward time (the extend to which group members prefer a pragmatic future oriented
perspective versus a conventional short-term point of view.

Procedure
Table 1 shows an overview of the participating students in this study. One week before
the last i.do week the first author presented a one-hour lecture about the concept of
culture in order to sensitize the students for the topic. This session was planned late in
the workshop to let them first experience and cope with cultural issues freely, without any
guidance. The students were asked to fill in the Hofstede dimension questionnaire to
define their cultural profiles and to compare the results with the average profiles of their
own nation and with the profiles of their fellow students from the other nations. The
questionnaire session served as a sensitizing session for the interviews and the
outcomes are used to answer the question to what extent the design students from
different nations share common cultural values. Studies show, for instance, that team
performance is, more than other diversity characteristics, influenced by variances in
cultural values (Kirkman and Shapiro, 2005). And also preferences in learning styles are
influenced by culture (Joy and Kolb, 209). We want to know if barriers students
experience can be explained by these differences in cultural values. In the last week,
each group of students from the same school and nation was interviewed, 18 video taped
interviews, including 69 students. The one-hour semi-structured interviews are
characterized as informal group discussions, guided to address 6 topics. (i) An interview
started with a general invitation to talk about experienced ‘expectations’ of the i.do
workshop in advance and ‘surprises’ during the workshop. (ii) the students were then
asked about the cooperation in their team, and (iii) about the design methods they used.
Then they were asked to talk about (iv) the activities they undertook to understand the
intended users, and (v) to reflect on the outcomes, the design results. The interviews
ended with the students’ opinion about (vi) the final aim and their personal benefits of the
i.do workshop. The interviewer (first author) explicitly asked about the students’
experienced barriers, opportunities and solutions. Furthermore, she asked them to
illustrate their answers with examples and anecdotes.

Analysis
With the outcomes of the questionnaires cultural profiles were built for each group of
students with the same nation. These profiles were compared with the cultural profiles of
their own nation (Hofstede, 1997) and with the cultural profiles of their fellow students
from the other nations.
All 18 interviews were transcribed, and analysed. This resulted in 364 quotes, interpreted,
coded and clustered. The clusters largely coincided with the interview topics, but
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‘expectations’ and ‘surprises’ were rearranged, since they address the other topics.
Results from each cluster were analysed and compared to related literature.

Results & Discussion
The questionnaires
The results of the questionnaires are used to answer the question to what extent the
design students from different nations share common cultural values. Almost all students
filled in the questionnaire, but unfortunately the i.do 2008 students did not hand in the
results.

Figure 1 Cultural profiles: of the nations (left) and of the i.do students 2005,2009, 2010 by
grouped by nation (Hofstede 2012) (right)

Figure 2 Cultural profiles: of Hong Kong students and their nation(left) and of Dutch
students and their nation (Hofstede, 2010) (right) (i.do students 2005,2009, 2010)

The diagrams in figure 1 and 2 clearly show that the student profiles are much more
similar than those of their nation which are average results of a large number of people
that share the same nationality (Hofstede 2010). This is expected, because being design
students they share a common interest and train similar skills and knowledge, which
influence their mind-set. For example on the dimension ‘individualism’ (IDV) they score
high, but they are trained and selected to express their personal opinion, taking decisions
and to convince others. Nevertheless, the right diagram shows that the cultural values do
differ between our students (question 1). Still Western students score a bit higher than
Asian students. We do see large differences on ‘power distance’ (PDI). Although lower
than the average of their nation Asian students score higher than Western students,
meaning that they are more comfortable with hierarchy within their social groups. All
students score lower on ‘masculinity’ (MAS) than the average of their nation, meaning
that gender roles are less strictly divided and that there is less preference for
achievement versus care. The scores on this dimension also show that there is no clear
division between the traditional distinction of cultures ‘Western’ and ‘Asian’. All students
score relatively high on ‘uncertainty avoidance’ (UAI) and low on ‘long term pragmatism
(LTP) compared with the score of their nation. This can be explained by the fact that they
are relatively young and asked for their opinion in an educational context. The fact that
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they are young and inexperienced may influence their sensitivity for hierarchy and
uncertainty.

The interviews
The 5 main clusters are labelled ‘understanding intended users’, ‘designs’, ‘design
process’, ‘teamwork’ and ‘i.do’. Results are presented and discussed per cluster in this
chapter and illustrated with a figure.

Understanding intended users

Figure 2 USERS: team members have different frames of references of intended users
(left), difficulties when understanding intended users (middle), some quotes (right)

Student designers experience that they have and use different frames of references of
the intended users. They interpret information about the intended users different or find it
difficult, because they are not sure if their own frame of reference is valid. Solutions
students suggest are: (a) First, study similar intended users in home nation in order to be
able to compare. (b) Share team member’s frame of reference by sketching, for instance,
‘a day of an intended user’ and discuss the results in the team. Another difficulty
mentioned is the selection of intended users. Due to limited time ‘easy to reach
participants’ are selected. They are, for instance, high-educated intended users who are
not fully representing the people to design for. This lack of appropriate participants they
solved by using their own reference, for instance, one foreign student who designed for
elder people stated ‘I used information about what I know from my own grandmother’.
Furthermore, students encountered difficulties with the low expression of intended
Chinese users during interviews. In order to understand needs and dreams of these
intended users the students want them to talk freely. A Hong Kong student explained that
unclear reasons behind questions and short assignments such as drawings make the
participants feel unsafe. Especially, if other participants can notice mistakes participants
hold back, even when it is close family and even when they usually like to do an activity
such as drawing. A Hong Kong student found it difficult to convince her Western team
members that the participants would not appreciate in depth questioning and that they
first should focus on general aspects. According to a Western student some Hong Kong
students say that they find it difficult to ask those in depth questions themselves.
Language is another aspect that causes a substantial barrier in communication with the
participants. Hong Kong students often served as interpreters but do not always succeed
in translating everything. Solutions that students mention to improve interviews are: (a)
Study history of intended users first. (b) Start an interview slowly, with warming up
activities that are of participants’ interest (some students attended a daily tai chi session
of their participant). (c) Show personal pictures to participants to create empathy. (d)
Explain goals and activities to the participants. (e) Ask questions with options to choose
and use a physical object if possible. (f) Listen well, with open mind. (g) Work with local
designers who can translate and explain intended users’ behaviour. (h) Videotape and
take pictures in order to have back up information if translation is poor.
The cultural barriers for self-expression and the importance of feeling safe to gain rich
and in depth insights from intended users, is also stressed in other research (van Rijn et
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al., 2005). From other design projects we know that students need to carefully select and
design their research topics, materials and sessions. And that they need to select
participants carefully and adjust their attitude as a facilitator, especially when the
participants are more familiar with hierarchy (PDI) and collectivism (IDV) than the
students are (van Boeijen and Stappers 2010). Before students start an international
workshop they could put extra effort in advance by explicitly discuss and record their
frame of reference of the intended users or similar people in their home nation and bring
that as input for a discussion in their team.

Design

Figure 3 DESIGN: teamwork leads to global designs (left), educational differences
(middle), some quotes (right)

The non Hong Kong students encounter difficulties to judge the importance of the
meaning that specific designs, or interactions with the designs, elicit. For instance,
according to a Hong Kong student, in a design project for elder people in Hong Kong, non
Hong Kong students find it difficult to understand that serving many dishes to guests
communicates and means that they are welcome to pick food. Carrying dishes one by
one is valued as ‘good’ instead of creating efficient solutions to carry all bowls at a time.
When discussing how universal or cultural specific their designs are students state that
the designs mostly have their origin from a local need, such as limited space, but they
often think that the result is a more global one, which means that the designs not typically
refer to a specific culture. Although, in several projects for colours, patterns and symbols
such as a logo the students try to refer to a local culture. Some non Hong Kong students
rely on local students, but the local students also mention difficulties to understand the
meaning of product properties such as colours, sizes, materials, patterns, materials and
textures for the intended users, because intended users such as Chinese elder people
are not familiar for them too. Next to differences in cultural backgrounds students also
mention difficulties due to differences in design education (see figure 3), such as
designing a product from inside out (inner structure) or outside in (outer form), focus on
technology or form, searching for short-term/realistic solutions or long-term/futuristic
ones, starting from abstract representations or concrete ones and designing solutions
that are rather familiar, referring to established archetypes or creating new ones that are
based on visionary beliefs.
A possible drawback is that this teamwork where designers’ background is very different
leads to compromising and thus average designs, without a culture- and context specific
meaning. Equal power in the team leads to equal arguments and because of the limited
time that they work together no in depth insights and a common vision can be developed.
These differences take time to learn to cope with in the team and therefore, there is little
room for new and advanced solutions. On the other hand we know that diversity also
stimulates creativity; insights from different cultures or disciplines lead to new
combinations (McLeod and Lobel, 1992). The opposites listed in figure 2 can also be
seen as complimentary and not as barriers.
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Design process

Figure 4 PROCESS: team members learn different ways to reach a goal (left),
cultural/educational/individual differences (middle), some quotes (right)

Students mention different ways to reach their final goal, doing different activities at
different moments and durations. Some students focus on a very structured process, with
well-defined phases and intermediate activities and results and rational argumentation
supported by research. Other students expressed the importance of individual freedom,
listening to personal intuition and motivation. Some students experienced difficulties with
team members who wanted to question every aspect related to their design. They have
learned from their team members that by critical questioning one can gain deeper
insights. For students who are used to give answers rather than to question everything
this questioning causes difficulties. They state that they need time to think by themselves
and cannot join the discussion the others want to evoke with the questions, while the
others are disappointed that they cannot develop their insights through discussion.
These differences, listed in figure 4, are mainly caused by differences in design
education, but partly also caused by cultural differences. Stimulating the development of
an individual opinion and questioning is more likely to be educated in nations that score
high on the cultural dimension ‘individualism’ and low on ‘power distance’ (Germany,
Netherlands, Sweden, USA (Hofstede, 2010) than in nations that score high on
‘collectivism’ (Korea, Hong Kong (Hofstede, 2010). Furthermore, students mention that
they use design methods such as brainstorming and mindmapping, not only to generate
ideas, to understand intended users and other design related topics, but also to structure
and communicate the design process and to stimulate teamwork. The opposites are
discussed as difficulties but can also be seen by as complemantory and opportunities for
learning.

Teamwork

Figure 5 TEAMWORK: strategies for effective teamwork (left),
cultural/educational/individual differences (middle), some quotes (right)

In the interviews students paid a lot of attention to aspects related to teamwork; the
quality of the cooperation of the students within their groups. Published findings from i.do
2005 are included (van Boeijen and Badke-Schaub, 2007). The effectiveness and
efficiency of teamwork are influenced by difficulties presented in the three other topics
‘understanding the intended user’, ‘design’ and ‘design process’ and therefore there is
some overlap. Due to differences in education some students were more trained to work
in teams rather then to work individual, or the others were more trained to develop
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personal design visions (see also design process). Individuality was even manifested in
language; a student expressed her irritation about a team member who did not use the
word ‘we’ but ‘I’ when presenting their results. Several students complain about the low
contribution of their teammates, which they think is sometimes caused by personal and
educational differences and other times by cultural differences. Especially, Asian students
express their need to learn to speak up and give their personal opinion. Western students
indeed mention that they have difficulties when team members do not share their
thoughts. Other behaviour within the team that students perceive as typical are the
dominant and/or competitive attitude of some teammates and teammates that do not
share their opinions. Another difference they mention is how team members deal with
time. Some students complain about others coming late without announcement, which is
according to their value system not polite and very annoying. One student first tried to
solve this problem by indirect jokes about the other student’s behaviour, but by only
explicitly discussion about how to deal with time, setting new team norms, the problem
could be solved.
Several students express the need to have informal activities, such as first week
excursion to Mainland China and sharing feelings, friends and family to build the team. To
stimulate creativity in the team students mentioned the importance to change their
working environment to informal ones where they can play and learn about each other’s
capabilities and interests. For a good teamwork students stress the value of personal
training during the i.do workshop such as patient to listen without judgment (‘open ears’),
to wait till someone speaks, to think fast to be able to react on ideas and to talk slower
then they are used to. Furthermore, the importance to have common goals is mentioned;
Weekly presentation is crucial to get the team to work. Goals are formed into intermediate
criteria. Also they mention the importance to divide and switch roles. For instance, some
teams chose a team member to manage the time and to motivate the team, checking
difficulties within the design tasks. Furthermore, students mention several techniques
they use to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the teamwork, such as voting
techniques to make decisions, splitting up the team for specific tasks, creating
competition, brain writing and other creativity techniques to involve each team member in
the ideation process.
The characteristics of behaviour, which cause problems between team members, are
typically trained and embedded in a specific culture. Differences in the degree of
communication are partly caused by a lack of common language and partly by culture. In
one culture people learn that it is perceived as ‘good’ to hold back one’s personal opinion
and focus on a common one (Asian students) and in another culture people learn that it is
perceived as ‘good’ to have and express one’s personal opinion (Western students). For
designers sharing ideas and personal opinions seems to be crucial and thus students
who are not used to that have a backlog. In order to perform well as a team, the students
are confronted with all of Tuckman’s stages (1965); forming, storming, norming and
performing. The in pre-defined and pre-planned deliverables force the students to go
through all stages, even when they may need much more time to clearly set the team’s
norms.

i.do - the international design opportunity
About 15 per cent of the quotes from the interviews are about reasons for participating in
the i.do workshop. Main reasons for attending the workshop, students mention, are to
learn about other cultures and to learn to work in an international team. Other
opportunities they recognize are learning about other nations, different design
approaches and education styles, improving English and to prepare for an international
career. In different ways students tell that the workshop taught them to understand their
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own and someone else’s mind-set and perspective (‘open mind’, ‘other mind-sets’, ‘learn
about yourself’). One student said; ‘One of the biggest side effects of the project is that
you really have to define who you are and where you are coming from and the way you
work, and also you have to be open for other’s input, methods and ways to run the
project.’ Several students mention that the topic of the design assignment is of minor
importance. It just serves as a vehicle to gain experience in working in an international
design team.

General discussion & conclusion
In this paper we presented results of a qualitative study of the influence of student
designers’ cultural background on their understanding of intended users, the design, the
design process and their teamwork, including opportunities to attend this international
design workshop.
From the study it is clear that design students, working in an international setting,
experience barriers due to cultural differences, intertwined with personal and educational
differences. The cultural differences can be explained with their different scores on the
cultural dimensions. A happy conclusion is that students take the responsibility to find
solutions themselves. They easily recognize cultural barriers when it comes to teamwork.
However, they need extra time and effort to understand each other’s frame of reference,
to rethink their design approach and rules for cooperation, to understand each other’s
frame of reference of intended users and to understand the meaning that their designs
evoke in the specific context they are designing for. They also need extra time for
personal learning to adjust to their team members. Discussion on the cultural
manifestation of the designs is limited, maybe because the students do not confront their
final designs with the context, due to limited time, but also because they see the
international cooperation as the main opportunity and the design assignment as a vehicle
to experience this cooperation (from interviews). Nevertheless, in their design practice the
outcome, the design, is the main reason why designers work together.
Thus, there are many opportunities for design educators to support design students to
improve their capabilities to cope with culture, for instance by developing acculturation
programs, by developing design tools and techniques and to offer cultural theories for
reflection. These activities will help designers to understand and overcome cultural
barriers more effectively and efficiently.
The open set up of the i.do workshop is useful since it leads to instructive confrontations
and offers enough flexibility for students to find the design approach that fits the
multicultural values in the team. These confrontations and personal experiences, shared
in the interviews, are important steps in the learning process of designing in an
international setting. We assume that design tutors should not try to solve the problems
students encounter in advance, but carefully support them in their reflection process by
offering them theory, solutions and asking relevant questions just after the students’
experiences. Insights from this study can be used to develop feedback sessions or other
means to support the learning process. Assignments should be clear formulated and
should not be too open, spending too much time on defining the intended users and the
main context of use, to give students enough time to experience a variety of design
activities, not underexposing the final results: designs that fit the cultural context and that
people love to use.
This study is part of a broader research about how designers cope with culture with the
aim to develop tools and techniques that support designers to cross cultural chasms.
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Abstract
Healthcare is a prominent sector where design intervention can make tremendous impact in
the way people live and receive treatment.Type-2 diabetes is a huge system condition that
involves lifestyle, insulin therapy, oral medication, dietary restrictions and exercise
regimen. The underlying socio-economic environment plays a major role in the way
patients behave.
The research explores the experience and process of treating diabetes in India for the
bottom of the pyramid population. This paper presents the approach and the implications of
the approach for identifying patient needs and issues and the key elements relating to
design. Emphasis has been laid on a strong research methodology to generate key findings
through action research which in turn drive the design conceptualization and development
phase. Multiple field visits involving contextual inquiries, shadow-in, volunteering and
observation were conducted for this purpose. Pilot user testing for the initial concepts
developed has been done. Through a reiterative process, the challenge is to create holistic
solutions that span service, communication and product design.
Keywords: action research, emerging markets, healthcare, bottom of pyramid, diabetes
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Introduction
India has one of the largest number of Type-2 diabetic patients in the world with a current
standing of 31.7 million+ and set to reach 79.4 million by 2030 (Wild, 2004). Government
healthcare structure covers villages as well as metro cities, whereas private healthcare
structure is limited to towns and cities. Bottom of the pyramid population covers people
who live in the city suburbs, small towns and villages. They usually don’t have a fixed
source of income, face difficulty in procuring basic facilities, have low awareness, can
afford only the government healthcare facilities and are often disadvantaged section of
the society. The government healthcare structure is three tired: 1. Primary Health Centre
(PHC) at village level, 2. Community Health Centre (CHC) at town level and 3.
Government hospital at city/district level. Full time Doctors are available for twice a week
at PHCs and always at CHCs or government hospitals. PHCs are operated by a network
of locally trained primary healthcare workers. Currently, the government is funding and
pushing reforms in the sectors of Tuberculosis, maternal healthcare, infant mortality and
Malaria through the PHCs. No major funding or reforms have been taken up for diabetes.
No blood sugar test happens at a PHC or a CHC; only Government hospitals do blood
sugar tests. No medication (insulin or tablets) related to diabetes is available at a PHC
(which otherwise gives free medication for Tuberculosis, Malaria, maternal healthcare
and common illness). There are almost no awareness programs for diabetes by the
government in the rural sectors. The research concentrates around understanding the
underlying socio-economic and cultural scenario and arriving at service, communication
and product solutions that can bridge this gap for diabetes treatment for the bottom of the
pyramid population.

Research Methodology
The methodology listed below was carried out in an iterative manner.
Literature and web study | Identify stakeholders | Chunk information headers | Form
questionnaire | Pilot interview | Field visits (contextual inquiries, shadow-in, volunteering
and observation) | Generate key findings (insights, observations and user statements)

Literature and Web Study
To gain a thorough understanding of diabetes in general and type-2 diabetes in specific;
multiple websites, research papers and books were referred. The major topics studied
have been presented as research questions:
What is the concept model of diabetes and its treatment?, What are the existing forms of
treatment available?, Who gets diabetes?, How can diabetes be prevented?, What are
the current initiatives to spread awareness and prevent diabetes?, What is the number of
people affected by diabetes?, What are the associated complications?, What are the
symptoms of diabetes?, What are the issues faced in treatment?, Is diabetes a life
threatening disease?, Can diabetes be cured?, What research is going on in diabetes
healthcare?

Identifying Stakeholders
It was crucial to identify the stakeholders involved in diabetes healthcare and treatment
as it would determine the service line involved and lay foundations for the field visits. The
following stakeholders were identified:
1. Type-2 diabetic patients
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2. Doctors (Endocrinologist, General physician, Ayurvedic physician) and support staff
3. Family members (Partners, Parents, Children, In-laws) and friends
4. Community healthcare workers

Chunking Major Information Headers
Before making a questionnaire for contextual inquiries, chunking of major headers was
done to cover all important sections on a macro level:
Lifestyle | Dietary habits | Physical exercise | Stress factor | Availability, accessibility and
affordability of medical facilities | Aspirations | Associated ailments | Family history of
diabetes and major diseases | Discomforts faced | Outlook of the society and family
towards diabetes | Social stigma associated with diabetes | Myths related to diabetes

Field Visits
The field visits were conducted in a naturalistic environment. Contextual inquiries were
conducted in casual conversation mode. Environmental study and documentation of the
visit as audio/video/photographs/notes was done. Doctor interviews were conducted in
their clinics/hospitals. The patient interviews were conducted by visiting them at their
homes so that the input of the family members could be captured. Considerable time was
spent at each clinic/hospital/home to get a sense of the environment and to understand
how it operates. Few diabetes health camps and project sites were visited and
volunteered for where work is already in progress by other associations/NGO/individuals.
Detailed talks with community healthcare workers were also held during this period.
Summary of field visits is given below.
2 diabetes project sites visited: 1. ‘Sevak’ Project, Karakhadi Village, Padra,
Gujarat, India, 2.


−

KADAM (Knowledge based Actions for Diabetes Awareness Movement)
headquarters, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
21 contextual inquiries were conducted with the following stakeholders:


−

7 Doctors (3 General physicians, 2 Ayurvedic physicians, 2 Endocrinologists)

−

6 Family members and friends

−

6 Type-2 diabetic patients

−

2 Community healthcare workers (also conducted shadow-in for daily activities
for 2 days in the village)



12 Type-2 diabetic patients were observed for treatment and diagnosis at an
endocrinologist’s clinic



2 diabetes health camps visited at:
−

New Golden Nest, Bhayender, Thane, Maharashtra, India

−

Karakhadi Village, Padra, Gujarat, India

Generating Key Findings
Out of numerous key findings the ones which helped form the foundations of the design
concepts have been presented below. User statements and observations have been
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presented specific to a stakeholder group whereas insights across all the stakeholders
have been clubbed together and presented at the end of this section.
Doctor (Endocrinologist): Two endocrinologists were visited with 2 hours being spent at
one and 6 hours at another clinic. Environmental study of the clinics and contextual
inquiries with the doctors were conducted. At one clinic the doctor was observed treating
12 diabetic patients. Material related to diabetes, treatment and awareness in the form of
brochures, presentations and books (in local Gujarati language as well as English) was
collected from these two clinics.
User statements:


Concept model of diabetes and its treatment is unclear to family physicians



Patients deny initial diagnosis



Family is worried about associated complications from diabetes in future



Medical insurance doesn't cover consultation charges



Diabetes is a taboo in the work place and society



Difficult to declare it to the society that unmarried girl child has diabetes



Some Ayurvedic treatments do work

Observations:


Patients are afraid of syringes



People have myth that eating/not eating sugary food changes onset of diabetes

Doctor (General Physician): They are family doctors, community doctors or general
practitioners. They encounter most of the initial diabetes cases. Contextual inquiries were
conducted with three general physicians. Environmental study was conducted at all the
places. Two general physicians were based out of Government hospital premises and
one was located at Primary Health Centre (PHC) in Karakhadi village.
User statements:


Patients are misguided by Ayurvedic and homeopathic babas



Patients don't follow up on a regular basis



Most of the patients in urban areas are educated



Unmarried daughter poses issue in diabetic parents declaring their illness to the
community

Observation:


Urban area patients don't have much financial constraints

Doctor (Ayurvedic Physician): These doctors have received formal training in medicine
under ‘Ayurveda’. Most patients visit them through peer recommendation after suffering
for a few years with diabetes. Buying of Ayurvedic medicines directly off the counter of an
ayurvedic pharmacy is heavily prevalent. Contextual inquiries were conducted with two
Ayurvedic physicians at their clinics.
User statements:
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Patients have a myth that popping pills will improve diabetes

Patients: Contextual inquiries were conducted with six Type-2 diabetic patients at their
home. Three patients were insulin dependent. All of them were on allopathic medication
and five of them were also taking ayurvedic medicines in parallel. One patient had
stopped taking ayurvedic medicines after trying them.
User Statements:


Other diabetic patients’ recommendations to do exercise work well



Insulin pens and pumps are convenient to use but very expensive

Observations:


Most of the patients don't know which medicine they are taking and why



Poor knowledge of how and where to store insulin amongst patients



Low income group patients use the same syringe to take insulin for 2 to 4 days to
save money



Due to constant indulgence in household work, females ignore exercise



Usually diabetes is detected when blood sugar level count is 300 to 400



Patients choose to remain ignorant even after blood sugar levels are detected to
be 160 to 200



Some patients use ice packs to store insulin vials while they travel



Insulin pens are not available at pharmacy stores in rural areas



Few patients keep a notebook about articles on diabetes, its treatment, Ayurvedic
medication and their blood sugar test records



Most patients get Ayurvedic treatment done in parallel to allopathic treatment



Low income group patients don't maintain proper record of medical prescriptions
and test reports and face difficulty interpreting them

Family members and Friends: They are an integral part of a diabetic patient’s life and
treatment. Many times they state the actual facts rather than the diabetic patients
themselves. Contextual inquiries were conducted with 6 family members and friends.
User Statements:


Allopathic doctors don't like patients who ask questions



Patients treat taking insulin as the last stage of diabetes



Wheat costs INR 45 per kg. Doctor suggests having 'chapati' (wheat bread) daily
but we can't afford it (low income group patients)



We can't afford a syringe which costs INR 10 and hence use the same syringe
multiple times (low income group patients)



Initial diagnosis of diabetes leads to shock and nervousness in patients

Observation:


Patients use polythene bags or plastic boxes to keep insulin, syringes and tablets
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Community Health Camp: Two diabetes health camps were attended and one was
volunteered for. It gave a new perspective on people’s behavior during blood sugar tests.
Observations:


People encourage their family members to get their blood sugar test done at the
health camp



Patients are scared to know their blood sugar level



Usually there is no doctor or qualified professional at the health camp to explain
the treatment and related tests, patients have to go separately with the report and
the test results to a doctor



Health camps rely on funding by pharmaceutical company, individual or an
association and offer free blood sugar test



Primary Health Centres (PHCs) in rural areas don't detect or treat diabetes

Community healthcare workers: They are volunteers who are trained by medical
professionals and are usually affiliated to an NGO. They work closely with the Primary
Health Centre (PHC) in a village. Contextual inquiries and shadow-in were conducted for
two days with 2 community healthcare workers in Karakhadi village in Gujarat, India.
User Statement:


There is a high prevalence of illiteracy in the village

Observations:


Each community healthcare worker visits a fixed number of rural households to
collect data, distribute medication for illness/disease and counsel the villagers on
health matters



Many village households have a color television but no electricity supply for most
part of the day



When a community healthcare worker visits a village household, the neighbors
gather to listen to the healthcare worker



Many villagers have a mobile phone and some mobiles support video playback



Villagers are used to receive postcards and inland letters and listen to the radio

Insights from across all the stakeholder groups
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People have low awareness and a wrong concept model or no concept model of
diabetes and its treatment



Most of the patients have no idea which type of diabetes they have and are not
clear on how to proceed ahead with the treatment



Doctors at government and private hospitals don't explain the concept model of
diabetes, its treatment and the associated complications



Private Doctors suggest morning walk and diet restrictions



Clear concept model of diabetes and its treatment helps in adherence



Ayurvedic physician explains the concept model of diabetes and how medicine
works in the body to the patients
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Health camps provide a good platform to spread awareness, explain concept
model of diabetes and tap people to check blood sugar levels



Low income group patients are heavily ill-informed and largely ignorant. They
don't allocate money for medicines and treatment



Financial unaffordability prevents low income group patients to go for doctor
follow ups, do regular blood tests (cheapest test INR 40 to 50), follow diet
restrictions and regularly buy insulin vials (around INR 150)



Patients are irregular in the pattern/timing of taking pills and have an irregular
exercise/diet control regimen



Family is worried about associated complications from diabetes in future



Female patients have a rigid mindset regarding not doing regular exercise



Major complications in health and/or awareness of future complications lead to
adherence in treatment



Young patients find it difficult to declare being diabetic to the society due to fear
of gossip and being looked down upon in the community



There is no precise way to measure the effect of Ayurvedic medicine but it has no
recorded side effects with the patients encountered



Low income group patients treat doctor's word as GOD's word and don’t question



Mostly, associated complications lead to detection of diabetes



Regular tab on body’s blood sugar helps define a personalized and clear concept
model for diabetes treatment



Difficult to ascertain whether people will follow up with a doctor after getting their
blood sugar levels tested at a health camp



Health camps are trustworthy and easy to inform people as the community
organizes them in the neighborhood



Currently not much initiative involving healthcare workers is being taken in the
rural areas for diabetes healthcare

Personas
By taking cues from the key findings and patients visited, four personas were drawn to
facilitate formation of design concepts and to concise the knowledge bank that the key
findings offered. The four personas tend to represent the typical patients that were
encountered and are a representative of that segment of population. The personas were
supported by illustrations to make them rich. For ease of understanding they have been
represented in a narrative form below.
Persona 1: Insulin dependent Type 2 diabetic patient with associated complications
Budha Lal (Male) is 36 years old, illiterate and works as a daily laborer (lifts heavy
weights) in a village in Gujarat, India. He earns a meager INR 3000 per month and falls in
bottom of pyramid population. He is the sole bread winner in his family comprising of a
wife, 2 daughters and his father. His goal in life is to get a labor job every day. He has a
color television and a goat in his 1 room-kitchen house.
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He is adherent to medication prescribed, but financial constraints obstruct follow up with
Doctor. It has resulted in him being Insulin dependent since 9 years but never having
changed dosage. He manages to buy insulin vial worth INR 170 every two weeks.
His last blood sugar test (random) was done 3 years ago at a health camp in the village
where his blood sugar count was 300. His average blood sugar level since past 5 years is
250. He has partially maintained test reports and can’t interpret them. He is suffering
protein loss since past 5 years, has no control over motions and is on the verge of a
kidney failure. He stores insulin and syringes in a polythene bag near an earthen pot
(‘matka’) used to store drinking water.
Persona 2: Insulin dependent Type 2 diabetic patient
Prajesh Kumar (Male) is 29 years old, has secondary school education and owns a local
grocery store in a village in Gujarat, India. He has been bed ridden since 1 year due to a
severe blister infection on his right thigh. Meanwhile, his elder brother is taking care of the
family (father, mother, his wife and two children who go to school) by managing the store.
Family’s monthly income is INR 8000 to 10000. His goal is to lead a comfortable life with
diabetes. He has a refrigerator and a color television in his 2 bedroom-hall-kitchen house.
He was non adherent with pills for 3 years and with insulin for 6 months, but serious
blister infection and bed rest for 6 months made him adherent. He has been doing regular
exercise for 15 to 20 minutes and goes for morning walk since past 6 months.
Due to fear of being looked down he hasn’t declared being diabetic to the community. His
average blood sugar test count has stabilized to 150 to 180. Family members get insulin
from local chemist in the nearby town which is 15 minutes away (they buy 1 bottle at a
time). He stores insulin/syringes in a plastic box and keeps it in the side door of the
refrigerator. He carries insulin vial in an ice pack wrapped in polythene while travelling.
Persona 3: Non-insulin dependent Type 2 diabetic patient
Smita Ben (Female) is 45 years old, a college graduate and currently a house wife in a
semi-urban area in Maharashtra, India. Her husband runs a small business unit and
earns INR 15000 to 20000 per month falling in middle income group. She has been
married since 25 years and has 2 children (Male: 20 years, Female: 23 years). She never
misses to do 'Puja' (religious ceremony to please God) for 2 hours every morning. Her
goal in life is to get her son and daughter married and she is constantly tensed about their
future. They have a refrigerator, washing machine, sofa and a color television in their two
bedroom-hall-kitchen house.
She is irregular with taking ‘Metformin’ pills. After suffering for 4 years with diabetes she
met an Ayurvedic Doctor who explained the concept model of diabetes to her. Her
husband goes for a morning walk everyday but she doesn't go due to household chores.
She has low physical activity and stays at home most of the time.
Due to fear of her unmarried daughter not getting a good groom, she has not declared
being diabetic to her community. Now she believes that with coming of age she needs to
be careful of her health and keeps a regular tab on newspaper articles, books and
doctor's advice/instructions on diabetes and writes them down in a notebook.
Persona 4: Pre-diabetic Type 2 patient
Bharat Bhai (Male) is 35 years old, has primary school education and owns a local store
in a village in Gujarat, India. He earns INR 8000 to 10000 per month. He is married and
has two children who go to the local primary school. He has a family history of diabetes
with her mother being an insulin dependent Type 2 diabetic since two decades. She is
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adherent to medication in bursts and doesn’t follow dietary restrictions. She has visited
USA for 2 years where her daughter is living post marriage. His goal is to live a relaxed
life. He has a refrigerator, sofa and color television in his 1 bedroom-hall-kitchen house.
His recent blood sugar count in a village health camp was 180. He feels that currently
there are no visible symptoms of diabetes and he is not facing any difficulty. Hence, he
doesn't want to act on preventing onset of diabetes. He feels visiting a Doctor will make
his life more difficult with constraints and it is nonetheless expensive.

Compiled Findings and Conclusions
After making the personas, key findings were sorted and grouped into smaller chunks.
Post that affinity mapping of the grouped findings was carried out. From sorting, grouping
and affinity mapping, pointers to develop holistic solutions spanning service,
communication and product design were evolved. They are as follows:

1. Concept Model


Suggested medium: Audio-visual to convey concept model to the rural audience.



Reason: Poor/wrong concept model of diabetes and treatment root cause of all
major problems.



Clear concept model will lead to: Better adherence, early detection, less
suffering, more confidence and better life for the diabetes patient.

2. Service Channel


Direction: Form a strong service channel.



Reasons:
−

Sedentary and stressful lifestyle along with very little/no exercise, especially
females, makes them very susceptible to diabetes.

−

Associated complications are a big headache especially for insulin dependent
patients. Early detection and proper treatment can avoid their onset.

−

No initiative for follow-up sessions. Primary Health Centre’s (PHCs) don’t play
any role in detection and treatment of diabetes (existing infrastructure not
utilized for diabetes).

3. Socio-economic factors


Where: To be considered very eminently while designing solutions.



Reasons:
−

Financial affordability a major hindrance (low-income group) to: Follow up with
doctor, Regular blood and sugar test, Safety/hygiene for insulin storage, Follow
diet restrictions and Use of better medication.

−

Difficult for unmarried females and young patients to declare diabetes to
society.

4. Tools/Methods


Direction: Develop a methodology and product (kit).



Reasons:
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−

A regular tab on blood sugar levels and their interpretation necessary to keep
diabetes under check.

−

Insulin storage a major hindrance due to: Poor/wrong information; No ambient
place to store it; Carrying it while traveling an issue.

−

Disposal of used syringes not done properly.

−

Insulin dosage skipped on a regular basis by patients.

Concepts and Prototype Development Phase 1
Aim of the first phase of concepts and prototype development was to create awareness
and communicate a clear concept model of diabetes and its treatment to the bottom of
pyramid population as a majorly pre-emptive measure. Also, identify service chains
across the rural scenario and make interventions using communication tools and low high
tech products. The personas and pointers developed above played a major role in
forming the concepts.

Concept 1
Brief: Developing audio clip snippets to be broadcasted via FM Radio and to be sent as a
voice message on mobile phones to villagers in rural areas. They would also be available
for the rural audience on a broadcaster fitted at the Primary Health Centre (PHC).
Service chain identified: Primary Health Centre (PHC) – Healthcare worker – Villager
Development and implementation: As an early iteration, a ten minute audio clip was
developed based on a script. The major chunks that were covered: Digestion,
Metabolism, Diabetes in the body, Adherence to medication, Symptoms of detection,
Preventive measures, List of localized healthcare facilities.
The audio clip was dramatized and recorded in Gujarati language as the pilot was in a
rural village in Gujarat called Karakhadi. The Gujarati people in villages are loud and
dramatized in their daily conversations. A story was weaved around the local village
populace encountered during field visits. Their character sketches were drawn to lend
authenticity to the audio clip. Subtle and relevant background score was used to generate
the village scenario. Finer nuances of the key findings were included in the story.
Important facts were repeated in the audio clip and different tones of fear, inquisitiveness,
hope and curiosity were played with to achieve the desired effect in communication.
Audio was chosen over written content as majority population in the village was illiterate
and could recognize a few written words.

Concept 2
Brief: Developing an audio-visual to be shown using a mobile projector which would be
carried by a healthcare worker on his regular visits to rural households.
Service chain identified: Healthcare worker – Villager’s Home – Neighbors
Development and implementation: Audio-visual snippets depicting the processes of
digestion, metabolism and the onset of diabetes were developed in the Gujarati, the local
language. The animation and graphic style had elements inspired from the village
environment and the local art scene. The audio-visual ended with a short quiz. Two
healthcare workers were given a mobile phone with a projector which had pre-loaded
audio-visual snippets. During their regular visits to the village households, the healthcare
workers were supposed to carry the projector based mobile phone and play the audio-
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visual snippets. The assumption was that a group of villagers could watch the audio
visual together with the healthcare worker. Few years from now these audio visual
snippets can be sent to the villagers as an MMS on their mobile phones. With the advent
of 3G spectrum in India, the Internet bandwidth issue will be solved in a few years.

Concept 3
Brief: Developing an audio poster to be carried by the healthcare worker and pasted at
various village households. Also, develop audio postcards which will be mailed directly to
villagers.
Service chain identified: Healthcare worker – Villager’s Home – Neighbors
Development and implementation: Audio is a good medium as literacy levels are low. If a
central supporting visual could be provided to an audio clip then explaining concepts like
digestion, metabolism and onset of diabetes in the body would become much simpler. So
an A3 size audio poster was developed explaining the processes of digestion,
metabolism and onset of type-2 diabetes in the body. An electronic circuit with a sound
IC, small speaker and a 9 volt battery was integrated and pasted behind the poster. On
the front side an instructional info-graphic was made. The graphical style had patterns
and elements from the village environment. Words were used sparingly and were in
Gujarati, the local language. The healthcare worker was to carry this audio poster along
with him on his visits to the village households and leave behind the audio poster by
pasting it at a convenient location. The poster has a small red button which when pressed
plays the audio content. On his/her next visit, the healthcare worker would bring a new
audio poster. The cost of developing a single audio-visual poster was INR 130. Rough
estimates put the mass manufacturing cost to be around INR 10 to 20. On similar lines an
audio postcard was developed which has an image on one side and on pressing a small
button on the postcard it narrates the audio content. In some villages there are no
healthcare workers and hence mailing the audio postcards directly to the villagers would
work well.

Pilot Testing
Pilot testing for concept 1
Location: Karakhadi village in rural Gujarat, India.
Aim of the testing: To get answers to the following questions - Is the content understood?
Is the medium of dramatized storytelling effective? Will the important facts and processes
be retained?
Number of users tested: 4 (3 non-diabetic users and 1 diabetic user)
Location of conducting user testing: Primary Health Centre premises (2 users), User
homes (2 users)
User testing was split across two locations to get a rough idea of installing an audio
broadcaster at the PHC versus playing the audio clip on radio or a user’s mobile phone.
These were very preliminary thoughts and needed to be developed in detailed.
User’s initial knowledge about diabetes and its associated processes was noted. A short
quiz was conducted with every user after they had listened to the audio clip to verify the
aim. The interview/quiz post the testing was recorded for documentation.
Findings from the user testing of the audio clip:
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1. The audio snippets need to be of 2 to 3 minutes each to help retention of facts.
2. Medical processes that were engraved in the story with localized examples were
understood and retained easily.
3. Medical terminologies like ‘Pancreas’, ‘Koshanu (Cell)’ and others were not retained
completely, though their functionalities were registered in the mind.
4. Re-emphasis of a terminology with local connotations like ‘Inshulin-Finshulin (Insulin)’,
‘Rog thai che Rog (Disease)’, ‘Nanha-Nanha tukda (Small pieces)’, etc. made retention
easier.
5. Dramatization of the story with localized examples helped in retention of the facts.
6. A supporting central visual along with the audio would aid in making certain concepts
and processes clearer to the villagers.

Pilot testing for concepts 2 and 3
Location: Karakhadi village in rural Gujarat, India.
The content considered for this pilot revolved around the process of digestion,
metabolism and the onset of diabetes. Two community healthcare workers took the
mobile projector and audio poster to various village homes on their regular visits.
Aim of the testing: To get a sense whether or not the concept and prototype development
was going in the right direction.
Total number of users tested: 26 (spanning across 4 households).
First house belonged to a family of non-diabetics. 3 house members and 8 neighbors
turned up to watch the audio visual which was followed by a quiz.
Second house belonged to a pre-diabetic patient. The wife of the pre-diabetic patient and
her neighbor attended the audio visual and the following quiz.
Third house belonged to a severely diabetic (insulin dependent) patient. 4 house
members and 7 neighbors turned up to watch the audio visual on the mobile projector
and the following quiz.
Fourth household belonged to non-diabetics. 1 house member and 1 neighbor turned up
to watch the audio visual on the mobile projector and the following quiz.
In the second, third and fourth households, post the quiz one person was asked to play
the audio poster.
Findings from the user testing of the audio poster and audio-visual using mobile projector:
1. Post the quiz an informal discussion erupted where the gathered people started asking
their doubts about diabetes to each other. They started sharing their experiences and
myths around diabetes with other villagers and the healthcare workers.
2. The healthcare workers present at the location clarified the villagers’ doubts and
myths. Usually such an open discussion about diabetes would not have been possible
otherwise.
The concepts and prototypes are under reiteration. Few other concepts are being looked
upon in the second phase of development. Post that phase two of user testing will begin.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is above all to discuss urban renewal through
interventions and experiments in public city places. The conceptual
framework builds on how and why people appropriate urban places, and
illustrates the impact of consensual and dissensual interventions in everyday
city life. The paper starts by providing a brief literature review of the
standpoints of urban renewal, and states some current problems about the
utilization of the city.
I will present a typology of interventions in urban public places, which
illustrates different interventions in a table. The vertical axis of the table
illustrates on one side consensual interventions created by the public and
private sector; while the other side shows dissensual intervention created by
individuals and groups of people. The horizontal axis of the table illustrates
three approaches: dialogical, participative and reflective. Each indicates
the character of the intervention. I then introduced the notion of urban
interventions and explain through various examples the meanings and goals
of the following interventions: financial and commercial; cultural and
artistic; recreational; political, and, design intervention.
The relevance of interventions within the framework of urban renewal
resides on the way temporal actions cause a significant change in everyday
city places; in the experiences and interactions of people; in the notion of
appropriation of spaces; and on the innovative uses people give to places.
Interventions have shed light to their potential to generate new places,
experiences, and services; support the image of a place, and above all, look
into new paradigms. Interventionists are, above all, creative and
imaginative people that interrupt, whether with or without consent, the
monotonous city life. Interventions in public places help to recover and
revitalize the city in great dimensions; cultural, social, economical and
environmental.
Keywords: interventions, design, public places, participation
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Introduction
Urban revitalization has become a matter of growing interest and research throughout the
last decades (see e.g. Thackara, 2005; Fuad-Luke, 2009; Augé 1995; Carmona et. al,
2003; Gehl 2010). Generally, the regeneration of a city looks into ways to rebuild and
redefine the city image through new urban entrepreneurialism or city marketing
(Paddison, 1993). The new renaissance of cities is connected with the social and cultural
aspects of regeneration, thus questions of heritage, tradition and authenticity are putted
forward. Place marketing is a frequent theme in urban regeneration, it relates to the
complexity of place ‘products’, which tries to apply the theory of branding and, studies the
complexity of the organizational mechanism for their marketing. Usually, the approach of
the service-dominant logic of marketing and its foundational premises are applied.
However, studies argued that to design a degree of distinctiveness in place marketing
theory and practice could actually have much significance with more mainstream
marketing (Warnaby, 2009).
Research in the contemporary landscape of urban politics or urban governance uncovers
a decline in the community power, urban managerialist and collective consumption
debates. The current post-political consensus appears to be absorbed with economic
growth combined with an explosion of entrepreneurially oriented governing regimes
(MacLeod, 2011). Currently, spatial planning in cities is a form of neoliberal spatial
governance, established by an array of post-politics that has required to replace
antagonism with consensus. However, the conflicts of post-political form of planning have
been carefully displaced addressing to new avenues for disagreement that challenge
spatial planning and its communal support (Allmendinger and Haughton, 2011). In this
context, urban revitalization, is not limited to a single discipline but range from marketing,
product design, service design, political science, urban design, architecture, new media
and so on. Nevertheless, what seems to be lacking in the current understanding of urban
regeneration is a stronger study on how and why people appropriate urban places? How
can interventions help urban design and urban regeneration? And, what is the impact of
consensual and dissensual interventions in everyday city life? In this paper these
research questions will be examined as to how they pertain to the notion of participation
in the public realm. The paper also examines a variety of interventions in city places and
how they contribute to city regeneration.
However, the city is planned in terms of roads, traffic flows, buildings and drawings; which
are usually conceived in a design from above, big volumes and roads comprised in smallscale models, and usually accomplished by architects and urban planners as the masters
of the design who often follow an architectural style. Lawrence Alloway (cited in Sadler
1998:15) initiated his accordance with Situationism by arguing against the idealism of the
rationally planned city. On the contrary, small size architecture can be defined in terms of
everyday life experiences and perspectives from a humane scale size in which
interactions within places and other people take place. “The natural starting point for the
work of designing cities for people is human mobility and the human senses because
they provide the biological basis for activities, behavior and communication in city space”
(Gehl 2010:33). People perceive and experience the city simply from a human scale
perspective. The city as a living lab is constituted besides architecture and master plans
also by its everyday designs, situations and interplay in and about places that often tell
more about the city’s identity (Beucker and Bruder, 2004); and where local culture
develops. The qualities of everyday surroundings are the ones perceived, evaluated and,
at best enjoyed by people.
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Currently, we are facing with globalized architecture, buildings, services and structures
looking the same in different parts of the world, and frequently neglecting local
knowledge, culture, development and, the regions’ identity. Standard designs often make
spaces monotonous; and diminish the state of the arts and culture that would add
essence, uniqueness and authenticity to the building, street, community, public site and
the city area in general. Standards designs are also evident in our daily city environments
in form of visual images and pictures. Visual culture is produced within society as it
involves art, design and society as means for expression (Walker and Chaplin, 1997).
Visual culture aims at communicating ideas, values, moral messages and stories which
are embedded in things, such as forms, colors, and dimensions. However, the aesthetics
of urban landscapes are often dominated by the power of industry. For example,
advertisements in which the desire and need for people to consume are illustrated. This
capitalist aesthetic is often the central characteristic of public places, messages denoting
one-side approach of communication. The role of people in urban places has mainly
become to consume messages denoting commercial interests, leaving behind the central
notion of public places as being reciprocal, participative, common, democratic and selfgoverning. (Eriksson, Riisgaard, Lykke-Olesen, 2007).
The design of everyday aesthetics, the city and the utilization of urban public places bring
about activities of domination, ownership and, to a great extent, of public participation.
Frequently, the utilization of the city space is planned by decision makers and urban
governance and by their aesthetic taste and attitude. The city, then, becomes more a
semi-public realm in which physical spaces are utilized as platforms of colonization with
specific values and objectives. Everyday aesthetic preferences often lead to results that
go deeper than the simple preoccupation with the surface, and which have an effect on,
besides the daily life, also on the state of the society and the world. The supremacy of
aesthetics lies in the influence it determines on our attitudes and actions. (Saito, 2007).
Aesthetics can promote social change through their aesthetic effect on people’s senses,
sensitivity, feelings and understanding (Fuad-Luke 2009).
The city and urban revitalization comprises a variety of layers established by temporal
and permanent human acts in urban spaces that deal with specific objectives and
perspectives. They constitute urban aesthetics, experiences and interactions, which are
established and carried out by private and public sector and, by individuals and groups of
people. Currently city designs, and the new renaissance of cities often applies a
marketing approach that sets places as products and tries to stick on them a brand. This
commercialized approach to places is often superficially created putting in question the
authentic social and cultural aspects of regeneration such as heritage and tradition.
Often, urban revitalization can be compared with the general perception of design as
being commercialized and commodified products that call for consumerism. On the
contrary one can apply to urban regeneration a social design approach, as the design of
everyday is moving towards design for social innovation, co-creation, co-design and
social design. This implies participatory and social approaches to the construction from
the city. Aristotle said “a citizen is someone who has a part in the act of governing and
being governed” (cited in Rancière 2004:12). The appropriation of public places is an act
of freedom, capability of expression, and reflection, and it contributes to urban
revitalization as the quality and essence of change, such a person is a political being, an
interventionist and an activist.

Interventions in Public Places
The role of interventions in cities and especially for urban revitalization is essential. In this
paper an intervention in the public space is defined as a temporal action caused by a
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problem, gap or program between two or more individuals or bodies. An urban
intervention is by nature mobile rather than fixed, stimulating and dynamic rather than
static, liberal rather than conservative and, open rather than restricted. Interventions deal
with both pragmatic and theoretical conditions, as they are statements, phenomena and
situations as well as applied science, people’s know-how, experiences on making and
acting. Interventions in the urban public spaces can occur in different places, in
institutions, public transportations and buildings; including also streets, boulevards,
squares, parks, malls and so on.
The introduction of an intervention in the public space may arise from different reasons
and motivations. People may introduce a commercial or financial intervention; others may
act in a more cultural, artistic and recreational way; while some others may introduce
interventions that convey political messages or contain an activist approach. One can
also find interventions in the city that dictate specific normative values through signs and
symbols that tries to control people’s behavior. Also, design interventions are taken to the
streets to intervene with the public in the context of different research and educational
programs. Thus, people in cities can observe and experience several types of
interventions, some which can highlight a functional, artistic, intellectual and/or
commercial value. In the following section I will illustrate different case studies.
A variety of interventions in city places are mapped out in figure 1 to better understand
their characteristics, functions and meaning. the figure shows a typology of urban
interventions. It consists of various characters, often overlapping, such as political,
recreational, artistic, cultural, commercial, financial and design character. Each is based
on specific values and acts. The vertical axis in the figure shows urban interventions as
consensual or dissensual. Consensual interventions are a common, consensual
understanding of issues, challenges, problems, successes and so on of the public and
private sector. Generally, these interventions are created by the private and public sector
and they follow normative, laws and rules. Dissensual interventions are disjunctures,
provocations or frictions created by individuals, a group or community. Usually, these
interventions are taken to the streets without consent or permissions from the public
sector; there is little consideration about laws and normative.
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Figure 1 Typology of urban interventions
Source: Sandra Viña (2012)

The horizontal axis in figure 1 shows the approach of each intervention as being
dialogical, participative and reflective. Firstly, every intervention in the urban space
whether accomplished by humans or through artefacts is dialogical by nature because an
exchange of ideas occurs between two or more bodies. The second approach is the
participative intervention which is based on how interactions are carried out between
humans and human-artefact, this communication may influence the public to take action
in it. The characteristic of a participative intervention is by nature open and trying to build
dialectic with the public over time that could benefit both parties. Also, a participative
intervention aims to engage the public to take part in something for sharing a common
space. Finally, the reflective intervention deepens the character of the dialogical and
participative intervention because it aims to produce thoughts, reflection about something
or someone that relates to the intervention. It is characterized by the effect of thought and
concern that affects the person experiencing the intervention.
Moreover, as each intervention deal with specific issues and aims, we can find an array
of interventionists such as citizen designers, professional amateur and, professionals
(Fuad-Luke, 2009). City designers can be found in interventions dealing with commercial,
financial and political issues such as strikes and marches. Professional amateur deal with
artistic, cultural and recreational interventions, as they need to have a degree of expertise
on what they are offering to the public. Professionals are well studied and engaged in an
activity of matter with great competence. In this paper we show two design intervention
cases realized by designers and design researchers. The categorization of citizen
designers, professional amateur and, professionals attempt to differentiate between
functions, processes, outcomes and objectives of interventions. For example, design
interventions may focus on specific design tools that drive particular interactions and
enhance the communication between people and artifact. While other interventions may
come to existence because of a commercial or financial need. In the following sections I
will illustrate various interventions, their purpose, and effect within the city environment.
These cases take place in the public places of Caracas, Venezuela, and Helsinki,
Finland. The interventions were observed and documented with still camera and note
fields. Moreover, the design interventions were also documented with video camera and
interviews to the public were carried out.

The Financial and Commercial Intervention
The financial or commercial interventionist aims at improving his/her monetary resources
by selling and buying products and services in the public space. It is an activity mainly of
commercial and monetary exchange carry out by street vendors constitute by calling
service points, shoe makers, car watchers, parking helpers, food kiosks and craftsmen
among others. Figure 2 shows a pretty common intervention and service offered in many
public places in Caracas, the capital of Venezuela. As mobile phones become more
utilized by people, local services also develop. People usually have troubles with mobile
phones. Sometimes the mobile device does not work because it runs out of battery, the
prepaid card ends and another is not easily available, or the prepaid card balance is not
enough to call to another mobile phone server. The goal of this commercial intervention is
to rent different servers’ mobile phones to people who need to make a phone call. The
“customer” is charged by the amount of minutes talked. In most cases, these local based
calling centers interventions also have a fixed-line phone. This service based dissensual
intervention is originated in a need to increase the interventionists’ monetary income. The
intervention is innovative by nature because it is a new phenomenon in the public realm
and a usable and utilized design. Moreover, it is a provocation brought to the streets
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without any permission or consent from the city government. It is against the law to
appropriate the public space for a commercial activity, and make use of public electricity
and landline phone systems. However, these kinds of interventions have shed light to
new uses and meanings of public places as the state has granted permission for some
commercial interventions in specific sites of the city.
Figure 3 shows commercial interventions based on selling goods such as books; pirated
DVDs, computer programs, CDs of music, stationary items, food, clothes and toys among
others. Also, these product based interventions are by nature dissensual, created by
individuals and groups of people that disrupt the governmental normative. These financial
and commercial interventions have provoked a change in the city, empty spaces to walk
and play were suddenly full of commercial kiosks appearing and disappearing everyday.
Commercial interventions have brought another life experiences to places, in some cases
it has revitalized places from being alone and gray, to energetic and dynamic by people’s
commercial exchange. On the other hand, dissensual commercial interventions in some
places have brought conflict because some people are against the appropriation of
places for financial reasons, these interventions increases the traffic and makes the
walking flow and circulation difficult. However, the government has tried to solve the
situation by constructing new shopping areas to peddlers and by giving permission to
some commercial interventions to stay. Intervening public places can gain permanent
situations and over all gain new spaces and mind-set.

Figure 2 Financial intervention based on

Figure 3 Commercial interventions

mobile phone service. Caracas, Venezuela.

based on selling different goods.

Source: Sandra Viña (2011)

Source: Sandra Viña (2011)

The Cultural and Artistic Intervention
The cultural and artistic intervention has to do with happenings and performances of
cultural magnitude such as shows of magic, acrobatics, street dance, graffiti events,
installations and theater among other types. Cultural interventions are partly linked to the
character of the commercial and financial intervention because art and culture can be
positioned as a product or on the same level as any other consumable. The difference is
that the product on sell takes up a scope into the arts and performance, and thus, brings
about the cultural and artistic dimension. Dissensual artistic and cultural interventions are
acts by individuals and group of people that have not granted permission from the local
authority. Such interventions often include graffiti, art installation, yarn bombing, street
gardening, street dance, and acrobatics among others. The cultural and artistic
interventionist acts as a volunteer, performs on streets and in many cases expects people
to give money for his/her artistic and cultural action. This is the case of street dances,
circus plays, street players and so on. However, people are not forced to consume, enjoy
or pay for a cultural intervention. Thus, the cultural and artistic intervention can have an
approach from passive, dialogical, and participative to reflective. Moreover, consensual
interventions of artistic and cultural aspect are easily found in most cities. The public and
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private sector often organize them, it includes monuments, sculptures, art and cultural
festivals. Dissensual cultural and artistic interventions are per se more dynamic, up-todate, open-minded and playful because of their recreational and performative art, social
and cultural character, and the acts often relate to current issues on ecology, local
identity and politics.

The Recreational Intervention
The recreational intervention relates to a certain degree to the cultural intervention
because it makes use of cultural qualities to recreate people on streets, parks, squares
and so on. It differs on the lack of monetary activity and exchange as the recreational
intervention aims to entertain and recreate people free of charge. For example, in
Caracas people can freely access yoga, capoeira classes, public dance therapy sessions
and concerts that often focus on national music and dances. Recreational interventions
are usually consensual because the municipality often offers them. These happenings
enliven public spaces as they create social and cultural dynamics rich in well-being and
participation. Taking local dances, and other well-being practices such as yoga, help city
residents to recreate and cope with the stress of their daily urban activities. Moreover, it
brings about communal feeling, social engagement and a sense of togetherness.
Recreational interventions change significantly the interactions in urban sites, and bring
forth themes of local identity. Also, the presence of a temporal and recreational
happening brings a particular essence to the place and creates a special image of it,
where local exchange simultaneously develops.

The Political Intervention
The political intervention includes visual and textual expressions on public surfaces and
banners, it is also established by demonstrations, marches, strikes, activist acts, and any
kind of intervention that contain a political statement. There exists consensual and
dissensual actions, depending who organizes and take action in the event. All
interventions are, in one way or another political, as they can often relate to a political
statement. For example, the commercial interventionist who acts in a dissensual way may
be against the regulations of the use or, lack of, city spaces, and to the politico-economic
situation of the country. Thus, interventions may be categorized in various ways as they
can often be interpreted from various perspectives.
Art, culture and politics are also linked in urban interventions. For example, Caracas has
carried out a project where graffiti makers and mural artists are hired by the government
to embellish the city with visual images. The consensual happening is motivated by the
government who hired artists to show their expertise. Depressing and dreary sites such
as bridges and highway passages have been revitalized with colors, forms and
dimensions that illustrate national themes and which bring forth Venezuela’s cultural
identity and value. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how mural artists and graffiti makers can
revitalize city spaces; and, how visual expression becomes an opportunity to embrace
participation, foster local culture and identity. This type of intervention is a political act as
well as artistic and cultural one. It is political because it is driven by the politics of the
country where local knowledge, local identity and local development are key drivers;
artistic due to the art of making and, cultural because most of the messages relate to the
local heritage.
This type of intervention is highly participative and reflective as it includes graffiti painters
and artists into the society; they are appreciated and comprehended through their knowhow, the manipulation of spray and colors; and, for their capacity to revitalize urban sites.
The themes of the interventions shown in figures 4 and 5 highlight the notion of identity,
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locality and participation. Figure 4 shows a mural made of broken tiles. Here, the topic
identifies the heritage of the indigenous people; the national folklore by showing the
folklore dance and its instruments of music; the national flora and fauna. The topic in
figure 5 originates from the habitat and culture of indigenous people, which is the 2,3% of
the population of Venezuela. The theme tries to state that indigenous knowledge is of
great value for the cultural heritage of the country.

Figure 4 Mosaic about cultural heritage.
Caracas, Venezuela
Source: Sandra Viña (2011)

Figure 5 Graffiti about indigenous
people. Caracas, Venezuela
Source: Sandra Viña (2011)

The Design Intervention
The objective or role of a design intervention in the urban space varies, there are design
interventions that aim to understand an area, context or neighborhood; promote new
approaches to the construction of the city and urban revitalization; or, introduce new
products, services, uses and experiences to the public realm. Design interventions in city
places also serve as experiments for academic research: to study new opportunities for
the development of the city, to design in collaboration with various stakeholders and, to
envision services, approaches and places for the city. The role of interventions also
behaves as a documentation tool, as an artifact that drives public opinions and desires;
as a vehicle for introducing (design) ideas in and for public places; and as a facilitator of
place making.
Figure 6 shows a design intervention in the district of Espoo, Finland. The intervention
was designed and produced by a design researcher under the framework of a research
program about urban regeneration and metro environments based on the identity of
place. The aim of the design intervention was to identify the character and essence of the
place through participatory approaches in order to create alternative concepts for future
metro environments. The design intervention served to find out the current identity of the
neighborhood; study aspects about local and nearby services, and the image people
have about their locality in comparison to nearby neighborhoods. The outcome of the
design intervention also helped the research team and designers to understand the
image residents wish to have, and functions they require.
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Figure 6 Design intervention in Espoo, Finlnad
Source: Sandra Viña (2011)

Figure 7 Design Idea
Source: Sandra Viña (2011)

The design intervention functioned as an artifact and open space that drove ideas,
opinions and inspirational material about the neighborhood. It also created an event in
which designers and researcher could empathize and work together with local residents.
The design intervention and research program also highlight the importance of locality
and identity in the neighborhood renewal. The material gathered during the design
intervention was interpreted and developed further. It helped to map a set of identities
and places, which were the platform for concept design. Figure 7 is a concept idea
originated and inspired by the material gathered during the design intervention.
Another design intervention was also carried out in Finland during wintertime. The design
intervention, shown in figure 8, aimed to introduce an alternative solution to winterinduced problems and, develop awareness on the utilization of public places and
everyday city life as spaces for social interaction and well-being. The average opinion
and feeling about Finnish winter is the lack of light and thus energy to cope during long
dark days. The concept of the design intervention is situated in the local context of
Finnish winter, as it carries an often depressing, dark, distant and tiring connotation.
Thus, the design intervention transforms the space by adding a way out to the arctic
character. The momentary place in the urban public space of Helsinki offered bright lights
to residents and a place to discuss about the potential or not of the design idea. The
participation occurred through the interaction between the public and the design
researcher. The opinions gathered during the event were considered and thus, the idea
was further develop into a design concept where bring lights are brought to daily use in
city places. For example, it was suggested to metro environments as people can feel at
ease under the bright lights while using the railway transportation system.

Figure 8 Design intervention in Helsinki, Finland
Source: Sandra Viña (2009)
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Interventions in Urban Regeneration
The actual experience of urban public places deals with a design from a human scale
viewpoint in which interactions and expressions occur and develop in everyday places
and from the reach of the human sight. The functions and character of interventions can
be evaluated and defined in an array of ways. In previous sections, I have illustrated
some examples of the financial, cultural, recreational, political and design intervention in
public places. Each carries specific qualities and aims at particular interactions and
results. However, they often intertwined in terms of functions as seen in figure 9. Each
intervention contributes (whether positively or not) to make changes in city spaces, and to
look over the utilization of city environments. It also helps to appreciate the city from new
perspectives and conceptual notions. It contributes to urban regeneration as interventions
help to uncover new uses, meanings and experiences.

Figure 9 Functions of urban interventions
Source: Sandra Viña (2012)

The role of interventions vary, some emphasize commercial activities, others cultural and
artistic while others focus on the wellbeing of people and the image of the city. The act of
intervening and appropriating public places links to people’s participation and needs. It
also relates to the fact of intervening in consensus or dissensus ways. While interventions
occur new places and images come into play to provoke other interactions, scenarios and
experiences within the city. These events alter the identity of places and create new
venues recognizable by the new character. Different functions, uses and values about
urban interventions construct and deconstruct the city environment in practice and
theoretical forms.
The nature of design interventions compared with non-design interventions differs in the
aim, research and design scope. However, urban interventions deal with aspects of place
identity and build on local identity whether through active or passive acts in the public
space or, as temporal design ideas. They create new spaces of interaction and
communication. Urban interventions have shed light to a variety of ways in which places
can be revitalized or bring into new forms; they can generate new experiences, new
services and a new image. There is much to learn from different types of interventions as
they help to construct new paradigms and ways of reflecting about (negative or positive)
experiences in the urban form. Consensual/dissensual, professional/amateur;
passive/active; open/restricted; big/small scale interventions are actions of people that
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state their participation in the city; their motivation varies from a combination of
intellectual, economical, and artistic reasons. The power of interventions in the city
resides in their potential to show people’s desires and actions over the control of city
places. To study interventions in both countries, Venezuela and Finland, has facilitated a
cultural learning about the utilization, or lack of, public places and their restrictions,
together with the understanding of people’s involvement. To study interventions in
different countries promotes a cultural exchange as interventions can be appropriated,
adapted and improved into specific environments and cultures by the designer,
researcher and interventionists, for instance. Exploring two different cultures and thus
ways of acting, has opened up two perspectives of dealing, exploring and experiencing
public places. For example, the great amount and array of dissensual interventions
occurred in Venezuela have shed light to a limitlessness amount of design ideas that can
help urban revitalization, urban management and to improve the image of other cities.
Dissensual interventions can open up to a whole new set of paradigms and urban uses in
restrict and highly consensual spaces. Moreover, intervening public places can gain
permanent situations and over all gain new spaces and mind-set.
The creative practice of experiments and interventions has served to understand their
role in design research. As shown in this paper, experiments and interventions have
function in various ways: as a tool to communicate ideas; for building textual and verbal
dialogue; for facilitating ideas, opinions, and inspirational material as well as for
empathizing with people. They have also served as facilitators for creating places; create
new paradigms, forms to express and, as a process to drive research work. Moreover,
design interventions have shed light into their function as vehicles of communication in
and about public places; and, as an approach for reinventing the city image.

Conclusions
The relevance of interventions within the framework of urban renewal resides on the way
temporal actions cause a significant change in everyday city places; in the experiences
and interactions of people; in the notion of appropriation of spaces; and on the innovative
uses people give to places. Interventionists are, above all, creative and imaginative
people that interrupt, whether with or without consent, the monotonous city life.
Interventions in public places help to recover and revitalize the city in great dimensions;
cultural, social, economical and environmental. The act of intervening lies in the
circumstances and needs of the interventionists, it can relate to economic, expressive, or
intellectual reasons for instance. The interventions carried out by professionals,
professional amateur and city designers often differ on the specific topics of concern. For
example, the designer acts rigorously and aims at obtaining particular results that link to
the design of the intervention; the experience of people; the role of the intervention as
part of a specific project; and, for academic research, among other topics. On the other
side, interventions by professional amateurs and city designers often do not look into
particular elements and values of the intervention itself, as they are the ones of interest
for the design researcher. Moreover, non-design interventions are often carried out only
to obtain straight results of the act, as it might be the monetary income, for instance.
Nonetheless, it is relevant to notice the know-how of professional amateurs or city
designers and their design initiative to disrupt city places and create new scenarios.
Public spaces can be considered as places for potential experimentation, especially in
the context of urban regeneration and appropriation of the city. Interventions serve to
study alternative reasons that construct the public, embrace participation, support culture
and cultural values, create scenarios, enhance (or diminish) the experience of people in
everyday places; and above all, interventions in public places contribute to the creation of
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new working models between different stakeholders and individuals. Interventions may
benefit the public form and urban experience but it can also interrupt people and create
tensions within city places. Interventions can be regarded as forms as activism, which
“attempt to disrupt existing paradigms of shared meaning, values and purpose to replace
them with new ones.” (Fuad-Luke 2009:10). The realization of interventions in public
places can open a great array of ways for urban regeneration, from introducing servicebased interventions to recreational experiences.
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Abstract
This paper explores whether or not, current thinking in learning and teaching concepts
reflects the state of the ‘studio’ in architectural education. Schön highlighted the deviant
value of the architectural studio method in the 1980s for professional education. The
central vehicle used in many of his works to argue the value of the reflective practicum was
the one-on-one exchanges between an expert coach and a student. Opinions are divided
whether or not these practices purport to fulfill concepts of learner-centred teaching and
constructivism. This paper reviews and discusses the ‘studio’ literature in architectural
education in terms of its links to contemporary learning and teaching thinking, challenges
and criticisms associated, and alternatives emerging. The paper finds that the challenges
are more readily identified than remedied, and that a subtlety exists between intended and
enacted teaching practices. Alternatives are typically a variation of existing practices that
draw further from the opportunities of group interaction and critical discussion, but how to
make these succeed.
Keywords: studio education, studio instruction, one-on-one, Schön
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to further understand the state of the ‘studio’ tutorial in terms
of the changed landscape in learning and teaching. It is nearly 30 years ago that Schön
(1983, 1985, 1987,1988) began writing about the divide between the ‘studio’ approach
and the dominant positivist legacy within the university. According to Schön, professional
education would benefit from the deviant tradition of the ‘studio’ to provide a reflective
practicum (1988). Letting students learn how to tackle ill-defined, uncertain and
ambiguous problems by carrying out “…a reflective conversation with the materials of the
situation” and by the ‘support’ of the coach (1987:42). The architecture ‘studio’ is given
particular emphasis by Schön in his description of the reflective practicum, as it requires
the integration of artistic and scientific concepts. Knowledge and expertise develop over a
number of years by engaging in this process.
Since Schön, the learning and teaching paradigm has shifted from the teacher to the
learner and to what the learner does (Tyler, 1949:63; Shuell, 1986:429; Ramsden,
1992:114). These concepts are not new rather they have gained significant levels of
acceptance (Biggs, 2003:33). The shift has come from the recognition that learner
constructs their ‘schemata’ and that the act of telling and instructing the learner with
knowledge does not necessarily lead to learning. “Knowing is a process, not a product”
(Bruner, 1966:72). The teacher still has an important role, in the learner-centered
approach but it has subtly changed from ‘organising learning activities’ to ‘ making
learning happen’ (Ramsden, 1992:115). The ultimate aim is that the teacher becomes
redundant and the learner has the capacity and confidence to undertake lifelong learning,
which is both self-directed and autonomous (Boud, 1995:24).
Research examining the role of the ‘studio’ in architectural education by Webster (2004a,
2004b, 2007, 2008), Dutton (1991), Anthony (1991), Bachman and Bachman (2006)
Ashton (1997) and (Dinham, 1987, 1989) suggest that teaching approaches do not
appear to engage with the learner-centered approach. Webster amongst others states
that the tradition of the ‘studio’, in particular Schön’s portrayal, may be unhelpful and
outdated yet, enduring, lauded, well known and convenient. Some criticisms have
emerged in concert with the pressures being experienced by mass higher education in
England and Australia, since the 1990s. These include: larger class sizes, greater student
intakes, increase student diversification, as well as reduced public funding, less staff and
increased student fees (Ramsden 1992, 1999; Biggs, 2003). From Biggs’ perspective,
Teaching for Quality Learning at University (2003), he questions whether or not the
traditional teaching approaches and delivery (lecture/ tutorial format) are most
appropriate and need to be revisited, as they are no longer seem effective in this context.
He sees this as an opportunity. Whereas others’ research into the ‘studio’ wants to locate,
better understand and improve the ‘studio’.
Therefore, questions are raised what is the status of the ‘studio’ and studio teaching in
st
the 21 century? How has research in learning and teaching approaches merged,
adapted or diffused into the ‘studio’? This paper reviews contemporary literature in
learning and teaching and the architectural ‘studio’ to inform the following discussion.

The ‘Studio’ and Current Approaches to Learning and
Teaching
There are a number of significant characteristics that influence the make-up of the ‘studio’
and its longevity. The central concepts of design and creativity are complex, contested,
encompassing, ill defined, yet central to an architectural student’s education. Both
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Lawson (1997) and Cross (1996) describe some established design principles, yet the
design process still remains to be fully understood. They state that there is not one
correct way to undertake the design process. In return, this implies there is probably not
one correct way to teach it (Lawson, 1997; Dinham, 1989). As a consequence, both
learning and teaching design in the ‘studio’ are learnt from experiences and languages
within the community of practitioners (architecture and academia). The ‘studio’ provides a
platform for learning-by-doing and approach to draw tacit professional knowledge from
tutors reflecting on their own processes and the students, by discussion, gestures, and
sketches. The ‘studio’ environment is also recognized for its social transformation role in
shaping professional norms, attitudes and values (Banham, 1996).
Another important factor is the status and role of the ‘studio’ in architectural education.
The origins are linked to the first recognized and formal course in architecture, the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts school in Paris in 1819 (Caragonne 1996:47; Vilder 2004:17). The
school, adapted from an arts-based pedagogy, was devised in the academy system
during the Italian renaissance period (Beinart, 1981; Cunningham, 1979). The ‘studio’
(atelier) and associated teaching methods became known as the Beaux Arts model. The
‘studio’ provided a shared space where students learnt about design by carrying out
simulated projects (competitions) and patrons attended in the evenings for critiques. This
was considered radical in its time compared to the prevalent master/apprenticeship
model where an apprentice learnt from copying and experience (Ostwald & Williams,
2008a:18).
Over time the ‘studio’ has made small incremental shifts and adaptations according to
circumstances and contexts. For example, the ‘studios’ at the Ecole des Beaux Arts were
situated outside the school even though other subjects were taught by more formal and
didactic means within the school. The American adaption of the Beaux Arts model saw
the ‘studio’ brought physically within the school environment, whilst still maintaining
simulated project work. This approach was adopted by many other schools in America,
England, Australia, and New Zealand, with the inclusion of architecture courses into
higher education. Universities initially deferred the inclusion of professional education
such as architecture as they felt this type of education instilled knowledge and habit
rather than the creation of theory (Powers, 1993:33; Veblen 1918 in Schön, 1983:35).
Another significant shift came with the Bauhaus school (German school, 1919-1933) and
modernism, which overtook the dominance of the Beaux Arts model (Anthony, 1991:10).
It meant a change in the approach to design and design education, however the
importance of the ‘studio’ environment and systems remained (Crinson & Lubbock,
1994:159). Solutions were generated through experimentation and exploration of
materials, patterns and design to the age of technology and social changes, and no
longer constrained by the past (Cross, 2006:24; Caragonne, 1996:51; Brawne, 2003).
Remnants of the Beaux Arts model and the Bauhaus are evident in contemporary design
studio teaching (Webster, 2005; Vilder, 2004; Kellogg, 2004; Anthony, 1991; Beinart,
1981) by the: physical studio space, set design project and central focus on design in the
curriculum.
Skipping forward to the 1980s and the early 1990s, the ‘studio’ is generally described as
the “…central learning place for the making and reading drawings” (Moore, 1981:478). An
active site where most design work is carried out through “…drawing, model making,
debate, [and] discussion” (Dutton, 1991:165; Anthony, 1991). A few critics begin to
question the role and influence of the ‘studio’, describing its persuasiveness and durability
(Porter & Kilbridge, 1981: xi; Crinson & Lubbock, 1994:163). In the same period, Schön’s
books (1983,1987) on reflective practice brought new attention and legitimacy to the
‘studio’ model as a precedent for professional education. Schön identified the approaches
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employed in the ‘studio’, such as the master demonstrations, design reviews, desk crits
and design juries (1987:43). The role of the ‘coach’ is to reveal their approach to design
and the process of reflection to inform and progress towards an appropriate solution.
(Schön, 1987:43). Significant references are made to the conversation held between
Quist and Petra during a design review (one-on-one tutorial), presented as best practice.
In considering the concept of ‘studio’ and the literature as it relates to the key learning
and teaching concepts expected of architecture education. Current thinking supports a
learner-centered approach founded on constructivism. The aim of learner-centered
approach is to refocus teaching on student learning, harnessing students’ motivation to
learn, and enabling students to determine what they need to learn and, subsequently,
how to employ reflective learning practices. This fits with the constructivists’ viewpoint
that the learner constructs or creates their own knowledge networks and interpretative
frameworks by actively modifying, revising and extending information input then relating it
to what they already know (Nicol, 1998:88).
According to Ramsden (1992) these concepts have been challenging to employ in higher
education.
Much university teaching is still based on the theory that students will learn if we transmit
information to them in lectures, or if we make them do things in practicals or seminars.
(Ramsden, 1992:8)
The ‘absorption’ theory of learning and didactic transmission, in many respects, continues
to persist. Research into learning and teaching within the context of the universities or
schools has only recently begun (Biggs, 2003:11). Biggs (2003) and Ramsden (1992)
make arguments that a more professional approach to teaching in higher education is
required. This suggests that the level and emphasis of learning and teaching in higher
education may vary, irrespective of discipline.
The ‘studio’ literature makes references to constructivists’ concepts: project-based
learning, problem based learning, experiential learning, and reflective learning and fit
within the constructivist’s viewpoint (Ostwald & Williams, 2008; Webster, 2004a, 2004b,
2008; Ashton, 1997; Lawson, 1997; Teymur, 1992; Schön, 1987; Beinart, 1981).
Constructivism is termed a viewpoint rather than a theory due to multiple interpretations
and influences. Many of the constructivists’ concepts have been attributed to Piaget and
Vygotsky’s works (Pritchard, 2005; Sutherland, 1997). As stated above, constructivism
revolves around the student construction of learning. External input is not viewed as the
‘truth’, rather as a working hypothesis (Schunk, 2008:236). The meaning is contextbound, cumulative in its nature, and prior knowledge is built on and not transferred
(Knowles 2005:192; Biggs & Moore, 1993:524). The learner’s level of engagement,
motivation and approach plays a key role in the process of learning. This is where the
role of the teacher lies to design appropriate activities that challenge learner’s abilities
and to support their engagement in the resolution of the problem, ascertain their progress
and increase their self-awareness of the approach they employed (Biggs & Moore,
1993:22-24).
The Constructivists’ approach is not to directly control the student’s learning but rather to
‘guide’. Challenges presented by this include the possibility that the knowledge
constructed by individuals can be inaccurate or faulty. Later discoveries may alter or
correct the learner’s conception or it may remain. The role of the ‘guide’ or the ‘facilitator’,
also presents a challenge in that it can be difficult to achieve and may be misunderstood
(McWilliam, 2009), in that there is a risk that the student or the teacher may take on a
passive role. This is not unique, but has received more attention with the focus on the
student experience and how students learn.
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Approaches Used in Delivering the ‘Studio’
The ‘studio’ is most commonly described as project-based learning and sometimes,
problem-based learning (Webster, 2004a; Davies & Reid, 2000). Both approaches have
emerged to enhance student learning and to capitalize on students’ motivation to learn
‘just in time’ to resolve a problem (Chambers, 2007:9). The ‘problem’ method was first
th
referred to in studio education at the beginning of the 20 century when the Beaux-Arts
model was adapted into the US (Bosworth & Jones, 1932). There is much conjecture
regarding the distinction between project-based learning and problem-based learning due
to many interpretations (Lee, 2009; de Graaf & Kolomos, 2007; Chambers, 2007; Biggs,
2003; Boud & Feletti, 1991; Boud 1985; Adderley, et al., 1975) Further confusion can
result from the misconception that problem-based learning refers to students learning
problem-solving skills or students learning from a set project. It seems that the key
difference made between project-based learning and problem-based learning is the view
that project-based learning is more a teaching technique whereas problem-based
learning is more encompassing and informs curriculum and course design (Savin-Baden,
2007:19). A concern associated with project-based learning and problem-based learning
is the level and intensity of resources required.
The other learning and teaching terms referred to in the ‘studio’ literature were
experiential learning and reflective learning. Parallels have been made between the
constructivist perspective and experiential learning, in that the focus is on the learner
constructing knowledge and it provides an overarching perspective for reflective learning,
problem-based learning and project-based learning (Cowdroy, Kingsland & Williams,
2007:53). Experiential learning is “…the process whereby knowledge is created through
the transformation of experience” (Kolb, 1984:38). Most advocates stress that experience
or action alone does not result in learning rather it is the critical reflection of the
experience and how this is transformed into considered actions (Boud, 1995; Moon,
2004; Race, 2005). Experiential learning relies on the context and the assumptions that
“…learning is a holistic process, …socially and culturally constructed; and … influenced
by the socio-emotional context it takes place in” (Boud, Cohen & Walker, 2000:8-14).
Group work is often associated with experiential learning, influenced by Lewin’s and
Vygotsky’s position that learners benefit from discussion with others due to the debate of
multiple perspectives and approaches causing individuals to reassess their knowledge
(Kolb, 1984). The role of reflection and reflective learning are paramount to experiential
learning. The distinction made between the two is that reflective learning posits that no
external experience is required for learning to take place, for example, reflecting on
something that is read (Moon, 2004:130).
The key issues identified with the shift to learner-centered teaching and constructivist
perspective is the failure to engage students in their learning and/ or reciprocal
exchanges. In that the learner or large proportion of the peer group may become passive
in their learning or even the tutor in their non-guidance. Recommendations have been
made that both the tutor and the learners require a new level of understanding about
learning and their roles. These themes are repeated in the criticisms made towards the
‘studio’.

The Studio is not Free of Criticism
Literature relating to the ‘studio’ is not devoid of criticisms, the central theme of these
criticisms relate to the effectiveness of teaching approaches employed. Other themes
related to studio culture, resourcing of studio spaces, student engagement, hidden
curriculum, the incorporation of ICT and the preparedness of student working knowledge
of construction and practice with design. This paper will focus on the effectiveness of
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teaching approaches, in the ‘studio’ with an individual (one-on-one) or the group. The crit
has been excluded, as a great body of work exists and potential alternatives known
(Webster, 2007, 2006, 2005; Parnell, et al., 2007; Shannon, 1995; Anthony, 1991, 1987;
Dutton 1991).

One-on-One and Schön’s Work
Many critics of studio teaching believe that little attention has been given to the
effectiveness of one-on-one tutoring or the tutor approach since Schön’s research
(Webster 2004b; Ashton 1997; Dinham, 1989). Schön dedicates an entire chapter (1987),
in his later work, on how the process “…can go wrong” in learning and teaching (119156). For the process to be effective requires an open and reciprocal exchange between
‘coach’ and ‘coached’ (the learner), which may be derailed by the stance or the
interpersonal communication skills of either participant. Schön’s recognizes this problem
as a ‘learning bind’ and emphasizes that it is the responsibility of the coach to diffuse the
situation of a win/lose scenario. Usher, Bryant and Johnston (1997) dispute the coach/
student relationship described by Schön as the learner does not need to take
responsibility or ownership in reframing the project problem, as the coach will eventually
demonstrate. This generates a dependent and more passive relationship to the ‘coach’
(Usher, Bryant and Johnston, 1997:164). It also seems that the use of ‘coexperimentation’ by Schön does not represent a contemporary understanding of
‘facilitation’ where working with the student to allow them to recognize their learning
process. Webster identifies that the Schön’s description excludes the affective and
corporeal dimensions of learning, and that learning can take place in both formal and
informal settings (2008:66).
It is curious that Schön identifies how ‘things go wrong’ in his second book. Beinart and
Argyris recognized these problems in their contributions to the Architecture Education
Study (1981), which Schön contributed to and the site of his primary data set into the
architecture studio. It is unclear what the impact that Schön (1987), Beinart (1981) and
Argyris (1981) identification of these practices has had on the approach of studio
teaching and student learning. There are only seldom references made in subsequent
literature (Dinham, 1987; Ashton, 1997; Webster, 2004b). The literature in professional
learning still views the role and value for student reflection and learning from ‘experts’,
others and the self (Brockbank & McGill, 1998). However, the role of the ‘expert’ has
shifted to assist the student to recognize and bridge the gap between their intentions and
what is enacted (Ramsden, 1992).

One-on-One and the Constructivist Perspective
Leaving the problems with Schön, two more recent accounts demonstrate the concern of
how effective the existing studio teaching practices are from a constructivist perspective.
Webster (2004b) poses whether the protection given by the architectural academics and
practitioners in England towards the individual tutorial is warranted in a climate of mass
higher education.
… the most valued method for teaching and learning in design studio is the 20-30 minute
one-to-one tutorial between student and design tutor…so valued that it has survived as a
central pedagogic tool in architectural education despite diminishing resources and
increasing student numbers (Webster, 2004b:106).
A similar predicament is reflected in Wood’s anecdotal evidence from New Zealand.
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…I think most studio teachers are unaware that they are providing directions that will be
taken verbatim by a student desperate to have their faults fixed, and their marks assured
(Wood, 2009:3)
This excerpt describes how the approaches made by tutor and student works against the
principles of a reciprocal reflective dialogue and appear to misunderstand the process of
learning. Wood also reflects that the assessment of a resolved design does not
necessary reflect whether or not the student has learnt from the experience or followed
instructions. Ramsden clarifies this point from learning and teaching perspective that
…if we learn how to do something, it is assumed that learning how to reflect on what we do
and to apply our knowledge to new situations naturally follows (1992:113).
This is not the case.
Wood provocatively speculates whether or not some one-on-one tutorials have become
more ineffective than a lecture as they both rely on didactic transmission. For the
dialogue to represent more than transmission there needs to be a level of interrogation
and clarification between tutor and student so as to understand each other’s perspective,
however there is asymmetrical power difference (Dutton, 1991). Both Webster’s and
Wood’s accounts emerge from searches to locate existing studio teaching practices
within the contemporary learning and teaching environment in the academy. The key
theme emerging from this research area is that architectural educators demonstrate a
limited understanding of how we learn (Webster, 2004-2008; Oschner, 2000; Ashton,
1997; Dinham, 1989, 1987; Kilbridge & Porter,1981). Are these concerns acknowledged
in the broader discipline of architectural education and practice?

Reoccurring Patterns in the ‘Studio’
The Architecture Education Study was initiated in the US in the 1970s to provide teaching
materials and strategies as it was felt that architectural educators had a little appreciation
of the cognitive and behavioural processes in learning (Kilbridge & Porter, 1981:xii). The
focus however altered during the research as it became apparent it was not understood
what took place in the ‘studio’ (Kilbridge & Porter, 1981:viii). Nearly a decade on, Dinham
(1987) reports that many of the recommendations and findings from The Architecture
Education Study were ignored and there was little improvement on design studio
instruction (8). Dinham echoes Beinart’s recommendations that teachers rely too much
on architectural criticism when other models or methods could be discussed and further
research is required (Dinham, 1989; Beinart, 1981:33).
From this the context the link is made that “…what teachers do is strongly influenced by
what and how they think“ (Yinger, 1986:274). Studio educators are both an architect and
a design instructor, setting up a dual and sometimes contradictory role (Dinham, 1989;
Webster, 2004b; Moore, 1981). In the past, the role of learning and teaching skills in
higher education was not valued as in the context of primary or secondary education, for
example a teaching qualification. Knowledge and experience was prized more in
university setting. The challenge set by student – centered learning to facilitate and guide
students so that the students develops and questions their approach, instead of
mimicking practice is more difficult to achieve. These circumstances of tutors being less
prepared may be more frequent in professional education as the typical practice is to
engage eminent practitioners and graduates for their knowledge and experience in the
subject. Recognition of tutor’s front line role with students is starting to be more
addressed at universities. Consideration also needs to be given to the trend to employ
senior students. Evidence was found in the US, UK, and Australasia due to financial
constraints (Ochsner, 2000; Race 2005; Ostwald & Williams, 2008a).
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The Role of the Tutor in the ‘Studio’
It is only from a closer inspection of practice does it become apparent, whether or not the
benefits of project or problem based learning are being realised. A few studies provide
such evidence. These will be discussed from the role of tutor and then the implications to
student learning. Webster (2004b) and Ashton (1997) found that tutors perceptions of
their practice varied from the student experience and the non-participant observer. In
Webster’s study, tutors espoused an approach similar to Schön’s expert ‘coach’ but found
it difficult to implement and frustrating. Many blamed the students’ knowledge or
motivation (Webster, 2004b:107). Student’s found their tutors predominant approach was
demotivating, as the tutor did not listen and talked too much (Webster, 2004b:108). The
tutors’ approaches identified by the students’ lived experiences and research
observations were akin to a demonstration method, “follow-me”. Tutors typically drew
over and directed solutions from their personal design stance. Another approach
identified was that of the ‘entertainer’ who instructed from personal stories and historical
examples yet made limited connection to the students’ approach or thinking process.
In Ashton’s study (1997) tutors reflected that most of their time was spent and valued in
one-on-one tutoring, whereas the students indicated most of their time was spent in
group based teaching. Observations made of studio teaching practices found little
distinction between the one-on-one and the group approach, except the group provided
an audience. The students in the group tutorial found it boring, long and unhelpful,
suggesting no benefits was gained through the presence of a group (Ashton, 1997:56).
Ashton’s recommended that traditional approaches such as the one-on-one were no
longer defendable in terms of its effectiveness in student learning and that there was
merit to further develop group-teaching techniques.
According to Cowdroy, Kingsland and Williams (2007) the studio tutorial via small group
teaching is more likely compromised by the tutor providing the answer or the approach. A
position observed by Webster in observations of the one-on-one tutoring approach
(2004b). This result of providing the answer has been linked to the tutor’s conception of
learning and facilitation skills, students adopting a passive stance, limiting the reflection
and development of high-order thinking and the restricted amount of time. It is from this
context that Cowdroy, et al. (2007) proposes the rationalization of small group teaching
and the use of other appropriate teaching methods according to whether or not the focus
is low-order or high-order thinking. Small group teaching was still being valued but
acknowledged that a sufficient length of time was required for students to challenge and
reach their positions from collective discussion. The group discussion provides a forum
for multiple perspectives to be voiced and test held views.
The whole point of problem solving as a learning task is that it should engage the students
actively in thinking about the subject matter, and in operating on the relations within it, so
that personal meaning can be created. (Laurillard, 1984:136)
Dinham’s (1987,1989) research found that the tutor’s conception to learning and
approach was also hindered by their ability to clearly communicate with students. The
tutors’ approaches were more focused on the product than the process of reaching a joint
construction of meaning. Generally, tutors gave more detailed feedback when discussing
negative criticism compared to positive aspects (Dinham,1987). The discussion of
student’s work that was deemed inadequate was found to be confusing and oblique due
to the blend of negative and positive feedback. In contrast, a few tutors found it difficult to
express negative feedback to a student, instead drawing comment from the peer
audience through leading questions. In Webster’s opinion (2004b) the lack of learning
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and teaching theory in the ‘studio’ means that tutors rely on their own experiences and
mentoring but are unlikely to engage in critical reflection.

Student Learning and the Student Experience
In terms of student learning, the research showed that less equipped or able students did
not benefit from one-on-one tutorials (Webster, 2004b; Beinart, 1981). Often their
experiences were linked to feelings of being humiliated, bullied or passive. Therefore,
students were less willing to challenge their thinking (Webster, 2007:25). It is unclear
what proportion of students were viewed as less equipped or able, and whether or not
this can be improved with students and tutors being better prepared for this approach?
Dinham (1987,1989) made a similar observation that more mature students were better
placed to engage and learn from studio tutorials. Literature on project-based learning
from 1975 recommends the use of small group tutorial (2-3 students) in preference to
one-on-one tutorials as less able or shy students gained more from the learning
experience (Adderley et. al., 1975). It was also seen as a means to mediate personality
clashes.
The level of dependency and assurance required by the learner is more likely to increase
if the student takes on a passive, surface, or strategic approach (Anthony, 1991; Dutton,
1991). Research suggests that the removal of the student to take responsibility creates a
barrier to the adoption of a deep learning approach (Brockbank & McGill 2007:26). It may
mean in the ‘studio’ that the learner focuses on the ‘doing’ and the product, than an
understanding or recognition of what may be generalized from these experiences
(Ochsner, 2000; Wood, 2009). The art of creating trust and supporting “shared play” and
discovery is a complicated matter. Without this environment the opportunity for
meaningful and transforming dialogue is compromised (Ochsner, 2000).
In conclusion, the evidence suggests that the current employment of the one-on-one
tutoring is difficult to defend from a current learning and teaching perspective (Dinham,
1987; Ashton, 1997; Oschner, 2000; Webster, 2004b; Cowdroy, et al., 2007; Wood
2009). It is more difficult to find literature that proposes alternatives and solutions.

Alternatives to the One-on-One
Most possibilities took the form of existing ‘studio’ approaches but expanded or honed a
facet. Webster (2004a) explores the role and effectiveness of a design diary to aid
students in the explicit reflection of their experience and learning, with the self and others.
Bender and Vredevoogd (2006) and Cowdroy, et al. (2007) recommend a blended
learning approach where the design studio is modified and includes an appropriate mix of
other teaching methods. Bender and Vredevoogd (2006) concern with studio tutorial
model is students may wait and be passive waiting for a few minutes of individual
feedback. They propose lectures, tutorials via the computer and weekly digital reviews
and portfolios. Cowdroy, et al. (2007) proposes to rationalise small group teaching to the
development of “high-order abilities” to allow sufficient time for collective discussion (63).
This accounting for the student’s learning period spanning five years. More resources are
provided in the first three years to develop the skills and capacity of the students to
become more self-directed and carry out research in the later years. Therefore, critical
points have been selected rather than shorter regular discussions. Munby (2008)
describes an approach, which encourages and harnesses peer discussion through the
production of diagrams in small group tutorials. In that the group form into pairs and
workshops potential alternatives through the production of scaled diagrams on trace to a
student’s identified problem or an issue from the brief. The act of making a diagram to
condense, summarize or propose to another peer’s work showed new levels of
understanding and thinking of the project brief. Munby’s experience found that the
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dominance of some students was overcome by time restrictions in the production of
diagrams and the need for everyone to present. A salient point to consider is whether or
not the approach taken to engage students in their learning is mistaken for the
organization of energetic student activity (Ramsden, 1992:113).

Considerations and Conclusions
The review of the literature found that many long-standing practices such as the one-onone, as legitimized by Schön’s work (1983, 1987) and small group tutoring have been
interrogated by the shift to a learner-centered perspective. It is not difficult to appreciate
why many recognize existing studio practices to favorably align with learned centered
perspective, as references to facilitation, coaching, experiential learning and reflective
dialogue seem consistent with studio teaching. However, there exists a small body of
work which compares the tutor and students’ lived experiences (Webster, 2004b; Ashton,
1997; Dinham, 1987) that show the subtlety of a constructivist’s approach has not broadly
permeated studio-teaching approaches. The differences may sound trivial, but the level of
distinction is significant when student learning is understood. The literature shows that
tutors and learners require additional preparation to generate and benefit from
collaborative and reflective dialogue processes. These recommendations were made first
in the early 1980s, illustrating the legacy of architectural education traditions, and the
emphasis on the educator having knowledge and experience in the field of architecture or
design.
The majority of recent research is born out of the pressures generated from mass higher
education and/ or the search to justify decisions from learning and teaching foundation.
This research has yet to establish the state of other regions such as the European
continent where the Beaux Arts and the Bauhaus traditions originate? It seems likely that
the employment of the one-on-one tutoring process will reduce over time or funding will
be taken from other areas with the current trends in the academies. Research shows that
there are advantages gained through small group teaching in terms of multiple
perspectives presented but still some of the problems associated with one-on-one are
relevant. The question remains whether or not a critical learning and teaching perspective
will inform such debates or provide assistance in developing modified or new ‘studio’
teaching approaches. There is no correct approach, but a number of better ways to teach
design. The ‘studio’ remains an awkward fit within the academy system.
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Abstract
This research looked at an existing Chinese calligraphy font, the Kai-font, and carried out
geometric modeling and analysis to set up a stroke feature model database. This allowed
creation of an independent calligraphy simulation platform for extracting and analyzing
fonts. Users can then input through the use of a mouse, digit pad or other systems to draw
out the strokes of a Chinese character. The system will then automatically recognize the
stroke starting coordinates, angles, area ratio and other parameters for stroke feature
analysis and extraction. These data can then be compared with stroke feature information
in the database to produce a simulated calligraphy font. This platform also allows the user
to output the font simulation result to 3D drawing software such as SolidWorks for further
design and applications. The advantage of this research hoped to develop a calligraphy
font simulation system with a user friendly interface to allow traditional Chinese beginners
having the opportunity to write out a Chinese calligraphy font on the computer. This will in
turn serve to stimulate interests in Chinese calligraphy learning. Furthermore, this
research enables the user to output the results to a computer aided design field for further
application while promoting and spreading the art of Chinese calligraphy.
Keywords: computer geometric modeling, Chinese calligraphy, stroke recognition,
feature extraction, stroke database, calligraphy characters platform
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1. Introduction
The Chinese calligraphy is a very unique and important asset in Chinese culture and its
high artistic value is praised by people all over the world. Although currently there are
many different kinds of Chinese fonts available for selection for the computer system, the
ability for the user to provide modification to the font itself is very limited. For example: we
cannot offer a calligraphy font style that caters to personal handwriting habits to create
new or composite words for processing and application. This research uses computer
geometry modeling to analyze and extract characteristic strokes to produce a handwritten
Chinese calligraphy font in order to build a calligraphy character platform. This offers the
users an opportunity to further study and understand the writing structure of Chinese
calligraphy.
In this study, we analyzed the Kai-font in Microsoft True Type fonts. Through analysis
of the characteristic strokes of the Kai-font and carrying out simultaneous processing of
strokes from non-traditional writings, we can remove, process and summarize duplicated
strokes to create a stroke characteristic database [Chung & Tseng, 1995]. After that, by
using the interface for the system platform, users can input handwritten font stokes with
input devices such as the mouse or digit pad. The system will then automatically retrieve
the corresponding strokes to carry out “Thinning” and “Stroke feature extraction” process
for comparison with the characteristic stroke database to find the corresponding stoke to
complete font output. The simulated results are then outputted as a .jpg file. These files
are automatically exported into 3D computer aided design software, SolidWorks for
further processing and application.

2. Paper Survey
Stroke characteristics are an important feature unique to Chinese calligraphy. Each
individual stroke is composed of points, lines and curves. The point corresponds to the
black spot; line refers to the linear movement of the tip of the pen and the curve is
characterized by curve motion of the pen [Hornby, 1972; Stallings, 1976, 1977]. Strokes
can be defined using operation points and parameters. Operation points may include the
origin, end point, length, direction… etc. of the stroke. Parameters are then used to define
the shape, width, position… etc. for the stroke [Wong & Hsu, 1995]. However, Chinese
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calligraphy font strokes have a huge amount of variations which result in an extremely
complex way for describing strokes. Even for similar a stroke structure, a small change in
the shape, angle, position length or proportion can result in a completely different
character.
Calligraphy font recognition, also known as reverse recognition, aims to achieve an
effective way to obtain the point cloud data for the fonts. Lin et al., (2001) used an
automatic threshold value setting to identify fonts and create a common words database.
The search function of the database was then used to identify the fonts in the document.
Detection and identification of common characters allows recognition of handwritten or
printed fonts. Romero et al., (1997) used artificial neural network algorithm to enhance
the identification rate for similar words along with the use of different search directions to
modify the neural parameters to improve recognition speed. Lin et al., (1996) used a
“Trend-followed” translation technology to find the contour segment and overall
characteristic information for the font. Chuang et al., (1995) used heuristic algorithm to
identify printed fonts while utilizing contour features to increase recognition rate.
Previous research by the authors used image processing and reverse engineering (RE)
in Chinese calligraphy [Wang, et al., 2006]. This research combined processes of RE,
grey prediction theory in pattern processing, geometric modeling for constructing
Chinese calligraphy characters and rapid prototyping (RP) for model making. First of all,
the written Chinese calligraphy was scanned by scanner. Next, the contours of the
Chinese characters were detected with image processing. These contours were then
converted to point data, which can be easily processed in any CAD software by using BSpline curves to fit the points. An example was illustrated below using a Chinese
compound word “the fortune and treasure are coming” to show the steps of the process.
Finally, a RP model was constructed to show various applications for the products in
Chinese calligraphy pattern. With this research, a collaboration between the Chinese
calligraphy in handcraft and digital virtual design can be realised; but more importantly,
the aesthetic aspects in the characters can be preserved (Figure 1).
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(a) Image file of compound character

(b) Grey prediction contour detection

(c) Compound character in a paper weight

(d) A hanging decoration

Figure 1 Reverse design process for a Chinese compound character

3. Methodologies
In this research, we developed a simulation platform for Chinese calligraphy so the user
can quickly create simulated calligraphy fonts for further application. The research
framework consisted of the following three components:
(1) Stroke database construction
(2) Stroke feature recognition and coding.
(3) Creating a simulation platform and user interface for writing stroke input.
3.1 Stroke database construction
In order to create a client based calligraphy simulation system, we first need to generate
a corresponding stroke database. We used the existing built-in Kai-font within Microsoft
Windows operating system as basis to obtain stroke information. Kai-fonts are TrueType
vector fonts with characters constructed from individual strokes and we can extract its
font structure data using Microsoft Development Network (MSDN). With TrueType vector
fonts, font data structures are arranged as such that one character can be composed of
many stroke contours and every contour can be composed of many curves. Statistics
show that the Kai-font has 23,230 characters and 178,196 contour data.
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Using the character 「永」 as example: The creation of the character with Kai-font
is separated into six stroke contours, as shown in Figure 2. The meanings of each
original stroke contour data are represented below. The mathematical relationship
between  is:
 = 16 + (+  ) *4 + ( +  ) * 8
 Size of the contour in the font file in bytes;  Number of straight lines;  Number
of curves;  Number of points used by the straight line;  Number of points used by the
curve;  Angle of xy;  The actual Chinese character ;  What number stroke it is in the
Chinese character. Consider the first stroke in the character 「永」, the “point” stroke,
the contour has 0 straight lines, 8 curves, 16 points used by the curves (2 points for 1
curve) and a 39.2 degree angle. The total size is 16 + (0+8)*4 + (0+16)*8 = 176 (Bytes).

















176

0

8

0

16

392

永

1

Figure 2 First stroke contour information of the character 「永」
If we input all the contours of the Kai-font into the contour database, a great amount
of time is required for the contour recognition search process, which becomes highly
inefficient. Therefore, duplicate contours were removed to reduce number of comparisons
required in order to increase operational efficiency. The simplest method was to analyse
common contours structures between different characters and removing those contour
structures that were the same between them.
This research used the GetGlyphOutline function in Win32 API to access contour
data in selected characters. The following stroke contour data were then analyzed to
determine which contours need to be deleted.
1.

1988

Size occupied
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Because Kai-font characters were created from individual strokes, the strokes with same
structures take up the same amount of data space. For example, the first stroke in 「永
」 and「汁」 and the second stroke in「汀」 both have the 「、」 structure and
occupied 176 bytes. However, apart from the size, we also need to consider other
attributes such as the angle between xy, to decide whether to remove the selected stroke
contour as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Stroke contours with same data size
2.

Number of lines, curves and points

Each individual stroke may contain many lines or curves and we can distinguish between
them by the number of lines, curves and points. For example: the first stroke of 「刀」、
「刁」、「力」 all contain the same number of lines, curves and points; Therefore, they
all they all have the same structure (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Strokes with same of lines, curves and points
3.

Angle of xy

We can determine the structure of the stroke contour by looking at the diagonal angle
formed by a box containing the stroke. As shown in Figure 5, the first stroke of the
character 「九」 has an angle of 35.2 degrees and the second stroke 62.3 degrees.
Calligraphy fonts with same strokes but with different stroke contour height and widths
can be distinguished this way.
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Figure 5 xy angle of the character 「九」
Based on the three criteria mentioned above, same stroke contours can be deleted
from the extracted font file. If the three values were the same between different strokes,
the one with the largest dimensions was kept because smaller stroke contours were more
likely to have errors when carrying out stroke feature analysis. After analysis and
deletion, a total of 10,218 stroke contour data remains. This contour characteristic
database was then stored in Microsoft Access as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Contour coding of contour database

3.2 Stroke feature recognition and coding
Stroke feature recognition and coding were the most important aspects of identification
and analysis. Normally before feature extraction of writing strokes we needed to carry out
a “thinning” (also known as skeletonizing) process. Thinning refers to the process of
eliminating points from the outlines of shapes or fonts with different widths until only
curves with one pixel width remains. This research used the “Peeling approach” with
further corrections and modifications to achieve skinning of font strokes [Zhang & Suen,
1984]. Peeling method, also known as the “Iterative morphological method”, used the
relationship between non-zero pixels (which represent the location of line data) and
neighboring pixels to determine if it is the edge of the line. If it is, the value is removed
and replaced by zero. Using this way similar to peeling method, we can sequentially
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reduce width from both sides of the line until the width is only one pixel but still retain the
connection of the line.
This research proposed a stroke feature and coding method as basis for stroke
feature recognition. Each stroke was encoded as a 15 bit unit to generate the stroke
characteristic value. Coding in this research was divided into four parts as shown in Table
2. Font stroke distribution characteristic values, which were mainly used as a point of
comparison with written stroke characteristic values, can be separated into four
categories (Table 3).
Table 2 Stroke characteristic coding index
items

bits

1. Stroke aspect ratio (length v.s. width)

2

2. Stroke vertex position

2

3. Angle between vertices

1

(1) The segments in y-axis when scanning in x direction

5

(2) The segments in x-axis when scanning in y direction

5

4.Stroke distribution

Table 3 Stroke distribution characteristic value
Items

Index name

1. The segments area percentage in x-axis when scanning in y direction

bnx0～bnx4

2. The segments area percentage in y-axis when scanning in x direction

bny0～bny4

3.Fitting the partition percentage in x-axis when scanning in y direction

cx0～cx4

4. Fitting the partition percentage in y-axis when scanning in x direction

cy0～cy4

4. A Simulation Platform for Chinese Calligraphy Characters
Current research aims to develop a simulation platform for Chinese calligraphy character
recognition. Softwares used for development are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4 Software for a simulation platform
Items

Software

Operation system

Windows XP

Programming language

Borland Delphi 7.0

Strokes database

Microsoft Access 2003

3D software

SolidWorks 2010 SP0

The system platform used the “Kai-font” as output for simulated fonts. Figure 6
illustrated the writing simulation process. In addition to outputting as solid fonts, we can
also choose to output as font outlines or thin fonts. In addition to providing an output
mode on screen, the font simulation platform can utilize the API function in SolidWorks to
import simulated fonts as 3D models into software so designers can easily carry out
follow-up applications. After importing to SolidWorks, each stroke became an individual
unit and can be modified as shown in Figure 7. In Chinese calligraphy, certain auspicious
phrases can be written as a compound word. For example: 「招財進寶」、「囍」 …etc.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 showed the compound word, 「招財進寶」 and the output screen
in SolidWorks.

Figure 6 A process for Chinese character「永」

Figure 8 Compound character writing
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5. Conclusion
This research aims to develop a platform for Chinese calligraphy font simulation. The
results and advantages are as follows:


A calligraphy font simulation platform was constructed for the Chinese Kai-font.
Beginners can easily write out Chinese character strokes with a mouse, digital pen or
other input devices and the system platform will construct a simulated calligraphy font
in real-time.



The character stroke database for the Kai-font was reconstructed. Through character
stroke feature extraction and analysis we combined strokes that were not practical
under normal writing habits in order to delete duplicated strokes. This allowed us to
reduce the amount of character stroke data for the Kai-font from 178,196 to 10,218,
which increased system processing efficiency.



A coding system was made for the Kai-font character strokes. Each stroke was
encoded as a 15bit unit for comparison with both the index value within the database
and the hand-written input strokes.



With the use of API method within SolidWorks, we can quickly and efficiently export
simulated fonts to 3D drawing software such as SolidWorks. This allowed further
processing of Chinese compound words, creation of rarely used words, curve fitting
and other additional applications.
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Abstract
From ancient times to today, creative thinking has strongly indicated the role of an
‘imaginative experience’ which positively influences creativity. This paper aims to study the
characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects by using content analysis. First, we
determine two factors: the theory of interactivity in digital media and the study of early
thoughts concerning imagination. These factors are set in order to analyse the
heterogeneous information of the thought of 3D digital architects. Next, a survey is
conducted through the official website of two popular figures in 3D digital architecture:
Frank O. Gehry and Zaha Hadid, as well as other Internet resources that have published
their thoughts or comments, which were then analysed through content analysis. This study
introduces the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects; this characteristic
demands the engagement of virtuality and imagination. The findings of this study will
encourage digital architects to direct their characteristic of thought towards virtuality and
imagination. This research could be developed more extensively in the future.
Keywords: characteristic of thought, 3d digital architect, engagement of virtuality,
imagination
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1. Introduction
What is the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects, particularly in terms of what
encourages their creative process?
The role of simulation and generation is closely associated with the qualitative
improvement of imagination and creativity. In Being Digital, Negroponte (1995: 224)
points out that the digital process allows a process which can be a fantasy and ecstasy of
the mind. Janet Murray (1997) also emphasizes such feelings by identifying ‘three key
pleasures’ which are uniquely engaged within the virtual reality simulation: immersion,
rapture, and agency; these pleasures produce the sensation of ‘being there’ or ‘being
pulled inside’ on an interactivity level in the field of digital media.
3D digital architecture is assumed to correspond to the engagement of immersion,
rapture, and agency (the theory of digital media) which suggest a ‘different reality’. The
theory of digital media does not pinpoint the characteristic of thought; instead, it is
concerned with the feeling of simulation. However, it is possible to connect this theory to
the study of early thoughts in imagination in order to introduce the various categories of
the characteristic of thought.
Studies on early thoughts in imagination seem also to correspond to the engagement of
virtuality and imagination in 3D digital architects. The philosophers and intellectuals who
followed and who were concerned with the imagination, such as Kant, Jung, and
Antoniades pointed out the need for the ‘engagement of virtuality’ and ‘imagination’ to
bring about a more creative imagination.

1.1 Characteristic of Thought of Digital Architects
Apart from being a tool for digital reproduction, digital design technology helps architects
create non-standard characters in new forms. It is interesting to note that the
characteristic of thought of a digital architect, which was made possible by the role of
digital design technology, led to a different characteristic of thought which produced such
a different design style.
Many studies try to capture creativity in design through a problem-solving framework. In
contrast with the goal-oriented, problem-solving framework to define creativity in design,
Taura and Nagai (2008) focus on the notion of ‘something’, which not only underlies the
designer’s thought deep in the mind but also governs it; when a design idea is generated
(pulled) externally by a goal, it is called a ‘pull type’, while when a design idea is created
(pushed) which does not necessarily have a goal that the design idea should satisfy, it is
called a ‘pushed type’. The characteristic of thought referred to in this study is more akin
to the ‘pushed type’, where architects enter a mental state and are deeply absorbed when
they are engaged in their work, known as ‘flow’—a state of concentration or complete
absorption with the activity at hand and the situation (Csíkszentmihályi, 1996). According
to Csíkszentmihályi, flow is a completely focused motivation. It is a singleminded immersion and represents, perhaps, the ultimate force in harnessing
the emotions in the service of performing and learning. In flow, emotions are not just
contained and channelled but are positively energized and aligned to the task at hand.
Entering a flow is characterized by a feeling of spontaneous joy, even rapture, while
performing a task [1].
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Here, we may note some keywords when designers or architects engage in their work
‘flow’—the state of concentration: joy, immersion, and channelled emotions. This flow of
‘pleasure’ is what digital architects possibly derive from computer-simulation interaction
as a characteristic of their thought. Negroponte (1995) believes that the digital process is
that which allows the process, which can be a fantasy and ecstasy of the mind, to be
conveyed. In addition, Janet Murray (1997) emphasizes those feelings as a property of
digital media which can be divided into three key pleasures—immersion, rapture, and
agency—and are uniquely engaged within the virtual reality simulation. Immersion is the
sense of being transported to another reality; rapture, the attachment to the objects in
that reality (addiction); and agency, the player’s delight in having an effect on the digital
world. The sensation of ‘being there’ or ‘being pulled inside’ becomes tightly connected to
the interactivity level in the field of digital media (Platt, 1995). As Platt points out, the
interactivity between a user and computer enriches the virtual experience, thus creating a
new character. It enriches the imaginative experience and introduces a new, unique
character that strongly presents a non-standard form of digital architectural design.

2. Aim
This study aims to study the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects. The study
will survey two popular figures in 3D digital architecture by using the Internet, and will
perform content analysis on the basis of two factors: the theory of interactivity in digital
media and the study of early thoughts in imagination.

3. Method of Research
This paper is not intended to discuss the technical issues related to digital simulation
technology. This paper studies the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects
through content analysis. The method comprised the following steps:
Step 1. Conducting an Internet survey of two popular figures in 3D digital architecture by
investigating their comments through content analysis: The comments are obtained from
their official website and other websites which publish the architects’ comments.
Step 2. Extracting two factors to be used as categories in order to study the characteristic
of thought of the 3D digital architects: The two factors are the theory of interactivity in
digital media and early thoughts in imagination.
Step 3. Studying the characteristic of thought of the two popular figures in 3D digital
architecture on the basis of the two extracted factors which have been obtained in Step 2.
Survey and Content Analysis
3D Digital Architect A
(websites that publish the
architect’s comments)

Factor 1:
Theory of interactivity in
digital media

Factor 2:
The extract of the early
thoughts in imagination

3D Digital Architect B
(websites that publish the
architect’s comments)

Studying the
Characteristic of Thought of the 3d
Digital Architects

Diagram 1. Research Framework
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4. Procedure of Survey
4.1 Selection
The two architects were selected on the basis of their pioneering and consistent
contribution to design practice, which uses 3D digital design technology, as well as their
distinguished works.

4.2 Method of Content Analysis
To analyse the characteristic of thought of a 3D digital architect, we first determine the
characteristic of digital architecture by referring to prior studies on the classification of the
characteristics of digital architecture [2]. Second, we conduct a survey of two popular
figures in the world of 3D digital architecture through the Internet. Third, content analysis
is performed through a survey of their comments which are related to their thoughts on
their 3D digital architecture works. The comments are obtained from their official website
and other websites that publish the architects’ comments. Finally, the data is analysed
by finding a conformity of the 3D digital architects’ comments with the two factors in order
to determine the characteristic of thought of a 3D digital architect.

5. Survey of 3D Digital Architects
5.1 Characteristics of Digital Architecture
The terminology of digital architecture refers to the aspects of architecture which
feature digital technologies. Computer modelling simulation is used to create virtual forms.
One of its typical forms is the non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS): a mathematical
term commonly used in computer graphics for generating curves and surfaces which offer
great flexibility for the creation of free-form shapes. Computer modelling allows complex
calculations which delimit architects and allow a diverse range of complex forms to be
created with great ease using computer algorithms [3]. Typically, digital architectural
designs are produced with a particular expression such as fluid, morphosis, and liquid [4].
Chun (2010) analyses some papers on digital architecture and classifies the
characteristics of digital architecture as immateriality, interactivity, non-linearity, liquidity,
and hyper surface.

Table 1. Characteristics of Digital Architecture
Source: Jae-Hoon Chun (2010)
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These classified characteristics imply a non-standard concept of architecture which a
subject can grasp as the freedom of imagination as a digital architect. The terms
immateriality, interactivity, non-linearity, liquidity, and hyper surface most specifically
define the 3D digital architects Frank O. Gehry and Zaha Hadid.

5.2 A 3D Digital Architect
The term ‘3D digital architect’ does not necessarily imply an architect who directly uses
a computer. Both Gehry and Hadid begin with manual sketches, but they intensify the use
of digital media technology in the whole process of their design.

5.2.1 Frank O. Gehry
Gehry is a Canadian American Pritzker Prize-winning architect. He became known for
massive, iconoclastic projects which attracted attention and controversy. Many buildings
by Frank Gehry have become tourist attractions. Much of his work falls within the style of
Deconstructivism, which is often referred to as post-structuralist in nature owing to its
ability to surpass current structural definition. His thoughts on Deconstructive structures
indicate his detachment to the universality of form or disapproval of form which follows
function.
He uses digital media technology extensively to support his design process to produce
complex form and building construction systems. The computer modelling successfully
translates Gehry’s free-form sketches from model to completion. His most iconic works
are the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain (1997) and the Walt Disney Concert Hall
in Los Angeles (2003).

Figure 1. Gehry’s sketch and the MIT Stata Center, Massachusetts (left);
Gehry’s sketch and the Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao (middle);
Gehry’s sketch and the Walt Disney Concert Hall, LA (right)
Source: http://www.sonyclassics.com/sketchesoffrankgehry/ & www.foga.com

We collected some of his comments through an Internet survey and from official websites
that publish his comments and works. The data was sorted according to comments
related to his thoughts and passions.
I approach each project with a new insecurity, almost like the first project I ever did. And I
get the sweats. I go in and start working; I’m not sure where I’m going. If I knew where I
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was going I wouldn’t do it. When I can predict or plan it, I don’t do it. I discard it. So I
approach it with the same trepidation. [5]

I want to be open-ended. There are no rules, no right or wrong. I’m confused as to what’s
ugly and what’s pretty. [6]
Creativity is about play and a kind of willingness to go with your intuition. It’s crucial to an
artist. If you know where you are going and what you are going to do, why do it? [7]
Imagination is your only limitation. [8]
You’ve got to bumble forward into the unknown. [7]
What bugs me are these goddamn rules. [7]
All an architect can do is to be optimistic about how a building interacts with the
surrounding buildings. It can be a passive player, it can be a stoic player, or it can be a
passionate player. [7]
I’m always scared that I’m not going to know what to do and I do my best work when I
don’t know anything about it. [7]
I am always insecure. I am never in my mind guaranteed that it will be a good building. [9]
We need to allow for intuitive impulses that are very informed. What enables you to find the
cure for cancer is not to follow steps A, B, C…Some accidental thing in the laboratory will
happen…You follow your intuition, it is an informed intuition, and you have the Eureka
moment…For me, if I knew in advance where to go, I wouldn’t go there. [9]

5.2.2 Zaha Hadid
Zaha Hadid has the distinction of being the first woman to be honoured with the
prestigious Pritzker Architecture Prize. A winner of many international competitions, she
is a theoretically influential and groundbreaking architect who is famous for the organic or
curvilinear form. Hadid was one of the key protagonists in the field of radical conceptual
architecture. The importance of her contribution to the culture of architecture lies primarily
in a series of momentous expansions—being as influential as radical in the repertoire of
spatial articulation available to architects today [10]. Hadid intensifies her exploration of
dynamic and organically integrated complexity.
Zaha Hadid frequently uses special terms to describe her thoughts and works [10]. Some
of the important terms are ‘abstraction’, which implies the avoidance of familiar, readymade typologies; ‘analogies’, which are fantastic engines of invention of tectonic and
organic systems; and ‘surrealist mechanisms’, which refer to the dynamism and fluidity of
her calligraphic hand to directly create equally fluid tectonic systems.
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Figure 2. Hadid’s Sketch & the Phaeno Science Center, Germany (Left);
Hadid’s sketch & the Pierres Vives Building, France (Middle);
Hadid’s sketch & the Museum of XXI Century Arts, Italy (Right)
Source: http://www.zaha-hadid.com (2011), Sketch courtesy of Zaha Hadid (2011)

Through this survey, some of her comments explaining her thoughts and which refer to
her use of the terms ‘abstraction’, ‘analogies’, and ‘surrealist mechanisms’ are collected
from her official website [10, 11].
There are 360 degrees, so why stick to one? [12]
…experience the object has to excite curiosity and desire. A considerable degree of
strangeness is indispensable. The project - like any true object of desire - will at first
appear mysterious, an unknown territory waiting to be discovered and explored. [13]
… all conceivable constraints into new possibilities for space. [11]
Abstraction opened the possibility of unfettered invention. [10]
Do the design maneuvers gain enough fluidity and freedom to play. [14]
Playfulness allows experimentation. At the same time, it acknowledges reason. It accepts
that at one point...it will be integrated into the structure of intelligence. [10]
The virtual three-dimensionality afforded by 3D modeling software offers a new way of
working that combines the intuitive possibilities of physical model making with the
precision and immateriality of drawing. [10]
Computing makes it easier to achieve complexity and fluidity at the same time. Technology
managed to refine this and allows you to have much more variety and incredible richness.
[12]

6. Factors of Content Analysis
To perform content analysis of a text made up of the direct comments of two 3D digital
architects, it is necessary to establish some factors. The two factors are the theory of
interactivity in digital media and the study of early thoughts in imagination.

6.1 Theory of Interactivity in Digital Media
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Mental imagery comprises not only visuals but also images created through sound,
movement, touch, taste, and so forth. However, visual imagery is the most common
(97%), followed by auditory imagery (93%), while the least common is imagery
associated with physical sensitivity (+/–70%). Therefore, methods of increasing the
imagination mostly focus on visual imagery [15].
The role of computer modelling in architectural design is divided into three categories:
simulation, generation, and optimization. As such, 3D simulations for architects are
considered essential to enrich the spatial experience of the subject. As Negroponte
(1995: 224) points out, being digital allows a process which can be the fantasy and
ecstasy of the mind. Janet Murray (1997) identifies ‘three key pleasures’ which are
uniquely engaged within the interactivity in digital media: immersion, rapture, and agency.
Immersion is the sense of being transported to another reality; rapture, the attachment to
the objects in that reality (addiction); and agency, the player’s delight in having an effect
on the digital world. The concept of ‘pleasure’ in this architectural digital simulation
context has mainly become an attraction for the architects.
Immersion

Rapture

Agency

Being transported to another reality,
pulled inside, being there.

Addiction, desire,

Player’s delight, fantasy,

ENGAGEMENT of VIRTUALITY

IMAGINATION (PLEASURE)

Diagram 2. Interactivity of Digital Media (Modified)
Source: Negroponte (1995); Murray (1997).

6.2 Study of Early Thoughts in Imagination
The Renaissance era
According to Francis Bacon (1569–1626), sensation must pass through the imagination
first then return to the imagination before it manifests into ideas. Imagination corresponds
to the possibilities in another space of reality which gives birth to originality, novelty, or
innovation [16]. Similarly, Kant (1724–1804) pointed out the ‘form’ is that which we
usually capture is our way of sensing space and time, and he argued that they are ‘a
priori’ in the mind. In short, imagining ‘form’ should be a detached and independent event
in order to get a richer experience [16].
The Modern era
When the Romantic era began at the end of the eighteenth century, the topic of
imagination pursed into a form of cognitive theory and epistemology associated with
patterns of creative thinking, primarily those that were artistic and literary. Theories of
imagination evolved even further into psychology and became more relevant to the issue
of aesthetics. An active imagination in Carl Jung’s (1875–1961) analytical method of
psychotherapy involves opening oneself to the unconscious and giving free rein to
fantasy, while at the same time, maintaining a conscious point of view. He argued that the
process leads to surprising result by bringing a consciousness to another reality [18].
Sartre (1905–1980) expressed that in order to imagine, consciousness must be free from
all specific reality, and this freedom must be able to define itself as a ‘being-in-the-world’
which is at once the constitution and the negation of the world (specific reality). In short,
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he asserted the importance of self-freedom actualization as a process which demands
that individuals maintain a separation between themselves and the specific reality.
Imagination does not depend on the nature of being but is experienced as a ‘flight’ from a
specific reality [18]. Antoniades (1992) points out the imagination associated with fantasy
and that it is very important in architectural creativity. Without an understanding of the
relationship between the concept of ‘real and unreal/imagination and fantasy’, it is difficult
to understand the creative process requirements [19].
From the text above, the two factors of theory of interactivity in digital media and early
thoughts in imagination can be grouped by content to confirm the relation. Although there
is different reasoning in imagination, however, both factors share common characteristics,
particularly the need to enter a different reality than a specific reality (engagement of
virtuality) and a ‘sense of pleasure’ (imagination) (Tables 2 & 3).

Thoughts of Psychology
Dialectical Imagination

Thoughts of Philosophy
Dialectical Imagination

Figure

Thoughts of Aesthetic
Dialectical Imagination

Factor 1.
Theory of Interactivity in Digital media

Factor 2.
Early Thoughts of Imagination

Francis Bacon
(1569-1626)

-

Category of
Engagement of
Virtuality

Category of
Imagination
(sense of pleasure)

-

Sensation

Another space and time,
Blind but indispensable,
Detachment,
Independent

Pleasure

Imagination as a tool of imagery record
Sensation must go through imagination first
Imagination give birth of creativity, novelty
Imagination corresponds to ideas
Image requires Imagination
Imagination requires image

Imanuel Kant
(1724-1804)

- Imagination is an apriori of space and time
- Imagining ‘form’ should be detached and independent
to capture a richer experience
- Imagination is intuitive sighting
- Blind but indispensable function of the soul
- Imagination distinguished three types of pleasure: in the
agreeable, in the good and in beauty

Carl-Gustav
Jung
(1875-1961)

- Bringing a consciousness to another reality
- Active imagination as therapeutic technique to capture
inner vision
- Active imagination is working with dreams or fantasy
- Active imagination is in between conscious 'ego' and
the unconscious

Another reality,
Unreal,
Uncertainty

Fantasy

Jean-Paul
Sartre
(1905-1980)

- Imagining potentially allows direct access to that which
is imagined
- Consciousness must be free from all specific reality
- Imagination does not depend on the nature of being
- It is a flight from the world (specific reality).
- Freedom in imagination brings up the authenticity
- Exercising of imagination evade causal determinism

Flight from specific
reality,
Free from specific reality

Freedom

Anthony C.
Antoniades
(1992)

- Imagination is associated with fantasy
- Imagination and its considerations made sense for
human creativity
- Imagination has different expression with fantasy
- Fantasy is far wilder than the imagination,
- Fantasy constructs images that can not be true
- Imagination is the mind's ability to digest: "what is
offered by the fantasy?"
- Fantasy and imagination as intangible and tangible
channels

Intangible and tangible
channel

Fantasy

Table 2. Relation between Factors 1 and 2

Characteristic of Thought of Interactivity in Digital Media
Engagement of Virtuality

Imagination (sense of pleasure)

Philosophically

-

Sensation

Psychologically

Another reality, uncertainty, blind,
free from specific reality,
detachment

Fantasy, sensation, pleasure,
freedom

Aesthetically

Intangible & tangible channel

Fantasy

Table 3. Characteristic of Thought of Interactivity in Digital Media
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7. Discussion
7.1 Characteristic of Thought of 3D Digital Architects
Frank Gehry
From Gehry’s comments which are related to his thought, he repeatedly stressed the
importance of ‘uncertainty’: an unpredictable situation which he termed ‘insecurity’. This
status of ‘uncertainty’ or ‘insecurity’ is categorized as an engagement in virtuality, that
is, as ‘being inside’ or ‘in another reality’. This status is a negation of a specific reality
which is considered too explicit and likely to direct to a common predictable thought. In
the category of imagination (sense of pleasure), he asserted not to restrict freedom of
thought. However, this indicates that the category of engagement of virtuality is
more significant than that of imagination (Table 4).
Zaha Hadid
Hadid, through her comments which are related to her thought, points out the incredible
richness of freedom and playfulness. She strongly impresses the sense of pleasure,
desire, and playfulness as being vital points to achieve what she believes to be
‘complexity’ and ‘fluidity’. Here, Hadid more significantly emphasizes the category of
imagination (sense of pleasure) through her thoughts. She also points out that the
willingness to discover ‘unknown territory’ or ‘abstraction’ will lead to the discovery of
novelty; this represents her thoughts which are related to the category of engagement of
virtuality (Table 4).

Characteristic of Thought
3d Digital
Architect

Frank O. Gehry

Zaha Hadid
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Engagement of
Virtuality
(Keywords: another
reality, uncertainty, blind,
free from specific reality)

Imagination
(Keywords: fantasy,
sensation, freedom,
pleasure)

“I approach each project with a new insecurity, almost like the first
project I ever did. And I get the sweats. I go in and start working; I'm
not sure where I'm going. If I knew where I was going I wouldn't do
it. When I can predict or plan it, I don't do it. I discard it. So I
approach it with the same trepidation”

encourage uncertainty

-

“I want to be open-ended. There are no rules, no right or wrong. I'm
confused as to what's ugly and what's pretty”

encourage uncertainty

unlimit freedom

“Creativity is about play and a kind of willingness to go with your
intuition. It's crucial to an artist. If you know where you are going and
what you are going to do, why do it”

encourage uncertainty

sense of pleasure

“imagination is your only limitation”

free from specific reality

-

"What bugs me are these goddamn rules"

free from specific reality

-

"I'm always scared that I'm not going to know what to do and I do my
best work when I don't know anything about it”

encourage uncertainty

sensation

“I am always insecure. I am never in my mind guaranteed that it will
be a good building,”

free from specific reality

-

“We need to allow for intuitive impulses that are very informed. What
enables you to find the cure for cancer is not to follow steps A, B, C
… Some accidental thing in the laboratory will happen … You follow
your intuition, it is an informed intuition, and you have the Eureka
moment … For me, if I knew in advance where to go, I wouldn’t go
there.”

encourage uncertainty

-

“There are 360 degrees, so why stick to one”

-

unlimit the freedom

Personal Comments
(Related of their thought)

A Study on the Characteristic of Thought of 3D Digital Architects

“…experience the object has to excite curiosity and desire. A
considerable degree of strangeness is indispensable. The project like any true object of desire - will at first appear mysterious, an
unknown territory waiting to be discovered and explored”

encourage uncertainty

sense of pleasure

“..all conceivable constraints into new possibilities for space”

encourage uncertainty

unlimit the freedom

“Abstraction opened the possibility of unfettered invention”

free from specific reality/
encourage uncertainty

unlimit the freedom

“Do the design maneuvers gain enough fluidity and freedom to play”

-

sense of pleasure

“Playfulness allows experimentation. At the same time, it
acknowledges reason. It accepts that at one point ... it will be
integrated into the structure of intelligence”

-

sense of pleasure

“The virtual three-dimensionality afforded by 3D modeling software
offers a new way of working that combines the intuitive possibilities
of physical model making with the precision and immateriality of
drawing”

free from specific reality

sense of pleasure

“Computing makes easier to achieve complexity and fluidity at the
same time. Technology managed to refine this and allows you to
have much more variety and incredible richness”

-

unlimit the freedom

Table 4. Characteristic of Thought of Gehry and Hadid

7.2 Engagement of Virtuality and Imagination
7.2.1 Engagement of Virtuality
The first factor, which is the theory of interactivity in digital media, is one of the key points
to study the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects. Similar to Negroponte (1995),
Murray (1997) identifies the interactivity in digital media as immersion, rapture, and
agency. These three terms lead us to study the characteristic of thought through content
analysis. However, a more concrete category for immersion, rapture, and agency is
needed. One of the categories is the engagement of virtuality: a status of the
characteristic of thought within another reality/uncertainty and blind/free from specific
reality. The category of engagement of virtuality allows us to justify the characteristic of
thought of a 3D digital architect by referring to the accompanying keywords (another
reality, uncertainty, blind, and free from specific reality).

7.2.2 Imagination
After the first factor is categorized into two—engagement of virtuality and imagination—
then the second factor—early thoughts in imagination—confirms the relation. The
category of imagination is always related to these accompanying keywords: fantasy,
sensation, freedom, and pleasure. Imagination is a standard for the formation
of ideas, namely, the nature of mental representation [17]. From ancient views to presentday studies on the creative process, imagination is considered key. Wallas’ most popular
creative process model also points out the interesting phases of intimation and
illumination (preconscious into conscious) when explaining imagination. The category of
imagination allows us to justify the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects in
terms of a ‘sense of pleasure’.

7.3 Finding
The two investigated 3D digital architects, Gehry and Hadid, possess a common
characteristic of thought. Both stress the importance of freedom from specific reality (the
uncertainty) and the need for a ‘sense of pleasure’. Freedom from specific reality (the
uncertainty) represents engagement of virtuality, while a ‘sense of pleasure’ represents
imagination. Engagement of virtuality and imagination are known to be characteristics of
thought in the interactivity of digital media. Such thoughts are always encouraged
naturally so that they lead to the discovery of novelty. Although Gehry and Hadid keep
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sketching manually, their characteristic of thought is similar to the interactivity in digital
media. Both possess the same strong characteristic of thought through the engagement
of virtuality and imagination; however, Gehry’s characteristic of thought appears to be
more significantly based on engagement of virtuality, while Hadid’s, on imagination
(sense of pleasure).
In cognitive science, theories of domain specificity argue that the skills, traits, or
knowledge that underlie successful performance (or creative) in a given domain are
largely unrelated to the skills, traits, or knowledge that underlie successful performance in
other domain [21]. The two types of creativity is domain-specific and domain-general.
Feist (1999) described that certain personality traits consistently covary with creativity, yet
there are some domain-general attribute that creative people posses in common [22].
Referring to this paper, the characteristic of thought of engagement of virtuality can be
considered as a domain-specific of 3D digital architects, whereas the imagination (sense
of pleasure) is considered as a domain-general. The engagement of virtuality is expected
to contribute to success in 3D digital creative achievement.
Limitation of this research, however, it investigated very limited number of two 3D digital
architects. It is necessary to accumulate more knowledge by carrying out large number of
3D digital architects in the future works.

8. Conclusion
This study explains the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects through content
analysis. In this paper, we introduced the characteristic of thought of 3D digital architects
as being their engagement of virtuality and imagination. This study will help digital
architects by encouraging them to engage in virtuality and imagination more seriously in
order to develop their design thought. This research might be developed more
extensively in the future with further aim in the cognitive studies by using cognitive
method as an approach.
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Abstract
This paper discusses a research and design project initiative undertaken in partnership
with a Government agency, a manufacturing company and academia.
The partnership known as a - Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) is part of a
Government initiative to help individual small to medium size businesses and industries, to
develop and incorporate aspects of business activity outside the scope, knowledge and
experience of the participating company. The partnership enabling the participating
company to expand their ability to address new marketing challenges and to achieve
greater market penetration.
The participating company corporate objective in this KTP was to increase new product
activity both in the UK and overseas markets. To be able to achieve this objective the
company needed to address the research, design, and development requirements for new
advanced passenger train interiors. Therefore, one of the key initial KTP objectives was to
set up and embed an in-house research design capability that would enable the company to
develop appropriate design strategies and methodologies for undertaking various design
projects. This has now been established and an initial research, design and development
project put in place.
The following presentation discusses through the ongoing project, titled – “The research,
design and development of creative, innovative advanced passenger train interiors for the
year 2020 and beyond”
The research and design methodologies being used. Initial exploratory research and new
creative innovative design concepts generation. The relationship with, and feedback from
passenger carriage manufacturers. How the feedback is influencing the ongoing research,
design and development of design concepts.
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Project introduction.
Since the introduction of the Shinkansen ‘bullet train’ in Japan in the mid 60’s, high-speed
train systems have been introduced and developed in many countries throughout the
world, the largest being in China, Japan and Europe.
At the moment China is leading the world with investment in new high speed rail networks
to link urban centre’s across the country. It will soon be possible to take a high-speed
train starting from Hong Kong and to travel most of the major cities. (illustration 1) Japan
is also at the forefront of new developments with its magnetic levitation (Maglev) trains.
(1)

illustration 1

Europe has a well-established high-speed rail network and spending on new high-speed
rail lines is gathering pace to link up countries across boarders. Europe intends to
significantly increase the extent and number of connections by 2025. The long-term plan
is to have a high speed Trans-European network for the whole of Europe. (illustration 2)
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illustration 2

The USA national long distance rail network is mainly single track that carries a
significant percentage of slow moving freight train traffic. This coupled with other
preferred forms of transport such as internal airline flights and the car, both of which are
generally considered by the people of the USA to be more efficient in time and cost, also
political factors, are the main reasons the USA has not developed high-speed train
services. However, President Obama’s government has recently invested $8 billion to
jump-start an ambitious nationwide high-speed rail travel network. (2, 3)
High-speed trains offer distinct advantages over many other forms of transport
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Greatly reduced journey times between city centres.
Seamless journey experience from city centre to city centre.
Genuine real alternate to airline and other forms of travel over certain journey
distances.
Considerable reduction in emissions when compared to airline travel, for example
- “the emissions from travelling by train from London to Paris are 90% lower that
by air travel”. (4) The French AGV train produces 2.2g of CO2 per passenger per
kilometre 70 times less than the passenger aircraft 153g. (5)
More energy efficient when carrying high capacity numbers of travellers.
In comparison to road transport, train transport has a smaller footprint on the
landscape.
Train stations are located in city centre’s making travel more direct and
convenient.
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These examples clearly identify the global trend towards increasing investment and
operation of high-speed rail passenger travel because of the real and perceived future
advantages that this form of transport is providing.
The planning, research, design and development of new and the development of existing
high speed passenger train travel systems and passenger trains for the future is
extremely complex, requiring significant financial investment, and taking many years to
design, develop and incorporate. During this time many predicable and unpredictable
events can take place, which may alter or modify direction. However, in planning for the
future it is necessary to be proactive in the research, creation and exploring of possible
scenarios, and designing and developing products for those scenarios to enable
assessment and evaluation to be undertaken.
Based on research undertaken, forecasts and predictions, this project has been
undertaken to explore possible passenger train travel scenarios, in particular the future
travel needs and wants for the European business community, through the generation of
concept design ideas.

The project scenario
Mobility and transport is no longer seen as purely the means to get from A to B. There is
a clear trend towards travel being seen as an experience to be enjoyed whilst also
providing somewhere to work and or socialise.
The ongoing development of high-speed trains presents new opportunities and
challenges to create exciting carriage interiors designs that will meet the needs and
expectations of travellers of the future.
The project scenario is based on the current development of high speed passenger trains
that are being developed and tested with expected in service speeds in excess of 350kh,
(A version of the French TGV has been tested to speeds of 574kph) (6) and the fast
expanding European Union high-speed networks where it is predicted that as Europe
becomes more and more integrated in terms of business, (currently 50% of all UK
business and trade is with EU member states) (7) there will be an increasing need for
business people to be able to travel as quick, or more quickly and economically by train
over increasingly longer distances in comparison with established air travel, both in terms
of financial cost and in utilization and effectiveness of personal time.
There are indicators that this is already taking place. In Spain and Germany the
development of high speed train networks and the convenience and financial benefits
they provide, is increasing affecting internal air travel in that some short haul air routes
have been substantially reduced in response to user preference for high-speed train
travel. The journey time for the 625 kilometres from Madrid to Barcelona by train is 2.5
hours, travelling at speeds up to 350kph. (8)
The channel tunnel between the UK and France links the UK with high-speed networks in
France, Germany and Italy and as new high-speed lines become operative will extend the
range and number of destinations that can be travelled. Italy now operates a fleet of 25
high-speed trains that travel at speeds up to 340kph, linking Rome Turin, Milan, Bologna,
Florence and Naples, reducing journey times by up to a third. (9)

Passenger research studies carried out for Eurostar, show that –
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•
•
•
•

Business travellers are prepared to spend up to four hours on their journey if they
can work.
Travel allows uninterrupted opportunities to work via laptops and mobiles en
route.
Time saved by travelling city centre to city centre aids productivity.
Freedom and flexibility of direct boarding.

Project Aims and Objectives
The project aims and objectives are to establish a research based innovative scenario
outside the scope of current thinking, that addresses the fast changing and challenging
future travel needs and expectations of business for the year 2020 and beyond, the ever
changing nature of business, recycling, environmental and other related issues. And
through a research and design led programme, generate creative concept design ideas
and proposals for business specific rail carriages, the content of which may help to
identify, clarify and formulate the future carriage designs that will serve the needs of the
business community.

Project Brief
The project brief is to generate through proactive research and design methodology,
creative concept design ideas proposals for dedicated business specific passenger train
carriages. The carriages to include appropriate support equipment and infrastructure to
facilitate business people undertake their business whilst travelling. The carriages
designed so that they are adjustable and flexible in accommodation floor area layout and
structure, and the furniture, equipment and services provided, to enable business user/s
specify their business requirements in the pre-booking of travel arrangements.
Business traveller profile types are wide and varied from single business traveller to small
to medium size groups, consisting of directors, sales executives, highly qualified
specialists engineers, technologists, business support teams, etc.
Minimum facilities to be included for customer use are - phone, email, video links, and
appropriate provision for group/team motivation trips. For long and/or overnight journeys
there will be a need for food, personal sleeping and toiletry provision, the design and
layout for sleeping depending on the requirements of specific user profiles, for example the individual traveller, groups and the gender and otherwise nature of the groups, and
the distance/destination of the traveller.
As an integral component of the project is the research and application of new and
developing materials, technologies and manufacturing processes, and the influence these
will have in the generating of new creative innovative design concepts and their
development to design realization. Factored into this is the need to be able to recycle the
materials after an expected train carriage in service life of approximately 30 years.
In parallel to this, is the ongoing consideration of the extensive ever-changing safety
performance standards and regulations that appertain in a very multilayer manufacturer
to rail operator regulated industry, and the effect that they have on new design.
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Whilst the project is utilising many of the well established forms and processes for
undertaking such a project, it is also assessing how these might be better developed and
incorporated for the generating and communicating of design information, in the creating
of new advanced design concepts and there development.

Initial User factors to be addressed –
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated spaces to meet needs of passengers
Passenger privacy and personal security
Level of comfort
Equipment facilities
Service facilities – food, overnight travel, toiletry needs
Perceive customer value

Other factors to be considered
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximizing of space utilization/return on investment and ongoing running costs
Materials and manufacturing processes
New and developing technologies
Legislative and safety requirements,
Green issues – product life cycle and end of life disposal issues
Maintenance /ease of cleaning

Initial Design Concepts
Two creative, innovative design led concepts have been generated and are currently
being explored and developed. The design proposals are based on the main carriage
structure manufactured from composite materials with modified heat-treated aluminium
components, assembled using advanced high technology gluing techniques.
One design concept is based on an adjustable screen partition system, that enables
passenger areas to be adjusted in layout and fitted with furniture and equipment to
specific customer individual, group and company requirements for any given journey.
(illustrations 3,4,5 show various initial design ideas) Visual aesthetic design
considerations for the partition concept are being explored, including solid, part clear and
obscured.
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illustration 3

Illustration 4
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illustration 5

The second design concept is more 'blue sky' and would require a greater level of change
to current rail and train operations systems and infrastructures, therefore a high level of
commitment from not just the train manufacturers themselves but depots and rail line
operators.
The design concept is based on having a standard coach chassis that can accept a range
of various modular cabin designs that are loaded and locked onto the chassis to form a
complete carriage, each cabin fitted with furniture, equipment and support services to
specific client/customer requirements. (illustrations 6 and 7 company dedicated carriages,
illustration 8 a design proposal for a carriage interior)
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illustration 6

illustration 7
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illustration 8

At present, business travellers may be out of contact with their office or clients for the
entire duration of their travel, from leaving the city centre until they reach their final
destination. The modular carriage concept enables business travellers to hire, rent, lease
carriage space that would be tailored specifically to their needs, effectively providing a
moving office work environment space.
The design of the furniture and equipment is based on flexibility and adjustability, to
function in many different floor plan layouts, without compromising the effective utilization
of space. Also being considered is the equipment options and inbuilt plug-in service
facilities, including phone, email, Internet, video conferencing, screen displays.
After formulating the two main themes for high-speed rail travel based around initial
research, the design concepts were shown to UK industry stakeholders for response and
feedback. The initial feedback received suggests that both concepts have potential. The
feedback is being assessed and where appropriate will be applied in the ongoing design
and development of the design concepts. Examples of feedback received are as follows –
•

“As far as the overall concepts go a modular train, as a schematic seems like a
good idea, however it would present a number of issues with regards to
infrastructure and methods in changing the modules in the train”.

•

“The business on the move idea certainly has legs; I think this idea can be
extended further on high speed city to city links”.

•

“The most popular was the first class aircraft style interior which is something that
I believe will be worked towards in the UK on the proposed high speed lines”.

•

“It is important for these new interiors to give the "wow" factor to passengers, and
the images certainly have the potential to do that”.

With both designs it is important to change perceptions within the industry as well as the
perception of train users. There has been inconsequential change in the design of train
carriage interiors over the last 50 years in comparison with other methods of transport,
particularly air travel. This is due, in part, to the level of investment within the industry.
Many industry insiders have become accustomed to this slow change and will need to be
convinced of the real, tangible benefits that high-speed train travel can bring. (ref - high
class business air travel on Concorde)
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Evidence of this was apparent in some of the feedback received from industry, to quote –
“The design concepts were presented today and as you might expect the more
conventional ones (designs) were liked best by the largely “old railway” audience”.
Passenger train carriage manufacture has for many generations been undertaken on
traditional mechanical assembly techniques, based on long well established knowledge
and skills abilities, therefore, is low risk.
In the process of designing, research has been undertaken with regard to existing, new
and developing materials and manufacturing processes. In particular the use of
lightweight materials, structures and associated manufacturing processes.
It is evident that certain advanced technology based materials and processes currently
being used by the aircraft and racing car industries in the products they manufacture,
have application for the design of high-speed passenger train carriage structures and
interiors, in that the product performance and safety requirements for the these industries
have related similarities. The new Boeing 7E7 ‘Dreamliner’ passenger plane (illustration
9) and the new McLaren high performance road car, (illustration 10) both of which have
been structurally designed to be manufactured from lightweight composite and other high
technology performance based materials, (10)(11) are examples of this.

illustration9

illustration 10

The reduction in weight is seen as a primary focus in the rail industry as not only does it
give obvious benefits to fuel consumption but also keeps axle loads down reducing
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incremental damage to the track, and in turn reducing the regularity of track replacement
and maintenance programs.

Composite materials offer several advantages in this
design –
•
•
•

The ability to manufacture a large one-piece moulded lightweight structure
Ease of manufacturing body form and surface smoothness
To integrate integral structural components, partitions, furniture, equipment, etc

Although these materials and manufacturing processes are relatively expensive at
present, the need for manufacturers to address increasingly more demanding product
performance specifications, particularly with regard to product and technical performance,
ecology issues such as CO2 emissions and recycling, and the reduction of product costs,
is driving industry to develop cheaper new high technology, high performance materials.
(14)(15)(16)
Research undertaken on the comparative life cycle costs of passenger cars, produced
using traditional metal manufacturing methods compared to equivalent cars incorporating
various lightweight composite materials, is showing that there are distinct cost benefits,
plus the environment issues of fuel saving and reduction in pollution. (17)
Along with improvements in aerodynamic and weight reduction performance, train
manufacturers have identified additional processes that have been used in performance
motoring, such as regenerative breaking, that can be used in the design of next
generation trains to increase fuel efficiency. A recent Siemens study indicated that
regenerative braking might recover 41.6% of the total energy consumed. (17)

In conclusion,
The content presented shows the initial outcomes of an ongoing exploratory research and
design programme. The project is future based addressing a number of unknown factors
therefore the work undertaken is based on aspects of research, certain assumptions and
creative design input. One of the objectives for the final outcomes of the programme is to
create a platform for dialog, as to what the nature and design of high-speed rail carriage
interiors for business travellers for the year 2020 and beyond, might be. In the process
contribute to formulating a more informed perspective as to the future needs of business
travellers.
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Abstract
Transport is at the heart of some of today’s most significant societal grand challenges. It is
a truly wicked problem. While advances in technology have simplified movement around
the world, increased levels of commuting and aspirations of car ownership have impacted
on economies, the environment and public health. It is estimated that transport problems
cost the UK economy £45bn/year. The overdependence on personal, motorised forms of
private transport is unsustainable and is fuelling ill health and obesity
Addressing these issues requires a multidisciplinary, holistic approach – one that places
people at the heart of the solution, that enables better transport systems to develop that can
create new high-quality, better-connected living spaces and lives, and that can use
technology to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the movement of goods and
people.
With the amount of research being conducted in this area, there is an urgent need to
provide a framework which can organise activity and ensure that the outcomes from it are
user centred and lead to the design of better, more inclusive vehicles and systems. This
paper illustrates the way in which the Hexagon Spindle (H-S) model of ergonomics can be
used to assess the territory covered by current, user focused transport research. The final
section of the paper explores the importance of design led thinking in integrated transport.
Keywords: transport design research, Hexagon Spindle of ergonomics, user centred
design
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Introduction
The period between 2007 and 2013 will see an investment by the European Union, under
the FP7 framework alone of 4.16 billion euros to support the development of safer,
greener and smarter pan-European transport systems. Although much of the emphasis is
on technological development and implementation to develop economic advantage, for
example in vehicle and traffic information systems, social networking, smart cities, vehicle
to grid infrastructures, new fuels and manufacturing technologies, there is a consistent
recognition of the need to address the human factor.
Developing an integrated picture of user related transport research is critical for designers
wishing to move into this area, and to ensure coherence and efficiency in national and
international research.
In this paper, a holistic model, developed in relation to educational ergonomics will be
used to map recent transport research with respect to user issues and to show where
design input and leadership is needed.

Transport research
A goal of the EU is to establish a transport system that meets society’s economic, social
and environmental needs which is conducive to an inclusive society and a fully integrated
and competitive Europe (EC, 2009). The ongoing trends and future challenges point to
the need for satisfying rising demand for travel or ‘mobility’ by offering safe and seamless
transport and mobility to all European citizens, in the contexts of growing sustainability,
accessibility and an ageing population.
Transport research has been dominated by automotive design. The current sustainability
agenda has had two major influences on this. It has highlighted the need for increased
sustainability in private mobility (e.g. hybrid and electric vehicles, lighter, more efficient
vehicles) and emphasized the importance of public transport in enabling environmental
targets to be met.
The design of public transport services has been poor, as has been recognized in the UK.
Here, two thirds of public journeys are made by bus, with nearly 2 million people relying
on buses and coaches as their usual means of travelling to work and with total public
expenditure on buses in England amounting to some £2.5 billion (DfT, 2006). However,
the quality of the services, outside London is variable. ‘Bus users and the general public
report that many services are not meeting the high standards they expect, and in too
many places patronage remains on a downward trend. Without further action, a vicious
cycle of decline is likely to take hold in more of our communities’ (P6).
Policy documents and research calls stress the need for the passenger voice to be
considered. Along with this is the recognition that the unit of analysis should not be the
design of the vehicle, but the whole journey experience. If potential passengers are going
to change their mode of transport, attention has to be paid to each journey stage from
initial planning through to arrival at the destination, taking into consideration the different
parts of the journey, and transitions from one stage and mode of transport to another. For
example, the design of the vehicle is of secondary importance if a potential passenger is
not able to walk easily or safely to the nearest bus stop or the transport gateways present
access barriers to those who have baggage, are elderly or infirm. Understanding the user
experience is key.

Ergonomics and transport design research
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The Transport Research Knowledge Centre defines transport research as comprising
‘studies, technical development and demonstrations concerning passenger or freight transport by
any mode, or a combination of modes’. Much user research with respect to transport design
has been influenced by ergonomics and universal design; for example in relation to
design for all, inclusivity, safety and a person centred approach as defined by Branton
(1978) in which
•
•
•
•

The complete individual should be considered when designing a system (not merely
the part of the individual which is interacting with the system)
An appreciation is needed that individuals bring a set of views, beliefs, values and
attitudes which extend beyond the current situation
An individual’s values need to be recognized, understood and accommodated if the
system is to be designed properly
An understanding that people act in an experimental and scientific way. They are not
passive, but test the situation and adapt their behaviour accordingly.

The fragmentation of transport related research across the sciences, engineering, IT,
design and urban planning has been commented on previously (e.g. Evans, 2005 and
Bontekoning et al, 2004). With emphasis being placed on the user journey experience,
this paper investigates the potential of mapping current transport research on to an
ergonomics model.

The hexagon spindle model of ergonomics
The hexagon spindle model of ergonomics (Benedyk et al, 2009) is an adaptation of the
enhanced concentric rings model (Girling and Birnbaum, 1988). It sought to refresh
outdated terminology, create differentiation and clarity between the sectors and to
acknowledge temporality. Although developed in the context of learner centred
educational ergonomics (Woodcock et al, 2009), it was intended to be applicable to other
domains, in this case transport research.
Models of ergonomics take as their starting point the user and systematically organise the
factors which influence the successful completion of the task. For example, the main task
of a student is to learn – this can be impeded or enhanced by external factors, such as
the design of the classroom, teaching materials and national agendas. Translating this to
transport design, the user becomes either the driver or the passenger, who may have a
supeordinate goal of reaching their destination (as safely, comfortably or conveniently as
possible). The fulfillment of this can be influenced by factors such as the design of the
vehicle, the transport infrastructure, behaviour of other passengers. The factors which
need to be considered for design and evaluation of interactions are shown in Figure 1.
Here, 6 factors are differentiated into 3 sectors – personal, organizational and contextual.
The hexagon framework is applied to the set of interactions pertaining to a single task.
For example, in a transport environment, such tasks may be planning a journey using a
transport information system, buying a ticket at a station or sitting in a vehicle. Although
such tasks have the same individual in common, they may occur using different products,
in different contexts and at different times. To represent this hexagons arranged as plates
along a time spindle are used. Each hexagon can represent a different stage of the
journey.
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Figure 1 The Hexagon Model

Figure 2 Hexagon’s depicting different tasks arranged on a spindle

The aim of transport design should be optimize the user experience through
understanding the factors which affect a particular stage of the journey. The different
sectors and factors help in the systematic identification of key issues. In Figure 3 each
sector is further broken down, moving outwards from the locus of the interaction (e.g. a
control panel) to the wider contexts in which the activity is situated, for transport these
might be the vehicle, the infrastructure in which the vehicle operates and government
legislation.
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Figure 3 The hexagon model showing levels

Examples of the way in which the model can be used
Applying the model to current transport design related
research
Starting with the centre of the H-S model, Table 1 shows examples of user groups
studied in relation to road transport. This emphasis enables attention to be given to the
essential characteristics of the user group in order to understand their interaction with the
vehicle or transport system. For example, the anthropometric variation of female drivers
and the physiological and cognitive differences which emerge in older drivers. Together
these studies represent the level of diversity which needs to be accommodated in the
design of a vehicle or transport system.
Table 1 Examples of defined user groups

Defined user group

Subgroup

Further details

Researchers

Young, male drivers

Corfitsen, 1999

Aggressive drivers

Asbridge et al, 2006;

Tired drivers

Lajunen et al, 1998
Corfitsen, 1999;Peters
et al, 1995

Distracted drivers
Mobile phone

Peters & Peters,2001
Haigney & Westerman,
2001; Ma &Kaber, 2005

Prescribed drugs

Linnoila et al 1974;

Non prescribed drugs

Sherwood,
1998;
Hansteen et al., 1976;
Brookhuis et al, 2004

Shift work

Sakai
1975

Drivers of different
types
Medicated

Taxi drivers

&

Takahashi,
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Defined user group

Subgroup

Further details

Researchers

Occupation

Long distance drivers

Fatigue

Kecklund & Åkerstedt,
1993

Pizza delivery

Passengers

Kinkade
1997

Kativich,

Public sector drivers

Bus and truck drivers , Ettala, Rahkonen
garbage collectors
Peltola, 1989

Mechanics

Musculoskeletal
symptoms

Female

Occupant safety in cars Woodcock et al, 2001

Motorcyclists

Road

Kogi, 1979
Gender

Garrard,
Lo,2007

Bike design

Neuss, 2007

Road injury

Jacobson et al, 1998
Robertson et al, 2009

Pedestrian safety

Oxley, 2009

Rose

Fernando, 1998; Panek
and Reardon, 1987

Social inclusion

Evans
&
AzminFouladi,
2005;
Richardson et al, 2000
Dumbaugh, 2008
Stalvey & Owlsey,2000

Ball and Rebok,
1994

Very old drivers

Brayne et al, 2000
Audirac, 2008

Mobility and safety
Self perception
safety

Ruspa,
Zoldan
and Cerrone, 2006

Transport design

Disabled groups

Postural support aids
Visual impairment

Mobility and safety
Cyclists

Transport policy
Mobility
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Audirac, 2008
Lawton et al, 2008
Ball and Rebock, 1994

Ruspa,
Zoldan
User centred vehicle Cerrone, 2006
design
and
accessibility
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Rural communities

Elderly

Gender groups

&

Torp et al, 1996

Public transport
Cyclists

Other road users

&

&

Audirac, 2008
Garrard,
Lo,2007
Polk, 2008
Dobbs, 2007

Rose

&
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Moving through the sectors in the model enables a systematic consideration of issues
effecting interaction. Table 2 depicts some of the transport related problems faced by
overweight drivers and passengers who may face uncomfortable, unsafe journeys and
discriminatory practices. Larger passengers report feeling stigmatized, with some
economy airlines contemplating a fat tax. Overweight drivers of public transport vehicles
face health consequences (Anderson, 1991) in part due to poor workstation design and
are subject to discriminatory employment practices (Peacock, 2009)). Recognition that
the needs of this population are not accommodated is evidenced by retrofitting of theme
park rides (Niles, 2007) and ambulances. Developing tables such as these are useful in
establishing where changes are needed to improve vehicular and station design and
organizational practice. Similar tables can be developed for each user and for each
sector and for helping design decision making.
Table 2: Example of the personal sector factors

Level of consideration Definitions

Overweight bus driver

Overweight bus
passenger
Lack of space to sit
comfortably and safely,
seat belts requiring
extensions

Work station

Immediate task
environment

Seat design, reach for
primary and secondary
controls; increase in
musculoskeletal s
disorders

Work place

The wider vehicular
environment

Ingress and egress into Narrow aisles between
cab
seats

Work setting

The wider environment
in which the vehicle and
occupant are contained

Organisational policy
for obese drivers;
provision of healthy
food/exercise breaks

Long distances
required to walk in
transport gateways;
discriminatory practices

External issues

Wider issues beyond
individual control

Definition of current
Disability
Discrimination Act

Active transport
schemes;

A similar approach can be used to characterize research across a specific transport
sector, such as secondary safety.
Table 3: Examples of the use of the H-S across a specific sector

Level of
consideration

Definitions

Examples of
considered

aspects Specific details

Type of feedback

Work station

Immediate
task
environment

Collision
avoidance

Perez et al, 2009

Lane
departure
prevention

El Jaafari et al
(2008)

Haptic
wheel

steering

Steele
&
Gillespie, 2001

Multimodal presentation of Presentation
of
information
on
driver traffic information
distraction

Kaufmann et al,
2008

Locus of control

Usage motivations

Work place

The wider
vehicular

Researchers

Situational awareness

Advanced
assistance
systems

driver

Werneke et al,
2008

Computer
systems

vision

Trivedi
2007

et

al,
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Level of
consideration

Definitions

Examples of
considered

aspects Specific details

environment

Effects on older
drivers
Local conditions, rules, Differing levels of
regulations and provision assistance in lane
of sensor network
departure warning
systems

Work setting

Macro level
issues

The wider
environment
in which the
vehicle and Accuracy of information Effects of poor
occupant are received from the sensor
mobile
phone
contained
network
networks
on
cognitive function
Wider issues Road network and
beyond
effects on drivers
individual
control

its Comparison
between Chinese
and
Swedish
drivers

Researchers

Rakotonirainy
&Steinhardt,
2009
Popken
Krems, 2008

&

Hamada, 2008

Lindgren et al,
2008

The above tables illustrate that the levels of the H-S model are useful in categorizing
existing transport research and the issues which need to be addressed in design. In the
next section, the usefulness of the model in designing and explaining evaluative transport
studies is explored.

Applying the Hexagon –Spindle to a transport case study
The utility of the spindle is of more importance in considering the whole journey
experience. Lord Adonis (DfT, 2009, p1) commented, ‘The Government, local transport
authorities and transport operators all want to see more passengers travelling on efficient
public transport. If we are to achieve this shared goal then we need to put the passenger
first – and that means planning, building and modernising our transport system in a way
that reflects the realities, and meets the needs, of the door-to-door journeys that they
take.’
This became apparent in the evaluation of an electric park and ride bus (previously
reported in xxxx, 2011) designed to alleviate transport and pollution problems in a small
historic city. Semi structured interviews with different user groups were conducted ( bus
drivers, passengers, pedestrians, residents, tourists and shopkeepers) with observations
of the ride characteristics, the design of the buses and city centre congestion.
For passengers on public transport the journeys could be broken down in terms of getting
to and from the transport, and to the final destination (on foot). Public transport provision
was poor in the following respects:
• Access to the park and ride was poor in terms of :
o directional signage
o location of the park and ride station on one side of the city
o the park and ride only served one section of the city
o although the scheme was rated as excellent, it’s hours of operation were
too short for workers and tourists
• The train station was located a long walk from the city centre and tourist
attractions (the destination of most of the journeys)
• Lack of a central bus station meant that buses and tourists congested the streets
The journey from the public transport to the final destination was also problematic,
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•
•
•
•

•

The streets were congested by different forms of vehicles
Pavements were congested by long queues for local and tourist buses
Large vehicles used pavements when turning.
As a major tourist venue, visitors who wanted to ‘stroll around the city’, admiring
the architecture and taking photographs, this immediately placed them in danger
from vehicular traffic and slowed pedestrian traffic
Shopkeepers and restaurant owners complained of pollution from idling buses

Many of the interviewees felt that the city was dying because of the reduced footfall which
was a consequence of the lack of integrated transport policy – with limited parking
spaces, high parking tariffs and poor public transport.
Little consensus was reached about preferred transport solutions. The park and ride had
its clear advocates from those who used it – especially the more elderly participants. The
service, and the electric bus were both rated as excellent, yet the service was underused.
Lift sharing was seen as too complicated, and cycle lanes only considered a viable option
by tourists. Public transport was seen as markedly inferior by the affluent, conservative
residents who preferred to use other shopping centres. Many of the transport problems
associated with the city were legacy ones, the result of changes in strategy,
disconnected funding, changes of ideas and policies, and the need to accommodate
different interest groups.
The study evidenced the wicked nature of transport problems and the failure of piecemeal
approaches to tackle the transport problems.
1. The congestion and inconvenience of all stakeholders had a negative impact on
quality of life and the economic viability of the city.
2. A holistic approach to transport design, bearing in mind the historic nature of the
city, local context and international importance was not evidenced
3. Different stakeholders had different goals and travel preferences
4. Modal shifts from private to public transport would not occur as public transport
was seen as markedly inferior.
The H-S model was used to identify different parts of the journey, different stakeholders
and the variety of factors influencing the current situation: the management and
operationalisation of the park and ride scheme, the design of the electric buses from the
passengers and drivers perspective; social, cultural and individual issues such as
passenger demographics and attitudes to sustainability, and external factors such as the
low carbon agenda for public transport and the slower development of charging
infrastructure – leading to concerns for bus drivers. The results were used to inform future
strategy in line with national opportunities.

Conclusions
Transport research is fragmented, fast approaching crisis point in its reactive stance. It is
led by a strong vision to create sustainable, accessible, modern, joined up transport
services. Significant advances continue to be made. However, the top down vision is not
always reflected in grassroots improvement to services or passenger experience. Gaps
exist in sustaining and continuing transport solutions after the initial funding. Piecemeal,
regional and sector based approaches to funding create a highly competitive environment
which can lead to poorer and more expensive user experiences and uneven service
provision. The focus on the whole journey experience (the sum of all the hexagons in the
journey spindle) will add clarity, and enable a realization that ‘the whole is other than the
sum of its parts’. If any stage or part of the journey becomes more of a cost or a problem
than the benegits to be accrued on arrival , then the journey may well be abandoned.
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There is a clear role for new transport design leaders in:
•

ensuring a holistic approach is taken to the user experience and the design of
future transport solutions

•

communicating to the design community significant scientific breakthroughs

•

using latest research to inform course development to ensure that design
creativity is directed towards transport solutions, and not just vehicle design

•

joining up and applying research coming out of the sustainability and
regeneration sectors.

Transport and mobility (whether public or private, active or passive) are essential
components to our lives and the very structure of urban spaces. The emphasis has been
on the design of products rather than the design of a holistic user experience. Designerly
approaches to transport solutions are needed which go beyond the design of vehicles, to
look at service design and quality, user experience design, accessibility, and urban
design. Leading transport design teams with designers could enable a reframing of the
problem to focus on three elements (a) how the design process will proceed, (b) what
needs and opportunities the design will address, and (c) what form the resulting design
will take (Edelson, 2002), moving from a solution to a problem led approach. Such an
approach is in line with Willetts’ (2011) statement for the UK that “Design can help
organisations transform their performance, from business product innovation, to the
commercialisation of science and the delivery of public services.’ Practicing designers
have to move into key positions where they can influence transport policy and design
educators need to ensure that future graduates are equipped to design new transport
futures.
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Abstract
Singapore has progressed significantly in the area of design over the last ten years. This
paper is concerned with the discipline of industrial design in Singapore. The paper reports
on research into the topic which has employed literature review and structured
interviewing of design professionals across the spectrum of practice, education and
government policy. The paper attempts to provide an overview of how industrial design has
developed, and its potential future role in the country. Industrial design was originally
viewed as a servant of indigenous manufacturing industry, and particularly of large
overseas multi-national corporations which the Singapore government attracted to be
based in the country. In 2002 the creative industries were selected as a target for economic
growth. Government financial support followed and the decade witnessed numerous design
conferences, exhibitions, competitions and 'big name' visitors. The stated aim was to make
Singapore the 'design hub' for Asia. Its profile in the design world has certainly been
raised, but the role and scope of industrial / product design has remained generally static.
Government policies succeeded in developing design's position in the cultural landscape of
Singapore, and industrial design played its part in this success. Even though industrial
design remains a small component (less than 5%) of all the design-related creative
industries in Singapore, the research reveals a current situation which finds Singapore
optimistic in seeking to employ design as a strategic tool to foster innovation and increase
economic performance beyond its traditional, but now diminishing, consumer product
manufacturing base.
Keywords: industrial design, singapore, government policy
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Introduction
Singapore, as an independent state, is less than half a century old but it is famed for its
successful economic growth over those fifty years. Over this period Singapore has
progressed from a 'developing' to a 'developed' country. In 1964 Singapore opened its
first national design centre, a showcase to promote Singapore-based design talent,
products and opportunities. In 2013 Singapore will open its third incarnation of a 'national
design centre' (DesignSingapore Council, 2010).
Er (1997) investigated the progression of industrial design (ID) in developing countries.
To model and illustrate this progression, Er chose a series of relevant design arenas,
such as: the scope of ID use in manufacturing industry; government policies towards ID;
and ID education. He then identified the various phases of development, from 'embryonic'
to 'maturity' and stated how each design arena should appear during each phase.
According to this modelling, Singapore is in the 'maturity' phase because, for example, in
government policy ID is part of industrial culture and design centres are run by
professionals. It boasts a well developed professional bodies, a government agency to
support design, higher education programmes in ID, and a vision for its future.
Singapore has had significant growth in its international profile in the area of design,
largely due to government support. ID is in a period of flux, as the country's consumer
goods manufacturing sector shrinks, but also at a time when 'design' is seen as a
strategic tool in business innovation. Thus it is relevant and timely to reflect upon the
place and role of ID in the country.
What the reader will understand from the paper:


Awareness of a decade of government policies and support, and its impact.



A sense of how ID has been positioned to support 'brand' Singapore.



A view of how ID could play a part in the country's economic development.

The investigation employed two main processes of data gathering. Firstly, available
literature and information relating to ID in Singapore, especially covering the last decade,
were reflected upon. Secondly, interviews with individuals connected with ID in Singapore
were conducted. Note that the investigation has attempted to isolate industrial and
product design from other design disciplines such as graphics, web, media and
architecture.

Literature
Government initiatives and policies
This section reviews Singapore governments' policies and initiatives relating to design,
and includes notes on ID companies and professional associations in the country.
From the early 1960s to 2002 Singapore's Economic Development Board (EDB) was the
main government agency to monitor and support industrial and product design within the
country. Another agency, IE Singapore, sought to promote the strategic advantages of
design in the international arena. The Trade Development Board, part of the EDB, and IE
Singapore promoted design from the mid 1980s partly through the hosting of biennial
International Design Forum conferences (1988 to 2005), the opening of a Design Centre
in 1992, and the organisation of the Singapore Design Awards.
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A 2001 survey on the economic impact of product and visual communication design
activities in Singapore stated that there were 83 ID establishments out of a total of 3,657
establishments covering architecture, advertising, product, interior, fashion, web, and
graphic design (Economic Review Committee, 2002a). This very low percentage (only
2.3%) indicates the rather minor position of ID had in relation to the other 'creative
industries' design disciplines in Singapore.
At the beginning of the new millennium the Singapore government was seeking new
avenues of economic development. Its Economic Review Committee recommended that
the creative industries should be taken up as a case for strategic development, to benefit
the Singapore economy (Economic Review Committee, 2002a). The report identified that
the (then) value of the 'creative cluster' was low when compared to countries such as
Australia, UK and USA, and, as such, it had good scope for growth.
The government also wanted to develop a 'cultural scene', partly to make the country
more attractive to short and long term visitors and workers. The government wanted to
move the image of Singapore beyond simply a safe and secure place for business and
living. Art and Design were identified as highly effective vehicles for delivering this new
vision for Singapore (Economic Review Committee, 2002a).
One of the key initiatives that came from the Economic Review Committee report was to
formulate a strategy for design in Singapore. This was revealed as the "Design Singapore
Initiative" (Economic Review Committee, 2002b), and its proposals included integrating
design in enterprise, establishing a national design agency, and nurturing a vibrant
design community. From the second proposal there emerged the DesignSingapore
Council (DSC). Formed in 2003, it operates within the Ministry of Information,
Communications and the Arts (MICA). This is a quote from the DSC website:
The mission of the DesignSingapore Council is to develop Singapore into a global city for
design where design innovation drives economic growth and enhances the quality of life.
DesignSingapore promotes and develops the design industries as a creative cluster,
encourages the adoption of design by enterprises and nurtures a climate of co-creation and
innovation through design. (DesignSingapore Council, 2011a)
For DSC, the term "design" covers advertising, architecture, web, software, experience,
graphics, industrial product, fashion, communication, interior, service, and environmental.
Much of recent support and stimulus for ID has come from DesignSingapore Council.
Numerous design conferences, competitions, exhibitions, big name speakers and similar
events occupied the cultural calendar over the last decade.
In 2007 the Singapore Economic Development Board was promoting ID by highlighting
the 'creative buzz' in the country, the awards and festivals, its design talent and products
designed in Singapore, along with design agencies and Singapore-based brands
(Singapore Economic Development Board, 2007). The stated aim was to make
Singapore the 'design hub' for Asia. The Economic Development Board now promotes
Singapore as "Asia's design destination" (Singapore Economic Development Board,
2011), the article focusing on innovation, consumer insights, and big name brands which
chose to be based in Singapore.
In 2009 the DesignSingapore Council published "Dsg-II Strategic Blueprint of the
DesignSingapore Initiative" (DesignSingapore Council, 2009). This was both a review of
its work up to that time, and a strategic plan for its proposed initiatives between 2009 to
2015. The publication documents considerable success in the five key strategies of
DesignSingapore's initial initiative. These were: to develop Singapore's designers; to
create greater promotion and demand for design; to provide a design culture context
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conducive to policy-making; to inspire more upstream design activities; and to use the
Singapore Design Festival as an integrator platform. The document presents details of
the design awards won, exhibitions held and attended, designers sponsored, educational
programmes, business programmes, international study trips and missions, and festivals
held. The document lays out the metrics of key performance indicators such as: design
sector growth; international design ranking; international design awards won; and design
awareness. All of these were positive.
The strategies set out for beyond 2009 seek to develop support for the design sector so
that Singapore becomes a 'global city for design creativity'. The aims are revealed to be
for design to enhance quality of life and drive competitiveness. A significant new thrust of
the strategies appeared to be to target design (in the form of Design Thinking) to improve
enterprise in small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), and strategic innovation as a
business tool. Subsequent initiatives and policies have flowed from this. In 2010
DesignSingapore Council created the Design Thinking and Innovation Academy. The
government agency SPRING is promoting a programme of enterprise in the economy,
and exploiting design to achieve this. The programme, called the Design Engage
Programme, " ... aims to help enterprises learn how to integrate strategic design thinking
into their business processes for creative advantage and profits." (SPRING, 2011). It is
encouraging design consultants to come forward as trainers or facilitators in this
endeavour. DesignSingapore has its 'Design for Enterprises' initiative (DesignSingapore
Council 2008). This "... is about helping Singapore-based enterprises understand the
power of design and benefit from the impact design can make on business growth ...".
The DesignSingapore Council has annual meetings of an International Advisory Panel
(IAP), which consists of respected design leaders from around the world. In the most
recent (seventh) report of the IAP the assembled design experts advised 'the harnessing
of technology and design'. One Panel member, Mr Dick Powell, stated 'Singapore's
opportunity is to bring human needs and desires to technological innovation through
design.' (DesignSingapore, 2011b). Perhaps this is another avenue of exploration that
DSC will be tempted to go down in its pursuit of success.

External studies
This section reviews various external commentaries on Singapore's recent design and
innovation performance and status. Most reports cover a blend of design disciplines. It is
rare for Singapore-based industrial or product design to have their own isolated studies.
Evans et al (2003) reported on innovation policies in Singapore. In a section on
Singapore's promotion of its creative industries sector: "Singapore’s thinking about the
creative industries – arts and culture, design, and media – is distinctly ambivalent as to
whether these have a main role in the nation’s economic development or are just
supporting actors." (p72). This was prepared before the Singapore Economic Review
Committee promoted its creative industries as a sector worthy of support to grow
(Economic Review Committee, 2002a).
Korea and Singapore are often included or compared in studies on the recent history of
design and innovation within countries. Korea recognised the value of design for its
country's economic performance late in the 1990s (Cho, 2004). It instigated and funded
many policies to support the development of its design professionals, improve standards,
raise its international profile, and produce more design graduates. Korea has also viewed
design as a critical component of the 'day-to-day' culture of the country. In Korea, design
is closely linked to mass manufacturing industries, such as the country's successful large
consumer electronics companies. ID is highly regarded, and is seen as a driver of
innovation. It is often linked with engineering, technology and science, rather than
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marketing and humanities. Korea's number of industrial designers, as a proportion of
population is ten times that of Singapore (MacLeod et al, 2007). MacLeod et al produced
a report for the Canadian Design Research Network which reviewed design as an
instrument of public policy in Singapore and South Korea. The focus was on economic
performance, but also referred to issues such as environmental sustainability and quality
of life. It commented favourably on Singapore's approach to integrating its support for
multiple disciplines of design. The report listed design awards, conferences, overseas
exhibitions and sponsoring local talent as successful ways (for external branding and
marketing) of spending the S$10 million that DesignSingapore had at its disposal.
From 2003 to 2011 the research organisation Designium has periodically surveyed
various countries' policies of support and promotion of design. In its 2003 report
(Hytönen, 2003) Singapore was not surveyed, presumably because its policies were
being re-formulated at that time. From 2006 onwards, the Global Design Watch reports
have ranked countries for design competitiveness. In the 2006 report (Sorvali et al, 2006)
Singapore is picked out as a 'winner' because of its rise from 22nd in 2002 to 16th place
in 2005, in a ranking that was concerned with the implementation of national design
programmes on national competitiveness in the design sector. In 2008, the Designium
survey (Sorvali and Nieminen, 2008) placed Singapore 15th in global design
competiveness for 2007. In Designium's latest survey results, Global Design Watch 2010
(Immonen, 2010), Singapore's ranking of its design or creativity competiveness rose from
15th to 11th position. The survey also stated that Singapore's 'design competiveness' is
now greater than its 'national competiveness'. This is a reverse of the comparison found
in the previous (2007) survey.
Moultrie and Livesey (2009) reviewed the design capabilities of twelve countries. They
generated a ranking of national design capabilities. This ranked Singapore as 6th in
absolute measures of design capability, but 1st in relative measures. The review covered
a broad range of design subjects including architecture, industrial design, fashion,
multimedia and graphic design. The measures chosen to arrive at the rankings included
public investment, numbers of graduates, numbers of design registrations and
trademarks, and numbers of design companies. The following comments were made:


'Although ranked 1st for the relative measures, Singapore is less dominant in
absolute terms. This is unsurprising, given the small size of the country.'



'Very high public investment in design in comparison to other nations, alongside a
clear and ambitious national policy for design.'



'A comparatively small design services sector, but with growing capabilities.'

The DesignSingapore Council's mission statement (DesignSingapore Council, 2011a)
indicates something of how design is regarded in Singapore. It is not just a tool for
economic progress and development, it's part of the country's mechanism of social
engineering. DesignSingapore's website also includes as news items, Singapore's
rankings as a 'liveable' and 'fashionable' world city. This seems to reinforce a view that
'design', along with other 'arts' is seen as an important component of the mix to make the
country appealing and attractive. It has a role to play in managing the image of the
country, not only as a tool to effect positive change, but almost like a trophy to be shown
to its residents, and the rest of the world. This view is supported by Gwee (2009). Her
study of the development of Singapore's creative industries highlighted the point that one
aim of such development has been to promote a creative culture, to educate a population
to appreciate and embrace art and design. DesignSingapore Council has sponsored the
biennial Singapore Design Festival and the annual President's Design Awards to be
alongside other arts festivals. Gwee's view (2009: 249) is that one of the impacts of such
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events is to '... shift community preferences toward higher quality products and design
aesthetics.' Gwee (2009: 250) includes in her conclusions: 'The creative industries cluster
strategy itself, although an economic strategy, is also the nation's innovation policy.'

Design companies, associations, and MNCs
Singapore has several professional design associations. The Designers Association of
Singapore (DAS) is Singapore's only multi-disciplinary design association. Established in
1985, it is being re-branded as the Design Business Chamber Singapore (DBCS). This
reflects a move towards positioning design as a strategic business tool. Another
organisation, The Design Society, is '... dedicated to the goal of raising the general
standard of design in Singapore, with a focus on applied graphic design.' (The Design
Society, 2011). There are also professional associations for architecture, interior design,
landscape architecture, fashion and textile design, furniture design, planning, advertising,
and landscape architecture.
Notable multi-national corporations (MNCs) which have set up a base in Singapore are
listed in table 1.

Multi-National Corporation

Website

Dell

www.dell.com.sg

Electrolux

www.electrolux.com

Hewlett-Packard (HP)

www.hp.com.sg

Motorola

www.motorola.com.sg

Nakamichi

www.nakamichi.com

Nestle

www.nestle.com.sg

Philips

www.philips.com

Procter & Gamble

www.pgcareers.com.sg

World Kitchen [Corning, Pyrex]

www.worldkitchenasia.com

Table 1. Singapore-based MNCs

There is a small number of significant (because the design community always refers to
them) ID houses or consultancies based in Singapore. These are listed in table 2. Note
that BMW Designworks moved its Asia operations to Shanghai at the end of 2011.

ID House / Consultancy

Website

BMW Designworks

www.designworksusa.com

Design Exchange

www.designexchange.com

Lawton & Yeo

www.lawton-yeo.com

Orcadesign Consultants

www.orcadesign.net

Philips Design Singapore

www.design.philips.com

XentiQ

www.xentiq.sg
Table 2. Singapore-based ID houses / consultancies

The Asian Design Survey 2009 (Lee, 2010) recorded the number of design-specialising
companies in Singapore to be 11,000. It is not known how this figure was arrived at. The
DesignSingapore website has a 'find a design firm' design directory feature. This does not
include digital media design firms such as websites, games, film and TV, or software. It
also does not include engineering design. If this design directory is searched there are
approximately 290 design firms listed. If this list is filtered to only include "Industrial /
Product Design" the number is reduced to 80. When these firms are reviewed on-line the
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number which promote themselves as significantly involved or capable in the practice of
ID reduces to approximately 15.

Interviews, themes and quotes
In order to generate a more current view of ID in Singapore, and explore its potential
future, it was necessary to go beyond the available literature. Data gathering therefore
included a series of semi-structured interviews. These were conducted with seven
individuals who represent different areas of ID in Singapore. The identities of the
individuals are not provided, for ethical reasons. The interviewees were:


A practicing designer and partner in a strategic design and branding agency.



A senior practicing designer and tutor on an ID undergraduate programme.



A free-lance ID professional.



A senior tutor and programme leader on an ID diploma programme.



A senior manger and tutor on an ID diploma programme.



A senior manager at a Singapore government agency responsible for design.



An ID manager of a MNC which is based in Singapore.

The questions were framed to tease out some personal views on how ID is practiced and
supported in Singapore. The following points summarize the structured questions:


Does Singapore have a particular model of ID that works well for the country and
its economy, and is ID in Singapore different from ID elsewhere?



What sustains an ID profession in Singapore, considering that there is a shrinking
manufacturing sector?



What are the 'drivers' for change or development of ID in Singapore, and how is
ID supported in Singapore?

The questions were deliberately open ended, to encourage a wide ranging discussion
and to allow new topics to emerge and be included in the data. All interviews were audio
recorded and the discussions were analysed later. The analysis included transcribing the
conversations and then finding common themes, under which quotes from the
interviewees could be grouped. These themes, and the quotes, are presented next. Each
paragraph of quote(s) is from an individual interviewee.
Theme: Limitations concerning volume and scope of ID work and professional
practice.


Probably a limited number of jobs in product/industrial design compared to other
creative disciplines. Type of design is very much classical, aesthetic, design
styling - give form to some kind of product and make it look nice. The [ID] industry
is not as mature. Singapore does not have such home-grown outfits.



It doesn’t really significantly contribute to the economy. There isn't enough
industry to create that kind of demand. Since 1989 ... there were about 10 ID
firms operating. Up to today, in terms of those actively operating, there are
maybe 10. So I don't think that they have basically grown.



Driven by government initiative, not bottom up from the industry.
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Singapore has more free-lancers, than design agencies ... market size for
industrial designers is quite small.



Whether they [ID] are doing very very well is a question mark. [Mainly] 'design
execution' - which is you only execute the design strategy which has been
[written] down by other strategists. Although a small country, lots of opportunity to
position oneself.

Theme: The influence of multi-national corporations (MNCs).


Companies exist on the basis of being designers for companies such as HP and
Motorola.



ID here for strategic reasons. Design studios related to mobile phones, product
design, like Philips, ... 'design centres' ... Motorola, HP, BMW. Currently, HP is
probably the company that sustains all this ID activity. Most of the ID companies,
have some form of major account with HP.



Have mainly support from MNCs ... 'the great employers of industrial designers'.



Big companies like IDEO, frog design are setting up an office here - to serve the
demand of the MNCs.



Most ID business is from overseas companies, rather than local SMEs.

Theme: Singapore industrial designers are not equipped for global work, nor well
engaged with local SMEs.


Don't believe there is a lot going on at the level of high level, strategic design
innovation or design thinking.



The big companies employ the big names/execs but somehow it does not
translate well. SMEs, historically and up to now, don't really know how to engage
or work with a designer.



No specific ID office really raised to a level recognised around the world.



SMEs are slowly grasping the investment value of ID.



More MNCs moving to Singapore, and one of the major complaints/feedbacks is
that they cannot find the right profile of designers. Most local designers work on
local projects ... don't have the exposure to work on global market.



... they [Singapore manufacturing industries] most likely will use overseas design
consultant (because it's bigger, larger scale) to do their strategy. There is no
business [for the strategists]. The clients know that they need to do it [strategic
thinking], and designers know that they need to do it ... but mutual connector is
not there yet.

Theme: Sustaining the profession: opportunities and threats.
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Design is all about IP [intellectual property] and innovation. Singapore totally
needs to rely on that to survive - because manufacturing has shifted out.



Working with MNCs, although this has been drastically scaled back, with
companies like Motorola leaving. There are companies that are finding more
niche areas, like XentiQ.



Diversification (exhibition, interactivity, multi-media etc.) is what is helping
Singapore design studios to keep alive.
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Maybe SMEs will come in ... spreading their wings in the region - especially in
China. We are the bridge, we know European tastes ... they think that Singapore
designers are worth grooming.



Think it's not about manufacturing. We need to create our own IP. IP and design
comes from here - not made here. Focus for manufacturing is high value, high
technology products - not so much on the mass. For ID, it's for us to create our
own brand of product.



It's going to be quite tough for IDers to survive. We push our IDers to go and
work overseas. Some of the design agencies are doing quite well, because they
have more and more projects overseas. Difficult for designers to come back,
when they have enjoyed working overseas, and having a lot of interesting
projects to do.

Theme: Drivers for change in Singapore's ID profession.


The growth of design from mainly an aesthetical discipline to one of strategic
thinking. A multi-disciplinary team who work to keep businesses competitive where it needs to go [in Singapore].



May happen when HP [Hewlett-Packard] not here anymore! When younger
designers are not relying on the existing kind of revenue stream.



One aspect is ... design education ... different stratas: polytechnics, degree,
masters. Government's initiative [is] to drive design education to a higher level.



Singapore moved from a 'developing' to a 'developed' country ... that increases
consumer expectation. 'Design' is coming of age.



[IDers] have to venture out, for example to China, because this is a bigger market
for them.



Openness to ideas. By whole society ... a survival instinct. Key drivers are ...
clients and designers

Theme: Government support for ID industry.


[Government] funding schemes ... it's important that they do that, and definitely
many people do benefit from it ... but do not believe that can use funding as
model to run operation as a design consultancy. Bad for design development with
this kind of grant. Maybe need a stronger business agent to bring them to the
next stage.



Government is trying really hard ... to sustain the people who want to work in ID.



DesignSingapore Council ... they are doing a good job - the awareness of design
has risen.



[DesignSingapore Council] working on both sides ...
companies ...trying to create the demand, increase and quality.



Promotion by government, funding, will help. Funding shortfalls can mean work is
not retained in Singapore and [local] designers lose the opportunity of such work.
EDB and DesignSingapore Council need to have a more functional role ... need
to ensure facilitation. Must go beyond just achieving KPIs.

education

and
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Discussion and conclusions
The literature and interviews reveal a range of data relating to the present and recent
past of ID in Singapore. This section discusses issues arising from the data, including
comparisons between interviewees' comments and findings from literature.
Policy and support from the Singapore government has gone through distinct phases.
The early phases were about manufacturing industries using design to add value to
products. The industries ranged from MNCs to SMEs. There was some success with the
MNCs being attracted by financial incentives, but Singapore's SMEs have been slow and
hesitant to exploit ID. The middle phases, when DesignSingapore Council was
developing its roles, might be characterised by the following aims: promoting design as
good for business; creating a design 'buzz', a design culture; educating more
Singaporeans to appreciate 'good' design. More recently, design is promoted along the
following lines: innovation and strategy; reframing business opportunities; design thinking;
consumer insights.
Singapore has been very successful in its formulating and implementing of policies to
support design. However, it is not easy to isolate ID from other disciplines, and what is
not clear is the success of the policies in directly affecting economic performance. It is
clear that industrial/product design is a small component of all 'design' in Singapore,
approximately 5% in terms of numbers of design firms. Some interviewees confirmed this
point.
The interviewees seem to recognise a potentially difficult position for ID. There was much
reference to MNCs and a global view of design. The interviewees recognised the
importance of government money, but view it as 'double edged'. The money had
supported an ID profession with the presence of the MNCs, but left the profession
vulnerable when the MNCs decided to leave Singapore.
Few interviewees commented on the detail of government initiatives, beyond the financial
issues. There was some call for agencies to work to be 'connectors', to bring ID and
indigenous manufacturers together, and not just at a strategic level, but at a practical ID
level. There is an opportunity for industrial design to be innovators, not just of ideas but of
realised products when they are linked with industry.
In its policies on design, Singapore has given less emphasis to 'mainstream' industrial
and product design activity than, for example, Korea. It is likely that the reason behind
this is the relative scales of consumer product manufacturing industries in the two
countries. In-depth comparison of different countries' support for design is beyond the
scope of this paper. However, the literature does suggest that Singapore's policy had its
greatest success (in loose comparison to other countries) in raising the profile of design
within its own population and in its support of 'brand' Singapore.
Interviews revealed a confidence and positive hope for what design can offer Singapore.
Its designers and design-related business people are enthusiastic about future prospects.
They are fully aware of the effect of government influence in much of what they do. They
have a pragmatic and realistic approach. They accept the significance of the role of
government in the life of the country. This is something which is quite particular to
Singapore.
There is a curious relationship between the ID profession, as represented through the ID
agencies, and MNCs. The MNCs are largely in Singapore because they have been
attracted by government support. There seems little else for industrial designers to do,
other than become sole practitioners, or craft designers. Some parties are optimistic
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about the potential role of designers as strategists, but this has yet to happen to a
significant extent.
The Designium report in 2008 (Sorvali and Nieminen, 2008) listed 'to make Singapore a
global design hub' as one of Singapore's four main objectives of its national design policy.
Has Singapore become a 'global design hub'? There is some evidence that this began to
be the case as MNCs were attracted to set up bases. More recent events, such as BMW
Designworks leaving to go to Shanghai, suggest that Singapore may struggle to achieve
this objective.
There is much thoughtful design talent in Singapore. There is a small, but lively
community of independent designers, design/artists and crafts people. Great strides have
been taken to develop a thriving community, and general, 'popular' interest in design has
grown to the point that it has become part of the cultural life of the country. Design's
impact in business and commerce, both public and private, is being boosted with the
promotion of 'Design Thinking' (DesignSingapore Council, 2012).
There has been a rise in the prominence given to Design Thinking (i.e. the business tool),
but there seems to be much less conversation about thinking in design. In a recent
posting a Singapore-based design writer, Justin Zhuang, questions the reasons behind
the 'disappearance' of the Singapore Design Festival in 2011 (Zhuang, 2011). Following
Festivals in 2005, 2007 and 2009, DesignSingapore Council reviewed their purpose and
have yet to announce what will happen to the Festival. Zhuang considered that the 2009
Festival had reverted to the format of a 'trade show', rather than a review of design
'culture'.
There seems to be little maturing of fundamental thinking 'about' design. For example,
there is virtually no academic research emerging concerned with the fundamentals of
design. Papers from Singapore researchers, published in design journals and conference
proceedings are rare. Design research culture is not strong in Singapore. There is little or
no tradition of development or innovation in ID practice, resulting from university-based
academic research. There is not the tradition of collaboration between universities,
government and industry. Building on Singapore's reputation as a 'knowledge-based'
economy, there may be value in the country developing a deeper intellectual base
concerning design.
Industrial design, along with other design disciplines, in Singapore has developed
significantly over the past decade. It has enjoyed generous government support and this
has resulted in a recognised international profile for its designers and designed output.
Industrial design is now re-developing, even re-inventing itself, to become more affective
and influential in Singapore's changing landscape of industry and commerce. However, it
seems that the scale and scope of industrial design cannot escape the effect of the
(small) physical size of the country.
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Abstract
The internal design thinking behavior of designers in the concept development has been an
important issue of cognitive psychology. In this study, the design thinking process designers
have in applying digital media and traditional paper in the early concept development
stage was explored. Special focus was made on the structure and procedure of problem
solving. With the verbal data obtained, the protocol analysis was employed to analyze
designer’s thinking behaviors in using different media.
From the study, the author had reached the following conclusions: (1) The proficiency and
related knowledge designers have for the design project has a big impact on the
construction of the design problem and the efficiency of problem solving and completeness
of detail design. (2) Compared with the traditional way of idea development, digital media
makes it possible for designers to have an in-depth description of the detail design with the
help of related functions in digital media. (3) Designers can have an effective thinking
process regarding the micro and macro aspects of a design project because of the function
of software, enhancing the completeness of the design thinking while in traditional pen and
paper environment, designers use the synthetic and contrast way to manipulate their idea
development. The results obtained in this study will benefit both the design education and
practical design activity where digital media is applied.
Keywords: design thinking, computer-aided conceptual design, paper-pen sketching,
Wacom interactive pen display
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Introduction
Regarding designer’s design thinking behaviors, researchers concern about the clear
presentation of the behavioral models designers have in the interior situation logic and
decision-making process in their idea development (Rowe, 1987). During the design
thinking activity, there are all sorts of variables and possibilities. Based upon the concept
of information processing, Simon (1981) considers the design procedure a process
developing from the initial state to the goal state, in which there are various searching
paths and procedure. Therefore, the whole design procedure is often looked upon as a
problem solving procedure. Schön & Wiggins (1992) claims that for designers, sketches
not only serve as the descriptive tool for designers to record what within their minds but
also a tool for designers to reinterpret the sketches previously made and to reorganize
their concepts. The roles computer media plays in design can be divided into three
layers, the design representation tool, design thinking media, and conceptual
development tool. And different kinds of design media may result in different design
thinking modes and representation styles (Liu, 1996). Currently, Wacom interactive pen
display has made it possible for designers to make sketches right on the computer
screen. As a result, the role of computer media has been promoted from previous
representation tool and manufacturing assistant tool to the design thinking and
conceptual representation tool. In other words, the role of digital media has been
changed from the simple representation tool to one that can help designers with their
conceptual development.
The purpose of this study is twofold: (1) to explore whether there are differences for
designers to apply Wacom interactive pen display and traditional pen and paper in terms
of their macro- and micro-strategies in their design thinking modes when they draw
sketches for conceptual development; (2) with the diversity of tools provided by
computer-aided conceptual design tools, is there a significant influence on the designer’s
idea development?.

Literature review
Design thinking
In performing design activities, all steps of design problem definition and the
transformation of solutions are covered in the design thinking behavior. In such a design
problem domain, problems can be divided into well-defined problems, ill-defined
problems and wicked problems (Rowe, 1987). And because there is no definite end of the
problem solving activity in design, we need to redefine the problem and process analysis
and evaluation of the solutions if we expect to complete the design. Through the concept
of information processing (Hayes, 1978, Newell & Simon, 1972; Simon, 1979), the
manipulation of design problem can be referred to as the exploitation of knowledge state
in the problem domain and the procedure of decision making. Furthermore, the input of
knowledge state and the generation of the knowledge for feasible solutions construct the
outcome of design thinking, from which the usable solutions can be evaluated and
presented in the design output with the representation of new knowledge. Therefore,
such kinds of external representations can be regarded as the concrete performance of
designers in the design problem solution procedure.

Design sketches
During the design thinking procedure, the initial concept design is often considered the
most creative design stage. In this stage, making design sketches (sketching) is the most
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critical behavior. Many scholars claim that many prospective messages can be found
from designer’s sketches (Schon &Wiggins, 1992; Herbert, Goldschmidt, 1994; McGrwn
et al, 1998; Suwa et al. 2000; Dorst & Cross, 2001), which can help designers to
successfully develop their ideas. Therefore, designers usually present their proposals or
generate their ideas by sketches. Due to different interpretations of the potential concepts,
there are many views regarding the role of sketches in design, the major of which are :
(1) seeing as (Goldschmidt, 1994), (2) moves (Schon &Wiggins, 1992), (3) lateral
transformation (Goel, 1995), and (4) focus shifts (Suwa et al. 2000). In making design
sketches, designers often use the episode knowledge, rather than theoretical knowledge,
from their personal experience (Visser, 1995). Through such kind of “dialog procedure” of
graphic media, designers can redefine or reconsider possible ideas and at the same time,
take down possibilities of these ideas by the ambiguity and uncertainty of sketches.

Computer-aided conceptual design
Kavalki et al. (1998) point out that since 1965, when Sutherland proposed the interactive
computer graphic system, all kinds of digital CAID tools have become more and more
influential in the design process due to the rapid technical development in these forty
years. CAID tools have become new methods for idea development, not just technical
graphic tools (Jonson, 2005). In conceptual design, computer-aided conceptual design
has become a new and important issue (Dijk, 1995). In the past, some studies had
compared the differences between computer aided sketches and traditional pen and
paper sketches in idea development. Because the digital tools cannot properly express
the uncertainty of sketches in the idea development stage, all researchers report that the
traditional pen and paper is better than digitalized environment in concept development.
In light of this, it is more important whether the digital tools can reproduce the
characteristics of traditional pen and paper sketches (Dijk, 1995). Though the digital tools
were considered not appropriate for the concept development in previous studies,
scholars also pointed out that in the use of digital tools, there existed differences among
designers (Bilda & Demirkan, 2003). Nowadays, Wacom interactive pen displays can
provide ways to help with design concept development similar to those in the traditional
pen and paper environment. In addition, because of the diversity and recording ability of
software tools, the digital tools may have different impacts on the concept development
from the simple pen and paper tools.

Protocol analysis
Protocol analysis has been applied in multiple scientific domains, especially in cognitive
science and linguistics. In design research field, the technique of protocol analysis has
been adopted to help analyze the designing activity (Cross, 2001; Gero & McNeill, 1998;
Cross, Christiaans, & Dorst, 1996; Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994; Ericsson &
Simon, 1993). According to Cross (2001), Protocol analysis is flexible in the analysis of
the forming of design problems, the generation of solutions, and the usage of design
strategy in design process. Protocol analysis is composed of the following steps: design
hypothesis or observation trend, experimental task design, subject performs the task,
generate materials in the experiment, specify the coding scheme, process content
coding, analyze the coding, and infer possible conclusions (Ericsson & Simon, 1993;
Gero & McNeill, 1998).
According to the experimental procedure, there are two kinds of protocol analysis:
concurrent probing and retrospective probing (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The former
gathers the subject’s verbal data right on the task for analysis, one of which is the think
aloud method; the latter collects the verbal data after the experimental task by recalling
the behaviors the subject conducted in the task. For the completeness of the data
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representation, the audio & video retrospection is often adopted. Though these methods
of protocol analysis vary, each of them is effective in the collection and analysis of the
subject’s individual course of action. The difference between concurrent probing and
retrospective probing is that concurrent probing is often helpful for the studies whose
focus is set on the design procedure and more precise in catching the episode
phenomenon whereas retrospective probing is concentrated on the design content and
offers clues for recall (Dorst & Dijkhuis, 1995).

Method
Experimental methodology and procedure
Four designers with more than three years of experience were invited in the experiment.
Among them, three used the Wacom interactive pen displays and Autodesk Sketch Book
Pro while one used the traditional pen and paper tools. The same design project was
conducted for four subjects. Furthermore, video and audio of the design episodes in think
aloud were taken down by video shooting. In the experiment, subjects first had a 5minute warm-up to get familiar with the think aloud procedure. After a short break, a 45minute experiment was conducted. In the design task, subjects were asked to generate
idea sketches for a portable MP3. In the limited time interval, they were asked to finish at
least three or more complete conceptual designs.

Analytical method
With the data obtained, the authors process the coding for analysis according to the
questions to explore in this study. To explore the features designers have in digitalized
and traditional pen and paper environments and the influences two kinds of media have
on designer’s searching strategies for their design thinking, two coding modes: F-B-S and
Fw-Bw were adopted.
F-B-S coding mode (Function, Behavior, and Behavior schemes) is primarily used to
analyze the intentions designers have in dealing with the design problem domain. Two
orthogonal dimensions for the representations reflected from the whole design behaviors
can be divided into the intention of inference and the depth levels of inference. In the
intention of inference, it is categorized into activities of function, structure, and behavior.
Activity of function refers to the intentions designers have for the inference of functional
problems in the design project; activity of structure is the manipulation of the product
structure and the hierarchical relationships among parts; activity of behavior represents
the actions designers have for the process or procedure in operating the product. On the
other hand, the depth levels of abstraction of inference signify whether the designers are
thinking about the whole product or only the details. The codes of five depth levels of
inference and their descriptions are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
The coding of problem domain used in the design episodes.

Coding Schemes of Problem Domain for Design Episode
Function, Structure, and Behavior
Abbr.

Code Name

Descriptions

F

Function

The designer is reasoning the relations with the function aspects.

S

Structure

The designer is reasoning the relations with the structure aspects.

B

Behavior

The designer is reasoning the relations with the behavior aspects.

Depth levels of abstraction
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Abbr.

Code Name

Descriptions

R

Requirements

The designer is redefining or modifying the initial requirements.

0

System

The designer is considering the whole system.

1

Interactions

The designer is considering the interaction between the sub-systems.

2

Sub-systems

The designer is considering the details in a part of sub-systems.

3

Details

The designer is considering the detailed workings of a sub-system.

Fw-Bw coding mode (Forward and Backward schemes), on the other hand, is used for
the behaviors of designers in the search and manipulation of problem solutions, which
can be seen as the manipulation of micro strategies. Based on the abstraction levels of FS-B coding mode, if the problem solution starts from a higher level of abstraction (of
smaller numerals) to a lower level of abstraction (of bigger numerals), it is a Forward
working (Fw) strategy. If it is in an opposite direction, then it is considered a Backward
working (Bw) strategy. The coding and descriptions for Fw-Bw mode are listed in Table 2.
Table 2
The coding of micro strategies used in the design episodes.

Coding Schemes of Micro Strategies for Design Episode
Working Forward Strategy and Working Backward Strategy
Abbr.

Code Name

Description

Fw

Working Forward

The designer starts to search solutions form lower level of
framework to higher one.

Bw

Working Backward

The designer starts to search solutions form higher level of
framework to lower one.

Strategy Continuing

It does not fill codes and keep blank when the designer does
change the strategy.

Results and discussions
The design thinking mode for designers in the digital
medium group
The results of protocol analysis reveal that three designers (Designers A, B, C) in digital
medium group use Fw design strategy for different ideas and the analysis of subproblems in different hierarchies as well as related solutions to the design problem. In the
design thinking of the whole design problem, Designer A started all of his three ideas
from conceptual problems on level 0 abstraction, then developed into details on level 2
and level 3, and switched back and forth between levels 2 and 3, solving the subproblems repeatedly (refer to Figure 1). In the cases of Designer B and Designer C, they
started their ideas from level 0, then developed into details on level 1 and level 2, and
finally switched between these two levels for the solutions to sub-problems. In developing
the first idea, Designer C started from the previously set conditions but an evident
phenomenon of Bw strategy could be found in his further development. For example, the
original specification of big screen was taken into second thought due to the
inconvenience in hand-holding operation and finally a support frame was added to set the
MP3 on the desk. Such kinds of conditions not set previously appeared and brought forth
the backward working strategy for reconsideration, modification, or evaluation. This
phenomenon may be partly due to the fact that Designer C’s major was furniture design
and the task was a project of 3C product design. Though Designer C had no problems in
dealing with conceptual sketches and digital graphic tools, the subject was unable to
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subtly take into consideration the whole problem and other related design conditions
because of limited techniques and know-how knowledge regarding the experiment,
resulting in the frequently seen Bw thinking mode in making conceptual sketches.

Figure 1
The procedure of the design strategy making of Designer A

The design thinking mode for designers in the traditional
medium group
The thinking mode of Designer D was basically based upon the Fw design strategy. After
the core concept was generated, his ideas started from level 0 or level 1 in degrees of
abstraction on the basis of key technique and concept set on his own; then the design of
details on level 2 and level 3 deployed. The situation of Bw design strategy happened
only when Designer D was working on Idea 2 for the earphone port connection device
(Figure 2).

Figure 2
The procedure of the design strategy making of Designer D

After Designer D finished three ideas, it could be seen that all ideas were put on the desk
for the evaluation of strengths and weaknesses. Such kind of synthetic evaluation and
revisions was not seen in digital tool group. After this, the detail design, form modification,
auxiliary graphics and descriptions of Designer D showed many Bw design strategies. In
these steps, the conditions were not previously set but refining of the ideas and
supplementary details with sophisticated design methods. It can be seen a strategy to
add the related design conditions.

Discussions
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Compared with the traditional pen and paper environment, digital tools do not have a
critical or more evident influence in the speed of idea generation and the control of
solutions in concept development. However, the differences in tool features cause
apparent discrepancy in the detail development and consideration. Their differences are
discussed from the function provided by media, transformation modes of concept
development, and detail manipulation.
Function provided by media: The digitalized environment can offer more integral function
commands than does the traditional pen and paper environment. Therefore, in the
procedure of sketches, digital tools can offer visual ambiguity other than lines, helping
designers to find more possibilities in concept development. In addition, the “undo” and
“redo” function helps a lot for designers to switch between different levels of abstraction.
Transformation modes of concept development: Because of the features of media tools,
designers under the digitalized environment are able to take advantage of the concepts of
layer and duplication. They can compare the concepts on the semi-transparent upper and
lower layers for a further extension of their concepts. On the other hand, designers in the
traditional pen and paper environment will compare their ideas in an over view way in a
big space to extend their concepts.
Detail manipulation: Because there are no duplication or zoom in – out tools in traditional
pen and paper environment, for the manipulation of details, designers need to redraw the
detailed parts. On the paper, designers can compare and contrast ideas on different
levels of abstraction. For designers in the digitalized environment, they can include all
details in their ideas with the functional commands in the system, presenting a better
completeness of design proposals.
From these discussions mentioned above, it is clear that though there exist differences
between two media tools, they can offer different advantages for designers in idea
development. Currently, the digital environment is getting mature and designers can
choose to use pen and paper or digital tools for their idea sketches according to their
characteristics and habits in concept development.

Conclusions and suggestions
Conclusions
The design thinking modes of designers in applying digital medium
1.

The contents and delicacy of pen touches of three designers in digital tool group are
similar to those in traditional pen and paper environment. It is, therefore, inferred
that the digitalized environment can simulate the sketching procedure in traditional
manual tools.

2.

In concept development, three designers in digital media group primarily adopt the
forward working mode in searching for solutions to the design problem. Whether it is
in a development mode with the priority of depth or of width of the design problem,
designers build up their design problem structure by their technique and know-how
as well as the design characteristics set by their subjective points of view. If
designers can control the key technique and know-how, then they are more likely to
adopt the Fw design strategy for the concept development; otherwise, if they are not
sufficient enough in the control of the key technique and knowledge, it is more often
to see the Bw design strategy during the concept development.

3.

The commands offered in digitalized environment can make it possible for designers
to have in-depth consideration of the product details.
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Comparison of designer’s design thinking mode in using digital and
traditional media
1.

It has been found in this study that designers have similar searching procedure in
searching design strategy in applying digital and traditional media. The reason is
probably that designers with years of experience have the same problem solving
procedure in their design activity. No remarkable differences are found between
different design tools or between design professions.

2.

With traditional design tools, designers cannot push their thinking of design problem
to a higher degree of abstraction. In other words, because of the limited space on
paper and no redo or modification of the pen touch, the sketches look messy.
Moreover, designers who use traditional pen and paper cannot make the detailed
design as efficiently as designers in digital tool group.

3.

Designers can process the comparison of ideas on different levels of abstraction
due to the real-time over view feature in traditional sketches. Designers, therefore,
can advantage of this feature on the synthetic transformation of concepts and idea
modification. In digital tool environment, such kind of feature is restricted due to the
limit of system and equipment.

Suggestions
In this study, the differences of design thinking modes experienced designers have in
using different media are explored. Whether the application of different tools has an
impact on designer’s creativity is not covered. However, the designer’s creativity will
indeed influence the problem solving and self-evaluation of the design problem. In
addition, for the design thinking mode of designers, only searching strategy and
decomposition strategy for design problem domain are explored in this study. In the
future, the structural reorganization of design problem and recombination of related
design problems in design thinking can be further explored in the future.
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Abstract
Research will play an important role in art and design education as the number of art
and design research degree student increases. Yet ‘the relationship between creativepractical work and research protocols still remains a contentious issue’ stated Hockey.
The missing link between researched theory and creative practice has been unable to
develop the depth and relevance of students’ creative practice. From the perspective of
Asian undergraduate studies, this paper seeks to explore students’ abilities and knowledge
of research methodologies. This paper is not proposing a method or a solution to bridge
the disconnection between researched theory and creative practice. But rather, it aims
to establish whether the issues in question exist in the field of visual communication.
This paper reports on the development, pilot testing and initial result of the research.
A pilot test with eleven samples was conducted using qualitative research method.
The study used five main steps of the ‘developing grounded theory through the case study
method’ by Berg (2009): Research Idea, Design, Data Collection, Analysis, and Reflection.
The samples taken are from one school as teaching approaches and learning directions
differs in other schools. The collected data is then analyzed by the content analysis
method and NVivo 9 is used to organise and code the collected data.
Initial result shows that there is a disconnection between researched theory and
creative practice in the area of visual communication and the key factors are due
to students: a) limited knowledge of research methods and theories, b) incapability
of applying theories to creative practice and, c) inadequate understanding of research
report structure. Data gathered and initial result are presented in a simplified form
for analysis and discussion.
Keywords: research theory, creative practice, visual communication
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Introduction
As the number of art and design research degree student increases, research will play
an important role in art and design education (Hockey & Allen-Collinson, 2000; Newbury,
1995; Yee, 2010). Apart form being a positive addition to the design students’ skill-set,
research has become “a necessary dimension in undergraduate and graduate programs”,
it also “enhances their physical output as it expands their creative freedom” (Bennett,
2006, p. 12-13). Khoury (1998) defined “research is an insightful method for the
generation of meaningful design” (p. 839). This indicates that our future designers
need to be equipped with research knowledge so as to produce innovative design work.
In the context of undergraduate studies, this paper will thus seek to explore students’
abilities and knowledge of research methodologies. The study will focus specifically on
the disconnection between researched theory and creative practice in Visual
Communication research projects.
In recent research of art and design education, “the relationship between creativepractical work and research protocols still remains a contentious issue” (Hockey &
Allen-Collinson, 2000). It is even more apparent in the area of Visual Communication
where research culture is not as established as the Fine Arts and Architectural subjects.
The missing link between researched theory and creative practice has been unable to
develop the depth and relevance of students’ creative practice. The lack of personal
insights from student researchers has resulted in design work that becomes duplicates
or repetitive versions of the researched literature itself (Hockey, 1994, 1995; Newbury,
1996a, 1996b; Salmon, 1992; Skuse, 1995). Blauvelt (1998) pointed out the “impasse
between theory and practice in graphic design must be bridged, not for the sake of
theory, but for the sake of practice. However, the challenge [should be applied] to both
theory and practice. [In] theory, [the challenge lies] in the making of graphic design [and]
not simply as a means for critical reflection of the work. [It should act as] a critical
intervention [of the design work]. [In] practice, it means rethinking the very definitions
and limitations of graphic design [and] not simply [as a platform for intellectual discussion
or] a rally cry to colonize other areas of creative endeavor. [It should eventually serve to]
understand graphic design as a form of social practice” (p. 103).
From the perspective of Asian undergraduate studies, the study can build on previous
studies of academic research in art and design that focused on postgraduate studies and
on developing innovative research methodologies. This paper is not proposing a method
or a solution to bridge the disconnection between researched theory and creative practice
but rather, it aims to establish whether the issue in question exist in the field of visual
communication. It also aims to clarify the scholarly problems that may cause the
disconnection between researched theory and creative practice.
This paper reports on the development, pilot testing and initial result of the research.
A pilot test was conducted using qualitative research method, ‘Developing Grounded
Theory Through the Case Study Method’ by Berg (2009). The study used five main
steps of the method: Research Idea, Design, Data Collection, Analysis, and Reflection.
The samples taken are from one design school as teaching approaches and learning
directions differs in other schools. The collected data is then analyzed by the content
analysis method and NVivo 9 is used to organise and code the collected data.
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Initial result shows that there is a disconnection between researched theory and creative
practice in the area of visual communication and the key factors are due to students:
a) limited knowledge of research methods and theories,
b) incapability of applying theories to creative practice and,
c) inadequate understanding of research report structure.
Data gathered and initial result are presented in a simplified form for analysis and
discussion. The long-term goal of this research and future research direction is also
presented for discussion.

Definition of Terms
Art and Design Education – the art and design disciplines; fine art drawing
and painting, printmaking, sculpture, ceramics, architecture, landscape and
urban planning, interior design, product design, fashion design, graphic design,
photography and multimedia design.
Visual Communication Research Project – for the study, Visual Communication research
project refers to the self-driven research project that student need to craft, hone and
complete in their senior year, including a submission of a written report.
Researched Theory – for the study, researched theory refers to the standard research
methods of social science, humanity, design and fine art.
Creative Practice – for the study, creative practice refers to the making of the visual
communication outcome, including book design, collateral design, packaging design,
corporate identity system, poster design and any other type of design outcome.

Methodology
The framework of the main research study is Developing Grounded Theory Through the
Case Study Method (see figure 1), it consists of six main steps: Research Idea, Design,
Data Collection, Analysis, Reflection and Grounded Theory. A qualitative research design
is chosen due to it’s naturalistic approach that respect the context of research. For this
study, it is the author’s intention to study “things in their naturalistic settings, attempting
to make sense of or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them”
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 2).
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Figure 1. Developing Grounded Theory Through the Case Study Method.
(Adapted from Berg’s model, 2009)

Study Setting
In accordance to the goal of the study, it is intended that the study addresses the
population of Visual Communication undergraduates in Singapore in order investigate the
disconnection between researched theory and creative practice in Visual Communication
research projects.
Due to the diversity of teaching methods and learning objectives in different schools,
it was necessary to delimit the setting of the propose study. Samples were therefore
recruited from just one school.

The Pilot Study
The pilot study involved the gathering of information from 50 Visual Communication
final year research reports. The data included, a) students understanding of theory in
research, b) students understanding of their creative practice/making, and c) students
understanding the structure of research report. The pilot study had used the proposed
framework of the main research study, Developing Grounded Theory Through the Case
Study Method. Except it would not examine the last step, Grounded Theory, because it is
a pilot study before the main study, and the data collected may not be sufficient to offer a
comprehensive insight to the study.
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Population and Sampling Plan
About 557 Visual Communication students graduated from three recognized institutions
in Singapore. There were 123 graduates from the School of Art, Design and Media at
NTU, and about 132 and 302 graduates respectively from Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
(NAFA) and LASALLE College of the Arts. The age of the graduates range between 20 to
30 years old. For this pilot study, the focus is based on the final year research reports that
were submitted by the Visual Communication graduates. The intended sampling size for
this study was 50 visual communication final year research reports from the graduates of
School of Art, Design and Media. The final year research reports were chose solely from
one school for three reasons. Firstly, the results from different institutions might not be
comparable as the learning objectives were different for each institution. Secondly, there
was an imbalance in the distribution of samples as two of the institutions have smaller
sampling size. Lastly, the author is a teaching staff at the School of Art, Design and
Media and therefore has access to the final year research reports that were necessary
to conduct the testing.
The proportional stratified sampling was used in the study. The sampling was stratified
on their ability level, they were broken down into three categories of their final year
project letter grade, Top Score Category – grade A, Medium Score Category – grade B &
C, Lower Score Category – grade D and F. A random sample was taken of each category
and the proportions of the sample sizes were the same as the proportion of each
category to the whole. The purpose of breaking into three categories was to capture an
all-round understanding of the proposed issue.

Data Collection
The data for this study was collected from 31 final year research reports, which were part
of the 123 visual communication final year research reports from School of Art, Design
and Media. The proportionate sampling plan called for 57% of the sample from Top Score
Category (70 final year research reports), 41% of the sample from Medium Score
Category (50 final year research reports), and 2% of the sample from Lower Score
Category (3 final year research reports). Based on the proportional stratified, this
approach resulted in the 40 random samples instead of the intended sampling size
of 50, due to the limited reports in Low Score Category. The breakdown is 23 final year
research reports in Top Score Category (57%), 16 final year research reports in Medium
Score Category (41%) and 1 final year research report in Lower Score Category (2%).
Of the original 40 samples selected nine samples (22.5%) chose not to participate in the
study for various reasons like poor writing, do not want their reports being analyzed etc.
The reviewing of the 31 final year research reports was conducted for content analysis.
The final years research reports were collected either from the students or repositories
such as DR-NTU. After the first review sessions, 20 final year research reports were
excluded in the study because there was a) a lack of proper research report structure,
b) no report of research conducted; methods and findings, and c) no report of any
creative practice or making. All information obtained from the final year research reports
are anonymously reported in this study.

Analysis Method
The analysis method for the pilot study adapted qualitative content analysis method.
The goal of the analysis is to find out whether is there a disconnection between
researched theory and creative practice in visual communication research projects.
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Qualitative data analysis software, NVivo 9 was used to do the organizing and coding
of the data. Five categories were identified at the start based on the research objectives
and modified from Yee’s (2010) and Gray and Malins’s (2004) categories, to help to
identify the methodological approach taken. The five categories are:
•
•
•
•
•

Research purpose: What is the research proposition?
Methodology: How does the student describe the general methodology applied
in their research?
Methods used: What are the research methods employed in the data collection and
analysis?
Creative practice/making: How does the student describe his/her creative practice
applied in their research?
Structure of report: Does the student produce standard academic report structure
(i.e. introduction, literature review, methodology, and discussion/result)?

To begin with the analysis, all data were read repeatedly to achieve immersion and obtain
a sense of the whole (Tesch, 1990). Then, data were read word by word to extract the
exact words from the text that belong to the categories. Using NVivo, the text was
analyzed by adding memos about potential relationships to files. As the process
continues, the relationship between codes were identified and categorized further based
on their concurrence, antecedents and consequences (Morse & Field, 1995). Finally,
codes then were sorted into the five categories based on how different codes were
related and linked. After finishing the coding process, the nodes in the node browser were
reviewed to see the patterns that emerged from the study, as well as enable comparisons
to be made (Betul, 2004).

Final Year Research Report
A summary of the final year research reports was presented in the table below (Table 1),
where their research proposition, methods used, creative making and structure of the
report were described.
ID

Research
proposition

Methods /
tools used

S001

Role of chance
as a creative
stimulus

Experiments
with surrealist
techniques

Creative making

Creation of
designed
outcomes through
the invention of
Reflective
systems (using
practice
formulas) to direct
design process
Participatory
(Chance Grid
studio workshop System and
Chance Illustrative
Visual)
A designer’s
guidebook on
Chance Grid
System

Structure of the report
Introduction: A research issue is
identified and the connections to
the literature are unclear.
Literature review: A review on
Surrealist theories, without
analysis and conclusion.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process with testing and
reflection thinking
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research process.
Citation: MLA style
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ID

Research
proposition

Methods /
tools used

Creative making

Structure of the report

S002

Artistic
consideration of
a particular
partially
psychological
issue: the
spaces between

Experiments
with materials
and design
styles

A set of alphabets
applied onto letter
books based
around the
deconstruction of
each letter in the
created typeface
to visually inject
new meanings

Introduction: A research issue is
identified but not connection to
the literature.
Literature review: A review on
various art and design styles,
without analysis and conclusion.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process without testing or
analysis.
Conclusions: Not conclusion has
been documented.
Citation: No citation. Only
bibliography with MLA style.

Reconsider the
Hanzi for the
new Era

Hermeneutic
studies

A book that
documents a
design solution
reflecting the
rapid change
of the Chinese
character

Introduction: Identifies a relevant
research issue. Connections
established with the literature.
Literature review: A study of the
evolution of Chinese Hanzi,
without analysis and conclusion.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process without testing or
analysis.
Conclusions: Not conclusion
Citation: APA style

S003

Reflective
practice

Reflective
practice

A invitation to
create unique
and personal
characters

S004

S005
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A typeface
design project
that explores
the relationship
between local
architecture and
typography

Reflective
practice

Visual as a
means of
communication

Reflective
practice
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Online survey –
questionnaire
Environment
observation

Interviews with
doctors and
care givers

A set of typeface
that reflects the
cultural and
architectural
identity of
Singapore

Introduction: A research issue is
identified.
Literature review: A review of
typography, cultural identity and
architecture in the creation of
visual identity.
Methodology: The research
design has been identified and
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process without testing or
analysis.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research process.
Citation: APA style

A wordless
pictogram
guidebook
on fall prevention

Introduction: A research issue is
identified.
Literature review: A review of
Pictograms depicting fall
prevention. Study of current fall
statistics and healthcare
messages.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process witt testing.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research process and research
topic.
Citation: MLA style
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ID

Research
proposition

Methods /
tools used

Creative making

Structure of the report

S006

A environmental
campaign on
consumption
and waste
disposal habits

Reflective
practice

A campaign
that focus on
environmentally
friendly ways
of advertising

Introduction: no proper
introduction
Literature review: 1) a review on
recycling in Singapore, without
analysis and conclusion. 2) a
review on designers who design
environmental issues with a brief
conclusion.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process with testing.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research topic.
Citation: MLA style

An installation
in the form of a
three-tiered cake
consisting of
an explanation
book, six
consuming
experiments and
photographs of
consumption
experiments

Introduction: A research issue is
identified but not connection to
the literature.
Literature review: A review on
the visual representations of food
in Art and Human Life, and study
the Act of eating without analysis
and conclusion.
Methodology: The research
design has been partially
identified and described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process without testing or
analysis.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research process.
Citation: MLA style

A visual identity
for the new
seven social
sins including
poster, brochures,
badges,
installation,
website,
packaging design
etc.

Introduction: Identifies a relevant
research issue. Connections
established with the literature.
Literature review: The review of
literature was missing
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process with testing.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research process.
Citation: MLA style

A set of digital
illustrations that
explore the Blade
runner universe

Introduction: Identifies a relevant
research issue.
Literature review: Contextual
review of Blade Runner movie
with analysis.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process without analysis.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research topic.
Citation: MLA style

Survey –
questionnaire
Environment
observation

S007

A sociological
study on food
consumption

Reflective
practice
Experiments
with food
Public
participation on
consuming food

S008

Identify new
seven social
sins

Reflective
practice
Interviews with
public and
peers
Visual
documentation photography

S009

An visual
Movie analysis
exploration of
the concepts
and themes of
the movie Blade
Runner
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ID

Research
proposition

S010

S011

Methods /
tools used

Creative making

Structure of the report

The creation
Hermeneutics
of a dialogue
studies
about the divine
in Hinduism

An animated
short film

Introduction: Identifies a relevant
research issue. Connections
established with the literature.
Literature review: A review of
topic of divinity in Hinduism and
a study of Water as a universal
symbol with analysis.
Methodology: The research
design has not been identified or
described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process without analysis.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research topic.
Citation: MLA style

A creation of a Hermeneutics
system to derive studies
patterns that are
representative
of a
Singaporean
identity

A series of
paper-cut patterns
to create ‘sacred
spaces’ in
Singapore

Introduction: Identifies a relevant
research issue. Connections
established with the literature.
Literature review: A workable
structure has been presented for
presenting relevant literature
related to the conceptual
framework of the study.
Methodology: The research
design has been partially
identified and described.
Procedure: A clear description of
design process with analysis.
Conclusions: A reflection on the
research topic.
Citation: APA style

Analysis
The final year research reports were analyzed based on the five categories adapted from
Yee’s (2010) and Gray and Malins’s (2004) categories, which included the Research
purpose, Methodology, Methods Used, Creative Practice/Making and Structure of the
Report.

Methodology and Research Methods Applied
The students had used the practice of designing as the main source of data generation
and no research question was asked in any of the final year research reports. The design
as research method, which the students using their design process as research process,
was evident in nine of the final year research reports. Student S002 and S008 used
design as a method to critique or reflect upon the society and themselves. Contextual
review was employed in literature studies for all of the final year research reports. Four
students had used interviews and questionnaire surveys to seek the opinions of others,
however the data were not analyzed using any analysis methods. Instead students used
the data as the visuals for their creative output. Additionally, the use of the Hermeneutics,
an approach that interprets the lived experience and the art object or events to examining
possibilities (Snodgrass and Coyne, 2006), was clearly evident in three of the final year
research reports.

Linking Theory with Creative Practice
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Reflective practice (Schon, 1983) was being used in most of the final year research
projects, “where the process of designing is an integral part of the research” (Yee, 2010).
Students used contextual review of a topic as the base for their creative making, no
personal voice was evident in some of their creative practice. The content of the creative
outcomes came in a form of a replicate version of the review topic, for example, student
S010 communicated the story of divinity through animated storytelling after reviewing the
story of creation in Hindu myths and the universal divine nature of water. However,
student S001 had managed to distill the essence of the zeitgeist to create a design
process that makes use of the techniques of Automatism and Surautomatism, after
examining the Surrealist theories of the unconscious.

Standard Academic Report Structure
On the introduction section of the final year research report, most of the students
had identified a research topic but only four of them established a connection between
their topic and the literature. On the section of literature review, nine students had
presented relevant literature that relates to the conceptual framework of their study.
As for the section of methodology, the research design of three of the final year research
reports had been partially identified and described. All students had clearly described
their process of how data were generated, gathered and recorded in the procedure
section. Nine students had concluded their report with a reflection on their research
topic and/or process.

Reflection
In accordance to the goal of the study, the study is intended to address the population
of Visual Communication undergraduates in Singapore in the investigation of whether
is there a disconnection between researched theory and creative practice in Visual
Communication research projects. The pilot study has identified and collected eleven
final year research reports for data analysis. The findings have indicated that visual
communication students have the capability to conduct practice-based research through
the standard process of a) exploring, gathering, documenting information and generating
data/evidence, b) reflecting on and evaluating information, c) interpreting and making
sense of information, and d) communicating research findings (Gray and Malins, 2004,
p. 30). However the most used approach, design as research method, can be more
effectively used in the process of inquiry if it has been augmented with useful methods
from social science, such as case study: an in-depth study of relevant examples,
participant-observation: researcher as participant/collaborator in the research, personal
construct methods: making sense of ourselves in our world(s), and evaluative techniques:
for example semantic differential, multiple sorting.
The findings have showed that the lack of knowledge of research methods and theories,
especially analysis methods, has hindered the students to conduct a more robust and
rigorous research, and the capabilities to apply theories to their creative practice.
The findings have also indicated that students lack the understanding of academic writing
and the structure of research report, especially the introduction, methodology and
conclusion. It means there is a need to develop a distinctive culture of research in the
area of visual communication, as well as reframing the methods. Visual communication
students must be taught the academic way of recording and writing their research
processes, and also consider how to make their report more “systematic, rigorous, critical
and reflexive, and communicable” (Newbury, 1996). Yee (2010) has suggested that the
research “methods can be discussed in terms of how they might link practice with
research and vice-versa. Similarities drawn from practice-based methods and processes
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are a useful way to aid the novice design researcher link their existing design activity with
research activity and emphasize the relationship between these two.”
As such the long-term goal of the study is to provide a) an indication of the nature of
undergraduate research in art and design, and b) a guide to generic research skills in art
and design education. Future research will be focusing on a more in-depth study that
enables a deeper critical engagement and holistic understanding of visual communication
undergraduate research.
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Abstract
This paper explores the use of Design Heuristics as cognitive strategies in idea generation,
and how designers’ preferences in heuristic use may change between redesign and novel
design problems. In previous work, we found evidence for specific Design Heuristics that
support the exploration of the design space, leading to the generation of varied and
creative solutions (Yilmaz & Seifert, 2009; Yilmaz, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2010). This paper
presents a new empirical study analyzing the protocols of six professional industrial
designers, and the sequences of sketches generated in two differing design tasks. The
results show evidence of frequent Design Heuristic use, and their involvement in generating
diverse, creative, and practical concepts. Further, the study reveals some differences
between designers’ behavior in the two types of design problems.
Keywords: design heuristics, ideation, creativity
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Introduction
It has become widely accepted that business survival and prosperity is strongly linked to
the ability to innovate (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2003; Soosay & Hyland, 2004). The
increased market demands for new and creative products, and the elevated levels of
competition, require the ideation phase of the design process to be shorter and more
effective than ever. Innovative outcomes are often traced to success in the concept
generation phase, where multiple creative ideas can be developed, and diverse concepts
can be evaluated and pursued (Brophy, 2001; Liu, Bligh, & Chakrabarti, 2003). The
potential for innovative design outcomes increases as more, and more varied, ideas are
produced. Thus creative tools are required to aid designers in producing more ‘creative’
and ‘diverse’ ideas in shorter periods of time. While a variety of techniques exist, there is
limited research about how they affect the design outcomes. In addition, there is very little
evidence about their utility in different design tasks.
Most design tasks include a mixture of problems to solve. For example, a design task
might call for a new consumer product that will toast, spread butter, and serve a slice of
bread on a plate. Since this is a new product, there will be a lot of conceptual design work
upfront. However, it will also be necessary to configure the various parts, convert
conceptual ideas into design elements, analyze heat conduction for toasting, (which will
require parametric design), select a heating element, and select various fasteners to hold
the components together. Furthermore, it may also be possible to redesign an existing
product to fit to the needs of this new design task. Styling for the individual components
and the overall look of the product is also required. Each of these subtasks can be
considered a different type of design problem.
Throughout design research, categorizing the different tasks within the design domain
has proven to be useful for both analysis and the construction of tools, methods, and
techniques. Numerous researchers from engineering design field have identified different
design outputs (Gero, 2001; Pahl & Beitz, 1996; Ullman, 1992). For example, Pahl and
Beitz (1996) detailed three primary classes of design:
•

Original Design: An original solution principle for a system with the same, a
similar or a new task.

•

Adaptive Design: Adapting a known solution principle to satisfy a new or changed
task.

•

Variant Design: Varying the certain aspects of the system, leaving the function
and solution principle unchanged.

Design outputs can be defined based upon the initial problem or activity perspective
(Ullman, 1992). This suggests that the designers begin their work with a notion that the
eventual product will be either innovative, adaptive, or to order, and thus, perform the
appropriate activity to accomplish these tasks. While these different design types appear
to vary in their levels of creativity, they do not explicitly distinguish what is a creative or
novel design from what is a routine or redesign. That is, a "variant design" could also be
considered among the most innovative.
"Routine (redesign) design," according Gero (2001), is defined as having the necessary
knowledge available for the design problem. In addition, routine design operates within a
context that constrains the available ranges of the values for the variables through good
design practice. Non-routine (novel) design, on the other hand, brings unexpected values
to the design process and the artifacts designed because the problem specifics are not
limiting which allow designers to explore the criteria further. Ottosson (2001) stated that
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for a product to be considered “new,” it must have 60% new or redesigned technical
parts, and from a marketing point of view, be considered new to the market.
Strategies for generation of new ideas have been proposed; however, these tools are not
empirically driven, nor have they been tested for their impact on the success of ideation in
differing design tasks. For example, while brainstorming (Osborn, 1957) includes
guidelines such as, “suggest many ideas,” “do not evaluate ideas,” and “build off of
others’ ideas,” it does not provide specifics for developing ideas. SCAMPER (Eberle,
1995) offers more specific information about how to transform ideas, but its set of general
guidelines (e.g., "combine") can be difficult to apply to specific design problems. TRIZ
(Altshuller, 1984) provides guidelines based on successful patents; however, its more
specific strategies address refinements in mechanisms and design tradeoffs that occur
later in the design process.

Design Heuristics
Some potential designs are easy to consider because they involve simple combinations
of known features, or involve already-known elements. However, a designer may never
consider some possible solutions because they do not come easily to mind. This may be
because the designer becomes "fixated" in a particular perspective (Jansson & Smith,
1991), or because he considers the solution is good enough. Design Heuristics (Yilmaz,
et al., 2010) have proven to be useful strategies to help explore the "space" of potential
designs, similar to Newell and Simon's (1972) "problem space." Each heuristic takes the
form of a transformation of an existing design concept, such as "changing the orientation”
of a design element. As a result, possible design concepts are considered that may not
have been generated without them. The key to innovative solutions is to apply different
heuristics and combinations of heuristics, resulting in greater coverage of the design
space (Yilmaz, et al., 2010).
This paper extends the Design Heuristic approach by considering the inclusion of
problem constraints. How is the use of Design Heuristics affected by the level of
constraints provided within a design task? Would a novel design problem result in more
use of design heuristics than the redesign of a familiar product? Redesign and novel
design problems differ because a redesign begins with an existing product, which
presumably leads to a degree of initial fixation. A novel design problem, for a product that
does not yet exist, would seem to allow free reign to consider the design space.
For both types of problems, the hypothesis for this study was that the application of
Design Heuristics would enhance the diversity, quality, and creativity of potential designs
generated during the ideation stage. In addition, we predicted that heuristic use would be
even more beneficial in redesign problems because of their utility in intentionally moving
past design fixations.

Experimental Design
Six industrial designers with professional experience ranging between two and five years
participated in the study. The expert designers were asked to generate as many different
concepts as possible in a short amount of time, and their sketching was recorded along
with retrospective interviews. Three of the designers generated concepts for a redesign
task, and the other three designers worked on a novel design task for a novel product.
Another difference between the two groups was the time constraint: Participants in the
first group were given ten minutes, whereas participants in the second group had twenty
five minutes. This time difference was reasonable because more time was required for
the novel task, since the constraints were left vague for the problem. For both groups of
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designers, the hypothesis was that the application of Design Heuristics in the creative
process would enhance the diversity, quality, and creativity of potential designs
generated during the ideation stage.
It is proposed that specific Design Heuristics would help designers explore the problem
space of potential designs, leading to the generation of creative solutions. The candidate
set of heuristics included those identified in the product analysis (Yilmaz & Seifert, 2010)
and expert protocol analysis (Yilmaz & Seifert, 2009) that were conducted prior to this
study. These six new participants were expected to have learned how to generate
concepts for vaguely defined design problems, and should exhibit creative and diverse
design behavior due to their training and experience in industrial design. The specific
questions addressed in this study were: What heuristics lead designers to novel
concepts? Do they differ between the two types (novel vs. redesign) of design problems?
And if so, how can these heuristics be transferred between the tasks?

The design tasks
The first data set (Park, Yilmaz, & Kim, 2008) focused on a redesign task. The data
included three designers’ sketching processes on the same task for approximately ten
minutes. The design problem statement is presented in Figure 1.
In this task you are asked to devise a design for a new lemon
squeezer. Your ‘client’ is a kitchen appliances manufacturer who
wants to introduce a lemon squeezer into their range of products.
The company has a reputation for manufacturing simple and
effective designs. The outcome from the meeting between the
design and management departments was the lemon squeezer
concept shown below. As this is only a conceptual design it
needs to be completed. You are asked to use this concept design
and make it a real design proposal. Since the lemon squeezer
only works manually you should not consider using any electrical
motors in the design. In order to make an effective design, the
new gadget should separate pips and pulp from the juice.
Figure 1
Redesign task

The industrial designers were introduced to the triquetra figure as a concept design for a
lemon squeezer, and asked to make it a real design proposal in ten minutes for a
company that has a reputation for simple and effective designs. The main constraints for
the final concept were "manual control" and "separation of pips and pulp from the juice."
The ideation performed by the participants was recorded on video. While sketching,
designers made use of an A4 paper-based digital notepad, and this gave the dual
advantage of resembling a traditional pencil-and-paper environment while facilitating the
recording of pen strokes via screen capture software. A snapshot example of one of the
participants’ videos can be seen in Figure 2. The extended version of this data set,
subsequently, was used in a different study with a broader perspective concerning how
design shapes are generated and explored by means of sketching (Prats, Lim, Jowers,
Garner, & Chase, 2009). The analysis examined three outputs: the sketches on paper,
the video data showing the ideation process, and retrospective interview conducted at the
end of each session.
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Figure 2
Synchronized video example of one of the participants

The second task used a think-aloud protocol to document and describe designers’
approaches to generating concepts in a novel design task. The problem involved
designing “a solar-powered cooking device that was inexpensive, portable, and suitable
for family use”. The design problem statement, presented in Figure 3, also specified
design criteria and constraints, and prompted participants to generate a variety of
creative ideas for the solutions.
Sunlight can be a practical source of alternative energy for everyday jobs, such as
cooking. Simple reflection and absorption of sunlight can generate adequate heat for
this purpose. Your challenge is to develop products that utilize sunlight for heating and
cooking food. The products should be portable and made of inexpensive materials. It
should be able to be used by individual families, and should be practical for adults to
set p in a sunny spot.
Note: Specific materials for a targeted temperature can be postponed to a later stage.
Do not worry about the specific quantity of heat that can be generated. Please focus
on conceptual designs. Please consider both the ways of capturing the light, and the
structural variety of the concepts.
Please draw as many concepts as you can on the papers provided to you. The
concepts can be iterations of concepts you generate, or they can be entirely new
ideas. Please try to use one page for each concept. Also, elaborate on each concept in
writing, using labels and descriptions. Give specifics about what the concepts
represent and how you came up with each idea. We want you to create concepts that
are creative and appropriate.
Figure 3
Novel design task

Participants were given twenty five minutes for the task, and they were provided a
paragraph of additional information about transferring solar energy into thermal energy
after the first ten minutes, in case participants did not feel they had the technical
knowledge to address the criteria. Participants were also asked to keep talking if they
became silent at any point during the session.
The designers' drawings were captured in real time, along with their verbal comments,
using an electronic pen. After the task was over, participants were asked to verbally
describe the concepts they had generated, how they moved from one concept to another,
and their approaches to ideation.
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Analysis process
Verbal data from the experimental sessions were transcribed to supplement the audio
and visual sketching data, and all data was analyzed for evidence of heuristic use. Two
coders were given a list of heuristics extracted in prior studies and were asked to identify
these heuristics in the concepts generated by the participants. The coders worked alone,
and resolved any differences by discussion. The goal of the analysis was to compare the
designers’ concept generation approaches, and determine whether there were
differences in the use of Design Heuristics in the two intentionally varied tasks. Thus, the
analysis included determining the number and diversity of the concepts generated, and
specific Design Heuristic use. These were considered for each concept, between
concepts, and over the experimental session.
Because the tasks involved just the initial stage of the design process -- the idea
generation phase -- it is difficult to know how concepts might be transformed as the
process continued. For example, an idea that may seem impractical or unfeasible in the
designers’ sketches may become viable with further development throughout the design
process. The focus of this analysis was on how heuristics helped designers explore
varieties of designs within the design space. However, subjective coding (Amabile, 1982)
of two criteria was also conducted: creativity and practicality. First, questions that would
characterize creativity and practicality for the given design task were identified, and then
each concept was coded for both criteria individually. Evaluators worked together to
define the questions, but coded separately. Some of the questions considered for rating
creativity were: Does it address a design criterion unique from the other designers'
concepts? Is it considerably different from an existing well-known product? Does it use
unexpected materials? For practicality, some of the questions were: Is it easy to use? Is it
going to work?

Results
The results reported here include a discussion of the heuristics identified within and
among the concepts generated by designers from the two tasks, participants’ heuristic
use, and the relationship of heuristics used with the diversity of the concepts, as well as
the solutions’ ratings for creativity and practicality. In each of these analyses, emphasis
was given to differences between the two sets of designers working on two different
design tasks.

Number of concepts
The number of concepts was defined, in part, through the use of cues from participants
as they indicated the beginning and ending of each concept. New concepts were also
evident in drawings when moving to a new illustration of an idea. However, the number of
concepts generated alone does not necessarily reflect the diversity of the concepts, as
similar concepts, or the evolution of one concept, could appear at any point within the
session. Participants produced a total of 31 sketches (redesign task N=17; novel design
task N=14). Of the 31 concepts, 21 appeared to be unique from the others. The ratio of
diverse concepts to total number of concepts for the novel design task was considerably
higher (novel design task=93%; redesign task=47 %).
The number of concepts generated and the diversity of these concepts by design task are
shown in Table 1.
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Design Task

Designer

Number of concepts

Number of unique concepts

Redesign

1
2
3
4
5
6

6
6
5
6
4
4
31

2
5
1
6
4
3
21

Novel Design

Total

Table 1
Number of concepts generated by each participant

Next, the key features were identified in the concepts according to user-interaction, form
and function. These served as the criteria for describing the uniqueness or diversity of the
concepts. For example, for the first task, design solutions could be either held in hand or
placed on the table to achieve the function of squeezing the lemon. For the second task,
solutions could direct the sunlight using mirrors, maintain heat by creating a closed
product with a clear lid (to capture sunlight), use a magnifying glass to direct the sunlight,
or use an insulated box to maintain the heat. Other solutions added straps so the product
could be carried by the user, or converted into a foldable container for easy transport.
Each of these solutions would be counted as distinct, unique concepts in the design
space.
The redesign task was more constrained in that less time was given to the participants,
and an initial visual representation of the form was provided. The designers started
generating concepts with the given form, which resulted in less variation among the
concepts. The novel design task, on the other hand, was limited in the technical
information provided, which may have narrowed the range of options to achieve the
functions defined in the design problem.

Heuristic use
The main focus of this study was to document how designers used heuristics to explore
the design space; that is, how they made transitions to new concepts in the ideation
stage, and how they created relationships within the design elements in each concept.
Table 2 presents Design Heuristics observed locally (within each concept) in the
concepts generated in both experimental setting, and how many times they were seen.
Redesign
Task

Novel Design
Task

14

4

11

0

Refocus on the core function of the product
Create modular units by repeating, substituting, or
splitting components
Elevate or lower product base

9

2

7

3

8

2

Split or divide surfaces into components
Hollow out inner space for added component
placement
Change where or how product will be used

6

2

7

0

4

2

Cover / Form Shell / Wrap surface for other use
Fold product parts with hinges, bends, or creases to
condense size
Nest (Hide / Collapse / Flatten) elements within each
other

2

3

1

4

3

2

Design Heuristics Observed Locally
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2076

Attach independent functional components within the
product
Align components around a central, main function
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12

2

3

4

0

14

Use a common component for multiple functions
Use the same surface area of the product for different
functions
Apply an existing mechanism in a new way

0

3

15

Bend into angular or rounded curves

1

2

16

Integrate or attach the product to an existing item as an
additional component

0

3

17

Make components attachable and detachable

1

2

18

Mirror shapes for symmetry

3

0

19

2

1

3

0

21

Scale size up or down
Unify design elements, color, and graphics for lower
cost and visual consistency
Use an environmental feature as part of the product

3

0

22

Use the same material all throughout the product

1

2

23

2

0

0

2

25

Add features from nature to the product
Change the direction of orientation (flip vertical to
horizontal)
Control / change in function through movement

2

0

26

Replace solid material with flexible material

0

2

27

Add portability

0

1

28

Attach the product to the user

0

1

29

Compartmentalize functions into distinct parts

0

1

30

Convert leftover packaging for another use

0

1

31

Design user activities to unite as a community

0

1

32

1

0

0

1

34

Extend surface area for more functions
Return sensory feedback to the user (tactile, audio,
visual)
Roll product around a pivot point

0

1

35

Rotate on a pivot axis

0

1

36

Stack components

0

1

0

1

0

1

97

55

13

20

24

33

37

Transfer or convert to another function
Use the outer surface area for of the product for a
38
different function
TOTAL
Table 2

Design heuristics identified locally (within each concept) in the content analysis of concepts generated
by industrial designers

A total of 38 of the 77 Design Heuristics (Yilmaz & Seifert, 2011) were evident in the
concepts generated in this study. The total number of heuristics per concept ranged from
1 to 6, and in almost all concepts (30 out of 31), the use of heuristic combinations were
observed. Concepts in the redesign task made more use of heuristics (n = 97) than
concepts generated in the novel design task (n = 55). This difference may be due to the
nature of the two tasks. Designers seemed to use more heuristics when they were
tackling the redesign task, possibly because their thinking process was restricted by the
constraints provided in the task, along with the provided triquetra figure. On the other
hand, designers who worked on the novel design task generated concepts that were very
different from each other, and from existing products in the market. They used fewer
heuristics; however the heuristics they preferred were more diverse (29 different
heuristics in novel design task vs. 23 in the redesign task). This suggests that the
heuristics used in redesign task are more focused and specific.
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For both types of design tasks, Attaching independent functional components within the
product was the most commonly applied heuristic. For example, in Figure 4a, Designer 2
attached the top component (used for squeezing the lemon) to the bottom component
(container for the lemon juice) after he decided on the two functions and defined the
forms for both functions separately. Designer 6, using the same heuristic, attached small
solar panels in a row to the handle of the product, and attached the handle to the part
where food would be cooked.

Figure 4a

Figure 4b

Example from Redesign Task using
Attaching independent functional
components within the product heuristic

Example from Novel Design Task using Attaching
independent functional components within the
product heuristic

Other common heuristics included within the redesign task were, Aligning components
around a central, main function, and Hollowing out inner space for added component
placement. Based on the context of the problem, these choices of heuristics may be
expected, as existing product examples align the design components at the center, and
shape a container with a hollow bottom. In the novel design task, the other most
commonly used heuristic was, Folding product parts with hinges, bends, or creases to
condense size. Since the problem statement required the design solutions to be portable,
use of this heuristic was expected. All three designers in this task applied this heuristic to
provide multi-functionality within the concepts by attaching solar panels to one surface
(for example, the cover), or unfolding it when the other surface would be used for
cooking. For example, in Figure 5a, Designer 4 used the outer surface of the cover as the
component to capture and store sunlight, and used the inner surface as an additional
cooking area by unfolding it. In the second figure (Figure 5b), Designer 5 used the outer
surface as a sunlight collector when folded, and the inner surface for cooking (as a grill)
when unfolded.

Figure 5a and 5b
Examples from Novel Design Task using Folding product parts with hinges, bends, or creases to
condense size

There were also differences in the total number of heuristics and in the type of heuristic
used in each task; only half (16 out of 38 heuristics) were used in both tasks. Designers
in the redesign task more often used, Refocusing on the core function of the product (9
vs. 2) as a heuristic. They also used Elevating or lowering product base (8 vs. 2) more
commonly. The reason for this difference seems to be related to the tendency to use an
existing cup or glass to collect the lemon juice in the redesign task. This decision required
the concepts to be elevated from the table surface to create a gap underneath the
product for another collection container.
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Designers in the novel design task, on the other hand, used, Integrating or attaching the
product to an existing item as an additional component as one of the main heuristics in
their concept generation process. This may be due to the nature of the problem, as some
of the designers may not have had technical knowledge or confidence to feel comfortable
with generating a concept from first principles to generate cooking devices with adequate
heat.
Two of the 3 designers working on the redesign task continued to develop their initial
ideas in further concepts, whereas all three designers working on the novel design task
generated multiple concepts from scratch. This made the transitional use (between
concepts) of heuristics more evident in the concepts generated for the redesign task. For
example, Designer 1 started with the triquetra figure provided in the design task, and
used it as the top view of the first concept he generated. Then, he developed his
sequential concepts by repeating elements, elevating the product, and adding further
details (Figure 6).

Figure 6
Sequential concepts generated by Designer 1

Certain heuristics appeared as transitions between concepts in a series; for example,
Adding details to the previous concepts and Scale size up or down. Table 3 presents the
transitional heuristics evident in the concepts generated by the six participants, and the
number of times they were observed.
Design Heuristics Observed Transitionally

Redesign
Task

Novel Design
Task

1

3

0

1

2

2

1

Adding details to the previous concepts

3

Attaching the product to an existing item or a previous
concept as an additional component
Scale size up or down

4

Split or divide surfaces into components

3

0

5

Attach independent functional components within the
product

2

0

6

Change where or how product will be used

2

0

7

2

0

1

1

9

Elevate or lower product base
Fold product parts with hinges, bends, or creases to
condense size
Refocus on the core function of the product

2

0

10

Add features from nature to the product

1

0

11

Cover / Form Shell / Wrap surface for other use

1

0

12

Extend surface area for more functions

1

0

13

Making a continuous surface out of multiple
components by merging them

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

2

8

15

Nest (Hide / Collapse / Flatten) elements within each
other
Replace solid material with flexible material

16

Reverse direction or angle of component for alternate

14
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function
TOTAL

24

5

Table 3
Design heuristics identified transitionally (between concepts) in the content analysis of concepts
generated by industrial designers

Though there were fewer heuristics observed as transitions between concepts (n = 29),
more of them occurred in the redesign task.
To understand these results further, it is helpful to follow individual designers through
their ideation session, and see how each type of heuristic was applied during their work
session. The following paragraphs provide a sample of one designer’s work from each of
the two design tasks.
In the redesign task, Designer 3 generated only one concept; however, he worked
through 5 iterations of that concept (see Figure 7). The designer interpreted the form
provided in the task as a cross-section of the lemon squeezer, and began by attaching
two independently functioning components to create a product: a squeezer, and a
container for collecting the juice. In concept 2, he built on his initial idea and created a
solution that would use a continuous surface. He then split this surface into two pieces to
distinguish the two functions from each other, and added another component to hold the
pulp of the lemon. In the next concept, he covered the top part of the product to explore
alternate ways of squeezing the lemon, such as using a second component. In a fourth
concept, he extended the top piece all the way to the bottom of the product, and in the
final concept, he used the same material throughout the product by creating a continuous
surface out of the multiple components.
Concept 1

Concept 2

Concept 3

Concept 4

Concept 5

Figure 7
Sequential concepts generated by Designer 3

Though his concepts were not very different from each other, Designer 3 demonstrated
successful use of heuristics as transitions to move and explore the design space within a
single concept. For example, from concept 2 to concept 3, he used Covering / Forming
Shell / Wrapping surface for other use, and from concept 2 to concept 5, he used Making
a continuous surface out of multiple components by merging them, as he combined the
squeezer and the container into one product. While the set of resulting concepts showed
common features, they also reflect the iteration of design through the repeated
application of Design Heuristics.
In the novel design task, a higher number of different concepts was generated, and more
diverse heuristics were observed. On this task, Designer 5 generated four concepts; all
were considered unique (Figure 8). In the first concept, he described a context in which
the user was a hiker, and designed an integrated backpack with a heat pot attached to it.
The second concept was a barbeque using solar panels on one side, and a cooking
surface on the other. Solar energy was captured when the panels were unfolded fully,
and the product was used with the panels folded. The next concept used multiple mirrors
to direct sunlight onto one part of the product that could be attached to another part for
cooking. The location of those components could be switched; that is, the heat unit was
on top of the pot for collecting sunlight, and switched below it for providing heat from the
bottom when cooking. His final concept was a set of small black cubes that could be
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utilized to absorb heat, and their orientation could be changed according to cooking
needs.
Concept 1

Concept 2

Concept 3

Concept 4

Figure 8
Sequential concepts generated by Designer 5

The Change the direction of orientation heuristic was evident in his third concept, where
two components of the product were switched from top to bottom depending on the
function to be achieved (cooking or trapping heat). Consistent with the fact that there was
no evidence of transitional heuristics, he seemed to use an approach of sampling from
very different areas in the problem space. The only consistency among his design
concepts was the idea of capturing the heat during one time period and utilizing it at a
later time.

The relationship between design heuristics, creativity and
diversity ratings of concepts
Creativity scores demonstrated a similar pattern between the two tasks. Six concepts
generated in both the redesign and the novel design tasks had average creativity ratings
over “4” (with "7" as the "most creative design"). However, on average, creativity ratings
were higher in the novel design task (43% above “4”) vs. redesign (33% above “4”).
On the other hand, there were no differences between the two design tasks on either
creativity ratings (Redesign: M = 3.41 vs. Novel: M = 3.64) (t < 1) or on practicality ratings
(Redesign: M = 3.82 vs. Novel: M = 3.00). This finding may be due to low statistical
power (three subjects in each group). However, across the sample, the average creativity
(r=.54) and practicality (r=.53) ratings correlate highly with the number of heuristics used
by each designer (p <.01 for both) (Table 4).

1

Number of design
heuristics used
42

Average
creativity
4.08

Average
practicality
3.58

Redesign

2

32

3.08

3.42

Redesign

3

23

3.00

4.6

Novel Design

4

19

3.17

3.25

Novel Design

5

22

4.50

2.88

Novel Design

6

14

3.50

2.75

Design Task

Designer

Redesign

Table 4
Average ratings and local heuristics observed for each participant

The more heuristics used the more creative and practical the designs were rated. This
suggests that heuristics served to identify different, innovative solutions. This also
suggests that the industrial designers were not blocked by their lack of technical
knowledge; instead, they may have used Design Heuristics to compensate for this lack of
knowledge.
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In both of the design tasks, averaged creativity scores were higher in concepts using
more Design Heuristics. Even though this indicates coherence between the number of
heuristics used and the creativity of the design solutions, the heuristics used for each task
differed (other than Attaching independent functional components with the product, which
was also the most-commonly used heuristic out of 38). For example, the concept seen in
Figure 9a used a combination of ten heuristics, with Controlling/changing in function
through movement, and Adding features from nature to the product used only in this
concept. The concept seen in Figure 9b was also scored as highly creative, and used
another unique heuristic (Compartmentalizing functions into distinct parts) as one of six
heuristics applied. Thus, the high creativity ratings of design solutions may be due to
these three heuristics, or to the number of heuristics used within each concept.

Figure 9a

Figure 9b

Example using Control / Change in function
through movement, and Add features from
nature to the product for a creative solution

Example using Compartmentalize functions
into distinct parts for a creative solution

Diversity in the solutions from designers working on the redesign task was more limited.
Redesign was constrained by the provided form and the existing product known to
designers. It is observed that the designers working on the redesign task used their
declarative knowledge as a main source for solving problems, while designers working on
the novel design task relied on procedural knowledge, where they utilized heuristics as
part of their idea generation process.
The diversity of concepts did arise from the use of diverse Design Heuristics. Another
interesting finding is that heuristics used in redesign task were more focused, specific,
and applied. In contrast, heuristics use in novel design task shows the use of more
diverse heuristics, suggesting that they were exploring different parts of the design space,
and using a variety of heuristics to do so.
Figure 10a shows that the designer produced a concept that requires both hands to
function; the bottom part is for holding, the middle part is for the juice, and the top part is
for squeezing. Once the designer had decomposed his design concepts into this
particular set of elements, different heuristics were applied, including Change where or
how product will be used, and Add portability. In the novel design task, designers used
more diverse heuristics, resulting in more diverse concepts. For example, as shown in
Figure 10b, the designer used Replace solid material with flexible material, and Roll
product around a pivot point to generate an easy to carry and efficient surface that would
both capture the light, convert it into thermal energy, and also be used as a cooking
surface.
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Figure 10b

Example using Change where or how
product will be used, and Add portability for
a diverse solution

Example using Replace solid material with flexible
material, and Roll product around a pivot point for a
diverse solution
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In most cases observed, changes in design solutions occurred after applying an
uncommon heuristic, such as a lemon squeezer without a base to sit on a table, or a
solar-powered cooker made out of flexible pad. Concepts generated for the novel design
task were judged more creative and diverse compared to the solutions proposed in the
redesign task. The novel design task required more detail and concern about technicality
due to the specifics given in the problem statement. Designers working on the redesign
task appeared to experience "fixation" more commonly than in the novel design task.
Jansson and Smith (1991) found that designers are sometimes trapped by the
characteristics of a possible solution that has been developed as an example, and by
existing precedents for the design. In this study, the type of the design problem did affect
idea generation, as designers appeared to use their previous knowledge of existing
products, and built their concepts accordingly in the redesign task. By contrast, designers
in the novel design task were forced to explore new areas of the design space since there
were few existing products for comparison; so, the Design Heuristics they used varied
greatly to help them explore this new design space.

Discussion
The present study examined six experienced industrial designers working on short design
tasks of two types: one a routine redesign of an existing product, and the other, a creative
design of a novel product. The results showed evidence of frequent Design Heuristic use,
and their involvement in generating diverse, creative, and practical concepts. Further, the
study revealed some differences between designers’ behavior in the two types of design
problems. Specifically, designers working on the novel design task generated a more
diverse set of concepts by using a more diverse set of heuristics. In this task, the
designers also heavily weighed the context of product use, and approached the problem
from the user perspective. In contrast, while working on the redesign task, the designers
did not appear to consider different contexts for product use. Though they all identified
specific differences in the means of user interaction with the product, this did not lead to
the broad consideration of context seen in the novel design problem. As a consequence,
the set of heuristics used most frequently in the novel design task were observed much
less often in the redesign task. The difference of time (10 min. vs. 25 min.) between the
two experiments may also have effect on the results. However, since the goal of the
study was to explore how the heuristic use would differ between different design tasks,
this difference does not play a strong role. Another different that has to be counted for is
the use of retrospective interview in one experiment, and a combination of think-aloud
and retrospective interview in the other. This difference also does not have a critical
influence on our analysis since the verbal data was only used to understand the details of
the concepts.
Despite the observed differences in heuristic use, the most striking finding in this study is
the pervasive presence of heuristics in both of these design tasks. The results showed
significant evidence of Design Heuristic use, and a great deal of overlap within the set of
heuristics found in prior studies (Yilmaz, Seifert, & Gonzalez, 2010; Yilmaz & Seifert,
2011). The results also showed the effectiveness of heuristics in generating diverse
concepts, suggesting they may stimulate creating novel concepts.
In both tasks, attention to users was evident. Industrial designers in the novel design task
structured the context and approached the problem from the user perspective,
considering the product's use by families versus individual hikers, the product’s use in
kitchens versus backyards, and the product as a single entity versus attached to existing
products such as a grill or stove. Designers in the redesign task did not appear to
consider different contexts; however, they identified differences in the interaction with the
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user, such as, holding the product with one hand and squeezing the lemon with the other
hand, versus placing the lemon squeezer on the table to achieve the function.
The success of this heuristic analysis method in characterizing differences among
candidate designs may suggest ways to assist designers in exploring new concepts.
Training on Design Heuristics may improve the diversity of designs generated. Further,
this further validation of the set of specific heuristics used by industrial designers may
suggest methods for the development of computational tools to assist in design. For
example, the frequency of heuristic application could be analyzed in order to understand
which heuristics are most commonly used, what kind of design problems they are best
applied to, what kind of new problem spaces they generate, and which heuristics may be
relevant given the observed patterns. In particular, this approach may hold promise in
instruction for novices as they build their experience with heuristic use and design in
general.
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Abstract
Positive user experience (UX) has become a key factor in designing interactive products. It
acts as a differentiator which can determine a product’s success on the mature market.
However, current UX frameworks and methods do not fully support the early stages of
product design and development. During these phases, assessment of UX is challenging as
no actual user-product interaction can be tested. This qualitative study investigated
anticipated user experience (AUX) to address this problem.
Using the co-discovery method, participants were asked to imagine a desired product,
anticipate experiences with it, and discuss their views with another participant. Fourteen
sub-categories emerged from the data, and relationships among them were defined through
co-occurrence analysis. These data formed the basis of the AUX framework which consists
of two networks which elucidate 1) how users imagine a desired product and 2) how they
anticipate positive experiences with that product. Through this AUX framework, important
factors in the process of imagining future products and experiences were learnt, including
the way in which these factors interrelate.
Focusing on and exploring each component of the two networks in the framework will
allow designers to obtain a deeper understanding of the required pragmatic and hedonic
qualities of product, intended uses of product, user characteristics, potential contexts of
experience, and anticipated emotions embedded within the experience. This understanding,
in turn, will help designers to better foresee users’ underlying needs and to focus on the
most important aspects of their positive experience. Therefore, the use of the AUX
framework in the early stages of product development will contribute to the design for
pleasurable UX.
Keywords: anticipated user experience, AUX framework, design for experience, humancentered design, product design
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Introduction
People can and often do anticipate their future emotions and experiences. A good
example would be an expectant mother anticipating wondrous and emotional experiences
with a new baby; she knows she loves her child before the baby is born, and merely
thinking about this future event makes her happy. Obviously, anticipation is an influential
aspect of human experience. Future experiences are generally projected based on a
combination of prior and current experiences (Baumeister, Vohs, DeWall, and Zhang,
2007). Anticipated emotional experiences significantly influence current behavior (ibid.;
Butz, Sigaud, and Gérard, 2003), present well-being (Elster and Loewenstein, 1992;
MacLeod and Conway, 2005), and actual experiences (Mäkelä and Fulton Suri, 2001;
Roto, 2007).
Applying the principle of anticipated emotional experience to the design field, how do
people anticipate their experiences with interactive products? This study investigates
users’ anticipation to assist product designers in designing for positive user experience
(UX). Specifically, it aims to support the early stages of product design by enabling
designers to benefit from users’ anticipation and to assess UX without actual userproduct interactions. UX has been under extensive study over the last decade, generating
a plethora of UX design and evaluation methods. However, the majority of these methods
focus on understanding and assessing ‘real’ UX related to actual encounters with
functional prototypes or existing products (Law, Roto, Hassenzahl, Vermeeren, and Kort,
2009; Vermeeren, et al., 2010). This tends to delay UX assessment until the late phases
of product development, and may result in costly design adjustments and less
pleasurable products.
It has been suggested that episodes beyond the actual usage of products, such as
anticipation or recollection, play an essential role in constructing the holistic UX (Norman,
2009; Roto, Law, Vermeeren, and Hoonhout, 2011). Therefore, we argue that a deeper
understanding of anticipated user experience (AUX) is necessary. Here, AUX is defined
as ‘the experiences and feelings that the user expects to occur when imagining an
encounter with an interactive product or system’. Since AUX entails no real use of
products, it can facilitate UX assessment during the initial design stages.
The idea of exploiting users’ anticipation in designing for experience might not be new.
Experience prototyping (Buchenau and Fulton Suri, 2000), use before use (Ehn, 2008;
Redström, 2008), speed dating and user enactments (Davidoff, Lee, Dey, and
Zimmerman, 2007), and prototyping social interaction (Kurvinen, Koskinen, and
Battarbee, 2008) are examples of methods developed for exploring design concepts and
evaluating UX before using the actual system. These methods are indeed useful for
evaluating design ideas, simulating what it will be like to use the designed system, and
identifying design opportunities. However, they appear to strongly rely on the use of lowfidelity prototypes, models, and scenarios, through which the users encounter novel
design concepts created by the designers.
Of interest in this study is more to the core of user’s anticipation. It explores how users
empirically anticipate their experiences with a desired future product without involving any
sorts of prototypes or scenarios, where design concepts and contexts of use are fully
conceived by the users themselves. Accordingly, this approach will beneficially
complement the existing methods, in that it can be done much earlier in the design
process, and rich design ideas and potential usage situations – which are completely
based on users’ preferences and expectations – can be obtained. The study focuses on
building a two-network framework of AUX, which illuminates 1) how users imagine a
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desired product and 2) how they anticipate positive experiences with it. It also defines
what factors are important in the construction of AUX. We envisage that the increased
knowledge about AUX will lay a foundation for the development of UX methods that will
be useful in the early stages of product design and development.

User Experience before Usage
Positive UX has increasingly become a design goal for interactive products (VäänänenVainio-Mattila and Wäljas, 2009). Creating products that can integrate into users’
everyday lives rather than products that simply support their everyday tasks is a new
focus (Kort, Vermeeren, and Fokker, 2007). This is because user needs have gone
beyond the simple need for usefulness and functionality to the need for experiences that
encompass enjoyment, fun, and pleasure (Blythe, Overbeeke, Monk, and Wright, 2004;
Jordan, 2000). Thus, positive UX provides a vital competitive advantage in product
development. However, UX is a complex phenomenon including emotions, individual
factors, product characteristics, situations and contexts, space and time, and goals of
product use. Despite rapid advancement in UX research, the definition, theory, and scope
of UX are still evolving, and a unified understanding has not been achieved (Law,
Hvannberg, and Hassenzahl, 2006; Law, et al., 2009). One UX concept that requires
further elucidation is anticipated UX (UX prior to interacting with a product), in order to
address the need for UX evaluation methods for the early phases of product development
(Law, et al., 2009; Vermeeren, et al., 2010).
According to ISO 9241-210 (2010), UX is defined as ‘a person’s perceptions and
responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service’.
In line with this definition, Sward and Macarthur (2007, p. 36) propose that UX is ‘the
value derived from interaction(s) [or anticipated interaction(s)] with a product or service
and the supporting cast in the context of use’. The terms anticipated use and anticipated
interaction, as used in the above definitions, indicate that UX should be investigated not
only during or after interaction, but also before the user actually uses the product.
Vermeeren, et al. (2010) support this by highlighting that UX before the interaction should
be considered as something evaluable. Hence, more research on AUX is necessary to
open new opportunities to asses UX in the very early phases of product creation when
functional prototypes are unavailable. Furthermore, Law (2011) strongly believes that UX
can be predicted with a satisfactory degree of accuracy via two predictors: the integration
and interaction of specific UX factors (UX-factor-quality-loop approach) and a specific set
of user experiences (UX-behavior-loop approach). Combining predicted UX from the
designers and anticipated UX from the users can be a powerful means of supporting the
initial stages of the design process.
To gain an understanding of holistic UX, it is crucial to widen our view to UX outside the
actual experience of use. This avoids being confined to the analysis of ephemeral
experience and emotion during interaction, and allows for insights into users’ long-term
attitudes and emotional attachment to a product (Roto, 2007). For instance, before the
first encounter with a product, people can have indirect experience through expectations
created from previous experience with similar artifacts and various sources of information
about the product (Roto, et al., 2011). Accordingly, Roto and colleagues (2011) represent
UX as a series of time spans consisting of anticipated UX (imagining experience before
usage), momentary UX (experiencing during usage), episodic UX (reflecting on an
experience after usage), and cumulative UX (recollecting multiple periods of use over
time). Anticipated UX can associate not only with the period before usage, but also with
any of the other time spans, as the users can imagine the three kinds of UX related to
those spans (ibid.). Moreover, the anticipated UX plays a key role when the actual
experience unfolds (Roto, 2007).
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User Anticipation
When imagining outcomes of a future event, one can palpably experience positive or
negative feelings and emotions as if the outcomes have already taken place (Huron,
2006). These feelings encourage behavioral adjustments which can increase the
possibility of future desirable outcomes (Baumeister, et al., 2007; Huron, 2006). Likewise,
Elster and Loewenstein (1992) conclude that we are able to derive positive utility from
anticipating favorable events and to sustain emotional consequences from envisaging
future negative experiences; thus, we can repetitively experience the hedonic effect of
future events before they actually happen. These findings, drawn from the anticipatory
behavior perspective, confirm that people are capable of vividly envisioning and presently
feeling their future experiences. We hypothesize that the findings also apply to
anticipating experiences related to human-product interaction.
In the design domain, the importance of user anticipation has been acknowledged. As
Desmet and Hekkert (2007) assert, human-product interaction includes not only
instrumental and non-instrumental interactions, but also non-physical interaction which
refers to recalling, fantasizing about, or anticipating product usage. They point out that
potential outcomes of the interaction can also be imagined, anticipated, or fantasized
about, which, in turn, may evoke emotional responses. Karapanos, Zimmerman, Forlizzi,
and Martens (2009) set anticipation as an additional component of the dynamic of UX
over time. This component represents users’ anticipation of an experience that leads to
the formation of expectations before any actual user-product interaction occurs. Equally,
in the Experience with Technology Framework (McCarthy and Wright, 2004), anticipation
is integrated as a constituent of the six sense-making processes. It refers to the
possibilities, expectations, and ways of making sense that are related to relevant past
experiences. Mäkelä and Fulton Suri (2001) also claim that users’ expectations and past
experiences influence their current experience, and the current experience, in turn,
generates modified expectations and more experiences.
Despite the recognition of the role anticipation plays in UX, very few studies focus on
AUX. Heikkinen, Olsson, and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila (2009), for example, use
scenarios of product usage instead of prototypes to study users’ expectations of the
experience of haptic interaction with mobile devices. However, they concentrate on
identifying users’ needs and important factors in designing haptic technology, not on how
potential users anticipate their experiences with the designed system. Moreover,
Chattratichart and Jordan (2003) propose the Virtual Immersion technique which requires
designers to imagine themselves as their target users and to live the users’ experience in
their mind. In other words, the designers try to anticipate their users’ experience through
empathizing with them. Again, Chattratichart and Jordan’s (2003) aim is different to the
aim of this study. Besides, in their method, the process of imagining or anticipating is not
performed by the users themselves. In short, how users anticipate their experiences with
interactive products is not yet thoroughly understood. This study, therefore, addresses
this gap by investigating and developing an AUX framework.

Research Method
The key aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of anticipated UX (AUX) to
support UX assessment in the early phases of product design. A qualitative approach
was employed as it is capable of drawing on users’ prior experiences and of capturing
their imagination and anticipation of future experiences and emotions with respect to the
use of interactive products.
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Representative Product and Participants
Consistent with the research question, in forming AUX, the users needed to imagine a
product with which they would anticipate their experience. In this case, they were not
provided with design concepts, prototypes, or usage scenarios, but simply with the kind of
product being designed. Digital cameras were selected to represent a wide variety of
interactive products. This product category was deemed appropriate because digital
cameras are popular interactive gadgets that have become a part of many people’s lives.
The fact that they are reasonably complex also satisfied the study requirements.
Forty participants of different genders (18 males and 22 females), age groups (18-25 to
56+; median and mode: 26-35), cultural backgrounds, and experience levels (in using
digital cameras) were recruited using a combination of purposeful and volunteer sampling
techniques. As selection criteria, they needed to be at least 18 years old and familiar with
digital cameras. A screening questionnaire was utilized to gather their demographic and
product familiarity information. Using a predetermined scoring system (Blackler, 2008),
the product familiarity data were transformed into a total score, which was then assessed
against a threshold value to determine whether a participant was suitable for the study.

Data Collection Method and Procedure
To collect and generate rich data about users’ imaginations, prior experiences, and
anticipated experiences, the co-discovery method - which included a sketching task - was
employed. Co-discovery is a UX evaluation technique which involves two participants
collaboratively exploring and discussing a product or concept, while the researcher
observes them (Jordan, 2000). This method can reveal more experiential information
than the one-to-one interview (ibid.). The sketching task, on the other hand, was intended
to obtain further experiential data (e.g. visualization of procedures and situations of
product usage) and to form a more concrete concept of the imagined product. This was
expected to facilitate participants’ construction of their anticipated experiences.
Participants were randomly paired. However, where possible, participants who were
friends or acquaintances were assigned to the same group so that they would feel less
inhibited and be more spontaneous in expressing their views (Jordan, 2000). Each group
then partook in a co-discovery session, as illustrated in Figure 1. The session began with
a brief introduction about the study aim and an outline of the tasks. A series of task cards
were used to deliver the tasks, and participants received a new card after completing all
tasks specified on the previous one.

Figure 1. A pair of participants exchanging ideas in the co-discovery session
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The first task was for each participant to imagine a desired digital camera and to conceive
their product’s model, features, functions, and other characteristics. Both participants
then explored and discussed their individual product concepts. The second task was to
pretend and imagine that they used and interacted with their imagined digital camera, and
to exchange ideas about these anticipated interactions. Subsequently, the participants
were asked to individually draw a sketch of their product concept, including their
perceived interactions and experiences with it. This was followed by a shared explanation
of the sketches to clarify their meaning. In the next task, they discussed what they would
use the imagined digital camera for. Finally, the participants were prompted to reflect and
then to share experiences and feelings they would have in relation to their anticipated
interactions with the imagined digital camera. The co-discovery sessions, which were
audio and video recorded, lasted between thirty five minutes and one hour.

Data Analysis
Data analysis focused on the participants’ verbal responses. The sketches were not
specifically analyzed, but used to support the textual data analysis. All verbal data were
transcribed and then analyzed using ATLAS.ti, a software package for qualitative
research (Scientific Software Development GmbH, 2011).
Categories and sub-categories emerging from the data were iteratively identified and
translated into a coding scheme, by which all textual data were coded. In parallel with the
coding process, commentary and theory memos were created to extract and record
important information relevant to the research question. More importantly, co-occurrence
analysis was performed to discover how sub-categories (codes) co-occurred. The cooccurrence data were interpreted and networks of codes were established in order to
define and develop relationships among the sub-categories. These relationships were
indispensable in engendering an understanding of the construction and framework of
AUX relevant to the design process.
Data analysis was validated by repeating the analysis several times at intervals of five to
eight weeks. This allowed for a fresh perspective to reflect on and verify the iterative
process of the analysis.

Results and Discussion
This paper focuses on developing a two-network AUX framework which clarifies how
users imagine a desired interactive product and anticipate positive experiences with it.
This section briefly explains the coding scheme and then elaborates the findings of the
co-occurrence analysis. Lastly, the significance and limitations of this research are
discussed.

Coding Scheme
The iterative process of classifying and abstracting the textual data resulted in four
categories and fourteen sub-categories, which served as a foundation for establishing a
coding scheme, as presented in Table 1. The coding process on twenty sets of data
produced a total of 2504 quotations (i.e. coded comments, as illustrated in Figure 2).
Together with their associated codes, these quotations were further analyzed and
interpreted to develop relationships among the codes.

Imagining a Desired Product: AUX Framework – Network 1
Desired product characteristics (DPC) was the most common sub-category in the data,
with a prevalence of 27.6%. DPC emerged from the participants’ responses to almost
every part of the given tasks (imagining a product, pretending using it, explaining a
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drawing, describing usage purposes, and anticipating experiences). This indicates that a
user’s needs and expectations strongly influence the process of anticipating experiences
with a future product. DPC included, among other characteristics, preferred product
functions, features, appearance, weight, after-sales services, and supporting/accessory
items. It concerned both utilitarian aspects (e.g. usefulness, ease of use, portability,
performance) and non-pragmatic aspects (e.g. elegance, image, color) of the product.
The utilitarian aspects, nonetheless, were conspicuously dominant over the nonpragmatic ones.
Table 1. Coding scheme
Categories

Sub-categories

Codes Scope of interpretation

Desired Product
Characteristics

DPC

Product
Dislike(s)
Characteristic

DL

Favorable Existing
Characteristics

FEC

Positive Anticipated
Experience

PAX

Negative Anticipated
NAX
Experience

Experience

Emotion

Positive Prior
Experience

PPX

Negative Prior
Experience

NPX

Experiential
Knowledge

XK

Positive Anticipated
Emotion
Negative Anticipated
Emotion
Positive Prior
Emotion
Negative Prior
Emotion

PAE
NAE
PPE
NPE

Intended Use

IU

User Profile

UP

Context

All aspects of a product embracing features, functions,
pragmatic qualities, hedonic qualities, post-purchase services,
and accessory items that the user wants or expects.
All undesirables of or negative attitude/judgment towards a
product, its particular features, or its related aspects due to
unmet user’s preferences, as well as perceived problems of
usability, usefulness, performance, and quality.
The existing feature, function, or characteristic of a product that
is positively judged by the user; highly affected by its good
quality, usability, and performance.
The pleasant situations, occasions, and feelings that a user
anticipates to experience in relation to owning, using, and
interacting with a product.
The unpleasant conditions, incidents, and feelings that a user
anticipates experiencing with regard to owning, using, and
interacting with a product.
The past pleasurable circumstances, events, and feelings
experienced by the user; associated with product usage or
broader pertinent aspects of the product.
The past undesirable situations, events, and feelings
experienced by the user due to usage problems of a product or
other product-relevant issues.
a) A user’s understanding about a product and other productrelevant aspects based on his/her domain knowledge;
acquired mostly through the user’s own and others’
previous experiences.
b) Encompassing product analogy: ideas about a product’s
features inspired by and adapted from features or
capabilities of other comparable products.
Pleasurable emotions that are expected to be experienced as a
consequence of having and using a product.
Undesirable emotions that are anticipated to occur due to
owning and using a product.
Pleasant emotions that took place in a past product-related
experience.
Unpleasant emotions felt in a prior experience with a particular
product.
a) Usage purpose of a product which is influenced by user
profiles; refers to environments of use, personal needs,
social needs, and events or circumstances.
b) Intention and procedure of use of specific product features
or functions, and how a user interacts with the product.
a) A person’s perception of his/her characteristics as a product
user based on self-appraisal of his/her preferences,
expertise, and experiences in using the product.
b) User characteristics which are believed appropriate for
using a particular product or product feature.

Figure 2. A segment of participants’ comments coded by intended use (IU) sub-category to
create a quotation
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A desired product (represented here by DPC) forms a basis for the construction of the
AUX. More specifically, it acts as a principal stimulus in engendering users’ positive
anticipated experiences (Yogasara, Popovic, Kraal, and Chamorro-Koc, 2011).
Karapanos, et al. (2009) in their UX study, for instance, selected the iPhone as a
research subject. In that study, the participants who were considering buying this product
anticipated their experiences before any actual use. Their anticipation largely produced
expectations related to opportunities for positive experiences (ibid.).
For the above reasons, to investigate AUX, it is important to understand how users
imagine their desired interactive product. We can shed light on this by looking at the cooccurrences between DPC and other sub-categories, as the co-occurrence analysis
facilitates the identification and definition of the connections among sub-categories
(Maietta, 2006); thus, the important factors and process of imagining the product can be
clearly seen. A sub-category co-occurs with another if it has been applied to code
quotations that overlap fully or partially with any quotations coded to the second subcategory. Figure 3 shows an example of how DPC co-occurs with positive anticipated
experience (PAX). Based on the co-occurrence data, the associated overlapping
quotations were analyzed and interpreted to determine types of relationship between
DPC and all co-occurring sub-categories. To illustrate (see Figure 3), the user desired a
built-in feature of image filters, which allowed him to apply some effects without using
computer photo editing software (DPC). This created an anticipation of pleasurable
experience, where he could enjoy the stimulating and enjoyable activities of applying and
experimenting with color effects when taking pictures (PAX). Therefore, the relationship
between the two sub-categories was interpreted as “DPC engenders PAX”. Overall, DPC
co-occurs with nine other sub-categories, as outlined in Table 2, together with their
relationships.

Figure 3. Co-occurrence between DPC (blue highlighted) and PAX (red bordered)
Table 2. Relationships between DPC and its co-occurring sub-categories

Desired Product Characteristics (DPC)

Sub-category Co-occurring
Relationships
of Interest
Sub-categories
DL inspires DPC: Dislike of certain features of products causes a need for
DL
their removal, improved versions, or new substitutes.
FEC is part of DPC: Favorable characteristics of existing products
FEC
contribute to the constituents of a desired product.
IU underlies and defines DPC: Usage purposes and procedures,
perceived interaction, and situations of use form a basis for ideas about a
IU
desired product. IU also makes the desired product more tangible and
detailed by defining how its features are operated or used.
NAX inspires DPC: Negative anticipated experiences with problematic
products inspire product characteristics perceived to be able to help in
NAX
avoiding these undesirable experiences.
NPX inspires DPC: Negative prior experiences with products underlie
ideas for product characteristics that are perceived to be able to prevent
NPX
the unpleasant experiences from re-occurring.
DPC engenders PAE: The desired product is a stimulus to evoke positive
PAE
anticipated emotions related to the prospective use of the product.
DPC engenders PAX: The imagined desired product acts as a principal
PAX
stimulus to construct positive anticipated experiences with the product.
UP influences DPC: Users’ profiles affect their preferences for a product,
perceptions of their ability to use the product, and how they will use it, thus
UP
determining the characteristics of a desired product.
XK inspires DPC: Users’ experiential knowledge – which is acquired from
learning, own or others’ prior experiences, and familiarity with analogous
XK
artifacts – provides ideas for the desired product’s characteristics.
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The network in Figure 4 represents the process of imagining a desired product based on
the established relationships. This is the first network of the AUX framework. The cooccurring sub-categories, with the exception of PAX and positive anticipated emotion
(PAE), operate as motives or triggers that lead to the conceptualization of DPC. In fact,
these co-occurring sub-categories form complex interrelationships which, while not
thoroughly explored in this paper, are considered necessary to be included in the network
to better explicate the imagination process. Additionally, PAX and PAE are not
incorporated in the network since they are consequences of imagining a desired product.
Here, we focus more on the sub-categories that underlie and trigger the formation of
DPC.

Figure 4. Network One of the AUX framework – imagining a desired interactive product

Anticipating Positive Experiences with a Desired Product:
AUX Framework – Network 2
Imagining interactive artifacts engenders two types of AUX: positive and negative. While
positive AUX is mostly related to a desired product, negative AUX is mainly associated
with existing products (Yogasara, et al., 2011). Moreover, the hedonic quality of product
receives more attention in positive than negative AUX (ibid.). It is argued that in designing
for pleasurable UX, positive and hedonic aspects of experience are more important than
the negative and pragmatic ones (Hassenzahl, 2008; Hassenzahl, Law, and Hvannberg,
2006). Therefore, this study highlights the process of anticipating positive experiences
(PAX) with a desired product.

Figure 5. Co-occurrence between IU (blue highlighted) and PAX (red bordered)

As before, we drew on co-occurrence analysis to establish relationships between PAX
and its co-occurring sub-categories. Figure 5 demonstrates how PAX co-occurs with
intended use (IU) and how their relationship can be interpreted. The user anticipated the
positive experience of undertaking adventurous activities in possession of a digital
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camera that was highly capable, yet robust enough to survive and easy to use in extreme
conditions (PAX). He situated the experience by imagining a trip involving hiking,
jumping, and skiing down mountains as well as arriving at the top of a mountain where
the camera was purposefully used to capture breathtaking views (IU). Hence, the
emerged relationship between the two sub-categories was “IU sets contexts of PAX”.
Table 3 and Figure 6 summarize the relationships between PAX and six co-occurring
sub-categories. In the diagram, we have again included some interrelationships among
the six sub-categories, which resulted from separate co-occurrence analyses. Figure 6 is
the second network of the AUX framework.
Table 3. Relationships between PAX and its co-occurring sub-categories

Positive Anticipated Experience (PAX)

Sub-category Co-occurring
Relationships
of Interest
Sub-categories
DPC engenders PAX: The desired future product is a primary stimulus
DPC
that elicits positive anticipated experiences with the product.
FEC engenders PAX: Favorable characteristics of existing products act as
stimuli to evoke positive anticipated experiences, although these may not
FEC
be as significant as DPC.
IU sets contexts of PAX: Intended use establishes the contexts of
positive anticipated experience by setting the situations, purposes, and
IU
procedures of product usage; it also determines how the user interacts with
the product within the experience.
PAE is part of PAX: Positive anticipated emotions are often embedded in
the user’s positive anticipated experience, which augments the
PAE
experience’s nuance and intensity.
UP influences and sets contexts of PAX: User profile influences how the
desired product will be used and what it will be used for, setting the context
UP
and content of the user’s positive anticipated experiences.
XK supports PAX: Experiential knowledge supports the construction of
positive anticipated experience by providing a detailed understanding of
XK
the product and making comparisons/analogies between the anticipated
experience and experiences in using comparable artifacts.

Figure 6. Network Two of the AUX framework – anticipating positive experience

Research Significance
The main contribution of this study is the new knowledge about AUX framework which
elucidates the processes through which users imagine a desired product and anticipate
positive experiences with its use. Through this framework, key aspects in the anticipation
of UX and their interrelationships can be better understood. This understanding provides
support for experience-driven design in the early phases of the product creation process.
Currently, UX assessment during these stages is challenging due to unavailability of
functional prototypes and, thus, no actual interaction can be evaluated. Early UX
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assessment, however, is crucial in minimizing arduous and expensive design
improvements in the final stages of product development. The AUX framework offers
more insights into UX through users’ anticipation, thus unlocking possibilities of facilitating
UX evaluations before the physical use of functional prototypes.
As shown in the first network of the AUX framework (Figure 4), seven factors underlie the
imagination of a desired future product. Nearly half of these are negative aspects –
dislike, negative prior experience, and negative anticipated experience – and pertain
mainly to pragmatic issues relating to existing products. These three factors co-occur with
DPC more often than the positive factor (favorable existing characteristics), indicating that
when considering interaction with available technology, users tend to recall or focus on
product weaknesses and related undesirable experiences. Further, not only does
intended use co-occur most frequently with DPC (58.6%), it also has the most number of
connections with other sub-categories; which suggests its vital role in the ideation of
desired interactive artifacts. This is congruous with Hassenzahl, Schöbel, and Trautmann
(2008) demonstrating that motivational orientation impacts the evaluation and choice of
interactive products. Lastly, substantial co-occurrences of DPC with experiential
knowledge and user profile also describe prominent influences of these factors in the
process of imagining products.
The second network of the AUX framework (Figure 6) structures the process of
anticipating positive UX in seven components. A desired product subsuming favorable
existing features stimulates the anticipation of positive experiences and emotions.
Intended use, which sets the contexts of those experiences and emotions, has the
highest co-occurrences with PAX (52.5%), confirming context of use as a fundamental
element of UX along with user profile and the product itself (Hassenzahl and Tractinsky,
2006). Equally, the high co-occurrences between positive anticipated emotion and PAX
highlight the inseparable nature between emotion and experience (Hassenzahl,
Diefenbach, and Göritz, 2010; McCarthy and Wright, 2004). As is the case in the process
of imagining a product, no negative factors directly impact the process of anticipating
positive UX. Moreover, compared to negative AUX, positive AUX is more attached to the
hedonic quality of product (Yogasara, et al., 2011). This agrees with Hassenzahl, et al.’s
(2010) claim that the fulfillment of hedonic needs is a source of positive experience with
interactive technologies.
Focusing on and exploring each factor of each network of the AUX framework will
generate rich design ideas and an understanding of users’ concerns and expectations of
their experiences; this, in turn, will promote design for pleasurable UX. Network One of
the framework – the process of users imagining a desired product – can help designers to
better identify: 1) product attributes that need to improve and be integrated, 2) negative
prior and anticipated UX related to existing designs, 3) intended uses of product, 4) user
characteristics, and 5) the required pragmatic qualities of the product. On the other hand,
Network Two – the process of anticipating positive UX – enables them to gain more
information about: 1) potential contexts of the experience, 2) emotions embedded within
the experience, and 3) the expected hedonic qualities of the product. Thus, the twonetwork framework covers all elements considered fundamental for UX. The need to
create a balance between pragmatic and hedonic qualities in designing interactive
systems (Hassenzahl, et al., 2008) can also be supported by the AUX framework. We
believe this framework will be useful in informing the early phases of the design process
and in ensuring enjoyable UX.

Limitations
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There is a vast range of available interactive products on the market. As we selected only
digital cameras to represent these products in this study of AUX, the results might not be
completely generalizable. Different product complexity (e.g. digital thermometer vs.
computer), familiarity (e.g. television vs. robot assistant), and usage scope (e.g. alarm
clock vs. smartphone) may affect how users anticipate their experiences with the product.
Diverse types of interactive products may need to be included in a future study to improve
the generalizability of the research findings and to determine the influence of product
variation on the formation of AUX.
The relationships among sub-categories in the AUX framework were established
qualitatively based on the sub-categories’ co-occurrences in the data. Therefore, the
significance of these relationships cannot be proven statistically, but can only be
estimated by the frequency of these co-occurrences. For now, we believe that the
qualitative data and analysis provide rich and useful information which can delineate the
inherent connections among the sub-categories. Further studies, however, can be
conducted to statistically validate the relationships.
It should be noted that this AUX study aspires to complement UX evaluations on actual
product usage by supporting the design for UX from the outset of product development.
AUX offers envisioned experiences from the users themselves and opportunities to
assess UX before direct user-product experience. Nevertheless, as Heikkinen, et al.
(2009) note, it may be difficult for users to accurately recognize and convey their real and
possible needs and expectations. It is also probable that the imagined use of products will
be different from the actual use, since users may value and appropriate the designed
products in entirely unpredicted ways (Ehn, 2008). Thus, UX assessment during or after
actual interactions in real contexts is still essential.

Conclusion and Future Studies
The present study investigated anticipated user experience (AUX) to address the need to
support design for UX in the early stages of the design process. The resulting AUX
framework consists of two networks which delineate the processes of imagining a desired
product and anticipating positive experience with the imagined product. The first network
describes how seven factors interrelate to engender a desired product. Intended use,
user profile, and required product attributes (mostly pragmatic) are some prominent
aspects that can be explored through this network. The second network involves seven
components which explain the construction of positive anticipated experience. Intended
use (which sets potential contexts of the experience), anticipated positive emotion
embedded within the experience, and expected product qualities (hedonic) are dominant
factors that can be focused on when analyzing AUX using this network. Consistent with
the study’s aim to ensure enjoyable UX from the outset of product development, its
findings will contribute to experience-centered design by providing a basis for developing
new design guidelines and UX evaluation methods.
To pursue our ultimate aspiration of developing a concrete means of assessing UX during
the early stages of product design, our ongoing research will 1) more deeply explore the
characteristics of AUX and 2) investigate the distinctions between anticipated and actual
UX. Finally, based on the outcomes of these two steps, we will develop a designers’ tool
to facilitate UX assessment in the early design phases.
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Abstract
This paper proposes and tests a design method for Eating Design, a sub-discipline of Food
Design. The proposed design method focuses on the fact-finding phase of the design
process and aims at generating data that can then be used by designers to create design
ideas and final design solutions for eating events. The method aims at producing new
meanings on aspects of the eating events, in order to be subsequently used to generate
design solutions that present a radical change in meaning. The proposed method employs
the use of a visual tool called Visual Explorer used mainly as a leadership tool, and
therefore new in design research. In order to make the proposed method specific for
generating data for the design of eating events, the Five Aspect Meal Model has been
adopted as its structure. The method has been tested using two different samples: a users
sample and an interpreters (experts) sample in order to compare the results. The method
has produced dialogues which have been transcribed and analysed using thematic analysis.
This allowed generating two different sets of themes representing the characteristics of
people’s ideal eating events. The two sets of themes have subsequently been tested in a
workshop where designers used the given themes as the bases to create design ideas and
design scenarios for an eating event. Results show that the themes were easy to use and
understand and were indeed adequate for the generation of ideas and design scenarios for
eating events. Some of the final design scenarios also seem promising in potentially being
developed into design solutions presenting a radical change in meaning.
Keywords: design methods, eating design
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Introduction
This research proposes and tests a design method for Eating Design, a Food Design
sub-discipline. Eating Design focuses on the design o any eating situation that involves
people interacting with food; the interest does not lie exclusively on the food product, the
eating environment or the service, but rather on a combination of all those factors.
The design method proposed aims at generating data for Eating Design. Considering
Osborn’s (1953, p. 86) process for problem-solving, divided into Fact-finding, Ideafinding, and Solution-finding, this design method is designed for fact-finding, or for finding
those data that will allow idea-finding. This design method could also be used in Cross’
(2008, p. 30) Exploration phase (see Figure 1), or in John Chris Jones (1970, p. 80)
Design Situation Explored phase (see Figure 2).

Exploration
Generation
Evaluation
Communication
Figure 1
Source: Cross (2008, p. 30)

Brief issued

Design Situation Explored

Problem Structure Perceived or
Transformed
Boundaries Located, Sub-solutions
Described and Conflicts Identified
Sub-Solutions Combined into
Alternative Designs
Alternative Designs Evaluated and
Final Design Selected
Figure 2
Source: modified from John Chris Jones (1970, p. 80)

The objective of this research is therefore to propose a design method for the generation
of data that can then be used to create design ideas which will then become design
solutions for an ideal eating event. The proposed method is called Data for Eating Design
(DED).
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Designing for Meanings
The interest in creating a design method for Eating Design is based on evidence of the
fact that people are happier by spending money to acquire life experiences than by
spending money to acquire material possessions (Van Boven, 2005). Moreover
experiences seem to be less prone than material possessions to create disappointment
and regret (Van Boven, Campbell, & Gilovich, 2008). Eating events are moments to be
lived, experienced and remembered.
As Lakoff and Johnson (1999) explain, the mind is not separate and independent from
the body, and knowledge is shaped by the body. Experiences are therefore what
transform the interaction between our body and the external world into knowledge.
Experiences are the way we transform reality through our knowing interactions (Johnson,
1991). Meanings, then are determined by embodiment and are subjective and
determined by the external world as well as the internal (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999).
The mechanisms of experience in relation to design and designing has long been
investigated (Desmet & Hekkert, 2002, 2007; Hekkert, 2006; Norman, 2002, 2004;
Ortony, Norman, & Revelle, 2005). These studies seem to suggest that designing more
meaningful experiences should be the ultimate design goal. Verganti (2009) argues that
more meaningful experiences are created by a radical change in meaning.
As Verganti (2009) says, management literature is characterized by two major findings.
The first is that radical innovation is one for the major sources of long-term competitive
advantage. The second is that people do not buy products but meanings. Analysts have
shown that every product and service has a meaning. Firms should therefore look beyond
shapes, features and functions and investigate on the meaning that users give to
products. A series of studies conducted by Verganti and other authors introduce the idea
of Design-Driven Innovation (Dell'Era, Marchesi, & Verganti, 2010; Dell'Era & Verganti,
2009; Jegou, Verganti, Marchesi, Simonelli, & Dell'Era, 2006; Verganti, 2006, 2008).
Through the analysis of the most important Italian companies producing furniture Verganti
describes the process that makes these companies so successful, which is called
Design-Driven Innovation: a process which allows a company to create its own vision and
proposal and to develop a radical new meaning and language.

Figure 3
Examples of products designed through Design Driven Innovation: Metamorfosi by Artemide; Nintendo
Wii; Anna G by Alessandro Mendini for Alessi; Egidio by Mattia Di Rosa for Alessi; Bookworm by
Kartell; iMac G3 by Apple. Examples from (Verganti, 2009)
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Dosi (1982) introduced two approaches to innovation: market-pull and technology-push.
Verganti (2003) on the other hand, described a design push approach that is
complementary to market-pull and technology-push. Design-driven innovation implies a
radical innovation of meaning, as it does not provide an improved interpretation of what
people already mean by a certain object, but it proposes a different and therefore
unexpected meaning.
Designing a product or an event based on a new meaning creates a more meaningful
experience. For this reason the aim of the design method that this research proposes is
to produce new meanings designers can use to generate design ideas and subsequently
new design solutions for eating events.

Proposing a new design method
DED is a method that aims at creating data that summarize participants’ ideal eating
situation, and for this reason it investigates people’s experiences. Sanders (1992, 2000,
2001) has pioneered the ‘what people do, say and make’ approach to investigate
people’s path of expression through memories as well as dreams. The author uses
observation and interviewing methods as well as generative toolkits which produce visual
material and artefacts. The power of visuals in design methods has been demonstrated
by a variety of studies (Chamorro-Koc & Popovic, 2009; Chamorro-Koc, Popovic, &
Emmison, 2008, 2009; Frascara, 2002; E.B.N. Sanders, 2000, 2002; Sleeswijk Visser,
Jan Stappers, Van der Lugt, & Sanders, 2005), and the use of different generative tools
seem to be appropriate in all phases of the design process: fact finding, idea finding, and
solution finding (E. B. N. Sanders & Stappers, Expected publication date 2012).
DED employs Visual Explorer (VE), a tool and a technique designed by Center for
Creative Leadership (CCL®). VE is based on the assumption that visual images can
enhance thinking, relating, meaning-making and communication, and story-telling through
the creation of metaphors (Centre-for-Creative-Leadership, 2007). The VE tool consists
of a set of images which are used in the VE technique which enables dialogue (Palus &
Drath, 2001): participants use the images to communicate through metaphors, and new
meanings arise from the dialogue which is constructed following the Star Model a
technique adapted from Montague Ullman (Palus & Horth, 2002; Ullman, 1996). The
choice of using VE instead of other visual tools, refers to the fact that VE triggers
metaphorical thinking which constitute the base of our conceptual system (Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980) and therefore it allows new meanings emerge from a discussion (Palus &
Drath, 2001).
A method of data collection for ‘what people do’ (E.B.N. Sanders, 2002) like observation
or self-observation would not produce deep insights on people’s experiences like visuals
can do; and a method of data collection for ‘what people say’ (E.B.N. Sanders, 2002) like
interviews or surveys would not generate new meanings like VE does eliciting
metaphorical thinking through a group discussion. Among other method for data
collection that employs visual for ‘what people say’, VE was considered appropriate to be
used specifically in the fact finding phase of the design process because it produces
group discussion where meanings can emerge. Generative tools producing artefacts
seem to produce data more relevant in the idea or solution finding phases, whereas other
tools producing visuals, even though they elicit metaphorical thinking in a group setting,
they do not apply a specific technique like the Star Model (Palus & Horth, 2002; Ullman,
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1996) that allows people to ‘put something in the middle’ where communal meanings are
formed.
In order to make sure that the method produces data on the ideal eating event, VE has
been structured on the Five Aspects Meal Model (J. S. A. Edwards & Gustafsson, 2008;
Gustafsson, Ostrom, Johansson, & Mossberg, 2006), a model presenting the five main
aspects that influence the eating experience: product, room, meeting, atmosphere and
management control system. The FAMM has been chosen among the other
categorizations of the factors influencing the eating experience (J.S.A. Edwards, 2000;
Gains, 1994; Gustafsson, et al., 2006; Macht, Meininger, & Roth, 2005; Schutz, 1995)
because it is a categorization that does not consider subjective and behavioural
characteristics (e.g. mood, expectations, somato-physic state and attitude towards
hedonism).
In order to access its validity, the proposed method has been tested with two studies that
simulate the first two steps of the design process. Study 1 simulates the use of the
proposed method itself in the fact finding phase of the design process. Below is described
how DED’s tool and technique are used, how to apply the particular structure that makes
this method generate data for the design of eating events, and what method of data
analysis is used in order to generate the final data.
Study 2, on the other hand, uses the data generated by the design method (in Study 1),
and ‘tests’ them in a workshop that simulates the idea finding phase of the design
process. Study 2 introduces a scenario where designers are given the data produced with
DED, and use them to generate new ideas for the design eating events.

Using DED
Study 1 aims at using DED and producing a set of themes on the ideal eating event. The
study is a simulation of the way DED should be used and presents a possible set of
themes which can then be used to generate new ideas for the design of eating events.
The method of data collection that is used in DED combines the Visual Explorer tool and
technique applied to it a structure created on the Five Aspects Meal Model (FAMM).
This method of data collection can generally be considered similar to a Focus Group;
however these tool and technique create a very specific type of focus group.
In this study two sets of focus groups were conducted. Each focus group was conducted
1
on a different day with a different group of participants, users and interpreters . In each
day the focus group has been conducted in the same way, using the same tool and
technique.

Sample

Day 1
Users

Day 2
Users

Day 3

Day 4

Interpreters

Interpreters

Table 1
Division on sets of focus groups according to sample

1
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The structure of each day was constructed on five different sessions. Each session
used the same tool and technique, but focuses on one different topic that participants
2
were asked to engage with .

Sample
The Visual Explorer Facilitator’s Guide suggests that a session should have between 3
and 5 participants (Palus & Horth, 2010, p. 30). In this study, the aim was to have 5
different participants in each focus group.
Following Verganti’s contribution, the aim of this research was to produce data for the
generation of ideas that introduce ideally a radical change in meaning. Verganti (2009, p.
133) suggests that a crucial part in obtaining such results is using interpreters as
opposed to users. This study integrated Verganti’s notion of interpreters as one sample of
participants. Study 1 also used a sample of users in order to compare the final results.
The sample of users consisted of nine volunteers among PhD and Master students (five
on Day 1 and four on Day 2). The sample of interpreters consisted of 7 volunteers whose
area of interest/research/study is complementary to the Eating Design discipline (four on
Day 3 and three on Day 4). Among the interpreters there were two postgraduate students
in hospitality management with work experience in the same industry, a food science
student, a chefs, a lecturer in hospitality management, a culinary business development
team leader for a multinational company, and a lecturer and award winning artist working
with metals and producing objects like spoons, bowls, teapots, beakers, jars and trays.
Two focus groups were conducted with each sample of participants. All focus groups
were conducted with the same tools, techniques and sets of framing questions.

Tool
The tool itself is a set of 216 letter size images deliberately different and global in subject,
context and aesthetic, representing the spectra of human condition. These images
support and facilitate the dialogue that is created with the Visual Explorer technique.

Technique
The Visual Explorer Technique follows five different steps. These are described in the
Center for Creative Leadership website (Centre-for-Creative-Leadership, 2011) and in the
Facilitator’s Guide (Palus & Horth, 2010). The same technique was applied to each
session, where only the framing question would change.
Frame. In this step participants received instructions on how the focus group was going
3
to be conducted and were given the framing question on which the Visual Explorer
technique revolves around. Participants were asked to reflect on it.
Browse. During the previous step the images were placed on a big table placed on one
side of the room. Participants were asked to browse the images keeping the framing
question in the back of their mind.
2
3

See below: ‘Structure’
See below: ‘Structure’
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Reflect. In this step participants reflected on the picture they chose writing down their
thoughts on the worksheet.
Share. In this step participants shared their views and thoughts on the framing question
presenting to the others the image their chosen following the star model; here is where
discussion happens and meanings are created.
Extend. In this step participants have form 5 to 10 minutes to extend the conversation in
whatever direction was important to the group and make notes on any shifts in
perceptions, insights, or feelings about the topic.

Structure
The framing question introduces to participants the topic that should be discussed using
the Visual Explorer Technique. Being the aim of DED to produce data to be used
specifically to generate new ideas for the design of eating events, the framing questions
should introduce topics that elicit discussions on eating situation. For this reason the
framing questions have been designed on the Five Aspects Meal Model (J. S. A.
Edwards & Gustafsson, 2007).
The FAMM is used as a structure for the Visual Explorer technique. The five aspects of
the meal have been adapted into five questions. Each question has been used in one
session. During the five sessions participants had the opportunity to discuss all the
aspects of the ideal eating situation.

Session
1

Aspect (FAMM)
Meeting (customerservice staff)

2

Meeting (customercustomer)

3

Room

4

Product

5

Atmosphere and
Management Control
System

Question
How would you define an ideal service? How would you characterize the
ideal service staff of an eating situation?
How would you define an ideal companion during an imaginary new eating
situation?
How would you imagine the ideal eating situation in terms of other people
eating around you?
How would you describe an imaginary space for it to be your ideal eating
space? What are the elements that define an ideal eating space?
How would you describe an imaginary food for it to be your ideal food?
What are the elements that define an ideal food?
What do you think makes an ideal eating situation? When does eating
become extraordinary?
Table 2
Framing question for each session

Data Analysis
In the analysis of the data of Study 1, themes were indentified in an inductive way (or
‘bottom up’ way) instead of a theoretical way (or deductive or ‘top down’ way). An
inductive approach does not try to fit themes into a pre-existing coding frame, and the
themes identified are linked to the data themselves (Patton, 1990). In this analysis the
themes in fact emerged from the data and a coding frame was not used. Even though the
method of data collection is structured on the FAMM, it did not influence the analysis in
the definition of the final themes.
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With regard to the ‘level’ at which themes are identified (Boyatzis, 1998), this analysis
focuses on the semantic or explicit level, rather than the latent or interpretative level.
The latent level aims at identifying the underlying data through assumptions and
conceptualizations. The semantic level, on the other hand, identifies themes from the
explicit meanings of the data, without looking beyond what a participant has said (Braun
& Clarke, 2006).
From an epistemological point of view this analysis is conducted from a constructionist
perspective, because the method of data collection, and the choice of the Visual Explorer
technique in particular, implies that meaning and experience are socially produced and
reproduced, rather than inhering within individuals (Burr, 1995).

Method of Data Analysis: Thematic Analysis
The aim of the data analysis is to generate themes that can then be used by designers to
create design scenarios for eating events. The method of data analysis employed by
DED should therefore aims at creating a series or themes on the ideal eating event in
terms of product, room, meeting, atmosphere, and management control system.
The data set analysed consists of the transcript of the discussions participants had during
the step Share of the four focus groups. The choice of method of data analysis was
influenced by the type of data to be analysed, in this case text. Moreover the method of
data analysis is determined by the researcher’s interest in the textual surface or the
meaning of text (Beaugrande & Dressler, 1981; from Titscher, Meyer, Wodak, & Vetter,
2000, pp. 22-23). A similar distinction is proposed by Tesch (1990), who divides the
analytical approaches that focus on the use of the language (i.e. conversation analysis,
discourse analysis, symbolic interactionism and ethnomethodology) from those
approaches which aim at understanding the views and cultures of those being studied.
This research, aiming at producing a series of themes representing the concepts created
by people’s discussion, focuses on the textual surface of the data.
The method of data analysis chosen for this research is Thematic Analysis, because the
emphasis is on the content of a text, on ‘what’ is says more than on the ‘how’(Riessman,
2005). Even though thematic analysis is not univocally recognized (Boyatzis, 1998; Ryan
& Bernard, 2000; Spencer, Ritchie, & William, 2003), Braun and Clarke (2006) argue that
thematic analysis should be considered as a method of qualitative data analysis in its
own rights.

Instruments
The analysis of the data from Study 1 have been analysed using the software Nvivo.
Nvivo is an analytic tool that has helped managing the coding process during all the
phases of the analysis. Given that the researcher has a crucial role in the analysis, and
that analysis is only possible thanks to the researcher’s conceptual stills (Coffey &
Atkinson, 1996; Weitzman, 2000), in this research Nvivo has been the adequate analytic
support throughout the different phases. Below I will explain how Nvivo features fulfilled
the requirements in this analysis.

Procedure
In analysing the data form Study 1 I have followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006) step-bystep guide to thematic analysis which includes six phases described below. Data from
both samples have been analysed separately following the same process. I have first
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analysed the data from the users sample, and once finished, I have analysed the data
from the interpreters sample.
The analysis was conducted on the transcription of the discussion of each session from
both days. Each phase of the analysis was conducted on the following data items:
transcription of Day 1 (session 1 to 5) and transcription of Day 2 (session 1 to 5).
Familiarizing with the data. The recorded dialogues were transcribed by a company of
professional transcribers. Before starting the analysis the transcripts were checked back
against the original recordings for accuracy. Comparing the recording with the text was
useful to start familiarizing with the data.
Generating initial codes. In this phase initial codes were produced from the data. The
transcriptions were read and each extract considered of interest was coded organizing
the data into meaningful groups (Tuckett, 2005). Codes are features of the data that
appear interesting to the researcher, and refer to the row information that the researcher
assesses in a meaningful way regarding the phenomenon investigated (Boyatzis, 1998,
p. 63).
Searching for themes. For this phase Braun and Clarke (2006, pp. 89-90) instruct to
combine different codes into broader potential themes, and to essentially start analyzing
the codes trying to understand how different codes may combine to create overarching
themes. Nvivo allows to create a hierarchy of tree nodes, where main nodes contain subnodes.
When combining sub-nodes together under the same node, six main nodes that reflected
the six main topics of conversation were created: Companion, Others, Service, Food,
Environment, More. The last main node ‘More’, groups those nodes that did not
specifically refer to one of the other five topics, and that freely emerged from the
conversation.
Reviewing themes. In this phase Braun and Clarke (2006, pp. 91-92) propose two
different steps. In the first step the analyst should review all the data extracts for each
node and consider whether they are coherent to each other and to the node itself. In the
second step I read again the entire data set in order to consider individual nodes in
relation to the entire data set, and whether the final nodes reflect the data set as a whole.
Defining and naming themes. This final phase I consider being described more in detail
by Ritchie et al. (2003, pp. 237-244). They describe the three key steps being: detection,
categorization and classification. Throughout these steps the extract is interpreted on
different levels of abstraction creating in the end the final themes.

Themes
The result of the analysis of the two sets of data resulted in two different groups of
themes: a group of themes produced from the analysis of the users’ discussion, and a
group of themes produced form the analysis of the interpreters’ discussion.

THEMES FROM USERS SAMPLE
People connections
Mirroring
Discovery/Curiosity
Observing/Curiosity
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THEMES FROM INTERPRETERS SAMPLE
People connection
Mirroring
Discovery/Curiosity
Observing/Curiosity
Focus on food

Francesca ZAMPOLLO
Focus on food
Sharing
Options
Letting go
Seeking the Unexpected
Seeking what’s new
Control
Needs/ Availability
Awareness of origin
Privacy
Engaging with strangers

Sharing
Eating plus
Possibilities
Immersion
Emotional
Additional entertainment
Uniqueness
Differences
Appreciation of food
Act of love
Access memories
Part of yourself (chef/cook)
Closeness to food
Circle
Disconnection
Openness
Changes
Blending with environment
Closeness to nature
Look for feedbacks
Recognizing achievements
Table 3

Themes from the attitudes group for both users and interpreters sample

Different perspectives of users and interpreters’ themes
An evident, and possibly expectable, characteristic that differentiate the themes of the
two samples is the perspective of some of the themes: some of the interpreters’ themes
represent the ‘management’ perspective (or the waiting staff or chef’s perspective), of
those who control the eating situation, whereas the users’ themes only represent the
‘customer’ perspective, of the person living and ‘receiving’ the eating situation.
Among the interpreters’ themes there are in fact themes that represent a waiter or a
manager or a chef’s point of view. This is the case for example of Recognizing
achievements which focus on the importance for the waiting staff to recognize what they
have achieved in order to appreciate their work.
Another example is Look for feedback, a theme explaining the importance for the
waiting staff to observe the customer as a source of for what is necessary to do, or for
understanding his experience.
Another interesting feature of the Interpreters’ themes produced by this difference in
perspective, is the number of themes that concentrate on food being higher than the
users’. In the attitudes group, besides Focus on Food which they have in common, the
users’ sample only has Awareness of origin, whereas the interpreters’ sample has
Appreciation of food, Act of Love, Access to memories, Part of yourself
(chef/cook), Closeness to food and Circle.
Awareness of origin has similar shares of meaning to Appreciation of food, even though
the latter goes on deeper levels of meanings. Awareness of origin shows the interest in
knowing where the product comes from; more interestingly it shows the appreciation in
the local produce as unique, because representative of the area and the producer where
it comes from. Appreciation of food, on the other hand, reflects these same concepts but
also a deep, profound respect for the row, primary components of food: respect and
appreciation for what nature produces and for nature itself.
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What is even more interesting are the two themes Act of Love and Part of yourself
because they not only refer to the interpreters’ perspective we have already discussed,
but they also emphasise in particular the chef or cook perspective.

Themes repetition
Users and interpreters’ themes had six themes in common, themes that have the same
fundamental meaning: People connection, Sharing, Focus on Food, Mirroring, and
Discovery/Curiosity, Observing/Curiosity. People connection considers eating an
opportunity to connect with another person. In the users’ theme the focus is on eating as
a way to join to people together, reconnect with family members, as well as discovering
the other person. In relation to service, People connection is about valuing the waiter and
its suggestion as well as connecting with him. A participant in fact says:
And I think that for me it shows the close relation between – sometimes it happens then
when you have like a close relation with your customer and like a friendship or this kind
of thing. That’s what I see here. It happens sometimes. They just pay attention [??
0:19:14] talk to you and you talk to them and you feel like a special relation with them
and you try to serve them like nice, a better way than you do because you like the way he
treats you. So this is like maybe a customer and a waitress relationship or this kind of
thing.
In the interpreters’ theme the focus is on eating as a way to enter the other person’s
world, discovering the other person through conversation; sharing a meal has the power
to create these intimate and profound situation of connection. In relation to service, the
different perspective of interpreters comes up again, focusing People connection on
creating a relationship with the customer based on trust and respect:
And the four players here coming towards you so they’re bending towards you and that’s
embodying the fact they want to work around you.
Sharing is represented with different shades of meaning. For users Sharing implies a
journey, a moment to be lived and shared with another person, as well as dividing
something tangible and the sense of togetherness that comes from eating a part of what
was a whole. For interpreters on the other hand, Sharing also implies the necessity of
eating with someone else, as the only way not only to really appreciate food, but also to
give meaning to the eating situation.
Focus on food is for both samples the theme that brings the attention to food as the
most important element of the eating situation and the element where the focus should
go. The theme Discovery/Curiosity represents both users and interpreters indication
that an ideal eating situation also allows to enrich oneself by learning about and
appreciating other cultures or other people, or old traditions brought back eating a dish
made with an old recipe. Moreover this theme underlines the beauty of discovery through
curiosity.
Observing/Curiosity is instead the theme that defines people’s curiosity towards other
people eating around, and the habit to observe them as well as listening to their
conversations; other people around even seem to be the entertainment of the eating
situation and is found in both users and interpreters’ data. Participants in fact have said:
But still being alive and being the characters, people that would for instance if you turn
around you could observe without intervening. And get sort of… Because I like
observing people, sort of to have a character that minds their own business probably
would be the best people seated around. [...]
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Similarities and differences
The two sets of data also generated different themes that share some similarities or
themes or that present opposite concepts. The users’ theme Options and the
interpreters’ theme Changes for example are similar in representing people’s preference
for choosing the preferred option and even manipulate the elements to reach the desired
arrangement. Changes though also mean preferring those situations where the space, for
example, can be modified according to requirements, not necessarily be modified by the
customer during his own eating experience.
Two themes that might seem similar but that are actually quite different are Privacy, a
users’ theme, and Disconnection, an interpreters’ theme. Privacy introduces people
necessity to live the eating situation as a private moment to be shared with the
companion/s, and therefore other people’s behaviour should allow that. Disconnection, on
the other hand, talks about a profound separation between groups, not only physical with
groups positioned far apart from each other, but also emotional considering others being
‘outside’ of the own experience and not deserving of being considered as an element of
the eating situation:
Because for me, people are part of the environment. I don’t feel like people are people.
It’s difficult to explain.
Privacy is also a theme that represents the opposite of Engaging with strangers, also a
users’ theme. Engaging with strangers is the opposite of Privacy in that it expresses
people’s interest in engaging with waiters or other people around, and for example
embrace the awareness of being observed (besides observing themselves).
Other themes that are similar but that vary in some shades of meanings are the
interpreters’ theme Possibilities and the users’ themes Seeking the unexpected and
Seeking what’s new. The theme Possibilities includes the openness to new situation
and things never tried before, accepting the possibility to be amazed as well as recognize
the beauty in simplicity:
you want people to be open to the new idea of trying new food, fresh food and appreciate
how you know the hardship of preparing food. And yes that’s it.
Seeking the unexpected and Seeking what’s new too refer to the same general ideas, but
due to the amount of coding creating two different themes was more true to the data. In
fact the two themes refer to the two separate attitudes of seeking the unexpected, the
surprise and the thrill that comes with it, and seeking for what we have never tried before.

Testing the Themes
In order to test whether the themes produced by DED are enough and adequate to
generate design ideas on the ideal eating event, Study 2 has been conducted with a
group of 51 MA Design students. Students took part in the Design Direction Workshop.
The Design Direction Workshop is one of the ‘tools’ proposed by Jegou et al. (2006, p.
43) that can be used to identify new meanings and languages (2009, p. 180). The Design
Direction Workshop in particular transforms the research findings accumulated during the
previous step (which are here substituted by the themes produced by DED) into possible
design scenarios. At the end of the workshop ‘some of these scenarios may be closer to
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the current meaning, and others, [...] may envision radical change’ (Verganti, 2009, p.
183).
The 51 students were divided into 2 rooms, and in each room there were 5 groups of 5-6
participants. The groups in room 1 worked with the themes produced from the users
sample and the groups in room 2 worked with the themes produced in the interpreters
sample. At the end of the workshop each group selected the final design scenario and
filled in a questionnaire investigating their opinion on using the themes within the tasks
they were given.

Conclusions
The results from the questionnaires showed that participants did generally find the
themes easy to work with and understandable. Some found the themes even stimulating
and that they excited their mind. Participants noticed that they ‘helped to trigger key
words and talking points’, and most importantly that they raised ‘ideas one may not think
of’. The problems reported were mainly related to the difficulties of working in groups and
to the time given for the conduction of the workshop, which was considered as not
enough. The common suggestion that followed the minor complaints about the
understanding of the themes was to accompany them with visual examples. This was
taken into consideration when planning the workshop, but it was concluded that an image
representing the meaning of a theme would have been not only difficult o find in some
cases but also too constricting: an image would have not conveyed the multiple facets of
the meaning of the theme.
These results show that the themes produced by DED were in fact enough and adequate
to be used to generate design ideas. The results also show that themes produced form
the users sample were as adequate as those produced from the interpreters sample to
generate ideas and design scenarios. Participants had generally the same opinions on
the use of the two groups of themes and all groups from both rooms were able to
generate different design scenarios and choose the final one.
Although as it was expected not all final design scenarios propose original ideas, some
seem would have the potentials to be developed in final design solutions representing
new meanings. Among the most promising design scenarios we find: InteractionCommunity, on line communities meeting at a certain location to eat what each one
brings; Pop up memory!, a temporary installation where tastes and smell would make
people’s memories resurface; Private dinner, a pop-up restaurant where people can buy,
cook and eat their own food for a completely private and personal dining experience;
Driven by Smell, an eating situation where every choice of food is driven by the sense of
smell only; Extreme eating, which explores the combination of eating and extreme
activities in extreme settings.
In conclusion, the proposed design method DED generated data (themes) that, used in
the Design Direction Workshop, generated design scenarios for eating events. Some of
the final design scenarios seem to be promising for the development of final design
solutions which, if further developed, seem promising in proposing a radical improvement
in meaning. Hence this research shows that DED can be the appropriate design method
for the fact-finding phase of a design process aiming at generating eating events which
have the potentials for proposing a radical change in meaning.
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Abstract
Widely acknowledged as an archetypal design activity, sketching is typically carried out
using little more than pen and paper. Today’s designed artifacts however, are often given
qualities that are hard to capture with traditional means of sketching. While pen and paper
sketching catches the character of a building, it may not equally well capture how that
building changes with the seasons, how people pass through it, how the light moves in
between its rooms from sunrise to dawn, and how its façade subtly decays over centuries.
Yet, it is often exactly these dynamic and interactive aspects that are emphasized in
contemporary design work. So is there a way for designers to be able to sketch also these
dynamic processes?
Over several years and in different design disciplines, we have been exploring the potential
of stop motion animation (SMA) to serve this purpose. SMA is a basic form of animation
typically applied to make physical objects appear to be alive. The animator moves objects
in small increments between individually photographed frames. When the photographs are
combined and played back in continuous sequence, the illusion of movement is created.
Although SMA has a long history in filmmaking, the animation technique has received
scarce attention in most design fields including product design, architecture, and
interaction design. This paper brings SMA into the area of sketching in architecture by
reporting on the planning, conduct, result, and evaluation of a workshop course carried out
with a group of 50 students at Umeå School of Architecture, Umeå University, Sweden.
Keywords: sketching, stop motion animation, design, architecture, technique, workshop,
course
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Introduction
Stop motion animation is a basic form of animation that one typically applies to make
ordinary physical objects appear to be alive and able to move on their own. When
animating a stop motion sequence, physical objects in front of a stationary camera are
typically moved in small increments between individually photographed frames. When the
series of slightly different pictures is combined and played back in continuous sequence,
the illusion of movement is created and the objects seemingly magically ‘come alive’.
In its many variations, stop motion animation has a very long history in filmmaking,
starting as early as 1897 with The Humpty Dumpty Circus, a film in which a toy circus of
acrobats and animals comes to life. The Haunted Hotel from 1907 was the technique’s
first commercial success. Other famous stop motion animation milestones include The
Automatic Moving Company (1912), King Kong (1933), and some parts of the original
Star Wars trilogy (1977-1983). When one mentions stop motion animation these days,
people however tend to think of clay-animated movies such as Chicken Run (2000) and
Wallace & Gromit: Curse of the Were-Rabbit (2005). These more recent examples show
that despite recent development in computer animation, there seems to be something
about stop motion animations that captures the audience (Fallman & Moussette, 2011).
Despite its long history in cinematography, the technique has received scarce attention in
design-related fields such as product design, architecture, interaction design, and
Human-Computer Interaction, which is somewhat surprising given these fields’ general
readiness to adopt and adapt tools and techniques from other fields and practices.
Our main motivation for bringing stop motion animation into design comes from our
interest in developing new tools and techniques for improving sketching skills in different
areas of design work (see Fallman, 2003, 2008; Fallman & Moussette, 2011). We have
previously applied stop motion animation as a sketching technique in the area of
interaction design (see Fallman & Moussette, 2011). To take this work beyond interaction
design, we here present, discuss, and compare some of the results and lessons learnt
from exploring the use of stop motion animation as a sketching tool together with 50
architecture students for a full week-long course: can stop motion animation be a relevant
and useful tool for sketching in architecture?

The Need to Improve Sketching Skills
Why are we interested in sketching? This is because we see sketching as an archetypal
design activity (Fallman, 2003); a core professional skill of any designer. By some, it has
even been proposed as the very essence of what design work is all about (Black, 1990).
Contemporary design theory typically separates the kind of sketching that is occurring
mostly in the early part of design (i.e. sketching as a tool for thinking, for moving forward
in the design process) and the drawings that are produced in later stages, mainly for
public communication and as presentation aids (Goldschmidt,1991). The traditional—but
nowadays much questioned yet rather insistent—view is to consider sketching simply as
a way to externalize ‘images’ already present in the mind of the designer. Seen in this
way, sketching becomes a way in which form, appearance, and character of artifacts that
are as yet intangible may be transferred from the designer’s mind onto some lasting
medium. Sketching is then mainly useful for communication with other designers,
customers, and other stakeholders as it provides a shared language which has no
equivalent in ordinary, spoken language, but which allows designers to express
themselves and share their ideas with others in a visual way (Fallman, 2003).
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While the sketches designers produce clearly have communicatory advantages over
other means of presenting ideas, especially visual ideas, we argue that sketching should
however not merely be thought of and treated as a tool for communication.
In our view, a more fruitful and interesting perspective is to think of sketching primarily as
a kind of inquiry, and one which to a large extent is unique to design (Fallman, 2003;
2008). We are not the only ones making this claim. Sketching is often referred to as the
very essence of what design work is all about (Schön, 1983). Black (1990), for instance,
notes that “right from the earliest stages of tackling a problem, designers’ thinking is
mediated by the sketches or visible notes that they make to familiarize themselves with
the material they are manipulating.” Herbert (1993) argues that sketching is “the
designer’s principal means of thinking”; that sketching serves to “direct, order, clarify and
record ideas” (Robbins, 1994); or as a central means to inquire about shapes and ideas
of buildings and spaces (Rowe, 1987).
It is however important to realize that such ‘familiarization’ is not first and foremost a onedirectional externalization from the mind of the designer onto paper, but rather that
sketching is a process (Fallman, 2003); sketching is about reading and interpreting what
is forming on the paper in front of you, explaining it and eventually rephrasing it.
Sketching is thus a process in which you as a designer is both “externalizing ideas and
interpreting external representations as ideas” (Stolterman, 1999). There is thus more to
sketching than externalization of ideas that are already formed in designer’s brain. Quite
the contrary, it is a process—for many designers the process—through which new ideas
are shaped. Arnheim (1996) discusses this as a dialectic process between
reading/interpreting and explaining/rephrasing, where the sketch itself becomes a ‘middle
ground’ between the designer’s vision and how that vision becomes realized into a
coherent whole. The difference between the designer’s guiding image and what has
actually materialized on the paper might in fact be the key to why sketching is such a
useful technique, as it allows for effortless and ‘cost-effective’ experimentation with
everything from wholes to particular details as well as with the relationship between them
(Arnheim, 1996). Goel (1994) suggests that sketching supports design cognition in ways
that more finite and precise representations cannot. Seen in this way, sketching is an
important design process, a kind of inquiry, rather than simply a matter of
externalization—a document, a sketch—which reports thinking that took place
somewhere else (Fallman, 2003).
However, in its traditional sense, sketching is typically both thought about and in practice
carried out using little more than pen and paper. When reading this paper, it is important
to note that we do not intend to question the vital role of pen and paper sketching: we
rather seek to find ways to complement it. This is because that in contemporary design,
regardless of design discipline, the artifacts that we work with as designers often tend to
have qualities, characteristics, and dimensions that are hard to capture with pen and
paper—including transitions between fixed states, dynamic flows, life-cycles, decay,
customization, etc. While traditional means of sketching are excellent for catching the
overall spirit of say a new building, they may not equally well capture how that building
changes with the seasons; how people move and objects pass through it; how light
traverses through its rooms from sunrise to dawn; and how its façade changes and subtly
decays over centuries. Yet, it is often such fluid, dynamic, and interactive dimensions that
we tend to currently emphasize in our design work.
To explore ways of dealing with these qualities while remaining on the level of
sketching—i.e. avoiding moving into a solution-oriented phase of model building and
prototyping—we have previously explored the potential of stop motion animation as an
early-phase sketching technique in interaction design (see Fallman & Moussette, 2011).
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This paper brings these ideas into the area of architecture by reporting on the planning,
conduct, result, and evaluation of a stop motion workshop course carried out at Umeå
School of Architecture, Umeå University, Sweden.

Course Overview, Setup, and Conduct
This project ran over the course of one week, from Monday to Friday, with a group of 50
students on the Bachelor’s level (second year) at Umeå School of Architecture, Umeå
University, Sweden. The main purpose of the course was to introduce the students to a
new technique that later on in their education and career might become useful and also to
broaden their toolbox. For us, the main purpose of the exercise was to compare our
experiences of using stop motion animation with interaction design students with another
category of design students; architecture students.
Because of the short time allotted to the course and the practical, hands-on character of
the topic, the schedule was deliberately quite straightforward:

Monday

Introductory lecture to stop motion animation (2 h)
Introduction to the hardware and software setup (2 h)
Divide students into groups

Auditorium

Tuesday

Meet each group at their equipment kit setups (1 h each)
Tutor group work

Multiple
locations

Wednesday

Tutor group work

Multiple
locations

Thursday

Tutor group work

Multiple
locations

Friday

Tutor group work
Final event, all groups show their animations followed by Q&A
General discussion about the potential role of S.M.A.
Course summary and evaluation

Auditorium

Table summarizing the course’s rather straightforward schedule

On the first day of the course, Monday, we gave an introductory lecture in an auditorium
setting to stop motion animation; its history, its various styles and forms, etc. and we also
showed a number of examples the technique used in different ways—most of which are
freely available online on YouTube and Vimeo. The examples were then discussed in
class and the students had the chance to ask questions about the technique. This
introductory lecture lasted for about two hours. The teacher team consisted of three
teachers, a researcher and two interaction designers, one of whom worked full-time with
the project during the week.
In the afternoon on the first day, still in the auditorium, we introduced the stop motion
hardware and software setups (or ‘kits’) that the students would use throughout the
course. We then walked the students through plugging in and setting up their kits and
walked them through the software they would use. With one kit properly set up, we
recorded a quick animation as an example of the workflow and to get the students going.
Students could ask any questions they wanted and we answered to the best of our
knowledge and shared a few tips and tricks. Before calling the class off, we divided the
50 students into five groups.
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An example of a typical stop motion animation setup

On day two, Tuesday, each team was given an equipment kit and we also provided
instructions about the project they were to carry out during the rest of the week. We had
decided on a rather open theme (around the concept of ‘growth’) and a maximum total
running time of one minute for their animations. The intention behind these choices was
to provide both guidance and restrictions to the students while still remaining as open as
possible to allow for their creativity to flourish.
The groups then had to plan and carry out the project on their own during the rest of the
week. We visited the groups every now and then and were on constant duty during the
week to provide thoughts, comments, guidance, help with the equipment, etc. It soon
turned out that the different groups, somewhat expectedly, had interpreted the theme
‘growth’ rather differently and were working on very different ideas.
On Friday afternoon, the last day of the course, all groups again gathered in the
auditorium for a final event. We held a short introduction after which a representative for
each group had been asked to provide a short introduction to his or her group’s work. The
lights where then dimmed and their animation was shown to the audience. When the
lights came back on, we asked the entire group to reflect on their process and what they
had learnt during the week and we followed up with more specific questions and thoughts
based on their own reflections, a process that was repeated for all the groups.
Finally, when all groups had shown their animations, we had a joint group discussion
about the course, its setup, its goals and objectives, as well as more philosophical
discussion about the potential role of stop motion animation as a way of sketching in
architecture and if, when, and how the students thought they could use the technique in
their future work.
After the event, the groups’ animations were collected into a show-reel that the students
(and everyone else) can access over the web (see: <http://bit.ly/wKr0uK>).
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Four frames from ‘Making a Move’; showing how a building changes over time

Reflections and Discussion
We had initially planned to divide the students into five groups, as this was the number of
physical stop motion setups we could gather. Each a setup consisted of a digital camera,
a camera stand, and a computer with dedicated software installed from which the camera
could be controlled and the movie edited. From our previous experience with the
technique (see Fallman & Moussette, 2011) and with group dynamics in general, we
knew that up to ten people in each group were probably going to be too many, especially
since the groups had relatively little time to complete their tasks. Our experience is that
smaller group sizes (of about 5-6) are preferred.
This is because when working with stop motion animations, it is generally a good idea to
divide labor between the group members. Often, one person takes responsibility for the
camera and the computer; another takes on the role of moving objects in the scene, a
third might specialize in prepping material off-scene, and so on. With eight or more
people in the group however, some members may start to feel left out, disagreeing subgroups might emerge within the group, and a lot of time is wasted on coordination. With
too many ‘chefs’ around and all the coordination involved, the risk is also that focus is
moved away from improvising as you go along to more planning, more structure, and
more scripting. As we were keen to think of the exercise primarily in terms of ‘sketching’,
we did knowingly not include or encourage the students to use narratives, storyboarding,
or any other means of thinking ahead. We wanted the students to think while they were
shooting the animation, i.e. to use the technique itself as a sketching tool, as a means of
inquiry, not as a means of visualizing something they had thought about and decided
elsewhere.
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Luckily however, in a matter of hours after the initial five groups had been formed, we
were able to splinter off two more groups using a combination of borrowed equipment
and their own, the average group size was reduced to around seven. After the course, we
were also able to reinforce a finding from our previous work with interaction design
students; that students with access to better equipment (such as semi-professional
cameras) do not generally generate better animations. In fact, we once more saw the
opposite tendency; that students with the simplest gear often ended up producing the
most interesting results.

Four frames from another animation produced during the course, entitled ‘Power Nap’

One of the groups had the initial idea that they would leave the provided default setup
altogether and just use the camera on one of their smartphones to record the entire
animation. After some time experimenting with this, they returned to the setup. When
asked why, they provided slightly diverse answers but one of them involved the problem
of lacking live preview—i.e. in real time being able to see what the camera sees from the
same software that is used to capture the frames.
Stop motion novices have a tendency to move, morph, blend, and otherwise manipulate
objects too fast using too few frames (Fallman & Moussette, 2011). When using a
camera, computer, and software setup that allows for live preview you are able to review
and play through the animation as it is being created, which also helps you extend the
animation into the future by projecting where the object should be placed given the pace
and rhythm of previous frames. With live preview, you are able to constantly review and
play the animation back and forth as it is being created, which also helps prevent making
massive mistakes (such as objects disappearing, the camera is moved, etc.)—and if you
make them, help you realize it soon after they are made—which due to the step-by-step
nature of the stop motion animation process are extremely difficult to correct afterwards.
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A single frame from an animation produced during the course, entitled ‘Eggzit’

Compared to our previous work with interaction design students (see Fallman &
Moussette, 2011), we also noticed a rather striking difference in some particular skill sets.
For instance, while most interaction design students we worked with were already skilled
in or could with relative ease acquire sufficient skill in video editing software, the
architecture students had with some exceptions little or no experience at all in this area,
which became a bit of a stumbling block during the course, requiring a lot of our time and
effort as teachers and tutors. On the other hand, we think that lack of these skills might
have helped the architecture students in thinking more freely about the technique and
how to adapt the technique to their specific advantage.
Another tendency we saw with the architecture students that we have not experienced
previously with interaction design students was that a few groups tended to take the
examples we showed during the introduction on day 1 rather literally, i.e. ‘reusing’ ideas
rather bluntly without much tweaking. It is difficult to draw any general conclusions from
this, obviously, but we may speculate—partly informed by discussing it with the group—
that a reason might be a combination of lack of familiarity with the hardware and software
setups and the lack of time to invent an entirely new concept.
As a general conclusion, most students were surprised how much work actually goes into
producing a minute-long stop motion animation. Although stop motion sequences may
look trivial, they still require substantial investment in time, involvement, and engagement.
However, what you dedicate in time is balanced by the rather unrestricted creativity of the
medium (Fallman & Moussette, 2011). The animations produced were very varied and
presented ideas that would have taken weeks or months to realize in another way, i.e.
through CAD or 3D animation software, using some special effects applications, or
regular video. An interesting characteristic of stop motion animation is hence the linearity
between invested time and the output of the process. In some sense, it takes as much
time to produce a stop motion animation of an office chair that rotates as it takes to
produce an animation that transforms the same office chair into a goat. Substitution
material such as foam, cellophane, paper, newspapers, etc. can be used creatively to
produce various effects such as puffs of smoke, explosions, morphs, and so on. As the
sequence is built frame by frame, stop motion animators can bypass many of the various
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physical, material, and technical constraints that come together to make for instance
ordinary filmmaking such a complicated and expensive endeavor.
When we discussed the more philosophical sides of stop motion animation with the
students as a final exercise in the course, and how they thought they could use it or at
least use their experiences of having actually engaged in the process once, a concordant
view was that the technique seems very useful to make physical models and objects
come alive, and that when they do come alive, new aspects and dimensions of those
objects can be revealed that might otherwise have remained hidden and implicit.
The students were also interested in and found value in the aesthetical qualities of the
results. Stop motion animations, even those produced by professionals, are seldom
perfect; and the results produced by first-timers even less so. The light changes over
time; someone incidentally moves the camera; movements in the scene and camera
sweeps are not perfect. However, these imperfections seem to come together to give the
result—the actual animation—an authentic, funky, sketchy, energetic feel that is difficult
to attain using other production means.

A single frame from an animation produced during the course (untitled), where
the students used stop motion to allow water to defy gravity

Conclusions
Stop motion animation is a basic form of animation typically applied to make physical
objects appear to be alive. Objects are moved in small increments between individually
photographed frames and when the series of slightly different pictures is combined and
played back in continuous sequence, the illusion of movement is created. While stop
motion animation has a long history in filmmaking, the technique has received scarce
attention in most design fields including product design, architecture, and interaction
design.
We have previously explored the potential of stop motion animation as an early-phase
sketching technique in interaction design. This paper has brought some of these ideas
into the area of architecture by reporting on the planning, conduct, result, and evaluation
of a stop motion workshop course carried out at Umeå School of Architecture, Umeå
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University, Sweden, over the course of one week together with 50 Bachelor level secondyear architecture students.
Traditionally, sketching is typically carried out using little more than pen and paper. While
we do not intend to question the important role of pen and paper sketching, we rather
seek to find ways to complement it, as the artifacts that designers work with often have
qualities, characteristics, and aspects that are hard to capture with traditional means of
sketching—such as transitions, flows, decay, customization, etc. We argue that while pen
and paper sketching is excellent for catching the spirit of for instance a building, it may
not equally well capture how that building changes with the seasons; the flow of people
that pass through the building; how light moves through the rooms during the day, how its
façade decays over centuries, etc. Yet, it is often such dynamic and interactive aspects
that are being emphasized in contemporary design work.
To discover new ways of sketching these qualities, we have explored the potential of stop
motion animation in a different design disciplines. Based on the planning, setup, conduct,
and evaluation of our course, we have found some differences and similarities between
interaction design students and architecture students in how they approach and make
use of the technique for early-phase, open ended, creative purposes.
The technique has a number of interesting characteristics—including that it is easy to set
up and run, requires little and relatively cheap equipment, that the work is generally fun
and best performed in groups, and that the resulting animations emanate an authentic,
energetic, and sketchy feeling—which could make it potentially useful in other design
fields as well. More work is however needed before any far-reaching conclusions can be
drawn about its applicability and usefulness outside of the particular cases we have
described in this paper.
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